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MILITARY CURRICULF4 MATERIALS

.The military-develqped curriculum materi'alsin this course
padkage Oare selected by the National Center for Research in
Vbcational Education Military CurriculUm Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional,materials agentieS. The purpoqe of
"disseminating these courses was to take curriculum materials.
:developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in(the civilian setting.

. ,

The course materials wer9 acquired, evaluated by project
stiff.and practitioners,in the field, and prepared for
disseminatiOn. Materials which wdre specific to the military °

were deleted, copyrighted:materials were either omitted or appro-
fOr their use was obtained. These course packages Contain.
'culum resource materials which can be adaptedto support .

rvoc tional instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center
Mission Statement

-.7-7-.1"--..r-frre".!.
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The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the abilitY of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

-JP

Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and(
Technical Education

information and Field
Services Division

The ilationrIl Centertor ficsentrch
in Vocr3tional Education

,1^.....rrarn.

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculuip Materials

WRIYE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in VocAtional

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 61f1i486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)



Military
Curriculum Materials
DisseminatiGn Is ...

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military developed currkulum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of t
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided througl a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" bet een the U.S. Office, of

-Education and the epartment of Defense..

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses-
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Educatidn's designated representati to
acquire the materials and conduct the p oject
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shieley A4 Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

W lat Materials
Are Available?

11

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination 'Centers and other
instructional materials agendies for dissemi-
nation.

'Course materials include progranifned
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guide's, student workbooks apd technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation.'
Building &

Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Draf Ong
Electronics
Engine Meclvnics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
PhOtography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selectgd
for dissemination.

How Can TheseN
Materials Be Obtained?

.

Contact the Curriculum Coordination tenter
-in your region for information on obtaining,,
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
yoU to an instructional materials agency
,closer to you.

CURRICULUM COOI1DINIMOil GUN! FERS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377 -2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director`
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753.0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Driwer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762
6011325-2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H.' Zane, Ph.D.

Director
1779 University Ave.
Honolulu,,HI 96822
808/948.7834
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AIRCRAFT PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN

Table ofIntents

Course Description

Volume I

Pneudraulic Functions and Career Program --
Student Text

Pneudraulic Functions and'Career Program -
Workbook

Page l'

Page 3

Page 60
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-

% .

Operation and Maintenance of Pneudraulic' Page 91
Components - Student Text

Operation and Maintenance of Pneudraulic Page 206'
Caiponents - Workbobk
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Pneudraulid'Systemsand Principles of Page 250
Operation - Studeni Text

Pnepdraulic Systems and PrinCiples of Page 320
Operation - Workbook
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Ground Equipment Schematics, and Supervision Page 350.
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AIRCRAFT PNEUDRAULIC REPAIRMAN Correspondence course 24

Developed by:
Occupational Arse:

United States Air Force Aviation
Development and
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Course Diecription:

. . v
This cOurse was designed as the theory portion to supplement on-the-job training to upgrade an Apprentice (semi-skilled) level rapairperson to the
Spechtlist (skilled) level. The specialist's duties fall in the following four areas:

Performs preventive rriaintenance-on aircraft and aound equipment pneumatic/hydraulic systems
Installs and repairs aircraft and ground equipment pneUrnatic/hydraulic combonents I.
Inspects pneumatic/hydraulic shop activities
Supervises aircraft and ground equipment pneumatic/hydraulic repair personnel, ,

1

Each volume is divided into chapters and accompanied with a Oorkboolf. Some sections were deleted because of references to spec l
iimiitary

procedures or organization.

'Volume 1 Pneudraulic Functions and Career Program' discusses good Hibusekeeping end safety practices, hydrauli fluids and,
plumbing materials, and maintenance tools. The first three chapters dealing with Air Force organiatiolt and career
programs, Air Force publications, and supply management and security were deleted.

Volume 2 Operation and Maintenance of Fneudraulic Components contains six chapters cojering pneudraulic, term's; pneudraulic -
systems supply units, pressure-regulating, limiting and controlling devices; flow control and directional unite; landirq
gear componentsiand brake systems components.

Volume 3 Pneudraulic Systems and Principles-of Operation contains five chapters discussing aircraft familiarization, principles of
electricity, pneudraulic power systems, hydraulic actuating systems, and aircraft emergency pristidratkpc systems.

Volume 4 Ground Equipment, Schematics, and Supervision and Training contains chapters on shop and-aerospace ground equip-
ment and the use of hydraulic schematics. The third chapter on supervision and 'training wai deleted because of references
to specific military procedures and organization.

Each chapter contains objectives, readings, review exercises keyed to the text, and answers to the exercises. Volume review exercises are available, btrt
no answers are provided. This course was designed for student self-stud/and valuation while in a shop or on-the-job learning situation. It contains
much basic information as well as some supervisbry training.
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Preface

410

THIS CAREER _development course wit help you qualify in the upgrade
knowledge re0Airements for pneudraulic repairman specialty. This course deals
With job-related-areas for the pneudraulic repairmtn. It is the self-study portion
of your on-the-job training program. It contains information requirethfor your
progression from Ate; 3- to the 5-skill level.

Whereas this cour-se should equip.you toTass the speciality knowledge tests.
you must still satisfy on-the-job proficiency requiremeniS of your unit OJT
program befori you can kdvince in skill level." You must apply yourself ani0
study to acquife this knowledge.

This coutse Contains four volumes. The first volume dealr with pneudraulic
functions ,and career programs. The second covers the operation and main-
tenance of ihitudraulic components. The third deals with pneudraulic systems
and the principles of operation, and Ole fourthand final volume is concerned
with ground equipment, schematics, and supervision and tfaining.

This Nolume-contains six chapters. The fir-st chapter invoduces you to the
organization of m ntenance activiti and the Air Force career program,
Chapter 2 deals wit
system. The next chap
ciples of supply authoriz
fourth chapter you will 1

and*Chapter 5 ,deals with

Air Force pub
r details the r
tion and mana
arn about goo

draulic fluid

cation types and the technical order
ponsibility for public property, prin-
eMent, and the security system. In the

housekeeping and safety practices.
and plumbing materials. Chapter IS..

the final chapter of this vcilunie. details ocedures for the use qf ,handtools.
special measuring tools, the property of me als, and corrosion control. Each of
these chapters is important to your career. tter you have finished reading this
volume, complete the volume review exercis . Then you will be ready to con-
tinue. to"<olume 2. which covers the op ation ind maintenance of this,
pneudrautic components.

If you have questions onithe accuracy or cur cy of the subject matter of this
text, or recommendations for its improvemen , send them to Tech TEig Cen
(TTOC): Chanute AFB."111 61868..

If you have questions on course enrollment o administration, or on any of
ECI's instructional aids (Your Key fo Career D velopment. Study Reference
Guides. Chapter Review Exercises, Volume R iew Exercise, and Course
Examination). consult your education officer, trai jng officer,. or N.CO. as ap-
propriate. If he can't answer-your questions, send hem to ECI. Guntei AFB.
Alabama 36118. preferably on ECI Form 17. Stad t Request for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 21 hours (7 points).
Materiial in this volume is technically -accurate, adequate. and current as of

Novembei 1971.

4
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CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 1

PEN-AND-INK CHANGES:

Page, Pgragraph Line Correction

79

29

79

83

85

16-37

16-37

16-37

17-9.

17-15

16,

2 &

5

8

17%

3

18

Change "onc3 a month" to "every*two
months."

Change "30" to "60."

Change "April" to "May."

Delete,

After "ex-", add the following:
. . tend through the center of the

thimble and barrel and protrudes from
thehole in the center of the base.
The base provides a sur- . , "

14
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MODIFICATIONS,

Cits9,3 I-- 31 of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this taterial for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Gurriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

. and Technical Education" Deleted material involves extensive use of

military f
a

procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use.in vocational*d techniCal education.

14 .



CHAPTER 4
r

Good Housekeeping and Safety Practices)

SAFETY, SAFETY, safety! You have heard it
before and you will hear it again. So what? Just
ask yourself, _what does it do for me? That is a
fair question and deserves a fair answer. Would
you accept a loss of an arm, a leg, an eye, or
jcven your life? Or, maybe not so bad this time,
ust a painful broken hand or skinned knuckles!

e have mentioned a few..of the outcomes of
arelessness, but what can be done to change it?

First of all, if eac,t and every one of us will
practice safety, we can cut down on these so-
called accidents. We say so-called, becanse
most of them are caused by unsafe acts of
people, as shown in figure 19.

2. So the only answer is to be safe on and off
the job; don't take chances. It may take a little
longer, but do things the right way, the safe
way, and prevent pain and damage.

3. What's in it for the Air Force? The answer
is simplethe mission. Every accident, minor
or major, hurts the Air Force mission. What
happens when you get hurt and go to the hos-
pital? Well, you are still on the payroll; the
doctors ire on the payroll; time is lost;
someone wise has to do your assigned job, or it
has to wait until you return. Results: a lot of ex-
tra expense for the Air Force, unnecessary pain
for you, and a job not being done! The bad part
is that most of this can be preented.

' 9. Good Housekeeping,L
9-1.. It has been truly said that "cleanliness is

next tc Godliness." Good housekeeping is that
neatness and cleanliness Which prevent fire
losses. It is also necessary for the successful
performance of a job. .

9-2. Good Housekeeping Principles and
Practices. The first rule of good housekeeping
is personal cleanliness. If you are an orderly
person and present a good appearance, it will
probably be reflected in your work. A person
who keeps himself clean has daeloped a habit
which will be carried oNer into all his actions.
Thus, yot ..iye made a grear stride in the tight
direction. i ou are already far aheaeof the

ACCIDENT CAUSES

88%

171111l1611

10% 2%

I

t*
UNSAFE

P OPLE

20.

O.

BY
PHYSICAL
HAZARDS

BY

N TUR AL
PHENOMENA

42-355

Figure 19. Accident causes.

game in this safety proposition if you have lear-
ned to iceep yourself and your clothing neat and
clean.

9-3. Next, there is your work area. Many'so-
called accidents can be prevented. Much of the
lost time and pain could be avoided if you keep
your work area clean and orderly. As an exam-

-- ple, oil spilled on the floor may cause you, or
another to slip. The result may be serious in-
jury. If oil or fuel is spilled, it should be
covered with an approved compound; or better
still, it should be cleaned up immediately. The
floor or ramp must 6e kept free of obstructions.
An extension cord or dropped tool may cause
you to trip and injure ypurself.

9-4. Some units that you will disassemble
have small parts. They can easily be lost,
broken, or mixed with other parts. To avoid
_lost time while you hunt another part, keep
your work area neat and orderly. A cluttered

, bench makes effective work almost impossible.
Zhis is the starting place for an accident. Worn

v



out part.; shouid be disposed of promptly in the
correct plecesnot on the floor.

9-5. Other tems that always find their way
into your work area are soft drink bottles. They
should be kept in the break area and in the
proper container. A broken bottle is one of the
most dangerous of objects. Candy Ittcogum
wrappers belong around candy and pis r in
a wastebasket. Never allow gum to be found on
the floor. It makes for a soiled floor when you
step into it, and it might cause a fall.

9-6. Every shop has a designated place for
toolboxes when they are not in use. Keep them
in their place and keep the lid closed. It does
not require much time or effort to open the box
wken you need a tool, and you' may prevent
someone from badly bruis'ng his shin. Most
shops will have a tool b rd to make special
tools available to ill who y need them. Keep
them in place., Since some of these tools are
quite heavy, get help or use a chain hoist if
necessary to put them in place.

9-7. If your shop maintains a stockroom,
goods should be stacked neatly, in the
prescribed location. This will prevent possible
damage to the stored items and also make them
readily available. f

9-8. Good ventilation leads to good work.
Ventilation is actually necessary for the health
and safety of personnel. You will find that your
work output will drop off considerably if you
are too hot or too cold. If the air is dusty or
fumes are present, inform your supervisor or
trainer. Make him aware of the conditions un-
der which you are working. He can then take
the necessary corrective action.

9-9. Proper lighting is another requisite for_
doing work. Definite standards have been set
up by the Air Force to provide the correct
illumination for all installations. Good lighting
works hand in hand with good housekeeping to
eliminate many accident hazards.

9-10. Fire Prevention. Closely allied with
good housekeeping and absolutely,neeessary, is
a fire prevention system. The best cure for any
fire is to prevent its occurrence.You must carry
out all safety precautions with regard to the
prevention of fires..This means you must know
what to do and how to do it when a fire does
occur.

,

9-11. Many fires are caused by carelessness
and by poor housekeeping. Oily rags thfown
in a corner are excellent material for a healthy
fire. Poor storage practices, especially of flam-
mable materials, have caused many avoidable
fires. Overloaded electrical outlets coupled
with defective circuit breakers may also cause a
fire. NO SMQKING signs were made to be ob-
served; lighted cigarettes or matches thrown in

4 1

wastepaper baskets full of paper are not usually
put out by the fall. Here are a few precautions
that you should observe with regard to fire
prevention:

a. Do not allow large quantities of rags to ac-
cumulate. Be sure that all oil rags are kept in
approved, closed containers.

b. Observe the signs in the NO SMOKING
areas.

c: Never allow your clothing to become
saturated with fuel or oil. If they should
become that way accidentally, change your
clothing as soon as possible. Contaminated
clothing may cause skin problems as well as be
a fire hazard.

d. Do not permit combustible fluids to be
stored in open containers. An example is
gasoline or jet fuel.

e. Always make sure that the static lines are
in place. The aircraft dust be grounded
properly before you work on it.

f Never deposit cigarettes or matches in a
wastebasket even if they appear to be out.
; g. Be careful with hydraulic fluid; it is not a

ifighly flammable liquid, but it will burn.
h. Use only approved cleaning solvents.

9-12. Fires will occur, no matter how many
precautions are taken. You must be ready to
fight them quickly, and effectively. This implies
that you should know the telephone number of
the base fire departments and the location of
the fire extinguishers. Y.ou should also know
which type of extinguisher to use for the type of
fire you are fighting.

9-13. The telephone number for the base fire
department is usually posted in large letters.
These posters are at intervals in the shop, in the
barracks, and on the flight line. Usually the
telephone directory has the number on the
cover or first page in large print. Also a gum
label with the number is attached to the phone.
If alarm boxes are installed on your base, learn
where they are and how to use them.

9-14. Fire extinguishers may look alike, but
a fire may be made worse if the Wrong type of
extinguisher is used. Figure 20 will give you a
good idea of what types of fires the various ex-
tinguishers can be used on. The chart also gives
their effective ranges. Study it carefully. When
you practice ,safety, you protect yourself. Our
next subject broadly covers the field of safety.

10. Safety Practices
10-1. Each person assigned to the shop

should make an effort to improve safety con:
ditions. Always be , on the alert for un-
satisfactory conditions that could result in in-
jury to personnel or damage to equipment.

1 6



Type of
Extinguisher

-

Pump-Tank Soda Acid, Foam Types

,tz

Carbon
Dioxide

Chloro-
bromomethane

Use on:

. '
Type A Fires:
Wood, trash,
paper, waste,

Type A Fires:
Wood, trash,
paper, waste.

,

Type B Fires:
Gasoline, oil
and oil base
material, var-
nishes etc.

Type C Fires:
Electrical fires,
confined fires on
oil, ordinary
combustible*.

Type C Fires:
Electrical fires.'

May also 4

be used on:
Wood, trash,
paper, waste.

Type A and B
fires.

Small fire...

Method
of using:

'

Direct stream
at base of
.flames.

Fs"

Work close for.
penetration. Di-
rect stream at
base of flames.

Apply complete
blanket of foam
over surface,
Avoid a direct
stream on oil
surfaces.

Apply so that gas
floods material in
a wave-working with
draft.. Extinguisher
lasts only a few
seconds.

Direct stream
on base of fire
or hot surface.

i
Effective
range:

30 to 40 feet 30 to 40 feet 3 to 6 feet 15 to 30 feet

, '
Principle of
extinguish-
ment

Cools burning
surfaces below
ignition point.
Any stream
generated tends
to smother
flames. Prafti-
cally no gas
leaves nozzle.

Blankets burning
material with

or foam,
wh' h excludes
oxygen. Grohs
and insulates
surface from heat.
Blanket prevents
flashbacks.

...,
Flame is 4

smothered by
heavy blanket
of nonflamma-
ble gas.

Upon contact
with flame', or'
hot surface, the
liquid converts .
into a heavy
smothering
vapor. '

Warning: Never use on
charged electri-
cal equipment,
varnish, oils or
other fuels. Pro-
tect from freezing.

Never use on
charged electri-
cal equ.ipment,
varnish, oils or
other fuels. Pro-
tect from freezing.

Never use on
charged elpctri-
cal equipment:
Protect frOm
freezing. I

,

CO2 will not sup-
port life. Avoid
extended exposure
in area where it
has been used, es-
pecially in pits.

Do not use in
closed areas. li '
liquid comes into
contact with skin
or eyes, wash
immediately with'
water followed by
medical treatment.

Figure 20. Use of fire extinguishers.

17
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Preventive maintenance and periddic in-
spections of shop equipment are important fac-
torin establishing a safe and efficient shop.
Un ubtedly, one of the greatest factors in
safety is the elimination of the causes of ac-
cidents. This depends, in great part, on you.

10-2. Common handtools are a frequent
source of injury, and they deserve more tespect
than they ordinarily receive. A sound rule for
the use of handtools is this: Use the tool for its
designed purpose and keep it in a good state of
fepair. Portable power tools are more hazar-
(lobs than handtools because they are powered
by electricity or compressed air. Shops and
their equipment present their own particular
hazards. An example is a hydraulic component
tester with its high pressure. Your supervisor
will explain the safety precautions to observe
v;hile you operate shop equipment. It's his job
to make sure that you don't get hurt. How can
he get the work done if his people get hurt? Of
course, most supervisors have a personal in-

_ terest as' well as a professional one.
10-3. When working in the shop use the

proper guards and -observe caution markings
found on power equipment. Whenever possible,
guards should be permanently installed.
Machines with movable guards should have a
safety power cutoff switch insialled. The colors
used for safety markings are red to indicate
danger or point out emergency' stop devices.
Yellow is used to indicate caution, and green to
identify safety equipment facilities and their
locations. Black and white are used for in-
formational signs.

10-4. Working Around Danger Areas.
Perhaps we should call danger areas potential
danger areas. the danger potential is there,_but
it normally does not become hazardous unless
we become careless. The bcst way to treat air-
craft and 'aircraft systems 4s with respect and
caution. Don't take chances; know what you are
doing

10 . Jet aircraft have more danger areas
than che reciprocating type; thus, we will base
our 4iscussion on jets. For example, when a jet
engin is in operation, the turbine wheel,
exh ust blast, and the suction effect in front of
the engine are danger areas. Each requires par-
ticular attention by all personnel working in
the immediate area. Other hazards include
high-intensity sound, radiofrequency radiation,
armed aircraft, egress systems, and power-
actuated equipment.

10-6. Turbine wheel danger areas. A red
stripe painted on the fuselage or engine nacelles
indicates where the turbine wheel is. Do not
stand in line with that stripe during engine
runup. This is a dangerous area.

dor

10-7. Engine exhaust danger areas. The
high-velocity, high-temperature exhaust blast of
a jet engine is especially hazardous to per-
sonnel. Do not pass close behind a jet aircraft
with its engine operating. The blast distance
will vary with different aircraft. For an exam-
ple, F-106 aircraft must be cleared by at least
350 feet behind the airplane.

10-8. Engine intake danger areas. The suc-
tion effect of a jet engine can also kill a man if
he is drawntinto the intake. Ordinarily, persons
must not approach within 25 feet of jet intakes
when the engine is operating. The intake ducts
should be free of all objects. .

10-9. gigh-intensity sound. While working
on aircraft you are exposed to extremely hazar-
dous noise potentials. The noise endangers a
person's 'hearing and interferes with speech
communications. It also leads to fatigue.
Fatigue leads to faulty maintenance, causing an
increase in number of accidents attributed to
"maintenance errors." As a result, there is a
general increase in the number of accidents.

10-10. The loudness of sound is measured in
decibels. Noise levels of 110 to 120 decibels
(db) and above are common in the vicinity of
operating jet aircraft engines area. Multiengine
jets frequently exceed 130 db. You. may suffer
physical ,Mjuries atthese higher levels unless
you are suitably protected. Noise levels of 85
db and .below are considered relatively safe.

10-11. Ear defenders, selection, of aircraft
runup area, noise-suppression ie evicM, and
other precautious protect against noise Hazards.
The noise intensity of jet aircraft is greatest to
the rear of the engines at an angle of 45° on
either side. Do not work or stand in these high-
iptensitV noise areas unless absolutely
necessary. Ear defenders alone will not give
you enough protection at levels of 130 to 140
db. If you must work in these areas wear a
headset in addition to earplugs. Then keep the
period of exposure as short as possible.

10-12. A person who has worked too long in
areas with high db levels will show symptoms of
sickness or injury. He may have pain, a feeling
of fullness, and a ringing or burnMg of the ears;
dizziness, impairment of mental concentration;

. and occasionally nausea, vomiting, or weakness
of the knees. Emotional irritability is often a
sign of noise fatigue. When any of these symp-
toms are ,noted, the affected person should be
taken from the noise area immediately. A
medical officer should examine him before the
effects wear off.

10-13. Radiofrequency radiation. Specific
precautions are necessary for personnel han-
dling fuel and ammunition near high-powered
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radiofrequency transmitters. There is the poten-
tial danger that the radar will be beamed at
them. A high-powered radar beam can ignite
steel wool 100 feet away.

10-14. If the microwave radiation of a radar
beam strikes the human body, it causes internal
heating. This may cause damage to the tissue if
the rise in temperature is sufficiently high or
prolonged. Eye tissue and tbe testes are more
sensitiste.to these damaging effects than other

c parts of the body. Shielding and distance give
Nome protection. The best rule to follow is:

radar and certain radio equipment must be tur-
ned off when maintenance is being performed.

10-15. Armed aircraft. Be extra careful when
performing maintenanc$ on aircraft that are ar-
med. Armed aircraft have warning signs near
the cockpit entrance and on the fire control
system panel. They also have safety pins with
streamers on the arm devices. Part II of AFTO
Form 781 must have a statement indicating
what arms are installed, Although only limited
maintenance is normally performed on armed
aircraft, observe and obey all armament warn-
ing signs;. be cautious in -the use of external
power. Do not operate any armament switches
or remove their safety devices. Do not remove
the streamered safety pins from armament
devices. Before you perform maintenance on
armed aitiraft, study the applicable aircraft
technical manuals. Also read other safety direc-
tives in order to be completely familiar with the
safety precautions.

10-16. Egress systems. Maintenance per-
/ sonnel accidentally firing the ejection seat or

canopy could result in serious injury ind
damage to the aircraft. Ejection seat and
canopy ground safety pins are installed im-
mediately After flight. They will remain safetied
while the aircraft is on the ground. These
ground safety pins are 4ttached to red
streamers. The streamers have the words
REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT stenciled* in
large letters on them. The ground safety pins
provide protection from accidental.firing of the
seat and canopy initiators. Usually, for ex-
tensive maintenance, egress personnel will
disarm the scat and canopy.

10-17. Here is a word of warning concerning
initiator safety pins. It is possible to install the
initiator safety pin incorrectly by making them
look safe when they're ready to blow! Figure 21
illustrates the correct, as well as the incorrect,
way of installing safety pins in the initiators.
Notice the safety pin in the "unsafe" drawing!
The initiator goes part way into the hole but
does not seat in the retaining groove of the
pinhead.

10-18. When working in the seat or canopy
area exercise particular care to avoid accidental
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arming and firing. Extreme heat or unin-
tentional movement of the actuating
mechanisms can fire the ejection seat catapult
or canopy renfover. Do not place tools in your
pockets while working in the cockpit drea.
Screwdrivers in hip pockets save caused ac-
cidental firing of seats. Know the aircraft egress
syssems that you are working around. Know
where the safety pins are installed and how they
shou151 be, installed. These systems should com-
m4nd the same respect that you have for a
machinegun. They are, in a way, types of, .
firearms.

10-19. Power-actuated surfaces and equip-
ment. Aircraft with power-operated (most are
hydraulic) devices, such as flight control sur-
faces and landing gear, present a potential
danger. If you carelessly operate any of these,
you can damage equipment or injure someone.
These systems are designed to operate quickly
arid against heavy airloads. They can be quiter
dangerous unless all precautions are observed.
It is your job to check out and maintain these
systems, but use caution. Before going into a
bomb bay to work on it, make sure that you
haif disabled the'system. Don't get trapped by
someone throwing switches! Curiosity can be
dangerous and there is a little bit of it in
everyone. "What will happen when I flip this
switch?" Watch out for the hangar pilot! When
operating systems to check them out, make sure
that they are clear of personnel and equipment.
Have someone stand by and make sure that
.everyone stays clear of the danger areas.
, 10-20. Sharp edges. The control surfaces of

some jet aircraft have unusually sharp edges.
When working on or near these edges be
especially cautious. During prolonged main-
tenance periods, use suitable protective covers
on such edges. If you cannot do this, tape the
sharp edges. Attach red streamers to indicate
the danger area. Watch where you are going;
serious injuries have occurred from persons
simplyarevalking into sharp'edges ,...tlight con-
trols.

10-21. Aircraft walkways and NO-STEP
areas. The aerodynamic efficiency of aircraft
can be affected by damage from maintenance
personnel walking on aircraft surfaces. When
repair work makes it necessary to walk or step
on the aircraft, use the designated walkways.
Un d er no circumstances walk-or stcp on areas
desi ated as NO-STEP areas. Besides causing
damage, you can very easily slip ang fall when
stepping on slick wing surfaces. Designated
walkways are covered with nonskid material.
High-speed aircraft must have smooth surfaces;
for/ this reason, you have to be extra careful
when climbing onto or walking on external sur-
faces other than nonskid areas. Wear. either
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Figure 21. Safe/unsafe initiators.

suitable soft-soled shoes or protective pads, and
b reful not to walk on NO-STEP areas.

-22. Hydraulic servicing precautions. Ser-
vi ng aircraft hydraulic systems is not as hazar-
dotis as servicing fuel or oxygen systems. But,
hydraulic fluids under high pressures do in-
volve certain dangers and requirs, precautions
on your part. Make,certain that all pressure is
removed from the system before you disconnect
any litres. Furthermore, yffiu cannot properly
service most aircraft with pressure in the
system. If quid is to be added to a pressurized
hydraulic reservoir, the ieservoir must be
depressurized slowly. Then remove.the filler
cap. Since different aircraft have different
hydraulic systems, the ser*ing procedures and
precautions also differ. Detailed servicing in-
structions and precautions are found in the ap-
plicable aircraft technical manual. The
hydraulic systems of some aircraft are serviced
with a hydraulic test stand attached and
operating. This involves observing precautions
for the test stand as well as the aircraft. Ser-
vicing with clean hydraulic fluid of the correct
type is extremely important in order to prevent
failure of the system. Remove any hydraulic
fluid spilled in or,on the aircraft, and wipe the
area clean. Be careful not to spill hydraulic

SAFE

42-357

fluid on other components such as electrical or
electron ic un its.

'10-23. It is necessary to service ad-
cumulators with dry, filtered air or nitrogen to
the correct pressure. Never service a hydraulic
acCumulator with high-pressure oxygen:
Oxygen itself is not flammable, but it will Mip-
port combustion in other flammable materiaks.
If oxygen is permitted to mix with flammable
gases or fumes, the result can be highly ex-
plosive. Oxygen and grease, oils, or fuel make a
highly dangerous combination; keep them
apart.

10-24. When using high-pressure air, be ex-
tremely capeful and tolerate no horseplay; it
can be very dangerous. Air pressure strong
enough to clean dust or dirt is also strong
enough to blow it up into a person's eyes and
ears, and cause possible damage to the 'body.
Pressures aS low) as 10 to 15 psi have been

" known to cause serious'injuries. It has been
estimated that pressure of only 4 psi will rup-
ture the intestines when "goosing" is indulged
in.

10-25. Radioactivity. You may in the future
be , required to work around radioactive
material. You must be aware of the safety
precautions to be observed and instantly
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recbgnize the radiation warnings. We have
prepared general list of precautions that must
be observed. Remember, you cannot see
radioactivity, and it ,may be hours before you
feel the effects of radiation.

a. You must have a physical examination if
you are exposed to radiation. If you are
working around radiation you will be
scheduled, for an examination periodically.

b. Be sure that the base monitor briefs you
on the measures and hazards involved.

c. You must wear protective clothing while
working around radioactive materials.

d. Wear a film badge or a pocket dosimeter
at all times when around radioactivity.

e. Practice good hygiene such as washing
your hands and face thoroughly before eating
or smoking.

f Do not eat, drink, smOke, or chew gum
while in the area.

g. Report any scratch or cut made by a
radioactive material. Such scratches may cause
severe sores and be very slow in healing.

h. Do not wear personally owned iteins such
as watches and rings. They may become con-
taminated.

i. Do not handle telephones, reports, r
other similar objects while wearing protective
gloves. You may contaminate them.

j. Do not breathe dust or metallic particles
which come from radioactive materials.

10-26. To aid in( the identification of
radioactive material, the AFTO 9 series forms
have been devised. These are yellow with a
magenta (reddish-purple) Warning symbol. A
description of the forms and instructions for
handling contaminated items are contained in
the 00-110 series Technical Orders. AnY time
these warning syribols appear, precautions
must be taken. The AFTO 9 series form are
listed as follows:

a. AFTO Form 9; Radiation Area Warning
Placard (8 1/2 x 11 inches).

b. AFTO Form 9A, Radiation Warning Tab.
c. AFTO Form 9B, Radioactive Material

Warning Label (2 1/4 x 3 5/8 inches). -
d. AFT9 Form 9C, Radioactive Material

Warning PlacardA 1/2 x 31 inches), shown in
figure 22. x

e. AFTO Form_ 9D, Radiation Ingestion
Hazard Placard (8 1/2 x 11 inches).

f AFTO Form 9E, High Radiatfn Xrea
Warning Placard (18 x 24 inches). This placard
will be used to identify an'area where radiation
intensity is 100 milliroentgens per hour or
greater.

-10-27. Do not enter a radiation area unless
it is absolutely necessary. When you must work
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in a radiation area, follow all precaution and
do not stay any loiger than necessary.

10-28. Off-Duty Safety. A Man assigned to
a hazardous operation as part ot his daily duty
is conscious of danger. He will prepare himself
accordingly. He is also undei almost constant
apervision during duty hours. He knows.that ii
he violates regulations and directives he will be
reprimanded or disciplined for his wrong
doing. Thus, he is kept in line.

10-29. Now follow this same airman after
hours. He showers, relaxes, and looks around
for some recreation. His carefulness usually
relaxes right along with his body. Perhaps he
decides to go to the hobby shop, engage in some
sport, or go for a drive. For these activities,
there is no safety offiEer to caution him; many
tirnes, there are no posters to warn him and no
supervisor to admonish him. He's strictly on his
own, often without the ability to handle the
assignment. Let's take a look at some of the
hazards that might confront this airman. Also,
what he should do to meet them. We shall focus
on safe driving during off-duty hours, safety in
sports, safe conduct in the barracks, and safety
in hobby shop activities.

10-30. Safety in driving. As a source of off-
duty pleasure, the automobile rates top billing
with Air Force personnel. Unfortunately, it is
also their greatest threat to life and lirinb. For
exampje, in 1960, private motor vehicles driven
by Air Force personnel were responsible for
more than 340 deaths and 3,200, disabling in-
juries.

10-31. What can you do to reduce the off-
base, off-duty accident rate? First of all, learn
the traffic laws. Secondly, observe these laws
strictly. Several factors must be considered
regarding the exact observance of traffic laws,
among them the following:

i
.a. Never try to travel too far in too short a

period of time. This can be assured by your
adhering to your hose's travel policies.

b. Don't continue driving when you are
sleepy Or overtired. Remember that,when you
have an accident you endanger notr'only your-
self but the 'driver and passengers of other
vehicles as ell.

c. Make s re,your car is in good mechanical
conditicin before starting ori a trip. Malfunc-
tioning brakes, lights, and windshield wipers, as
well as badly worn tires, invite auto accidents.

d. Rememberalcohol and driving do not
mix.

e. Speed limits are made to be observed and
are not intended to be racetracks.__-
You can undoubtedly add manylinore

precaut)ons to the ones listed. If you want to go

highways

10-32
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Figure 22. Radioactive material warning.

on living with,a whole and sound body, drive
carefu ily-.

10-33. Safety in sports. Sports should ot-
cupy a very important place in your Air Force
life. Military planners are becoOng more and
more conscious of this fact. 1his-is a means for
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helping personnel do their jobs better and
develop themselves physically. The more com-
mon athletic activities are swimming, football,
boxing, wrestling, basketball, baseball, track,
and golf. There are activities sponsored by the
Air Force after duty hours. When properly
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organd and supervised these activities db
mich to train the airman physically and men-
tally. However, when engaged in improperly,
they become a source of danger and often a
cause of injury. ,

10-34. Safety in barracks. At first 'glance,
barracks life seems to be perfectly harmless.
However, the very fact that so many different
types of men live in one building presents the
danger. The barracks can be a soUrce of a great
many accidents which are not always ac-
cidental.

10-35. Horseplay should never be tolerated
in the barracks. During morning cleanups and
G.I. parties, serious injuries can beand often
arecaused by happy-go-lucky broom and mop
wielders who exhibit their prowess as fencing
experts rather than cleaners.

10-36. Smoking in bed is a practice thak
leads to many unpleasant results. Butt cans and
not the center aisle of the bay should be used to
dispose of cigarette butts. In case of a fire in the
barracks, use the same procedure outlined in a
preceding section of this chapter where fire
prevention was discussed.

10-37. Safety in the hobby shop. The baso
hobby shopand most modern bases have
oneis a good place to,relax after a day's work
and yet do something useful and practical with
your spare tittle. Most hobby shops are built
and equipped on the assumption that the using
personnel are not fully skilled in what they are
doing. Even so, you must still exercise care in
using the equipment provided.

10-38. Carpentry equipment is especially
dangerous. Such tools as motor-driven saws,
power drills, and other wood-shaping equip-
ment should be used with caution and ac-
cording to directions. Failure to do so can
result in irreparable bodily injuries. Following
are a few precautions of which every hobby shop
us should take note:

ake sure you are checked out on the use
of eq ipment.

b. Use safety guards at all times.
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c. Make sure the floOr around machines is
free from stumbling and tripping hazards.

d. Keep the floor clean of sawdust and
scraps.

10-39. Never forget that hobby Oop SOPs
were written for your prftection. It is to your
advantage to..become completely familiar with
all operating piocedures before attempting to
use any biece of hobby shop equipment.

10-40. Accident Reporting. If you are in-
volved in an accident, your supervisor and the
ground safety officer are required to fill out
forms reporting the ciFumstances and the ex-
tent of damage and injuries sustained. Although
there are several forms, the USAF Form 711
and 71 I a, Ground Accident/Incident Report, is
the one that will most concern you. Your super-
visor has to know his business ip order to fill
out the form, and your c4operation is
necessary. Accidents are reported as prescribed
by AFR 127-4. Reportable aCcidents are4

a. Injuries to Air Force military and civilian
personnel or those stationed, assigned, or ern-
ployed at AirForce installations.

b. Injuries to non-Air Force personnel
resulting from Air Force ground operations.-

c. Accidents and incidents resulting in
disabling injuries or property damage of $25 or
more. Such accidents are referred to as "repor-
table ground accidents." When an accident is
reportAd fpr any of the foregoing reasons,
injuries without regard to their eitent or
amount will be included.

1.0-41. Remember, safety is a full-time job.
Safety, then, is my jab, your job,.everbody's job.
Observance of the rules set down can easily
mean the difference between the complete suc-
cess or utter failure of the mission of your
organization. Safety also requires self-
discipline and proper supervision and training.
Supervision and training are -essential part,:1 of
any maintenance organization and will be
discussed in a ilater:t,
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Hydraulic Fluids and Plumbing Materials
,

PROPER OPERATION and correct main-
tenante of hydraulic systems depend on the use

the,correct fluid. As a pneudraulic repair"?
A man, you should be able to iflentify the various

typelt., of fluids used in hydraulic systems.
Setif:NIS darnage can result if the wrong fluid is,
used. The cleanliness of hydraulic fluid is also a
critical factor in our newer aircraft.

2. Various plumbing materials make up a
hydraulic system. For exam141e, there are seals,
backup rings, fittings, tubing, and hose. You
must be familiar with these various seals and
6ackup rings, because they are designed for
specific systems. No hydrgaulic system will
operate satisfactorily unlessints tubing and hose
can withstand the Tressures .under which the
system opirates.

3. Safetying devkes can also be considered
as plumbing materials. These devices are
designed for specific uses, and the correct
safety device must be used and applied in the
correct manner..

4. Let's first discuss fluids that are used with
hydraulic systems. Then we'll follow this with
the Various plumbing 'devices.

11. Fluichi
11-1. There are several types of fluids used

in hydraulic equipment. They are referred to as
-hydraulic fluids" and ''cleaning agents."
During our discussion of fluids, we will also
cover flushing and servicing of hydraulic
systems.

. 11-2. Hydraulic Fluids. Hydraulic flitids
are generally classified bytheir type and base.
For example, there is the petroleum-base fluid,
the vegetable-base fluid, and the synthetic-base
fluid.

11-3. Petroleum-base fluid. One petroleum-
base fluid is specified by MIL H --5606.
Petroleum-base fluid (5606) is dyed red for
easy identification. It is generally supplied in 1-
quart and I -gallon containers and is available
in one grade only. This one grade has an
opdrating range of 65°. (-53.9° C.) to
275° F. (135° C.) The advantage of this' wide

CH PTER 5

operating range is the ability of the fluid to per-
form adequately in summer and.winter tem-
peratures. The heals required with the.
petroleum-base fluid may be of synthetic rub-
ber, leather, or metal composition. This type of
fluid is used in most aiecrafthand missile
hydraulic systems. Automatic gots and con-
trol surface mechanisms also use this type of
fluid.

11-4. Another, petroleum-base fluid is
presently known as MILH-6083. Fluid
6083 is supplied in only one grade. It is in-
tended for use as a preservative oil in shock
itruts, hydraulic equipment, and spare parts. It
is also used as a testing and flushing oil for
some hydraulic component*. It may also be
used as an all-temperature operating fluid in in-
dependently serviced shock struts. Howeverj1._
should not be u-sed in regular aircraft hydraulic
systems.

11-5. Vegetable-base fluid. This is a blue
colored fluid and is now obsolete for normal
Air Force use.

11-6. Flush all systems and comVonents
inadvertently saviced with fluid of the in-
correct type. Should an aircraft hydraulic
system or component accidentally be serviced
with the incorrecefluid, it must be immediately
drained. Check the proper technical order for
detailed instruction.

11-7. To determine the fluid used in an air-
craft, check the maintenance instruction
technical order. Another method is to read the
instruction plate on the individual unit or
reservo ir.

11-8. Whenever fluid is drained from an air-
craft hydraulic system or component, it must
not be reused. Instead, it must be disposed of
according to Air Force regulations.

11-9. Synthetic fluids were developed to
counter heat problems in some new aircraft.
The close tolerances of some units require a
fluid to withstand abnormal temperatures. The
heat can come from the speed of the aircraft or
internal design of the units.

11-10. The fluid used in these systems is a
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synthetic-base 'and carries a MIL H 8446
specification number. MIL H 8446 can be
distingUished from other hydraUlic fluids by its
golden-amber color. The tempetature operating
range is approximately 6-7° F. (-55° CJ t
approximately 150° F. (I 77° C.). T
maximum 'sustained operating temperat
27-0° F. (132°- C.).

11-11. The disadvantage of MIL
is its susceptibility to moisture co
Moisture causes a chemical chan
which in turn causes slud
deposits to form. This, of
desirable factor. To
MIL H .8446 moistur

. 'special ly designed
p ssurized with a

.11-12. Seals us
not inteirChange
other type of h
distinguished
a yellow d
tain that
labeled

11 -1
gene

,tec

seal may be scratched or scarred,.4 r posSibly a
v ve may be held slightly open bYpreign mat-
er. Therefore, thorough cleanine- of a unit, is

very important.
I I -17When overhauling always

e ,check the .applicable technical order. The
e is . technical order wilieive die corre procedure

for disassembling, cleaning, asse
testing. If no particular type.8446 . specified, PS-66I may be used _TS-661 is

'tainination. normally used oil units wtqch reqaire
e in the fluid' petroleum-base fluid for operation. Denatured

e and varnish
ourse, is an un-

alcohol is an approved solvent for units
operating with vegetable-base fluid.

elp in keeping Trichloroethylene is the recommended cleaning
-free, it is supplied in agent for units used with MILH-8446 fluid.

ontainers. They are /Whichever type is used, be sure, to clean the
y nitrogen Charge.
with MIL H 8446 are unit and internal parts according to the

technical order instructions. Before assembling,
le with-seals used with any be sure that all parts are completely dry. Com-

raillic fluid. These seals can be pressed air or a lint-free cloth may4e used for
y ai;hite dash, and 90° from it, .crying.

. Whe,n Peplacing seals make cer- 11-18. Since 'some of the solvents used are
they are properly packaged and very flammable and volatile (forms vapor

hen yoU receive them. rapidly), exercise extreme care wittri using
. Remember, MIL H 8446 is.. not a them. Keep the cleaners in a tightly sealed con-

1-purpose fluid. Be sure to follow t tainer. If used indoors, be sure that the work
nical order for servicing and other mai eaar is well ventilated.

bling, and
solvent is

_

ance performed on aircraft using this fluid. 11-19. Fluid Contamination. Con-
11-14. Servicing Hydiaulic Systems and f tamination in a hydraulic system is the presence

Components for Storage. Before a complete
, of any material other than the specified

aircraft hydraulic systim can be placed in hydraulic ,fluid. This includes water, metal,
storage, it must be properly serviced. The ser- dust, and other solids. We will discuss con-
vicirig procedure depencg on the type of fiuid tamination effects, control, prevention, and the
used for normal operation. If the system con-lt two general sources of contamination internal
tains petroleum-base fluid, drain and inspect a 'and external.
sample of fluid from the lowest point in the 11-20. Internal contamination. This can be
system. The sample must be free of sludge and caused by normal wear of the pump or other
dirt. If it is, add a sufficient quantity of.fluid components. When filters are used too long
to bring the reervoir level to Us normal height. (especially paper element type), particles may
Should the sample show signs of foreign matter begin breaking off the filter element. Moving
of any kind, the complete system must be seals and backup rings also add contamination
drained. Then flush the system with fluid to the system.
(5606) and refill with fresh. petroleum-base 11-21. 'External contamination. This is
fluid. . ri

- generally caused by poor maintenance prac-
I 1-15. When units are prepared for storage m et,. Some examples are leaving hydraulic lines

or shipment, the procedure also depends on the, open after removing a part; wiping fittings with
type of fldid normally used. A unit using the dirty rags; leaving valves, tubing, etc un-
petroleum-base fluid Must be flushed internally covered on workbenches; changing fluid with

iwith oil. The unit is then drained to the drp.. dirty equipment; and installing new or rebuilt
point, and all ports are plugged. Necleaning or parts that have not been properly cleaned.
flushing is necessary when returning the unit to 11-22. Effects of contamination. There are
service. many effects of contamination. We will use.one

1146. Cleaning Agents. A hydraulic unit, example for our discussion. During final lan-
when disassembled and overhauled, should ding approach, the pilot was unable to)get the
always tle cleaned with a suitable solvent, landing gear down. He was forced to use the
Solvents remove dirt, grit, foreign matter, or emergency extension system, with which he wasi sludge that may be lodged on the internal parts. able to slowly lower the gear. Investigation
Grit or, dirt, for instance, decreases the sealing revealed a small metal particle in the gear selet-
ability of a metal-to-metal contact. Rubber tor valve which kept the valve in the UP
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position. This kept hydraulic pressure on the
gear-up side of the actuators. Fortunately, the
emergency-down system worked. It applies
pressure to the large side of the actuating cylin-
der piston, this overcoming the up-pressure.

-iThe contaminant in this case was determined to
have been left in the valve during assrnbly.-

11-23. Control and prevention on con-
tamination. Toa help contr61 contamination, a
kit has been developed to sample and check
fluid for contamination. When thefluid shows
excessive contamination, the system will have
to be drained anti flushed. Always follow the
tech orders,-wri*ten for you'r typeaircraft.

11-24. The following list contains *a few
general rules whictrwill aid in the prevention of

_ -contamination:
a. Cap or plug all open corinmection when

Temoving a pait.

GASKETS 8ACKtJRING pACKINGS

b. Don't use dirty rags to wipe off con-,
nections.

c. Clep and deburr pew tubing and fittings'
before installing them.

d. Store new or overhauled parts in sealed
containers.

e. Before installing a ,pump, fill it with
. hydraulic fluid.f After a pump Nlure, flush the system

thoroughly.
g. Give test stands and, ground equipmen't the

same care you give the aircraft.
h. Dorrt abuse-hydraulic flexible hoses'. They

introduce contaminants from their'walls when
'kinked or,run bver-or When quick-disconnects
are not cleaned- bdore joining.

0-25 Pushing contrimincited IhydrAulic
systems..,1-1ydraulic systems should be flustied

AN6210

AN6290
OR

MS28778

ANC301

AN6246

AN6291 OR MS28777

MS28782

MS28774

Figure 23., Packings, gaskets, and backup rings.
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Seal Dimensions Back-Up Rings
Inside
Dia-
mete; Width Spec No. Spec No.

Teflon
Stng le Spiral

Spec No.

Teflon
Double Spiral

Spec No. ,

Leather
Solid Ring
Spec No.

3/8 1/16 AN 6227B-7 MS 28175-012 MS 28774-12 MS 28782.-7 AN 6246-7

3/8 3/32 AN 6227B-8 MS 2075-110 MS 28774-0110 MS 28782-8 'AN 624-6-8

7116 3/32 AN 6227B-9 MS 28775-111 MS 28774-111 MS 20782-9 AN 6246-9 o

4 3/8 1/8 AN 6230B-23 MS 28775-245* C MS 23774-245' MS 28703-23 AN 6244-23

4 3/8 3/16 AN 6227B-51 MS 23775-348 s . 14S 28774-348 MS 28782-51 AN 6246-51

4 1/2 1/8 AN 6230B-24 MS 28775-246* MS 28774-246 MS 287.83-24 AN 6244-24

4 1/2 3/16 AN 6227B-52 MS 28775-349 MS 28774-349 MS 28782-52 AN 6246-52

4 1/2 1/4 AN 6227B-88 MS 23775-425 MS 28774-425 AN 6246-88

4 5/8 1/8 AN 6230B-25 MS 28775-247* 1!1§-28774-247 MS 28783-25 AN 6244=25

4 5/8 1/4 AN 6227B-53 MS 28775-426 . MS 28774-426. MS 28782-53 AN 6246-53

*To be us'ed ds a static seal only.
,

Figure 24. Seal comparison chart.
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whenever contaminants are present. The
flushing procedure varies somewhat for dif-
ferent types of aircraft. Listed below are
general procedures:

a. Drain the system reservoirs and discard
the fluid.

b. Clean or replace all filter elements in the
aircraft and in the test stand.

c. Service the aircraft with the test stand and
then cycle all the subsystems. This allows the
filters to remove contaminants from the fluid-.

d. After repeated cycling, rechetk all filter
elementsiiçleanliness. If a system is severely
contaminated, t may be necessary to repeat the
above steps several times. It may even be
necessary to remove the components from the
aircraft for complete disassembly.

11-26. From the preceding discussion, you
can readily see that keeping fluid clean is of
major importance. However, there are other
factors of equal importance; for example, the
proper use and installation of seals, backup
rings, fittings tubing, hose, and safetying
devices. This is absolutely necessary for the
system to operate at its maximum efficiency.
Let's continue our discussion, then, by starting
with seals and backup rings.
12. Seals and Backup kings

12-1. Seals used in hydraulic and pneumatic
systems are of two general classes: packings and
gaskets. Packings are used to provide a seal be-
tween two moving parts of a unit. The gasket is
used as a seal between two stationary parts.

12-2. Seals are' made from several different
types of materials. The material depends on the
use of the seal and the type of fluid it will con-
tact. Leather, synthetic rubber, natural rubber,
and metal are the materials used. Synthetic rub-
ber and leather seals are designed for use with
petroleum-base fluids. Natural rubber seals are
used with vegetable-base fluid, and metal seals
may 'be used with either type.

12-3. The shape of a seal is its major
distinguishing feature. Standard seals (and
backup rings), with their corresponding AN
(Air Force-Navy) and MS (Military Standard)
numbers, are shown in figure 23. As a
pneudraulic repairman, you should become
familiar with corresponding seal and numbers.
In some cases, for example, hydraulic leaks
were a direct result of using the wrong seal or
backup ring. The mechanic did not know the
differences. Figure 24 will help you compare
some of the various seals and backup rings used
in hydraulic and pneumatic systems. This chart
should not be used for ordering seals or per-
forming maintenance on aircraft. It is provided
to show the differences in the various seals.
Conditions will arise, hpwever, when a non-
standard seal will be determined by its specific

53

use ark! location. Figure 25 illustrates a few of
the nonstandard seals.

0-360

Figure 25. Special shape seals.,

12-4. If necessary, seals are manufactured
specifically for a particular aircraft. For exam-
ple. the B-58 aircraft hydraulic system used
seals of this type. These part numbers were
listed in the applicable illustrated parts break-
down (1PB).

12-5. Part Numbers. Standard seal part
numbers are also found in'the applicable 1PB.
If you can't find a part number in the 1PB, the
next step is to measure the seal. The seals size
may help you determine the part number.
Figure 26 shows the, various dimensions that
are required. At least two of, the three dimen-
sions of the 0-ring seal must be measured. If
two are known, the third can easily be deter-
mined. For example, the outside diameter
(0.D.) can be found if the width and inside
diameter (1.D.) are known. Twice the width
plus the I.D. will equal the 0.D. When ordering
a seal from supply, give the standard AN part
number. For example, the part number of" a par-
ticular packing is AN 6227, followed by a dash
number. This dash number can be any number
from 1 to 88: notice in figure 24 that a
88 comes between the 52 and 53, depen-
ding on the size of the seal. To determine the
correct dash number, convert the dimensions of
the seal on the specification listing. Dimensions
for packings, gaskets, and backup rings are also
listed in their particular specification. The V-
ring, shown in the lower portion of figure 26,
will be discussed later.

I 2-6. Color Coding. A color code on the 0-
ring seal identifies the type of system it is used
in and. generally, the manufacturer. 0-rings
have either a series of colored dots arranged
clockwise or a colored stripe around the outer
circumference. The first dot (reading in a
clockwise direction) or the stripe, indicates.the
system in which the o-ring is used. The
following color codes are used: Red indicates
use in fuel sygptms only: blue indicates use in
hydraulic and pneumatic systems; and yellow
indicates use in oil systems only. NOTE: A white
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Figure 26. 0-ring and V-ring dimensions.

dot appearing first indicates a nonstandard
seal. The second dot then indicates the system.

12-7. Description of Commonly Used
Seals add Backup Rings. Refer again to figure
23 for. our discussion on seals and gaskets.
Gaskets will be discussed first , and then
followed by backup rings and packings.

12-8. Gaskets. Starting in the upper left-
hand corner we have the AN6230 gasket. This
gasket will always have a I/8-inch width. Its
smallest I.D. is 1 5/8 inches. This would be an
AN6230 1 gasket. An important point to
remember when ordering AN6230 (or
AN6227) seals is to substitute a "B" for the
dash. For example, the above part number
would be AN6230B1. (The "B" denotes that
this is the latest AN Standard.) AN6230 gaskets
are coded with a series of colored dots arranged
clockwise. The first dot is blue, indicating use
in hyaraulic and pneumatic systems. The other
dots indicate the manufacturer. AN6230
gaskets are used only as a static seal, as
illustrated in figure 27.

12-9. The next gasket (shown below the
AN6230) is the AN6290 or MS28778. This

SERRATED
9055

BOLT-UNIVERSAL
AN 901

ELBOW-UNIVERSAL

AN 901

gasket is a compression type seal used on (AN
or MS) connection fittings. Figure 27 illustrates
the use of a MS28778 or AN6290. (MS2877a
is gradually replacing AN6290.) The blue
stripe around the outer circumference of the
seal indicates use in hydraulic and pneumatic
systems. The width of this seal varies from
0.064 to 0.118. These dash numbers are the
same as the corresponding fitting size.

12-10. Another. standard gasket is the
AN901 made of soft aluminum. It is commonly
called a crush (universal) washer. Referring to
figure 23, you will tee the gasket in the lower
left-hand corner. It is used with a universal
elbow, as illustrated in figure 27. Note that two
gaskets are required for this type of installation.
The dash number is also in accordance with the
size fittings with which it is to be used. There
are no markings on the AN901 universal
washer.

12-11. We have discussed some of the stan-
dared gaskets. There are other types of gaskets
made of synthetic rubber or cork which are
used where pressures are low.

12-12 Backup rings. Still referring to figure
23, you will find several backup rings in the
center row. These backup rings are used as a,
nonextrusion device. The top backup ring
(AN6246) is made of leather and is used with
AN6227 packings. Looking at figure 23, you
can see that this ring is not as thick as the
AN6291 backup ring. Leather backup rings are
dyed yellow, blue, or black on the hair (or
grain) side. Another backup ring, the AN6244
(not shown), is similar to the AN6246 except
for size. The AN6244 backup ring is used with
the AN6230 gasket generally when pressure is
1500 psi or higher. This backup ring is easy to
identify because its dash number is the same as
the corresponding gasket's (AN6230) dash
number. Thus, we have the same approximate
dimensions.

12-13. The next backup ring shown is the
AN6291. This backup ring is also similar to the
AN6246 and AN6244. Its major difference is
its thickness, which is almost double that of the

FITTING

NUT
UNIVERSAL
AN 6290

UNIT

Figure 27. Typical gasket installation.
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others. Another backup ring, the MS28777 (not
shown) is gradually replacing the AN6291.
MS2$777 backup rings are also made of
leather.

12-14 The MS28782 is a Teflon backup
ring and is used with AN6227 and MS28775
packings. Looking at the MS28782 in figure
23, you will notice that it is in the shape of a
coil. Each end of the turn comes to a semisharp
edge. When installing, make sure this edge is on
the outside. The color of Teflon backups is
milky white.

12-15. Anot4r Teflon backtip ring (not
shown) is MS28I3. This backup ring is similar
to MS28782 excipt for size. The MS28783
backup ring is used with the AN6230 or the
MS28775 gaskets.

12-16. The MS28774 shown at the bottom
of the middle row in figure 23 is another Teflon
backup ring. This packing backup ring is used
with MS28775 0-ring packings. Notice that
_this ring has a single turn only.

12-17. Packings. Now, let's discuss the
pack ings shown in the right-hand row of figure
23. The top number (MS28775) covers gaskets
and packings.

12-18. The MS28775 seal has an operating
range of 65° F. to 275° F. It should be used
only where the technical order specifies; other-
wise some leakage at 65° can be expected.
This seal can be identified by a single blue dot.
MS28775 seals in sizes 0.239-inch I.D. or
smaller do not require color-dot identification.
The MS28775 seals supersede the MS28784
seals thht had a blue dot 180° away from the
other dots.

12-19. The next 0-ring packing shown is the
AN6227. This packing is identified by a blue
dot plus the manufacturer's dot code. This 0-
ring packing has an operating temperature
range of-65° F. to 160° F.
. 12-20. The packing shown in the lower
right-hand corner of figure 23 ii the AN6225
V-ring. This ring can be identified by its V-
shape. The V-rings also have their-part numbei
formed on the inside of the V. V-rings are made
of leather or synthetic rubber. Figure 26 shows
that the dimensions required for V-rings are the
same as those foi 0-rings. Also required is the
stack height. This stack height is not required
for ordering from supply. It is used only when
determining how many V-rings to install in a
set.

12-21. Another packing (not shown) that is
used in some aircraft struts is the D-ring. It is
referred to as a D-ring because its cross section

'is in the general shape of a D. This seal is larger
in thickness because backup rings are not
required with its use: 0-ring packings installed
in struts on large aircraft have a tendency to
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Figure 28. Typical Oaring installation.

roll when compressed rapidly. This, in turn,
tends to cut the seal. D-rings eliminate this
problem and provide a better seal.

12-22. Installation of Seals and, Backup
Rings. Generally, the 0-ring seal requires no
adjustMent when it is installed. Figure 28 shows
a typical 0-ring installation. However, you
must observe a few precautions at instaljation,
or early failure will result. First of alL check to
see that the seal is the right size. I'hspect it
visually for cuts, nicks, or flaws, and d scard it
if any defects are noted. Technical orders will
specify what special lubricant i applied. When
installing, use extreme care ,,to prevent scrat-
ching or cutting the seal on th eads or sharp
corners. Also, make certain that it is not in-
stalled twisted; otherwise, it will not function
correctly. TO facilitate removing an 0-ring seal,
a special tool may be made, as shown in' figure

11

SURFACE MUST SE SMOOTH CORNERS MUST NOT SE DENTED OR
AND FREE FROM SCRATCHS BUMPED. A 005 RADIUS IS DESIRED

FLATTEN AS SHOWN AND POLISH
OFF ALL BURRS AND EDGES

12-143

Figure 29. 0-ring removal tool.

29. This tool can be made of soft iron,
aluminum, or brass rod. Be sure that the edges
are flattened and free of burs. Some seals may

-be removed by squeezing the seal between the
thumb and forefinger,forcing the 0-ring out of
the groove. Then the entire seal is removed.
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Figure 30. 0-ring seals. "pincher!** condition.

12-23. The 0-ring seal, when used alone, is
limited to systems having a maximum operating
pressure of 1500 psi or less. This is particularly
true when it is used as a "running" seal. In the
event the seal is subjected to high pressure
(3000 psi), it may become pinched. Figure 30
shows a set of 0-ring seals being pinched
because of the high pressure. This condition
may be prevented by using backup rings. The
older types of backup rings are made of leather.
In some cases, 'however, the leather backup
rings caused severe corrosion. Leather coming
in contact with moisture causes a chemical
reaction which starts the corrosion. Thus, you
will find that Teflon backup rings are repla g
many of the leather ones. Even so, leat er

NON-EXTRUSION

0-RINGrqAINT 5Alir Air

backup rings are still being used, and for that
reason we will discuss their use.

12-24. The hair or outer side of the leather
backup ring is called the grain side. The cut or
inside of the leather is called the flesh sidi. The
hair side will also be dyed yellow, bide, or
black.

12-25. Proper installation of backup rings
maykbe seen in figure 31. The flesh side of the
backup ring is always next to Ihe gland. This
will pos* 'on the grain side next to the 0-ring
seal. If pressure is exerted on the seal in one
direction only, you place the backup ring away
from the pressure. If pressure applied in alter-
nate directions, one backup ring must be placed
on each side of the 0-ring seal (see fig. 31).

12-26, A V-ring packing will providea seal
in only one direction. If a piston is to move in
two directions under fluid pressure, two sets of
V-rings must be used. Figure 32 shows a typical
V-ring installation in which one set (A)
prevents, fluid leakage around the piston rod;
another set (B) acts as a seal when pressure is
moving the piston to the left; and a third set (C)
seals when the piston is moving to the right.

12-27. Installation of the V-ring seals is
slightly different from that of 0-ring seals. The
rings are placed hi their respective grooves, one
at a time. Make sure that they are seated
properly; then, tighten the adjusting nut. The

DEVICE

0-RING

NON-EXTRUSION

DEVICE

PRESSURE ALTERNATELY FROM EITHER
SIDE OR FOR OTHER REASONS
TWO NON-EXTRUSION DEVICES

USED. ONE ON EACH SIDE OF

0-RING.

0-RING

PRESSURE ALWAYS FROM THIS
DIRECTION. PLACE NON-EXTRUSION

DEVICE AS SHOWN AWAY FROM
PRESSURE

FLESH OR CUT SIDE
OF LEATHER

GRAIN OR HAIR SIDE OF LEATHER

Figure 31. 0-rine %;ith npnextrusion devices.
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Figurcip. Typical V-ring installation.

adjustment nut should be tightened eneugh to
hold the seals securely. If possible, the unit
should be operated by hand to check ad-
justments.

12-28. Before you install leather V-rings and
backup rings, they should be made pliable. Do
this by soaking them in hydraulic fluid. All the
other seals and backup rings should be
lubricated with the applicable fluid prior to in-
stallation.

12,29. When using packings and gaskets in
pneumatic systems, lubricate the 0-ring and
groove with pneumatic grease, Specification
MIL L--4343. The seals must be thoroughly
lubricated at all times to function properly.
Lack of lubrication will increase friction
enough to capse jamming and rapid wear or
tearing of running seals.

12-30. Packings and gaskets should be
stored in a dark, cool. dry place; they should be
kept away from excessive heat, exposure to
strong air currents. dampness, and dirt. Do not
expose them to electric motors or other equip-
.ment that gives off heat and ozone. Any
packing or gasket should not remain in storage
for a period of more than 5 years.

12-31. Figure 33 shows application of "0-
rings, gaskets, and back up rings." Study this
figure. It will reinforce what you have learned
in this section on the identification and use of
these items.

12-32. This completes our discussion of
seals and backup rings. Next, let's discuss the
fittings used to interconnect hydraulic systems.
Then we can use the fluid and seals already
discussed.

13. Fittings
13-1. Whenever tubing is conneled to other
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tubing, to flexible hose, or to any unit, a fitting
is used. All late model aircraft are equipped
with the AN- or the MS-type fitting. However,
older aircraft may still have the old AAF81 I
(AC, Air Corps) fitting installed onv some
tubing. Incidently, sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 28, and 32
AAF811 fittings are interchangeable with the
corresponding AN fitting. The main differences
between the AN and AAF fittings can readily
be seen in figure 34.

13-2. AN fittinp are identified by their
color, which may be either blue or black. Blue
indicates that the fitting is made of aluminum
alloy, and black designates steel. The letters
AN are usually stamped somewhere on the fit-
ting.

13-3. A fitting, depending on its type and
use, will have either pipe threads or machine
threads. Pipe threads, similar to those used in
ordinary plumbing, are tapered. When two pipe
fittings are joined, a male ,into a female, their
threads form a seal. When pipe thread fittings
are used, an antiseize compound
(JANA-669) should -be used to prevent
seizing and high-pressure leakage. Machine
threads (straight threads), similar to those used
on nuts and bolts, form no seal. This type of
tfiread is used only to draw connections
together. A flare, crush washer, or a synthetic
seal is used to make the connection fluidtight.
Machine threads have no taper. Figure 34
illustrates machine threads.

13-4. AN Fittings. Figure 35 shows the most
Commonly used AN fittings that ,connect to the
'component. Tees, unions, -adapters, elbows,
etc commonly known as cognectors, are self-
explanatory. However, the terms "universal"
and "bulkhead" need a little more explanation.
"Universal" means that the fitting can be set at



YUMBER NAME APPLICATION SYSTEM

PUBUCATION
GOVERNING

,
PROCURE-
!WENT
SPECIFI-
CATION

QUALlhED
PRODUCTS
LIST REMARKS

1NSTA STORAGE
LAT1ON AND USE

IDENTIFI-
CATION

0-RING

AN6227 Packing,
0-ring

Static and
dynamic

Hyd,
pneu

MIL- P-
5514

ANA Elul
438 T.o.
42E2,1-2

Colored
tots

MIL- P-
0516 .

QPL-5516 General use -65F
to 160 F

AN6230 Gasket,
0-ring

Static only Hyd,
pneu

MIL- P-
5514

ANA Dal
438 T.O.
42E2-1-2

Colored
dots

MIL- P-
5516

QPL-5516 General use -65 F
to 160T

AN12385I
through
AN 123950

Sea:,
0-ring

Static and
dynamic

Hyd,
pneu

MIL-P-
5514

ANA Bul
4311

White
stripe on
ring

ANIS-7274 --- Primary use-recip
engines and propel-
tors

M528772 Packing,
0-ring

Landing gear
shock strut as
rod seal only

Hyd MIL- P-
5514

ANA Dil
438

Colored
dots

MIL-P-
5516

QPL-5516 ---

M528775 Packing,
0- ring

Static and
dynamic

Hyd
(M1L-H-
5606).
prutu

P4IL-P-
5514

ANA Bul,
438 T.O.
42E2-1-2

Blue dot M1L-P- 1

25732
QPL-25732

ws

General use -65 F
to 275 F

MS29561 Packing,
0-ring

Stine and
dynamic °

Hyd, syn
lubricant,
plum

i

ANA Eel
438

--- MIL-P-
7362

QPL-7362 ---

0-RINGS FOR FLARED TUBE FITTINGS

%%MTV Packing,
flared
tube

Flared tube
bosses

Hyd,
pneu

AND-
10064

--- Blue stripe
around etre
of ring

MIL-G-
5510

QPL-5510 Replaces AN6290

NONEXTRUSION RINGS

MS9058 Ring Teflon backup
for use with
MS28776 0-
ring gaskets
in flared tube
bosses

All AND-
10064

---

t

--- AP4S-3651 --- ---

MS28774 Retriner
single
turn

Teflon backup
for use with
AN6227, AN
6230, MS28775,
and MS29561

All MIL- P-
5514

--- --- MIL-R.
6761

None ---

MS26777 Ring Leather back-
up for use
with flared
tube bosses

Ail AND-
10064

--- Dyed dif-
ferent
csoldo,s

MIL-R-
5521

QPL-5521 Replaces AN629I

MS28782 Retainer Tenth, backup
!or use salt%
AN6227 411(i
MS28771

All MIL- P-
5514

--- MIL-R-
8791

None ln process ot re-
placing AN6246

MS287s3 Ring TtlIon Irackup
I,,r use %ilk
AN6230 and
Mb2i4775

All MIL- P-
5514

---

.

--- t,

1

M1L-R-
8791

None Replaces AN6244

MS31/103 plainer Leather
Ixtelcup

All --- --- --- --- ---

,
Figure 33. Application of 0-ring, gaskets, and backup rings.
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AN

BLUE OR BLACK

Tee: illislkissad
sod Un kernel.

Flared Tube.

Elbow:*
Unive real 10

Elbow:
Internal Pipe
Thread VC.

CHOW Flared
Tiabe.

IV}
Tee: Flared

Tube. Pipe Thread
en Side.

11;;)
Flared Tishe

Flared Tub*
and Pipe

Thread 45..

AN FEATURE

37 ANGLE 35°

Y,ES ' RECESS NO
COARSEli THREADS FINER

BLUE, -r

OR

BLACK

COLOR

GRAY

OR

YELLOW

LONGER !MTH SHORTER

42-369

Fiaure 34. AN and AAF fitting differences.

Crew,: Internal
Pipe Thread.

Elbow:
Flared Tube
llulkhead art

Universal VP

Ping: Pipit
Thread Square

Hied.

AAF

..r-
P
iL.

Tee:
Internal Pipe

Thread.

Elbow:
Flared Tube

an!, Pipe
Thread.

Elbow:
UalVend

Union.
Flared Tube

Bulkhead and
Universal.

Cap:
Flared Tube

!Msg.

, Elbow:
Ual

75..

Nipple:
Flared
Tube.

Elbow:
iderisal and

Eirteraal Pipe
Thread 10.

Rushing.
Reducer.

Figure 35. AN fittings.

any angle. The "bulkhead" denotes th4t it is
long enough to pats through a bulkheadL. Thus,
this type of fitting can be mounted solidly to a
bulkhead or unit with one outlet adjusted to
any angle.

13-5. The AN flare fitting is shown in figure
35. It consists of an AN818 coupling nut
(shown in the lower right-hand corner of fig.
35). an AN819 or MS20819 sleeve (shown left
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Elbow
lateraal and
External Plps
Thread 45

GRAY OR YELLOW

*Lew:
Flared Tube

Bulkhead and
Un I 45.

Tee: Flared
Tube. Pipe Thread

ea the Rica.

Coupling: Nipple:
Pipe Thread. Pipe 7 44444

Sleeve:
Ceoplisg

Solt. Ual
Twin

Tee:
Flared Tube

Union.
Flared Tube

Nut:
C oupling

42-370

of the nut), plus the connector (any flared tube
fitting shown in fig. 35).

13-6. MS Fittings. MS flareless fittings are
designed primarily for high:pressure (3000 psi)
hydraulic systems. They may be subjected to
severe vibration or fluctuating pressure. These
types of fittings are also three-piece units.
However, unlike AN fittings, MS fittings are

3 5
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, MS21907
ELBOW

MS21912
TEE

MS21917
NUT .

MS21923
ADAPTER

MS219011

ELBOW .

14521913

PLUG

MS21909
TEE

14521914
CAP

MS2191$
SLEEVE

MS21924
UNION

MS21,10
TEE

MS21915
BUSHING

MS21921
NUT

MS21925
ELBOW

hgure 36. MS fittings.

flareless. Some aircraft use the flareless fittings
in hydraulic and pneumatic systems. Their use
is limited to fittings up to size 16 (I inch).
Above I inch, AN fittings are used. Systems
using tubing larger than I inch would most
likely be low pressure.

13-7. MS flareless fittings use two types of
nuts and sleeves. The older type is the MS21917
nut and the M521918 sleeve, as shown in figure
36. The newer type, MS2I921 nut and MS2I922
sleeve, are shown to the right of the older type.
Figure 36 also shows some of the common MS
connectors.

13-8. The MS flareless fittings have the same
straight thread as do standard AN flared fit-
tings. Hence, they will mate with existing AN
internal threads in valves and other equipment.
MS flareless fittings made ot aluminum are
colored yellow, green, or brown. Steel MS
flareless fittings are silver colored (natural cad-
mium-plated).

13-9'. Notice in figure 37 that the connector
consists of an externally threaded port with an
internal cone seat. It has a straight coun-
terbored section at the base of the cone seat
which holds the tube. Notice also that there is a
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42-372

Figure 37. Ii.45 tlareless connector .

reverse angk tubing seat at the base of the
straight counterbored section. This angle is 45'
in aluminum connectors and 15° in steel con
nectors. The purpose of this angled seat is to
prevent excessive inward collapse of thin-
walled tubing when the fitting is tightened.
Figure 38 shows that the base of the internal
thread in the nut has a 450 bevel. This will push
against ttle sleeve during assembly." This tends
to compress the length, of- the sleeve. This
motion produces two effec'.!s. Hrst. the com-
pression forces the sleeve cutting edge into the
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Figure 38. One type of flareless MS nut.

SLEEVE F1LOT

SLEEVE IIARREL

SLEEVE HEAD

CUTTING EDGE

IAS 21918-
-SLEEVE

SLEIve SHOULDER
!CONTACTS

NUT SHOULDER!

T CORE

CASE HARDENED SURFACE

42-374

Figure 39. One type of flareless MS sleeve.

SPRING WASHER EFFECT SLEEVE HEAD
QRIPS TUBE

42-373

Figure 40. MS flareless connector with sleeve and nut

showing installed condition.

tube (see figure 39). Secohdly, it causes the
head of the sleeve to grip the tubing. This
second action tends to reduce the transmission
of stresses to the sleeve cut. These stresses,
caused by vibration, would cause failure of the
tubing at the sleeve cut. The sleeve (shown in
fig. 39) has a head, barrel, pilot, and cutting
edge. During assembly (presetting), the cutting
edge is forced inward. This is done by the cone-
shaped seat in the nut as the sleeve is driven
forward by the nut. The pilot guides the cutting
edge and limits the depth of cut. The difference
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between the sleeve head angle and the nut angle
compresses the sleeve against the tubing. The
sleeve becomes bowed as a result of the com-
pression force applied by the nut. Figure 40
shows a sleeve's spring washer effect (bowed)
when installed. This prevents loosening of the
nut when severe vibration is encountered.

13-10. The method of making up part num-
bers for MS flareless fittings is the same as for
AN flared tube fittings. A number is added to
the basic part number to indicate the O.D. of
the tube in sixteenths of an inch. The letter D
placed after the basic part number denotes
aluminum alloy. As an example, MS21917D10
would be the part number of an aluminum
flareless nut used lvith 5/8-inch (10/16-inch)
tubing. The 10 at the end of the number den.:
toes 10/16 inch. Flareless sleeves and caps are
furnished in steel only.

Figure 41. Prewtting tool.

13-11. Presetting Flareless Fitting Tube
Assemblies. When assembling flareless fittings,
you select the proper size presetting tool
(shown in fig. 41). Clainp the tool in a vise on a
workbench. Then slide a' nut and a sleeve onto
the tubing: Make certain that the pilot teci cut-
ting edge of the sleeve paint toward the end of
the tube. Using the proper lubricant (system,
fluid), lubricate the threads of the tool and nut,
the pilot of the sleeve, and the seat of the tool.
Hold the tube ends firmly against the bottom-of
the seat of the tool. Then slowly screw the nut
onto the tool. Do this until the cutting edge of
t e sleeve grips the tubing, sufficiently to
p vent rotation of the tube. Then tighten the
nut an additional 1 1/6 turns for all sizes regar-
dless of the tubing material used. Thil
tightening will seat the sleeve cutting edge tir4'4.r
the outer surface of the tubing. When presetting
the fittings on thin-walled tubing (less than
0.022-inch aluminum and 0.018-inch steel), a
mandrel should be used for support to prevent
its collapsing.

13-12. Now remove the presetting tool.
Clean off all excess lubricant from the fitting
and components. Make sure that no foreign
particles remain that cohld possibly be carried
into the system. A preset tubing assembly may
be installed and removed many times without
damage. That is, if the technical order
procedures are strictly adhered to.
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13-13. Installing Tube Ailentb,lies. Before
installing a tube assembly in an aircraft, you
should inspect the tubing and connectors
carefully. Yor can make minor repairs to a tube
assembly if you follow , technical order
procedures. The repairs consiSts of removing
scratches or smudges caused during presetting.
The tube assembly should be clean and free
from all foreign material.

13-14. AN tube assemblies. Before installing
an AN tube assembly, chcck for dents, scrat-
ches, and any foreign matefial. When installing,
be sure the tube assembly is properly aligned
prior to tightening; never puli it into place with
the nut! If (he tube assembly is misaligned, it
becomes prestressed and may leak during
operation of the system. Start the coupling (B)
nuis on each end of the tubing by hand. Then
tighten them to the proper torque. If the B nut
does not turn easily by hand, apply a little
hydraulic fluid on the external threads. Do not
use thread compoundflared tube fittings form
a' metal-to-metal seal.

1a-15. Applying the proper torque to the B
nut is very important. Overtightening may badly
damage or completely cut off the tube flare.
Also it may ruin the sleeve or the B nut. Failure
to tighten sufficiently can be equally serious.
This condition may allow the lines to leak un-
der system pressure. Proper torque prevents
overtightening or undertightening of the B nut.
A B nut should never be tightened when there
is pressure in the line. The pressure could
damage the flare and also cause an incorrect
torque to be applied.

13-16. MS flareless tube assemblies.
Procedures for installing the MS flareless
tubing are as follows. The tube centerline
should be in line with the centerline of the con-
nector. It should not have to be forced into
position. If the tube is too long it may be filed
to fit. Be sure to remove all filings. Now
tighten the nut with your fingers until a sharp
rise in torque is noted. From this point apply
from 1/6 to 1/3 turn, which is from one to two
hex flats on the nut.

13-17. As with AN fittings it is important)gthat the nut on MS fittings be tightened
properly. Overtightening a leaki MS flareless
fitting, for example, will deform the sleeve or
tube and cause additional leaks. Never exceed
1/3 turn! Also, do not use thread compound on
MS fittihgs.

13-18. Universal 'fittings. In many cases
leaks may have developed because of improper
installation of universal fittings (AN or MS
flareless). This improper installation causes th,e
gasket to be cut by the threads. The nut
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Figure 42. Universal fitting installation of AN or MS

fittings.

(AN6289) might be stripped because of in-
sufficient thread grip when torqued to the
proper value. The prope- method of installing
universal fittings is shown in figure 42. It is
necessary to use the proper (AN6291 or
M59058) backup ring. The Teflon backup rings
(M59058) are used in lieu of the leather backup
rings where temperatures exceed 160° F.

13-19. The first step in the installation
procedure is to coat the male threads. Next,
work the ring into the'recess in the nut and in-
stall the gasket. Turn the nut down until the
gasket is pushed firmly against the lower
threaded section of the fitting. This is
illustrated in the upper portion of figure 42..
Now, install the fitting into thc boss
(AND10050). But, keep the nut turning with
,the fitting until the gasket contacts the boss.
This point can be determined by a sudden in-
crease in torque, as shown in the middle of
figure 42. With the fitting in this position, put a
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wrench on the nut to prevent its turning. Then
turn the fitting in 1 1/2 turns. Now, position the
fitting (if it is an elbow or tee) by turning it in
not more than one additional turn. Finally,
hold the fitting and turn the nut down tightly
againg the boss to the required torque: There
must be no extrusion of the rihg. In the lower
portion of figure 42, the gasket is in the proper
position to prevent leakage.

13-20. Repairing Pneudraulic Tubing.
Pneudraulic tubing is repaired by ,replacing
with similar material. Damage such as nicking
and scratching of tubing can be minimized' by
using care. Most damage of this kind 91curs
from careless handling of taols during Main-
tenance of the aircraft.Any dent less than 20
percent of the tubing diameter is not ob-
jectionable unless it is on the heel of a bend. A
nick no deeper than 15 percent of the wall
thickness may be reworked by bur-
nishingfrrovided it is not on the heel of a
bend. When pressures are in excess of 100 psi,
tubing with nicks in excess of 1,5 percent of the
wall thickness should be rejected, .

13-21. Since hose is used for the same pur-
pose as tu6ing, it is the next topic on our
agenda. We will first tell you how hose is iden-
tified, and then follow this with a discussion,of
fabrication, installation precautions, in-
spections, and storage.

14. Poeudraulic Hose
14-1. Pneudraulic hose is used for the same

purpose as tubingto route the fldid to and
from the various units. However, hose has one
advantage over tubingflexibility. For exam-
ple, hydraulic puffips should always have a
flexible hose _attached to them. The vibration
that is set up by an operating pump would
ultimately cause rigid tubing to fail.

14-2. Flexible hose assemblies are fabricated
by hand or by a production machine. The
production machine is covered in a later
volume. The principles of hose fabrication are
the same gardless of the method used.

14-3.4Hose Identification. Four types of
hoses are generally used for hydraulic and
pneumatic systems. These hoses fall into two
classes: medium-pressure and high-pressure
For medium-pressure we use two types: rubb r
hose MILH-8794 and Teflon hos
MILH-27267. The third type is a high
pressure rubber hose MILH-8788. \These
three types may be 'locally manufacture4 into
hose assemblies. The fourth type of hose used is
high-pressure Teflon. It is not authorized for
local manufacture at the present time.

14-4. Hose is also designated by a dash num-
bei,.according to its size. The dash number 'is
stenciled- on the side of the hose and indicates
the size tubing it is used with. It does not
denote the inside or outside diameter of the
hose. For example, a hose with a 8 stenciled
on it is used with a 8 tubing. The 8 tubing
has an outside diameter of 1/2 inch (8/16 =
1/2 ). The inside diameter of the hose will not
be 1/2 inch; it will.be slightly smaller, equal to
the wall thickness of the tubing. The actual in-
side diameter of both ,hose and tubing is the
same.

-

14-5. Hose has other identification markings
stenciled on it. As an example, most
pneudraulic hose is marked with the
specification, the size, the quarter and year of
manufacture, and a 5-digit number ideniifying
the manufacturer. Figure 43 shows a hose with
these :dentifying markings. Thete markings are
in yellow-colored letters and numerals'which
indicate the natural lay (no twist) of the hose.
They are repeated at intervals of not more than
9 inches along the length of the hose. The
operating range of hose is approximately 65°
to 200° F.

14-6. Notice that figure 43 shows the con-
struction of medium-pressure hose
(MILH-8794). It consists of a synthetic in-
ner tube, impregnated cotton braid, single ivire
braid, and impregnated cotton braid outer
covering, which has a rough finish. Figure 44

TWO COTTON BRAIDS-IMPREGNATED
WITH SYNTHETIC COMPOUND
WITH ROUGH OUTER COVER

%A

M7H-8794:Size-6-3Q63-90179. vilgsAMV
*\,w; v/14

, r70//f

YELLOIk SINGLE WIRE BRAID

SYNTHETIC INNER TUBE
42-378

Figure 43. MIL-H-8794 medium-pressure hose construction.
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TWO COTTON BRAS-IMPREGNATED
WITH SYNTHETIC COMPOUND
WITH SMOOTH OUTER COVER

MIL-11-8788:Size-6-3Q63-90179

SA\AwYr
, /A; ,o 444,'

' , \\'-
YELLOW TWO WIRE BRAIDS

SYNTHETIC INNER TUBE

Figure 44. M1L-H-8788 high

illustrates a piece of high-pressurg hose
(MILH-8788). Notice that it is very similar
in construction to the medium-pressure hose
except' for an additional wire braid and smooth
outside covering,

14-7. Teflon (Tetrafluoroethylene) host is
the latest advancement in the field of flexible
hose. Its use is becoming widespread in
hydraulic and pneudraulic systems. Like syn-
thetic rubber hose, Teflon-hose is manufactured
for both medium-pressure and high-pressure
systems..

14-8. Teflon hose Specification
MILH-27267 is used..tin hydraulic and
pneumatic' systems which di) not exceed 1500
psi, except as specified in TO 424EIL--1-4. The
operating range of Teflon those is ap-
proximately 650 to 450° F. This hose is
manufactured with a smooth bore (firm, waxy
feeling inner tube covered with, corrosion-\
resistant steel wire braid. The hose is identified

farems..
',...110411)411

pressure hose construction.

42-379

by a band spaced 'a 3-foot interv Is. It is
marked_ With the specification and anufac-
turer's code number. Factory fabricat d hose
assemblies are identified by a perman nt tt-
tached metal band containing the !lowing
markings: Military Specification
MIL 1-1-25V9; operating pressure in psi,
assembly part nuniber, date of proof test,\and
the hose manufacturer's code number. Meditim-
pressure Teflon hose assemblies may be loc Ily
fabricated with the use of common handto lt.
The procedures are outlined n
T042E1-1-1-1.

14-9.. The Teflon hose shown in figure 4
has the following distinctive advantages: (1)
practically unlimited storage time, (2) a greate
operating temperature range, and (3) broader
usage (hydraulic,, fuel, oil, coolant, water,
alcohol, and pneumatic systems).

14-10 Now, lees-describe the fabrication of
medium-pressure rubber and Teflan hoses and

0

MEDIUM -PRESSURE HOSE ASSEMBLY PART NUMBER MSI2 8741,-8-0146

11
A-111

HIGH PRESSURE HOSE ASSEMBLY PART NUMBER MS28759-8-0154*

-
JPPOSX0tAAl,,t,,."%.`"` rin 4 4

IN kiwi.
tiger-1

MEDIUM PRESSURE TEFLON (TETRAFLUOROETHYLENE) HOSE ASSEMBLY

42-380

Figure 45. Types of hose assemblies.
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Figure 46. Mandrel and medium-pressure end fittings.

follow with a discussion of the high-pressure
rubber hose. Figure 45 shows completed
medium- and high-pressure rubber hoses.

14-11. Fabrication of Medium-Pressure Rub-
bei Hose Assemblies. Common tools and equip-
ment needed for assembling medium-pressure
hose assemblies by hand are as follows: standard
vise, oil Can, hacksaw with a fine-toothed blade
of 32 teeth per inch (or a hose cutoff machine
P/N F-1730), and appropriate open-end
'wrenches. Special tools and equipment needed
are a hand assembly toolkit (mandrels) P/N
S-4 051, a hydraulic hose testing unit, and an
electric vibrator pencil P/N 11-100. Now let's
discuss the use of these tools and equipment by
showing how hose aisemblies are fabricated.

14-12. After you have selected the proper size
bit& hose (MILH-8794), get the mandrel and
end fittings (MS28740 or MS24587 medium-
pressure). A medium-pressure hok end fitting
is shown in figure 46. Medium-pressure fittings
may be reused if serviceable; however, do not
intermix sockets and nipples (from one manu-
facturer to another), and never reuse the hose.
To obtain the correct length of the cut hose, lay
the two assembled fittings on a flat surface. Lay
them the required distance apart to make the
overall length ,of the desired assembly. Measure
from the end of the flared or flareless portion of
the end fittings to determine the length of the
assembly. This is shown in figure 47. MS28760
and MS28761 fittings have a notch cut on the
outer face of the socket corresponding to the
shoulder depth. Measure from notch to notch
to obtain the length of the cut hose material.
Medium-pressure fittings do not have the notch.

4e,

SOCKE T
HOSE

oodlh..-.1116.

Figure 48. Hosj installed into medium-pressure socket.

Measure inside the socket to the shoulder and
place a pen6i1 mark on the outside of the socket
to indicate the shoulder location.

14-13. Installation of end fittings. After the
hose is cut to the proper length, you are ready
to install the end fittings. Place a socket in a
vise and screw the hose into the socket coun-
terclockwise, as shown in figure 48. This is
continued until the hose bottoms on the shoulder
inside of the socket. The hose is then backed off
one-quarter of a turn. This allows the nipple and
mandrel to slide into the hose. If you did not
back off the hose, it would be very difficult to
install the nipple. You next tighten the nipple and
nut to the mandrel (fig. 49). Be sure to torque
sufficiently so that the nipple will turn with the
mandrel. This torque is necessary to prevent the
nipple from slipping when it is installed in the
socket and hose. Next, lubricate the inside of the
hose and the outside of the nipple ifith oil Military
Specification MILL-7870, as shown in figure
50. This is to allow the nipple to slide into the
hose liner without cutting it. Now screw the nipple
clockwise into the socket and hose, using a wrench
on the hex of the mandrel (fig. 51). Stop turn-
ing the nipple when the proper clearance is
reached (1/32 (0.031) to 1/16-inch (0.062) ).
The clearance is measured between the back of
the nut and the face of the socket. After the
proper clearance is obtained, loosen the B nut

HOSE LENGTH

ASSEMBLY LENGTH

FLARED END TO FLARED END

Figure 47. Hose and hOse assembly measurements.
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MANDREL 8 NUr NONE
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Figure 49. Tightening nipple and nut on mandrel. 41

OIL CAN WITH
OIL MIL-L-7870

NIPPLE

SOCKET

fg-afiew

Figure 50. Lubricating medium pressure nipple.

and remove the mandrel. Install the other end
fitting in the same manner. Then clean out the
inside of the hose assembly with dry, com-
pressed air. Inspect the hose assembly for any
foreign material. Sometimes it may be necessary
to flush the inside of the hose assembly to
remove any foreign material.

14-14.. Proof pressure testing medium-
pressure hose assemblies. The next step is to
proof pressure check the, hose assembly. Any
hydraulic testing unit may be used. 'The proof
pressure is much higher than regular operating
pressure. As an example, the operating pressure
of a size 8 hose is 2000 psi. It is proof pressure
tested an 4000 psi. A very important precaution
when proof checking a hose- is to use a heavy
plastic cover over the hose assembly. This
provides protection for the person inspecting
the hose in case it should rupture. Proof
pressure varies according to the size of the hose
to be tested. (This is illustrated in TO
42E1 I I .) The proof test pressure is main-
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Figure 51. Installing medium-pressure nipple into

rocket and hose.

tained for a minimum of 30 seconds. Then,
while maintaining this pressure, the assembly is
checked for evidence of seepage. Hose assem-
blies showing evidence of seepage will 1?e rejec-
ted: Completed medium-pressure hose assem-
blies will resemble the one previously shown at
the top in figure 45.

14-15. Marking medium-pressure hose
assemblies. To provide positive dates for
replacement purposes, certain markings must
be made on all medium-pressure hose assem-
blies. For example, the month and year of in-
stallation. Also the manufacturing date and ac-
tivity making the hose. This information is et-
ched on one flat surface of each end-fitting
socket before installation on the aircraft. The
activity fabricating the assembly is identified
first by the base name etched on it, plus the first
letter of the home state, i.e., Chanute, Illinois
(ChI). An example of etching is as follows:

5--68 Chl
3--67

When medium-pressure end fittings are reused,
previous etchings must be obliterated and
newer dates etched on the next flat surface of
the socket.

14-16. Assigning part numbers to medium-
pressure hose assemblies. Completed medium-

MS28741 8 - 014 6

T 7 FRACTION IN
EIGHTHS OF
AN INCH

iPECIFICATION SIZE INCHES

NUMBER 42-387

Figure 52. Part number of medium-pressure hose
assembly.
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pressure hose assemblies are given part num-
bers such as MS28741-8-0146. Specification
MS28741 (in accordance with TO
42E1-1-1) tells us that , medium-pressure
hose is used. The -8 denotes the size of the
hose and fittings. The numerals -014 denotes
the length of the assembly in inches. The last
digit, 6, is in eighths of an inch. Figure 52 is a
detailed picture of the part number. A quick
reference to this part number tells us we have a
medium-pressure hose assembly, size 8, 14 3/4
inches long.

14-17. Fabrication of Medium-Pressure
Teflon Hose Assemblies. Common tools and
equipinent needed for assembling medium-
pressure Teflon hose assemblies by hand are as
follows: standard vise, hacksaw (with a fine-

11111 CUT OFF Lae
ALLOWANC

toothed blade of 32 teeth per inch), hose cutoff
machine P/N F- 1730, masking tape, and wren-
ches (open-end or adjustable jaw). Special tools
and equipment needed are a hydraulic testing
unit and an electric vibrator pencil P/N
11-100. Assembly mandrels are not needed
for hand assembly of fittings with this hose.
Lubrication is not needed for MIL-F-27272
fittings; components ace permanently dry-film
lubricated. Now let's discuss the use of these
tools and equipment by showing how hose
assemblies are fabricated.

14-18. One of the first steps in the fabri-
cation is to select the proper size bulk hose
(MIL-H-27267), and end fittings
(MS27061-, flared straight fitting). Medium-

LENGTH OF ASSEMILY

LENGTH OF HOSE CuT OFF
ALLOWANCE

.111111 I
Figure 53. Teflon hose assembly measurements.

MS SWIVEL/4ln FITTINGS MS FLANGE FITTINGS

A B C D E F

SIZE ST 45° 90° ST 450 90°

-3
-4
-5
-6
-8
-10
-12
-16
-20

0.76
0.74
0.77
0.81
0.93
1.05
1.13
1.30
1.44

1.08
1.18
1.22
1.29
1.79
1.58
2.05
2.14
2.42

0.86
0.91
0.97
1.03
1.31
1.41
1.92
2.05
2.34

1.27
1.35
1.55
1.61
1.69

1.25
1. 42
1.90
1.98
2.22

.

1.21
1,41
1.92
2.05
2.34

-

11:1 1111bi
mp II

1 wpm ,e-i.,iv Ilea
-wow ill 11-1M111

NA011"-
111. win

42-319
,

joieRioro......
Figure 54. Teflon hose cutoff factors (in inches).
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SOCKET NIPPLE ASSEMBLY
0.-310

Figure 55. Teflon medium-pressure end fitting.

FLARE OUT

N11

NECK DOWN

1.,
42-3,1

Figure 56. Sockets, skirt-to-skirt.

Figure 57. Size, tube and flare braid.

pressure fittings may be reused if serviceable
(check closely the sealing surface of sleeve, nip-
ple, and socket for damaged threads or distor-
tion). NEVER reuse hose Specification
MILH-27267. Next, we need to determine
the length of hose to cut off. Refer to figures 53
and 54 for the end fitting cutoff allowance (the
chart shown is from TO 42E1 1 1). The
cutoff allowance for each end (as indicated by
the chart in fig. 54) must be subtracted from the
assembly lenEth. For example, suppose we wan-
ted to make a size 4 hose with straight fittings
15 1/2 inches in length. Referring to figure 54,
we find that the cutoff allowance for each end is
0.74 inch times 2 end fittings, which would be
1.48 inches. This requires 14.02 inches for the
hose without fittings. To prevent flareout of the
wire during cutting, place a piece of masking
tape around the hose cutoff point. After the
hose is cut to the proper length, the tape must
be removed. Figure 55 shows the socket, sleeve,
and nipple assembly that make up the end fit-
ting for Teflon hose assemblies. Place two of
the sockets skirt-to-skirt as shown in figure 56.
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Figure 58. Inserting sleeve.

Then work the hose through the sockets with a
pushing, twisting motion. Inserting the "neck
down" end will make assembly easier. Remove
the hose and sockets from the vise. Place the
nipple assembly in the vise. Push the hose onto
the nipple as shown in figure 57, to size
the tube inside diameter (I.D.). This
aids in separating the wire braid from the
tube. Remove the hose from the nipple.
Carefully insert the sleeve between the wire
braid and tube outside diameter (O.D.). Insure
that no wires are trapped between the sleeve
and tube O.D. Complete inserting the sleeve by
pushing the end of the sleeve against flat sur-
face. Do this until the tube bottoms against the
shoulder in the sleeve LD. (see fig. 58) . Next
size the tube to the nipple. This is done by
pushing the tube over the nipple until the sleeve
bottoms against the nipple chamber. Remove
and recheck to be sure the sleeve is still in
place. Again push the tube onto the nipple and
bottom of sleeve against the nipple chamber.
Slide the socket foreward and engage the
threads by hand. Remove the assembly from the
vise and regrip the socket in the vise. Using a
wrench on the nipple, tighten it to a gap of 1/32
inch from the socket; gap may vary from 0.025
to 0.045 inches (see fig. 59) Install the other
end fitting in the same manner. Then clean the
inside of the hose assembly. Use dry, com-
pressed air to blow out foreign matter. Again
inspect the hose assembly for any foreign
material.

14-P9. The next stop is to proof pressure
check the hose assembly. This will be done in
the same manner as for rubber hose. Use the
same safety precautions as those for medium-
pressure rubber hose assemblies. Proof pressure
charts may be found in TO 42E1 1 I. They
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list proof pressures according to hose material
and size. And, in some cases, they list according
to the system that it will be used in, such as
egress.

14-20. Special precautions must be adhered
to for cleaning egress hose assemblies. When
hydraulic fluid has been used for proof test,
flush the hose assemblies thoroughly with
trichloroethylene (minimum of 2 times). All
evidence of hydraulic fluid must be removed.
Allow cleaning fluid to drain; that thoroughly
dry with compressed air.

14-21. Fabrication of High-Pressure Rub-
ber Hose Assemblies. High-pressure hose
assemblies are authoriied for local
manufacture. This is true only when qualified
personnel and adequate equipment are
available. Personnel assigned to manufacture
high-pressure hose assemblies should be trained
in assembly procedures. The safety hazards are
increased greatly with the use of high pressure
hose. This is not only true in its manufacture
but also in its instAlation.

14-22..Fabricating high-pressure hose
requires all of the tools used with medium-
pressure hose except for a different mandrel.
The mandrel for high-pressure hose has a part
number of F-2065 8D (iize 8). These
mandrels come in sizes 4 through 16. In
addition you will also need a wire brush (or
soft wire wheel) and a hose cutting jig.

GAP ALL SIZES 0.031

/.1
42-394

Fiitire 59. Tightening sqcket.

MANDREL

11111V-

+0.014
0.006,

NUT& NIPPLE (SOCKET

HI.QH PRESSURE DETACHABLE
END FITTING MS28760

Figure 60. Mandrel arid high-pressure end fitting.

14-23. The first steps in fabrication are to
select the proper size bulk hose
(MIL H 8788), mandrel, and end fittings
(MS28760 or MS28761). A high-pressure hose
end fitting is shown in figure 60. In high-
pressure systems, you never reuse end fittings or
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HOSE TO
BE STRIPPED

41- 1 f

Figure 61. Marking the hose which will be confined
inside of socket.

Figure 62. Cutting around hose to wire braid.

Figure 63. Cutting hose lengthwise.

hose. Next, determine the correct length of hose
required. The same procedures apply that were
discussed for medium-pressure hose. After
determining the correct length, cut tht
hVe squarely. This is done by clamping it in a
c tting jig and using the cutoff machine or a
fine-tootte_ied hacksaw. Then use compressed air
to clear the hose of cutting residue. Figure 61
shows how to mark the hose to insure the
proper outer covering removal. Place the sacket
against the hose as shown. Align the notch on
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OUTER COVER

wr1.

Figure 64. Twisting outer cover off high-pressure hose
(MIL-H-8788).

7,474

WIRE aRAID lc

WIRE 1312USH".,.

400

Figure 65> Removing rubber particles.

the socket with the end of the hose and mark as
shown in figure 61. This amount of hose outer
cover is to be stripped. Now refer to figure 62.
Using the knife as shown, cut around the hose
through the outer cover to the wire braid.
(Make certain that the cut is to the wire braid.)
Then slit this section of the outer cover length-
wise, as shown in figure 63. Next, pry up the
outer cover with the knife. Then use the pliers
to twist off the cover, as shown in figure 64.

14-24. Use a wire brush , as shown in figure
65, or soft wire wheel to remove all the rubber
%particles adhering to the wire braid. Be ex-
tremely careful during this operation to insure
that the wire braid is not loosened, frayed, or
flared when brushing. Next, place the socket in
a vise and screw the hose into it, turning coun-
terclockwise until it bottoms. This is shown in
figure 66. Then back off the hose 1/4 turn.
Avoid excessive turning of the hose in
aluminum sockets. It will tend to grind away
material from tht buttresses inside the socket.
Next, insert the mandrel into the nipple assem- Figure 68. Installing high-pressure nipple into socket

bly. Lubricate the inside of the hose and nipple and hose.

SdCKET

_
HOSE

4 -131

Figure 66. installing high-pressure hose into socket.

MANDREL

OIL CAN WITH
MI14-7870

NIPPLE

SOCKET4i7LIV-
4It

Adb--

42.40;

Figure 67. Lubricating high-pressure nipple and insidc

of hose

M,r,fkriNIDREl;

NIPPLE HEX '

ite
WIRE

RETAINER
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/PILLISTER HEAD SCREW\ LOCK WASHER
PLAIN WASHER

as

WING NUT
PLAIN WASHER

LOCK 'WASHER
TERMINAL LUG

COTTER PIN
CASTLE NUT

FLAT HEAD PIN

PLAIN WASHER,

1"611

411/Airlf
COTTER PIN

Figure 69.

threads liberally, using oil Military Specification
MILL-7870. These previous two steps are il-
lustrated in figure 67. Then screw the nipple into
the socket and hose, using a wrench on the nipple
hex, as shown in figure 68. The nipple hex should
bottom against the socket face. The B nut should
rotate freely when the mandrejs removed. The
clearance between the nipple hex and the B nut
is provided for when the end fittings are manu-
factured. The B nut is held on the nipple with a
wire retainer that maintains the proper clearance.
(The B nut does not come off as it did on the
medium-pressure end fitting.) After installing
both end fittings, clean the hose aseembly in-
ternally, using dry, compressed air. Visually in-
spect the assembly internally to insure that there
is no cutting of the inner tube. Also, check for a
minimum bulge diameter of the inner tube. (Mini-
mum bulge diameters for the various sizes of hose
are found in TO 42E1-1I.)

LOCK RING

4SAFETY
I RETAINING

PIN

CHECK NUT
PLAIN NUT
PLAIN WASHER
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Safetying devices.

assemblies, the exception being the specifica-
tion number. An example of a high-pressure
hose assembly part number is
MS28759-8-0154, as shown, previously in
the center of figure 45. Tits speCification riumf-
ber tells us that we are using high-Kassure hose
MILH-8788 and end fittings MS28760.
Again, the 8 tells us the size and the 0154
tells us that it is 15 I/2 inches in length. If we
were to assemble high-pressure hose using end
fittings MS28761, our hose assembly part num-
ber would be MS28762-8-0154. This tells us
that we have a high-pressure hose assembly with
tlareless fittings attached instead of AN fittings
(MS28760) for flared tube.

14-27. Marking locally manufactured high-
pressure hose assemblies. Markings ori the hose
will be made in the same manner as with
medium-pressure hose.

14-25. Proof pressure testing high-pressure
hose assemblies. "tiost testing unit is used to
perform the prooniressure test. Use the same
safety precaution of installing a plastic cover as
over the medium-pressure hose assembly
previously explained. The proof pressure muff
be maintained for a period of not less than I
minute and not more than 5 minutes. (Proof
pressure varies according to the size of hose.)
During this test period, check the hose for
evidence of seepagel Hose assemblies showing
evidence of seepagelnust be rejected. Under no
condition will any adjustment of the end fitting
be made on the completed assembly.

14-26. Assigning part numbers to high-
pressure hose assemblies. Completed high-
pressure hose assemblies are given part num-
bers similar to those for medium-pressure hose
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14-28. Precautions To Be Observed Before
Installing Hose Assemblies. You must observe
certain precautionary measures before in-
stalling medium- or high-pressure hose assem-
blies. For example, you should always inspect
the hose assembly for serviceability. Also check
it internally for foreign material. In addition,
high-pressure hose assemblies must be proof
tested before they are installed.

14-29. Inspection of Medium- and High-
Pressure Hose or Hose Assemblies. All rubber
(synthetic) hose or hose assemblies must be in-
spected for age and deterioration prior to in-
stallation. However, Teflon hose assemblies are
considered chemically inert; therefore they ae
exempt from shelf-life age control. Inspection
and replacement of installed hose assemblies
shall be made according to the aircraft in-
spection requirements. Also inspect for signs of

.34e7
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deterioration. Signs of deterioration are as
follows: separation of the rubber cover or braid
from the inner tube or wire braid; cracks, har-
dening, and lack of flexibility. Weather
checking of the cover, which does not expose
the fabric, will not cause immediate failure.
However, as a safety precaution,' replace hose
when cracks are deep enough to expose the
fabric. Because of varying .conditions,
replacement of hose assemblies is made at the
discretion of the inspector. Hose assemblies
using M1LH-8794 or M1LH-8788 hose
must be replaced when any portion of the metal
reinforcement is exposed or damaged. It is also
replaced when the outer cover becomes loose.

14-30. Storage of Medium- and High-
Pressure Rubber Hose'. The storage life of
medium- and high-pressure hose
M1LH-8794 and M1LH-8788 or com-
plete hose assemblies is calculated from the
date of manufacture stenciled on the hose (ex-
cept for Teflon hose). The time limitation is 16
quarters (4 years) for airborne equipment.
(Hose that is over 4 years old may be used on
ground equipment.) In addition, it should be
stored so that the oldest hose will be used firSt.
Hose must be stored in a dark, cool, dry place
where it is protected from excessive heat and
exposure to strong air currents. The hose must
be stored away from electric motors' or other

TURNB,CKLE FORK LOCK WIRE TURNBUCKLE
BARREL

TURNS WRAP CABLE.

TURNS WRAP TURNBUCKLE EYE

LOCK WIRE

WitW
,.., /

ifialrleoW.,,,,,,,,AI.IWZ/IWOW.I.

---4--.... ,...-----......

THIMBLE

TURNS WRAP

Figure 70. Safetying with safety wire.
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equipment which gives off heat or ozone. All
bulk hose should have the ends taped shut to

/prevent entrance of foreign material. Hose
/ assemblies should have caps or plugs (metal or

plastic) installed to keep them free of foreign
material.

14-31. You should now have a com-
prehensive understanding of hydraulic fluids
and plumbing materials. The next subject is
safety.

15. Safetying Devices
15-1. Aircraft vibration tends to loosen or

alter the adjustment of various parts, such as
Inuts, turnbuckles, and screws. Therefore, parts
that are intended for disassembly or adjustment
are safetied by some device. The safetying
devices commonly used on aircraft are cotter
pins, checknuts, lockwashers, safety pins,
lockrings, and safety wire. Figure 69 shows
these various safetying devices properly in-
stalled. Study it carefully. One safetying device
incorrectly installed or left out can cause a"
failure of the component. This could possibly
result in loss of the aircraft and the lives of the
crew. This has happened! Now let's discuss each
safetying device in detail.

15-2. Cotter Pin. The cotter pin is shown in
figure 69. It is used for safetying various units
such as castle nuts, clevis pins, and flathead
pins. As an example, a 1/4-inch diameter bolt is
drilled to. receive a cotter pin 1/16 inch in
diameter. Any installation requiring a safety
pin smaller than 1/16 inch in diameter will use
0.04I-inch steel wire. The cotter pin should be
installed as illustrated in figure 69.

15-3. When removing the cotter pin,
straighten the prongs. Then remove it with a
cotter pin extractor or diagonal pliers. A cotter
pin should never be reused.

15-4. Checknut. The checknut gains its
safety factor by friction between metals. The
checknut is tightened down after the plain nut
has been tightened to the specified torque. The
plain nut should be held with another wrench
to prevent it from turning while the checknut is
being tightened.

15-5. Lockwasiter. A lockwasher maintains
its safety factor by exerting spring pressure on a
nut or screw. Because the threads of the screw
or.bolt are kept under tension, they resist any
tendency of the bolt or screw to turn.
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15-6. Safety Pin and Lockring. The safety'
retaining pin is used to lock such components
as magneto covers, brush blocks, and lockpins.
The pin locks either a screw .or a unit to a
housing. The safety pin prevents the unit or
screw from turning or moving from its respec-
tive position.

15-7. The locking is used to hold end plates
or retaining plates in the respective housing.
This is done by installing th .. lockring in a
groove after the end plate or retaining plate has
been instaIlled. It is held in the grove by spring
tension., '

15-82Safety Wire. Safety wire and cotter
pins are the most commonly used safety
devices. Safety wire may be obtained in either
copper or steel. The units to .be safetied will
determine the type of safety wire to be used.
Safety wire is generally applied by twisting. lt
must be taut and twisted close to the parts. In
all applications, the wire should be arranged to
oppose any loosening of the part. Figure 70
shows various methods and uses of safety wire.
Study this figure carefully. The twisting can be
done by hand or, when available, by special
pliers.

15-9. Several different methods of safety
wiring.,turnbuckles are in use. However, a stan-
dard procedure has been adopted by the armed
services as the preferred method. This preferred
method is illustrated in figure 70. Prior to
safetying, check the turnbuckle for proper ad-
justment. Both terminals should be screwed an
equal distance into the turnbuckle barrel. No
more than three threads should be exposed out-
side the bariel': After the turnbuckle is adjusted
properly you are ready"to safety. To safety, start
by inserting two pieces of safety wire in the cen-
ter hole- of the turnbuckle. Then bend the ends
of the wires 90° toward the ends of the turn-
buckle barrel. Then pass them, through the hole
in the turnbuckle eyes or between the jaws of
the turnbuckle fork, as applicable. Wrap the
wires four times around the shank, binding the
wrapped wires in place.

15-10. When safetying a swaged terminal,
pass the wire through the hole provided. Then
loop the wire over the free end of the other
wire; both ends must be wrapped around the
shank, as shown in figure 70.
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Maintenance Tools

FOR WANT OF A NAIL the shoe was lost, for
want of a shoe the horse was lost, for want of a
horse the battle wasoh well, you know that
story. It's been handed down through the years,
and since no one has contested it, it's been ac-
cepted as fact. But the tale has been retold so
many times that it's just possible the facts got
garbled .somewhere enroute.

2. Maybe the battle was lost for the lack of a
proper tool to drive the nail to fasten the
horse's shoe.

3. There were probably kegs and kegs full of
nails at the local battlefield blacksmith shop.
But the right tool for the job was important in
those days too. Maybe the battle was lost
because that tool wasn't used at the critical
time.

4. Since the days when horses trod the bat-
tlefield, the proper use of handtOods has grown
even more important. For examplt, the main-
tenance of modern aircraft absolutely demands
that the correct tool for the job be usedand
used right! When the wrong tool is used, Or
even when the right tool is used incorrectly,
serious accidents can result. The following near
accident shows what can result-from the wrong
use of handtools.

5. A technician working in the third crew
station of a B-58 misplaced a 4inch
screwdriver. Later, when he found out that the
tool was missing, he searched for it, but didn't
find it. The technician then committed two
errors. First, he gave up ihe search, and
secondbut More serious7he failed to report
the missing tool. A short time later, another
technician, mit knowing that anything was
wrong, entered to do some work. One of the
tasks was to move the seat up and down. This
was to insure that the interphone cable had
enough slack not to interfere with seat travel.
When the technician moved the seat for this
check, pandemonium and turmoil broke loose.
The missing screwdriver was nolonger lost. It
was discovered jammed in the seat belt initiator
tripping device. When the technician activated
the seat position motor it caused the seat belt
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initiator to fire. This, in turn, caused the seat
separator initiator to fire a moment later. For-
tunately, this story of the misuse of a tool has a
happy ending. The technician made a fast exit
from the third crew station unhurt. Not all
stories regarding the misuse of tools have such
pleasant endings. Therefore, it is important that
you realize how a terrible accident can have
such a simple beginning.

6. This brings us to the subject of handtools.
Countless volumes have been written on the
subject of the proper use and care of handtools.
Even so, the plain fact is t at some mechanics
think that handtools are so simple that no.one
needs to bother ab ut inting out the right
and wrong way of using them. Understandably,
a mechanic who". considers himself a
professional sometimes resents unasked for ad-
vice. Especially such as on tools or any other
subject he considers to be within his domain.
This attitude is a common fault among people
in many fields who consider themselves
professionals in their chosen specialty. This
feeling is not restricted to mechanics. Never-
theles4 the proper care, handling, and use of
basic handtools is outlined in this chapter. If
the subject matter in this chapter is studied with
an open mind, i't should pay dividends for both
the mechanic and the Air Force.

16. Handtools
16-1. One of the outstanding characteristics

of a gaod mechanic is the sound judgment he
uses in caring for his tools. He prolongs the life
of tools by always taking good care of them.
Such good care includes periodically cleaning
the tools. At this time, the mechanic should in-
spect the tools for serviceability. In this way he
increases his efficiency and the quality of his
work. Equally important, he uses each tool only
for the purpose that it was intended.

16-2. If you were to ask this man how he
manages to keep his tools in such good shape he
might answer that he uses a checklist. This list
could be written or it could be committed to
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memory. If it's a written list, it might look
something like this:

a. Keep tools as clean as possible when using
- them and be sure to clean them before put-

ting them away.
b. Have a place for each tool.
c. Keep every tool in excellent condition.
d. Make an inventory of tools after each job

to prevent leaving anything in aircraft
engines, ducts, wells, etc.

r. Keep junk and unneeded tools out of
toolbox. '

f Keep toolbox securely locked and in a safe
place when not in use.

16-3. Screwdrivers. One of the most
misused tools is the screwdriver. Many
mechanics seem to forget that there is a proper
screwdriver for every job. Too often small
screws are driven with a giant driver, and the
result, of course, is a scored slot. Phillips and
Reed and Princeliscrews take the worst beating,
usually because the mechanic is too lazy to get
the right driver. In addition, Phillips and Reed
and Prince crosspoint screwdrivers are often
used mistakenly; simply because they resemble
each other. They are not interchangable
because their tips are ground differently. Figure
71 shows the most common types4ef
screwdrivers presently used.

16-4. It may come as a surprise to some
people, but the sciewdriver is' intended for one,
and only one, purpose: to loosen and tighten
screws. The screwdriver, with its slender steel
shank and wood or plastic handle, is designed
to take considerable twitting force or torque.
But it is not designed to be used as a lever,
chisel, punch, or pry bar. The bending force on
the shank plays. havoc with the shape of the
tool.

16-5. The tip of a correctly ground
screwdriver should have the sides of the blade
practically parallel. However, since it costs
more money to grind a blade like this, most
manufacturers taper the blade out to the shank

PHILLIPS TYPE

CROSSSLOT SCREW

STANDARD SCREWDRIVER

OFFSET SCREWDRIVER

c=z-crasa

SPIRAL RATCHET SCREWDRIVER

PHILLIPS TYPE
SCREWDRIVER

of .011

Figure 71. Commonly used screwdrivers.
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SALL PEEN

CROSS PEEN .

STRAIGHT PEEN SETTING HAMMER

RivE TING HAMMER CLAW HAMMER

HARD-FACE HAMMERS

STEEL
SOUND

RAWHIDE MALLETS LEAD. SASSITT OR
SRASS HAMMER

PLASTIC HAMMER

SOFT-FACE HAMMERS

of

Figure 72. Commonly used hammers.

oody. A good trick is to dress the blade on an
emery wheel so that the faces taper in very
slightly for a short distance back of the tip. A
screwdriver blade ground in this way will stay
down the screw slot even under severe torque.

16-6. Hammers: There are many kinds of
hammers, but the one most used by Air Force
mechanic% is the ball peen. These hammers are
classified according to weight of the head
without the handles. They usually weigh 4, 6, 8,
and 12 ounces; and 1, 1 1/2, and 2 pounds.

16-7. Most beginners have a tendency to
hold the handle too close to the head,
"choking" the hammer. Holding the hammer
like this reduces the force of the blow and
makes it harder to hold the hammer head
upright,

16-8. When you use a hammer on a
machined or polished surface, always protect
that surface. Place a piece of soft brass, corpper,
lead, or hardwood between the surface( and
hammer. For certain types of work there are
special hammers made from rawhide, plastic, or
brass that protect the surface. Never use tlfe..
butt of the hammer handle for bumping, such as
tapping a bearing into place. It may split the
handle. Figure 72 shows, the more commonly
used hammers.

16-9. Pliers. Pliers rank close to screwdrivers
as being the most misused handtool. No tool in
your box can ruin more work than a pair of
pliers. In fact, some experienced mechanics
won't let an apprentice mechanic use a pair of '
pliers under any circumstances.
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iLAT-NOSE PLIERS

ROUND-NOSE PLIiRS

DIAGONAL CUTTING PLIERS

COMBINATION SLIP-JOINT PLIERS

SNAP RING PLIERS

SNAP RING

42-401

Figure 73. Commonly used pliers.

16-10. There are many types of pliers, but
the most common is the 6-inch combination
slip-joint pliers. These are also called com-
bination pliers. These are shown in figure 73.
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Combination pliers come,in 5-, 6-, 8-, and 10-
inch sizes (the length of the hatdle determine,s
the size). Some are made with side cutter
arrangement for clipping cotter pins.

16-11. Under no circumstances should pliers
be used on hardened surfaces to tighten or
loosen a nut If you do use them on such a har-
dened surface, you'll dull the teeth. Think of a
pair of pliers as a holding tool, never as a
tightening tool.

16-12. Other variations are the diagonal
(dike) pliers and the long-nose. pliers. Use
diagonals for clipping cotters, pulling cotters
from castellated nuts, and for spreading split
ends of cotter pins.

16-13. The long-nose pliersround, flat, or
duckbillwill help you out of many a tight
spot. One advantage is a long reach nin a close
place. Another pair of pliers that ,is a common
tool for the hydraulic man is the snapring
pliers. They come in several different sizes,
both inside and outside type; that is, they are
designed either to spread snaprings or tb clamp
them together.

16-14. Wrenches. There are many different
kinds of wrenches that the skilled pneudraulic
repairman must know how to we and care for.
We shall focus attention on the'open-end, box-
end, adjustable-jaw, strap, spanner, socket,
torque, and Allen wrenches.

16-15. Open-end wrenches. Solid, nonad-
justable wrenches with openings in each end are
called sipen-end wrenches. The upper portion
of figure 74 shows . one of these wrenches.
About 10 open-end wrenches are commonly
found in a toolbox. The openings normally
vary from 5/16 to 1 inch in width.

16-16. The size of the openings between the
jaws determines the size of the wrench. The
smallest wrench in the ordinary set has a 5/16-
inch opening in one 7.nd and a 3/8-inch
opening in the other. Because of this com-
bination, the wrench is called a 5/16- by 3/8-
inch open-end wrench. These figures refer to
the distance across the flats of the nut and not
to the bolt diameter. Wrench openings usually
measure 0.003 to 0.015 inch larger than the
nominal sizes marked on the wrenches. This is
so they will more easily slip on and off
boltheads and nuts.

16-17. The smaller the openings in the
wrench, the shorter the overall length. This
proportions the lever advantage of the wrench
to the siize of the bolt or stud. With a given
amount df pull on a.wrench, a short length will
produce less twisting or torque and will reduce
the possibility of shearing or stripping the nut.

16-18. Open-end wrenches have their heads
and openings at an angle to the body. Most arc
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designed to be offset about'15°, but some wren-
ches are designed for a 22.5° offset. In case you
wonder why wrenches are made this way, it is
because this design provides for working in
close quarters.

16-19. _An-elementary trick is that of "flop-
ping thi wrench after evs6 stroke; flopping
consists of turning the w'rehch over. What had
beenotheupper face is now facing down, and the
angle or the head is reversed to fit the next two
flatt of the hex nut. This Makes it much easier
to loosen or tighten a nut. The 15° angle and
flo ping the wrench enable youtto turn a nut
eve when the swing of the nut is limited to
3T,.

1620. Some special types of open-end wren-
ches have the angle of opening at 75°, whereas
others are set at an angle of 90°. There are also
special, thin open-end wrenches which have ex-
tra long handles that allow you to work in
narrow spaces. Never use this type of wrench
for any job' that requires a lot of torque,
because the handles won't take it.

16-21. Always pull on the wrenchnever
push. Pushing a wrench is dangerous. The
threads could break loose unexpectedly and
you'd wind up with some hide off your
knuckles.

I 6-22. Box-end wrenches. The best feature
about a box-end wrench is that it can be used in
close quarters. This wrench is called a box-end
wrench because it boxes or completely
surrounds the nut or bolthead. The lower por-
tion of figure 74 shows a box-end wrench. The
bOx-end wiench may have 12 notches arranged
in a circle. A I 2-point wrench can be used to
loosen or snug up a nut with a minimum handle
travel of on4 30°, whereas a 60° swing would
be necessary in an open-end wrench.

16-23. Abother advantage of the box wrench
is that there is little or no chance of its slipping
off the nut or bolt, because it completery en-
circles the nut tor bolt head."

16-24. Another version of the box-end
wrench is the cutaway bofend wrench, shown
in figure 75. This wrencXis specially designed

I0,

OPEN END

4/OX END
42-409

Figure 74. Open-end and box-end wrenches

Figure 75. Cutaway box-end wrench.

for tightening plumbing coactions. The
cutaway enables the box to be sliPped over the
tubing and then, positioned on the nut of the
connection. This type of wrench has an ad-
vantage over an open-end wrench when
tightening tube connections. It is that there is
little chance of the cutaway wrench sliPping off
the nut.

16-25. Adjustable-jaw wrenches. Adjustable-
jaw wrenches'are thost, that have one stationary
jaw and one adjustable jaw. Figure 76 sjitows
two types of adjustable-jaw wrenches. The
length of the handle determines the,size of the
wrench. For example, a 6-inch Crescent. has a
6-inch handle, although its Saws open only to
three-fourtlfs of an inch. As the length of the
handle increases, there is a propOrtional in-
crease in the size of the opening of the jaws.

16,26. The Crescent wrench, shown in_ the
lower portion of figure 76, is the most com-
monly used adjustable wrench. However, the
Crescent wrench is not intended to take the
place of standard open-end, box-end, or socket
wrenches. It is primarily intended to be used
when an odd-sized nut or bolt is encountered.

_

AUTO WRENCH

CRESCENT WRENCH

.

Figure 76. Adjustable-jaw wrenches.
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Crescent wrenches are not built for hard ser-
vice: They just won't take torque! To prevent
breaking the tool, when you have to exert any
amount of force apply it properly. Always
remember to place the wrench so that the
pulling force is applied to the stationary jaw
side. The adjustable jaw should push. After you
place the wrench, tighten the knurl so that the
jaws fits the nut snugly. Usually, a set of
Crescent wrenches includes 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, and
12-inch wrenches. The same application
technique also applies to the auto wrench.

16-27. The upper portion of figure 76 shows
an adjustable-jaw type wrench which is
generally referred to as the auto wrench. Some
call it a knucklebuster, with reason. When force
is applied, the jaws tend to spread and slip off
the nut or bolt head.

16-28. Strap wrenches. The strap wrench
consists of a bar with a strap attached to one
end. It is used to hold or turn cylindrical parts
without damage to the surface. Our most com-
mon usage would be to hold the barrel of an ac-
tuating cylinder or' piston type accumulator
while removing the end caps. A strap wrench is
shown in figure 77.

16-29. Spanner wrttiches. Spanner wrenches
are sppcial wrenches for special jobs. There are
a number of types, some of which are shown in
figure 78. The hook spanner is for a round nut
that has a series of notches cut in the outer
edge. The hook or lug is placed in one of the
notches with the handle pointing toward the
direction in which thenut is to be turned. Some
hook spanner wrenches are adjustable and will
fit nuts of various diameters: U-shaped hook
spanners have two lugs on the face of the
wrench to fit notches cut in thy face of the nut
or screw plug. End spanner's resemble a socket
wrench but have a'series of lugs on the end that
fit into corresponding notches in the nut oz"
plug. Other spanners come in kits, with
replaceable lugs or pins to fit a various com-
bination of nuts and plugs.
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Figure 77. Strap wrench.

16-30. Socket wrenches. The socket wrench
helps greatly ie making a mechanic's work
easier. The first socket wrenches were formed
with an L. or T handle as part of the wrench.
Each size socket was a separate wrepth. Thday,
however, there is an infinite variety of socket
wrenches for every possible use and position.

16-31. One thing to keep in mind when using
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Iigure Ar."Nlpanner wrenches.

socket wrenches is that they should never be
overstressed. Never Ilk an extension to
lengthen a socket wrench handle to increase
torque. Always use a socket that is big enough
for the joband by that we mean the drive size.
Don't be in a hurry, and use a 1/4-inth drive
socket when it requires a 3/8-inch drive that is
built for the heavy job. Figure 79 shows two 12-
point sockets and the loarious extensions,
universals, ratchets, etc.. used with the sockets.
Sockets are also designee with 6 points. The ad-
vistage of the 12-point socket is tliat it must be
sgfing only half as far before it can be refitted
for another grip on a nut. For this reason, it can
be used in close quarters. On the other hand, a
6-point socket holds the nut better. It offers less
chance for wear because of the greater holding
surface.

16-32. Torque wrenches. Torque wrenches
are caHbrated tools used to measure the force

,of pull (pounds) when tightening nuts or hose
clamps. It can also be used for checking the
breakaway torque of various driving units. The
torque is expressed in either inch-pounds or
foot-pounds. As .a pneudraulic repairman, you
wi be required to use these wienches when in-

ailing units. Units must be properly torqued,
or else disastrous consequences may result.

416-33. The breakaway type torque wrench,
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shown in figure 80, is commonly used by the
Air Force. This type of torque wrench
automatically releases when a predetermined
torque value is reached. This torque wrench
consists of an adjustable handle grip, a locking
ring, a micrometer type adjustment in.-
corporating a thimble marked for secondary in-
crements, a.spring tube marked for primary in-
crements, and a drive assembly.

16-34. To set the breakaway type torque
wrench to the selected value, unlock the handle-
grip by turning the locking ring. Then turn the
handle grip either clockwise or coun-
terclockwise until the graduation on the thim-
ble aligns with the desired graduation op the
tube. The handle grip and the thimble are
machined from one piece of steel. Thus, they
turn as a unit. After the adjustment is made,
reiock the handle grip by turning the locking
ring.

16-35. When using the breakaway type
torque wrench; always pull the wrench in a
clockwise direction, applying a smooth and
sthady motion. When the torque applied
reaches the, predetermined torque setting, the

AO.

ADJUSTABLE
HANDLE

GRIP

LOCKING
RING

THIMBLE

wrench will automatically release, or "break,"
producing from approximately 15° to 200 of
free travel. This release is distinct and indicates
completed tightening action on the fastener.

16-36. There is another important thing to
remember when using a torque wrench to
tighten a series of nuts: never tighten one nut to
the specified torque before starting to tighten
the other nuts. Ihstead, tighten each nut a little
until they all meet the specified torque. Nuts
opposite (or diagonal to) each other should be
tightened in sequence.

16-37. Organizational maintenance activities
must have their torque wrenches tested once a
month, or more often if usage demands. Local
directives designate the shop.to do the testing.
The 30-calendar-day period is calculated from
the date of the test. For example; a tool tested
on.15 March 1968 will be due for retesting on
15 April 1968. A torque tool that is dropped or4
otherwise abused must be tested and
recalibrated if necessary before further use. Af-
ter each test, a color code strip is placed around
the handle with the date, month, and year
retestin is due.

16-38. Allen wrenches. Another type ot .
wrench you may sometimes have occasion to
use is the Allen wrench. This wrench is six-
sided, L-shaped, and designed to fit into the
recessed head of the setscrew or capscrew.
Either end of one of theie wrenches will fit into
the recess, making its use possible where either
a Iting or short reach is deshed.

16-39. Files. Another tool that the
pneudraulic repairman will likely usq is t e
mill file. A mill' file, shown in figure SI, is a
hardened, high-carbon steel tool used for cut-
ting, removing, smoothing, or polishing metal.
Use a coarse file for soft metals and a smooth
file for hard metals. The double-cut file gives a

SPRING
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Figure 80. Breakaway type torque wrench
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onlywhen the file is being pushed forward.
Use only sufficient pressure to keep the file cut-
ting. All pressure should be relieved on the
back stroke. Back stroke pressure serves only to
help dull the cutting edges of the teeth.

16-42. In some shops they call a mechanic
who drags a file on the back stroke a "shuffler,"
because he is like a man who is too lazy to pick
up his feet when he walks.

16-43. Never use a file after the teeth
become "choked" or clogged with particles of
metal. To jar the filings, bump the tip of the file
or the end of the handle on the bench every
now and then while filing. This won't always
get all the chips out, so the thing todo when the
file gets "loaded" is to clean the teeth with a file

SOLID FRAME

ADJUSTABLE FRAME

WWA

TEETH TOO SMALL
NO CHIP CLEARANCE

TEETH CLOG

WRONG

111110V
COARSE TEEN

AMPLE CHIP CLEAIANCE

TEETH TOO CO SE

STRADDLES WOR

TwO OR MORE
TEETH ON METAL

Figure 82. Hacksaws and blades.
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card, as shown in figure 81. This is a brush with
short, stiff wire bristles. If there are any chips
left after using the file card, these should be dug
out with a poimed cleaning wire called appick
or scorer. Usually a file card has one attached
to the handle. Occasionally ap y a light coat of
oil to your tiles.to prevent rus from forming.

16-44. Hacksaws.1-lacksaws are often used
by mechanics. Common hand hacksaws have
either adjustable frames or solid frames, as
shown in figure 82. Adjustable frames can ber.
changed to hold blades from 8 to 16 inches
long. Solid frames, although more rigid, will
take only the length of blade for which they are
made. This length is the distance between the
two pins which hold the blade in place.

16-45. Hacksaw blades are made of high-
grade, hardened and tempered tool steel. There
are two types: the all-hard and the flexible
blades. All-hard blades a e hardened
throughout, whereas only the t th of flexible
blades are hardened. Blades nerally range
from 7/16 to 9/16 inch wide a have from 14
to 32 teeth per inch. They are from 8 to 16 in-
ches long.

16-46. Choice of the correct hacksaw blade
for a certain job is determined by the type of
material being cut. An all-hard blade is best for
sawing brass, tool steel, cast iron, and other
stock of heavy Liuss section getrera4.
flexible blade is used for sawing hollow shapes
and metals of light cross-section, such as chan-
nel iron, tubing, tin, copper, and aluminum
(refer to fig. 82). Coarse-toothed blades are'
used moistly for solid stocks, whereas fine-
toothed blades are used for materials such as
tubing, channel iron, and, sheet metal. A blade
with 32 teeth per inch is recommended for cut-
ting thin-walled tubing and conduit.

16-47. After the correct blade has been
selected and installed in the hacksaw frame, it
should be moderately tightened. A blade that is
tightened too tight will break easily when used.
Next. mark the material that is to be cut. This
can he done with a scriber, penciletc. If
special accuracy is required, nick the material
with a tile and start the saw in the nick. Be cer-
tain that the work to be cut is gripped tightly in
a vise, with the line of cut as close to the vise
jaws as possible. When cutting angle iron or
any odd-shaped material, start the cut so that
the maximum number of teeth is engaged
throughout the When cutting aluminum
tubing, make ce '..41;" that the tubing is held fir-
mly in the vise. Yet do not hoki it so tightly that
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Figure 83. Thread and thickness gages.

the tubing win squeezed out of shape. It is
advisable to clamp the aluminum tubing bet-
ween two pieces of wood or soft metal and saw
through all three pieces, because this will
prevent chattering and possible damage to the
work. The hacksaw should be moved forward
with a light, steady stroke. At the end of the
stroke, relieve the pressure and draw the blade
straight back. After the first few strokes, make
each stroke as long as possible without striking
the saw frame, against the material being cut.
The most effective cutting speed is about 60
strokes per minute. When the material is nearly
cut through, relieve the pressure on the saw
slightly. This is to prevent the teeth from cat-
ching.

16-48. The chief danger in using hacksaws is
injury to the hand when a blade breaks. The
blade will break if the mechanic bears down
too hard on the cut or does not push the saw in
a straight line. If the work is not tight in the
vise, it will sometimes slip, twisting the blade
enough to break it.

16-49. Much of this information about hand-
tools may have sounded elementary to your
experienced hang?. But day after day, it is often
the so-called experienced hand that is bungling
the job with the wrong tool or the right tool
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carelessly used. Stop and THINK a minute. Ex-
perience and a little common horse sense will
carry you a long way i, the right direction.
Special measuring tools such ae thickness gages
and micrometers are also commonly used by
the pneudraulic repairman.

17. Special Measuring Tools.
17-1. As a pneudraillic repairman, you need

to know how to read the various measuring
devices that are used in your work. Sometimes
you will have to make measurements in ten-
thousandths of an inch. The correct use, care,
and storage of measuring devices is necessary
for long service and complete accuracy. In-
cluded among the tools that you may use are
the' thickness and thread gages shown in figure
83. The thickness gage is used to measure
clearance between objects. A thread gage is
very useful when matching nuts and bolts or
when ordering replacement parts. The thread
gage will measure the number of threads per
inch; without such a gage it is often difficult to
see the difference in bolts lying side by side. In
this section we will discuss special measuring
tools. We will focus on the use of micrometers,
including the outside micrometer, inside
micrometer, and depth micrometer.

17-2. Outside Micrometer. With the outside
micrometer you can measure the outside
dimension of an object, the thickness of a metal
plate, or the outside diameter (0.D.) of a tube
or piece of wire. The frame (figure 84) of the
micrometer is made in different sizes to ac-
commodate various objects. The size of the ob-
ject that the micrometer can measure is
generally samped on the side of the !paw. You
can look it t the micrometer and determine what
size object it will measure. This is really not
much of a task once you are familiar with
micrometers. If your micrometer is marked
with "0-1," then it is made to measure objects
up to 1 inch in thickness; if it is marked with a
"5-6," it is for objects measuring between 5
and 6 inches. Some frames may have a single
number instead of a dual number. If the num-
ber is 3, the largest measurement to be taken
with that micrometer is 3 inches. The range of
the micrometer, then, is between 2 and 3 in-
ches; the range is the distance between the
largest and smallest measurements that can be
taken with the tool..Micrometers usually have a
1-inch range, but some have a I/2-inch
rangefrom 0 to 1/2 inch, for example.

17-3. Now refer to figure 84 again, and let's
see how an outside micrometer measures. The
object to be measured is placed squarely bet-
ween the anvil and the spindle. The anvil is
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fixed to the frame and is stationary with respect
to it. Anvils are shaped according to the use to
which the tool is put; they may be flat, rounded,
or tapered on the end. The spindle is fastened
internally to the thimble which, when turned,
moves the spindle nearer to or farther from the
anvil.

17-4. When the thimble is turned, it moves
either inward or outward on the barrel. On the
barrel are two series ot graduations and a line.
This line, which extends lengthwise along the
barrel, is known as the revolution line. Per-
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Figure 84. Outside micrometer.

pendicular to this line are the major
graduations. The major graduations are num-
bered 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on the tool with a 1/2-inch
range; or 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 on the
tool with a I-inch range. Each of these major
graduations represents 0.1 inch. Each of the
smaller graduations (lines) on the barrel (there
are three between each major graduation)
represents 0.025 inch. The thimble will move
laterally a, distance equal to the space between
two minor graduation lines when ir is rotated
once. Four revolutions will move the thimble
(and spindle) exactly 0.1 inch.

17-5. Around the inner end of the thimble
there are 25 equal calibrations, or divisions.
Each division represents 0.001 inch, since one
revolution moves the thimble 0.025 inch.
Usually every fifth division is marked. Thus, the
numbers 0, 5, 10, 20 are found on the tapered
end of the thimble, and these numbers are used
in computing the dimension of an object.

17-6. The number located on the tapered
end of the thimble and aligned with the
revolution line indicates the number of
thousandths the thimble has moved past the last
smaller graduation on the barrel.

17-7. Refer to figure 85 and let's assume that
the dimension reading is taken on a 0 to 1

micrometer. The thimble is positioned so that

the second major graduation on flip barrel is
fully uncovered. Observe that the scale in-
dicates a reading of 0.200 inch. One smaller
graduation on the barrel is completely un-
covered. We will add the quivalent of this
graduation, bringing the measurement up to
0.225 inch. You will notice that the 12th

\graduation on the thimble is aligned with the
revolution line. Therefore, 0.012 ineh is added
to give a total measurement of 0.237 inch. The
same reading found on a 4-inch micrometer
would indicate a dimension of 3.237. This is
because the range of this micrometer is between
3 and 4 inches. Thus, we find that we have one
extra step to follow whenusing an outside
micrometer to measure anything greater than an
inch. That step consists of adding the least
possible measurement, shown on the frame, to
the reading from the micrometer scale.

17-8. One of the greatest abuses of this type
of micrometer is overtightening (turning the
thimble too hard against the work). Use just
enough pressure to bring the anvil and spindle
against the surface of the object being
measured. A light pressure supplied (by. thumb
and forefinger is enough. The micrometer
should never be tightened enough to support its
own weight. On many micrometers a ratchet is
built into the end of the thimble, as shown in
figure 84. The ratchet is preset to slip if too
much pressure is applipd to it. Therefore, turn
the thimble with the ratchet and you will
safeguard the tool and its accuracy. Many
micrometers have a lock identified by a knurled
ring in the framt around the spindle. When the
lock is applied, more pressurt is required to
turn the thimble. The lock is used to secure the
thimble after it has been positigned; thus, this
lock enables to the tool to be handled without
disturbing the reading.

17-9. Outside Micrometer with Vernier
Scale. Any micrometer that can be read to one-
ten-thousandth of an inch has an additional
scale. It is called the vernier scale. With the use
of a vernier, it is possible to divide the thimble
calibrations into 10 equal parts, resulting in a
reading in increments of one ten-thousandths of
an inch. The vernier scale consists of 10 equally
spaced, numbered lines which extend length-
wise along the barrel. They are parallel to the
revolution line, as shown in figure 86. These
lines occupy the same amount of space as nine
lines on the thimble. The effect of this 10-part
vernier is to split the thousandths into one ten-
thousandths. When reading the vernier scale,
tends through the center of the thimble and
barrel and protrudes from the hole in the center
of the base. The base provides a reference sur-
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Figure 85. Reading outside micrometer (0.237 in).
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use the number on the scale which is most
closely aligned with any calibration on the
thimble. As an example, consider a reading on
a 0- to I-inch micrometer (fig. 86). In the
illustration the major graduation 3 is un-
covered. This indicates that the surfaces being
measured are at least 0.300 inch apart. Since no
minor graduations after the 3 are uncovered, no
units are added from the barrel. Instead, read
from the thimble calibration. There you find
that the tenth graduation is the last one to pass
the revolution line. Add 0.010 inch for the
thimble reading to obtain a total reading of
0.310 inch. Now read the vernier scale. There
you find that the No. 1 graduation of the ver-
nier (on the barrel) is most closely aligned with
a calibration on the thimble. This final figure,
0.0001 inch, is added to those already deter-
mined. You now have the total measurement of
0.3101 inch.

17-10. Whenever you read a micrometer
scale of this type, remember to read only those
major graduations fully uncovered. Then go to
the next finer scale to determine the value of
the "partly used" graduations. In the above
example:a bit of the major scale is uncovered,
which showed that the dimension was greater
that 0.300 inch. The next finer scale shows that
the meavrements have increased 10 full
thousandths beyond the 0.300-inch mark.
Also, the movement is slightly beyond the
0.010-inch mark on the thimble; therefore, you
must look at the vernier to determine the exact
arnounti

Figure 87. Inside micrometer.

17-11. Besides not applying much pressure
to the thimble, remember to handle these tools
with care. When not in use, they should be kept,
clean; and, if Practicable, coat them with light
oil to prevent corrosion. Do not close the gap
between the anvil and spindle tightly when
storing a micrometer. This tension may destroy
its future accuracy.

17-12. Inside l'crometer. The inside
micrometer, shown in figure 87, can Se used toi-t
measure the inside dimension (I.D.) of an
opening in an object. The inside micrometer
measures just as precisely as does an outside
micrometer. However, the nomenclature differs
slightly from that of the other micrometers.
Also, the range of an inside micrometer is
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usually on 0.500 inch. The head (fig. 87) of
the inside t4cxometer contains the barrel and
the thimble .5.we know them in, the outside
micrometer. Fully closed, the inside
micrometer measures 1.5 inches. Hence, with
this micrometer we cannot measure any bore
less than 1.5 inches in diameter. By adding an
extension of- a given length (extensions are
marked as to added value), the tool can be ad-
justed to measure greater dimensions. A 5-inch
extension is shown in figure 87. The maximum
measurement is governed by the size of the ex-
tension available. The longest single extension
ita-most sets is 6 inches long. Extensions can be
added to one or both ends of the head on many
of these tools. As a result it is possible to in-
crease the maximum measurement. The tool
shown in figure 87 accommodates an extension
at one end of the head only.

17-13. The procedure for reading this tool is
quite like that for reading the outside
micrometer. The reading is taken from the head
in exactly the same manner as before. Add the
scale reading to 1.5 inches (head value, if
closed) iI to the value of the extension used
(if any). This gives you the total of the dimen-
sion; that is, scale reading +1.5 inches (head
value, closed) + extensioni = total inside
dimension. Study figure 88 for a sample reading
with a 5-inch extension installed. From the
scale you get a reading of 0.243 inch. To this
add the head minimum length of 1.5 inches,
giving a total head length of 1.743 inches.
Finally, add the value of the extension, 5 in-
ches. This gives a total measurement of 6.743
inches (0.243 inches + 1.5 inches + 5 inches
= 6.743 inches).

17-14. Removable caps are installed on the
ends of the head to enable installation of an ex-
tension. Caps are also provided on the ex-
tensions to adjust the length of the extension if
needed. The cap on an extension must not be
removed when you use the tool; adjustment is
made when the tool is checked by authorized
personnel. When installed, caps or extensions
should be screwed in snugly but not ex-
cessively. Once again, the pressure of the thumb
and forefinger is enough, to get accuracy
without damaging the tool.

17-15. Depth Micrometer. The depth
micrometer, shown in figure 89, is used to
measure the depth of a hole. The range of most
depth micrometers is 1 inch. Extension rods are
used to extend the range from readings of 0 to I

inch, 1 to 2 inches, or 2 to 3 inches. These ex-
tension rods are fitted into the thimble by
removing the thimble cap. Then insert the ex-
tension rod, and replace the thimble cap to
hold the rod in place. The extension rod ex-
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Figure 88. Reading inside micrometer (0.243 inch).

face in the same manner as the anvil in the out-
side micrometer. The extension -rod end serves
as the other surface just as the spindle does in
the outside micrometer. Hence, we measure the
distance between the plane (level) of the base
and the end of the extension rod. With the 0- to
1-inch exWsion rod installed and tEe thimble
turned tojPe 0.000 position, the tip 3f the rod
will be flush (even) with the flat reference sur-
face of the base. If the 1- to 2-inch rod were in-
stalled, the rod Would extedd exactly 1 inch out
of the base. The extension rod is extended or
retracted by turning the thimble.

17-16. Whenever an extension rod is used,
a measurement reading must include the value
of its length. The scale an this type of microme-
ter is inverted as compared with the outside
micrometer. The 0.000 position on the outside
micrometer is found with the thimble covering
the barrel to the "0" mark. With the depth
micrometer the barrel 'i'cale is completely ex-
posed when the tool is reading 0.000. Although

RASE

EXTENSION
ROD

BARREL

Figure 89. Depth micrometer.
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the scale on the barrel is inverted, it is other-
wise identical to the scales already discussed. A
typical reading of 1.585 inches is shown in
figure 90. A 1- to 2-inch extension rod is in-
stalled in the tool so that the first measurement
available is 1 inch. Number 6 is the lowest
visible number of the major graduations; the
next number to be read must lie between 5 and
6. The partial dimension reading now totals
1.500 inches. Three minor graduations on the
barrel are,completely covered. This brings the
total reading to 1.575 inches. The reading on
the thimble (0.010) is added directly to the

ure computed to this point. Now this brings
th'b..complete reading to 1.585 inches.

17-17. The above reading can be obtained
`191 a slightly different method. Again refer to
figure 90 . The procedure involves the addition
of the value of the extension rod (1.000 inch)
to the lowest visible numbered graduation on
the barrel (0.600-inch). Then subtract the
minor graduations (0.000-inch), plus the
amount the thimble was short of a complete
revolution (0.015-inch). Thus, 1.600 inches
less 0.015 inch gives a reading of 1.585 inches.
This is the same reading obtained by the other
method of reading the depth micrometer.

17-18. Special measuring tools, such as
micrometers, are used to make precision
measurements. Needless to say, they must be
treated with care. Merely dropping a
micrometer can affect its accuracy and make it
useless. Other handtools, although not as
delicate as micrometers, also must be treated
with care, such as keeping them clean, oiled,
and properly stored. It is often said, "A
mechanicis only as good as his tools." Only by
having good tools and using them for their in-
tended purpogy can you do quality main-
tenance.
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18. Metals and Corrosion Control
18-1. Corrosion control and treatment are of

major importance to all aircraft pneudriulic
systems mechanics. Corrosion reduces the pf-
fectiv eness of the aircraft weapon system.
Corrosion is costly, because it shortens the
useful life of equipment.

18-2. Scheduled inspections are essential for
early detection and correction of corrosion.
Preventive maintenance lessens the total
amount of labor used and expense required in
corrosion control. Preventive maintenance will
insure that corrosion does not keep a system
from doing its job.

18-3. Most metals are subject to corrosion.
However, corrosion can be lessened by the use
of corrosion-resistant protective finishes.
Although your equipment has a protective
coating, accumulated soil, salts, industrial
fumes, and moisture will cause this coating to

'break dawn. This allows corrosion to set in.
18-4. Corrosion. Corrosion can be defined

as the deterioration of a metal by reaction to its
environment. Corrosion occurs because of the
tendency of most metals to return to their
natural state. An example of this is iron inthe
presence of moist air. The iron will revert,* its
natural state: iron oxide or rust. Metals corrode
(oxidize) by the direct chemical or elec-
trochemical reaction with their environment.

18-5. Refer to figure 91 to better understand
the causes of 'the most common type of
corrosion. Let's consider what happens in eiec-
cro-chemical reaction (corrosion). It can be
likned to the act4T that takes place in a tiny

battery cell. Four conditions must exist before
electro-chemical corrosion can occur:

There must be a metal that corrodes and
acts as the abode.
There must be a less corrodible metal that
acts as the cathode.
There must be a continuous liquid path
between the two metals, which acts as the
electrolyte. This is usually 'condensate and
salt or other contaminatibns.
There must be a conductor to carry the
flow of electrons.from the cathode to the
anode. This conductor is usullly in a form
that provides for metal-to-raetal contact
(rivets, bolts, welds, etc.).

18-6. The elimination of any one of the
conditions will automatically stop corro
As an example, you can apply an organic fil
(paint, oil, grease, plastic, etc.) to the surface o
the metal. This prevents the electrolyte from
connecting the cathode to the anode, and the
current cannot flow; therefore, no corrosion
can occur.

18-7: At normal atmospheric temperatures,
metals do not corrode much without moisture;
but, moisture in the air is usually enough to
start action. Oxygen is also usually needed for
corrosion to take place with moisture at room
temperature. Some of the otheci factors that af-
fect a metal's tendency to corrode are as
follows:

Acidity or alkalinity 'of the electrolytic
moisture.
Stability of the corrosion products.

ur

Figure 90. Reading a depth micrometer (1.585 inches).
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Biological organisms, particularly
anerobic (can live without air) bacteria.
Variation in composition of the
corrodible metal.
Temperatures.

18-8. The initial rate of corrosion is usually
quite high and then it slows down. This is
because the oxide film that forms on a metal
surface tends to protect the metal .underneath.
The oxide is an end product of corrosion and
has little tendency to change. Therefore, it is

more stable than the metal underneath and
shields it somewhat.

18-9. When items made of different metals
must perform under varied climatic conditions,
corrosion becomes a problem. The presence of
salts on metal surfaces (from sea coast
operations, for example) greatly increases the
electrical condUctivity of any moisture present.
This speeds up corrosion.

18-10. Moisture tends to collect on dirt par-
ticles. Keeping surfaces clean on passive (less
corrodible) metal or alloy components is of
great importance. It is often more important
than on plain carbon steel or copper base alloy
ones. Some metals are relatively passive by
nature. More active ones can be made passive
by chemical treatment as by coating with a rust
inhibitor. Others develop passiveness because
of environmental conditions. For instance,
aluminum develops a protective film of
aluminum oxide. Sometimes large surfaces of a
passive metal contain small specks of a more
active metal or spots where the passiveness was
less complete. These points can easily become

0
0

0

- 0

CONTINUOUS LIQUID PATH
(ELECTROLYTE)

anodes with the large passive areas the cathode.
They, then, become the focal 4points for

koz corrosion in the presence of oxygen and
moisture, and pitting is the result. C

18-11: A similar action takes place in
crevices formed beaeen surfaces of identical
passive metal. Examples of such crevices are at
lap joints, around rivets, bolts, and screws, at
threaded connections, or around spot welds.
Because of small areas the concentratioesof
oxygen is less in these crevices and cracks. This
results in a more active condition in the crevice
known as an oxygen cell. As a result, in the
presence of moisture, these crevices become
highly susceptible to accelerated corrosion.
This is especially true if the moisture is con-
t minated. For these reasOns, cleanliness must
be maintained and corrosion preventive

easurcs observed even on corrosion resistant
metals.

18-12. So far we have discussed elec-
tröchemical corrosion that- occdrs between
metals of unlike chemical activity. We also
discussed where it occurs in areas of unlike
*chemical activity (dry and wet) on a single
metal. In the last sentence of paragraph 18-4.
results of a direct chemical reaction on a metal.
Basically, it cah, be said the two processes are
essentially the same. The main difference is that
in the case of electrochemical corrosion, the
anode and cathode reactions take place at the
same point. An examr)le of dirett corrosion is .

the action of an acid on metal.

3

'18-13. Some areas of our systems are sub-
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Figure 91. Condition for electrochemical corrosion.
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jected to more corrosive substances than others;
the possibility of corrosion varies accordingly.
Also, because of these varying conditions, the
necessary control measures will vary. Nearly all
corrosive attacks start on the surface of metal
exposed to corrosive conditions. If allowed to
progress, corrosion works down into the core
of the material. Since corrosion never starts in
the core, there is always evidence on lie surface
when an attack is in progress.

18-14. Corrosion has been cataloged and
typed in many ways. For descriptive purposes,
let us discuss Wunder the most commonly ac-
cepted titles.

18-15. Uniform etch corrosion. The surface
effect produced by most direct chemical attacks
(as by an acid) is a uniform etching of the
metal. On a polished surface this type of
corrosion is first seen as a general-dulling of the
surface. If such corrosion is allowed to con-
tinue, the surface becomes rough and, possibly,
frosted in appearance.

18-16. Pitting corrosion. The most common
effect of corrosion on aluminum and
magnesium alloy parts is called pitting. It is
first notic.eable as a white or gray powdery
deposit, similar to dust, which blotches the sur-
face. When the deposi cleaned away, tiny
pits or holes can be se n in the surface. Pitting
corrosion may also o cur in other types of
metal alloys.

18-17. lntergranular corrosion. This
corrosion attacks the grain boundaries of a
material. A highly magnified cross-section of
any commercial alloy shows the granular struc-
ture of the metal. This structure consists of
quantities of individual grains. Each of these
tiny grains has a clearly defined boundary that
differs chemically from the metal within the
grain center. The adjacent grains of different
elements can react with each other as anode
and cathode when in contact with an elec-
trolyte. This conductive arrangement causes
corrosion at the grain -boundary. Such
corrosion destroys the solidity of the material.

18-18. Exfoliation corrosion. Exfoliation is
a form oftVtergranular corrosion. The surface
becGmes flaky. It shows itself by "lifting up" the
surface grains of a metal by the force of ex-
panding corrosion occurring at the grain boun-
daries just below the surface. This sometimes
looks like paint blisters on a freshly painted
surface. This is firm visible evidence of in-
tergranular corrosion. This type of corrosion is
most often seen on extruded sections. There
the grain thicknesses are usually less than in
rolled alloy form. Most of this type of
corrosion is found on aluminum alloy ducting.

18-19. Galvanic corrosion. Galvanic
corrosion occurs when dissimilar metals are in

contact. The contacting of these unlike metals
provides an external circuit by the presenae of a
buildup of corrosion between these metals: for
example, when aluminum components are at-

, tached with steei bolts or screws.
18-20. Concentration cell corrosion. Con-

centration cell corrosion occurs when two or
more areas of a single metal surface are in con-
tact with difiCrent concentrations of the swne
solution: moist air, water, chemicals, etc. Thp
three general types of concentration cell
corrolion are metal ion concentration cells.
oxygen concentra:ion cells, and active-passive
cells. TO1 1-2. Corrosion Control and Treat -
ment for Aerospace Equipment, gives a detailed
explanation of these types.

18-21. Stress corrosion cracking. This
corrosion is caused by the simultaneous effects
of tensile stress and corrosion. Stress may be in-
ternal or applied. Internal stresses are
produced by nonuniform shaping during cold
working of the metal. These stresses are also
created by press and shrink fitting general hard-
ware. Stresses induced when a piece is defor-
med and stresses in rivets, and bolts are internal
stress. These items can crack because of in-
ternal stresses and are aggravated by corrosion.
This cracking is called stress corrosion
cracking.

1,8-22. Fatigue corrosion. Fatigue corrosion
is a special case of stress corrosion caused by
the combined effects of cyclic stress and
corrosion. An example of this kind of
corrosion is unprotected engine bleed air ducts
that are exposed to moisture. They are held in
such a way that thermal expansion causes
repeated twisting of the duct. This creates metal
fatigue or crystallization cracks in which
corrosion starts.

l 8-23. Corrosion Inspection. Without
ribper and systematically performed in-
spections and maintenance, corrosiort will
seriously damage your systems and equipment.
All equipment should be carefully inspected at
each Periodic inspection for signs of corrosion.

18-24. Typical locations that should be
closely inspected are as follows:

a. Unpainted aluminum duct and component
areas.

b. Component and duct direct mating seams.
c. Areas where moisture -does not evaporate

as rapidly as areas exposed to direct
sttnlight and air.

d. Drain holes that may be clogged (water
separator drain, etc.).

e. Components and ducts underneath floor-
boards.

f Fqiiiings, braces, and compound parts in-
.*Side the aircraft where foreign matter or
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moisture may gather because of improper
drainage outlets.

g. Areas where dissimilar metals are in con-
tact (including bolts, nuts, washers, and
screws).

h.'Component or duct spotwelds.
1 Hinges.
j. Exhaust gas paths (heater exhausts).

The above are but a few inspectio areas that
`should be checked closely.

18-25. Corrosion Removal a reatment.
Part of your assigned duties may e to inspect
your systems or equipment for corrosion. If you
find corrosion in any area, removing the
corrosion and applying preventives are
"npsts."

18-26. You may or may not be involved in
corrosion removal and treatment. It depends on
the directives and SOPs of your assigned base
and unit. At present the Air Force has

corrosion control specialists; but, since this
AFSC is relatively new, some bases may not
have these specialists. If this i the case, you
will be called upon to handle your owb system,
component, and general equipment corrosion
problems.

18-27. When you need information on treat-
ment of corrosion, refer to TO 1 1-2,
Corrosion Control and Treatment for
Aerbspace Equipment. This technical order
contains detailed information on corrosion
removal procedures. It also tells how to apply
corrosion preventives for the varibus types of
metals used in aircraft. Methods, materials, and
equipment used in preventive maintenance-
painting are also discussed.

18-28. Inspections may show corrosion so
severe that it requires the removal of the
damaged component or part. For this, use thee
repair procedures as outlined in the specific-3
technical order for the aircraft.

90 jf
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This workbook places the materials you need wh;re you need them while you
are studying. In it, you will fincl,the Study Reference Guide, the Chapter Review
Exercises and their answers, and the Volume Review Exercise. You can easily
compare textual references with chapter exercise items-Iwithout flipping pages
back and forth in your text. Grou will not rifisplace any one of these essential
study materials. You will have a single reference pamphlet in the proper sequence
for learning.

These devices in your workbook are ausoinstructional aids. They take the.
place of the teacher who would be directing your progress if you tvere in a
classroom. The workbook puts these self-teachers into one booklet. If you will
follow the study plan given in "Your Key to Career Development;" which is
in your course packet, you will be leading yourself by easily learned steps to
mastery of your text.

If you have any questions which you cannot answer by referring to "Your
Key to Career Development" or your course material, use. ECI Form 17, "Student
Request for Assistance," identify yourself and your inquiry fully and send it to
ECL 4.*

Keep the rest of this workbook in your files. Do, not return any other part
of it to ECI.

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE

Air University
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE

1 r..se this Guide as a Study Aid. It emphasizes all important study areasof this of u

2 L'sc the Gude as you complete the Volume Rcview Exercise and forReview after Feedback on thc Res1.11.After each item number on yuur VRE is a three digit number in paierithis -111;:t ournbei corropondA ,u theGuide Number in this Study Referene Guide which shows you where the answer to that VRE item call Lk.Lind in the text. When answering the items in your VRE, refer to the areas in the text indicated h} theseGuide Numbers. The VRE results will be sent to you on a postcard which will list the actual VRE items youmissed. Go to your VRE booklet and locate the Guide Number for each item missed. List these Guide Numbers.Then go back to your textbook and carefully review the areas covered by these Guide Numbers. Review theentire VRE again before you take the closed-book Course Examination.

3. Use the Guide for Follow-up after you complete the Course Examination. The CE results will be sent to youon a postcard, which will indicate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory" completion. The card will list GuideNumbers relating to the questions missed. Locate the numbers in the Guide and draw a line tinder the GuideNumber, topic, and reference. Review these areas to insure your mastery of the course. '

Guide
Number

Guide Numbers 100 through 115

100 Introduction to Air Force Organization and
Career Program; Organization of the 'Air
Force; Organization of Maintenance Activities;
pages 1-3

101 Air Force Career Program; pages 3-7

k102 Introduction to Air Force Publications; Types
of Air Force Publication; pages 8-12

103 Air Force Technical Order System; pages
12-28

104 Introduction to Sup y Management and Se-
curity; Responsibility for Public Property;
pages 29-36

105 Principles of Supply Authorization and Man-
agement; Security System; pages 36-39

106 Introduction to Good Housekeeping and Safe-
ty Practices; Good Housekeeping; pages
40-41

..

4 1

Guide
Number

107 Safety Practices; pages 41-48

108 Introduction to Hydraulic Fluids and Plumb-
ing Materials; Fluids;.pages 49-53

109 Seals and Backup Rings; pages 53-57

110 Fittings; pages 57-63'

111 Pneudraulic Hose; Safetying Devices; pages
63-73

112 Introduction to Maintenance Tools; Hand-
tools: Screwdrivers; Hammers; Wrenches;
pages 74-79

113 Handtools: Files; Hacksaws; pages 79-82

114. Special Measuring Tools; pages 82787

115 Metals and Corrosion Control; pages 87-90
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CHAPTER 4

Objective: To show a knowledge of good housekeeping, fire prevention, and safety practiaes.
,

, 6 .

1. What causes most accidents? (1ntro.-1-3; Fig. 19)

2. What is the first rule of good housekeeping? Why? (9-2)

3. List the ctasses of fires and give one or more examples of each. (9-14; Fig. 20)

8 7 2
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66
4 What colors are used for safety markings? ( 10-3)

5 What protection is provided for use against high-intensity7 sound? (10-11)

6. What should every mechanic know about egress systems? (10-16---18: Fig. 21)

5f.

I ist the potential danger areas involved in working around jet aircraft. (10-5,19)

8. Before performing maintenance On power-actuated flight controls or bumb doors, what should be
dune? (10-19)

9. Is it permissible to service an accumulator with oxygen? Explain. 23)

11P

10. What must you wear while working in or around radioactive materials? (10-25, c...d)

11. Why is off-duty activity considered more hazardous than a man's work area? ( 10-28,29)

12. Which of the off-duty activities is considered to be the greatest threat? (10-30)

13. What form is used for reporting a ground accident? (10-40)

CHAFFER 5

Objective: To demonstrate knowledge of the use of hydraulic fluids, seals, and fittings, and of manu-
facturing pneudraulic hose and safetying components.

I. What type of fluid must be used 'with synthetic rubber seals? (11-3)



2. Explain how various types of fluid can be distinguished from each other. (11-3,5,10)

3. If a cleaning soyent is not specified, what would be used on a unit in a petroleum base system?

(11-17)

4. What is meant by fluid contamination? (11-19)

5. Explain the differe(ce between a packing and a gasket. (12-1)

6. Explain how you will find the part number of a seal for a unit you are repairing when no
technical order is available. (12-5)

7. How are AN6290 or MS28778 gaskets identified? (12-9)

8. Explain the difference between AN6227 packings and MS28775 packings. (12-17,18,19)

Explain why MS flareless tube assemblies resist vibration loosening effects better than AN tube

1* assemblies. (13-9)

10. Explain the procedure for torquing MS flareless nuts. (13-16)

11. When installing a universal fitting into a boss, what is the minimum acid maximum number of

turns permitted with the fitting after the gasket is.firnily against the boss? (13-19)

12. Explain the purpose of the yellow lettering on M1LH-8794 and MILH-8788 hose. (14-5,6)

13. What are the advantages 'of using Teflon hose? (14-9)

4410
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14. What is the purpose of the clearance between the B nut and the socket on medium-pressure
hose assemblies? (14-13)

15. Why are the nipple and inside of the hose lubricated? (14-13)

16. Why are the installation date and the date of hose manufacture etched on the sockets? (14-15)

17. Why should Teflon hose be wrapped with masking tape before cutting? (14-18)

18. Why is it important that you do not turn the hose an excessive- amount in the high-pressure
socket? (14-24)

19. Explain how the clearance is maintained between the B nut and the hex of the nipple on the
high-pressure hbse end fitting. (14-24)

20. What is the time limitation for using rubber hose assemblies for airborne equipment? (14-30)

21. In addition to using the correct size, what other very important rule should always be observed
when safetying unit with cotter pins? (15-3)

22. When you use safety wire, how should the wire be arranged between a part and the anchorage
point? (15-8)

CHAPTER 6 .

Objective: To demonstrate knowledge Of the selection and use of common handtools and special
measuring tools.

1. What is the prim* difference between a common screwdriver and a Phillips screwdriver?
(16-3; Fig. 71)

11
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2. Name three tools that a screwdriver is nut supposed to replace. (164)

3. How are hammers classified? (16-6)

4. What precautions should you. take when using a hammer on a machined or polished surface? (168)

5. How are the sizes of pliers classified? (16-10)

6 How are the sizes of open-end wrenches determined? (16-16)

7. What is the best feature about box-end wrenthes? (16-22)

8. What is the intended purpose of a crescent wrench? (16-26)

9. What is the advantage of a 6-point socket over a 12-point socket? (16-31)

10. In which direction should you pull a breakaway type torque wrench? (16-35)

11. Why ark Allen wrenches L-shaped? (16-38)

12. What should flexible!hacksaw blades be used to cut? (1646)

(

13. What is the value in thousandths of an inch of the numbered increments on the barrel of a
micrometer? (17-4)

14. What is the smallest increment on a micrometer that has no vernier scale? (17-5)

12
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For questions 15 through 26, refer to CRE figure 1 and read the micrometers illustrated; place your
answer in the spaces provided at the bottom of the figure. (17-4,6)

19 23

16 20

17

18

3.5

17

21

22

2)4

26

MICROMETER READINGS
1P 21 21.4

19[ 22

2(1 1

CREJigure 1. Reading a micrometer.

13

25

26
42.436



27. In corrosion control, what two major items are essential to prevent eXcessive material and labor

costs? (18-2),

28. Briefly define corrosion. (18-4)

29. Describe briefly wiiat conditions mtbt exist for electrochemical corrosion to set in. (18-5)

30. How can corrosion be stopped or prevented? '(18-6)

31. Describe briefly at what point during the corrosion process that the rate of corrosion is the

greatest. (18-8)

32. Describe briefly where corrosion tirst starts. (18-13)

33. Describe the surface appearance of a metal with uniform etch corrosion. (18-15)

34. Describe briefly the appearance of pitting corrosion on nontreated aluminum alloy parts. (18-16)

35. Describe briefly the activity of intergranular corrosion in an alloy. (1$17)

36. Describe briefly the physical characteristics of exfoliation corrosion. (18-18)

37. Describe how concentration cell corrosion develops. (18-20)

38. Describe briefly what causes stress corrosion. (18-21)

39. What causes fatigue corrosion? (18-22)

78
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40. Describe briefly what specific measures you can perform to educe the effect of corrosion.
18-23)

41. During an aircraft corrosion inspection you found a component beyond repair. What procedures
%must yQu follow? (18-28)

15
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CHAPTER 4

I. Unsafe acts of people; thoughtlessness.

2. Personal cleanliness. This is true because a person who keeps himself clean has developed a habitwhich will very likely be carried over into all his actions.

3. Class A - wood, paper, trash, Class B gasoline, oil, paint. Class C - electrical.

4. Red - danger or emergency stop devices; yellow caution; green - safety equipment facilities;black and white - information.

5. Ear defenders (earplugs). You can also wear a protective helmet or headset over the earplugs foradded protection.

6. Every mechanic should know where the egress system safety pins are installed and the correctmethod of installation. Any time you work in these areas, make sure the safety pins are installedand that you don't disturb them.

7. (1) Engine intake'suction: (2) engine exhaust; (3) turbine wheel rotation; (4) high-intensity sound;
(5) radiofrequency radiation; (6) armed aircraft; (7) egress systems, seat and canopy; (8) power-actuated equipment, flight controls, bomb doors, etc.

8. Make sure that you have disabled the system, such as pulling the circuit breaker and tagging thecontrol DO NOT OPERATE; installed safety locks; and depleted system pressure.'

9. No. Oxygen mixed with grease, oil, or flammable gases creates a highly explosive mixture.

10. Protective clIthing and a film badge and/or a pocket dosimeter.

11. Off duty is more hazardous than on duty because you are made aware of the dangers involvedin your job. When on duty you are also under almost constant supervision and prepare yourselffor the job. Off duty has. many unseen dangers apd no one to remind you of safety practices.

12. Driving an automobile is the greatest threat to life and limb.

13. USAF Form 711 and 711a. Ground Accident/Incident R9port.

4' CHAPTER 5

I. Petroleum-base fluid requires the use of synthetic rubber, leather, or metal composition seals.

\
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2. Petroleum-base fluid is red, vegetable-base fluid is blue, and synthetic-base fluid is a golden-amber
color.

3. PS-661.

4. Fluid contamination means that the system contains something pther than the hydraulic fluid
normally used, such as improper fluid, water, metal, ahd dust.

5. A packing'is used as a seal between two moving parts, whereas a gasket acts as a seal between
two stationary parts.

6. You could measure the old seal LD: and width then look it up in *the applicab"lApecification
to obtain the dash number.

7. They have a blue stripe around the outside ciriumference.

8. The AN6227 packing has two or more dots and is used in the temperature range of -65* F. to
160 F. The MS28775 packing has one blue dot, and its temperature rrge A -65' F. to 275 F.

9. The flareless tube assemblies resist vibration loosening effects better because of the spring washer
effect (bowed condition) of the MS flareless sleeve. .

10. Tan the nut with your fingers until a.sharp.tise in torque is noted. Then, using a wrench, tighten
1/16 to 1/3 -turn more.

11. 11/2 turns minimum; 21/2 ttirtts maximum.

12: .The lettering gives-ihe specifiCation number, size; quarter atid year of manufacture, plus the 5-,digit
manufacturer's 'code number. In' addition, the yellow,lettering indicates the natural lay of the hose.

13. Teflon hose has a practically unlimited storage time, greater operating temperature range, and it can -
be used in more systems.'

14. The clearance is required to a1 the nut to swivel freely.
. ,

15. To allow the Ripple to slide' into the inner tube and prevent cutting or bulging as it goes in.

16. These provide a, positive date for replacement.

17. To prevenf ,a flare-out or separation of the wire, braid.

18. Because this will grind away material from!the buttresses inside the socket.

19. The wire retainer niaintains the clear ce between the B nut and nipple hex.

20. The time limitation is 16 quarters (4 years) calculated from the date of manufacture stenciled on
the hose.

21. Never reuse .a cotter pin.

22. _It should oppose iny loosening of the part.

21
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CHAPTER 6

1. The common screwdriver has a straight point, whereas the Phillips screwdriver has a cross point.

2. Chisel, pry bar, and punch.

3. They are classified according to the weight of the head withOut the handle.

4. Always protect the surfaces with a piece of soft brass, Copper, lead, or hardwood.

5. According to the length of the handles.

6. By measuring the openings between the jaws.

7. They can be used in close quarters.

8. It is primarily used when an odd:size nut or bolt is encountered. It is not intended to take the
place of standard open-end, box-end, or socket wrenches.

9. 7he 6-point socket holds the nut better, allowing less wear because of a better holding surface.

10. Always pull the wrench in a clockwise direction, with a smooth and steady motion.

1 1. Allen wrenches are L-shaped to permit their use for a long or short distFce.

12. A flexible hacksaw blade is used for sawing hollow shapes and metals of light cross section.

13. 0.100 inch.

14. 0.001 inch.

15. 0.364 inch.

16. 0.342 inch.

17. 0.291 inch:

18. 0.282 inch.

19. 0.250 inch.

20. 0.159 inch.

21. 0.125 inch.

22. 0.107' inch.

23. 0.114 inch.

24. 0.077 inch.

' 25 0.091 inch..

26.' 086 inch.

.
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75/27. In dealing with corrosim, to prevent excessive material and labor costs, it is necessary to establish
realistic and timely inspection and preventive maintenance measures.

28. Corrosion is the deterioration of metals by reaction to their environment.

29. Electrochemical corrosion will set in when there is an anode, cathode, electrolyte, and path for
the electron flow.

30. Corrosion can be stopped or prevented by eliminating any one of the four conditions that allow
it to start or continue.

31. The rate of corrosion is greatest at the beginning.

32. Almost all corrosion starts on the surface.

33. Uniform etih corrosion is always first seen as a general dulling of the metal's surface.

34. Pitting corrosion appears on aluminum parts as spots of white or gray powdery deposits.

35. lntergranular corrosion acts upon the grain boundary between the alloy grains. This form of
selective corrOsion destroys the solidity of the material.

36. Exfoliation corrosion appears as a lifting up of the metal's surface like paint blisters.

37. Concentration cell corrosion develops when a metal is subjected to two or more different
concentrations of corrosive solutions.

38. Tensile stress and corrosion cause stress corrosion.

39. Cyclic stress and corrosion cause fatigue corrosion.

40. Timely and systematically performed inspections and maintenance will greatly iredude the
corrosion damage.

41. If a component is found corroded beyond repair, it must be handled as outlined in the aircraft
te" 3 Technical Order.

23
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1.MATCH ANSWER
SHEET TO THISS TOP- EXERCIS-E NUM-
BER.

42152 01 26

2.USE NUMBER 1
PENCIL.

VOLUME REVIEW _EXERCISE

Carefiilly read the following:

DO'S:

1. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note /of explanation.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across from column
to column.

3. Use only medium sharp #1 kblack lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4. Use a clean eraser for any answer sheet changes, keeping erasures to a minimum.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet tO ECI.

6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments through your

unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If volunktrily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on Eq
Form 17.

DON'TS:

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review
exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which, overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

ihr,3. Don't fold, spindle, staple. tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than with a #1 black lead pencil.

NOTE: The 1-digit number in parenthisis imthediately following each item num-
ber in this Volume Review Exercise represents a Guide Number in the
Study Reference Guide which in turn indicates the area of the text where
the answer to that item 'can be found. For proper use of these Guide
Numbers in assistingi OM with your Volume Review Exercise, read care-
fully the instructions in the heading of the Study Reference Guide.
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Multiple Choice

Note: The first three items in this exercise are based on instructions that were included with your
course materials. The correctness or incorrectness of your answers to these items will be reflected in
your total score. There are no Study Reference Guide subjectTarea numbers for these first three items.

I. The form number of this VRE must match

a. my course number.
b. the number of the Shipping List.
c. the form number on the answer sheet.
d. my course volume number.
10.-

2. So that the electronic scanner can properly score my answer sheet, 1 mast mark my answers
with a

a. pen with blue ink. c. ball point or liquid-lead pen.
b. number I black lead pencil. d. pen with black ink.

3. If I tape, staple or mutilate my answer sheet; or if I do not cleanly erase when I make changes
on the sheet; or if I write over the numbers and symbols along the top margin of the sheet,

a. I will receive a new answer sheet.
b, my answer sheet will be hand-graded.
c. I will be required tretake the VRE.
d. my answer sheet will be unscored or scored incorrectly.
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Chapter 4.

47. (106) The factor that causes most accidents is
.

a. ignorance of rules.
b. mechanical failure.

%).

-1007

c. hazardous equipment.
d. acts of carelessness.

48. (106) What is the first rule of good housekeeping?

a. Clean work area. c. Personal cleanliness.
b. Good ventilation. d: Fire prevention system.

49. (106) Prior to performing maintenance on an aircraft,

a. the bomb bay doors must be open.
b. check that static groun wires are properly connected.
c. check that there is power applied to the aircraft.
d. make sure that you know how to get in touch with 'the base fire department.

50. (106) Refer to figure 20 of the text. Which of the common types of fire extinguishing agents is
most harmful to a person's skin or eyes?

a. Foam.
b. S:la acid.

32

c. Carbon dioxide.
d. Chlorobromomethane.
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51 (107) The red band painted around the fuselage and jet engine nacelle on an aircraft indicates
the location of the

a. engine exhaust outlet.
b. engine air inlet zone.

c. turbine wheel danger zone.
d. fire access doors.

52. (107) The most common symptom of noise fatigue is

a. a severe rash. c. sleepiness.
b. extreme elation. d. emotional irritability.

)3.
(
107) Safety pins for ejection seals are installed

.Ist s't

a immediately after flight. c. before flight.
b. by egress personnel. d. with -red and blue streamers,attached.

54. (107) Before operating power-actuated control surfaces on an aircraft, be 'sure that the

a. ground safety' locks have been removed.
b. system pressure is normal and adequate.
c. areas not being worked on have been properly covered.
d. area is clear of personnel and equipment.

Iq
55. (107) It has been estimated that the intestines can be ruptured by what amount of air pressurA

a. 2 psi.
b. 4 psi._

c. 6 psi.
d. 8 psi.

56. (107)for identification of radioactive material, the AFTO 9 series forrns are used. They are yellow

with a

a. red warning symbol,
b blue warning symbol.

c. black warning symrol.'
d. migneta warning symbol.

57. (107) Before using woodworkihg achines in a hobby shop, one should particularly seek inlorma-. .
tion about

a. drill press operation.
b. the hobby shop's SOPs.
c. use of wood lathes and associated tools.
d. powersaws, both bench mounted and portable.

58. (107) Supervisors are required to fill out an accident report

a, on disabling injuries or property damage of $25 or more,
b. only on injuries inflicted by AF materials and equipment.
c. within 12 hours after the gcident.
d. when injuries result in broken skin no matter how minoi.

33
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Chapter 5

59. (108) Why is hydraulic fluid MIL:H-5406 dyed red?

a. Adds life to the fluid.
b. For easy identification.
c. To identify the amount spilled.
d. Increases the temperature range of the fluid.

i r
60. ( 108) When a complete hydraulic system which uses a petrolep-base fluid is prepared for storagg,

the operator should first drain

a. the system completely and then flush all units with MILH=6083.
b. the system completely and then flush the system with MILH-3606.
c. the system completely and then flush the system with denatured alcohol.
d. and inspect a sample of fluid from the lowest point in the system.

61. (108) The major disadvantage of synthetic-base fluids is that.

a. it must be thinned with a wet nitrogen charge.
b. it deteriorates the seals.
c. its temperature range is very low.
d. it is susceptap to moisture contamination.

62. (108) Some of the more frequent causes of external contamination of a hydraulic system are

a. broken lines and`normal pump wear.
b. lines uncapped and installing contaminated units.
c. filters being used too lorig and seals deteriorating.
d. draining unit to drip point and plugging all port's.

63. (109) A typical place where a gasket would be used in a hydraulic system is

a. in valve fittings. C. in brake asserlibly pistons.
b. on pump drive shafts. d. in actuating cylinder pistons.

64. (109) The AN901 standard gasket is normallyousid with

a. unions. c. universal elbows.
b.'end caps. d. pipe thread fittings.

65. (109) Which type of Tenon backup ring used in the hydraulic system is shaped like a cok ?

AN6290. fr

b. AN6291.
c. M528782.
d. M528777.

66. (109) A high operating temperature seal (maximum +275 F.) used in hydraulic and pneumatic
systems can best be identified by a

11,

a. blue dot. c. blue stripe.
b. white dash. d. white star.

Mir
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75. (110) When you are installing a universal fitting into a boss and the gasket is firmly against theboss, you should then turn the fitting

a. 1/2 turn.
b. 34 turn.

c. 1 turn.
d. 11/2 turns.

76. i 1 I 1) The type ,e) f hose that is virtually exempt from storage li e limitrtions is made of

a. Teflon.
c. synthetic rubber.

b. natural rubber. d. pliable rubber.
.

.
77. (111) Common tools needed for assembling medium-pressure hose assemblies by hand include allof the following except

a. an oil can.
c. open-end wrenches.

b. a standard vise. d. an electric needle.

78. (ll 1) According to the text, the first step in fabrication of medium-pressure rubber hose assembliesis to

a. reuse all medium-pressure fittings if serviCeable without exception.
b. be _sure to reuse all serviceable hose.
c. select the proper size bulk hose,
d, cut the hose squarely and to the required length.

79. (111) During proof pressure testing a medium-pressure hose assembly, a heavy plastic cover, is usedprincipally to

a. allow inspection. c. assure cleanliness.
b. protect the, operator. d. protect the equipment.

80. (111) To provide Positive dateS for replacement of medium-pressure hose assemblies, the month andyear of installation is found.

a. etched on one flat surface of each end-fitting socket.
, b. stenciled on the upper end of the assembly.
c. taped on a color-code stripe on the hose assembly.
d. on a tag attached to the assembly.

81. (111) Which of the following hoses does not require mandrels for hand assembly?

a. High-pressure Teflon.
c..Medium-pressure rubber.

b. Me dium-p ressure d. High-pressure rubber.

82. (I H) After the, end fittings have been installed, you should. blow out the inside of the Teflon hoseassembly of any foreign matter by using

a. medium pressure,on a water hose.
b." a solution of trichlmethylene.
c. dry, compressed air.
d. a mild soda solution and a soft wire 'brush.
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67. (109) Backup rings are unnecessary in a hydraulic system when the operating pressure does not

exceed

a. 1500 psi,
b. 1600 psi.

c. 1800 psi.
d. 2000 psi,

68. (109) The maximum storage life uf any packing or-gasket is

a. 2 years.
b. 3 years.

, 69. (110) A blue-colored fitting is usually an

a. AN steel fitting.
b.- MS steel fitting.

70. (110) The use of antiseize compound on pipe

a. prevent high-pressure ,leakage.

b. eliminate bimetallic corrosion.
c. be preceded by thread cleankng.

d. reduce the need for frequent inspection.

71. (110) Antiseize thread compound is used on

c. 4 years.
d. 5 years.

c. AN aluminum fitting.
d. MS aluminum fitting.

thread fittings should

a. flareless. fittings only. c. flared tube fittings only.-

b. pipe thread fittings only. d. all types of fittings.

72. (110) MS flareless fittings use how many types of guts and sleeves?

a. Three older types of nuts only.
b. Three pew types.
c. Two types only.
d..Any of the four common types.

73. (110) When presetting a flareless fitting assembly, the nut should be slowly screwed onto the tool

until the cutting edge of the sleeve grips the tubing sufficiently to prevent rotating the tube with

the fingers. The nut should then be tightened an additional

a. 1 full turn.
b. 1 1/6 turns.

74. (110) Overtightening a leaking MS flareless fitting will

c. 11/2 turns.
'd. 11/2 turns.

a. result in a permanently sealed joint.
b. squeeze-out all usable lubricant from the threads,.

c. necessitate the use of thread compound for remotal.
d. deform the sleeve or tube and cause additional leaks.
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83. (111) A special precaution that must be adhered to f-or cleaning egress.hose assemblies when
hydrauli, fluid has been used for proof test is to

a. flush the hose assemblies at least twice with trichloroethylette.
b. use a strong detergent. flush with clear water, and allow to dry in a warm, closed place.
c. use dry, compressed air only.
d. flush the hose assemblies thoroughly with alcohol and allow fluid to evaporate.

84. (111) When any portion of the metal reinftrcement on MILH-8794 or M1LH-8788 hose
assemblies is exposed or damaged, the repairman should as a safety precaution

a. replace the hose.
b. replace the outer covers.
c. reenforce the exposed portion with tape.
d. cover the exposed portion with a rubber coating.

85. (111) The maximum number of years synthetic rubber hose used on airborne equipment may be
stored is

a. 2. c. 4.
b. 3. d. 5.

86. (III) The two most commonly used safety devices on hydraulic units are

a. locknuts and lockrings.
b. Ofety wire attd cotter pins.
c. lockrings and safety wire,
d. cotter pins and locknuts.

Chapter 6

87. (112) One of the most important things to remember when using handtools is

a. the composition or material the tool is made of.
b. to generally use a tool one size larger than needed.
c. to use a substitute tool if it will save time and movement.
a. to use each "tool only for its correct purpose.

88. (112) One of the most common hammers used by the Air Force /mechanic is

a. a ball keen.
b. a wood mallet.

c. the claw hamner.
d. the brass sle ge.

89. (112) Why are the jaws of a wrench usually slightly larger tha e size labeled on the jaw?

a. To make the fitting of two lize nuts possible.
b. To allow for'expansion of the nut as it is tightened.
c. To make it easier to slip the wrench on and off the nut.
d. To prevent overtorquing since the wrench will slip first.
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90. (112) One advantage of a 12-point over a 6-point wrench is that

a. it improves the wear capability of the wrench.
b. it allows use of the wrench with a minimum amount of travel.
c. there is little or no chance for the hand to slip off the wrench.
d. this allows more torque to be applied to the nut.

91. (112) The Crescent wrench is primarily intended to be used with

a. standard boltheads and nuts.
b. bolts and nuts requiring additional tightening.
c. hexnuts.
d. odd-sized nuts or bolts.

92. (112) An adjustable jaw Crescent wrench is properly used when
it

a. the handle is pushed away from you.
b. the handle is pulled away from the jaw.
c. a pipe or extension is added to gain leverage.
d. the pulling force is applied to the stationary jaw side. .

93. (112) You would use a torque wrench to

a. hold nuts and hose clamps in place.
b. measure the force of plill when tightening nuts.
c. provide a rapid way of attaching hose clamps.
d. measure the torque produced by a hydraulic motor.

94. (112) How often should a torque wrench be tested?

a. It should be tested quarterly.
b. The wrench should be checked once a year.
c. It should be tested only when it is abused.
d. A torque wrench should be tested every 30 days.

95. (113) Which statement fisted aelow concerning a file would you say is correct?

a. Never drag the file backward.
b. Never oil a file as it cause it- to load.
c. Use a 'double-cut' file when ciitting in both directions.
d. Allow the file to load as it causes it to be smoother.

96. (113) Brass stock is best cut with a hacksaw which has

a. a well-tightened, long blade.
b. a flexible blade.
c. an all-hard blade.
d. a fine-tooth blade.

97. (114) The thickness gage is used to

a. measure clearang between objects.
b. measure the thaniss of an, item.

c. compare threads of nuts and bolts.
d. measure the outside diameter of a tube.

113
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98. (114) When using an outside micrometer,

a. M., Micrometer should be tightened enough to hold its own weight.
b. eXch complete revolution of the thimble will move the spindle 0.025 inch.
c. the object to be measured is placed squarely between the face and the spindle.
d. each major graduation on the barrel is equivalent to one revolution of the thimble.

99. (114) Which reading listed below is, correct for a micrometer marked "l 2," if you assume that
the thimble is positioned so that only the first three graduations to the right of the numeral 1 on
the barrel are fully uncovered and that the ninth graduation on the thimble is alined with the
revolution line?

a. arn inch.
b. 1.184 inches.

c.. 2.184 inches.
d. 3.184 inches.

100. (114) What is one of the greatest abuses in using a micrometer?

a. Overtightening the thimble.
b. Using it to measure outside diameters. a

c. Leaving the micrometer with the lock on.
d. Using the ratchet assembly when tightening the spindle.

I.
101. (114) What should we use to measure the depth of a hole?

Ca.

a)/

Feeler gage. c. Depth micrometer.
. Thickness. gage. d. Inside micrometer.

102. (115) You can generally define corrosion as the

a. breakdown action of the protective finish.
b. direct chemical reacti4m of a metal to chemicals.
c. deterairation of a metal by reiction to its environment.
d. tendency 'of a metal to break down in the. presence, of moisture and salt.

103. (115) It is estimated that the rate of metal corrosion is usually quite high

a. during its final stages.
b. in its beginning stage.
c. from 48 to 72 hours after it sets in.
d. and equally intense during the whole process.

104. (115) Uniform etch corrosion is usually first noticed as a

a. slick feel to the metal surface.
b. blistering like that of painted surface.
c. bluish frosting over all the metal surface.
d. general dulling 'of the metal surface.

105. (115) Which of the following types of corrosion "lifts up" the metal surfaces?

a. Pitting.
'b. Galvanic:

c. Exfoliation.
d. Intergranular.
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106. (115) Which Of the following technical orders covers corrosion control?-
a, TO 1-1-2.
b. 70 1-1-4.

c. TO 1-2-1.
d. TO 1-1-12.

107. (115) All Tetal components of your systems should be inspected for corrosion

a. at every postflight.
b. at each periodic 'inspection.
c. every 500 flying hours.
d. whenever maintenance is performed.

40
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Preface

r
THIS SECOND.viilume of CDC 42152, Aircraft Pneudraalic Repairman'. con-
tains six chapters. The frt chapter introduces you(to basic hydraulic prin-
ciples, terms, faws, and mechanical advantage. It presents a basic hydraulic
system. The ne t chapte exainines components of the power supply section of a.
hydraulic syste . The ird chapter discusses pressure-regulating, limiting and
controlling devi es. 'In the fourth 'chapter, you will learn about flow control
hnd flow directing nits. Landing gear components are the subject ofChapter 5,
while Chapter 6 goe into brake system components.

......
kWhen you have finished this v.olume, you will have a mastery of the con-

struction, operation, and maintenance of all representative hydraulic units.
You will be well prepared to p on to Kolume 3 which takes these units and
combines thehi into operating systems.

,

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this
text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng' Cen
(TTOC), Chanute AFB, ILL 61868. . s

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of
ECI's instructional aids (Your .Key to Career Development, Study Reference
Guides, Chapter Revitw Exercises, Volume Review 'Exercise, and Course
Examination), consult.your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as ap-
propriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them to EC1, Gunter AFB,
Alabama 36118,1preferably on EC1 Form 17, Student Request for Assistanee.

This volume is valued at 27 hours (9 points).

Matdial in this volume is Jechhically aUurate, adequate, and current as of
December 1971' -

.
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CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 2

PEN-AND-INK CHANGES:

Page . Paralkaph _Line Correction

13 Fig 19 .4 Correct the last four itemilim the
. callouts to pad as follows,:

K. Check valve c (
. . L. Accumulator,

M. Check valve
N. Selector Valve

27 Fig 31 index K Change "Annalus" to("Annuluss."

e
27 : Fig 32 index K t Change "Annalus" to "Annulus."
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41 13-12 3 Chgnge "attitude" to "altitlide."

. 58 164-26 13 Change "B" to "H."

REPLACEMENT PAGES: Insert the following replacement pages: 4 7 and 48;
1.0".13 and 64.
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4 Pneudraulic Termsr

YEARS AGO, MAN found that the force of
moving water could do great damage. However,
he also learned that if he controlled this force,
he could make it work for him. Forinstance, he
used waterwheelsdams, flumes, and pipes to
pressurize and carry water to fountains. Such
devices helped cool and irrige gardens. These
ancient people used the principles of
hydraulics; they knew how to dse the force of
confined water under pressure. The ancient
Greeks, who probably were no smarter than-
some other ancient people, termed these prin-
ciples hydraulicstheir words for rater and
tube. Although we use oil instead Ot water, we
still call the science hydraulics.

2. Hydraulics is the branch of physics
dealing with the medhanical properties of
liquids and the application of these properties
in engineding. Everytime you open a water
faucet, hydraulic force causes water to come
out. You may be on a hilltop and the other end 4
of the pipe in a valley milds away. Yet the water
forced into the pipe under pressure in the valley
will flow from your faucet on the hill. Too, the '
power steering in your car and the foot brake
use the same form of hydraulics as do our most
modern aircraft. Did you ever put a hydraulic
jack under the axle of your car to change the
wheel? The-same type hydraulic jack is used to
raise the axle of a B-52.

3. This volume is about hydraulic principles
and how such principles are applied in order to
transmit force in aircraft. It is also about the
many different kinds of mechanical units that
transmit this force. You will learn ablitrt the
devices that apply the force to the liquid en-
closed in the system.(You will also learn about
the units that regtflate, control, and direct the
liquid flow or force. Finally, the components
that convert the hydraulic power back, into
mechanical poier at p a distant pbint are
covered. In the next section, we will discuss
some mechanical properties of liquids, which
make hydraulic systems better for transmitting
force, in many cases, than / electricity or
mechanical linkages.

1

C H AP T E R e76

I. Basic Hydraulic Principles
1-1. How do we deicribe hydraulics as we,

.apply it to aircraft? tt is a method of tran-
smitting engine power to distant points in the
aircraft. The force js carried ,by a liquid con-
fined in a system o'f tubes. To Understand this,
you musl understand' certain meceanical
-characteristics of liquids. You also must know
the difference between liquids and fluids. The
dictionary defines a fluid as'something that is
not a solid. It furtheNefines a fluid as any sub-
stance that can flo*, be it liquid or gas. In con,
trast, a liquid is dpfined as something that
flows, but, unlike a gas, it rides not expand in-
definitely to fill the container. A liquid nor-
mally has a definite and level top surface. In
addition to these facts, you must be aware of
three physical laws which deal with liquids.

1-2. Incompressibility. For all practical
purposes,, liquids .are considered to be in-
compressittle. Under even extremely hig
pressures a liquid can be compressed only
extremely small amount. We norm Ily
disregard it. How does inconipressibility' of a
liquid benefit us? An example is the brakes on
your car. When you depins the brake pedal the
brakes are applied instantly, because no time is
lost in compressing the liquid. Think of how
long a stroke you would need .if the master
cylinder contained air.

1-3 Expansion. Liquids will 'expand and
conkact with their temperatures. Whem a liquid
in a closed container is heated, the liquid ex-

jpands and exerts pressure'on the walls of the
fil,sessel. In a hydraulic slistem it is necessary to

place thermal relief valves in various portions
of a hydraulic system. All pressurized reser-
voirs also require thermal relief units. Without
these precautions, the ex'pansion of the liquid
may become great enough to burst the line,
unit, or reservoir".

1-4. Pressure Transmission. Pressure is the
amount of force applied per unit of area-:-..lt is
commonly measured in pounds per square inch
(psi). Pressure applied to a confined liquid is
transmitted equally and undiminished in all

10.1:
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directions. This pressure acts4at right angles
against the walls .of the container. This means
that the same amount of pressure is exertecl on
ev,pry equal area of a closed system.

2. Flow of LiqUids
2-1. Before yod can understand how a

hydraulicAystem works, you must have a basic
kintavledge of the principles governing the flow
of liquids. In this vblume we will study two
major types of liquid flow. This first is flow
through tubing. The second is flow through
orificesjestrictions, or venturi tubes. BOth are
important in aircraft hydraulic systems.

2-2. Liquid Ftqw in Tubing. Tubing is used
to conduct the fldw of pressurized liquid from
the power pump to "the, actuators. When liquid
flows in a tube, a shearing action exists between
the wall of the tube and the liquid. This results
in turbulence along the walls. A turbulent flow
is a nonsmooth, whirling flow. Think of the lit-
tle whirlpools- form/d at the edges of an oar
when it moyes through the water. Tur'bulence
creates resistance, and a loss of energy. A rise
in temperature of the liquid is evidence of this
loss of energy. Wherever there is resistance,
th is a loss of energy._When the engineers
desigr an aircraft hydraulic,system. they.have to
consi er this loss. They design the tubing and
othe units to reduce the resistance as much as

T,he power pumps are made large
enough to take care of the operational needs
plus the energy loss.

2-3. When the liquid is motionless in the
systems there is no resistance. When it sta*rts to
move, the resistance begins; as the v.- ocity in-
creases, the resistance increasa Another factor
that' effects the amount of resistance is the
viFosity of the liquid. Viscosity is the charac-
teristic of a liquid ant makes it resist flowing.
The greater the viscosity,, die greater is the
rtsistance.

2-4'. Fluid flow , either liqUielor gas, is either
laminar or turbulent. Laminart means in thin
layers. When you think of laminar floW of
liquids, imagine the liquid as being in thin
layers. The layers are parallel to the directions
of flow with the first layer next to the wall of
the tube. When the flow speed is low, the fric-
tion bet.ween layer and layer, and between layer
one and the wall is low. In this condition, we
say the flow is streamlined, one layer slides
smoothly over the next layer or the wall. There
is practically no resistance. As the velocity in-
creases however, resistance increases. Where
does this resistance develop? First of all, bet-
ween layer one and the tube wall because the
tlibe wall is stationary. As the velocq increases
beyond a certain point, layer one/ sUddenly
becomes tur lent. Increase the velocity more,

2

the turbulence will extend into layer met At
this point the other layers are still maintaining
laminar flow. Each layer, as you move *awa5/
from the wall, will flow a little fastv than the
one before it:Yet, iliere layers will slide over
each other smoothly. Now, if you keep in-
creasing the speed, you will find the area of tur-
bulence increasing. Now, 'for another strange
phenomena.. You will find that even as you in-
crease the speed in°the laminar flow area, the
velocitj/ of 4the turbulent area is dropping.
Therefore, now, a small increase in speed of the
laminar area causes a faster spread of the tur-
bulent area. Suddenly, at a critical velocity, the
entirek tulle cross section becomes turbulent.
When this happens, the, total flow velocity
drops tremendously and suddenly. This, in
turn, cauSes the flow capacity of 'that diameter
tube to drop 'correspondingly. To prevent this,
the engineer mat eithtr: reduce causes ot' fric-
tion, reduce the required speed, or enlarge the
tube. You will get into the matter of laminar vs.
turbulent flow again .twhen we discusi the lift
produced by air flenving over a wing surface,
(the same problem. exists there). _

2-5. Obviously the design engineers consider
many factors when they design aircraft
hydraulic systems. First, they must determine
the work to be thine. Next the necessary power
to do the Work: Then, the type of material and
units needed td do the work. Finally, they
.setect the chemical makeup, viscosity, and den-
sity of the hydraulic fluid to be used.-

2-6. Liquid Flow Through ()Mice,
Ifestrictions, or Venturi Tubes. An orifice is a
small hole. We have explained howlenergy is
used to overcome.the resistance caused by tur-,
bulence. This turbulence was in the liquid
flowing through a tube at high speed? If we
place ad orifice plate or in abrupt restriction in
the tube,' we get turbulence at low speeds.
Therefore, orifices and restrictions .in liquid
'flow are more common causes f energy loss
than-, tubes.

2-7. A venturi is a tube whos cross section
area is gradually reduced to a smaller diameter-7---
This narrow point ig called the throat. Beyond
the;throat the tube again gradually enlarges 'to
its original size (see fig. 1). As you see in the
figure, there are no abrupt changes in cross sec-
tion. Therefore, at operational veloci es, a
laminar liquid flow is maintained. The ra'te,of
flow must be the same atthe gages before and
after the venturi. The gages in the figure show
that the pressure is the same. Since the amount
of liquid going through the throat is the same as
through the larger tube, it has to be going
faster. The center %gage plows that the pressure
on the wall of the throat is less than in the tube.
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,
Figure I.. Fluid flow through a venturi.

This is proof of the law \of physics that states:
As the velocity of j. gas or liquid increases,
there will be a corresponding decrease in
pressurev(against the walls of the tube).

2-8. This increase in velOcity thrbugh a ven-
turi can be, compared to men marching in a
paradex Let's say you are a flight leader com-
manding the first flight of men in the parade.
You are marching your mcn down a street 16
abreast. Suddenly, you come to a bridge only
wide enough for eight men to march abreast.
You have tcr do. something to keep the next
flight behind you from either halting or slowing

AO a half-step. What will it be? You quickly
form into two flights and double-time the men
across. the bridge. Immediately after .passing
over the bridge you reform to 16 abreast and
resume normal step. If yob didn't resume the
normal pace, you wbuld run away from the rest
of the formation.

2-9. Fluid flow through a venturi acts in the
same way. As the fluid enters the venturi throat
it speeds up and reaches maximum speed at the
smallest d'oss section. As it passes out through
the enlarging cross sections, it slows.down to its
original velocity.

2-10. You may wonder where and why a
restriction or a venturi is used in a hydraulic,
system. An orifice or restriction is generally in-
stalled in a hydraulic line to limit the rate of
flow. As An exanyle, a landing gear, when
being extended, will tend to drop with great
force. If we install a restrictor in the hydraulic
return line, the up line in this case, the velocity
of the fluid will decrease. This reduces the
speed of extensioine'-of the landing gear and
"preventi pogsible structural damage.

2-11. A venturi can be used to pressurize
hydraulic resctvoirs and storage tanks.

3
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Pressurization of hydraulic reservoirs will, be
covered in a later chipter. Right now we will
discuss the meaning 41 some terms welt/use in
hydraulic work.

3. Hydraulic Terms and Laws
5-1. You need to unalstand hydraulic prin:

ciples and how they apply to aircraft hydraulic
systems. For this, you need to know the exact
meaning and relationship of several. hydraulic
terms.,

3-2. Hydraulic Terms. These terms are ex-
plained to you in the following paragraphs.
Learn them as thoroughly as you can, because
they are vital to your success as an aircraft
pneudraulic repairman.

3-3. Ara. Area is the Measurement of a sur-
face. In this course we will express this
measurement in square inches.- In the aircraft
hydraulic system, for instance, we are con-
cerned with the areas of piston heads. Knowing
this area, we rean figure the amount ,of force
needed to actuate a mechanism.

3-4. Force. Force is the amount of push or
pull exerted on an object. In this course we
measure force in pounds. The force applied to.a
piston head is the total energy4applied to the
total area of the piston head.

3-5. Pressure. Pressure is the force applied to
orte unit of area, usually one square inch. In
our work we measure pressureln pounds per
square inch, or psi. The pressure acting on a
piston head develops the forcethat moves or
operates a mechanism.

3-6. Stroke. Stroke length is a measurement
of distance expressed in inches. It represents
the distance a piston moves in a Cylinder.

3-7. Volume. Volume (displacement)
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measurement of quantity,expressed in cubic in- '
ches. It represents the amount of liquid con:,
tained in a reservoir or displaced by a pump or
actuating cylinder.

3-8. Fluid. A fluid is'any substance that can
flow (not solid), liquid or gas. It is able to Move
and change shape without separating when ti9/-
der pressure. The drm "hydraulic fluid" is used
in this text as the common name for the oil used
in aircraft hydraulic systems.

3-9. In general, fluids expand when heate
and contract when they are cooled. When
confined fluid is heated, pressure on the wail
of the confining vessel will increase. Cooling of
a confined fluid will cause a ,,deCrease ih
pressure.

3-10. We will learn some important
mathematical relationships between the above
terms. But, before we do that, let's talk about
Pascal's Law.

3-11. Pascal's Law. Both huithematical cal-
,

culationi and their practical application in
working hydraulic systems are based upon this
law. Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) was a noted
French mathematician and philosopher whose
law is stated as follows: When a force is exerted
on a confined fluid, the pressure is transmitted
equally and undiminished in all directions. Pay
particular Attention to the words "force" and
"pressure." From now on, lhey, and other
terms, must be used according to their strict
meaning. Remember that Pascal's law applies
only to ¶onfined fluids. Also, whenever a fluid
is in motion in a hydraulic system; this law does
not ipply. This is because when the.fluid is
flowing it is not confin;t1 in the true sense of
the word.

CYLINDER I CYL NDER 2 CYLINDER 3

Figure 2. Application of Pascal's laW.
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3-12. In figure 2 you see Pascal's law.
illustrated. When a force, is applied o the
piston in cylinder 1 it is,transmitted all r-
tions Of the confined fluid. If the applied force
is equal to, let's says five pounds per square
,inch, this pressure will press 'against every
square inch of surface in pylinders 1, 2,'and 3
and the tubing. It is applied at right angles to
the surfaces. That is what Pascal's law, says,

3-13. Now a change tikes place'. A lack of
resistance causes either. piston 2 or'3,,or both,
to move upWard. This momentarily lowers the -
pressure in cAinders 2 and 3 Avhile in-cylinder
1 it is still 5 piunds per'square inch. Qbviously,
this unbalanced condition cannot last. Fluid
will flow from cylinder 1 to cylinders 2 and 3.
This is because pistons 2 and 3 are not- con-
fining the fluid as long is the move is upward.
Hence, Pascal's law does not apply. When
pistons 2 and 3 reach the end of their strokes,
the .fluid flow will .have to stop.. At this point
the fluid is again crinfined and the pressure
again e9ualizes. Now Pascal's law applies once
more.

3-14. We have talked of Blaise Pascal's laws
and used hydraulic terms in &general way. Now
let's get down to -specifics and see how they
relate to' each other. /
4. Relationship of Terms

4-1. We mentioned this before. To un
derstand hydaulics, you must have ,au. dn
erstanding of certain specific terms a
Pascal's law, and their interrelationthip. TtS
Understanditg must become a part of you. he
terms- "area," "pressure," "force," "stroke,"
"volume," and the truths spelled out by Pascal
are mathematically related. Np hydraulic
operation is possible withoui involving these
relationships. Why should you, the practical
mechanic, be concerned with this theory?
Because it is the very foundation of the
hydraulic systems,---lt tells ydu why the engineer
designed it like he did. It enables you to figure
out what characteristics he built into ths
system. To maintain and treubleshoot the
systems.) this understanding must beconle
stinctive with you. Several factors you must
consider ire: (I) Why iX the system capacity and
pressure as selected? (2) What and why are the
material strength requirements? (3) What and
why are .the piston area and stroke
requirements? Just what are the various com-
ponents supposed to do? Etc.

4-2. Relationship of Force, Pressure, and
Area. If we know any two of these factors, we
can easily figure the third. To help in doing
tpls, apply figure 3. Such a triangle is used in
several areas of knowledge. To apply it, always
multiply the two lower values to geLthe top

iss
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value.. Or divide the top value by the knowh
lower value to get ttle other (unknown) lower'
value. For example, C know that force is the
total of the pressures.a i g'in each unit of area.
Also PressUre is the to al pounds of force
divided up between the total square inches of
area. To apply the triangle, if you lcwow' the
values( of A and P and want to get F, cover F
and multiply A times P. 'This gives you the
valne of F. If you know the 4alues of A and F.
and want13, cover P and divide F by A. If you
have the values,of P and.F and need A, cover A
and divide F by,P. Remember, F is always given
in pouncks, P in pounds per square inch, and A
in square jnches. Now, let's try some problems.

4-3., Example.]: A pressure of..50 'pounds per
square inch acts'on piston whose.surface area
is 5 square inches. What is the force acting on
the Oiston? Use_figure 3. Cover F and mUltiply
P (50 psi) times A (5 square inches). The rault
is that F is a force of 250 pounds the surface
of the piston,,

4-4. Example 2: A force of 480 pounds is
excited on a surface whose area is 12 square in-
hes. What is the pressure.on the surface? Use
gure 3 again. Cover P; divide 480 pounds (F)

by 12 square inches (A), P will be a prsssure of
40 sounds per squate

42-93

Figuie 3. Relationship ot forie, area, and pressure.

4-5. Relationship of Volume, Area,. and
Length. Figure 4 shows the makhematical
relationship between volume, areauand length
of stroke. Once again a triangle is used to solve
pi.oblems involving these three factors. For
example, a piston of 8 square inches moveS a .

distance of 10 inches within a cylinder. What is
the volume of liquijk, # displaced by the

movement of the piston? Using the triangle in -
figure 4, we can easily calculate the volume. We
cover V and multiply the two lower figures A
and L. Eighi square inches limes 10 inches
equals 80 cubic inches (V) which is the volume
displaced (V).

I

Figur:: 4. Relationship of.tvolunre. area, and length.

4-6. Practice .F xerc isesH y d r kt, I i c Prin-
. ciples. -The following exercises should give you

a better understanding of the relationshi'p of
hydraulic factors. Figures are included that are
to be uted in solving te exercises. The figure
legend indicates the practice exercise to which
the figure pertains. Answers to these exercises
will be found at the end of the chapter.

.4-7. Force-pressure-area exercises. The
first dine exercises will gii;e you actual practice
in determining either force, pressure, or area,
when two of the factors are known. Refer to
figure 5 when solving, these exercises: Keep in
mind that the cylinder is, of course, full of
liquid.

Figure 5. For practice exercises 1 through 9.

I. Find P:

2. Find F:

4X. 4 sq in
1:11rc t 00 lbs

Krcssu. psi

Area 10 sq in
Force lbs

Pressure 100 psi

5 2129
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3. Find A:

C.

4. Find P:

5. Fiqd' F:

6. Find A:

7. Find P:

8. find F:

9. Fincl A:

#1"..
Area = sysin

Force = 200 lbs
Pressure = 400 psi

Area .. 6 sq in
Force ISO lbs

PresSure pSi

Area 4 sq in
Force lbs

Psessure = 300 psi

Area = sq in
For& = 500 lbs

Pressure = 50 psi

Otrea sq in
rce = 150 lbs

Pressure = psi

Area = 2 sq in
Force = lbs

Pressure =- 1000 psi

Area
Force = 750 lbs

Pressure 1000 psi

4-8. Volume-length-area exercises. Exer-
. cises 10 through 18 swill give you actual prac-

tice, in determining either volume, length, or
arifilwhen'two of the factors are known. Refer
tr Tgure 6 when solving these exercises:

Figure 6. For practice exercises 10

10. Find L:

I 1. Find A:

12. Find V:,

a

Volume = 10 cu in
Areao".. 5 sq in

Length .. in

Volume = 20 cu in
Area = sq in

Length = 10 in

Volume = cu in
Area = 10 sq in

Length = 2 in

6

13. Find L:

14. Find A:

IS. Find V:

16. Find

Vojunie 1

Arca = 5 sq
Length = in

Volume = 10
Area =

Length =

cu
sq
10

Volume = cu
Arca = 5 sq
Length = I

in
in
in

in
in

Volume = 111 cu in
Area = 2`sq in

Length in
17. Find A:

Volunic = 5 cu in
Area = sq in

Length = I in

Volume = cu in
Area = 4 sq in
Length = 5 in

4-9. Force-pressure-area-length-volume ex-
ercises. Exercises 19 through 30 are divided
into groups 'of three. Each group has its own
figure shown. Consider eack figure as an in-
dependent hydraulic system, with the cylinders
and connecting tuVng full of confined fluid.
Each part of the exercises is labeled A and B or
A, B, and C to correspond with the cylinders of
each figure. With two known factors, the third
one Can be found by using the triangle for-
mulas. In these exercises, Pascal's l'aw must also
be applied to solve them. You will find that at
least one part of each exercise has two known
factors. By applying the laws of hydraulics for
pressure and displacement, you will be able to
work the other parts. In the volume exercises,
assume that the volumes are transferrable. The
fluid in any one cylindercan be moved entirely
into the othe one or two cylinders. c"

it)
Figure 7. For practice

I 9. A
500 lbs
10 sq in

psi k

20. A ,

F = 800 lbs
A sq in
P = 400 p;i

=
A =

106 P

exercises
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19 through 21.

F
A = 5 sq in
P = psi p.

= 1600- lbsA, sq in
P = psi

4



0
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21. A
F lbs
A 1 sq in
P psi

B
F lbs -
A = 2 sq in
P = 200 psi

27.' .

V cu

iNLA = 5 sq in

L = 3 in

B

V = qu

A

L 5 in

42-11

Figure 8. For praatice exercises 22 through 24.

22. A
F lbs
P Psi
A = 4 sq in

F lbs
P 500 psi
A 2 sq in

42:100

Figure 10. For practice exercises 28 through 30.

28. A
V = cu in V = cu in -,"

F = 3000 lbs A = 2 sq in
4.

, A = 4 sq in
P = psi .. L =-5 in

C
L = 10 in

..... A=_..sq in
23. A B V = cu in

F *1,4. lbs F = lbs A
.

P =--psi P = 500 psi
t, = 6 sq in

L = in
A = 3 sq in A = I sq in .

4.

C 29. A ' B

F = 1000 lbs V = cu in V I....cu., in
P = ...__psi A = 6 sq in A 'rse 10 sq in
A = sq in L = 5 in L5in

24. A
F lbsP psi
A = 5 sq in

,F 600 lbs
P Psi
A = sq in

F
P = 100 psi
A = 3f sq in

- 42-91

Figure 9. For practice exercises 25 through 27.

25. A
V = cu

A = 1.0 sq in
V = 40 cu in
A = sq

-1
L *t;C:**-itr--- L = 8 in

26. A * B
V = 20 cu in V = cu

A =\L = 4 in

sq A = 10 sq in

I.

7

V = cu in
A = 4 sq in
L in

30. A
V.= cu in V = cu in
A = '5 sq in A 5 sq in
L = 4 in L = 5 in

V .. cu in
A 5 sq.in
L = in

4-10. Of what value to us, will this un-
derstanding of the interrelationship between
force, pressure, area, and length be? Well, in
one sense, we are working toward "Mechanical
advantage" (which we will discuss 'next).

5. Mechanical Advantage (MA)

5-1, Can you pull a spike out of a two-by-
four with your fingers? Can you lift a car by
grabbing a hold on the bumper and grunting?
Can the aircraft paw retract the landing gear
by pulling on a rope that is tied to the gear? Of
course not. Yet, you can get these jobs done.
But, how? By usini a claw-hammer on the
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spike, or a jack on the car. On the heavy
landing gear, merely moving a handle on a
'hydraulic selector valve will raise it easily.
What thing, in common does each of these
solutions have? Each example simply makes use
of a mechanical Oevice. A man cannot possibly
do any of these jobs with his bare bands. The
various mechanical deviceshammer, jack, and
the hydraulic syStemmust all do one thidg.
They mutt effectively multiply the effort a man
can exert to perform work. All of the devices
mentioned, and many More, have the ability to
multiply the effizift applied to the device. As a
result, a persoh can perform acts which he
could not otherwite do. The amount by which
the input effort is multiplied in the output of
the device is called the mechanical advantage.

5-2. Importance of MA. Of whst
portance is mechanical advantage in relatidn to

'the aircrhft hydraulic system? At the Ileginning
of this chapter we gave one purpose of the air-
craft hydraulic system. It was to transmit engine
power to distant points, in the aircraft where
power is needeciAow we have come to a other
purpose. That purpose is to multiply the input
effort or force enough to do the require job.
In other words, to gain a mechanical adva tage.
We also mentioned the impiprtance of the
mathematics of hydra lics :to the de ign
engineer. In his mathema cal calculations ne
of his primary interests mechanical d-
vantage. It enables him to de rmind accurat ly
the size of actuating cylind rs ,and piston
Also, it tells him the distance e pistons mu
move to operate a mechanish Why is unit siz
important? Because space in an aircraft is
limited. Operating units ruust be designed to be
as strong as necessary, yet small and light as
possible.

the small piston, the fluid pressure shows 25 psi
on the gage. echo notice 'that 25 psi acting on
the large piston exerts an upward force of 250
*Inds on it. This will support a 250 pound
barrel stationary or raise a 249 pound barrel.
Tbis gain in force (frorn 50 pounds to 250
pounds) is made by increasing the surface area
of the output Rision. Note two things. The out-P
put force, is five times as great, as' the input
force. Also, the output piston area is five times
as large as the input eiston area. Would this 5
to I ratio change if the psi were limited tO 2.0?
Or, raised to 30 psi? No. It will change the '
foxitces, involved, but the ratio between the
forces will still be 5 to I. Why? Does changing
the psi involved change the area catio?

5-4. Expression of MA. Mechanical ad-
vantage is,,expressed as a ratioin -the above
case it is 5:1. In hydraulics, mechanical ,ad-
vantage can'be explained as iheeratio between
two pigtohs with regard to the factors we
discussed so fat': area and force. The
mcehanical advantage ratio serves "as a useful
shortcut for problie-ms in hydraulics.

FORCE

4SO. IN.
+11

PISTON
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Figure I 2. Applying mechanical advantage to problem
solving.

5-5. To illustrate, consider the two pistons
shown in figdre I 2 and observe how tlle MA
ratio serves this purpose. 'In Me arrangement
hown, assume that we must raise the '800-
ound weight by. apprying a 40-pound force toll.
c 4-square-inch piston'. Since MA is the ratio
tween two values for each of these factors,
ce and area, we can rapidly calculate the
. Ttie mechanical advantage in this case can
Obtained by divikling 800 pounds by 40
ds: 20 is,the reult. Hence, the MA is ex- .

cd as thc eatio 20:r. Multiplying 20 times
are inches (small piston area), wcfind we
an area on the large piston of 80 square

inches. Up to now, we have applied MA only to
force and area. It also applies to the distance,
thc pistons movelength of stroke: Apply the
MA ratio to the length'of stroke and assume
that thc large piston must move l() inches. Then
we find that thc small piston must Move 20
times 10. or 200 inches. Of course, it would not
be feasible for the small piston to move that far

50 LBS FORCE

II2 So IN AREA

2$ PSI

10 541:1 IN
AREA

*,250 LB'S
FORCE
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Figure I I . Muchanica1 advantagu;

5-3. In figure I 1, you see a simple
iRus&ratiOn of mechanical advantage. Note
caref Ily the Comparative areas of the small and
large 'pistons. This atio of sizes is very im-
portant. When the 50-pound force is applied to

-

be
po
pres
4 sq
need
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on a single stroke. Therefore, tke small piston
'must move through a-series of short repeated
strokes. For example, take Ahe et se of a
hydraulic jack or aircraft hydraulic system hand
pump. Nthice in this problem that knowing th.c
value of the pressure is not necessary, tha s to
the 'MA ratio. We can find the prs.ue,
however, by merely applying the force-
pressure-area triangle, in which case we obtain
10 psi. More of this business of MA involving
the distance the piston travels is ,in ,the next
paragraph. We will also take these principles
and apply them to the operation of hydraulic
jacks.

6. MechanUal Advantage (MA) and
Hydraulic Jacks
6-1. Take a close look at a tiand-pump`that is

used to.inflate an automobile tire. You should
find that it consists of a metal vylinder and a
close-fitting piston. When thk pump han-
dle is pushed down, the piston forces air
from the cylinder into the tire. With each
stroke, more air is forced into the tire, and the
ca'r slowly begins to rise. But with egch stroke,

, the small amount of air from the pump spreads
out into the large tire. The distance ihecar rises
is much less than the distalice your hand has ts,
move to push the pump handle down. So there
is a gain of force and a loss_ in distance.
Therefore, we can consider the ariangement of
the lamp and tire to be &Machine as it is used
to Mse the automobile. With some changes,
this arrangement of hand pump and tire
becomes the "hydraulic. jack." This jack con-
sists of a small pistailand cylinder connected
by means of a tube to a large piston and cylin-
der. See figure 13. Force is applied to the small
piston. This forces fluid through the tube
toward the larger piston and causes the larger
piston to move.

6-2. Determining MA of Hydraulic Jack.
How can the MA of the hydraulic jack shown in
figure 13 be found? Fr illustration. we have
chosen a square tube that measures exactly 1

inch on each side. This is connected to a larger
square tube measuring 3 inches on- each side.
Assume that the smaller tube is 9 inches high.
Therefore, when the piston in the small tube is
pushed to the bottom, the amount of fluid for-
ced out is 9X I X I. or 9 cubic inches. At
each complete push, this is the amount of fluid
which passes into the larger tube. But, since the
larger tube measures 3 inches on each side, the
9 cubic inches here will only rise to a height of
I inch. Then the 9 cubic inches of fluid in the
wide tube occupies a space of 3 X- 3 X I inch.
Thus, the piston in the large tube rises 1 inch
when the piston in the small tube moves down
9. In other words, the effort distance (DE) is 9 '

9

inches, while the resistance distance (DR) is 1

.inch. You can find the MA by using the for-
mula mA DE 9 9.

DR 1

LIQUID

9CU IN.

ICU. IN.

-I
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'Figure 13. Hydraulic jack principles.

6-3. If the MA is 9, you can lift 90 pounds
by applying only 10 pounds of effort to the
small piston (discounting friction). -You can
also find the MA by comparing the areas of the
two pistons."The al-ea of the sinall piston is 1

square inch (1 in x I in), while that of the large
piston is § square inches (3 in x 3 in). The area
of the larger piston is 9 times that of the smaller
one. This number 9 Is also ,the Mt. of the jack.

6-4. Determining Displacement and Head
Area. We used square, rather than round tubes
in figure 13 to simplify the mathematics.
Although you saw how Pasc s law is used in
everyday work to satisf our needs, the
hydraulic jacks(schematic shown in figure 13)
needs suitable valves before it can operate. The
small and large square tubes represent the much
more practical round cylinders and pistons.
One thing the square tubes have in common
with the round cylinders is that oth areas are
measured in square inches; the displacement or
volume is measured in cubic inc es. Should you
wish to figure the cubic incI displacement
(volume) of a cylinder, you can ise the formula
V = pi x R2 x H. Instead of writingipi, you
can use the symbol T. For exa ple, the vblume
of a cyfinder 10 inches high (length) with a 2-
inch radius is: V = 3.14 x 22 < 10 = 3.4 x 4
X 10 = 125.6 cubic inches. T4 find the area of
the piston head, use the form la A = r x R2
= 3.14 x 22 = 3.14 x 4 = 12.56 square
inches.
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6-5. This completes oar discussion of
Vydraulic principles. Now examine a basic
ydraulic system.

7. Basic Hydraulic System Construction
and Operation

..7-1. There is a great variety of aircraft
hydraulic systems. All of them, the simplest and
the complex, operate according to the prin-
ciples discussed thus far. They are all develop-
ments of a basic system. In other words, they
are certain units essential (to any aircraft
hydraulic system. The description of a basic
system will help you understand the specific
systems to be covered later. We,will assign psi
and square inch values to operate some of the
basic units tiught in this section. Their values
wilr be representative of an average. They are
not the exact values of any stock hurhbered
item but are used for convenience. Although
these re typical ,values, they need not be
remem ered as standard , valuek fpr afl
hyd c systems. Trte development of a basic
hydraulic system is shown in figures 14 through
16 and in figure 19. Figure 14-sbows only those
units that are absolutely necessary to operation.

.
SUCTION PRESSURE RETURN=0 MUM 1011:11

A. Actuating cylinder
B. Reservoir
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, C. Power pump
D. Selector valve

igure 14. Simple hydraulic system.

7-2. Reseryoir, Pump, Selector, and Ac-
tuator. Refer to figure 14. The reservoir (B)
contains the system fluid. It supplies this fluid.
to the pump (C) by means of gravity and the
suction effect of the pump. Many pumps are
driven from an accessory drive of the aircraft
engine. Others by an electric motor, or even by
air turbines used on some aircraft. In a simple
system, as shown in figure 14, a hand-operated
pump could also be used. The pump supplies
fluid, under pressure, to the selector (direc-
tional control) valve (D). This is madually set

I I .
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in either of two positions to control the flow of
fluid- to the actuatirrg cylinder (A). With the

,selector, valve as in figure 14, fluid is sent to the
face of the piston, causing it to move down-
ward. Rotate the selector valve 90°. Now fluid
is\-directed to the bick side of the piston,
moving it upward. Notice the four ports of the
selector valve. The pressure and return ports
are directly opposite eaCh other, or 180° apart.
The two alternating lines to the actuating cylin-
der are also opposite each other. The lines are
calledOternating lines because the direction of
the fluid flow alternates in them aciording to
the position -of the selector valve. First, an
alternating line may provide pressure to the ac-
tuator.'Then,'when the selector valve is turned
90°, the line will become a return line. Alter-
nating lines are also referred to as "up" and
"down" lines. The terms refer to the correspon-
ding movements of the mechanism (landing
gear, wing flaps, dive flaps. etc.). ,The terms
"up" and."down" have no connections with the
movement of the actuating cylinder piston it-
self. The piston might move in one direction
while the mechanism moves- in the opposite
direction; it depends upon the mechanical
linkage arrangemtnt between the two.

7-3. An example of this would be a landing
gear system. Ordinarily, it takes more force to
retract a gear than to extend it. We know 'that
the larger the area exposed io a given pressure,
the greater the force that will be developed.
Therefore, pressure applied to the face of the
piston opposite the rod side will yield %ore
force. The piston back side area is equal to the
face side area, minus the rod cross sectional
area. .

7-4. Notiee the solid and dotted lines in the
selector valve in figure 14. They show the two
possible positions of the flow director. In this
figure, fluid under pressure is directed through
the up line into one eird of the actuating cylin-
der. The piston is forced to move to the op-
posite end of the cylinder. As it moves, two

place. he mechanism (landingievents take,
gear, flaps, etc.), ttached by mechanical
linkage to the actuating cylinder piston rod,
moves up. When this happens the piston pushes
static fluid out of the cylinder. This flows
through the down line and selector valve into
the return line, and then to the reservoir. When
the selector valve is turned to the position
shown by the dotted lines, the down line
becomes the pressure line. This pressure on the
back side of the piston moves it back through
the length of the cylinder. When this happens,
the mechanism moves down (extends). The up
line returns static fluid to the reservoir through
the selector valve and return line. Some selec-
tor valves have a neutral position in which they .



can tilock 'off both alternate lines.tIn this case,
the trapped fluid in both ends of the piston will
htild the Piston in a locked position.
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A. Actuating cylinder
B. Relief valve
C. Reservoir
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D. Power pump
E. Selector valve

Figure 15. Simple system with relief valve.

7-5. Relief Valve. The hydraulic systeM just
described would be practical if it were operated
by a hand pump. However, if any kind of power
pump is used, pressure will build up im-
mediately. It will build up to such proportions
that something will have to give. Either the
pump will fail under such a load or a line will
burst. Therefore, we must add units that will
allow the system to operate from a power-
driven pump. To properly design a system, we
must know the pressure needed to operate the
mechanism. Then we must add some device t9
relieve any pressure that is above the required
pressure. Such a device is the system relief valve
(item B in figure 15). It is so constructed that a
ball or poppet is held on its seat by a spring.
System fluid pressure will unseat the ball and
flow by it into the return line when it over-
comes the spring pressure. This happens
whenever the actuating \cylinder is not moving
and the pressure is at a maximum. Fluid is then
bypassed throug4 the relief valve and returned
to the reservoir.4he valve remains open as long
as the pump operates. or until the selector valve
is repositioned. Spring pressure is adjustable to
match the design pressure for any specific
system. When the'piston reaches either end of
the cylinder, it stops. then the tluid flow that
drove it stops also. Immediately the pump
builds up the system pressure tremendous.ly.
Before this pressure can rupture the tubing or
damage the system units. it will overcome the
rclicf vake spring setting. With this, the ball
will push off its seat, and excess fluid will be

bypassed to the reservoir.
7-6. At this Point we have a workable

system, but it is still impractical. After a few
hours of constant load operation, an ordinary
pump would probably fail. This would be true
here. Practically ail the time the pump would be
bucking the relief valve with system pressure at
maximum. Now add to the system some units
that will relieve the workload of the pump.
They will make the system' more efficient, safe,
and durable. The addition of a pressure
regulator and a check valve to the system (see
fig. 16) does this.

7-7. Pressure Regulator and Check
Valve. You should first know something about
the.general construction and purpose of a check
valve. The purpose of this valve is to permit the
flow of fluid in one direction; it prevents flow
in the opposite direction. The type of check
valve shown as item F in figure 16 contains a
steel ball that is spring-loaded on'Its seat. It
takes about 3 to 5 psi Cif pressure to compress
the spring and move the ball from its seat.

SUCTION PRESSURE Mr
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A. Actuating cylinder
B. Reel valve
C. Pressure regulator
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D. Rese'rvoir
E. Power pump
F. Check valve
G. Selector valve

Figure 16. Simple system with'oressure regulator and
cheek valve.

7-8. The check valve allows the pump to
pump fluid into the system with little hin-
drance. But, if the pressure on the pump side
drops to near or below the pressure on the
system side, the ball seats itself. The down-
stream system pressure and spring pressure
together sat the ball, and the system pressurE
trapped until used. You afe probably asking
this question: If the pump is running, how can
the pressure on the pump side ever gqt below
the pressure on the system side?

7-9. The pressure regulator or unloading
valve (C) maintains system Pressure between



two designed pressure limits. It relieves the
pump side and, therefore, relieves the pump
Ptien no mechanisms are being actuated. A
typical pressuie regulator in its two phases of
operation is shown in figures 17 and 18. We
now can apply the mathematical relationship

'between pressure, area, and forc to teach its
operation. The regulator has tvgositions,
"kicked in" (fig. 17) and "kicked ou (fig. 18).
Notice that as the fluid is delivered from th,;.../.
pump, it goes to both the top and the bottom of
the regulator. The construction of the regulator
includes a piston 1 square inch in area, a piston
rod, a steel ball 1/4 square inch in area, and a
piston spring of 600 pounds force pushing the
piston down. Untirthe pressure is great enough

,to push the piston up and unseat the ball, the
fluid is directed to the system.

7-10. Let us suppose that the pressure h.as
built up to 600 psi. Remembering our formulas,
we knavr dint pressure times area equals force.
Thus, 600 psi times 1 square inch (area of
piston) equals 600 pounds of force acting up-
ward. Since the spring pushes the piston down
with a force of 600 pounds, we can say that
these two forces are balanced. But don't forget
that we also have the 600 psi actinti downward
on the 1/4-square-inch area of the steel ball.
Applying the formula, we find that this steel
ball area provides another 150 pounds of force.
This 150 pounds plus the 600 pounds of st1g
tension continues to hold the ball o s seat.
Fluid pressure, therefore, increases in the
system momenta-141y. In figure 17, the pressure
has built up to 800 Psi, or 800 pounds of force,
pushing up on the piston. The spring pushes
down with 600 pounds, so the excess in force is
200 poundi puihing the piston up. Again, we
have the same 800 psi acting on the 1/4-square-
inch area of The steel ball. Now the steel ball
area is equal to a force of 200 pounds pushing
down. At this point we may say that the
regulator is in a balanced state. Any pressure in
excess of 800 psi will move the piston up and
push the ball off its seat. We know that the fluid
will always follow the path of least resistance.
Therefore, it will pass through the regulator
and back to the reservoir (see fig. 18).

7-11 . Now we can see the importance of the
check valve. This "opening" 'of the regulator
causes a rapid loss of peessure in the top line on
the left side of the check valve. With th:g sud-
den reduction in pressure, the checIVValve
snaps shut. The fluid trapped to the right of thc
check valve continues to hold the regulator
piston raised.,Now the total output of the pump
moves unrestrictedly through the regulator, fo
the return line, and back to die reservoir. Since
the load on the pump is removed, the pump is

said to "idle." As soon as the regulator ball is ,

off its. seat, there is no pressure acting on it,
thus no downward force. Therefore, 800 psi is.
holding the piston up against the 600-pound
force of the spring. The pressure in the system
must drop slightly below the 600-pound spring
force before the regulator ball can reseat. When
that happens the pressure in the system can

UP 10 $OO Psi

.01111

L..1". 600 JIOUND

SPRING
FORCE

1/4 SO
N RAU

I SO. IN. PISTON

ur to ob Psi

CHECK vAtve

rIOMPUMP1 42.107
TO SYSTEM

Figure 17. Pressure regulator "Milted in

build up again through the reopening check
valve.

7-11213eijuse we added the pressure
regulaMe .tolhe system, the relief valve now
becomes an emergency-type valve, Its purpose
is to Prevent damage to the system only if the
pressure regulator should become inoperative.
Should this happen, remember that the pump
cannot idle; it must maintain the pressure
necessary to hold thc relief valve open.

7-13. Let us complete the basic hydraulic
'system (see fig. 19) by adding an accumulator
(I), two more check Valves (M and H), and a
hand pump (G). The accumulator is a part of
the main system. The hand pump is an auxiliary
emergency unit, and the check valve (H) works
with the hand pump.

7-14. Accumulator. The accumulator is a
steel sphere divided into two chambers by a
synthetic rubber diaphragm. The upper cham-
ber contain.: fluid at system pressure, while the
lower chamber is charged with air.

7-15: The accumulator serves three func-
tions. Primarily, it prevents the pressure
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regulator from repeatedly "kicking out"
(opening) and "kicking in" (closing). Fur-
thermore, it prevents strain on system units by
acting as a shock absorber for sudden pressure
surges. Finally, it "stores" hydraulic fluid under
pressure; it supplements the pump during sud-
den demands; it supplies fluid for a limited
operation of mechanisms should the pump
break down.

RETURN

I I SO
IN ALL

r--
600 POUND
SPRING

PONCE

CHECK VALVE

PROM PUMP
TO SYSTEM

Figtire IR. Pressure regulator "kicked out.

7-16. When the pressure regulator operates,
its moving parts travel rapidly and with great
form.. Therefore, to prevent excessive wear, ihe
unitshpuld operate only when necessary. Just
how does the accumulator prevent excessive
regulator operation? Earlier in this chapter we
described fluids as being incompressible. This
characteristic of fluid makes the accumulator
necessary. In figure 18, the pressure regulator is
in the "kicked-out" position. and the pump is
idling. Fluid under pressure is trapped in the
system, to the right of the check valve.

7;17. Remember that the pressure of the
trapped fluid is 800 psi. Now. theoretically, if
one drop of fluid were to leak out the system,
the pressure would immediately drop to zero.
This is because fluid cannot be compressed like
air; the Space that one drop occupies can com-
pletely relieve all the pressure. Should this hap-
pen, the regulator would "kick in.," the pump
would build the pressure to 809 psi, and the
regulator would "kick out" again.

A

A

42409

SUCTION

PRESSURE
mIN1

RETURN

A. Actuating cylinder G. Hand pump
B. Relief valve H. Check valve
C. Pressure regulator J. Check valve
D. Reservoir K. Accumulator
E. Reservoir standpipe L. Check valve
F. Power ,pump M. Selector valve

Figure 19. Copiplete 6asic hydraulic system.

7-18. This cycle would continue indefinitely,
and eventually the regulator would break
down. With an accumulator (see fig. 19) in the
system, however, such a condition ca,i be
eliminated. The regulator will remain in the
"kicked-out" position longer. Slight internal
leakage will merely result in a gradual reduc-
tion of system pressure. As fluid leaks to the
return lines, rapid loss in pressure is povented
by the accumulator air charge. In time, the
pr,..ssure will drop to the "kick in" setting of the
regulator. The pressure does not fall im-
mediately to zero because of the air charge in
the accumulator. This a.ir pressure pushes the
diaphragm up against the fluid. In other words,
the fluid in the system has, in effect, taken on
the characteristics of compressed air; it thereby
keeps the pressure regulator from overworking.

7-19. How does the accumulator accomplish
its shock-absorbing function? Once again the
answer lies in the air charge in the accumulator.
The following is an example. When a selector
valve is moved, there is an immediate drop in
system pressure. A port is opened to the fluid
return line and pressure on the outflow-side of
the piston drops. As the piston nears the end of
its stroke, the pressure begins to increase; when
the piston reaches the end of its stroke, there is
a sudden buildup of pressure; immediately, the
accumulator air charge is repressurized and the
pressure regulator "kicks out." Without the air

,..cushion provided by the air charge in the ac-
cumulator, damage could occur to the system.
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Pressure build ups would be extremely sudden
aikd sharp because of the incompressibility of
ti fluid.

7-20. The accumulator is a relatively large
container designed to retain a compressed air
charge. Because of its rubber ,diaphragm
divider, it will effectively store fluid under
pressure. Hydraulic pressures can be lost
because of pump failure or a stuck-open
pressure regulator. In such a case, the
pressurized fluid in the accumulator saves the
situation. If normally is enough t.13 actuate at
least one mechanism, possibly move%

7-21. Hand Pump.. The hand pump shown
. in figure-I9 serves two purposes. It can be used

as an emergency source of pressure if the power
pump fails during flight. It is an auxiliary

, source of pressure for grdind checking the
operation of the system units.

7-22. Notice that the hand pump assembly
consists of a cylinder, pitton, a piston rod, and
two check valves. When the piston moves to the
right, the check valve in the piston is 'held

clort a

by the spring. The piston forces the fluid
right chamber out into the pressure line

tifrough check valve. At the satin time, the suc-
tion effect of the moving piston draws fluid,
through the inlet line checkAvalve. This fills the
left pump chamber.

7-23. When the piston is moved to the left,
the itabkline check valve is held closed by the
pressure cif the fluid in the left chamber. The
IN.pace available for the fluid in the right cham-
er is less ihan the space in the left chamber,.

This is caused by the piston rod displacement in,
the right chamber; thus, the excess fluid under
Inessure is driven out thrOugh the discharge
port of the system. .. -

7-24. Failure of either of the pump check
valves will cause the puMp to become com-
pletely inoperative. To prevent this, we install a
check valve (H) in the discharge line. Now, any
one of the three check valves cduld fail and the
pump would still produce pressure on 'nt least
one stroke of the cycle. This is the type of
pump used in almost all aircraft hydraulic
systems; practically all hydraulic systems make
provisions for an installed check valve (H) in
the friressure line.

7-25. The function of the system check valve
(M, fig. 19) is to prevent fluid delivered by the

hand pump, from entering the accumulator.
Since the hand pump is an emergency, or
auxiliary device, we want quick action from it.
We don't want to waste energy filling the ac-
cumulator before directing fluid to the
mechanism being operated. The check valve
(M) closes when the pressure from the hand
pump exceeds the static pressure to the left-of
the valve. Thus, the hand pump fluid output
flows directly tp the mechanism being actuated.

7-26. Alcother particular condition might
arise while the power pump is operating. There
could be a system' leak large enough to cause

. fluid loss down to the top of the standpipe (E)
in the reservoir. pee fig. 19.) In such a case
there is still an emergency supply of fluid
available for the hand pump. We do not want to
lose it by pumping it into the accumulator. Here
again we see the importance of the check valve
(M).

7-27. The Complete Hydraulic In-
stallation. In most aircraft hydraulic in-
stallations, several sdbsystems are operated
from the main system. Over the years there has
been an increase in the number and size of units
to,be actuated. This increase, in turn, has in-
creased the power requirement. As a result,
more pumps apd more intproved lines, fit-
tingOvalves, and disconnects are needed. In
most 'subsystems the actuating units are con-
nected in parallel. They may be like' or unlike
units. Also, it may be necessary to, synchronize
their movement. The unit requiring the lowest
pressure will' operate first. It may move to the
end of its travel before the next unii begins to
move. In some systems it is desirable to have a
certain sequence of unit operation. Also,
varying speeds and operating pressures may be
desirable; for safety purposes, an emergenCy
system must be incorporated.

{
7-28. To get the desired results from a

hydraulic system often requires specially
designed units. To understand our modern air-
craft hydraulic systems, you must gain a fund of
knowledge. You must be thoroughly familiar
with the pertinent principles. you must also
know the construction and operation of each-
unit used in hydraulic systems, or at least of
1 presentative types of each unit. In later chap-
ters we shall discuss units typical of those used
in the various aircraft systems.
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Answer to Practice'Exercises

st. 1. 25 psi 20. A. A = 2 sq in2. 1000 lbs B. A = 4 sq in
3. 0.5 sq in B. P = 400 psi4. 25 psi 21. A. F = 200 lbs5. 1200 lbs A. P = 200 psi6. 10 sq in B. F = 400 lbs7. 50 psi 22. A. F = 2000 lbs8. 2000 lbs A. P 500 psi9. 0.75 sq in B. F = 1000 lbs

10., 2 in C. P sog psiII. 2 sq in C. A = 6 sq in
12. 20 cu in 23. .A. F = 1500 lbs
13.
14.

3 in
I sq in

A:
B.

P

F
500 psi
500 lks

15,.

16.
5 cu in
5 in

C.
C.

P

A =
500*si
2 sq in

17. 5 sq in 24. A. F 500 lbs
18.
19.

20 cu in
A. P 50 psi')

A.
B.

P =
F =

100 psi
300 lbs

B. F 250 lbs C. P 100 psiB.P-50 psi C. A 6 sq in

41r

$0004.

v

15

4

,)
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25. A. V = 40 cu in
A. L 4 in
B. A = 5 sq in

26. A. A = 5 sq in
B. = 20 cu in
B. L = 2 in

27. A. V = 15 cu in
B. V = 15 cu in
B. A = sq in

28. A. V = 10 cu in
B. V .= 40 cu in
C. V = 30 cu in
C. L 5 in

.,29. A. V = 30 cu in
B. V = 50 cu in
C. V wl 20 cu in
C. L 5 in

30. A. V 20 cu in
B. V = 25 cu in
C. V m. 5 cu in
C. L 1 in

sts1



CHAPTER 2

Pneudraulic System Slimily Units

,

IN CHAPTER I, we discussed hydraulic prin;
ciples, laws, basic units, and basic systems. We
hope that this discussion has stredgthened your
insight into these laws and principles. They
determine how units and systems will be built.
They determine what units and systems can and
cannot do. It is important that you have a basic
knowledge of the principles of operation of
14ese units. This will help you in order to un-
iderstand the function of any hydraulic system.
You May frequeitly be called upon to diagnose
aircraft-hydraulic syst troubles; you can do
this only if you are fam iar with the units in the
system. With this kno ge, you will be equip-
ped to more easily isolate system troubles.
Remember know your system! Know your
units!

2. The level of maintenance that you are to
tfpe orm deterthines the extent to which you
s uld be trained. The depot level requires

erhaul, repair, and testing of dividual units.
hcre the mechanic should a highly trained

technician in his particu ar fleld7The in-
jermediate maintenance level performs periodic
inspections, troubleshooting, and removal and
replacement of units. It requires well-trained
mechanics who know the iiircraft and especially
the system related to Weir particular skills.
Organizational maintenance personnel perform
the everydlay servicing anil upkeep of the air-
craft. At this level, work may.be performed by
mechanics with less,intensive knowledge in a
specialty. At any time you may be assigned to
any one of these maintenance levels; therefore,
the more thoroughly you are trained, the-more
the Air Force and you will benefit by your
knowledge.

3. The units that we shall dessribe in this and
the following chapters may tre divided into
groups. The first group Contains those units
necessary to provide the system with a fluid
supply. It includes reservoirs, filters, hand
pumps, po*er pumps, and accumulators.
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I.

A.
U.
C.
D.
E.

Pressurization air' port
Filler neck
Sight gage
Power pump outlet
Hand pdmp outlet

F. Relief valve
G. Standpipe
H. Filter element

.1. Return port
K. Screen

Figure 20. Typical hydraulic fluid reservoir.

8. Hydraulic Fluid Reservoirs
8-1. Thk reservoir is the fluid "storehouse"

for the airtraft fiydraulic system. It contains
enough fluid to supply the normal operating
needs of the system. It also needs to contain an
additional supply to mike fluid lost through
minor leakage. Construction of the reservoir
varies with different aircraft, but all types serve
the same purposes.

116
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F7571
PRESSURE

A.
B.
c.
D.
E.
F.
G.

'RETURN

Pressure gage
Indicator pin
Overboacd vent line

.Check ialve
Reservoir
Relief valve
System return tin,

Figure-2I.

AIR CHARGE

H.

J.

K.
L.
M.
N.

42.179

System pressure line
Pump supply line
AccUmulator piston
Reservoir piston
Reservoir piston extension
ACcumulator
Filler valve

Piston-pressurized reservoir (air type).

8-2. All reserwoirs have a data plate. near the
filler cap; refer to it before servicing thelystern.
This data plate gives the specification of the
reijuired fluid, its color, and the capacity of the
system. It gives the 'required setting fek Various
mechanisms as well as instructions for filling
the reservoir.

8-3. Most of our modern aircraft fly at very
high altitudes where the atmospherk pressure is
low. To insure that the puhips are being con-
stantly supplied with fluid, 'the reservoir must
be pressurizeThis can be done by one of
several methodk ths venturi tee, elle jet pump,
or by compressed air from the jet engines.

8-4. Conventional Reservoirs. A con-
ventional reservoir is shown in figure 20. Most
reservoirs of this type have a space above the
fluid, even when they are full: This alloWs the
fluid to foam and thus purge itself of air bub-
bles that are norrrially picked up. In un-
pressurized reservoirs, the pressurization air
port (A) serves as an overboard vent. In this
case the line contains a check valve to prevent
fluid loss during acrobatics. The sight gage (C)
gives a visual indication of the amount of fluid
in the reservoir. This is an added prechtion to
prevent ,foreign matter from entering the
system. The reservoir is serviced through the
filler neck (B) and screen (K). Under no cir-
cumstances should the reservoir be Serviced
with hydraulic fluid of unknown origin. A new
can should be opened when you fill the system.
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To further insure cleanliness, the fluid entering
through the return port (.1) passes through a
filter element (H') before returning into the
system-) Should the filter element

04
become.clogged, the relief valve (F) will open, It is set

to open at pressures more than 12 i, where
upon the fluid will enter the reservior.

8-5. On some- aircraft the emergency
hydraulic system gets its fluid from the main
system reservior. In such systems, a standpipe
(G). is connected to the main system or power
pump outlet (D). Suppose that a line were to
rupture some\Vhere in the main system. If so,
the pump would,contite to pump' fluid over-
board until the supply ecame exhausted. Also,
we would find it impossible to maintain any
pressure in tfie system. Therefore, the
emergency system Alust be used. The standpipe
Brevents the main system pump from taking
fluid whenever ihe leyq drops below the top of
the standpipe. Weps enough. flUid in the
bottoin of the reservior to supply the hand
pump for emergencies. The 'fluid is taken out
through the hand pump outlet (E).

8-6. Sn other aircraft a 'separate emergency
reservoir is used for emergency operation. The
hand pump, yoU remember, serves two pUrpoies

emergency operation and ground test.
Usually, the emergency reservoir fluid supply is
not used for ground test. Therefore, a ground
test selector valve is used to select the source of --
fluid supply for the hand pump. Design-6r



emergency systems in aircraft varies even more
than that of nOimal syStereS. Every aircrtft has
its own specific emergency requirements. The
selector valve, then, will send fluid from either
the main or,the errgency tank to t$ pump.
From the main supply tank, the' flui -.May be
taken from either the standpipe or the bottom.
The,selector.ualve lets us ground test with main
reservoir fluid in the hand pump. During flight
emergencies the hand Pump uses emergency
reservoir 'Ouid. Whenever the hand pump is
inoperative on the ground, check the fluid level
in the reservoir. It may be low.

8-7. Piston-Pressurized Reservoirs (Air
Type). Reservoirs used on most aircraft vary
somewhat. in construction from the one shown
in figure 20; however, they still setve the same .

purpose. Figure/21 shows an example of a more .

radically designed .reservoir.
8-8. Refer to figure 21; %rice that the ireseri

voir, accumulator, and relief valve are co -
structed as a single unit. The reservoir (E) por-
e n of the assem6ly is a cylinder that surrounds
a ylindrical accumulalor (N). Th reservoir is
ported to the pump supply line t (J) and
system return line at (G). Therefore, be system
return line, the reservoir fluid, and. the Pump
supply line are pressurized to the same value.
\_ 8-9. The accumulator (N) portion of the
assembly contains a hollow piston (K). The,
piston separaterthe system pressure fluid cham-
ber from the preload chamber. It could be said
that the accumulntor(N) has three purposes: it
dampens pressure surges in the system; it keeps
the fluid in the reservoir under pressure 'to
prevent pump cavitation, and it stores fluid un-
der pressure. The preload chamber, on this par-
ticular assembly, is charged with dry nitrogen

4 tO 200t psi. It is charged through the filler
valve...(9) and is indicated on the pressure gage
(A). The main system relief valve (F); connects
the accumulatOr fluid chamber and the
surrounding reservoir fluid chamber. It
protects the system from excessive pressures.

8-10. How is the reservoir pressurized?
Refer to' figure 21 again. The black portion of
the draw* represents a cutaway view of the
reservoir piston (L). The black portion that ex-
tends to the right r presents the *extension of
the reservoir piston The nitrogen charge in the
preload chamber 4an act on the end of the
piston extension (114 . The piston extension area
on whichithe nitrog n charge acts is small. Yet
it is- large enough to force the reservoir piston*
(L) to the left. This causes the piston head to
pressurize the reservoir fluid to 60psi when the
pumps aren't running. Whef the power pumps
are operating the system fressure line (H) is
pressurized to 3000 psi. Thii automatically in-
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creases the nitrogen pressure to 3000 psi
through movement of the accumulator piston ,
(K),This increased nitrogen pressure will cause
theoeservoir piston (L) to be forced to the left.
It will move with enough force to pressurize the
reservoir-fluid to 90 psi.

8-11. Theindicator pin (B) in figure 21 te Is
you when the-system needs servicing with Thjd.
When 'the pin is flush with the resersoir
housing, the system needs fluid. Servicing the'
reservoir is quite easy. A portable test stand is
hooked to the return line (G), and fluid is pum-
ped into the system. Adding fluid causes the
reservoir piston (L) to move to the right. When
the reservoir is full, the Tovement of the piston
pushes the indicator pin (B) out. The reservoir
is built so it cannot be overfilled. Notice the
position of the reservoir piston (L) in figure 217,
If it Moves any further to the riglit it opens a
drain port to the overboard vent line (C). All
excess fluid will dump overboard through this
port as fast !?it is pumped in. Because of air-
craft configuration (arrangements of pnrts), all
fluid does not always drain out of the over-
board vent line. When the system loses fluid,
the piston (L) will move to the left. This opens
the drain port to the backside of the piston.
Now the trapped fluid in the vent line (C) can
drain back into the area behind the piston (L).
From there it will leak into the fuselage past the
indicator pin (B). To prevent this back flow,
check valve (D) is put into the overboard vent
line (C).

8:-12. Pistoti-Pressurized Reserypirs
(Airless 'type). The air-type reservoir just
discussed uses air pressure to pressurize the
fluid. Now we will discuss a type that ises
spring tension and systems pressure
pressurize Ahe reservoir.

8-13. Refer to figure 22. The reservoir con-
sists of a barrel (C), with pump supply line (N),
system return line (0), filler valve (A), and
relief valve vent line (B). Therefore, all these
lines are pressurized to the same value. They
are also the same as fhe fluid confined to the
area between the reservoir piston (D) face and
the 'barrel'(C).

8-14. The opposite end of the reservoir is
referred to as the head (F). It contains piston
spring (E), pressurization piston (L), system
pressure line (H), indicator rod (G), and relief
valve (J).

8-15. Now, how is the reservoir pressurized':
With the reservoir at ihefull level, the piston
spring (E) will force the reservoir piston (D) to
the right. This pressurizes the reservoir fluid to
5 psi when the system is in operation. When t
power pump is operating, the system pre re
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A. Filler valve
B. Relief valve vent line
C. Barrel
D. Reservoir piston
E. Piston spring
F. Head
G. Indicator rod

')

/0 0 0 0
A

N
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Figure 22. Piston-pressurized reservoir (airless type). .

line (H) is pressurized tO 3000 psi. System
pressure acting on the pressurization piston (L)
will cause the reservoir piston (D) to push
harder to ttli right. This increased force will

, be enough to pressurize the reservoir fluid to
30 psi.,Referring to figure 22. notice that any
leakage past the piston (D and L) seals shoufa
drain off. Overboard drain line (M) in the
lower section of the reservoir barrel (C) permists
this.

8-16. The reservoir is pressure filled through
a self-sealing filler valve ( ). using a portable
test stand. When not in us . the filler valve is
protected by a dust dap. Ar in-line screen-type
filter (P) is installed in the fill line, It ptevents

or 19

H. System pressure line
J. Relief Valve
K. Overboard vent
L. Pressurization piston
M. Overboard drain
N. Pump supply line
0. System return line
P. filter

foreign objects from entering the . reservoir
during servicing operation. A direct reading in-
dicator rod (G) is mounted in the reservoir
head (F). It is a spring-loaded rod, visible
through a slot in the indicator housing. Reser-
voir con.tent is shown by an index mark on the
indicator rod. This index mark moves between e
the FULL and REFILL marks on the indicator
housing.

8-17. A relief valve (J) is mounted in the
head (F). It is connected to the barrel (C)
through an external relief valve vent line (B). If
the reservoir is overserviced. the reservoir
piston (I)) will push against the relief valve (J.
and open it. This allow,s the excess fluid to
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idrain out the overboard vent (K). This valve
can also be pulled out manually. This permits
the relief valve (.1) to be used for draining and
bleeditag operations. r

8-18. Hydraulic Reservoir Pressuriatiion.
In most hydraulic systems, it is neces§ary to

liiessurize t e fluid reservoir. This is especially
true in hig a itude-type aircraft. As altitude
increases, atmo pheric pressure decreases. With
little or no pressure on the fluid, it tendstto
foam. Foaming in the Teservoir causes air bib-
bles to form throughout the fluid, thus in-
troducing air into the system. Also, the pumps
will be starved tor fluid at high altitudes
unless some means of pressurization is used. At
high altitude the atmospheric pressure iswery
low. There is very little pressure pushing down
on the fluid in an unpresLurized reservoir. This
can r Ult in oavitation (the development of a
cm( ) in the suction line of the power pump.
That is just what happens when the suction of
the pump snddenly creates a vacuum cavity in
the suction line. The effect is like a vapor lock
on an automobile fuet pump. The remedy is to
pressurize the supply tank. There ,are several
methods of pressurizing a reservoir.% The
desired pressure to be maintained ranges from
approximately 4 psi .in1P35 psi. The exact psi
depends upon ,the type of system used. The
pressure is held at the prOper value by the Use
of an Tir-pressare regulator. The regulator con-
tains a relief valve for use in case of regulator
failure. Some systems receive thelair pressure
directly from the aircraft cabin pressurizaiion
system. Jet aircraft systems receive the pressure
fr:m the engine compressor section. In some
systems, an additional hydraulic or electric
pump is installed in-the fluid outlet line of the
reservoir. This insures a positive flow aiid
pressure to the power pumps. ,

8-19. Venturi-tee rnetiwd of reservoir
pressurization. The schematic of the venturi-tee
method of reservoir pressurization is shown in
figure 23. This method works on the principle
of. fluid flow through a venturi that we
discuased earlier. Turn back to figure 1 ; notice
that it shows a pressure drop where fluid
passes through the center of the venturi. In the
system shown in figure 23. you can see that the
return flow from C passes through a venturi tee
(B). From there it enters the reservoir. The low-
pressure area at the center of the venturi draws
in filtered air through the passageway (A). The
combination of fluid and air then continues on
into the reservoir (E). Within the reservoir, the
air leaves the fluid and rises to the top of the
airtight reservoir; there it builds up an internal
pressure. A reservoir relief valve (F) prevents

A. Air passage to venturi D. Bypass relief valve
B. Venturi tee E. Rtervoir
C. Intake port F. Reservoir relief valve

Figure 23. Venturi-tee reservoir pressurization.

air pressure from exceeding the desired
pressure. Anaher relief valve (D) allows any
return fluid in excess of 20 psi to bypass the
venturi tee.

.8-20. Jet aircraft reservoir pressurization
. systein. Figure 24 shah a typical rpervoir

pressurization system used on most of the
, modern jet aircraft. Notice that the engine's

bleed air (from engine compressor section) first
enters the system through a shutoff valve (I),
It then passes through a dehydrator unit (A).
The dehydrator unit consists of a housing and a
cartridge that removes moisture fkom the air.
The moist= content is shown by a small in-
dicator at the top of the cartridge. The unit is so
designed that the cartridge can be replaced
without disconnecting any of the tubing. Next,
the air passes through a filter (B) add a flapper
check valve (C) to a pressure regulator. The
flapper check valve prevents loss of reservoir
pressure when the jet engines are not operating.
The pressure regulator (D) controls pressure at
,all altitudes. When the reservoir pressure
reaches its maximum setting..tDe regulator vents
the exces air, verboard. When thereservoir is
unpressu ized,, the regulator lets ambient air
intO the r servoir through a filter (E). The filter
prevents dirt from entering the reservoir. After
passing tivoUgn the regulator, the pressurized
al enters the tOp of the reservoir (G). A reser-
vo r relief valVe (H) limits maximum pressure if
the regulator should fail. A depressurization
val e (F) is in die top of the reservoir or in the
center of the filler cap. It is used for relieving
reseirir presgurization before any servicing or
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A. Dehydrator port
B. Otr
C. Check valve
D. Pressure regulator

"E.'Thlter

Figure 24. Jet aircraft

F. Depressurization valve
G. Reservoir
H. Reservoir relief valve
I. Shutoff valve

\
reservoir pressurization.

. ,
maintenance is performed. It is.a spring loaded,
manually operated valve.

8221. Suction boost.pump pressurization. A
fe;v paragraphs back we told why we must
pressurize the suction line to the power pumps.
We have also discussed various methods of
pressurizing the reservoir. With the suctiod
boost pump system, the reservoir itself is un-
pressurized, but the fluid to the pump is under
pressure.

8-22. Figure ,25 illustrates a suction boost
pump pressurization system. The suction boost
pump is a centrifugal-type pump, driven by an
electric or a hydraulic motor. This type of
pump supplies a large volume of fluid at low
pressure. An example of output would be zero
to 20 gallons per minute rith a pressure of 70
to 100 psi. This will insuie an adequate supply
of fluid to the engine-driven, pump(s). They
cannot possibly produce cavitation when the
boost pump is running.

8-23. Downstream from the suction boom
pump, we have a pressure switch and a check
valve. The pressure switch is connected to a
warning light which will illuminate anytitne the
pressure is too low. The check valve is installed
to prevent a reverse flow from the pump to the
reservoir when the system is not in operation.
By using this type of system, the reservoir filler
cap can be removed at any time for servicing.

8-24.'Maintenance of Reservoirs. There
aren't very many problems in maintaining a
reservoir, since it is not a very complex unit.
Yet, there are a few things that should be ob-
served in the daily care of this component.

8-25. Servicing reservoirs. When servicing
reservoirs, follow the special instructions on'
the data plate. Furthermore, adhere strictly to
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4 //6applicable technical order directions. These
two sources will give information on servicing
insfruCtiops, fluid specification, reservoir' and
system cpacity, and position of the various
mechanisThs during- servicing. Remember, too
much fluid is just as dangerous asThçf ,enough
flujd. For example, a ,conventionakt pe reser-
voir (as shown in fig. 20) can easilybe over-
filled. This could cause it to rupture at:1 result
in a complete loss of the entire systej4 Over-
servicing the piston-type reservOrs, as
illustrated in figures 21 and 22, is aliOst im-
possible. It is prevented by the aiiiomatic
operation of the overboard vent linesjhese
reservoirs are pressure filled with a test stand.
Therefore, the reservoir case could be creakettl
by,filling too fast. Finally, always make 1.tre
tilift the fluid is ciean and uncontaminated,

8-26. Removing and replacing.reservoirs. As
a pneudraulic mechanic it may be necessary for
you to remove apd replace a reservoir'
sometime. If y.ou do, you must folfIlAv TO\
procedures exactly. Only then, can you he sure .1,
that you have done the job right. Some generat
procedures to observe in the removal of aYeser:
voir are as follows: ,

Make sure that there is no pressure in the :-

eservoir.

VENT

DRAIN
VALVE

,8

PRESSURE
SWITCH

SUCTION BOOST
PUMP

'CHECK VALVE,

42.136

Figure 25. Suction boost pump pressurization.
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A.
H.

Head
Filter .element

C. Case
D. Relief valve

0

Figure 26. Micronic filter.'
Jks,

h Driin all fluid from the reservorr.
c. Cap and plug 'all fittings, ports, an,d lines

after unit is removed.
d. Fill a removed piston-type reservoit to.;

about 90 percent fluid capacity 'with clean,:
hydraulic preservative oil, MIL-,-HH6083V;
Then cap or plug all ports to prevent leakage, -.

General procedures to observe before and
during the installation of a reservoir are:

a. Check the reservoir shipping crate for
damage. If the crate is damaged, the component
may also be damaged.

h. Remove caps and plugs, then drain Preser-
vative fluid from piston-type reservoirs.

c. Using new gaskets and 0rings, install?
necessary fittings. Do not tighten fittings' Unfit
reservoir is fastened into position and 'fittings
are aligned with connecting lines. *I

d. Service according to instruction' on. data
plate or existing technical order.

8-27. Obsert/e steictly all warning and
caution note§ during removal and installation.
They concern personal s afet3.potenjiai damage
to equipment, and the tiecesityfo cleanliness.

8-28. We have mentioned th
nature of maity hydraulic units before; Valyes
cylinders, poppets, and other parts are sa fbIel
machined that even a very minute particle
lodged in a unit can cause malfunctions.
Therefore, it is most important to keep foreign
matter and dirty air froni entering the reservoir.

complo

Line filters are located at various poinis
through the system to keep the fluid-clean. yen+
filters are used ,in the reservoir vent lines to
Clean the air that enters the reservoir, Also, it ir
desirable to be able to quickly disconneCt a line
without loss of fluid.

9. Filters and Quick Disconnects
9-1. The purpose of fluit and air filters is

remove foreign particles from the fluid or air.
They are quite similar in consiruction, but dif-
fer in details and niaterials used. Although a
filter is not a complex alit, it is tremendou§ly--
important- Proper care of the filter is equally
important. Dirty fluid is the deadliest enemy of
any hydraulk system!

9-2. Pressure and Return Line Filters.
pPressure line and return line filters are
geiterally constructed like the, ,one shown in
figure 2C.The main partrof. this filter are: case,

#tead, filter/element, and relief valve. The case
(C) contkPfs the element (B). The head (A)
screws onto the Cate and has an "in" port, "out"
port, and relief vOve (D):. The normal flow of
fluid thfough this filter is in through the "in"
pbrt. The fluid fill§ the case around the outgide
of the element. It then flows thrOugh the

. element to the inner chamber, and out through
he "but" port.

9-3. Thiqilter element is made of a specially.
treated cellulose paper. It is commonly carte
enkronic-type HoWeverf, the eleme,,
could have been of sintered bronze (Teta
poAder pressed into shapes under heat). It
could be a woven wire, a one-piece corrugated .(-1
wire mesh, orfa corrugated sintered stainless
steel mesh. Also., a magnetic-type *eleinent can
be used with -any of the elements mentioned
above. This is called a dua element-type filter.
°The elements listed a generally have a
minimum rating of micron pore size. The
maxiinum rating is 5 microns ( I micron being
equal to 0.00004 of an inch). All of these filters
ncorporate a relief valve, set anywhere from 50

100 psid. Its purpose is to bypass unfiltered
id if the filter becomes clogged. The pressure.
the blocked fluid will forces open the ç4ief
e.

-4. In-line Filter Restrictors. Another
type of filter that is used in hydraulic sub.-
gystems is the..in-line filter restyictor. Thirtype .

of filter resembles a large check valve. It con-
tains two wire mesh finger screenrthat are in-
stalled on either side of the fixed orifice plate.
Unlike the pressure and return line filters, in-.

line filters do not incorporate a relief valve.
They could cause the subsystem in which they
are located to fail if they should become
clogged.
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9-5. Maintenance of FiltersnMaintenance
of filters is relatively easy. It ntainly involves
cleaning the filter and element or cleaning the
filter and then replacing the element. ,Filters
using the micronic-type element should have
the element replaced periodically. The time is
according to instructions appearing in the ap-
plicable TO publications. Since reservoir filters
are of the micronic type, they must also be
periodically changed or cleaned. On filters
asing other than the micronic-type element,
cleaning the filter and element is usually all
that is necessary. However, the element should
be inspected very closely to insure that it is
completely undamaged. The- methods and
materials used in cleaning all filters are too
numerous to mention. Consult the applicable
technical order publication for this in-
formation.

9-6. Some hydraulic filters ha e been equip-
ped_with an indicator pin that vlill visually in-
dicate a clogged element. When this pin
protrudes from the filter housing, the element
should be removed and cleaned; also, the fluid
downstream of the filter should be checked for
contamination and flushed if required. Too, all
remaining filters should be checked for con-
tamination and cleaned (if required) to deter-
mine the cause of contamination. In addition,
pressure, proof, and flow tests of filters should
be completed as outlined in the applicable TOs.

9-7. Line-Disconnect or Quick-Disconned
Valves. These valves are installed in hydraulic
lines to prevent loss of fluid when you remove
units. Such valves are installed in the pressure
and suction lines of the system just in front of
and immediately behind the power pump.
These valves can also be' used in other ways
than just for unit replacement. A power pump
can be disconnected from the system and a
hydraulic test stand connected in its place.
These valve units consist of two in.-
terconnecting sections coupled together by a
nut when installed in the system. Each valve
section has a piston and poppet assembly.
These are spring loaded to the CLOSED
position when the unit is disconnected.

9-8. The top illustration of figure 27 shows
the valve in the LINE-DISCONNECTED
position. The two springs (A and B) hold both
poppets (C and F) in the CLOSED position as
shown. This prevents loss of fluid through the
disconnected line. The bottom illustration of
figure 27 shows the valve in the4- LINE-
CONNECTED position, When the valve is
being connected, the coupling nut draws the
two sections togethef. The extension (D or E)
on one of the pistons forces the opposite piston
back against its spring. This action moyes the
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A. Spring
B. Spring
C. poppet

42.182

D. Piston
/ E. Piston\ F. Poppet

Figure 27. Line.d sconnect valve.

poppet off its seat and ermits the fluid to flow
through that section of the valve. As the nut is
drawn up tighter, one piston hits a stop; now
the other piston move back against its spring
and, in turn, allows fl id to tidy/. Thus, fluid is
allowed to continue t rough the valve and on
through the system.

9-9. Bear in mind hat the abo divennect
valve is only one of the many ty es p tly
used. Although all line-discon ect valves
operate on the same principle, the 'details will
vary. Each manufaciturer has his wn design
features. .

9-10. A very important factor in he use of
the line-disconnect valve is its pr per con-
nection. Hydraulic pumps can be seriously
damaged, if the line disconnects are not
properly connected. For instance, if ,they
should block the free flow of hydraulic fluid
through the system If you are in doubt about
the line disconnect' operation, consult the air-
craft's appropriate TO.

9-.11. The exten of maintenance you will
perform on a qui k disconnect valve is very
limited. The intern I parts of this type valve are
precision built and factory assembled. They are
made to very close tolerances. Therefore, no at-
tempt should be m de to disassemble or replace
internal parts in e'ther coupling half. However/-
you may replace t c entire assembly and son*
of the external p rts. For example, you may
replace coupling halves, lock-springs, union
nuts, and dust ea s. When replacing the assem-
bly or .any oi the parts, follow the instructions
ih tlw applicable TO. N
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10. Hydraulic Pumps
10-1. Like the human heart, the hydraulic

pump is the sodrce of fluid flow and pressure.
Hand pumps are simple devices for occasional
use. Power pumps are either driven by engine
or electric motOr. Those used today are com-
plex devices.

10-2. Hand Pumps. The hand pump serves
as a substitute for the power pump during
emergencies in flight. It is a soOrce of power for
ground check of the hydraulic system when the
aircraft is. on the ground.

10-3. Construction and operation. Hand
pumps are reciprocating piston-type pumps that
are either single- or double-action. Most of
them, however, are the double-acting type.
These deliver fluid under pressure on both the
fore and aft strokes of the piston. Figure 28
illustrates lozble-action, piston-
displacement-ty e pjp. This unit consists of a
cylinder assembly, a piston (E) containing a
builtin check valve (cr. The piston separates
the right chamber (D) from the left chamber
(G).-It has a large piston rod op, an dperating
handle (A), and' acheck valv'e (F) at the "in"
port. Some pumps'of this type ute a one-way
seal in place of the piston head check, Valve (C).
This seal allows flow in one direetion and
prevents flow in the opposite. The Seal is
located between the piston and Cylinder wall. It
woits lik. the leather in an kir Oil. 'water
pumplike a bicycle pump. The left chamber
(G) is larger than the right chamber surround-
ing the piston rod (B). This causes fluid flow
when the piston (E) moves to the right'. Almost
all modern aircraft use the double action
displacement type pump. We will not go into

IN
OUT

A. Pump handle
B. Piston rod
C. Check valve
D. Right chamber

Figure 28.. Double-acting displacenieRNOpe 'hand pump.

,
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E. Piston
F. Wet check %Ave
G. Left chamber

/19the operation of the hand pump here. You
learned all that in the first chapter of this
volume. You may review it though by turning
back to paragraph 7-21. ,

10-4. Every piece of 'equipment, no matter
how simple, can malfunction. The hand pump
is no exception. However, since it is only
operated at short intervals, malfunctions do not
occur too often. They can happen, though, and,
you can determine the cause if-you understand
its operation.

10-5. Failure of either check valve (C or F)
will cause Iire hand pump to become completely
inoperativelowever, installing a thrrd check
valve in the pressure (our) line is a greats im-
provement. Now, one of the che k valves or the
piston head seal could fail. Yet, e pump could
still produce pressure on at least ne stroke of
the cycle. This third check valve prevents nor-

'mal system pressure from reaching" the hand
wimp during normal system operation. It will
also> aid the mechanic in determining hand
pump failure. If check valve (F) in the inlet port
leaks, the pump will develop pressure only on
the piston "extension" stroke. If check valve
(C) in the piston rod or the piston head seal
leaks, the pump will develop pressure only on
the piston "retraction" stroke. If the pressure
(out) line check valve leaks, there' will be no
immediaie indication `of it. In this case the
pump willil still develop pressure on both

, strokes. ilow that we know some hand pump
malfunctions, we cin discuss what should be
done to maintain hand pumps. _

10-6. kaintenanec Basically the care of
hand pumps consists oif disasiembly, inspection,
reassembly, and testing. After disassembly,
thoroughly .clean all parts. Carefully inspect
them for nicks, cracks, scratches, and
corr9sion. Also, intspect threaded surfaces for
damaged threads, piston shaft for distortion,
and springs for distortion. Also check valve
balls (poppets) for proper seating. Look for
anything that can cause pump failure.

10-7. Replace all defective parts that are not
repairable at each overhaul. The same is true
for all kitted parts (parts ordered in a kit).
Cure-dated Parts (natural or synthetic rubber
items) must be replaced any time the pump is
disassembled. Minor scratches and corrosion
may be removed or polished out by using a
specified type of crocus cloth. If necessary,
clean imernal threads with the correct size tap.
Next, cleanaull external thrcads by tiling or with
the proper size die,

10-8. Before reassembly, all interal parts
should be coated with clean hydraulic fluid
used in the system. Aftcr the pump has been
reassembled, test it for proof pressure and
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A. Gage
0.0Shutoff valve
C. Reservoir

Figure 29. Hand pump test circuit.

leakage. Figure 29 shows the setup for testing
the hand pump. Basically it consists of a gage
(A),' shutoff valve (B), reservoir (C), and the
necessary tubing runs. With the pump con-
nected, you first pump fluid through the circuit
with the shutoff valve (B) open. This bleeds all
air from the system. Next, you close the shutoff
valve and operate the pump to obtain the
required proof pressure. Proof pressure is ap-
proximately 1 'I/2 times normal operating
pressure. You should control the strokes so that
the final stroke will leave the piston in the
retracted position. Pressute should be main-
tained for a specified time limit (usually 2 to 5
minutes). Repeat the preceding step. This time,
control the strokes so that the final stroke win
leave the piston in the extended position.

10-9. For the leakage test, use the pump to
pressurize the circuit to the normal operating
pressure. (The shutoff valve (8) is closed dur-
ing this check.) The pressure must hold for a
specified period of time (approximately 2
minutes). There should be no piston creep, and
the pressure drop should not exceed the
specified amount (usually 50 to 100 psi).

10-10. After completion of testing, relieve
the pressure and remove the pump from the test
circuit. Drain the pump to the drip point. Then
refill it with the specified preservativelluid to
about 90 percent of its capacity. Plug all ports
and closures and mark the rubber parts' cure
date on the pump. Instructions for this are
given in the applicable TO.
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10-11. Constant-Volume Power PuMps.
The primary energizing unit of the hydraulic
system is the power pump. It is the unit that
normally delivers hydraulic fluid under
pressure to the actuators. It may be driven
either by an electric motor, turbine unit, or by
the aircraft engine. The power pump used in a
modern hydraulic system will be of a piston
type. This type may be further divided ac-
cording to method of operation and volume
output. Most all hydraulic systeni pumps have
common constructional features. Power pumps
are designed so that they can run satisfactorily .

in either direction of rotation. They are
designed to run at a rated speed of 3750 rpm,
or about 1 1/2 times engine crankshaft speed.
Gear type pumps previously were used in
hydraulic systems. An example of a gear type
pump is the oil pump on your automobile.

10-12. the drive shafts of all pumps have a
shear section. This is a thinned portion of the
shaft. If the pump seizes, the shaft will break atthis point, thus preventing damage to the
engine. (A permanently attached data plate
gives the manufacturer's name, the part number,
and direction of rotation.)

10-13. One of the power pumps used in
hydraulic systems is the positive displacement
piston type. Each rotation of this type of pump
forces a fixed amount offluid out the discharge
port. The other type of pump used is the
variable-volume piston pump. This type of
pump will vagothe volame of discharge to meet
the momenta?), needs of the system.



A. Drive shall
B. Universal .Itnk
C. POint of attachment
D. çyliiider block
E. iston

Egure 30. Constant-volume piston-type pump.

t-. hoot valve
G. Pressure port
H. Intake port
J. Piston

10- 4. Constant-volume piston-type pumps
put o t a constant flow of fluid for any given
rpm. the pistons, usually seven or nine in num-
ber, re fastened by universal linkage to the
driv shaft. See figure 30. The universal link
(B) 'n the center.drives the cylinder block (D).
Thi block is held at an angle to the drive shaft
,(A) by the housing. Everything within the
houSing rotates with the drive shaft. As the
pistOn (J) moves to the lower position, its cylin-
denlills with fluid. When it rotates to the upper
position (E), its movement will force fluid out
of the pressure port (G). As it again moves to
the lower position, it again draws in fluid
thrtough the suction port (H). Since there are
al0.tays pistons somewhere between the upper
and lower position, constant intake and output
of fluid results. Pumps are availabl with dif-
ferent angles between the drive shaft aN cylin-
der block; a large angle provides more lume
output per revolution, because the larger a gle
increases the piston stroke.

10-15. As the drive shaft (A) is rotated, it
rotates the cylinder block (D) and piston
assemblies. Notice that all pistons are always
the same distance from their points of at-
tachments (C) on the drive shaft. Although the
pistons appear to move within the cylinders, it
is the cylinders that move back and forth
around the pistons as the block and piston
assembly rotates. However, it is customary for a
piston to move within a cylinder. Since this ap-
pears to be happening, we will describe the
pumping action of the pump in these terms.

10-16. To understand the operation, follow
a piston through one complete revolution. The
piston is at the top of its eylinder. It has just
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completed its pressure stroke and is ready to
begin its intake stroke. As thc block starts to
rotate from this point, the piston becomes
aligned with the intake port. When the block
has turned one-half of a revolution, the piston
reaches the bottom of the cylinder. The cylin-
der space formerly occupied by the piston is
now full of fluid.

10-17. As the block continues to rotate, the
piston becomes aligned with the\outlet port
slot. Thus, when it has moved through the last
180° of rotation, it exhausts all fluid from the
cylinder. At this point, the piston is again ready
to make another cycle.There are several pistons
operating as described above. The cylinder
block and piston assembly rotate rapidly.
Therefore, there will always be a positive flow
of fluid through the outlet port.

10-18. The piston-type pump uses case
pressure for cooling and lubrication. Fluid
seeps by the pistons in the cylinder block and
fills all the space inside the pump. This fluid
cannot escape through the drive end of the
pump because of a seal placed around the drive
shaft. Excess case pressure within the housing is
routed back to the intake side of the pump. This
is done through a relief valve .called a foot
valve. (See fig. 30, item F.) This valve prevents
the case pressure from rising above ap-
proximately 15 psi. Notice the drilled
passageways through the universal link rods.
These help to keep the rod ball ends lubricated.

10-19: Figure 30 shows the foot valve (F)
located inside the bearing .around which the
cylinder block rotates. Other models have the
valve in the head together with the intake and
outlet ports. Some of the newer modelS have_
two foot valves, both located in -the head. The
direction the accessory drive rotates determines
the direction of pump action. An arrow on the
pump head indicates the direction of rotation
for which the pump is set up. The direction of
rotation of a piston-type with one foot valve
can be reversed. To do so, remove the cylinder
block head, rotate it 180°, and reinstall. Leave
the suction and pressure attachments as they
were. This, in effect, reverses the intake and
outlet port slots mentioned in paragraphs
10-16 and 10-17. For the models with two
foot valves, it is not necessary to rotate the
head. Simply interchang the suction and
pressure line connections.

10-20. The power pumps 'scussed thus far
have been the constant-displac ment type; that
is, for any given rpm the volume output is con-
stant. However, the other version of the piston-
type pump is the variable-volume type.

26

10-21, Variable-Volume Pumps. The
variable-volume pumps have some advantages.
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One is that its use does away with the need for a
riressure regulator or unloading valve. Integral
flow control valves regulate the pressure ac-
cording to the made of the system. A
second advanta e is that this type pump
provides a more stable pressure. Pressure surges
are reduced. Accumulators are not necessary
with systems using variable-volume pumps to
smooth out surges. However, they are :etained
to aid the pump at those times when peak loads
occur.

10-22. The first type of variab -volume.
pump that we will discuss is the S ratopower
pump. These pumps are available for operating
pressures ranging from 1000 to 3000 psi.

10-23. Stratopower pumps (demand prin-
ciple). As shown in figure 31, the drive shaft
(E) rotates the cam (D). This cam causes the
nine spring-loaded pistons (F) to Move back
and forth in their cylinders. The cylinders are
in a stationary cylinder block. Creep plates
(look like washers in this figure) on either side
of the cam provide for cooler operation. They
also give more even wear on the cam. In
operation, each piston is compressed into and
released from the cylinder, once for each
revOlution of the cam. The pistons are held in
contact with the creep plate by piston springs.
The springs also return the pistons kfter each
forward or power stroke. Each pistdn has a
half-ball bearing surface which acts like a
universal linkage. The flat side contacts the
creep plate during all angle changes with the
least wear.

10-24. The pistons (F) have fai r 1 y large
hollow centers, connected with cross-drilled
holes. Each..piston has a sleeve (G) around it.
The sleeves are attached to a spider (H); the
spider is attached to the compensatpr (J), or
volume control valve. An increase of pressure
moves the compensator (1) to the right. A
decrease of pressure allows it le move to the
?left because of the valve spring tbision. As the
pistons travel to the left, fluid is drawn from the
"in" port (N). It passes through the open center
of the cylinder block, and then into the cylin-
ders (L). At this point, hydraulic fluid will fill
the center of the pistons. Some fluid will con-
tinue to flow out through the cross-drilled
holes and on to the pump's, return port. The
return port is on the drive end of the pump. As
the pistons are forced to the right by the cam
(D), the cross-drilled hole of each piston is
blocked off by its sleeve.

10-25. About the time the cross-drilled
passage is blocked off, the supply annulus (K)
that surrounds ,the cylinder is also blocked off.
An annulus is a ridgelike or a groovelike ring.
It is located around a shaft or around the inside

/.23
of a hole. It provides a route for fluid flow.
This, in turn, traps the fluid in the piston and
cylinder. As the piston continues on to the-
right, pressure bUilds up against the check valve
(M). Fluid under pressure goes out the check
valve into t4e pressure chamber (B) and
through the "but" port (A). When the piston
moves as far right as possible, the cycle starts
all over again.

10-26. This cycle is thea same for all nine
isios. As pressure rises in the pressure outlet

line, it .is also felt in the passageway (C). This
pressure acts on the compensator piston (1) for-
cing it to the right. This compresses the spring
and carries the spider and sreeves AH and G)
with it. The more the sleeves move to the right,
the farther each piston will travel before the
cross-drilled passage is covered. (See fig. 32.)
This means that less fluid is trapped by the right
end of the popiston for output to the pressure
manifold. The maximum setting of the com-
pensator is when it is all the way to the right.
Then the output to the pressure manifold drops
to zero. (See fig. 32.) All intake of the pump
then goes out the return port. Rotation of the
cam draws fluid through the pump for cooling
and lubrication. There is always fluid being

.pumped through the "in" port. But, fluid will
not be pumped through the "out" port 'until
systent pressure drops low enough to demand it.

10-27..This pump can also be rotated in
jeither direction with no changes. Always con-
nect the proper lines to the ports marked IN,
OUT, and RES. The use of this type of pump
also eliminates the need- for a pressure
regulator. The compensator serves nearly the
same purpose. Adjustment of maximum
pressure may be made biaturning the adjusting
screw (0). Turning it clockwise increases, and
counterclockwise decreases.

10-28. Various other types of 4variable,
voldMrpumps operate on the stroke-reduction
principle instead of the demand principle.
However, we will discuss only two types, the
Vickers and the Kellogg.

I 0-29. Vickers stroke-rcauction-type pumps.
These have many parts similar to the constant
vo,lume piston-type pumps. Also, the drive shaft
(A), pistons (N), and cylinder block (D) all
rotate in the stroke-reduction-type pump. (See
lig. 33.) They are supported by the bearing (B).
The main ditTerencl between this pump .and the
constant-volume pfimp is the angle between_t,he
drive shalt and ihe cylinder.block. In the con-
stant-volume pump, this angle is fixed, while
the angle of the variable-volume pump varies
automatically. Its angle depends upon the
pressure-volume demands of the system.

28
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A, Drive shalt
B. Bearings
C. Yoke
D. Cylinder block
E. \fake plate
F. Passageway

G. Connecting line

Figure 33,

H. Pressure.control valve
J. Pilot valve
K. Adjusting screw
L. Pressure control piston
M. Hollow center (control
N. Piston
0, Pivot pin

Variable-volume pump. stroke reduction type.

10-30. A yoke (C) ,contains the cylinder
block, which swivels around the pivot pin (0).
The pivot pin is kollow and designed to provide
a passage for thiepump's inlet ,and outlet fluid.
Before the pump builds up any pressure, the
yokerirhold_in the position shown in figure 33.
FULL FLOW. The spring in the pressure con-
trol piston (L) holds it there. When outlet
pressure is at maximum, the yoke (C) is held in
position shown in figure 33,2ERO FLOW.

10-31. We start with zero pressure in the
system. Thu: cylinder block and yoke are in the
extreme angle position, as shown in figure 33,
FULL FLOW. As the pump builds up system
pressure through tht outlet port (0), it acts on
the pressure control valve (H). System pressure
entering the connecting line (G) acts on the
pilot valve (J). It pushes this valve down against

29

the spring towards the ZERO FLOW position
(fig. 33). This opens the passageway (F), sen-
ding pressure against the rod side of the vontrol
piston (L). As the. position moves t6 the left, it
compresses its spring. This force, transmitted
through the valve plate (E). causes the yoke (C)
to swivel supward. The cylinder block moves
toward a zero.angle with the drive shaft ZERO
FLOW. If it reaches the extreme ZERO FLOW
point the fluid output from the pressure port is
zero. This is because the pump pistons have no
stroke in the cylinder block. They simply rotate
with the cyiinder block without moving
back and forth.

10-32. As the pressure in the.&ystem starts to
drop, its force on the pilot valve (J) is reduced.
When this happens, the spring under the pilot
valve moves it upward. This reduces the
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Figure 34.

opening to the passageway (F) and cuts down
the pressure on the pressure control piston (L).
its spring pushes this piston to the right. Now
the yoke (C), swivels downward thereby causing
the stroke of the pistons to increase. The
pressure and volume output again start to in- 10-33. Kellogg stroke-reduction-type pumps.

crease until the system's demands are met. ,r Figure 34 shows a schematic of the Kellogg

Thus, the action of the control valve (I-1) pump. This pump delivers 15 gallops per

stabilizes the position of the control block (D). minute (gpm) at a minimum pump speed ot
It adjusts its angle to meet the system demands. 4200 rpm, At a maximum pump speed of 7300

Notice the hollow center of the control piston' rpm, it delivers 28 gpm. The pump is made Up

(M) is vented to the inside of the case. Fluid of two major component groups. They are the

trapped inside the piston can excape_jo the rotating group and the *ssure-compensating

case. A foot valve (not shown) prevents case group. The rotating group consists of the drive

,pressure from becoming too high. Direction of shaft (D), the cylinder barrel (B), nine pistons,

rotation of this )pump cannot be changed. and the piston shoes and locking piate (C). The

Therefore, you must be sure to check the direc'- pressure-compensating group consists of it com-

tion arrow on the mounting flange before in_. pensator valve (F), stroking piston (0), and a

stalling. The maximum pressure is adjusted by cam plate (E).

42.196

Stroking piston
Inlet

j. Outlet
K. Check sake

Kellog pump

turning the adjusting screw (K) to ntircase or
deccease it. An internal relief valve prevents
damage in case the pressure control valve fails
to function properly.
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.0-34. The cylinder barrel (B) has a fluid
inle( : _annulus (slot) in its *face -to supply the
cylinders. It is long enoughp serve during the
intake'Portion of one revol 'pon. An outlet an-,
nulus serves the dischar4 , portion of one
revolution', The barrel i !supported in the
housing by it roller bearing ). The drive shaft
(D) passes through, but dG not touch, the in-
clined cam 'plate (E) to tate the cylinder
barrel (f) unii,.:Pistons, the rotating gr9up,
are actua bi'4ilting nonrotating cam plate
(E). The con t is a universal action. It con-,.
sisis of hydrau Ily balanced shoes and
locking plate (C). T ength of piston stroke is
determined by the ahg setting of the cam
plate. Maximum pumpou requires a high)
angle; zero pump output q t angle
setting.

10-35. The lower piston in figure 34 is
shown near the beginning of the intake stroke.
As the cylinder unit is rotated, the piston moves
to the left in its individual, cylinder. The face
port of this cylinder is aligned with the fluid
inlet annulus for ne§gt. one'-half of a
revolution. Hydraulic fle1,6-ii sucked into the
cylinder as the piston is withdrawn. The top
piston in figure 34 is fully withdrawn and has
just passed the end of the inlet, annulus. This
annulus is connected io the fluid inljet (H). Fur-
ther rotation forces the piston to the right, The
cylinder will then be aligned with the outlet an-
nulus during the discharge stroke. This stroke
fasts until the cylinder and piston reach the bot-

.tom position in figure 34. The outlet annulus is
connected to.the outlet port (.1) and the com-
pensator valve (F).

,

10-36. We have described, the intake and
discharge srrokes of one piston during 360° of
cylinder rotation. At the same time, there are
eight other pistons on the intake and discharge
strokes, all doing the same thing. Their pum-
ping action continues until the fluid needs of
the system are satisfied. FoOire. when a
subsystem actuator comple travel, the
need tbr pump output is reduced to zero. The
pump senses the end of the actuatOr travel
because the unused output causes a sudden in-
crease in discharge .pressure.-As this, pressure
reaches the setting of the compensator valve (F)
it pushes the valve to the right. The pressure
then can push on to the stroking piston (G).
There it causes the stroking piston to move to
the left and ,::creases the angle 01 the cant plate
(E). Thus it decreases the effective length of the
piston stroke and the volume of fluid delivered
to the system. In actual operation, the cam plate
assumes various angles to maintain the systems
proper' pressure. ltowill meet /Ill fluid demand
conditions within the rating of the pump. A

31
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pump check valve (K) is installed in the pump
outlet line. It prevents return flow into the
pump during operation of the system with a
portable test stand. Reverse flow of hydraulic
fluid wo.Rinotorize the pump.

10-37. Maintenance of Pumps-. The repair
and overhaul of hydraulic pumps is done at
depots. This work requires use of special tools'
and complex test equipment that many bases do
not have. However, if you have a test stand, you
should bench check every pump before you in-
stall it on an aircraft. The bench check
Procedures that vary with every pump are very
exacting. Therefore, we will not give them here;
instead, follow the TO when you make a bench
check.

II. Hydraulic Motors
II-1. Since this chapter pertains to system

supply units, the discussion of rmitors may seem
out of place. Yet, motors operate on the same
principle as pumps, but in reverse., therefore,
the most Jogical place to discuss motors is i
this chapter.

11-2. The hydraulic motor shown in ti re
35 is a variable-displacement, axial-piston,
rotating-cylinder-block urit. It delivers a
minimum of 16.6 horsepAer at 8000 rpm,.
This particular motor is used to drive an ac-dc
generator at a constant rpm. An ac generator or
alternator must put out the sanie number of
cycles per second, under all load conditions.
This fket requires the use of a very sensi 've fly-
weight type of governor on the motor. Fi r com-
ponents where the rpm is not critical,
stant-displacement-type hydraulic motor wic:Uld-
likely be used. The rpm of this latter type motor
would prpbably be controlled by constant flow
valves:: Sucli a valve would be connected in
either the inlef or outlet lines, or both.

11-3. ()per:Ilion. If you understand the
operation 'of the motor in figure 35. you should
have little trouble with others. Now turn to the
figure. When 'the hydraulic system is
pressurized, fluid pressure is exerted on rthe
pistons (B) of the cylinder block. It also must
go to the closed starting valve (Hi of the motor.
Although normal system pressure will sustain
cylinder and generator rotation. the rotation
must first be started. Starting is accomplished
by the starting valve (H). When system pressure
builds up to. 1800 to 2200 psi. the starting valve
is moved to the right as shown. This action
aligns a passage which permits fluid, under
pressure to move the control piston (k). The
control piston moves the hottonrof the wobbler
plate (A) to the right sutklen force.
Movement of the wobbler gives kick to the
pistons (13) to give the cylinder block an initial
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A. Wobbler plate
H. Pistons (upper - lower)
C. Governor control valse
U. Governor flyweights
E. Governor spring

r.gure 35, Il5draulic .s.onvelotoi.

spin. 1 hereafter. system pres..uce mai.. ains
rotation of the cylinder brock.

11-4. As hydraulic pressure continues to in-
crease, motor spe,:d ill increase. As tne
rotational speed increases, the governor. fly-
weights (D) bcgin to- pivot outward. This action
causes th governor control valve (C) to be
moved proportionately to thc left. This
movement gradually blocks the pressure to the
control piston .(K). When the passage is com-
plete!) blocked, pressure is rip longer exerted
on the control piston, and the motor ceases to
increase speed. This is referred to as an "on
speed- condition.

I I S. The load imposed on th or varies
s iti. th, electrical load on the gener
m.et tL aanging demands, the motor nipt
vary its torque to maintain its normal operati-W

17,,, iustaii e. let us assume that the
generator load is reduced and that,The motor
tends to overspeed. This causes the governor
t1), eights (D) to move outward and pull thc

42-197

F. Preact piston
G. Back pressure, valve
H. Starting valve
J. Feedback line

K. Comml piston

gosernor control valve (C) slightly to the left..
Movement to the left from the blocked
position, vents the control piston (K) passage to
ronrn system pressure. This reduces the force
acting on piston (K). Now, system pressure ac-
ting on th, upper pistons (B) is greater than the
return system pressure on the control piston
(K). This will let the upper pistons (B), in the
rotating:timh.,. block move thc wobbler plate
(A) toward the right This moVement starts to
reduce the angle of the wobbler plaie (A) . This,
in turn. -ieduces the torque output and con-
sequently the speed ot the, motor. Movement of

wobs--1,.! plat,: also. momentarily activates
the preaLi piston t El ot the flyweight governor.
1 his preyents overtravel of the governor con-
ol valve (C) and hastens the motor's response

to Oranges in load. The preact piston acts when
thc wobbler plate (A) moves to the right, and
the control piston (K) moves to the left. This

=,action forces fluid in the feedback line (.1).into
the chamber on the It Ii side of thc preact piston
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IF). When fluid moves into this chamber, the
preact piston (F) moves to the right to increase
tension on the governor spring (E). It also op-
poses the governor control valve (C) movement
to the left. Then, motor speed decreases, and
the fluid in the preset piston chamber bleeds off
through the restrictor bleed. The governor con-
trol piston moves back to the right to block the
control piston passage and holds the wobbler
plate (A) in its new position. This whole series
of events occurs almost instantly to match
torque requirement with the imposed load.

I I-6, A back pressure valve.(G) is installed
in the lower piston's discharge line. The pur-
pose is to prevent the lower piston from
"floating" and chattering. If this valve were not
in the return line, return pressure would exist
on both sides of the lower pistons. Under this
condition, the pistons would tend to float. The
back pressure valve puts 100 psi over return
pressure load on the back side of the lower

33

pistons. This liad holds them against the wob-
bler plate (A) and prevents possible chattering.

11-7. It takes 3 gallons of fluid per minute to
run the motor with no generator load 'and 14
gallons per minute at full load.

11-8. Maintenance. The rpm of the motor
can be adjusted by turning the screw on the,
bdck of the governor. If the generator
frequency is low, you must turn the governor
adjustment screw clockwise. (This direction of
adjustment rule does not apply to all governor-
controlled hydraulic motors.)

11-9. The depth of maintenance you will
perform on hydraulic motors depends on the
equipment you have. Like that of hydraulic
pumps, the repair and overhaul of hydraulic
motors is depot level work. It involves the use
of special and complex test equipment. Nor-
mally, you must perform a bench check on
hydraulic motors before installing them on air-
craft. Carefully follow the TO procedures laid
out for this' operational test.
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Pressure-Regulating, Limiting and Controlling.Devices
4'1

WE HAVE SEEN how the compensator on the
variable-volume pump controls the pressure in
the hydraulic system. But, with the continuous
output of the constant-volume pump, we need
some unit to regulate the pressure. The type of
unit used depends on the. manner in which the
pump is driven. If the pump is electrically
dliven, a pressure-operated off-on switch is
used on the pump motor. On the other hand, if
the pump is engine driven, a pressure regulator
is used to maintain the desired mtem pressure.

2. Besides pressure switches and pressure
regulators, other units help control the pressure
in the system. For example, there are relief
valves, purge valvesand the pressure-reducing
valves.. Let's start our discussion with pressure
switches and regulators.

12. Hydraulic Pressure Switches and
Regulators

_

12-1. Pressure Switches. Pressure switches
are used in hydraulic systems with electricalfy
driven pumps to maintain system pressure
within set limits. At the proper pressure limit
setting, the pressure switch opens the pump
motor circuit, causing the pump to stop. As
pressure drops to the lower limit, the switch
closes the circuit to start the pump running
again. Pressure switches are also used in hy-
draulic systems to control operation of warn-
ing and protective devices. At a set minimum
pressure, the. switch may turn on a light to warn
the pilot (or operator of a test stand) of low
pressure. It may even turn off a pump to avoid
exhausting reservoir fluid th r ugh a broken
line. Pressure switches come in various types.
For example, there is the BOur on tube type,
the piston type, and the diaphragm type. Since
the Bourdon tube type is the most complicated
in operOon, we will discuss it in detail.

12-2. Figure 36 shows a typical Bourdon
tube type of pressure switch used to turn a
pump motor off and dn. The Bourdon tube is
used as a pressure-measuring device in

34
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hydraulics because of itAligedness. Its normal
unpressurized shape is a "hat hollow coil as
shown in the figure (A). As,hydraulic pressure
is applied through the connection (t),.the tube
starts to straighten out. A .ilexible Steel finger,
attached to the small en4 'of thee tube, moves
outward as the tube (A) uncoils. This finger
presses against the toggle plate (B) until 'the
desired system pressure is reached. At that time,
it causes the toggle to pivot rapidly, thereby
opening the contact points. This breaks the
electrical circuit to the motor.,

42-198

A. Bourdon tube
B. Toggle plate
C. Hydraulic fluid connection
D. Toggle plate opposite inner surface

Figure 36. Bourdon tuhc pressure switch.

12-3. When the pump motor is inoperative,
no fluid will enter the system. However, our

r-systeni fluid will remain under pressure until an
actuator is operated; or, until some pressure is
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A. Toggle plate
B. Toggle plate pivo
C. Toggle plate stops
U. Toggle spring
E High-pressure cutoff adjusting screw
F. Steel linger
G. Contact points
H. Contact points
J. Contact point adjusting screw
K. Low-pressure adjusting screw

Figure 37.. Operation or pressure switch toggle plate
(contact points closed I.

lost through normal internal leakage of the
hydraulic units. When the pressure drops, the
tube begins to recoil. At a certain point the
-finger pushes on the4posite inner surface.(D)
of the toggle plate. The toggle plate will then
pivot quickly, letting the contact points close
(complete) the circuit to the motor. Again, the
pump will send fluid into the system to build up
the pressure.

12-4. The operation of the toggle plate can
be seen in figjres 37 and 38. In order to show
the operatioj of this to0ggle more clearly, the
steel finger (F) is repositioned. It normally ex-
tends do nward from the tip of the tube. In
figures 37 and 38 it is shown extending in
towards the center of the toggle plate (A),

12-5. Figure 37 shows 'the toggfe plate
position when the pump is operating, the system
pressure is u. and the Bourdon tube is
straightening ou steel finger (F) pushes
against the high-pressure, cutoff adjusting screw
(E) and snaps' the toggle plate (A) to the left on
its pivot (B). As the toggle pivots left, the con-
tact point adjusting sere* (H) strikes the
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ni able contact point of the contaet points
). Moving this point opens the cireiiit to the

pump motor, as Shown in figure 38 .

12-6. Looking at figure 38, you will notice
that the contact points arc open. As the system
pressure decreases, the tube begins to Coil, and
the steel finger (F) moves toward the Oght. It
will then push against the low-pressure ad-
justment screw (1) and snap the toggle plate to
the right. This allows the contact points (0) to
close, completing the circuit to the motor; the
pump will again send fluid into the hydraulic
system.

12-7. It..ean be seen that the toggle spring
(D) will not allow the toggle plate to remain in
a neutral position. Thus, as the toggle plate
snaps from one position to the other, the con-
tact points are opened or closed rapidly. This
insures less "burning" of the points. The toggle
plate stop (C) limits the movement of the toggle
plate (A).

oggle plate
roggic pt L

I oggls: Male slops
1 oggle spring
II igli-preur uI wi I minist ing screw
SIM finger
Coniiici points
Con wet point scro%
Low-pressure .141u-ding screw

Operin pressure
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12-8. You may sometimes be requited to test
and adjust a pressure switch like the one we just
described. Since such occasions are not
frequent we will not cover the procedure in this
course. You can find the instructions in TOs.
(Many new types do not require adjustment.)

\
12-9. Pressure Regulators. In the preceding

chapter we discussed various types of power
pumps that maintain a constant preSsure out-
put.- These types do not need pressure
regulators. Although manufacturers are using
more variable-volume-type pumps, do not
forget that pressure regulatori do exist. Some of
our present-day aircraft still use positive
displacement pumps. These aircraft need
regulators to maintain system pressure within
the desired operating range. These pumps' run..
continuously. Therefore, the regulator must be
,designed so that 'fluid can return to Ahe reser-
voir when the sxstem is fully pressurized. A
bypass valve in tfie regulator does this job. A
pressiire regulator must also contain a check
valve that will trap the fluid under pressure in
the system. This valve allows fluid flow into the

. system, but prevents system fluid from flowing
out through the bypass. A large spring is also
included in the regulator for the system
pressure to At upon. The sTiring is adjustable so
that its compression can be varied.

12-10. Before we continile with this subject,
we want to review the meanings of two terms.
You.must know them fif you are to understand
the operation of a pressure regulator. They ire,
"kicked in" and "kicked out.", When the air-
craft has not been in use for some time, its
hydraulic system must be pressurized. The
power pump begins to deliver fluid just as soon
as the aircraf1engine starts. We know that the
liydraulic fluidmust pass through the 'regulator

A. Bypass valve
B. Pressure inpuo
C. Check valve
D. System connection

E. Pistonf
F. Spring
G. Line to reservoir

Figure 39. Pressure regulator.

before it can enter the system. For fluid to flow
to the system, the regulator bypass. must be
closedond the check valve must be open. Un-
der these conditions, we say the regulator is
"kicked in"_, and the pump is "loaded."

12-11. The left illustration of figure 39
shows the pressure regulator "kicked in." While
a unit isoperating and full pressure is required,
fluid will enter at line (B) and exit to the unit
through line (D). When unit operating.stops,
the pressure builds .up until the maximum
desired- pressure is reached. At that time the
pistonlp will he forced up enough tp move the
bypass valve (A) off of its seat. No the bypass
opens a Jeturn path for, pump Jutput fluid.
Since fluid takes the path of lea resista it
follows the return path back to the rese oir
through the tine (G)jhis is shown in the right-
hand illustration of figure 39. The pump con-
tinues to operate, although it does not have to
push the fluithout against pressure. T efore,
it is not constantly under a load,-and e c n ex-
pect trouble-free operation for a lo ger time.
There is very little back pressure in the bypass
route. Therefore, we have low pressure before
the check valve, and high system pressure
behind the valve. NaturallY, the check valve
closes and the system remains pressurized. This
condition of the regulator is known as "kiaed
out." This kicked out condition lasts until the
system pressure is used up or lost through in-
teinal leakage.

12-12. When system pressure drops to a cer-
. tain point the spring (F) forces the piston (E)

down, allowing the bypass (A) to close. When
the bypass is closed, the pump's fluid output
can no longer go. directly to the return. Again,
pressure will build up between the pump and
the regulator. This pressure will open the check
valve (C), and fluid will reenter the hydraulic
system. It will build up the pressure to the
desired maximum.

12-13. What have you learned? When the
system pressure drops to a certain point, the
pressure regulator will kick in and send fluid
into the system. When the pressure has risen
enough, the regulator will kick out, and bypass
the pump's output back to the reservoir. Our
pressure regulator has taken the load off the
engine-driven Pump and determined system
pressure.

12-14. The difference between the regulator
kick in pressure and the regulator kick out
pressure is known as-the operating range. After _

the aircraft engine has been started, our system
pressure should be within this operating range.
The operating range cannot be changed since
this is built ,into the regulator. However, all
regulators have a high pressure adjustment. If
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A. Bypass poppet:
B. Return port
C. Adjusting screw
D. Compression spring
E. Hollow adjusting rod
F. Drain port to return

G. Upper (large) retainer
H. Needle poppet upper seat
J. Lower (small) retainer
K. Needle poppet lower seat
L. Needle poppet
M. Pressure-sensing line
N. Passageway to directional piston
0. Directional piston
P. System pressure port
0. Check valve
R. Port from 'power pump

Figure 40. Selective-type double-area pressure
regulator (kicked in).

the kick out pressure is increased or decreased,
the kick in pressure will follow up or down.
The kick out and kick in pressures can be
changed, but the in-between range remains con-
stant.

12-15. Selective-Type Pressure Regu-
lators. We have two types of pressure
regulators. They are called the balanced-type
pressure regulator and the selective-type
pressure regulator. Because the balanced-type
is becoming obsolete, we discuss only the
second type. Sometimes the second type is
described as a selective-type double-area
pressure regulator because the control section
pressure works on two areas at different times.
Examine figures 40 and 41. Controlling
pressure works on the bottom of retainer .1

when the regulator is kicked in. It works on the
bottom of retainer G when the regulator is

(

'kicked out. You
later t. (--

12- 6. Refer to figure 40; notice that the
fluid, nder pressure, comes in port R frgm the
power pump. Bypass poppet A is held closed by
a spring. Therefore, the fluid can't bypass
through return port B. It must open check valve
Q and pressurize the system through system
pressure port P.'As system pressure builds up, it
will pass through the pressure-sensing linc (M).
It will push up on lower (small) retainer (J).
The lower retainer has a sleeve on its upper end
that fits against a shoulder on the upper (large)
retainer (G). Thus, as the pressure pushes the
lower retainer up, it. in turn, raises the upper
retainer compressing spring (D). As the lower
retainer rises, needle poppet L rises with it.
During his time. the needle poppet forms a
pressure seal on the needle poppet loweyeat
(K).

12-17. At this point, look at the hollow ad-
justing rod (E). The lower portion is cut away
to show i s cross section and the hole drilled
through it sideways. These cross holes vent the
space betw en the retainers, passageway N. and
the space under the directional piston (0).
These spaces are vented to the drain port to
return (F).

12-18. Now, back to the risineretainers. As
they move upwards, the tip of the needle poppet
(L) will seat in the lower opening of the hollow
adjusting rod (E). Thus, a pressure seal is for-
med at the needle poPpet upper seat (H).. The
needle poppet can rise no farther but the
retainers keep moving up. This breaks the
pressure seal at the needle, poppet lower seat
(K). At once, system pressure enters between
the retainers, goes through passageway N and
pushes up on piston 0. Piston 0 unseats bypass
poppet A. At once, system pressure coming in
port R passes to the return line through port B.
Now the power pump is "unloaded" and all its
flow passes through this bypass route to the
reservoir. At this time; there is little pressure
above check valve Q and full system pressure
below it. The system pressure and spring force
slam the check valve shut. Thus, full operating
pressure is kept in the system while the pump
runs unloaded. The regulator is then kicked out
(fig. 41).

12-19. In figure% 41, we see the regulator
kicked out. It will stay kicked out until system
pressure drops. Either operating an actuator or
internal leakage will drop it. Let's figure out
how much it must drop before the regulator
kicks in again. System pressure pushing up on
the lower retainer is almost cancelled out by
pressure pushing it down. But, system pressure
is now also pushing up on the upper retainer

will understand this better /5P---
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(G). The exposed lower area of the upper
retainer is greater than was the exposed area pf
the lower retainer. Prsssure acting on the lower
retainer kicked thegulator out. Now, the
pressure forces the upper retainer up farther
and compressett-apting D. more. Remember the
formula: total force = pressure X area. An
amount of internal leakage or flow with
pressure loss can occur in the system. ThiS
qbantity will determine how long it takes the
spring to force the upper retainer back down.
When the retainer passes the point, on its way
down,.where kick out took place, kick in will
occur. Figure 41 shows almost this exact
moment. When the needle poppet unseats at H

.and seats at K, the pressure under piston 0 will
dump into drain port to return F. Piston 0 will
drop, bypass poppet A will close, and theck
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B.
C.
D.
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F.
G.

J.

K.
L.

M.
N.
0.
P.

Q.
R.
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Bypass poppet
Return port
Adjusting scrcw
Compression spring
Hollow adjusting rod
Drain port to return
Upper (large) retainer
Needle poppet uppir seat
Lowcr (small) retainer
Needle poppet timer scat
Needle poppet
Pressure-sensing line
Passagev.ay to directional piston
Directional piston
System- pressure port
Check valve
Port from power pump

Figure 41. Selective-type douhlc-arca
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7 /
valve Q will be forced open. The regulator is
then kicked in (fig. 40), and the pump is
loaded.

12-20. The distance the upper retainer
moves up after .the regulator kicks out is very
important. It determines the pressure range bet-
ween the kick out and the kick in pressure set-
tings of the regulator. This can also be stated
another way. It determines the length of time
the pump can run unloaded when there is no
hydraulic action required. This feature allows
the pump to remain unloaded for a longer time.
It also premnts the regulator from kicking in
and out continuously.'

12-21. Maintenance of Pressure
Regulators: The pressure regulator is a reliable
piece of equipment and causes little trouble to
the hydraulic system. Hoviever, one hydraulic
trouble that can be attributed to the regulator is
an abnormal system operating pressure. This
trouble can generally be corrected by adjusting
the regulator while installed on the aircraft.
Let's see how this adjustment is made.

12-22. If we wish to increase the kick-out
pressure, we turn the 'adjusting screw (C in
figures 40 and 41) counterclockwise. This
allows the rod to rise. We found that the
regulator does not kick out until the needle
poppet (L) is unseated by the hollow rod.
Therefore, the pressure must be higher before it
can force the retainers and needle poppet Up
the added distance.

12-23. In all types and models of pressure
regulators, the bypass allows fluid adunrestric-
ted path to return; the check valve traps fluid in
the system. The indication given by leaking
check valves or bypasses, then, is the same for
any regulator in any system. A leaking check
valve seat causes an early kick-in, and a leaking
bypass seat causes a late kick-out.
13. Accumulators

13-1. In Chapter I, we explained the pur-
poses of the accumulator. Summarizing, an ac-
cumulator is used:

a. To aid or supplement the power pump
when several hydraulic units are
operating at once.

b. For limited operation of a #ydraulic unit
when the power pump is not operatirig.

c. To dampen pressure surges in the
hydraulic system.

d. To prevent rapid pressure losses which
result from small leaks which would
cause pressure switches to continuotisly
kick in.

13-2. Accumulators are divided into types
according to the way the air and fluid chambers
are separated. In your work, you will see the
diaphragm, bladder, and piston types. Of
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course. you will also see the combination reser-
voir-accumulator types. We discussed these in
the section on reservoirs.

13-3. Dlaphragm-Type Accumulators.
Diaphragm-type accumulators consist of two
hollow half-ball metal sections fastened
together at the center line. See figure 42. One of
these halves has a fitting for attaching the unit
to the system; the other half is equipped with an
air valve for charging the unit with compressed
air. Mounted between the two halves is a syn-
thetic 'rubber diaphragm that divides the tank
into two compartments. A screen covers the
outlet on the fluid side of the accumulator. This
prevents a part of the diaphragm from being
pushed up into the system pressure port and
being damaged. This could happen when there
is an air charge in the unit but no balancing
fluid pressure. In some units a metal disc at-
tached to the center of the diaphragm is used in
place of the screen. The accumulator is usually
mounted in the aircraft with the air chamber at
the bottom.

13-4. The accumulator is charged with air
when there is no fluid pressure in the system.
This way, you can get an accurate measurement
of the air charge. This air charge is usually
higher than the fluid pressure required to
operate any iystem unit. It forces the diaphragm
upward against the inner surface of the upper
section of the accumulator. When the fluid
pressure increases above the initial air charge,
fluid is forced into the upper chamber. This
pushes the diaphragm down and further com-
presses the air in the bottom chamber. Hence,,
whenever there is any fluid forced into the ac-
cumulator, the fluid and air pressures become
the same. Therefore, when the pressure
regulator has kicked_ out and the power pump is
idling, the system is still under pressure. This is
because the accumulator air charge continues
to push on the fluid in the system. The system
stays pressurized and ready for use.

13-5. The accumulator is charged with air to
a pressure greater than what is required to
operate any unit. Should the power pump fail,
any mechanism can be operated once and
possibly more. The work output depends upon
the volume of fluid stored in the accumulator.
On some aircraft, the hydraulic pressure in-
dication is taken from the air side of the ac-
cumulator. This is an advantage; the pilot or
mechanic can read two pressures on the same
gage. When there is no hydraulic pressure, the
gage shows the mechanic the air rreload
pressure. When there is hydraulic pressure, the
gage shows the pilot or the mechanic system
hydraulic pressure.

13-6. Bladder-Type Accemulators. The
bladder-ty accumulator operates on the same

SYSTEM PRESSURE
.111p

/35/

AIR VALVE

Figure 42. Diaphragni-typc accumulatoi.

principle as the diaphragm type. It serves the
same purpose, but varies in construction (see
fig. 43). This unit consists of a one-piece metal
sphere with a fluid pressure inlet at the top.
There is an opening at the bottom for inserting
the bladder. A large screw-type plug at the bot-
tom of the accumulator retains the bladder and
also seals the unit. The high-pressure air valve
is also mounted in the retainer plug. A round
metal disc attached to the top of oh
the bladder prevents damage caused by sudden
discharge of fluid pressure.- The disc prevents
air pressure from forcing the bladder out
through the pressure port. As fluid pressure
rises, it forces the bladder downward against
the air charge, filling the upper chamber with
fluid pressure. The broken lines in figure 43
show the approximate shape of the bladder
when the accumulator is charged.

13-7. Piston-Type Accumulators. The
piston-type accumulator also serves the saMe
purpose and operates much like the diaphragm
and bladder accumulators. As shown in figure
44, this unit is a cylinder (B) and piston assem-
bly (E) with openings on each end. System fluid
pressure enters thelop port (A), and forces the
piston down against the air charge in the bot-
tom chamber (D). A high-pressure air valve (C)
is located at the bottom of the cylinder for ser-
vicing the unit. There arc two rubber seals
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Figure 43. Bladder-type accumulator.

(representefil by the black dots) which prevent
leakage between the two chambers (D and G). A
passage (F) is drilled from the fluid side of the
piston to the space between the seals. This
provides lubrication between the cylinder walls
and the piston.

13-8. Self-Displacing-Type Accumulators.
A fairly recent version of the accumulator is the
self-displacing. It was developed for combat
aircraft,. where maneuverability at high speeds
is desirable. Figure 45 shows a complete
hydraulic power section having a self-
displacing accumulator. A systemwith this kind
of accumulator is completely free of any air;
every portion of the system is completely,filled
with fluid. The self-displacing accumulatcfr acts
as a regular.accumulator to store a volume of
fluid under pressure. It also has a fluid storage
chamber (K) that acts as a system reservoir un-
der normal conditions. A system such as this is
sometimes referred to as a "solid fluid system."
This term is also used with the combination
reservoir-accumulator covered in Section 8 on
reservoirs.

13-9. The operation of the self-displacing
accumulator is quite simple. With no hydraulic
pressure in the system, the air charge in air

40
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A. Fluid port
B. Cylinder
C. High-pressure air valve
D. Air chamber
E. Piston assembly
F. Drilled passage
G. Fluid chamber

Figure 44. P:ston-type aceutituhaor.
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Figure 45. Sell-thsplacing accuinulator system.

subsystem is actuated through line A, fluid is
forced out of pressure chamber L. An equal
amount of fluid will return through line P to fill
the expanding storage chamber (K). When
power pump F starts up again and forces fluid
into pressure chamber L, it compresses the air
in chamber M. As accumulator piston 0 moves
downward, fluid is drawn from storage cham-
ber K and pumped into pressure chamber L.
This transfer of fluid is made by and through
the power pump.

13-10. Since the amount of fluid exchange
between chambers L and K is the same, the
system always remains balanced. The air cham-
ber is fitted with a high-pressure air valve to
maintain the proper initial air charge. The top
of the cylinder is vented in order to prevent
back pressure caused by the piston when it
moves up. Compensator 1 provides space for
temperature expansion of the fluid. It also
stores fluid to replace any lost through minor
leakage. A mechanical sight gage (G) indicates
the amount of fluid stored in the compensator.

13-11. Because of normal leakage in the
system, periodic addition of hydraulic fluid is
necessary. The hand pump (H) does this job. To
replace fluid in the "solid fluid system," fluid is

taken from the main system reservoir. Although
not shown in'llgure 45, the hand pump also
supplies fluid to other hydraulic systems on the
aii craft.

13-12. There is an advantage to using this
type accumulator. It allows the aircraft to fly in
any attitude. vertical or inverted, and still
maintain a constant hydraulic fluid pressure
supply.

13-13. Maintenance of Accumulators.
Maintenance consists of inspeCtions, minor
repairs. replacement of component parts, and
testing. There is an element of danger in main-
taining accumulators. Therefore, proper
precautions must be strictly observed to prevent
injury and damage.

13-14. Before disassembling any ac-
cumulator, make sure that all preload air (or
nitrogen) pressure has been discharged. Failure
to release the air could result in serious injury
to the mechanic. (Before making this check,
however, be certain you know the type of high-
pressure air valve used.) When you know that
all air pressure has been removed, go ahead and
take the unit apart. Be sure, though, that you
follow TO directives for the specific unit you
have.

13-15. Bladder- and diaphragm-type ac-
cumulators. After disassembling, clean all
metal parts with an approved solvent and then
dry them thoroughly. The bladder or
diaphragm usually should be replaced. Clean
the new one with a lint-free Cloth moistened
with the type of hydraulic fluid used in the
system. Inspect all metal parts for corrosion,
cracks. and other evidence of damage. Inspect
all threaded surfaces for stripped or worn
threads. If they'cannot be replaced, the bladder
or diaphragm should be inspected for cracks,
tears, and deterioration. Any part found to be
defective should he replaced with a new one.
Bladders and diaphragms stored for more than
three years should not be used except in
emergencies. In that case, they may be used
only until new ones can be procured.

13-16. After a bladder- or diaphragm-type
accumulator has been reifssembled, it must be
proof pressure tested and leak tested. To proof
test the accumulator, you will need a test stand.
It must put out controlled hydraulic pressure
up to at least 5000 psi and air pressure up to at
least 1000 psi. Before starting the test, be sure
that everyone is shielded from the accumulator.

yfen though you assembled the accumulator
correctly, there still is the possibility that it
could blow up. Incidentally, remove the high-
pressure air valve from the airchamber side of
the accumulator for this test. To make the proof
test. apply the specified fluid pressure (usually
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3000 psi) to the fluid port of the accu ulator.
The accumulator must hold this press e for a
given time (generally five minutes). There must
be no sign of leakage or failure. When it's
determined that there are no leaks, release the
pressure and drain the 'fluid.

13-17. In order to perfor'm the leakage test,
you must first reinstall the proper high-pressure
air valve. Then charge thç preload chamber
with air to the specifiepressure (generally 600
psi). With the air chamFer charged, charge the
fluid chamber to the value given in the ap-
plicable TO. This is usually in the neigh-
borhood of 1500 psi. Then submerge the ac-
cumulator in hydraulic fluid and maintain the
pressure for the specified time (usually 5
minutes). There must be no sign of air leakage

rin the test period. If the accuniulator
pL both the proof and leakage tests, it's
ready for service.

13-18. Piston-type accumulators. When
,disassembling a piston-type accumulator, never
force the piston out of the cylinder with air
pressure. After disassembly, clean all parts
thoroughly and inspect for damage. All minor
nicks and scratches can be polished out with an.
approved type of crocus cloth. Replace all
defective parts that are not repairable and all
0-ring packings and gaskets. Lubricate all parts
with clean hydraulic fluid (type used in the
system) before reassembling.

13-19. After a piston-type accumulator has
been reassembled, it must be friction tested,
proof pressure tested, and leak tested. The fric-
tion test is made by determining that the
pressure required to move the piston is within
limits. Position the piston close to an end-cap
and connect this end-cap to a source of fluid
pressure. Then slowly apply increasing fluid
pressure until the piston moves the length of the
cylinder. Next, connect the opposite end-cap to
the fluid pressure source and repeat the test.
Repeat this complete cycle. This insures that
the piston moves through its complete travel at
or below the fluid pressure specified in the TO.
If it passed the friction test, move the piston to
midpoint to ready the accumulator for the
proof pressure test.

13-20. Now to perform the proof pressure
test. Fill the air chamber with test fluid
(generally hydraulic fluid) and close the port
with a pressure gage. If the proof pressure is
6000 psi, for example, the gage should go up to
10,000 psi. Fill the fluid chamber with fluid
and attach this chamber to a proof pressure
source. Slowly pressurize the accumulator to
the required proof pressure and maintain for
the specified time limit. Any external leakage is
cause for rejection. After this test, drain both
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ends thoroughly to ready the accumulator for
the air leakage test.

13-21. Perform the air leakage test as
tilllows. Connect a source of dry filtered air or
nitrogen pressure to the air chamber end-cap.
Slowly apply pressure until the piston bottoms
lightly against the open hydraulic end-cap.
Next, stadd the accumulator vertically with the
hydraulic port up. Then till the hydraulic end
with the specified test fluid and leave the port
open.. Continue to hold the accumulator in a
vertical position. Raise the air pressure about
one-tenth of the nornial preload value and hold
for a specified period of time. Any air bubbles
coming up through the fluid indicate leakage.
Now raise the preload pressure to its normal
value and hold for a specified time limit. Any
leakage at either pressure is cause for rejection.

13-22. The air leakage test can also be per-
formed by pressurizing the accumulator to its
normal preload air pressure. Then submerge it
in a tank of hydraulic fluid and watch ror bub-
bles.

13-23. When the tesIs are finished,
depressurize and drain the kciimulator of ex-
cess fluid.Next, cap all ports.

14. Relief, Purge, and Pressure Reducing
Valves

14-1. Each of these valves effects the
pressure in the hydraulic system. They may not
seem as important as some other units but they
increase efficiency and safety. So now, let's see
what they do.

14-2. Relief Valves. Relief valves are simply
pressure-limiting devices. They prevent
pressure from building up to where it might
burst its container. How could this happen
when we have a pressure rogulator or pump,
compensator to control pressure? It couldn't
normally; but, if one of these un,its should fail,
the relief valve is there as a backup safety
device. It will limit the maximum pressure
reached in the system by dumping the pressure.
Thus, the main system relief valve must be large
enough to pass the pump's full output back to
the return. This does not, however, unload the
engine-driven pump ale a pressure regulator
does; the pump must still maintain enough
pressure to keep the relief valve open.

14-3. We also may have smaller relief valves
in isolated parts of the system. These valves are
of the same construction as the main system
relief valves, but are small in size. They are
used in closed parts of the system. These are
where check valves or selector valves prevent
pressure from being relieved through the system
relief valve.
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14-4. These small relief valves are also used
/ to relieve the pressure caused by thermal ex-

/ pansion of the fluids. Since the volume of fluid
to be relieved is small, the valve can be small
and still do its job. These relief valves are
called thermal expansion relief valves, com-
monly labeled 'i-ERVs."

14-5. Relief valves have an adjustment for
increasing or decreasing the pressure at which
thcy relieve. The adjusting screw is usually
covered by a cap. To increase the pressure at
which the valve relieves, turn the adjusting
screw clockwise.

14-6. In figure 46 we see a typical two-port
relief valve. The pressure from the system en-
ters the pressure port (F) and pushes upward on
the ball (E). If this pressure is high enough to
overcome the compression spring (C), the ball
will be pushed off its seat. Now fluid from the
system can go out the return port (D) to the
return line. The adjusting screw (A) merely in-
creases or decreases the force of the spring. As
a result, it requires more or less pressure to un-
seat the ball. The cap (B) protects the ad-
justment screw.

14-7. In this relief valve we have seen that
the system's pressure acts ap,--xl inst a large spring.
The spring doesn't,need fo be as strong as you
may think, because the pressure acts on only a
small area. Let's say we want the valve to
relieve at 2000 psi. If the ball seal area of the
relief valve is 1/4 square inch, the spring force
need be only 500 pounds. The formula F = A
X P can be used to find the spring force. For
example, Force = 1/4 sq in (area) X 2000 psi
(pressure) = 500 lbs.

14-8. Figure 47 shows a slightly different
relief valve, but it works on the same principle.
The main difference is in the hookup. Since this
valve has four ports, we can run the pressure
line through the bottom ports. The return line
to the reservoir can be run through the top
ports. Anothefference in this relief valve is
that the ball I'M remains stationary. Pressure
acting on the bottom area of the ball scat sleeve
(C) pushes it up. This gives the pressurized fluid
a path to the return line. One pressure porn-rid
one return port may be plugged on this valve so
it can be used as a two-port. type. The pressure
adjustment nut (B) regulates the tension on the
compression spring (A).

14-9. Thus fa l. we have considered only the
spring force that must be overcome before the
valve relieves. In the hydraulic system,
however, we also have some pressure in the
return line. This pressure helps to hold the ball
on its seat. Return line back pressure is caused
by resistance in the return line and may be as
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Figure 46. Two-pot t relief valve',

high as 250 psi. The area on which this back
pressure works effectively can be seen in figure
48. The back pressure acts all the way around
the ball, except on that portion exposed to
system pressure. Thus, the back pressure acting
on one side of the ball is canceled by that acting
on the other side. Therefore, system pressure
(B) must overcome only the back pressure ac-
ting on the top (A) of the ball.

14-10. The press,ure at which the valve will
relieve increases directly with an increase in
back pressure. In our previous example there
was no back pressure. System pressure over-
came the spring force and unseated the ball at
2000 psi. We will now put this valve in a system
having 150 psi hack pressure. There it will take
2000 psi + 150 psi or 2150 psi to unseat the
ball. For this reason, relief valves should be ad-
justed while on the aircraft.

14.11. The pressure at which the ball is
slightly unseated is called the cracking
pressure. At this pressure, only a few drops of
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fluid are relieved. If more fluidneeds to be
relieved, the ball will rise higher and allow full
pump output to be relieved. This is called the
valve's full /Tow pressure. It is about 10 percent
higher than cracking pressure because the
spring must be compressed further. After the
valve has relieved fluid and the pressure drops,
the ball must stop fluid flow around it. Fluid
tends to continue flowing once it has started.
So, the spring cannot force the ball on its seat
until pressure has dropped about 10 percent
below cracking pressure. This pressure at which
the return flow is cut off is called the reseating
pressure. Most relief valves are adjusted to the
cracking pressure.

14-12. Some special relief valves are con-
structed with a rod on top of the ball. (See fig.
49.) The diameter of the rod (E) is equal to the
diamaer of the system pressure port under the

;477.;11

A. Compression sprung
B. Pressure adjustment
C. Ball seat sieese
D. Ball

40- 206

Figure l-our-port relict sake.
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ball (D).' It is so constructed that the back
pressure cannot act downward on the ball sur-
face covered by the rod. 'The,back pressure ac-
ting on the sides of the ball is the same as in the
subsystem line (B). In this type relief valve,
called a balanced type, the back pressure has no
effect on when the 'valve relieves. This valve
does not eliminate back pressure, but it does
remove its effect on valve operation. The line
from the pressure manifold (C) provides system
pressure. The vent (A) prevents air pressure
build-up in the chamber above the rod (E)
when it moves upward. The 0-ring (F) provides
a seal around the rod.

14-13. Repair of relief valves. Rel ief valves,
like most other hydraulic unitS, normally
require little maintenance. However, they do
occasionally fail. The most common trouble
you will find with relief valves is internal
leakage.

14-14. The repair that your shop will per-
form on relief valves depends on the type of
valve and the available facilities. Some types of
relief valves are not repaired. Others may be
disassembled, inspected, repaired, and reassem-
bled. Repairs consist primarily of polishing and
lapping the various internal components.
Again, we repeat, repairs must be made ac-
cording to TO directives. These procedures will
definitely vary, dApending on the design of the
particular unit.

14-15. Adjustment of relief valves. Relief
valves are usually preset on a test bench before .

installation. However, they must be checked
periodically while installed on the aircraft.
Theretbre, we will give a general discussion on
how to perform an adjustment. Keep in mind,
however, that the adjustment procedure varies.

)

14-16. To make an adjustment, you have to
pressurize the aircraft hydraulic system with a
portable hydraulic te t stand. So, start the testSiv
stand and adjust its com nsator to regulate the
pressure. It should be 25 to 50 psi aBove the
aircraft relief valve setting. Then adjust the test
stand relief valve to IN psi above the com-
pensator setting. This alRaws enough pressure
to assure proper adjustment of the aircraft relief
valve without danger of overloading the system.
After these two adjustments are made, connect
the test stand to the aircraft. Now apply test
stand p'ressure to the system at a rate of 6 to 10
gallons per minttte. Note from the cockpit in-
dicator tne existing kickout value of the aircraft
relief valve. Then release the test stand pressure
from the s::Ateill. Remember, pressure should be
released from the system betore attempting any
adjustment. This is to prevent possible damage
to the threads of the adjusting screw,

1/1 4
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AND LOCK NUT
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0
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A. Area upon which back pressure exerts a downward
hove

B. Adeo upon which system pressure acts

Figure 4. Relief valve (area Upon which hack pressure
is ellectivet.

14-17. When the test stand pressure is
released-from the system, start the adjustment.
Loosen the aircraft relief valve adjusting screw
locknut and turn the screw 1/8th turn clockwise
to increase kickout pressure; turn it coun-
terclockwise to decrease kickout pressure. The
pressure change made by I/8th turn will help
determine the amount of turn needed cext time.
Now apply test stand pressure to the system as
done previously. Note the cockpit indicator for
the newly established relief valve kickout
pressure. Again, release the test stand pressure
and turn the adjusting screw to obtain the
desired value. After the proper kickout pressure
is obtained, tighten the locknut while holding
the screw in its correct position.

14-18. After you have tightened the ad-
justing screw, apply and release the test stand
pressure several times. Check the cockpit
pressure indicator each time to see that the
relief valve kicks out at the desired pressure.

45
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Finally, shut down ancl disconnect the test
stand from the aircraft.

14-19. Purge Valves. Purge valves are in-
stalled on many of our airi.:raft hydraulic
systems, to release air from the pressure lines.
The purge valve (fig. 50) is essentially a relief
valve with the spring installed in reverse. That
is, the spring keeps the valve opcn instead of
closed, as in the case of a regular relief valve.
The ,;alve is normally connected between the
pump pressure line and the manifold return
line. When the pump output drops below a cer-
tain pressure, the spring (C) will force the
plunger (B) to the open position. Figure 50
shows the purge valve in the open position. Air
in the pressure line can enter at the inlet (D).
pass through the slits in the plunger (B) and out
through the outlet (A). Figure 51 shows the
purge valve installed in a system. When the
purge valve opens, fluid flows from the pump
(C) through the purge valve (E), back to the

A

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Vent to atmosphere
Line to subsystem selector valve
From pressure manifold
Ball
Rod
0-ring seals

Figure 49 Balanced relief valve.
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C. Spring
D. Inlet

Figure 50. Purge valve (open yosition).

return line (A). From there it flows to the freser-
voir (B) and again, to the pump.

14-2B., During aircraft maneuvers, air is very
likely to get into the pump supply and output
lines. When this happens, the output pressure
will drop. When the fluid pressure drops
enough, the spring will open the purge valve.
This allows the air to escape back to the return
manifold and the reservoir where it is
discharged. As the air is purged from the
system, pure fluid will be pumped. Fluid
pressure will again build up and overcome the
spring force and close the valve. When the valve
closes, the pump's output is directed into the
pressure man ifo Id.

14-21. The purge valve aIslit serves another
purpose. This is when it is used with electrically

B If

PRESSURE D

RETURN

A. Return manifold
B. Reservoir
C. Pump
D. Pressure manifold check valve
E. Purge valve

42-211

Figure 51. Typical installation of a purge valve;

J
driven and turbine-driven emergency pumpi.
Let's say that in figure 51 the system beyond the
check valve (D) is pressurized. Also that the
pump is started. If it must start against such a
load, it could easily stall and the driving unit be
damaged. With the purge valve installed as
shown, the first limited flow will be routed
back to the reservoir. As soon as-the pump
comes two speed, the pressure will build up
enough to close the purge valve. Now the fluid
will flow out to the pressure lines through the
rheck valve.

(//

,r.Z.Z1T?

e SELECTOR
VALVE --

!PRESSURE
REDUCING
VALVEi 1

leffei
it-Eurunitia it walla it NA is Irina

Imo SYSTEM PRESSURE 42-212

'SYSTEM RETURN
"..E.#REDUFED METERED PRESSURE

Figure 52. Typical instalta on ot it pressure-reducing
ve.

14-22. Pressure-Reducing Valves. We have
learned that pressure regulators can maintain
system pressure between two limits, and relief
valves can limit maximum pressure. Yet, in cer-
tain situations these units may not meet our
reeds. In some section of the system, we may
not want to use full system pressure. It may be
that the actuator in a subsystem is not designed
for /he high pressure we have in the system. Or
perifaps we want a reduced operating pressure
to prevent overloading some structure.
Whatever the reason, a pressure-reducing valve
is what we need. This valve will reduce system
pressure to the desired level; it will also relieve
thermal expansion in the section mf the system'
that it isolates. In figure 52 we see how a
pressure-reducing valve is installed in a system.
It borings about a lower pressure for operation
of the actuating cylinder.

. 14-23. The pressure-reducing valve has three
ports. One of these (C) is connected to System
pressure, one (G) to the system return line, and
the third (E) is the reduced-pressure port.
Figure, 53 shows the valve as it reduces
pressure. The pressure-adjusting spring (A)
holds the reservoir return valve (B) and the
poppet (D) to the left. Fluid under system
piessure enters the system pressure port (C). It
passes around the unseated poppet and oui the
reduced-pressure port (E). Soon the pressure

46 .
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A.
B.
C.
D.
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Pressure-reducing spring
Reservoir return valve
System pressure port
Poppet

SYSTEM H

It1;.1 PRESSURE

(I:y:1 METERED
REDUCED PRESSURE

E. Reduced-pressure port
F. Poppet spring
G. Reservoir return port
H. Pressure-adjusting screu

Figure 53. Pressure-reducing valve.

42-214

A. Pressure-reducing spring
B. Reservoir return valve
C. System pressure port
D. Poppet

SYSTEM
PRESSURE

FLUID UNDER'
THERMAL EXPANSION

E. Reduced-pressure port
F. Poppet spring
G. Reservoir return port
H. Pressure-adjusting screw

Figure 54. Pressure-reducing valve relieving
thermal expansion.
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going out the reduced-pressure port (E) builds
up. The pressure is transmitted back through
the hollow poppet (D) and exerts a force on the
reservoir return valve (B). When this force
overcomes spring (A) force, thelreservoir return
valve is pushed to the right. Now the poppet
spring (F) seats the poppet. This stops the
system pressure which was going out the
reduced-pressure port (E) from building up fur-
ther pressure there. The inlet pressure (C) has
no effect on the poppet itself. The reason is that
the areas on the ends of the poppet exposed to
the pressure are the same; therefore, the forces
exerted on the poppet are balanced. The
pressure exerts an unbalanced force only on'the
afea of the reservoir return valve (B).

14-24. In actual operation thiv)pressure-
reducing valve will close when the desired
pressure is reached and held. But in continuing
operation of the actuator using the reduced
pressure, the valve will vary its opening. It
varies its opening to meter the fluid at the speed
required to maintain the desired pressure.

14-25. Figure 54 is the same as figure 53 ex-
cept that it shows a static condition. If the ac-
tuator is not. in use, no fluid flows. The fluid
between the reducing valve and the selector
valve is trapped. If thermal 'expansion occurs in
this line (port E), the increased pressure will
push the reservoir return valve (B) to the right.
This movement allows a small amount of fluid
to be reli&ed out the return port (G). Then the
spring will close the return valve (B), and the
fluid will be trapped at the proper pressure
again.

14-26. The pressure reducing valve has a
pressure-adjusting screw (H) to change the
reduced pressure. Turning the screw coun-
terclockwise increases the adjusting spring (A)
pressure. This increases the metered pressure.

14-27. Sequence Valves.
Sequence valves are installed qh
many of our aircraft hydraulic
systems to allow certain operations
to take place in a given-manner

(sequence). These valves are pres-
sure, mechanical or electrically
operated. Their construction is
similar to the relief valve.

14-28. Operation of sequence
valves is found in Vol III, Chapter
4 of CDC 42152..
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CHAPTER 4

Flow Control and Directional Units

11/414t84YOU HAVE SEEN how pressure is built up,
slated, stored, and 'limited. You must also
know about the units that control the flow and
direct it to the actuating units. These include
selector valves, check valves, flow regulators.
flow equalizers, variable restrictors, hydraulic
fuses, quantity-measuring fuses, andt severa!
other units.

15. Selector Valves
15-1. Selector valves are used in hydraulic

systems to control the directional movement ol
mechanisms. For this reason they are often
called directional control valves, or control
valves. The type of valved used depends upon
the type of system, the type of actuator, and the
manufacturer's desires. It also depends upon
whether the valve is to be used in a closed- or
open-center system. A schematic comparison of
the operation of the two types of selector valves
is shown A figure 55.

15-2. When an open-center selector valve is
in neutral, fluid will flow right through it
without hindrance. A number of open-center
*lector valves are always placed in series. That
way, if they are al in neutral, the power pump
runs unloadtd, Not until any one selector valve
is turned, will' fluid floi.v to an actuator. Then
the pressure builds up in the pressure line.
These valves are used mainly on test stands
today: Most aircraft selector valves are the
closed-center type. They are placed in parallel
between the pressUre manifold and return
manifold. They block fluid flow when in
neutral. Therefore, variable volume power
pumps or pressure regulators are used in a
closed-center system.

15-3. The operation of either type selector
valve in any position except neutral will be the
same. Fluid from the pressure manifold is sent
into either alternating line, depending upon the
setting of the valve. The return manifold is
always connected to the opposite line. Notice
that when the closed-center selector valve is in
the neutral position, it stops the flow of fluid.
The pressure manifold i.s always pressurized.
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r-

OPEN CENTER

Figure 55. Open- and closed-cenler rolor-type
selector valves.

When the selector valve for the open-center
system is in the neutral position, the pressure
manifold is unpressurized. The fluid from the
pressure manifold has free flow into the return
manifold through the selector valve.

15-4. Three-Way Selector Valves. A pop-
pet-type three-way selector valve is shown in
figure 56. trais type of selector valve operates a
unit hydraulically in one direction; it permits
either the load on the unit or a spring to return
the unit to' its original position.

15-5. The top illustration of figure 56 shows
hydraulic pressure forcing the piston outward

8



against a load. The upper poppet (B) is un-
seated by the inside cam (E). This permits fluid
to flow from the pressure line (C) into the
cylinder to actuate the piston. The lower pop-
pet (A) is seated, sealing the return manifold. In
the bottom illustration the selector valve has
been turned to the opposite setting. The upper
poppet (B) is seated, sealing the fluid from the
pressure toe (C). The lower poppet (A) is un-
seatecfrrythe outside cam (F). The fluid forced
from the cylinder can flow through the selector
valve into the return line (D).

type. The eam and poppet arrangement of the
four-Way poppet-type sel&tor valve is much
like that in the three-way valve. The main dif-
ference is that two sets of poppets are used in-
stead of one.

A.
B.
C.

Lower (return) poppet
Upper (pressure) poppet
Pressure line

F.

4 2-216

Return line
Ifiside emu
thltsItle Cain

Figure 56. Three.way, poppet-tpe selector valve.

15-6. Fliur-Way'Sefector Valves. An exam-
ple of a tour-way selector valve is shrwn ..in
figure 57. Notice that thisNalve is also epoppet
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POSITION 2 4 2-217

Figure 57. Four-way poppet-type selector valve.

.15-7. In the neutral position (not shown) all
four poppets are seated, or closed. This type
selector valve relieves high pressure trapped in
the zwuating lines because of high tem-
perateMs. This excessive pressure will lift the
upper poppet valves anti relieve into the system
pressure manifold. (All pressure lines feed off
the pressure manifold. Retign lines feed into
the return manifold.) It may seem strange that
pressure due to thermal expansion can be
relieved into a pressure line. Pressures in excess
of normal system pressure are dangerous. The
system is built to withstand syStem pressure, but
thermal pressures go, much higt)er than system
pressures. Consequently. thermal 'pressures are
relieved into system pressure lines before a
critical value is reached.
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e
13=8. Critical pressure would, in this case, be

a pressure high enough to damage the system or
its units. The system relief valve's function is to
prevent the system pressure from ever reaching
the critical* value. In some instances a check
valve is installed in the pressuce manifold
leading to the selector valve. This valve 'allows
fluid to enter the selector valve from the
pressure manifold, but does not allow reverse
flow. When such a check valve is installed it
does not permit relief of thermal expansion
into the pressure manifold. In this case. a ther-
mal t xpansion relief valve is inserted between
the check valve and the selector valve. This
relieves excessive pressure into the return line.

4aik

A. Fppet E. Poppet
13. Pressure port F. Return'port
C. Poppet G. Poppet
D. Alternating line port H.. Alternating/line port

Agure 59. Four-port radial-type sdectOr valve
(schematic diagram).

It flows out,ttribe actuator through the lower
right port (H). At the same time, fluid returning
from the actuator enters upper left port (D). It
flows around left-hAnd poppet (E). and exits
through lower left port (F) to the return
manifold.

15-11. If the cam is rotated 900. the left- and
42-211 right-hand poppets (A and E) seat and the other

poppets (C and G) will unseat. This allows the
prdssurized fluid entering upper right port (B)
to pass through upper.left port (D) to the ac-
tuator. Fluid returning from the actuator enters
the selector valve at lower right port (H). It
flows by poppet (G) and leaves through lower
left port (F). If the cam is rotated only 45°. the
lobes of the cam do not push the poppets. off
their seats, and the selector valve remains in
neutral.

15-12. You may sometimes be required to
adjust and bench test the poppet-type radial
selector valve. In figure 59, notice the screws

right port (B) is attached to the pressure that link the cam riders to the poppets. Ad-
manifold.The lower left port (F) is attached to justing the length of,the piston screws controls
the return manifold, and the other two ports (D the amount of poppet trt:vel. It' the screws are
and H) are attached to the opposite sides of the shortened too much, it w111 prevent the poppets
actuator. The cam in the center is attached to from opening soon erfaugh or far enough. This
the control haddle on the back sWe of the causes a delay-in the start of operation ancr a
valve. Rotation of the cam causes tlie poppets decrease in the volume of fluid flow. This, in '
(A, C,,E, and G) to be moved on or off of theie44 turn, results in slower operation of the actuated
seats. The schematic ("Iram shows the cam is component. Lengthen ing the s screws too far
holding poppets A an off their seats. Itithis allows the poppets to open too sooll and too
position fluid under pressure enters upper right far. This results in faster operation of the lc-
port (B), flows around right-hand pOppet (A). tuated component. The higher speed could

Figure 58.' Four-port radial-type selector valve.

15-9. Wadial Selector Valves. A picture of
the radial.selector valve is shown in figure 58.

A schematic diagram is shown in figure 59. di
15-10. Notice that all ports enter the selector

valve on the same side itr figure 58. Because of
this, the schematic (fig. 59) does not show the
external ports themselves. It shows where they
enter to match figure 58. The port entrances are
at B, D, F, and H of the schematic. The upptr
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cause damage to equipment and injury to per-
sonnel. Thus, you can see that it is very im-
portant that the poppets be properly adjusted.
For the adjusting and testing procedures,
always follow the instructions given in the ap-
plicable TO.

15-13. Compound Selector Valves. Whenbanks of units are to be controlled, several
selector valves are compounded into one unit.
This conserves space and simplifies installation.
Each selector valve is controlled independently
by a separate control handle. The primary dif-ference is that only one connection is needed
for the pressure manifold and only one for the
return manifold. It is not necessary to have
Pressure and rgturn connections for each selec-tor valve.

Pressure port
Returat port

C Alternating hoe port
D. Piston spool
F.tAlternating line port

Figure (D0. Slide-t)pe selector valve.
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POSITION
NO. I

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.

42.22i

Pressure line from No. 2 power supply system
Pressure line to No 2 system actuating units
Pressure line to No. I system actuating units
Pressure line from No. I power supply system
Snapspring
Return line to No. 2 power supply system
Return line from No. 2 system actuating units
Return line from No. 1 system actuating units
Return line to No. I power supply systeT

Figure 61: Slide- or piston-type selector valve.

15-14. Slide- or Piston-Type Selector
Valves. The slide- or piston-type selector valve
requires only a short movement of the linkage
to the selector valve to actuate it. It is used in
closed-center boost systems, nose wheel
steering systems, wing flap systems, and other
sub-systems having variable position control.
One of the major advantages of this type of
valve is its metering ability. It does not have to
be positioned all -the way open unless desired,
For thii reason, a mechanism can be operated
at varying speeds. The rate of fluid flow going
through the valve can be controlled. Frequently
this valve is referred to, as a "metering valve."

15-15. Figure 60. position 1, stiows the
metering valve in the neutral position. Fluid
under pressure tills the space between the ends
of the piston spool (D). Because the alternating
ports (C and E) are closed, the fluid is trapped.
Position 2 shows piston D moved to the right.
This allows pressure from pressure port A to
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Immriamstomm/ umummiimma-

A. Positioning arm , J.

B. Passage K:
C. Plunger
D. Alternating port
E Variable opening (plunger seat)
F. Pressure inlet port
G. Variable opening (plunger seat)
H. Alternating port

Plunger
Passage
Port to return line

Figure h2. \lariat) lc,iestrictor control valve.
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enter the right-hand alternating line (E). The'
othcr alternating port (C) is connected to the
return rnanifokl through return port B. Position

Owns rision mos(%) Oh- leh this al los%
io ciilri Ike len hand

((.'). I he otnei alternating line (L) now con-
nects to return B through the drilled
passageway across the top.

15-16. Another design of the slide- or
piston-type selector valve is shown in figure 61.
This type of valve is generally used on larger
type aircraft. With this valve, either one of the
two hydraulic power systems can route fluid to
the units of any actuating subsystem. Normally,
each power system serves certain actuating sub-
systems. In emergency. this "crossover"' selector
valve lets each power system serve the other
power system's actuating units.

15-17. The pressure of one system may
become too low for proper operation of its
hydraulic units. This would often be considered
an emergency. This selettor (or crossover)
valve can be positioned so the other system
provides pressure for both systems.

15-18. The top view in figure 61 shows the
valve in its normal position. Only pressure lines
connect to the top slide and only return lines
connect to the bottom slide. The No. 1 power
system serves the No. 1 subsystem units. The
No. 2 power pressure and return lines connect
to the No. 2 subsystems actuating pressure and
return lines.

15-19. The bottom view shows the valve in
the No. I Position. The slides connect the No. I
power system pressure and return lines to both
No. 1 and No. 2 actuating system pressure and
return lines. The No. 2 power system pressure
and return lines are both blocked. Power
system pressure enters through line D. It goes
out to No. 1 subsystem through line C and to
the No. 2 subsystem through line B. Return
flow from No. 2 subsystem enters through line
G; return flow from No. 1- subsystem enters
through line H. Fluid from both subsystems
joins and goes out line J to the No. 1 power
system return.

15-20. If the valve is placed in No. 2
Position, the slides are reversed and the action
is reversed. Now, No. 2 power system pressure
line (A) and return line,(F) will serve troth No.
1 and No. 2 subsystems. The purpose of snap-
spring E is to hold the slides firmly in the
positions they were placed in. Another selector
valve like we discussed before is still required
in each subsystem. It is needed to direct fluid to

alternating line in order to extend or
retract the actuator. The selector valve in figure
61 does nut do this: it merely selects the power
source to be used.
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15-21. Variahle-Restrictor Control Val-ves. This type valve is generally limited to
open-center systems designed to operate flight
control surfaces. It is constructed so that
movement of the cockpit control stick will
cause a restriction of the open-center flow. The
amount of restriction is determined by the
amount of control stick movement. The restric-
tion of the open-center flow causes a pressure
buildup. The amount of pressure buildup deter-
mines the degree of control surface movement.

15-22. In position 1 of figure 62 notice thatthe two plungers (C and J) are in the neutralposition. This allows fluid to enter inlet port Fand flow unrestricted through the two variable
openings (E and G). Then it flows through the
two internal passages (B and K), and out
through the return port (L). In position 2, the
positioning arm (A) has been moved to the left.
lorcing the left-hand plunger (C) downward.
When the plunger is forced all the way down,
the variable opening (E) and the internal
passage (B) arc closed. Therefore, fluid en-
tering the pressure inlet port (F) must pass
through the right-hand variable opening (g).
From there it goes out the alternating port (H)to the actuating cylinder. Return fluid from the
actuating cylinder enters the alternating port
(D), passes around the lower portion of the left-
hand plunger (C). Then it goes up through the
internal passage (K), and out the return port(L).

1,5-23. Position 3 of figure 62 show& the
positioning arm (A) moved to the right, forcingthe right-hand plunger (J) downward. The
plunger blocks variable opening G and internal
passage B. The fluid returning from the ac-tuating cylinder enters alternating port H and
passes around the lower portion of plunger J.
From there it flows up internal passage B and
out return port L.

15-24. In positions 2 and 3. we have shown
the plunger completely blocking off variable
opening E or G. This allows a mximum
buildup of pressure in the open-center ystem.However, if the plunger is not com etely
depressed, openings E and G are not com-
pletely closed. This results in a limited pressurebuildup in the open-center system, which in
turn limits the control surface-movement. The
distance the control surface moves depends on:(1) the airload opposing its movement, and (2)the hydraulic pressure applied at the actuating
cylinder trying to move the control surface. A
low-pressure buildup in the open-center system_results in a small movement of the control sur-faces. A high-pressure buildup results in a large
movement. Thus, the pilot can easily control
the movement of the control surfaces.

/*W15-25. Electrically Operated Selector
Valves. There are two types of electrically
operated selector valvesvilenoid operated
and motor operated. Solenoids are el4trical
devices that can be used to position mechanical
units. Solenoids and mott permit u& to
position selector valves th are remotely
located in the aircraft. Anoth r advantage of
electrical control is the removal of high-
pressure lines from the cockpit. Furthermore,
much weight is saved by thc reduction of the
length of hydraulic lines.

15-26. Solenoids have two positions that can
be used when positioning a selector valve. One
position is obtained by energizing the solenoid
with electrical current. The other is the position
assumed whenever the electrical current is shut
off. This position is maintained by a spring.

15-27. The motor also has two positions. It
does not have to be energized in order to
remain in either position. l-lowçyer. it must be
energized in order to run to
The motor is a small high-
positions the selector valve t

ither position.
peed type. It
ough a set of

reduction gears. When a valv is to remain in
either position without the constant use of elec-
tricity, a motor will likely be used.

15-28. Since solenoids are faster operating
and less expensive, they are more often used on
aircraft. Many hydraulic installations require
three-position selector valves. An example is inthe landing gear system. If the valves ate
solenoid operated, two solenoids are used.
When the landing gear is being retracted, one
of the solenoids is energized. This one moves
the selector valve to the UP position. When the
gear is up, and locked, neither of the solenoids
is energized; the selector valve assumes the
neutral position. During the extension of the
landing gear, the other solenoid is energized; it
moves the selector valve to the DOWN
position. Some emeuency means is provided
for the pilot to lowet the gear in case electrical
power fails.

15-29. Single solenoids are sometimes used
with two-position selector or control valves.
The solenoid moves the valve to one position
and a spring returns it to its original position.
With this type of installation, no neutral
position is provided.

16. Flow Control Valves
16-1. We are now going to study units that

control the flow of hydraulic fluid in systems
and subsystems. They control rate of flow, total
quantity of flow a !tt.4.rection. They contribute
much toward sm ness and efficiency of
operation.
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A. Spring
B. Cone
C. Valve seat

Figure 63. Cone- nd hall-type check valves.

16-2. Check Valves. Check valves are in-
stalled in hydraulic systems to trap fluid under
pressure in some part of the system. They do
this by permitting free flow of fluid in one
direction and no flow in "the other. Typical
examples of check valves are shown in figure
63. The top illustration shows the cone-type or
sleeve-type check valve. As fluid pressure is ap-
plied in direction of the arrow, cone B is fenced
back off che4 valve seat C. This allows fluid to
pass freely through the drilled openings of the
cone. The bottom illustration shows a baihtype
check valve. As pressure is applied, the ball
moves back otT its seat, thtig letting fluid flow
freely through the valve. The spring (A) holds
the ball or cone on its seat whenever no fluid is
flowing. The spring is very weak; it takes about

gei psi to push it back far enough for full
flo When fluid attempts to flow in the op-
posite direction, the spring plus fluid flow seats
the ball or cone. Thus fluid can flow in one
direction only through the check valve.

,
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Figure 64. Fixed orifice.

16-3. Orifices. Orifices are often referred to
as restrictors. They are used in systems to limit
the speed of movement of such items as the
wing and cowl flaps. They do so by serving as
restrictions in the line; they limit the rate of
fluid tlowysFigure 64 shows the construction of
a typical fixed orifice.
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Figure 65. Variable orifice.

164h. Other types of orifices are constructed
so that the amount of restriction can be varied.
The type shown in figure 65 is built so that you
can alter the rate of fluid flow. It lets you adjust
the speed or time of operation of a subsystem.
Check your TOs for time requirements.
Another type, similar to that shown in figure
65, has a handle on the top of the adjustment
screw. It resembles a water faucet. This type can
be used to control the speed of operation of

-au-ell-subsystems as windshield wipers. Frequen-
tly the type valve having the handle is referred
to as a globe valve or star valve. It can be used
to shut off fluid flow completely if desired.
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A. Outlet port
B. Cone
C. Orifice
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D Inlet port
E. Orifice

Figure 66. Cone- and hall-type orifice check valve.
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16-5. Now, of course, it seems logical to
combine the orifice and the chcck valve. We
next discuss this combination.

16-6. Orifice Check Valves. Orifice check
valves are a combination of an orifice and a
check valve. They provide the effects of both in
a hydraulic subsystem. They allow normal
speed of operation in one direction but limit
speed in the other. Some typical examples of
orifice check valves are shown in figure 66.

16-7. The top illustration shows the cone-
tlpe orifice check valve. Cone B is moved off
its scat whenever enough fluid pressure is ap-plied at inlet port D. This allows free flow OT
fluid through the valve and out A. Fluid flows
through the valve in the opposite direction but
is restricted by the size of orifice C. The bottom
illustration of figure 66 shows a ball-type
orifice check valve. Fluid flow through the
valve from the left to right as shown by arrow D
is normal; fluid flow through the valve the op-
posite way is restricted by the size of orifice E.
The orifice is a drilled passageway located in
the housing of the valve.

16-8. The orifice check valve is usually in-
stalled in the alternating line that carries fluid
from the cylinder. It is in this direction of
operation that slower movement is desired. It
slows down the piston speed because fluid can-
not escape from under it any faster than the
orifice allows. To illustrate this, let's use the
landing gear as an example. The orifice check
valve is installed in the "up" alternating line. It
allows the fluid to-flow freely into the cylinder
for rapid retraction of the gear. As the gear is
extended. fluid leaving the cylinder must pass
through the orifice. Thus, a cushioning efkct
results and the gear falls slowly, thereby
preventing structural damage. If the restriction
were placed in the "down" line, it would limit
thc quantity of fluid entering the cylinder and
have no effect on the fluid leaving. This is not a
good situation because thc gear is heavy and
tends to fall freely. As a result. a partial vacuum
would be created in the cylinder, and the gear
would fall too rapidly.

16-9. Smshbers. In most systems. reading the
pressure gage.is the best way to see if the system
is working -right. Some systems have warning
lights for this purpose. but even in thtise casesthere will probably be a gage. Two types of
gages are used in most aircraft: (1) the direct-
pressure type and (2) the pressure-transnlitter
type. 1 he latter is electrically operated.

16-10. the direct-pressure type has a small
fluid line running directly to a Bourdon tube in
the gage usd1. ( I his curved tube was previously
discussed iiii ( 'hapter 3 as operating a pressure

switch.) The Bourdon tube is sensitive to the
slightqst change in pressure. This causes the
needle to be moving almost constantly and
makes it hard'"to read accurately. A dampening
device, or snubber, is installed in the line
leading to the gage and is usually positioned
near the gage. The snubber smoothes out the
mriations in pressure so the gage reads the
average of the fluctuations.

16-11. The snubber itself is merely an- ex-
tremely small restrictor. The process of drilling
tiny holes in steel is expensive and extremely
difficylt. Therefore, the snubber is made by
drilling a large hole and inserting a pin into it.
The tolerance between the hae and the pin
provides the desired restriction. There is one
important point to remember when you are in-
stalling the snubber in a gage line. You must
bleed the air from the line between the snubber
and the gage. If the air is not released, the gage
will be inaccurate; there will be a time lag bet-
Ween pressure variations and the gage readings.
Also, because air is compressible, the gage ac-
tion will be sluggish.
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A. Shuttle
Positnin retaining hall

C. Normal system inlet port
D. Cylinder Port
E. Emergency system inlet port

Eigure n7. Sbuttle sake.

16-12. Shuffle Valves. We usually say that
the emergency system is completely separated
from the normal system. This is true only up to
a point. The emergency system uses a separate
reservoir, pump. etc., hut only one set of ac-
tuators is usually used ,to transmit power from
either system. It is necessary to separate the
normal system from the emergency system at
the actuator, yet either system must operate
when needed. The shuttle valve (fig. 67) serves
this purpose. It is a small three-port unit with
out: moving. part --the shuttle (A). The actuating
cylinder port (I)) is connected to one of the
ports on the actuating cylinder. Either ol the
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two remaining ports (E) or (C) may be con-
nected to an alternating line from the
emergency system selector valve. It is not
necessary to operate all actuators in both direc-
tions during an emergency. Therefore, some ac-
tuating cylinders may have a shuttle valve at-
tached to only one port.

16-13. Consider the landing gear actuating
cylinders, for example. It is not necessary to
retract the gear in an emergency. Therefore, a
shuttle valve is neede lv in the "down" port
of the landing gear ng cylinder.

16-14. In figure 67 the shuttle (A) is shown
held to the right. Fluid coming from the normal
system through port C has a path for flow out
actuating cylinder port D. The spring-loaded
ball (B) will hold the shuttle in this position in-
definitely during normal operation. Hwever,
when normal system pressure is lost and the
emergency system is operated, fluid enters port
E. This forces the shuttle to the left, Mocking
port C. This prevents emergency fluid from
escaping into the normal system. Now the
emergency fluid has a path for flow into the ac-
tuator. The shuttle valve has satisfaptorily
separated the two systems.

16-15. Hydraulic Flow RegulatoLs. the
flow regulator is sometimes called a Thastant
flow valve or a flow control valve. As in the
case with most hydraulic units, the rrame
describes the function of the unit. Any one of
its names tells Cis that its job is to keep the fluid
flow at a constant rate. lt,does this in spite of
changes in system pressure or actuator
demands.
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A. Body
B. Slots
C. Input port

D. Retainer
E. Piston
F. Output port

Figure els. Hydraulic 114m regulator -tree-flow condition.

16-16. Thc flow regulator has only, one
moving part, thc piston (E), as shown in figure
68. The valve regulates flow only from port C
to port F. If it is installed backwards, it will not
regulate. Thc body (A) of the valve is marked
with an arrow to indicate the direction of
regulated flow.
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A. Body D. Retainer
B. Slots E. Piston

C. Input port F. Output port

Figure 69. Hydraulic floss regulatorrestricted-Bow
condition.

16-17. Operation of the flow regulator can
also be seen in figure 68. Fluid enters the inlet
port C, passes through the orifice in the head of
piston E, and through piston slots B in the side
of piston E. Theri.it passes out the output port
(F). Any increase of pressure in port C will
tend to increase the flow through the orifics in
the head of piston E. But, the difference' in
pressure between the front and the back df the
piston head will increase also. This pressure
differential makes the piston move to the right,
thereby compressing the spring. When the
piston moves to the night, the slots (B) in the
piston no longer line up with the holes in the
regulator body (see fig. 69). This places an ad-
ditional restriction on the fluid to keep it from

owing any faster. The piston can never move
right f#r enough to completely block the ports
in the side of the regulator body. Because,
before this could happen the pressure behind
the piston would become equal to the pressure
in front of it. The spring then, will hold the
piston to the left enough to keep the ports
open. Retainer D lir9s the leftward move-
ment of piston E.

16-18. An increase in pressure normally in-
creases fluid flow through an orifice. But we see
this is not the casc With this flow regulator. As
the pressure increases, the size of the openings
for fluid flow at slots B decreases. This main-
tains a constant rate of flow. If the movement of
the actuating unit calls for more fluid, the fluid
flow starts to increase. An increase in demand
by the actuating unit causes a decrease in

pressure behind piston E. This causes thc piston
to, move to the right, and therefore it decreases
the size of slot opening B. This prevents an in-
crease in fluid flow to the actuating unit. Thus,
our flow regulator maintains a constant rate of
flow. It does so regardless of variations in
systcm prcssurc and regardless of the actuating
unit's demands.
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A. Actuating cylinder D. Flow regulator
B. Alternating lines E. Prosure line
C. Selector valve F. Return line

Figure 70. Hydraulic flow regulator installation.

16-19. An example of typical flow regulator
installation is shown in figure 70. System
pressure enters at pressure line E. When selec-
tor valve C is positioned,, fluid flows through
flow regulator D. Thus, regardless of the selec-
tion, one of the alternating lines (B) will have
regulated flow through it. Thig insures a smooth
operation of actuator A, either way, at a
uniform rate. Fluid returning to the reservoir
goes through port F. These valves are available
in different flow capacities and are rated in
gallons per min'ute (gpm).

16-20. Flow Equalizers. The hydraulic flow
equalizer is a unit that hydraulically syn-
chronizes the movement of two actuating cylin-
ders. Remember, synchronize means to move
exactly together. To do this, it divides a single
stream of fluid from the selector valve into two
equal streams. Thus.each cylinder receive& the
same rate of flow, and both move in unison.
The flow equalizer also combines two streams
of fluid at an equal rate; therefore, it syn-
chronizes the actuating cylinders in both direc-
tions. Since this unit equally divides and com-
bines flow, it is said to be dual acting.

Figure 71. Flow equalizer installation.
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16-21. Figure 71 shows hou the flow
equalizer synchronizes the movement of the ac-
tuating cylinders in both directions. In the left-
hand picture the equalizer is splitting the flow
to extend the pistons. The right-hand picture
shows the valve combining the two streams
coming from the cylinders as the pistons
retract. The flow equalizer equalizes the flow,
regardless of the pressure required to operate
the actuators. Therefbre, two cylinders with
unequal loads will be properly synchronized.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.

K.

M.
N.
o.
P.

Q.

Side passage
Sleeve
Inlet port
Plug
Side passage
Combining check valve
Splitting ,check valve
Piston land
Left-hand exit:tits-
Metering groo
Free-floating metering piston
Piston land
Right-hand exit port
Metering groove
Splitting check valve
Combining check valve

Figure 72. Flow equalizersplitting position.

16-22. One type of flow equalizer is shown
in figure 72. This type is used to divide the
pump's fluid output into the two different
systems.

16-23. In figure 72, the flow equalizer is
shown in the splitting position. Fluid enters
inlet port C, where it pushes own plug D and
uncovers the two orifices in sleeve B. The fluid
then splits and tends tO flow equally down the
two side passages (A and E). It then flows
through the two splitting check valves (G and
P) and metering grooves (K and 0) in the valve
body. Then it flows out the exit ports (J and 11)
to the actuating cylinders. Any difference in.the
rate of flow between the two passages results in
a pressure differential between these passages.
Then the freeIloating metering piston (L) shifts
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to equalize the internal pressures. and the flow

equalizes.

F 16-24. To illustrate this equalizing action.
let's assume that the actuating cylinder attached
to the left-hand exit port (J) moves easieNhan
the one attached to the right-hand exit port (N).
The fluid would then try to flow faster out the
left-hand çxit port, but in doing so it must also
flow faste through the left- nd passageway
(E). Fluid I g exit portAlit meets with more
resistance; so e flow do n the right-hand
passageway (A) is slower, a d the pressure is

greater than that of left-han passageway (E).
To explain this, think back tc, hapter I to
where you studied venturi tubes. There you
learned the law of physics which states: As the
velocity of a gas or liquid increases, there will
be a corresponding 'decrease in pr sure
(against the walls of the tube). ThispicThentary
pressure differential forces ee-floating
metering piston to the left. his causes the
space between piston land H and metering
groove K to become smaller, which restricts the
flow of fluid out the left-hand exit port (1).
Thus. the flow equalizer imposes a restriction
on to fluid that has a tendency to flow faster.
Thirequalized the flow in the two streams.

Side passage
Sleeve
Inlet port
Plug
Side passage C
Combining check valve
Splitting check yalve
Piston land
Lett-band esti port
Metering groove
Free-floating metering piston
Piston land
Right-hand exit port
Metering groove
Splitting check valve
Combining check valve

l-igure 73 Floss-equalizercombining position

16-25. In figure 73 the combining position
of the flow equalizer is illustrated. This shows
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the units joining two streams of fluid at the
same rate. Here the fluid enters the two ports (J
and N) at the bottom of the valve. It cannot get
through the splitting check valves (G and P). So
it travels around the cylindrical-shaped
metering piston and enters the combining check
valves (F and 0) from the top. The pressu e of
the fluid opens the check valves and trave s up
the two side passages (A and E) to orç.4iecve
B. The fluid pressure gets under sleeve B

through a drilled passage and forces it upward.
This uncovers the orifices and allows the fluid
to flow out inlet port C.

16-26. Again for purposes of illustration,
let's assume that the actuating cylinder attached
to the left-hand exit port (.1) moves easier. Fluid
entering that port will then attempt to flow
faster. But. as it leaves the check valves and
flows up the left-hand passageway (E). it meets
the restriction of the orifice. Therefore, if the
flow momentarily increases, the orifice will
cause an increase in pressure back through the
left-hand passageway (E). This will force
metering piston L to the right. This causes a
restriction between metering groove K and
piston land B. The fluid which tends to flow
fastest has again been restricted.

16-27. Hydraulic Fuses. In the modern jet
aircraft, the hydraulic system plays an im-
portant part in the flight operation. Some of the
newest aircraft cannot fly without hydraulic
pressure. the reason being that it is the sole
power source for operation of the flight control
surfaces. For this reason it is necessary to
protect the system from complete failure.

16-28. If a system had no protective devices,
complete failure could occur. A leak in any line
or a blown seal in any unit might allow all the
fluid to leak out. In combat aircraft, hydraulic
boost opefation of the flight control surfaces is

most important. We don't want our entire
system'to become inoperative when one line has
been shot away. We divide our system into sec-
tions so that a leak will not allow total fluid
loss from the system. The sections are linked to
the power section or each other through a
hydraulic lute. This valve limits the fluid loss to
the amount contained in the small section of
the system that is isolated.

16-29. As its name implies, this unit is

similar to an electrical fuse. When too much
current flows, the electrical fuse "blows" and
opens the circuit. The hydraulic fuse stops the
flow when a certain amount of fluid has passed

thrpugh it. It actually nieasures the quantity of
fluid that is flowing. That is why it is sometimes

call a grantity-measuring
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Figure 74. Hydraulic fusestatic condition.

l6-30. Figure 74 shows a cutaway schematic
of the hydraulic fuse in. the static position. In
this position there is no flow of fluid in either
direction. This is the position the valve
assumes whenever the system it protects is not
in operation. When fluid is flowing however, it
measures the flow from left to right. It cannot
measure flow, neither can it act as a fuse if fluid
flow is in the opposite direction. For this
reason, hydraulic fuses are placed in the
pressure line going to' a subsystem selector
valve. Otherwise, one Must be located in each
alternating line after the selector valve. Figure
75 shows these two methods of installing the
fuse.

-

passages and on to the center' of the valve
through the drilled holes. Here it pushes sleeve
B back, letting fluid pass out the other holes,
around the outside passages, and out the exit
port (A). While this is going on, some of the
fluid entering the inlet port (F) goes through
the small orifice (E). This fluid slowly pushes
piston D back. This happens because of fluid
flow; there is less pressure on the back side of
the piston than on the front. If more fluid flows
than is normally required for one actuator
operation, the piston will have moved all the
way back until it hits sleeve B. (One normal
operation will not move it that f4.) In this
position the piston blocks the holes drilled
through from the outer passages. Now fluid

HYDRAULIC
FUSE

A

A. Extt port
B. Sleeve
C. Check valve

42.237

D. Piston
E. Orifice
F. Inlet port

Figure 76. Hydraulic fusenormal port.

flow from the -exit port (A) stops. In this
position the valve- is fused, as is shown in-figure
77. Remember, fluid flows through the fuse
continuously until the piston moves back far
enough to block the holes. Thus, the amount of
fluid flow before the valve fuses depends upon
the time it takes the piston to move to the right.
If orifice E is large, the piston moves, faster,
allowing less fluid flow through the valve
before it fuses. A small orifice causes the piston
to move sl-ower; this allows a greater volume of
fluid to flow before the valve fuses.

42.236

Figure 75 IIdraulic lose trpstah.,"

4413 1 . In figure 76 we see the hydraulic fuse
in the flow position. The fluid enters the inlet
port (F). There it splits, flowing along the side
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B. Slccvc E. Orifice
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16-32. The size of orifice used depends upon
the amount of fluid needed to move the ac-
tuator to its extreme travel For instance. we
ha.: a I amiing goat a. toat:og liOGivl ITU

liVceil 40 cuDIL. ii he ot moo tot the PiAoil i1/44

bc fully extended In this cylinder line we
would install a fuse of about 45-cubic-inch
capacity. We always us a fuse of slightly larger
capacity than the actuator requirement. This in-
sures that the valve will not fuse before the
cylinder has reached its full limit of travel.
Since the orifice cannot be' removed from a
fuse, we have fuses with different sized orifices.
Each Pise has the flow capacity clearly marked
on its body. Hydraulic fuses contain a check
valve (C) to permit reverse fluid flow should
the fuses be connected in alternating lines.
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A Exit port D. Pistein
B. Sleeve E. Orifice
C. Check valve F. Inlet port-

hgure 78 Hytlraulfc fusereverse flow.

Figure 78 shows this reverse now condition
with the check valve open. During revei4 flow
the check valve (C) is pushed back to open side
ports in sleeve B. Both sleeve B and Toiston D
are ptished back to their original static position.

16-33. During normal operation the valve
nYlarly fuses each, time the full actuattir capacity
flows through it. When the fluid flow stops,
pressure equalizes in all parts of the fuse. Then
the large spring forces the sleeve and piston
back to the static position. The fuse also
"resets" to the static position when fluid
pressure is relieved in the fused line.

16-34. If an alternating lime bursts. or an ac2
tuator seal fails, the fuse allows its normal flow
capacity to escape. At that time it fuses, preven-
ting further fluid loss from the system.
Although hydraulic fuses allow some fluid to
escape from the system, enough remains to
operate the other units.

16-35. Maintenance of Control Valves.'
Maintenance ol control valves consists of
disassembly, inspecting, testing. and repair or
replacement of defective parts. After disaisem-
bly, inspect the pistons, cylinders, and sleeves
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for nicks and scratches that may cause leaks. As
with all disassembled hydraulic components,
the 0-ring pack inac and gaskets must he

s4l 111.44%. (ti 14 0 1 I,

litust ht. put back in its original position. t his is
a "must" because these idenlical parts are
mated (fitted) to their retainer. Rernember also
that work on all control valves must be done
according to current overhaul TOs.

17. Hydraulic Actuators
17-1. The purpose of hydraulic actuators is

to transform fluid pressure into mechanical
force of actit.A. This force can be exerted in a
straight line or in a rotary direction,The direc-
tion depends on the type of actuators used. An
actuating cylinder is generally used for straight
line action, whereas hydraulic motors are used
for rotary action. We covered hydraulic motors
in Section 11, so we will now discuss only the
cylinder actuators.
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Cylinder
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Pressure port

ig,n,...79 I pe. 01 aotiating e)linders.

17-2. The units ot .an actuating cylinder,
figure:79. consist essentially of a cylinder (D), a
piston (EL one or two piston rods (A), ports,
and the necessary seals. Actuatiag cylinders are
usually double-acting; that, is. fluid under
pressure can he applied to either side of 1he
piston so as to, cause movrthent in either direc-
tion. Single-acting actuators with a spring
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'return are used in some instances to actuate
brakes and to charge machine guns. Balanced-
type actuators are used to obtain the same
amount of force in either direction.

I 73. Single-Acting Actuating Cylinder.
The top drawing in figure 79 shows the single-
port single-acting actuating cylinder. Fluid un-
der pressure enters the pressure port (F) and
gloves the piston (E) toward the opposite end of
the cylinder. In doing so, it compresses the
spring (C). When the pressure is released, the
spring returns the piston to its original
position. Note that the chamber behind the
piston is vented at B to permit free movement
of air in and out.

17-4. Double - Acting Unbalanced -Type
Actuating Cylinder. The second drawing in
figure 79 shows the most_ commonly used type
of a two-port actuating cylinder. These ac-
tuating cylinders are commonly used with lan-
ding gear, wing flap, speed brake, and cargo
door systems. Fluid under pressure entering the
right-hand port forces the piston to the op-
posite end of the cylinder. It thereby moves the
mechanism attached to the rod. At the same
time, the fluid ahead of the piston js forced out
of the cylinder. It is retwed through the selec-
tor valve back to the iesrvoir. If fluid under
pressure is _sent into the left-hand port, the
direction of the piston is reversed. Fluid ahead
of the piston is again forced out of the cylinder
and returned to the reservoir. With this type of
actuating Cylinder, a mechanism can be moved
In either direction. It is done by changing the
direction of flow of the fluid as controlled by
the selector hive.

17-5. Sometimes a mechanism requires more
force to move it in one direction than the other.
The double-acting unbalanced actuator will
provide these unlike forces. Assume that the
double-acting cylinder, shown in the center of
figure 79, is a landing gear actuating cylinder.
When the piston moves to the right and the
piston rod moves out of the cylinder, the gear-is
raised. When the piston moves to the left, the
gear is lowlkred.

17-6. The reason for this construction is that
a greater force is required to rajhe gear than
to lower it. The higher for e is obtained by
having the fluid act on the full area of the
piston. Less force is obtained by the fluid's ac
tion on the smaller area of the rod side of the
piston. The formulas in Chapter 1 regarding
force, area, and pressure apply here. You can
assume that the pressure entering either end of
the cylinder is the same. Now apply the formula
area x pressure = force. Accordingly, most
force is against the side of the piston with the
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4.-largest force area. In this case, it is the side op-
posite the piston rod.

17-7. Double-Acting Balanced-Type Ac-
tuating Cylinder. This cylinder, shown at the
bottom of figu
acting type. B
tends through he piston and out through both
ends of the cylinder. One or both of these
piston rods may be attached to a mechanism. In
either case, the rods are used to provide equal
areas on each side of the piston. Therefore, by
the formula, with equal pressure we will get
an equal force applied on each piston face.
Also, the same quantity of fluid will move the
piston the same' distance either way. Control
surface boost, nosewheel steering, and wind-
shield wiper systems often use this type of ac-
tuating cylinder.

17-8. In recent years, the standard actuating
cylinders, as those mentioned above, have been
changed into more complex units. Snubbing
and locking mechanisms have been built into
the cylinder itself. An actuating cylinder with
an internal snubber valve will be discussed first.

17-9. Internal -Snubber- Type Actuator.
This type of actuator reduces damage to
mechanisms due to rough handling. The snub-
ber prevents the actuator from slamming into
its end of travel with great force. Travel is
slowed down when the piston nears either end
of the cylinder. No external cushioning devices
are-required .-Figure-80- is-a typical- example- of
an actuator with an internal snub valve assem-
bly. The snub valve (D) is a chamber within the
left chamber of the cylinder (fig. 80). Fluid can
enter and leave the snub valve chamber through
snub valve passageways (J) and the restrictor
checeValve (E), Most of the fluid that moves
tlia piston either way must pass through this
almber. During the middle portion of the
piston's travel this fluid flow is quite unrestric-
ted. That means the piston, rod, and attached
mechanism can move rapidly. But, as the piston
reaches either end of its travel, the openings
in snub valve ,(D) chamber become
restrict d. This means the flow of actuating
fluid.through the chamber also becomes restric-
ted. This slows down the speed of the piston at
the end of its travel in both extend and retract
mode.

e 79, is similar to the double-
t in this case, the piston rod ex-

17-10. Sleeve C and spring B are important
parts of the snub valve. Notice, in each "Snub
Valve Closed" view in figure 80, sleeve C
blocks most of the J Passageways. In the "Snub
Valve Clirn" view, the J passageways are un-
blockAd'. When the J passages are open, the
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, Figure 80. Internal-snubber-type actuating cylinder.

piston can move rapidly. When they are closed
the piston moves slowly.

17-1 1. The top view of figure 80 shows the
actuator fully retracted. Snub spring operator L
(the shoulder) has contacted sleeve C and
moved it to the left. In doing so, it compressed
snub valve spring B. During the compression of
the spring, sleeve C moved far enough to block
the (1) passageways. This slowed the travel of
the piston during the last part of retraction.
Since port G is connected to the return line

. during retraction, restrictor check'iglve E is
closed.

17-12. The middle view shows the actuator
beginning to extend. Fluid pressUre enters ex-
tend port G. Looking at the top view again, a
small amount of fluid will pass through the
orifice (F). Other fluid will push back the
check valve (E), and a small amount-wikl pass
out the D chamber through the passafeways (J).
The combined force of the fluid going throuth
the orifice (F) and the passages will start ex-
tending the piston slowly. When the piston has
reached the point shown in the middle view, the
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(J) passages are wide open. Now ther is full
flow from port G, through the che valve (E),
through the (J) passages and to e piston face.
Thern piston now can move a full speed.

17-13. When the pis is almost fully ex-
tended, snub' spring operator H (another
shoulder) contacts shoulder K on sleeve C. This
is shown on the bottom view of figure 80. As
the piston extends the last distance, it pushes
the sleeve to the right, thereby blocking the (J)
passages: This immediately reduces the force
acting on the piston because the actuating fluid
is now restricted to orifice F. Because of the
reduced fluid input the piston must slow
down during this last fraction of its travel. The
bottom view now shows the actuator at rest,
fully exterded. Notice that the final travel com-
pressed spring B and closed check valve E.

17-14. Now retraition. Fluid pressure enters
through the retract port (A). It exerts force on
the opposite face of the piston and pushes the
piston to the left. As the piston moves, the fluid
in front of it must pass out through port G to
the return line. With the (J) passages almost
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Figure 81. Internal.-lock-type actuating cylinder.

completely closed, the fluid must pass through
the orifice (F) to escape. Thi§ orifice restricts
the irsj flow of fluid and (he piston travel to
slow motion. However, as soon as the sleeve
(C) moves left far enough (propelled by spring
B), the (J) passages are opened. Now the major
fluid flow can pass out through the chamber
of-D. through the orifice in the check valve, to
port G. As a result, the piston speed increases.

17-15. When the piston reaches the point
shown in the middle \icy-. snub spriug operator
L again contacts sleee C. The sleeve moves left
and starts to block the (J) passages. This slows
the piston, which ends up in the position shown
in the top vicwretracted. During extension,
the actuator reduces speed b restricting input

Duringe retraction. speed is reduced by
restricting outflow fluid. Notice the small
openings in the extreme left end of the sleeve C:
the connect the right end and the left end of
the extend fluid chamber. The actuator (in this
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figure) produces more force when it emends
than when it retracts.

17-16. An actuator vtith an internal locking
mechanism will be discussed next. Such an ac-
luator eliminates the need for a separate ac-
tuator for locking.

17-17. Internal-Lock-Type Actuator. Fig-
ure 81 Vows a typical actuating cylinder (13)
with an internal lock.'This actuator will lock it-
self in the retracted position. The weight ofany
mechanism attached to the rod cannot extend
the rod. In fact, the only way to unlock it is to
apply fluid pressure to the extend port.

17-18. Here is how the piston locks. When
fluid enters the retract pressure port (A), it
pushes the piston (C) to the left. As it ap-
proaches the lock the lips of the hollow piston
head cuter the space between retainer D and the
c)linder wall. See the lower iew. As the lips
shift in. they contact retainer E and push it
back. compressing the retainer spring (K),
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Whcn the lips pass beyond the locking segments
(M),*the segments will spring up behind the
lips. When the st!gments move outward they
make more ,space for the- toggles (L).-The
toggles can now take the verrtical position as
shown in the upper view. When the toggles
move to the expanded position, the lock rod
piston (J) can move to the right. The lock
spring (G) pushes the lock rod pistpn to the
right. There, it locks the toggles that in turn
lock the segments that lock the piston. This ac-
tion prevents the piston from being pulled out.

17-19. To unlock the piston and extend it,
fluid' pressure is sent into extend pressure 114rt
(F). The fluid flows into all chambers between
the head of piston C and the head of lock rod
piston J. Because4t is locked, it cannot move
piston C to the right. It can, however, push the
lock rod piston (J) to the left while compressing
the lock spring (G). When piston J moves left, it
pulls toggles (L) partly out from between
segments (M) and unlocks them. Now the lips
of the piston (C), which are pulling to the right,
can depress the locking segments and escape.
As the lips slide over the segments uo the left,
the retainer spring .(K) pushes the segment
retainer (E), to the right. The retainer slides
over the locking segments and holds them ready
to accept the lips 'again when they return.

17-20. The lock bleed potT (N) is connected
'to "re-turn in order UT drain *any tluid which
might colleft behind the lock rod piston (J).
This prevents a fluid lock at thiS point. Also,
the hollow stem of the lock and piston shaft can
be used to attach a cable. This way the actuator
can be unlocked manually by pulling on the
cable, whjch might become necessary in an
emergency or during ground operation4uch an
actuator can be used in many hydraulically
operated subsystems. It is ideal for
hydraulically operated doors,

17-21. Oil Coolers and Supply
Line Shutoff Valves. Oil coolers

are used in hydraulic systems to

keep the hydraulic fluid within a
normal temperature range. The tem-
perature range varies with the type
of system they are installed in.
The coolers are normally installed
in the return lines of the system.

17-22. Construction of the
fP coolers is similar to the automobile

radiator. In fact, the coolers
used on the F-4 aircraft are called

radiators. Water flowing through'
automobiledradiators is cooled by
ram air as the vehicle moves down
the road. Hydraulic fluid flowing
through the oil coolers is also .
cooled by ram alr. Another way of

cooling the fluid flowing through
the coolers is by installing the
coolers in the fuel system. The

heat of the fluid is absorbed by
the coolness of the fuel.

17-23. Supply line shutoff.
valves are located in some airc ft

hydraulic system supply lines le d-
ing to the engine driven pumps.
These valves are electrically oper-
ated and are controlled by_switches
located in the cockpit. The valves
car,1 Out off fluid flow to the en-
gine.pumps in case of emergencies.



Landing Gear Components'

THE LANDING speeds of aircraft are con-
stantly increasing, particularly jet aircraft,
which touch down on the runway at more than
110 mph. This increase has been brought about
by the use of very efficient high-speed wings.
However, these same.wings have very poor lift
characteristics, such as their tendency to stall
and generally provide poor lateral control at
low airspeeds. These conditions place severe
loads on the landing gear 'and its components
during each landing. To successfully complete
any aircraft mission, the landing gear system
must be in top notch condition.

2. Faulty gear retraction or extension, im-
properly operating shock struts, structural
failures, or defective tirgs can cause serious
damage to an aircraft. And still worse, these
failures can cause ipjury or possible death to
the crew. Therefore, you can see how important
it is to understand the operation, maintenance
procedures, and the inspections of landing
gears and their components. You will be called
upon to troubleshoot, locate defects, and repair
units of the landing gear. Accordingly, this
chapter is devoted to shock struts, shimmy dam-
pers, and steering damper units..

18. Shock Struts
18-1. The most.common type of shock strut

is the air-oil strut. It contains hydraulic fluid
and an air charge. A liquid spring shock strut
that contains only liquid is in limited use. It
depends upon compressibility of liquids and
expansion of metal for its cushioning effect.
Liquid flow in either type of strut is usually
controlled by orifices or orifice check valves.
The effect is that .impacts and rebounds are
"snubbed."

18-2. Air-011 Shock Strut Construction
and Operation. A basic air-oil shock strut
assembly is shown in figure 82. The cylinder' is
divided into two Chambers, a fluid chamber and
an air chamber. The piston (C) or inner cylin-
der (B), which moves within the outer cylinder
(0). is attached directly'to the wheel axle (M).
The torque arms (L), sometimes referred to as
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scissors, are attached to both the cylinder and
the piston. This feature, found on all still
asse.mblies, prevents the piston from rotating
within the cylinder. This is important because it
-holds the wheel in alignment.

18-3. Now study the operation of the strut
assembly shown in figure 82. Notice the orifice
place vie orifice (K) within the cylinder. The
orifice is one of the elements that helps to
cushion the shocks. Also notice that chamber
D, below the orifice plate, is filled with fluid.
Chamber .1, above the plate, is filled with com-
pressed air (H). The cylinder part of the assem-
bly is attached directly to the airframe at the
strut support (E); therefore, it is stationary with
respect to the aircraft.

1841. Let's assume that the aircraft has just
touched the ground during a landing operation.
Whe,n the wheel strikes, the ground, the piston
and axle assembly moves up into the cylinder.
Fluid is prevented from leaking past the piston
because of the rubber (hydraulic) seals (A).
These seals are installed on the piston head of
some strut assemblies; on other struts they are
installed within the cylinder walls. The fluid in
the lower chamber (D) is forced up into the up-
per chamber (.1) through the orifice (K). The
comPressed air in the upper chamber resists this
action, vollich is turn aids in cushiohing
the shock. However, compressed air alone is
not sufficient to, absorb the complete shock.
Structural damage woulq probably occur were
it not for the orifice (K), which divides the up- .

per and lower chambers. We know that an
orifice retards fluid fldw. Resistance to fluid
flow increases with the speed at which fluid is
forced to move throiigh the aperture.
Therefore, the harder the impact, the greater is
the tendency of fluid to rush through the
orifice. This action increases the resistance,.
which combined with compressed air provides
adequate cushioning effect,

18:-5. The force exerted on the strut upon
initial impact or when striking bumps exists for
only a fractioh of a second; but, during that
time the piston has been thrust up into the
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A. IIdraulic seals
13 Inner cylinder
C Piston
D. 1.0\ker chamber (Iluid- chamber)
E. Strut support
F. Filler plug

G Outer cylinder
H. Compressed ir

1 Upper chamber (compressed air chamber)
K. grilice
I. 'torque arms
1 Wheel axle

A

1 )

Figure 82 Ilasie landing gear shock strut.

cylinder. When the force decreases, the com-
pressed air forces the tluid back through the
orifice. This causes the piston to return to its
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normal position in the cylinder. This cycle is
continuous whenever the aircraft is taxiing. The
distance the strut piston travels depends upon
the intensity of the s ock as determined by the
condition of the terr in on which the)aircraft is
taxiing. 1.

18-6. All air-oil shock struts work on the
principle described in the above paragraphs (a
combination of restricted tluid flow and com-
pressed air). However, the method of restricting
the fluid flow may vary.

A. Piston seals
H. Oil chamber
C. Oritice

D \Metcriniz pin
E Compressed air chandler

Filler \ake
(1 piston

Ei&ur M t se a mckring id shock stint
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18-7. One of the most common methods of
restriction is by a metering pin and orifice
plate. This is shown in figure 83. Just as the
basic strut shown in figure 82, there is an
orifice (C). The metering pin (D) moves with
the lower part of tlie strut or piston (0). The
pin is tapered at top and bottom. When the
slender part of the pin is in the orifice, the
restriction is the least. When the aircraft is
parked under normal loads, the pin will be in
this position. As the piston moves up or down,
the thicker portion of the pin will reduce the
size of the orifice. The movement increases the
resistance to fluid flow gradually. This feature
preyents hard bottoming of the piston. It slows
down the movement smoothly but firmly as it
nears the end of travel in either direction.

A.
13

Va Ise cap
5'8-ineh ssu%cl Ind
Valse stem assenibl)
Valve core huusing

Met.11-10-met.
0-1 log seal

CI.. 0-rung. seuil
'alve core

Figure 84 High pi essure air valve;

su:a
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18-8. An orifice check valve is sometimes
used in strut assemblies instead of the metering
pin and orifice. It is generally referred to as the
recoil valve. The inward or compression stroke
of the piston is,not affected by this valve. The
valve is positioned so that fluid will flow freely
into the upper chamber upon impact. But on
the extension stroke the valve closes so that the
fluid must pass through the orifice. The recoil
valve decreases the oscillations of the strut
piston. It also reduces the tendency of the air-
craft to rebound.

18-9. General Servking Instructions for
Air-Oil Shock Struts. ,You have become more
familiar with the general construction and
operation of shock struts. So next we discuss
some of the maintenance required to keep them
in top working order. Leaks may occur in the
air-oil shock struts. Therefore, you must
periodically check the fluid level and replenish
the supply. The filler plug is shown as item F in
figures 82 and,.83. If fluid has to be added,
release all the air pressure in the strut. im-
proper deflation of shock struts is highly
dangerous; use definite precautions and
procedures.

18-10. Remove all stands, jacks, and ob-
structions from under the aircraft. They could
cause damage when the aircraft is lowered.
Make sure all personnel are clear of the air-
craft. This is to prevent the possibility of injury
in case of a sudden collapse of the strut. You
must know the type of air filler valve used when
servidlog shock struts. Two types of valves are
being used on aircraft struts. Each type requires
a slightly different procedure when servicing
the strut. The applicable technical order
should be consulted before any attempt is made
to deflate the strut.

18-11. Figure 84 shows the type of valve
(AN6287-1) used on many of our aircraft. To
depressurize a strut using this valve, first
remove the valve cap (A). Next, turn tlie 5/8-
inch swivel nut (B) to the left up to one com-
plete turn, but no further. This lowers the valve
core housing (D) to break the positive metal to
metal seal (E). There are nonmetal type seals at
F and G. Excessive loosening of the sv.4.1--Aut
will result in dropping the valve corelhousing
(D) into the strut. Now, release the air by,
depressing the stern of the valve core (H). After
all pressure is bled off, remove the entire valve
stem assembly (C) from the strut. This prpvides
a hZ)le for checking the fluid level in the strut
and for adding hydraulic, fluid when needed.

18-12. As mentioned before, another type of
valve assembly is also being used. Whe main
feature of this valve (type MS28889) is tliat it
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doesn't have any valve core. This valve assem-
bly looks much like the one shown in figure 84.
You can easily recognize the MS28889 valve hy
the size of the swivel nut. This swivel nut is the
same size (3/4 inch) as the body nut. To
depressurize struts equipped with the MS28889
valve, loosen the swivel nut (upper)' about
three-fourths of a turn. This allows the air to
discharge. After all air is bleii off, the valve
assembly may be removed for servicing
procedures.

18-13. Regardless of the type of valve used,
never loosen the valve body (lower nut) when
the strut is pressurized. This can allow the
whole valve assembly to be blown off, which
could easily result in serious injury to per-
sonnel and equipment. Another safety
precaution is to never remove the valve core
when the strut is pressurized. The valve core
could be blown out with the velocity of a bullet.

18-14. In servicing (adding fluid and air)
shock struts, two different procedures are now
used. One procedure is used for hard struts and
another for soft struts. Hard-strut servicing is
the procedure that you will find most com-
monly used. Of course, you should consult the
applicable TO for specific servicing in-
structions.

18-15. Hard-strut servicing. Assume that we
have completely depressurized the shock strut.
The strut is now fully collapsed, and an in-
spection shows that the strut is low/ on
hydraulic fluid. Remove the valve assembly and
fill the strut to the level of the valve hole with
hydraulic fluid. Reinstall and securely tighten
the servicing valve. Lock the valve with the
specified size and type of safety wire.

18-16. To charge the strut with air, first
make sure that the swivel nut (item B, fig. 84,
or the upper 3/4-inch nut of the MS valve) is
oosened about one turn. Inflate the shock strut

so that it extends to the specified distance. Then
tighten the swivel nut to the torque specified in
the technical order. Under certain conditions
the hard-strut-type servicing has one disad-
vantage: with a heavy load and especially on
very hard landings, the strut piston can bottom.
That means, it compresses the air enough so
that it hits the piston's positive metal stop. This
can structurally damage the gear. To offset this
possibility, soft-strut-type servicing is used on
some aircraft. Also, later struts are modified to
reduce possibility of bottoming.

18-17. Soli-strut servicing. When using this
method also fill the strut with fluid to the level
of the filler ho . However, only 450 psi of air
is pumped intot the strut. Such a pressure will
give little or nojit extension. Then hydraulic
fluid is pumped into the strut under pressure to
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provide the desired strut extension. This extra
hydraulic fluid prevents the piston from ever
reaching its upper travel limit (positive metal
stop) during hard landing. Soft-strut servicing
is not used very much. Your aircraft TO will
tell you under what circumstance to use it.

18-18. Whether you are using hard struts or
soft struts, the aircraft wings should be rocked
while you pump up the strut. This helps
eliminate any binding that might take place bet-.
ween the piston and the strut cylinder. It per-
mits proper extension and prevents overin-
nation. The aircraft TO will tell you on what
rare occasions soft strut servicing is
requiredusually Arctic conditions.

1 871 9. Nose gear shock strut de-
pressurization valve. The air pressure in
some nose gear shock struts is reduced after the
aircraft is airborne. This is done by. a
mechanically operated depressurization valve
while the nose gear is being extended. This
reductionin air presiure results in a more nose-
down attitude upon landing. It offsets a tail-
heavy condition that results from a change in
the center of gravity because of kuel con-
sumption. This type of installation requires that
the shock strut be serviced with, air after each
landing.

18-20. Gineral Maintenance Instructions
for Mr-Oil Shock Struts. You now know
something of the construction, operation, and
servicing of air-oil shock struts. So here we
discuss some general maintenance instructions
common to all air-oil shock struts. Available
facilities determine the extent of work that base
shops perform on shock struts. Some shops
have the facilities to only replace seals. Others
have the facilities to perform a complete
overhaul. If your shop has overhaul facilities,
the following discussion should help you. Even
if you do not have these facilities, the
knowledge will advance you in your career
field. Keep in mind that the following is general
information. You need to go to applicable TOs
for more specific .directives.

18-21. Maintenance of installed shock
struts. The most important job on installed
shock struts is keeping the exposed portion of
the pistons clean. Strut pistons are
chromeplated, bur they should nevertheless be
wiped clean after each flight. Dirt or grit on the
piston can scratch the piston or cut the seals.
Scratches and cuts, in turn, can cause leakage
past ihe seals.

18-22. MainteAnce precautions to be ob-
served while disassembling shock struts. Ob-
serve the foilowing general precautions when
you disassemble shock struts. Of, course, for
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specific directives you must follow the in-
structions in the atiplicable TO.

a. Before disassembly, double-check to in-
sure that all air pressureffias been released from
the strut. After you are sure that all the air is
removed, drain all fluid by hanging the strut
upside down. If practical, move the piston
through its stroke a few times to insure that all
fluid is removed.

b. Use brass, bronze, copper, plastic, or
leather-faced tools, to eliminate the possibility
of damage to polished surfaces when working
on the strut.

c. All holding jigs, fixtures, and vises should
be covered with felt, copper, or a suitable
equivalent.

d. Mated parts should be marked for iden-
tification with a removable parts tag at time
removal.

18-23. General cleaning instPuctions. Clean
aluminum parts of struts by immersing them in
a solution of trichlorobenzine from 10 to 20
minutes. It is important to remember that this
solution is toxic. Therefore, maintain a 4- to 5-
inch water seal at all times on top of the
solution. You can easily measure water depth
by inserting a transparent tube slowly into the
solution and then holding the upper end closed
while withdrawing the tube. The solution must
also be vented to the atmosphere.

18-24. Immerse steel parts in a solution of
electroplater's cleaning compound from 1 to 5
minutes. Do not allow aluminum partsito con-
tact this solution. Parts that contain both
aluminum and steel must be soaked in "For-
mula T" solution from 5 to 15 minutes.

18-25. After cleaning, rinse, dip, or spray all
parts (aluminum and steel) with cold water.
This is followed by a hot water dip from 2 to 4
minutes. The parts are then ready for in-
spection.

18-26. General inspection and repair in-
structions for disassembled shock struts.
Examine chromed surfaces of the cylinder .for
scratches, scores, blisters, and nicks. Such
defects can cause excessive wear of the seals,
thus producing the eventual failure of the strut.
All suspected defects should first be tested to
determine if the base metal has been exposed.
For this, you liberally apply a copper sulphate
solution to the suspected area. (This solution
consists of 100 grams of cupric sulphate, 5
milliliters of sulphuric acid, and 1 liter of
water.) Then wipe off excess fluid and inspect
the part under a strong light and magnifying
lens. A copper coating will show on the iron
metal where the chrome plating has been
removed. The strut must be replaced if this alp-
dition exists. If the chrome is not penetrated,

hone or polish defects. This is to remove all
sharp edges that could damage the seals. The
stnkt will be replaced if defects in plated areas
exceed the following:

Scratches, scores, and pits that have
penetrated the chrome plating.
In working area of seals, two scratches,
up to 4 inches long and 0.002 inch deep,
in any one inch.
Pits of 0.002 inch in depth regardless of
diameter.
Two pits, less than 0.002 inch in depth,
in any given square inch.
Cracks, regardless of size or location.
(Inspect all ferrous (iron) 'parts for
cracks and flaws by the magnetic particle
method. Inspect all nonferrous parts for
cracks and flaws by the fluorescent or
dye penetrant method. Your non-
destructive testing laboratory will per-
form these checks.)

18-27. Measure all bushing and friction sur-
faces to insure that they are not worn beyond
tolerance. Inspect all bronze and brass trun-
nion bearing surfaces for nicks and burrs and
dress all defects carefully. Use a fine-tooth file.
CAUTION: Never use emery cloth or sandpaper,
since particles of grit will penetrate and remain
in the bearing surface.

18-28. When reassembling the strut, replace
all 0-ring packings, gaskets. and backup rings.
Use Teflon backup rings when available.
Lubricate all packings, gaskets, aq61 grooves
with grease, MIL G 4343. When Nrrings are
used, install them one at a time to make sure
that the feathered edges are not damaged.

18-29. Corrosion treatment (if shock struts.
The exposed portion of the shock strut is cad-
mium plated and/or painted to prevent
corrosion. If these coatings are removed or
damaged, repair them by applying two coats of
zinc chromate primer. Follow this with two
coats of aluminum acquer (12 ounces
aluminum paste and f gallon clear cellulose
lacquer). Apply thtft o large areas by spraying
and to small areas with a brush. Replace name
and data plates which are destroyed or
unreadable. Use standard plates if new
manufacturer's plates are not available.

18-30. Leakage test of overhauled shock
struts. Bench test all overhauled struts before
returning them to stock or putting them on air-
craft. Since there are many type% of struts, there
may be many different ways to test them.
Therefore, check your TO for specific testing
procedures. But, the following is general in-
formation which can be applied to all air-oil
struts.
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18-31. The leakage test is performed in two
steps: The first step is the HIGH pressure test.
and the second is the LOW pressure test. The
chart in table I is the typical of the proper
values. Check the TO for specific values.
Pressurize the strut with test equipment, using
MILH--6083A or M1LH-5606 fluid, or
a 50-50 mixture of each. The strut can be in
either a vertical or horizontal position while
under test. Conduct a thorough inspection at

TABLE I
TEST PRESSURE VALUES

each pressure (HIGH and LOW) and give par-
ticular attention to packings and gaskets. Any
leaks are cause for rejection. Use of air pressure
(only) to pressurize the strut is prohibited,
unless specifically authorized by TO. This
prevents the possibility of introducing moisture
into the air and oil chambers. Such moisture
might bring on corrosion later. After the tests
have been completed, the strut should be filled
with MILH-6083A preservative fluid.

18-32. Preparation and packaging of
repairable struts. We said before that available
facilities determine where shock struts are
overhauled. If the strut is to be sent to depot for
overhaul, it must be properly prepared for
storage. Even though the strut is to be
werhauled at base shop, it may still have to be
irrepared for storage. This depend§ on how
soon after removal the strut is to be overhauled.

18-33. The 'first step to prepare a strut for
storage is to clean all external ferrous metal
surfaces. Use PS-661 cleaning solvent and
dried compressed air or wipe dry with clean dry
rags. Immediately coat all unpainted external
surfaces with corrosion-preventive compound.
MILC-17173A, Grade A. Parts such as
axles. joints, brake flanges. and torque arms all
have surfaces requiring this treatment. Grease
all fittings to prevent corrosion under collars.
bushings. etc. Chrome-plated parts should also
be treated to prevent entry of moisture through
plated surfaces. Parts can be further protected
by being wrapped with greaseproof barrier
material. JANP-127, Grade A.

18-34. In addition to corrosion treatment,
the proper use of containers is also important.
The container for each strut protects it from
damage. Also, it protects against exposure to
adverse weather conditions. Proper handling of
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these containers cannot be emphasized to-C--
strongly. You should exercise caution when
opening or closing containers by using proper
tools to prevent damage. Always insure that the
strul fits snugly into the cradles and mounting
blocks.

18-35. Liquid Spring Shock Struts. The
liquid spring shock strut has no air in it to be
compressed. This strut depends primarily upon
the compressibility of its fluid for its
cushioning action. From the compressibility of
the liquid we get the name "liguid spring."

18-36. This shock strut has limited use. At
present, it is found on only one model of the
Century series of fighter aircraft. Although
there is no need for you to have much
knowledge of such a type of device, we do feel
that you should know that such a .strut exists.
Yoliashould also know a little of how it works
in ,case some aircraft designer uses it again.

A. Liquid spriniz unit-
B. Gear trame

C. Fulcrum
D. Wheel spindle

Figure 85 Liquid spring strut '

18-37. The idea of compressing a liquid may
surprise you. We have always said that for all
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practical purposes liquids are incompressible.
And, it is still truein the ranges in which
hydraulic systems, jacks, and presses operate. It
is when you get up into the 20-, 30-, and 40-
thousand psi ranges that strange things happen.
Different liquids do different things. Even our
scientists don't know what all may take place at
these pressures. One physics book states that
water has no minimum volume at fllressures
over 35,000 psi. The pressure in t liquid
spring strut of an average size fighter standing
still is about 20,000 psi. On landing or taxiing
it may go as high as 45,000 psi.

18-38. Figure 85. shows a typical liquid
spring installed on an aircraft landing gear. The
frame is item B in the figure. Notice the
distdnce between the wheels-Spindle (D) and the
fulcrum (C). Compare it to the distance bet-
ween the liquid spring unit's (A) lower at-
tachment point and tt e fulcrum (C). Comparing
the two distances as arms of a lever gives the
mechanical advantage (MA). The aircraft
weighs several tons. This weight on the wheels
exerts a tremendous force on the piston of the-
liquid spring unit. It is enougi; to compress the
fluid slightly.

18-39. The type of liquid used affects the
operation of the liquid spring strut. Different
liquids have different compressibility factors.
The type of liquid used in the liquid spring strut
is specified in the applicable TO. This strut
requires a silicone-based hydraulic fluid. It is
an exotic and expensive liquid.

18-40. Figure 86 shows a cutaway schematic
of the liquid spring actuating unit. Let's see
how the unit operates internally. Just before
landing, the piston rod is in a fully extended
position. When the wheels touch the runway,
the shock is transmitted to the piston rod (D).
The piston and rod assembly is forced upward.
This mo,/ernent displaces liquid from the upper
chamber (A) to the lower chamber (F). The
liquid is forced through the orifice check valve
(C) and the orifice (G). The lower chamber (F)
can accommodate only a part of the liquid
being displaced. The rod occupies some space
in the lower chamber. So pressure in both
chambers increases greatly, and the liquid is
compressed as the piston travels upward.
Because of the MA involved, long travel of the
spindle (D) (fig. 85) creates a short but2ower-
WI stroke of thqfpiston. When the pisTn rod
starts to extend on the rebound stroke, liquid
from the lower chamber (F) flows to the upper
chamber (A). It must go through the fixed P'
.orifice (G). The orifice check valve (C) is
closed at this time. Because the liquid flows
through the fixed orifice only, the rebounding
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is "snubbed." Thus, the bouncing that often oc-
curs after landing is lteld to a minimum

A. Upper chamber
13. Filler plug
C. Grillo: check valve F.

G.

['piton rod
.

High-pressure gland
Lower chamher
Orifice

Tun: 86. Culimay schematic. liquid spring strut

1 8-4 I. Another major factor should be men-
tionedthe expansion of the cylinder housing



when the internal pressure is increased. Any
time the piston is forced upward into the cylin-
der. the pressure increases. This causes the
walls of the cylinder to stretch slightly and ex-
pand in ,an outward direction. This, in turn.
slightly increases the cylinder volume
Therefore, the piston can move up farther than
it would otherwise when the impact of landing
is placed on the piston rod.

18-42. Field maintenance of thc liquid
spring strut is much simpler than.with the air
oil struts. This is primarily because of the sim-
ple construction of the unit. It is also sinipler
because of the specially designed high-pressure
gland (E). This high-presSure gland is designed
so that it can withstand pressures up to 60,000
psi. Such a gland permits practically no oil
leakage. When additional liquid is needed, it is
applied through the filler plug (B). The proper
extension is determined by the initial twdraulic
pressure pumped into the strut. When f4ling,
the weight of the aircraft must be off the kear,
and the strut must be fully extended. Aro d
800 psi initial pressure is generally neede
when filling the strut. This requires a high-
pressure oil gun. Also, extreme caution should
be used because of the unusually high pressures
in the cylinder; f011ow the TO instructions
when you service this equipment.

19. Shimmy Dampers
19-1. Practically all modern aircraft have

nose gear. It is easier to steer and taxi aircraft
with nose gw than one with a tail wheel. Have
you ever drifen an automobile that had a severe
shimmy in the front wheels? Aircraft nose gear
assemblies have an even greater tendency to
shimmy. This shimmy adds to the possibility of
structural damage to the gear or even complete
failure. Obviou,sly. such a condition is
dangerous and should be prevented.

19-2. Ytlignment and balance of the wheels is
important in doing away with shimmyk But.
shimmy dampers or snubbers are also
necessary. They arc used with nose and tail
wheels to prevent oscillation or shimmy during
landing. takeoff, and taxiing. At the same time,
they permit the wheel assembly to turn or
-tract- as the aircraft turns when taxiing. Some
aircraft usc steering damper units that give both
a damping action and hydraulically powered
steering control. It is easy to design a shimmy
damper into a steering damper unit. The design
and principle of operation is much the same for
both.

19-3. Nose wheel dampers arc either the
vane type or piston type. Both work on the idea
that the resistance of an orifice to fluid flow
creases with an increase in speed of th-e fluid.
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Application of this principle permits slow tur-
ning movement of the nose wheel when
steering. But, it also offers high resistance to
sudden movements or oscillations due to shim-
mying.

A. Chamber E. Wingshan
B. Chamber F. Movable vane
C. Flange keys - G. Hydraulic seals
D. Stationary vane H. Orifice.

Figure 87. Shimmy damper vane arrangement.

19-4. Vane-Type Shimmy Dam irs. An in.-
ternal view of this type of damper is shown in
figure 87. This unit consists lpsic II of a
working chamber, two stationary vanes (D),
and two movable vanes (F). The movable vanes
and the stationary vanes divide the interior into
four chambers (A, A, B, and B). The two
movable vanes are connected to the wingshaft
.(E), which extend's to the outside of the assem-
bly. The wingshaft is attached through splines
to a mechanical linkage which. in turn, con-
nects to the nose wheel. When the nose wheel
turns, the wingshaft swings the movable vanes.

19-5.* Notice that both chambers A are in-
terconnected and, likewise, both chambers B
are interconnected by channels. These two
channels are connected tt2 each other through a
small orifice (H). Now, how does this thing
work? Assume that the movable vanes (F) are
being turned clockwise. 'Both chambers B will
decrease in capacity and chambers A will in-
crease. This forces fluid from chambers B into
chambers A through the orifice (H). The
orifice restricts this flow. thereby damping or
stowing the movement of the whe'Cl and-preven-
ting shimmy. When .the wheel tries to turn
counterclockwise. the action is the same; except
now the capacity . of both chambers (A)
decreases and chambers B increase. Again fluid
is forced through the orifice but in the opposite
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Orifice vaIN e adrustment
Wingshalt
Flange key
Reservoir
Filler fitting
Replenishing pistaii
Inner piston spring
Outer piston spring

elo-z -7-

v'

J. Reseryoir cover
'K. Indicator rod
L. Replenishing %al% v.

M. Rotating vane
N. Mounting lugs
O. Stationary vanes

Wingshalt pack mg. retainer. And spring

Figure 8X. , 'mass ay view 01 1.alle .ihultniis damper.

direction. Again, resistance develops. Flange
keys (C) prevent the stationary vanes from
rotating within the housing. Hydraulic seals (G)
prevent leakage between thc chambers.

19-0. Figure 88 shows a cutaway view of the
vane-type shimmy damper. The wingshaft (B)
shows splines by which the linkage is attached
to the wheel fork. The flange key (C) holds the
stationary vanes (0) rigid to the outer case. It is
through the tiller fitting (E) that fluid is forced
into the reservoir (0). A pressure gun is
required to fill the reservoir because the
replenishing piston (F) holds the reservoir un-
der pressure. Inner and outer piston springs (G
and H) apply force to the replenishing piston.
An indicator rod (l4) is attached to piston F
and extends out through the reservoir cover (1).
lt shows how full the reservoir is. The replen-
ishing valve (L) permits fluid to be forced from
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the reservoir into the main chamber if it leaks.
A hydraulic seal is shown between the movable
vane (M) and the case. A similar seal is found
between the stationary vanes and the wingshaft.
Mounting lugs (N) attach the damper to the
stationary strut cylinder. The packing, retainer,
and spring (P) pre.yent leakage of fluid past the
wingshaft. The spting applies pressure on the
packing. The size of the orifice between the
chambers is adjusted by rotating the adjusting
screw (A) in the end of the wingshaft. If the
orifice opening is wo large. the damping effect
is reduced.If too small, it interfers with the
-normal tracking, of the wheel. The adjusting
screw is protected by a capnut which is
removed for adjusting.

19-7. The methods of mounting vane-type
dampers vary with the design of the nose gear.
Whcn the nose wheel has a limited degree ot'
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travel when turning,,the damper may be moun-
ted as in figure 89. The..dimrier (J) is attached
to-a mounting bracket (E). which is stationary
with respect to the strut (D). When the wheel
(A) is turned in either direction, the fork (t),
torque scisors (B), slipring (C & F), lever and
connecting links (Flo and G). and the wingshaft
.(K) ill rotate or turn. When the wingshaft
rotates, the shimmy damper operates as
described earlier in this section.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Wheel
Torque scissors
Slipring
Strut
Mounting bracket
Slipring

A. Horizontal arm
B. Shock strui
C. Lever
D. Shimmy damper

Connecting links
Lever
Shimmy damper
Wingshaft
Wheel foric

Figure g9. Outboard mounting of shimmy damper
(limited swivel).

19-8. Outboard mounting of a vane-type
shimmy damper for a full swivel wheel is shown
in figure 90. The wheel spindle housing (G) is
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E. Actuating arm
F. Connecting link
G. Spindle housing

Figure 90. Outboard mounting of shimmy damper
(full swivel).

either fore or aft of the shock strut (a). On this
installation the entire dampe,r housing (D)
rotates. The wingshaft of the damper is held
stationary because it is attached to horizontal
arm (A). This arm is also stationary with respret
to the wheel assembly. which swivels. As the
wheel turns, the wheel spindle inside the wheel
spindle housing (G) also turns. This causes the
actuating arm (E), connecting link (F). and
lever (C) and the damper housing to rotate
around the stationary wingshaft. This vane-type
shimmy damper operates on the same principle
as the dampers we discussed before.
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19-9. Internal integral mounting of a shimmy
damper is shown in figure 91. The piston tube
(E) replaces the outer housing of the shimmy
damper. Since the piston tube of the strut in this
assembly acts as the damper, housing, it rotates
while the wingshaft remains stationary., This is
possible because the wingshaft*attached to the
strut cylinder (D) by the damper lever (A),
torque scissors (B). and the pivot lug (C). Tur-
nings movement of the strut piston tube, to
which the wheel fork (F) is attached, rotales the
case of the damper. Thus the "stationary" vanes
swing with the rotation a the piston tube. The
"movable" vanes do not swing because they are
'fixed to the non-rotating shock strut.

19-10. Piston-Type Shimmy Dampers.
Generally piston-type shimmy dampers are,
divided into two groups. There is a single-
cylinder balanced type used as a single unit
with the nose gear. The other consists of twoc\
piston-type shimmy dampers, each opposing the
other.

19-11. The balanced type (see fig. 92) works
on the principle of equal forces acting on either
side of a piston. Both sides of the piston have
equal areas because the piston rod runs through
the piston. The unit is not part of the main
hydraulic system, instead, it has it own reser-
voir (B). The damper is stationary with respect
to the upper cylinder of the nose strut assembly;
but the left end of the piston and rod assembly
(D) is c nected to the rotating part. It is con-
nected, through linkage, to the section of the
landing gear strut that turns with the wheel.
When tt1e wheel turns in either direction, the
piston an rod assembly (D) also moves. Notice
in figure 92 that passageways connect the reser-
voir (B) to he chambers on both sides of the
piston. Each passageway has an orifice check
valve (A and C). They are placed so that free
flow of fluid is always toward the cylinder
chambers: restricted flow of fluid is from the
cylinder chambers to the reservoir. Therefore.
when the piston moves to the leftlquid flows
freely from the reservoir to the right--hand
chamber. At the same time. fluid in the left
chamber must return to the reservoir through
the orifice at C. When the piston moves to the
right, an opposite free and restricted flow takes
effect. Rapid movement of the piston caused by
wheel shimmy is retarded becaustthe fluid
must flow through one of the orifices. You
might be wondering why we install orifice
check valves instead of just an orifice at A and
C. It is to provide free flow into the cylinder.
but restricted flow out. This arrangement
prevents a partial vacuum from forming when
the piston is moved rapidly to the right or left.
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If the partial vacuum is allowed to form, a
spongy shimmy action will result.

A. Damper lever D. Shock strut
II. Torque scissors E. Piston tube
C. Pivot lug F. Wheel lerk

Figure 9 I . Internal ibtegral mounting ti shitnmy damper.

19-12. This unit is serviced with hydraulic
fluid .through a reservoir filler cap.

19-13. Another type of piston shimmy dam-
per requires the use of two separate opposing
units. They are mounted on a single support
which pivots around the lower-end of the shock
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A. Orifice cheek valve
B. Reservoir
c. Orifice cheek valve
D. Piston and rod assembly

Figure 92. Balanced piston-type shiiiemy damper.
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A. Strut piston
B. Support member
C. Spring loaded reservoir
D. Cap and spring assembly
E. Cylinder and piston assembly
F. Stationary portion of strut assembly
G. Slipring
H. Torque arms

Figure 93. Mounting oi dual piston-type shimmy

strut cylinder (see fig. 93). The support member
(8) rotates with the wheel fork and strut piston
(A) because the two are joined by the torque
arms (H). The pistons of both dampers are at-
tached to the stationary gtrut assembly (F) by
means of a slipring (G). Therefore, when the
wheel turns in either direction the pistons of
both damper cylinders are either extenaing or
retracting.

19-14. Each damper unit consists primarily
of a cylinder and piston assembly (E), an orifice
check valve, and a spring-loaded reservoir
assembly (C). The orifice check *valves are in-
stalled between each damper assembly and
reservoir. They perform the same function that
the orifice check valve performs in the balan-
ced-type damper. Fluid flow is restricted when
it is being forced out of the cylinder; it is
unrestricted when it is being "pulled" into the
cylinder assembly.

19-15. Servicing the damper is done by
removing the cap and spring assembly (D) and
filling the reservoir with hydraulic fluid. Before
you remove the cap and spring assembly, con-
sult the applicable TO.

19-16. Co-Rotating Wheels. Another device
which helps to prevent nose wheel shimmy is
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-the use of dual co-rotating wheels. lhese
wheels are splined to a common axle in the
same fashion as train wheels. During taxiing. if
the nose wheels tend to shimmy. onc of the
wheels attempts to rotate more than the other.
It is possible that one wheel can physically
move ahead of the other wheel; however, if this
'does hatipen, one or both wheels must slip or
skid. Thus, you can sec thc co-rotating wheels
ofkr considerable resistance to nose wheel
shimmy.

19-17. The question has probably arisen in
your mind.. "If co-rotating wheels tend to
prevent 'one wheel from moving ahead of the
other, wheel, then how can steering oce.ur
without sliding one of the wheels'!" Sliding of
one or both of the wheels is exactly what hap-
pens. Thc TOs for aircraft using co-rotating
wheels will probably state that above normal
wear occurs on the tires. Of course, the decision
to use co-rotating wheels is made by the design
engineers. Sonic engineers believe that doing
away with shimmy dampers more than com-
pensates for the tirc wear.

19-18. Regardless of the typc of shimmy
damper used, sonic typc of steering device must
also be used. The age of gunning an engine for
turning is fast -passing by., Aircraft with co-
rotating nose wheels will use only a steering
unit. Those using single nose wheels will
probably use a combination shimmy damper
and steering unit.

20. Steering Damper Units

Nose wheel steering provides ease of
handling and greater directional control during
taxiing, takeoff, and landing. There are three
basic typcs of nose wheel steering damper units
presently in use. They are the dual-piston. the
single-piston. and the vane-types.

(0'
20-2. Dual-Piston-Type Steering Damper.

Figure 94 shows a dUal-piston-type steering
damper. With this type system, the nose wheel
is steered by a control wheel located in the
pilot's compartment. This system, 11::e most
nose steering systems. has an oleo-actuated
shutoff valve (B) installed in the pressure line.
Its, purpose is to prevent any steering action
after the aircraft is airborne. A self-centering
device for the wheels is also installed to insure
that the gear is streamlined for retraction.

20-3. This particular system is simple in con-
struction, yet very satisfactory in operation.
When the pilot turns the steering wheel (C).
control cable linkage moves a bevel gear in
a differential unit. (The differential unit will be
discussed in the next volume under systems.)
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11w movement of tlw bevel gear is transmitico
through linkages to the metering valve (A). It
opens this valve and directs hydraulic fluid wi-
der pressure to the steering actuators (H. These
turn the nose Wheels (F) in the desired direc-
tion. As the wheels turn, the motion is tran-
smitted through cables back to the followup
gear in thc differential unit. This action returns
the metering valve (A) to the neutral position.
This cuts off thc flow of fluid to the stccring ac-
tuator. leaving the wheels turned in the desired
direction. To return the wheels hack to neutral
the steering wheel must be turned in the direc-
tion opposite to the-first turn. For simplicity we
have shown the metering valve as a rotary valve;
however. it will probably he a slide or spool
typc. This type has lands and gro( ye r con-
trolling the direction of fluid flow.

20-4. Orifice check valves (G) arc insta led
in each line connected fo the turning actuato s.
These valves allow free flow of fluid to the ac-
tuator and restricted flow from the actuator.
This action gives a smooth, even turning of the
wheels when they are steered. Wfien the wheels
are not being steered. the valves pnovide
shimmy damper action.

20-5. A compensator valve (J) is located in
the system return line. It maintains a small
pressure in the steering actuators when the
metering valve is in neutral. Such a pressure
prevents partial vacuum in a 'steering actuating
cylinder if thc nose wheel is suddenly turned hy
outside forces. The compensator valve consists
of a small spring...loaded piston with a built-in
relief valve set at about 75 psi. Besides keeping
piessure within the steering actuators, the com-
pensator valve prevents excessive pressure due
to thermal expansion.

20-6. The solenoid-operated shutoff valve
(H), when open, provides a path for free flow of
fluid between the two steering. actuators.
During aircraft towing operations we want the
nose wheels to swivel freely. At such times, pr if
some part of the steering system fails. this valve
is opened. On this particular installation, the
valve is controlled by a bypass control switch
(D), located on the steering column. On other
installations. this valve may be opened and
closed manually.

20.7. Some installations use only a single
piston for steering the aircraft.. A complete
steering system using a single piston will be
discussed in Volume 3.

20-8. Single-Piston-Type Steering Unit.
Figure 95 shows a single-piston-type steering
unit. This unit is typical of most single-piston
steering units; therefore, we /hall discuss its
operation in detail.
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Dual piston--type steering damper system.

20-9. Steering controi of this type
steering-damper unit is obtained by using a
spool-type control valve -(C). The spool is

positioned by a mechanical control lever and
followup linkage (A and B). When the cotitrol
lever (A) is moved, the control valve (C) is
positioned to block off and open alternating
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ports. Notice that three pazts are located on the
toli of the control valve (C) cylinder. The two
ports at the bottom of the-cylinder connect to
either side of the I:lower piston (L). Fluid from
these two passageways must first pass through
d'imping or orifice check valves (H). Again,
they provide free flow toward the power piston
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.F
C.;

ont rot lever
Cont nil arm linkage
Control alve
Return accumulator (compensator valve)

'Tresvure inlet
Return outlet
Centering spring
Or itice check valve
Fixed attachment point
Lett -hand cOnder chamber
Pmer pligton
!SI, icy %%heel atiaament point
Right-hand 1..) !miler chamber

Figure 95 Single piston pe stccr my damper unit

cy tinder and- restricted flow out. The two outer
ports at the top of the control valve cylinder
are connected to the return outlet (F): the cen-
ter port is connected to the pressure inlet (E). A

'centering spring (0),holds the control valve id
the neutral position whenever the steering is
not being used. In Ihe neutral pitition the en-
tire assembly operates as a shimmy damper. The
mit orifice cheek valves provide the snubbing

aclion.
20-10. The piston IL) and piston rod are

fastened to the stationary part of the strut at
lixed attachment point (1). The entire housin
assembly is fastened to the nose n heel assembly
at nose vt hey] attachment point 1M ).

20-11 For steering. rale control valve (L1 is
tt,tovt'al to either the r rett by the control
lever t A II the va(ve moves to the right. ow
center pressure port is opened. sending fluid to
the bottom left-hand port. From there it goes

'through the right orifice check valve and on to
the right-hand cv tinder chamber IN). 1 he uppei
,teft-hand rcturn ,pott sit rhe control valve. Is
hlucd 0 but the uppet right-hand return

s

port is opened. This allows fluid from the left-
hand cylinder chamber (K) to return through
the..orifice to thc left=hand ozifice check valvev
an-ffon to the reservoir. As fluid pressure enters
the right-hand cylinder ehamber (N). the entire
huusing moves to the right, thereby turning the
nose wheel. NOTE: The upper end of the eon-.
trol lever (A) does not move.to the right. As the
housing.moves to the right, it catches up with
the initial right-hand movement of the control
valve. This places the control valve back into
its neutral position. As long as the control salve
is kept ahead of the movement of the housing.
the nose gear will keep turning. That is. until it
reaches its maximum turn. The return ac-
cumulator (compensator valve) (D) serves the
same purpose as the compensator valve in the
dual-piston-type steering system discussed
before.
'.20-12. Vane-Type Steering Damper I nit.

This unit, shown in figure 96. serves two func-
tions. It acts as a steering device and as a
shimmy damper., When the unit is not being
used for steering. it acts as an ordinary
shimmy damper. As a shimmy damper. it works
like the vane-type shimmy dumper described
in a previous paragraph. For nose n heel
steering, it uses tiuit4 pressure from the normal
-hydraulic system. There are fur control pop-
pets (E) in the control mechanism. They are
pressure tifi return poppets A and B for right-
hand turns and pressure and retutilC and D for
left-hand turns. The middle view in figure 96
shtVmhe neutral position. In this position all
ports fro.m the' poppets to the damper
mechanism are blocked off. During the steering

operation. pressure enters the unit through the-
upper left port. (Under systems in the next
volume you Will learn n'iat sends this pressure.)
It is routed to the right-turn pressure poppet
(A). to the left-turn pressure poppet (C). It is
also routed to the steering engaging valve (11
and to the fluid return valve (1-). Pressure for-
ces the steering engaging valve up. This causes
steering control rocker arm and cam (0) to rise
and engage the control shall tH). A steering
lever operated by the pilot rotates the -con-
trol shaft' in either direction. For right turns
(11g, 9,. len view). thtz conhol shall and cam
arrang mem cause the rocker afill o lii fee the
right -turn poppet valves (A and 13) don This
allons pressure to pass through pressure puppet
A to the right-turn chambers of the damper
assymbly. Also. fluid from the opposite cham-
bers cail pass thiough roma poppet It hack to
the return line. 1 he initial application tit
pressure to the unit opened up the return vals
(1- ()Pelting this valve allons unrest! tiled Ilois
or IOW it fluid I lit: steel tug Jral (K I is
to Inc nose silk:L:1 mid callsis the is heel to tura
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A Right-turn pressure poppo
H. Right-turn return poppet
C. Lett-turn pressure poppet
D 1.01-turn rourn poppo

(ontrol poppos

F. Return valve
G. Rocker arm and cam
H. Control shalt
J. Steering engaging valve
K. Steering arm

Figure 96. Opt:ration 01 vane-type steering tlaniper unit.

to the right. If the control shaft is rotated for
left turns, the left-turn pressurs and return pop-
pets (C and D) are pushed down..This opens up
the pressure and return lines to the opposite
chambers of the damper. Now it will turn the
steering arm and nose wheel to the left (tig. 96,
right view). A followup system must he added-

-to ,make it easier,to steer the aircraft. It keeps

}{0

'At

thelose wheel from going all the way to the
right or left when the steering is.aetuated. Too,
it matches the movement of steering arm (K) to
the degree of turn the pilot: feeds into the
system; 1-low this is done will he explained in
the next volume .when you study the complete
system. Study'the center view: it will help you
to figure out the shimmy damper:operation.
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Brake Ostem Components

IN THIS CHAPTER we will discuss the uses of
brake systems. You will learn how these
systems can be arranged in many different ways:
specific designing depends upon such factors as
the landing gear layout and size and type of the

e- aircraft. s.ye will cover the operation of several
typical systems; and, we will thoroughly cover
the operation ofthe individual units. You will
also, be given a chance to troubleshoot a few
typical situations.

2. Braking systems are needed on a wide
range of..yehicles. Automobile, truck, and bus
brakes are designekl to provide equal braking
action at all wheels and straight-line stops. A
mechanical parking device, able to hold the
vehicle on hills, is usually built into the system.

3. Aircraft brake systems are somewhatLdif-
ferent from each other because the must meet
different requirements, but they are used to
stop the aircraft after landing and during
taxiing. On many aircraft, brakes are used to
steer the aircraft during ground operation. A
provision' for parking the aircraft is also built
into the brake hydraulic system. Trapped
hydraulic pressure is used to hold the brake_
assemblies in the appfied position for parking.

21. Introduction to Brake Systems
2 1 -1. Even though landing gear

arrangements vary, all aircraft brake systems
fall into three main types: independent, in-
tegral. and slave brake systems.

21-2. The Independent Brake Systems. The
independent brake system is not connected to
the aircraft's main, hydraulic system in any way.'
Hydraulic braking pressure is developed en-
tirely by foot force on the brake pedal. This
force is transmitted through mechanical linkage

.to a master cylinder, which converts the
mechanical energy into .hydraulic pressure for
brake application. -

2,1-3. Integral Brake Systems. Integral
brake systems obtain braking pressure from the
main hydraulic system. Some systems meter
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main system fluid directly to the brake through
a pedal-operated power brake valve. Other in-
tegral systems are of the hydraulic boost type.
They use metered pressure from the main
hydraulic system to act upon one side of a
piston. On the other side of the piston is the
tldid that gots to the brakes. As the brake pedal
is applied, it meters main system pressure to its
own side of the piston. Thus, the brake is ap-
plied by foot-power plus main system pressure
applied to the piston. The piston, in turn, ap-
plies pressure to the fluid in the brake line.
The boost system does not send main system
fluid to the brake assemblies. The normal in-
tegral brake system does.

21=4. The Slave Brake Systems. The slave
brake system is a combination of the in-
dependent ,and integral systems. Used.on some
very large aircraft, it consists of a stave meter-
ring valve remotely. controlled by a master
cylinder through a long pressure tube. Brake
pedal action causes the master cylinder to
pressurize fluid that is directed to the slave
tneteringyalve. The slave metering valve then
meters main system fluid to the brake assembly.

21-5. Slave brake systems on large aircraft
are safer and lighter than simple power braking
systems. True, the master cylinderS.add weight.
But, the lines carrying master cylinder pressure
to the slave metering valve are relatively small.
Therefore, these lines are much lighter than
those carrying pressure from a single metering
valve system. On very large aircraft, the length
of tubing required to carry fluid from the cock-
pit to the brake assemblies is considerable. So,
the use of small tubing represents a definite
weight reduction. Since the slaVe metering
valves ar% remotely controlled, they can Ike
close to the brake assemblies-. Thus, the lines
carrying systetn high pressure are short and do
not enter the cockpit. (The absence of large
high-pressure lines from the pilot's com-

yartment decreases the fire hazard.)

21-6. Thermal Expansion in Brake
Systems. All hydraulic brake systems must have-
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means of relieving the expansion of fluid
caused by heat. This thermal expansion can oc-
cur in both the ON and OFF positions of the
brakes. Thus, brake systems must be built to
allow room for this expansion of the fluid at all
times.

21-7. When brakes are in the OFF position.
thermal expansion must be bled off to the reser-
voir. If the expanding fluid has no outlet, it will
pressurize the brake _system and apply the
brakes.

21-8. Likewise, thermal expansion can occur
when the aircraft is parked and the parking
brakes are on. This excess pressure must be
relieved lest it break a line or blow a seal.
Sometimes it is relieved by a thermal relief
valve set higher than normal braking pressure.
In other systems, this extreme pressure may be
limited by a feature built into the master cylin-
der or metering valve.

21-9. In addition 4erprovidirng for thermal
expansion, brake systems must' have another
feature. They must also be able to replace the
small amount of fluid which may be lost
through normal system leakage. This is done
when the brakes are off. The same.passage
which relieves the increase in volumv due to
thermal expavion generally serves k allow
fluid to enter the braking system.

22. Independent Systems

22-1. An independent brake system is
illustrated in figure 97. This system is generally°
found on fighter-type and liaison-type aircraft.
Usually, the independent system is not con-
nected to the main hydraulic system of the air-
craft, except in some cases where the brake
systems are supplied with reserve fluid from the
main system. Hydraulic braking pressure is
developed entirely by foot pressure on the
brake pedal. The hydraulic units of an in-
dependent system (fig. 97) consists primarily of
a reservoir (D), a master cylinder (C), and a
brake unit (G).

22-2. Reservoirs. Some systems have one
reservoir that supplies fluid tor both the right
and left master cylinders. In other systems, each
master cylinder has its own individual reser-
voir. These reservoirs contain a reserve supply
of fluid to replenish that whidi is lost through
normal leakage. They also have space to hold
any excess volume that may result from thermal
expansion.

;a,..?. Master Cylinders. There are many
types of master cylinders, and they vary in size
and shape, depending on their use. Because of

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Brake pedal
Parking T-handle
Master cylinder
Brake fluid reservoir
Fluid supply line to other master cylinder
Parking ratchet
Brake assembly

t.

Figure 97. Independent brake system.

their low volume otaput, they are mostly used
with small brake assemblies installed in lighter
aircraft. All properly functioning master cylin-
ders produce the same result: they develop
hydraulic braking pressure. They are connected
to the brake pedal by mechanical linkage.
Depressing a brake pedal causes the master
cylinder piston to move, sending fluid to the
brake assembly to apply the brake.

22-4. The mechanism can MO be used as a
parking brake. With the system shown in figure
97, an aircraft may be parked by first
depressing the brake pedal (A). This action
causes the master cylinder (C) to send fluid to
the brake assembly. When full braking pressure
has been attained, the parking T handle (B)
is pulled. This engages the parking ratchet (F).
which holds the master cylinder in the brake

Itxapplied position. The other line (E om the
reservoir is connected to the master linder
for the Other brake assembly. The operation of
both the right and left brake is identical. The
brakes may be released from the parked
position by firmly depressing the pedals. This
action releases the ratchet and allpws the
master cylinder to return to the OFF position.

22-5. The Gladden Master Cylinder. This
master cylinder is typical of the ones used on
several of our fighter and liaison aircraft. It.
like all others, converts mechanical force into
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A. Brake port F. Reservoir port L. Piston head passage Q. Compensating chamberB. Passageway G. Bushing M. Small spring and retainer R. Compensating passageC. Passageway H. Protective boot N. Piston head S. Compensating pbppet
Master cylinder chamber J. Piston rod G. Compensating spring T. LeverE. Return spring K. Poppet P. Compensating piston

Figure 98. Cross section of a Gladden

hydraulic pressure. Figure 98 illustrates the
Gladden master cylinder. The pilot's brake
pedal is mechanically linked to the master
cylinJer piston rod (J). Whenever the brake
pedal is pushed down, the piston rod moves to
the right. The first movement of the rod will
push the retainer of the small spring and
retainer (N) away from the piston head M. This
allows the poppet (K) to seat or piston head
(M) before the piston head move . The reason
for this action is to seal Piston head passage (L)
before the piston head moves. This traps the
fluid in the master cylinder chamber (D)" Arhen
the piston head moves forward.

22-6. Now. as the piston rod continues to
move to the right, it pressurizes the fluid in
chamber D. The fluid is forced out into the
brake lines through passageways C and B and
the brake port (A). To help you better
visualize these movements of parts and fluid,
also refer to figure 99. The wheel brake assem-
blies are thereby actuated, and the friction sur-

?lugs are brought into contact. The braking
force applied on the contact surfaces is in direct
proportion to the force applied on the brake
pedal.

22-7. Braking stops when foot force on the
pedal is released. Refer to figure 98. This
allows the return spring (E) to force the rod and
piston back to)he left. Slotted fingers extend
rearward from 'the piston head and contact the

master cylinder.

head. This extra movement again lifts poppet K
from its seat on the piston head and reopens the
piston head passage (L). Now, if any fluid was
lost by leakage during application of the brake,
it can be replaced. Fluid will be drawn from the
reservoir through the reservoir port (F), into
the chamber behind the piston head. From
there it will pass through the piston head
passage to fill the void in chamber D. This
route also permits return flow of fluid from the
system to the reservoir if thermal expansion oc-
curs. That is, when- the brakes are not applied.

22-8. When parking an aircraft equipped
with Gladden master cylinders, first depress the
brake pedals to pressurize the brake systems.
Next, pull the parking Thandle. As thiois

tdpne, the action in each of the cyfinders pro-
ceeds in the following manner: The lever (T),
which is cabled to the Thandle, moves to
the left. This movement forces poppet S to close
passageway C. This, the fluid is trapped under
pressure in the brake line and assembly. The
brake pedals can then be released. The piston
head (N) and piston rod (J) will return to the
BRAKE OFF position. However, the brake will
remain in the applied position because the fluid
in the system is trapped under pressure. In ad-
dition, this fluid pressure holds poppet S firmly
on seat. Actually, then, the parking handle
could be returned to the norMal position

hushing (G). This action 'stops the leftward, without losing parking pressure. This is because
movement of the piston head. The piston rodw trapped pressure 'folds poppet S on seat.will continue to move to the left until thc However. the T handle should be left in theretainer part of:N is again seated on the piston' parked position as an added safety precaution.
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BRAKES UNAPPLIED

*

BRAKES PARKED

/7671

-41MR

BRAKES APPLIED,

Figure 99. Schematic f1ov1 diagram of master cylinder.

22-9. To release the brakes after the aircraft
has been parked, return the T handle to its
normal IN position. Then firmly depress the
brake pedals. This pressurizes each master,
cylinder chamber to where it overcomes brake-
line pressure. As g result poppet S is forced off

kits seat. Release of the pedal will then aftwb the
piston head (N) to the left. Now fluid from the

brake assembly can reenter the cylinder cham-
ber through the open passageway C.

22-10. The compensating chamber (0) and
piston (P) make up for thermal expansion and
tluid replenishment while the aircraft is parked.'
When the brakes are applied and the Thandle
is pulled, the compensating poppet (S) is

s) repositioned. It moves from its seat blocking
the compensating passage (R) to a seat blocking
passageway C. As it moves across, it will ,

momentarily leave both seats uncovered. At
that moment fluid ressure can enter the com-
pensating chamber (0) through passage R. It
will push the conlpensating piston (P) to the
left, compressing the compensating spring (01.
Thus, when the aircraft is parked. there is flnid
trapped in this chamber. This chamber, spring,
and piston acts like a spring-loaded ac-
cumulator. It stores fluid under pressure ,to
handle any decrease in brake pressure, due to
leakage or thermal contraction. Likewise,- if
thermal ex'pansion takes place in the brakc
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assembly, it - will absorb the added volume.
Thus, the compensating spring and piston
maintain a balance in the brake system under
varying temperatures.

22-11. Pneumatic Brake -SystemMaster
Cylinder Operated. Some aircraft use,a master
cylinder brake, system that is different from the
one just discussed. They use a hydrautc master
cylinder that does not direct fluid to the brake
unit. It directs fluid only to an air relay valve
metering valve),, which in turn directs com-

pressed air to the brake unit for braking action'.
Figure 100 shows the brake system. The master
cylinders (A and C) are similar in operation to
the one's we have already discussed. The main
difference is that each cylinder has its own
reservoir mounted directly on it. When you
depress the left brake pedal. the 'left master
cylinder (C) forces hydraulic tluid through the
brake lines, to the air relay valve (D). This
hydraulic pressure is applied to a metering

,piston in the relay valve. Movement of thlt_
piston causes compressed air to be directed
through the air,line (E) to the brake unit. The
air pressure metered through the relay is in
proportion to the hydraulic press e applied to
the piston. When the brake pedals a released,
the relay metering piston goes bask to the
neutral position. When in neutral, the relay
valve piston opens It passage which vents the
brake air pressure line (E) overboard.
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

,F.

H.
J.

K.
L.

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE 0
AIR PRESSURE=

Right master cylinder
Reservoir section of master cylinder.
Left master cylinder
Relay valve
Air line to brake unit
Air filter
Left drag brace accuMulators
Right drag brace accumulators
Air filler
Air line to brake unit
Relay valve

42-242

Figureel 00. Master cylinder biake system.'

4:4

22:12. Air pressure for the brake systems is
stored in the hollow main landing ge r's drag
brace struts. These struts are shown a items G
and H in figure 100. As part of the lan ing gear
assembly, they brace the oleo trfit. These
hollow storage spaces acts as air accumulators:
Each storage area is provided twill' high-
pressure relief valves and bleed .plugs. Air
pressure in the drag brace accumulators is sup- -

plied by the aircraft's high-pressure pneumatic
system. The high-pressure air enters the drag
braces through check valves to insure enough
cornpres-ged air for one safe landing should the
pneumatic syslem fail.

22-13. The previous paragraphs explain how
master cylinders can be used in different kinds
of brake systems. Regardless of the ,type of
system it 'is used in, the operation is basically
the same. In Volume 3, you will See .how this
systeb is connected to the entire aircraft
pneumatic system.

22-14. Bleeding Independent Brake
Systems. .Any ir get into a hydraulic

4t,

42-244

A. Right rudder brake pedal
B. Brake reservoir
C'Gravity feed filler .tank
D. Shutoff valye
E. Left rudder brake pedal
F. Left master cylinder

10. Bleeder valves
H. Left brake assembly
J. Glass jars

K. Right brake assembly
b. Right master cylinder

Figure 101. firake bleeding with gravity tank.

brake system, the brakes must be "bled."
(Bleeding brake systems is the act of flushing
out- the air-polluted fluid with fresh, pure
fltlid.) Air may get into the hydraulic brake

, system when you replace such units as brakes,
master cylinders, lind, or,other items. Air may-
also be forced into the sYstem by the master
cylinder if the pedal is depressed while the
reservoir it empty. Likewise, as the brake pedal'
is released, retraction of the master cylinder
piston may cause a partial vacuum that could
sucklair into the system through any existing
leaks.. The forMation of air pockets in the hrake
system causes brake pedal operation to feel
"spongy." This is because_ the air must first be
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compressed before braking pressure can be
d6eloped. Braking action becomes erratic.
This ainmust be purged from the system
before operation can return to normal.

22-15. The recommended ritethod .of
bleeding air from independent brake systems is
called the gravity method. It is essential that
only clean, pure, strained fluid of the proper
specification be used during operation.

22-16'. Wbere filling and bleeding is
regularly done, a gravity tank should be on
hand. Figure 101 shows an independent system
properly connected for gravity bleeding. The
tank (C) should have one or two outlets at the
bottom. Each outlet has a shutoff valve with a
-hose fitting at its outlet. The tank should have a
filler opening at the top equipped with a fine
screen; also, the cap must have an air vent. It is
important that the tank contain a large supply
of fluid before you start bleeding the brake
system.

22-17. The tank outlet hose is first con-
nected to the brake reservoir,(B) port. If each
master cylinder (F and L) has its own reservoir,
a tank hose is attached io each reservoir in,let
port. You willitfind a bleeder valve (G) located
near the bighttt portion of each brake assem-
bly. Remove the dust cap (or screw) 'from the
bleeder valve. Then screw a soft hose with a
threaded fitting in one end into the bleeder
valve. Place the loose end of the hose in a glass,
jar (.1) partly filled with clean brake fluid. The
ejld of the hose should be submerged in the
fluid. When the hose and jar are properly con-
nected, open the bleeder valve. (Check your TO
on how to open the Weeder, valve on the brake
you are bleeding.) Now the Guilt can flow from
top of the brake assembly through the bleeder
valve into the, glass jar. To begin fluid flow,
open the filler fank shutoff valve (D). When jhe
reservoir is full, begin alternately applyin-and
releasing (he brake pedal. Continue pumping
the brake pedal until air bubbles no lohger ap-
pear in the glass jar. The amount of fluid
required to, bleed the system4depends, on the
size of the system as well as the amount of air in
the system. When all the air is bled from the
system, close the bleeder valve and remove the
bleeder hose.,W.Iken_replace the duSt cap on the
bleeder valve. Finally, close the tank shutoff
valve and remOve the tank.

22-18. Some maintenance organizations may
use a aightly different Method for bleeding the
brakes:- They use the same equipment and
hodkup as mentioned above, bat the actual
brake bleeding defi4itely requires two .men, one
in the cockpit an8 the other at the bleede*
valve. The man'at the bleeder vilve opens the s
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valve while the brake pedal (A or E in fig. 101)
is being depressed.Then, he closes the valve

A.
B.

C.

Bleeder valves
Hose for bleeding
Bleeder valves

....-
D. Brake assembly
E. Glass jar

Figure 102. Brake assembly with lour bleeder valves.

hefOre the brake pedal is released. This
eliminates any chance of air being sucked back
into the system through the bleeder valve when
the pedal is released,:

22-19 . The brake assemblies shown in figure
101 have only one bleeder valve. But often
there may be molt than one. Figure 102 for
example, shows a brake assembly that uses four
bleeder valves. In an assembly such as this, the
above brake bleeding procedures must be per-
formed at each bleeder valve. Relate the callout,,
letteis in figure 102 to theliscussion of figure
101.

23. Integral Brake Systems °,
.23-1. Many aircraft now ht4e some type of

power brakes or power-assisted brakes. Tliey
use hydraulic pressure from the aircraft's main
hydraulic system to provide most or all ofhe
energy required to apply the, brakes. These
brake systems are called integral because they
are integrated with the main hydraulic system.
Some of 'these bOoster type systems use metere'd
system pressure to aid the pilot, in pushing the
master cylinder piston. Others meter the main
system fluid directly to the brake assemblies.
Some others use one brake valve to control



another brake valve; this type of o
called a slave brake system.

23-2. In all cases, thermal expansion and
fluid loss must be compensated for in both ap-
plied and unapplied positions. "Load feel" is
built into the brake system so that the pilot is
aware of the amount of braking action taking
place.

23-3. Muster Boost-. Cylinder. A master
boost cylinder is shown in figure 103. This unit

- is a master cylinder that uses aircraft hydraulic
system pressure to .aid the pilot apply the
brakes. The bottst pressure fluid does not go
through the master cylinder to the brake line;
it only assists the master cylinder piston in its
pressure stroke.

23-4. When- the brakes are applied, the
piston rod (A) is pulled away from the cylinder.
The cylinder is. held stationary at the cylinder
pivot attachment point (J). This rod movement

eration is

42.247

A. Piston rod F. Return purt
B. Cylinder brake port G. Sliding spool
C. Cylinder piston H. Lever drill
D. Poppet J. Pivot iiilaehmeni
F. Pressure inlet port

, Figure lit3 Master boost cylinder.

first causes the poppet (D) to seat on the cylin-
der piston (C)- Cominued movement of the
piston rod then pulls the piston to the right.
This forces fluid out the cylinder port (B) to the
bralele -assembly. As pressure begins to rise,
more resistance to the pull develops. As a
result, the piston rod (A) and pivot attachment
(I) tend to form a straight lie. This causes the
lever arm (H) to push the sliding spool (G) to
thc right. As the spool moves to the right, the
return port (F) closes and the pressmre port.(E)
opens. System pressure new enters the narrow
space of the spool and flows througth the drilled
passage in the spool..This pressure will cause
the area between the spool (G) and piston (C)
to become pressurized. Sucli pressure gives the
boost action that aids the pilot in applying the
brakes. Roost pressure also acts on the right
end area of the spool (G).This causes it to
move back agatnst its spring until the narrow

. part is between the pressure and return ports.
This cuts,off all fluid flow through these ports.
If the pilot wants to inereaseake pressure, he

puShes a little harder. This offsets the spool (G)
again long enough for boost pressure to in-
crease proportionally. Maximum brake
pressure is manually adjusted by turning a nut
located on the lever arm (H).

23-5. Power Brake Control Valve. The
power brake control valve (PBCV) is the heart
of the brake metering valve controlled system.
This type system is usu%lly found on bombers
and cargo aircraft. A power brake system is
quite simple. It consists of a PBCV with
hydraulic lines connecting it to the main system
presstire ahd return, and to the brake' assem-
blies. Linkage connecting the PBCV to the
brake pedals is much' like the linkage on othep
types of brake systems. Parking the aircraft is
generally done by holding the brake control
valves in the ON position by means of a
mechanical locking mechanism in the pedal
linkage. To explain operating principles of
brake control valves, consider the single Ben-
dix PBCV. It is shown in figure 104. Although
this valve is no longer in common use, it is
given as a representative sample to explain
operating principles. It is a good valve for this
purpose. Smaller, more complex dual units will
be easier to understand if you are clear on this
one.

23-6. In the top illustration, the valve is
s-hown in the unapplied position. Note that

lower poppet (C) is not seated on the piston.
Thus, there is an open passage between the
reservoir return port (P) and the brake pressure
line port (B). This provides a path for fluid
replenishment and thermal expansion when the
brakes are in the OFF position: Also, notice
that the top picture shows the pressure port
being blocked by the -upper (pressure) poppet
(E).

8 7

23-7. The valve begins metering fluid when
the brake pedal (A) is depressed. This causes
the right-hand end of the leaf spring (0) to
move downward. Because the sprinv block
pivots, the left-hand end moves upward. forcing
the piston (H) against the lower poppet (C). As
pishin movement continues, the upper poppet
(E) is unseated (middle illustration, fig. 1(14).
This allows fluid to enter the upper chamber
(F) to the Valve and flow out the brake line port
(B) to the b.rake. As pressure increases in the
brake. it also builds up in the upper chamber of
the break valve. This increasing pressure
creates a downward force, on thi." piston. Since
the brake pedal remains depressed. the piston
will move downward when fluid force over-
conies the strength of the leaf spring (0). Fluid
pressufe and the small sprinfi (0) cause 'the
lower poppet to remain seated arki "follow
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A. Brake pedal
B. Port to brake assembly K
C.,Lower (return) poppet
D. Pressure inlet ;ion
E. Upper (pressure)

Poppet
F. Upper chamber N.
G. Small spring 0.
H. Piston P.

Figure 104. Schematic

A2-24

Lower chamber
Low-pressure adjustment
nuts

Pivots
Yokc (high pressure)
adjustment

Effective leaf spiing length
Leaf spring
Return port ta reservoir

Bendix PBCV.

,g2
piston movement. As the movement continues,
the upper poppet (E) seats again. This traps the
fluid under pressur in the brake assembly,
maintaining braking a ion. This position of the
valve is shown in the It wer illustration of figure
104. Downward force on the piston is tran-
smitted through the lin age to the brake pedal.
This force provides the dot's foot with an op-
posing force that is pro mional to the amount
of braking pressure. Thus. the pilot has

"load feel."

23-8. When the aircraft is parked, a constant
force is exerted on the brake pedal.. During
suchla period, fluid may be lost from the brake
line or assembly. Such a loss will cause a
pressure drop in the upper chamb,er of the
PBCV. The leaf spring then will overcome the
decreased force on the piston, forcing it and the
popper upward. This will permit more fluid to
enter *the brake system through the inlet port
(D). This action again raises the pressure to the
original level.

23-9. What happens if thermal expansion oc-
curs while the aircraft is parked? The enlarged
fluid volume will raise the fluid pressure within
the upper chamber (F). The downward force on
the pist.,n will overcome leaf spring force and
move the piston downward slightly. As the
piston lowers, it leaves the lower poppet,
thereby opening the passage through the piston.
This allows fluid to excape out through the
lower chamber (J) and return port (P). Enough'
will escape until leaf springlorce again over-s,
coknes the decreasing fluid force on the piston.
At that time the piston will rise, and again trap
the fluid in the brake system.

23-10. The pressure metered to the brakes
depends upon the distance the piston moves up-
ward; this distance is determined by the force

\ applied to the brake pedal. A small amount of
"Tedal pressure forces the piston upward a slight

distance. Then, a relatively low pressure in the
brake system can force the piston downward. It
will be enough to bend the leaf springihe slight
amount necessary to allow seating of the upper
poppet.

23-11. A large amount of force on the brake
pedal, causes the piston to rise a considerable
distance. In this case, a high brake system
pressure is needed to force the piston down-
ward the increased distance. From this it
be seen that the presiure metered to the brake
assembly is controlled by the PBCV; this
pressure is proportional to the applied pedal
force. However, each system does have a certain
designated maximum pressure. This pressure
varies between aircraft models, but it is always
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en'ough to lock the wheels against rotation.
Higher pressure is not wanted as it might
possibly burst the brake- lines or rupture the
seals. Therefore, an adjustment is provided on
the brake control valve to limit maximum
pressure output.

23-12. The maximum pressur delivered by
the Bendix P,13CV is controlled Iby leaf spring
teosion. When the brake dal is fully
depressed, the piston rises a efinite distance
until poppet E opens. Incom ng pressure in thili
upper chamber forces the piston back down this
distance before the upper poppet again seats.
To do so, the pressure must overcome the leaf
spring force. If we increase the leaf spring ten-
sion, we also increase the pressure required to
force the piston downward. Likewise, if we
decrease leaf spring tension, lets pressure will
force the piston down to where poppet E closes.

23-13. The yoke adjustment (M,shown in fig.
104) controls the leaf sprjng tension. It does so
by increasing or decreasing the effective-spring
length (N). When the yoke is moved away from
the pivot point (L), the effective length of the
spring is decreased; because only the portion of
the spring that is to the right of the yoke can
flex. This increases maximum metered brake
pressure since a higher pressure is required to
bend the Shortened spring. The high-pressure
adjustment is initially set by the`manufacturer.
In time it may require readjustment because of
spring fatigue, vibration, or careless main-
tenance. Besides the high-prwure adjustment,
there is also a low-pressure iljustment on the
PBCV. The low-pressure adjustment nuts (K)
regulate the piston height when the brake pedal
is released. The low-pressure adjustment in-
sures zero pressure in the brake system when
brakes are unappflied. Poppet C must be open to
give zero presstlre. The piston height is adjusted
to provide a clearance between the piston and
the lower poppet. This furnishes an open path
for thermal expansion and fluid replenishment.
It also insures,that the upper poppet is seated,
preventing pressure flow into the brake system.

23-14. Adjusting Power Brake Control
Valve Systems. If you can adjust the PBCV in
figure 104, you, can adjust most other brake
controls and metering valves.

23-15. As previously stated, it is possible for
the high- or low-pressure adjustment to change.
The high-pressure adjustment can checked
with a pressure gage_attached to the brake port
(s). Maximum brake pedal force should meter
a certain specified pressure to the brake assem-
bly. Assume the pressure gage indicates less
han the maximum braking pressure specified in
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the aircraft TO. To increase the pressure, the
yoke, must be moved further from the pivot.
This shortens the effective spring length. which
increases maximum braking pressure. A higher-
than-specified gage reading is corrected by
moving the yoke closer to the pivot. This
lengthens the effective spring length, which
decreases the maximum metered Pressure.

23-16; The low-pressure adjustment is set b.
the manufacturer and should need no furthe
attention. However, sometimes changes at
made in the connecting linkage from the ped
to the valve. Or, if the adjusting nuts (K) ha
been tampered with, the low-pressure au-
justment may be off. If the piston is too low, the
indication is excessive "free pedal" before the
braking action begins. A pisiOn that is too high
may unseat the upper poppet. ThiVwilll allow a
small amount of pressure to build up in the
brake system and cause "dragging" brakes. To
obtain correct low-pressure adjustment, apply
pressure Id the system port (D) with the brake
port (B) open. The piston is then raised by tur-
ning nuts (K) until a small amount of fluid
flows out the brake port. The adjusting nuts are
then turned back a specified' amount. This
lowers the piston until the proper clearance is
obtained between the piston and lower popget.
The TO on the PBCV gives the number of tti-ns
through which the adjusting nuts must be
rotated.

23-17. Bleeding PBCV Systems. Bleeding
of the PBCV is much like the methods used
with the independent systems. The gravity
method, however, is the hard way to do a com-
paratively simple task. A Means of bleeding that
is easier than the gravity method is internal
pressure bleeding.

23-18. To bleed the brake system in this
manner, first be certain that the main hydraulic
reservoir is filled. Then, connect a hose from
the wheel bleeder to a clean jar in t.he regular
fashion. Now, build up hydraulic system
pressure. Next, open the wheel bleeder ap-
proximately one turn, and depress the brake
pedal. This causes the pressure poppet of the
PBCV to be unseated, allotving fluid to flow to
the brake. There it escapes from the assembly
through the bleeder. This flow must continue
until the escapissfluid is.completely free of air
bubbles. Whenlifn air has been purged from the
systetii, the bleeder is closed, release the brake
pedal. It is'important that a nearly normal fluid
level be maintained in the aircraft reservoir
during bleeding.

23-19. Dual ,Power Brake Control Valves.

n\

Dual PBCV's are used on ma of the larger
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aircraft. This valve is nothing more than two
single valves built into one housing casting.
There are advantages to the dual valve, as com-
pared to the single units. The weight of the unit.
as well as the number of connections, is less
than two singles. A dual PBCV, such as that
shown in figure 105, has only four fluid port
connections. Two single valves would require a
total of six hydraulic ports. Each side of the
dual valve operates the same as a single valve.
But, the right and left sides share a comhion
pressure and a common retarn line.

23-20. In figure 105, port A on the extreme
right-hand end of the valve is the pressure inlet
port. The two ports B. located side by side on
top 4 the valve, are the brake ports. The com-
mon return port ,(C) is located in the center ot'
the valve directly /behind the brake ports.

23-21. Dual PBCV's have some disad-
vantages. A leaking return poppet or piston seal
in one of the valves or a leak in one of the
brake lines or assemblies can cause the loss of
pressure in both brakes.

23-22. Slave Brake System In paragraphs
.21-4 and 21-5, and 23-1, we touched on slave
brake systems. One thing.we mentioned is that
the PBCV's were located near the landing

A Pressure' inlet port
Ikke port

. ROUrtl

kF igure I 05. Dual pou, et brake.i.iintrol salve

itt
A. Pressure inlet port (from main system)

B. Parffing pressure inlet ports (from main sktem)
C. Slave and parking cylinders
D. Slive cylinder pressure ports (from master cylinder)
E. Actuating levers
F. Actuating lever spring avsemblies

G. Return port to reservoir
H. Brake ports (2 each)

Figure !Ob. Hydraulically operated MN.

wheel brakes. The dual brake control valve is
remotely controlled by master cylinders. These
are mechanically connected to. the brake
pedals. One advantage of this type system is that
it is light in weight. Another is that there are .

no high pressure hydraulic lines in the pilot's
compartment. Figure 106 'shows one type of
hydraulically operated (slave) power brake
control váii. This valve is a' dual unit that
meters tluiern the same manner as other dual
PBCV's. The difference tigtween this valve and

the usual brake control valve is the method
of operation.

23-23. Each of the brake pedals of both pilot
and copilot operate% a separate master cylinder.
Both pilot And copilot right master cylinders
send fluid into the right slave cylinder pressure
port (D). figure 106. Both pilot and copilot left
masters cylinders send fluid into the left slave
cylinder pressure port (CI). When fluid enters
either of thevtwo ports marked "D," it force,s
a piston in a slave and parking cylinder (C) to
move left. This pushes the upper end of an ac-
tuating lever (H. with its spring assembly (F).,

. to the left. The lever is pivoted o the lower end
moves to the %right. Either lever causes the
PBCV to meter main system fluid. which en-
tered the pressure inlet (A). -out through a brake
port (H.). rum either port 11 (only front port
showro. it flows lo the right or left brake assein:

"lhe force applied by the brakes is in direct
proportion to the force applied on the brake
pedal.
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.23-24. To apply ,,the parking brakes, main
system pressure is routed into parking pressure
inlet ports (B). In the line upstream from ports
B is an ON-OFF valve operated either manually
or by a solenoid. It is called the parking valve.
Opening 4 actuates the parking brake feature.
Fluid entering ports B pushes the piston in the
cylinder (C) against lever E and F. As in nor-
mal brake application, either lever causes the
PBCV to meter fluid to the brakes. Again the
source of fluid to the brakes is pressure inlet
port A. When the brakes are released the fluid
returns to the main system reservoir through
the return port (G). An accumulator and check
valve are located in the line attached at port A.
This provida a supply of fluid under pressure
for landing if The main hydraulic system has
failed.

24. General Maintenance of Brake Valves
24-1. Check power brake valves, brake

metering valves, and master cylinders for
operation before taxiing or towing an aircraft.
At periodic inspections, inspect them for
leakage at the ports and around the piston rod.
You must also periodically check both the
maximum and parking brake pressures. To do
this onnect a pressure gage to the bralee,
ble der ort and then apply normal andpar ng rake pressure. Of course, an adapter
line will have to be connected to the gage and
the bleeder port. ,Such a line can be manufac-
tured locally.

24-2. You must also keep in mind that if any
hydraulic brake line is discontlected, the system
will have to be bled to insure proper operation.
Next, we discuss 'some other specific main-
tenance operations.

24-3. Inspection and Repair. Like all other
pneudraulic comp*ents, brake valvp will have
to be disassembled, cleaned, inspected,
repaired, and tested periodically. They must be
cleaned with an approved cleaning solvent.
Then, they must be dried thoroughly with a
clean, lint-free cloth or with compressed air.
While the unit is disassembled, you inspect all
parts for nicks, cracks, scratches, ,corro,sion,and dirt. All threaded surfaces must be in-
spected for stripped, crossed, or otherwise
damaged threads. All items included in the
repair kit for that unit 5houId be installed as
replacements. Replace worn or Oniaged parts
that cannot be reworked by lapping or honing
to meet inspection requirements. Before
reassembly, lubricate all internal parts with
clean hydraulic fluid.

24.4. Testing. Various tests must be per-
formed on ail reasSembled brake valves befoie
they are put into use. One test is the proof
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pressure and external leakage test. Here the
porfs are plugged and the valve is pressurized
for a length of time. The valve ichecked for
damage and leakage. Another test checks for in-
ternal leaks while the valve is pressurized. The
final check is an operational check.

24-5. A hydraulic test stand such as the
FICT--6 is required to perform these tests. (We
do not go into detail; these tests vary for each
valve.) You must follow the step-by-step
procedure as given in the applicable TO. Main-
tenance of these valves is made easier if youfollow the troubleshooting charts given in most
TOs.

25. Deboosters
25-1. A debooster is used in an aircraft

brake system to insure rapid application of the
brakes. Also,4it releases the brakes more
quickly. ThwtRain aircraft system fluid supply
cgming from the PBCV or metering valve is
high in pressure but small in volume. The same
is true for the fluid coming from a master cylin-
der. Most aircraft do not neel such high
pressure going into the brake Ao lock the
wheels. But, large aircraft with many wheel
brakes require a large volume of fluid. The
debooster solves this problem. It reduces the
pressure but increases the volume to the brakes.

25-2. You may be wondering why it is so im-
portant to have the brhes apply and release so
rapidly. Therefore, let's explain the situation.
Braking action occurs by forcing *stationary
surface against a rotating surface. We also know
that all brakes have an offclearance. This is the
actual distance between the rotating and the
stationary surfaces when the brakes are not ap-
plied. The initial volume of fluid directed into
the brake unit takes up only the off clearance.
The larger the brake unit, the greater the
amount of fluid required for this purpose. What
happens after the stationary surface of the brake
has made contact with the rotating surface?
More fluid is forced in to give effective raking
pressure. We must provide-some meanl of get-
ting a large volume of fluid into the ake unit
during application rapidly. If we d 't get the
fluid, in quickly during-application, the braking
action will be too gradual. This will result in
excessive heating and wear of the brakes. The
cause is the extra drag on the brakes before e -
.fretive braking takes place. Likewise, we must
get the fluid out quickly because brakes will
drag if they are released slowly. This again
causes more heat and wear. 4 .-

25-3. This brings up what you 'learned in
Chapter 1, Sections 4 and 5. Deboosters are
practical examples of force-pryssure-area-
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A. Line from PBCV or
Metering valve

13.

C.

D.
E.
F.

External line
Star valve
Line to brake assembly
Pin
Spring
Lower fluid chamber

H.
J.

K.
L.
M.
N.
0.

Lower piston head
Seal
Air vent
Seal
Compensating valve
Upper piston head
Upper fluid chamber

Figure 107. Tv. .al debooster.

length-volume relationships. They. also demon-
strate mechanical advantage or MA. Turn back
and review these sections if your memory On
tlwse matters is fuzzy. On a piece of paper draw
figures 3 and 4 and read how to apply them.
Keep this pager before you as you read the
material on &boosters.

25-4. Operatinn. Fi'gure 107 illustrates a
typical. booster. A'close look 'at it will help you
to understand its operation..The main feature is
the piston, which has two different areas. The
upper area (N) and.lower area (H) always differ
in size. The siZe ratio of one piston to that of
the other will vary according to need. Some
ratios are 3:1; that is, the lower area i three
times that of the upper area. Other ratios may
be 6.7:1 or 4:1, depending on the design .for
a specific system. For instructional purposes,
assume that the debooster in figufe 107 has a
3:1 ratio. Pressure coming from the brake
cOntrol valve enters the debooster at the
metering valve port(A). It acts On the upper
area of the piston. lf the pressure coming in is

(200 psi and the upper area is equal to 1 square
inch, the force develope'd will be 1200 pounds
force (P )( A = F; 1200 psi x 1 sq. in. = 1200
lbs. force). With a 3:1 ratio, the lower area of
the piston (H) is "3 square inches. The pressure
developed on the bottom side will be 400 psi

(
1200 lbs. force

A 3 sq. in.
400 psi).

This coMputation shows that the &booster has
reduced or- deboosted pressure.

25-5. However, this is not the most im-
portank facto... Suppose the piston is moved_
down X' distance of I inch. One cubic inch of'
fluid will be required to accomplish this
rnoveinent. (A 'x L = V; 1 sq. in. x 1 in. = I
cu. in.) At the same time, 3 cubic inches of fluid
will be forced out the lower port (D). (A x L=
V; 3 sq. in. )< 1 in. = 3 cu. in.) The main pur-
pose has been accomplished, that of sending a
larger amount of fluid to the brake assemblies.
The brakes .are applied quickly by the larger
volume undeera still adequate pressure. Rapid
release is obtained by the reverse proCedure.

-Wheni the brake pedal is released, the 1 cubic
inch of fluid in the upper chamber (0) is dum-
ped back through the brake control valve.
While the spring (F) moves the piston upward I
inch, the lower chamber draws 3 cubic inches
from the brakes.

d
25-6. The air vent (K) prevents a vacuum or

high-pressure condition from building up
behind the piston. Two seals (.1 and L) prevent
the fluid in the two chambers from escaping out
the air vent. When the brakes are released, fluid
in the upper chamber (0) returns through the
brake control valve to the reservoir.,The fluid
in the lower chamber (G) increases in volume
when the brake is released. The spring (F)
creates this added volume by forcing the piston
upward.

,
.

25-7. Fluid Replenishment. if fluid leakage
occtirs anywhere below the debooster, the fluid
niust be replenished. We will explain how with
most deboosters the replenishing is automatic.
Leakage from the lower chamber will cause the
piston to ride lower in its tra%;e1. The piston can
move down to a point where the oPening pin

g(E) will contact andpen the compensating
valve (M). Notice thirs-tiiIve is built like a sim-
ple ball check valve. Now compensating fluid
can flow from the high side to the low pressure
side of the. piston. This flow will stop when
enough fluid has entered chamber G to raise
the piston apd close the valve (M). When the
valve closes,- the lost fluid in dr.rower chamber
will have been replenished. TheNamber must
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be large enough to hold a little more fluid than
niaximum wheel braking. requires. This
prevents the paton from normally moving
down far enough to open the compensating
valVe. Thermal expansion of the fluid in the
lower chamber can easily opoi the CO 111z,
pensating valve and be relieved. With this type
of debooster no special procedure is necessary
for bleiding. Whichever method of bleeding is
used, the compensating valve will allow the
fluid to reach the outlet.

25-8. The compensating yalve and th,1
opening-opin may not be installeq' in some
deboosters. If so, an external line (B), with a
srar valve (C), will connect the upper and lower
chambers. The normal position of this star
valve is closed. Normal operation of the
debooster is the same as before, but
replenishing is done manually. With this
arrangement, it is necessary tb open the star
valve while the brakes are applied. This will
direct pressure to both sides of the piston. Since
the lower side is larger in area, the piston will
be moved upward, replenishlng the lower.,
chamber..The staryalve need only be opened a
moment and must be closed after replenishing
is completed. Should the star valve be left open,
the brake unit would receive more prasure
than 'normal. This could easily cause locked
brakes that would damage the internal parts of
the brake unit.

25-9. Maintenance. To *bleed brakei
with this type of ooster, open the star valve;
which will rein in open throughout the
bleeding probedure and closed thereafter. A
thermal relief valve relieves expansion in the
lower chamber of this &booster. It relieves a
few drops of fluid overboard when pressure
goes high enough. (The relief valve is not
shown in figure 107.)

25-10. the debooster 'housing is actually
constructed in two halves, bolted together.
Take care during disassembly to hold the two
halves securely when removing ,the Its. The
strong spring (F) tends to force the ..alves
apart. All parts must be washed in an approved
cleaning solvent, and seats rnuSt bereplaced
with.new ones. Using an arbor press'to hold the
two halves together makes assembly easier,
Test,ing procedure is set forth in, 'the applicable
TO 'for each model debooster. There you will

.find specific testing pressures applying to that
particular debooster.

26. Brake Assemblies Multiple 6isc
26-1. In the preceding sections you learned

how various brake systems andsomponents are
ttsed. Their purpose is to deliver hydraulic

Cro,

pressure to the brake assemblies in proper
quantity. These brake assemblies must Operate
at a high degree of efficiency. And they mulst do
60 with a minimum amount of lining weatr. They
muM also be highly resistant to the condition
known as brake lack. This, is a gradual loss of
braking action due to overheating. 'However,
there is one more thing to mention before
discussing the brake assemblies: how the laws-
of physics tie into the overall hydraulic braking
system.

,, .
2W-2. Physical Principles. ane of the basic

lav.s of physics states that any body in motion
has kinetic, energy. Thus, a bullet in flight has
enesgy, hna this energy is expended wherf it hits
an object. Likewise, a moving aircraft 'or
automobile has energy that is expended when it
stops. Therefore, the motion of any body ceases
when its kinetic energy has been expended. One
of the best ways to dissipate this energy is to
convert it into heat. Brakes convert the kinetic
energy of a moving aircraft.,intO heat. The
amount of energy contained depends upo.n the
-weight (mass) of the aircraft .and its speed
(velocity). Thtis,. the amount of heat generated
to stop the aircraft depends solely upon these
factors. The brakes must' be of a correct size
and design to handle this heat. Better brakes

-are designed to Aolerate high temperatures 'and
to dissipate the heat rapidly. .

2k-.3. You havd, no doubt watched large air-
craft rolling down the runway after landingr

Aind yttu ever think about how much heat was
g generated from the braking action? It's

probably a lot more than you ever thought. It is
enough to raise the temperature of a seven-
room house from freezing to around 70°. The
friction and heat causes braking materials, to
wear away, warp, and deteriordte. As the
pneudraulic mechanic, you adjust, inspect,
reline, and replace these b'rakes.

26-4. %Now. what are the various types of
brake assemblies used by. the Air` Force? The

'first one that we will discuis is the multiple dise
tyN,
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26-5. Construction and Operation. The
multiple disc brake contains a number of metal
discs. $ome of these discs are bronze plated and
are keyed to rotate with the wheel. 'The-
remaining discs are made of steel. These steel
discs are spaced altbrnatefSe between the bronze
discs and do not rotate. Figure 108 illustrates a
typical multiple disc brake.

26-6. Braking takes' place when fluid under
pressure is introduced baind the annular ring
shaped piston (C). The fluid forces the piston to
the left. This movement creates friction bet-
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A.
B.
C.
D.

/ E.

Piston return spring
Stationary steel disc
Annular piston
Piston cup seal
Insulating ring

Figure 108. Cutaway

F. Bleed screw /
9. Rotating bronze dise
H. Retaining nut lock scre.%
J. Retaining nut
IC. Anchor key

of a multiple disc brake.

ween the rotating bronze discs (G) and
nonrotating steel discs (B). This friction causes
the bronze discs to stop tufning, and since they
are keyed to the wheel, it also 4toPs turning.
The amount of braking action is directly
proportional to the amount of pressure ad-
mitted to the brake.

26-7. The braking friction between the discs
generates a large amount of heat. An insulating
ring (E) is provided to prevent the fluid behind
the piston* from absorbing the heat. If the in-
sulating ring were not included, the tem-
perature of the fluid would become so high.that
it would boil when the brakes were released.
This would have the same effect as air in the
brake assembly; the braking actioil /Oruld be
spongy.

26-8. The number of steel . discs is one
greater than the number of bronze discs. This is
because one stationary disc is needed on each
side of the stack.

26-9. You may ask this question, "Why do
we use discs of unlike metals?" The answer lies
in th& molecular construction of the metals..
Any time friction occurs between two like
metals, galling, scoring, ar metal pickup will
take place. This problem is greatly reduced bet-
ween unlike metals. Bronze and steel have been

found to be one ot, the better combinations to
use .for disc brakes.

26-10. Multiple disc brakes have one hig
disadvantage: the extreme warping of the discs
which tales place when they are overhepted.
Much of this is due to the brakes having a large
friction area and poor heat-dissipating

'qualities. Long, hard application of the brakes
will cause the discs to become very hot. But,
they should not be artificially cooled, as this
will warp ahem.

.26-11 aintenance. Access to the brake
assem is gained by removing the wheel.
This should be_dane according to instructions
contained in the TO tbr the aircraft concerned.
To inspect and repair the brake, it should be
'removed ft:Om the aircraft. To do this, discon-

'riect the hydraulic line aqd detach the whole
brake assembly from the axle torque flange.

26-12. Refer again to figure 108. To
disassemble the brake, start3by removing the
disc retaining nyt loc.)( screw (H); then
manually unscrew the disc retaining nut (1).
The stationary and rotating discs can then be
lifted from the housing. Next, remove the
fragile insulating ring, using extreme care.
Follow instructions in the TO covering the
brake to remove 4he piston and piston seal.

26-13. When all metallic parts have been'
cleaned, they should be carefully inspected.
Check the anchor keys (j) for notching and
wear. They must be replaced if worn or grooved
0.002 inch. At this tilde, tighten the anchor key
bolts to the torque specified for the brake
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.t A. Fluid inlet D. Expatder tube shieldB. Expander tube .E. Retractor springC. Brake frame F. Brake block

Figure 110. Cross section

assembly being inspected. Then ins ect the
discs for wear and evidence of warping. If the
warped discs cannot be tapped flat with a
mer, replace them. Any bronze-coated discs
that have worn 0.020 inch must also be
replaced, as they will not have enough coating
remaining. Any return springs ,(A) that show
damage or signs of rust niust be replaced. The
piston cup seal (D) need not be replaced unless
it shows signs of wear, shrinkage, cracking, or_
remolding.

26-14. When reassembling the brake, rigidly
follow the TO instructions. The most important
step is the proper installation of the piston seal.
Take care to stack the discs in proper sequence,
as steel discs must begin and end the stack.

26-15_. Adjust the brakes by turning the
.retaining nut (1) to give a specified clearance
between it and the adjoining steel disc. Two
feelersgages .e used to measure this clearance.
They must be placed direcny opposite eachother at the same time. When the clearance is
correct, the retaining nut lock screw (H) is
tightened to the TO torque value. The brake is
then tested according to the procedure given in
the TO. If the test is succEssful it is ready for in-,.
stallation on the aircraft.

of an expander tube brake.

27. Expander Tube Brakes

27-1. The expander tube brake is shown in
figure 109. This type of brake assembly consists
of three main parts: the brake franies, the ex-

\skander i'tube, and the brake blocks. It is
manufactured in both single and duplex
models. The single type has oneillew of brake
blocks, while the duplex has two rows. This
particular brake is also made in the dual duplex
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Figure 1 1 1. Expander tube shield.
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type. It consists of a duplex brake on both the
inboard and outboard ..ide of the wheel. A
brake adjuster valve is incorporated in the
design of some expander tube brakes. There is
no provision for adjusting the brakes that do
not have these adjusters.

27-2. Operation. A cross-sectional view of
the expander tube brake is shown in figure 110.
Braking takes place when fluid pressure is'
directed into the fluid inlet ()) and into the ex,
pander tube (B). As the tube is restrained from
inward and sideward movement by the brake
frame (C). the tube expands outward. This ftr-
ces brake blocks (F) outward against the brake
drum, causing the friction which stops wheel
rotation. The brakeblocks are prevented fr9m
turning with the drum by torque lugs on the
brake frame,

27-3. When the brake pedal is released, fluid
pressure is relieved from the tube.
tical retractor springs (e) are fitted through

Figure 112. Stamped btake fraMe;.

Figure 113. Cast brake frame.

f;\ 42.257

Figure 114. Method ol rolito.Ing dents frouli
hrake trams.

slots in the ends of the brake blocks. When the
tube depressurizes, the retractor springs,retract
the blocks. This action causes the expander
tube to deflate, and the brake returns to it OFF
position. Expander tube shields (D) are plaCed
under the ends of adjoining brake blocks. (An
example of an expander tube shield is shown in
fig. Ill.) They prevent the tube from squeezing
out between the brake blocks, where it couldJ5e
pinched as the blocks move.

27-4. On some expander tubes brakes, no
provision Ls made for adjustment. When new.
brake blocks are installed on the nonad-
justable-type expander tube brake, a new tube is
also usually installed. The new blocks atie then
turned down to provide the correct clearance.
The clearance is 0.002 inch to 0.015 inch bet-
ween the blocks and the drums. Becausg the ex-
pander tube swells as it ages, it somewhat com-
pensates for lining wear. Check the thickness of
the brake blocks whenever the brake clearance
exceeds 0.075 inch. First determine the
maximum distance the retractor springs can
deflect. lf the thickness of material worn from
the blocks is equal to the above distance,
replace the blocks.

27-5. inspection and Maintenance. Brakes
that have stamped frames (see fig. 112) may be
inspected or relined without removing the
brake froM the landing gear. However, the
wheel must be removed. Brakes that have cast /
ttorque spiders (frames), as shown in figure 11,3;'
must be removed from the aircraft before they
can be inspected or repaired.

27-6. For inspection, first remove the wheel
(stamped frames) or the brake assembly (cast
frames).-Then check the entire brake assembly
for corroded, bipken, or cliktorted parts.' EAh
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retractor spring that is broken or rusted must
be replaced. Instructions for the removal of the
springs and brake blocks are given in the brake
TO. Two or more blocks are to be removed and
measured fort wear. While the tube is exposed,
examine it for signs of excessive brake heat. If
the tube cover is burned, charred, or otherwise
damaged, ceplace it. Test the expander tube for
leaks by using comprased air and immersing
the tube in a tank of water. Do not ex`ceed 75
psi. Remove dents ia the brake frames by
placing the wooden block against the bulge of
the dent:then tapping the block with a hammer.
This method of dent removal is illustrated in
figure 114. When assembling the brake, be
careful not to place a. thick brake bliick next to
a thin one (this creates undersirable strain on
the expander tubf and retractor springs)..The
periods specified for brake inspections and
their scope are found in the brake TO. The time
between major overhauls depends upon the
type of aircraft operation and the location.

27-7. Brake Adjustv: Valves. Brake ad-
Aster valves are instalf84 on many expander
tube brake assemblies. They are simply ad-
justable, two-way Wief valves, which always
trap a small amount of fluid pressure within the
expander tube., This prevents the brake blotks
from &turning completely to the -retracted
position. Figure 115 shows a cutaway of an ad-
juster valve used on a duplex expander tube
brake.

si

27-8. As braking pressure is applied, fluid
enters the inlet port (A) of the brake adjuster
valve. The entering fluid pressure easily raises
the diaphragm (B) and 'spring plunger (C)
against the force of the spring (D). The fluid
then enters the expander tube through ports G
and H.

27-9. When the brakes' are released, the ex-
.

pander tube is compressed by the retractor
springs. The srirings create enough pressure on
the fluid to force most of it back through the
expander valve. But, the spring (D) is strong
enough to trap the last fluid in the tube. By
retaining a quantity of fluid, the tube remains
partially inflated. As a rqsult, it holds the brake
biocks closer to the brake drum.

27-10. The adjusting screw (E) is turned to
increase or decrease spring tension. This in-
creases or decreases the amount of fluid trap-
ped in thevexpander tube. Remember" that The
amount of fluid determines the cliitance thea
friction blocks are from the brake drum.

.Therefore, adjust the bake clearance by tur-
ning the adjusting screw (E).
. 27-11. Adjusting Expandbc Tube Brakes

Using Brake Adjuster Valve. The first step,
in the adjustment is to release the brakes and
remove the brake adjuster valve cap (F). Then
turn the brake adjuster screw several turns
clockwise to tighten the spring (D). This
position of the?adjustment screw will cause the
maximum quantity of fluid to remain in the ex-

as.
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Figure 115. Brake adjuster valve.
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pander tube.. Now depress the brake pedal amount of pressure of the fluid behind the
pistons. This, as in other brakes, the braking ac-several times, to fully expand the expander

tube. If this puts the brake blocks against the
'drum, you are ready to release,the brakes and
slowly turn the adjusting screw coun-
terclockwise. This permits the brake blocks to.
retract away from the drum. Keep ,checking
with a feeler gage inserted between elle brake

( blocks and drum. When the minimum clearance
specified in the aircraft To is obtained, stopa 'turning the screw. Then with the weight of the
aircraft on the wheels, reapply the brakes
several times. Now recheck the clearance to in-
side -a uniform minintim clearance. Make
clearance checks about 30 seconds after brakes
are released to insure complete retraction of
the brake shoes. If the minimum clearancewill. .
not hold, you probably have a leaking ad-
justment valve. In that case it should be
replaced.

27-12. To many of you, in.formation con-
cerning the expander shottype brake may have
been new. This is probablY not.the case with the
next type of brake we are going to 'discuss. It is
used in the coaster brake on bicycles and also
on many new cars.

28. Segmented Rotor Brakes -

28-1. The segmented rotor brake opeiates on
the multiple disc brake princjple. It has rotating
segments that are squeezed between stationary
discs. Figure I I§ illustrates the segmented
rotor brake assembly. The segmented rotor type
has a large amount of bratting surface within a

tion can belentle or severe, depending upon
-the pressure metered to the brake assembly. D#
indicates the brake bleedipg points. Capouts .1.
R, 0, P, 0, N, M, L, and K are shown in better
detail in figure 1 17, which is a cutaway of de
rotors and discs. .

28-3. Operatinn of the.,Automatic Adjdster
Mechanism. Figure I 17 gives a detailed
illustration of the automatic_ adjuster,.
mechanism (shown in (he lower left-hahd por-
tion of figure 116). This adjuster is designed to
maintain a fixed clearance when the brake is in
the unapplied (OFF), position. As' the brake
linings wear, the adjuster automaticallyr com-
pensates for this wear. It maintains a uniform
off clearance and aconstant fluid requirentent
per brake application. These adjuster
mechanisms are 1obat%.1-in in vals arotind the
brake assemblx. Earlier ,nio had a shim (A)
installed to lengthen wear li but new ad-
justers eliminated the shilt

28-4. Figure 117 shois that the adjuist-ler p10,
(H)is. insertecUthrough a. hole in the pressure
plate (1). During brake'application this action
occurs. The pistons (K) shove ae pressure plate
(1) and the washer (E) to the right, 'against
spring force, until it contacts the sleeve (D).
This movement eliminates the brake clearance
.but does not apply hard braking. To apply the
brakes firmly, the pressure plate ,(J), pushing
against the sleeve (D), must force the entire ad-
justing pin (H) to the right. The friction block

comparatively small diameter. In this it resem- U ) clamps the adjusting pin firmly. So. the
bles the muttiple disc brake. Because they are . piston force must be strong enough to slide the
made of thick metal segments linked together, adjusting pin tight through the- clamp. Thus,
we don't have warping of the rotation discs. teach. time the brakes are applied, the adjuster
These segmented discs are called rotors. B in
the figure indicates the rotor links. The
stationary discs (stators) have lining material
riVeted to them and they maintain a constant off
clearance. These are advantages over the
multiple disc brake.

2822. R fer to figure 116. We see that the
linked r or segments (A) are'sandwiched bpt-
ween the stators (I) and are keyed to rotate whit,
the wheel. During brake application, tluid is
directed to the left-hand side of the piston cups
(E) and (G). It then forces the semiannular
pistons (F and'H) to the right. This cases the
sandwiched stators ,(1) and rotors (A) to be
squeezed between.the pressure plate (5) and the
backing plate (C). The friction produced by this
squeezing action "'causes rotating segmented
rotors to slow down. Since they are keyed to the.
wheel, it also slows_ down. The resistance
developed is directly proportionaljto the
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pin is moved inward a very slight amount. This
allows the itators and rotors to'be firmly com-
pressed. From,this you can see that pin H will
nbt move far'cluring a single Brake application.
lt will move just far enough to make up for Me
loss of brake lining worn away during the
preceding application. Thus, the brakes ar
kept adjusted.

28-5. As pressure is relieved from behind the
pistons (K), the spring (C) forces the pressure
plate (.1) back. It moves left until it hits
shodder (F) of the adjusting pin'. Because of
the adjusting pin's mtivement to the right, the
pressure plate (J) will no longer rest against the
brake housing)Likewise, the pistons will begin
to protrude slightly from their cavities to follow

irathe
pressure p te. Fr019 this discussion we see

that as th linings become,, thinnerl the
movement range of, the pressure plate nioes to
the right. But, since e distance betweeii, the
sleeve and the slr er does not change, the
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Figure l'fl. Automatic adjuster of the segmented

pressure plate range remains constant. It always
backs off the same distance after each ap-
plication. This gives- a uniform off clearance.

28-6. As we said, the distance between the
sleeve (D) and adjuster pin shoulder (F) deter-
mines the off clearance. This distance is the
range through which the pressure agate (J)
slides. It is adjusted during brake assembly by
turning the adjuster pin nut (B). To adjust it,
first tighten down the nut until the pressure
plate is pinched between the sleeve sand
shoulder (F). This gives us no clearance. Then
back off the nut a specified number of turns to
give the proper clearance. Once this adjustment
is made, it should hold during the life of the

42.261

J.,
K.
L.

M.
N.

rotor brake.

( N

Pressure plate
Piston
Rotor
Ling blocks
BaelNng plate

brake lining. However, if the .g.djuster is to
work, you must ekactly torque the adjuster
clamp (I). If the adjuster clamp is un-
dertorqued, the pin (H) will move too far to the
right at eacb brake application. The adjuster
pin will be pulled to the right by the spring (C).
This will elintinate the off (running) clearance
and cause the 'brakes to drag. If the adjuster
clamp is overterqued, friction on the adjuster
pin will be too great. Then hydraulic pressure
cannot move the pin to the right to compensate
for lining wear. This hindrance, will cause
braking friction to decrease (fading brake) as
the linings wear, which eventually will result in'
the complete loss of braking action. The clamp
holddown assembly (G) prvents slippage of the
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adjuster pin back to the left. It prevents the
weight of the rotors (L) ufon the pressure plate
from forcing the adjuster pin to the left when
the wheel is retractcd, which consequently
would nullify,the purpose of the automatic ad-
justers.

28-7. Lining blocks are riveted to both siges
of each stator (witci the exception of The
auxiliary stator, item T, fig...116). Numerous
lining blocks (M) are shown in the cross section
of the brake, figure 117. If each of the lining
blocks wears 114,6 ipchthere is still much
useful lining remaiqing. But, since there 'are
eight blocks,4ie total lining thickness that has
been worn awl), is 1/2 (8/16 inch). This means
that the adjuster pin will be 1/2 inch further to

the right. The pistons will protrude1/2 inch
from their cavities, which is not good. So,
measure the amount of pin H showing on the
outside of the friction clamp. The TO tells you
how much of the pin must-show. When the ad-
juster pin has moved in the permitted distance.
it is time to reline the brake. At one time we
were allowed to remove the compensating shim
(A) from the backing 'plate (N) (allowing H to
be rrillved back) to get some more wear outtof
the ning. However, this is no longer p?r-
milted.

28-8. 1111intenance of Segmented Rotor -
Brakes. Complete disassembly, inspection,
overhaul, and repair instructions for segmented
rotor brakes are contained in the brake TO.
When internal inspection or maintenance is
necessary, the brake must be removed from the
aircraft. This is done in accordance with the
maintenance instruction TO for the aircraft. A
table of dimensions and specifications in the
brake TO gives information on permissible
wear, cracks, distortions, running clearance.
and so forth. Remember, brakes are always to
be returned to service in like-new condition.

29. Spot Disc-type Benito;

29-1. Spot disc-type brakes are similar ip ac-
tion to the multiple disc-type and segmented
rotor-type brakes. A typical brake of this tStpe is
shown in figure 118. One or two steel discs are
generally used. This depends on the type and
size, of the aircraft on which the brakes are in-
Stalled. These discs, which are keyed or
fastened to the wheel, rotate with the wheel.
The brake cylinder housing),contains one or
more brake acthating pistons. It is securely
bolted to the torque plate of the aircraft lan-
ding gear. The piston squeezes the rotating steel
discs between stationary brake linings to
produce braking action. The force is applied to
the flat surface of the steel disc at the spot
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.wherc the adtuating pistons are located. .Spot
disc-type brakes have from onc to four pistons
and corresponding spotse Thc number of
pistons alsolepcnds on the type and size of the
aircraft.

29-2. Single disc brakes are of several types.
They arc classified as singlek disc mechanical,
single disc booster, and single disc hydraulic
brakcs. In addition to these wheel brakes, there
is also a single disc brake for helicOpter rotors.
The helicopter rotor brake disc is bolted direc-
tly to the rotor shaft.

29-3. Dual disc brakes arp4 hydraulically
operated and are always of the multiple cavity
(piston) type. However, their construction is
essentially the.same as that of the single disc
brakes. The _dual tdisc brake has two rotating
discs and two sets of brake linings. They are
used on aircraft which require more braking
friction at lower pressure than is provided by
the single disc brake.

29-4. The single disc booster brake is a
multiple cavity hydraulically operated brake
which has servo'action. This brake was an ad-
vancement when it was first introduced, since
the servo ac&ion provided a relatively high
braking friction when used with a master cylin-
der brake system. It, in fact, increased or
boosted the pressure supplied by the master
cylinder.- Now, however, power braking systems
can deliver any desired pressure to the brake
assemblies. So, sko brakes no longer offer an

2 u

Figure II§. Triple spot disc brakes.
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D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Self-adjusting pin
Self-adjusting pin nut (torque e nut)
Self-adjusting pin grip
Fluid port
Internal retaining ring
Threaded retaining ring
Spring guide
Piston 0-ring packing

1.

J.

K.
L.
M.
N.
0.

oBrake release spring
Piston
.Brake cylinder housing
Brake lining
Rotating braIe disc.
Brak lining
Backig plate

Figure 119. Cutaway ot a single disc brake.

advantage. For this reason newer aircraft do
not need the more complicated and expensive
booster (servo) brakes.

29-5. The single disc, mechanically operat d
brake is used only on small airc aft, suc as
light liaison types. It consists of a s le vity
housing containing Conventional brake lining
"pucks." Braking action takes place when the
brake pedal is depressed. The force on the
pedal is transmitted through a rod or cable
linkage to a lever on the brake assembly. The
lever forces a pushrod against the outboard
brake lining. This, in turn, forces die rotating
'disc against the inboard lining. The friction
develotied causes resistance to disc rotation and
hence resistance to wheel rotation. This
braking action is primarily the same for either
mechanical or hydraulic brakes.
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29-6. An Outstanding feature of the spot
disc-type brake is its rapid heat dissipation. As
you can see by figure 118, most the wheel disc
is exposed to the air during applicat.

29-7, Operation of the' Automatic Ad-
justing Nfechanism. A schematic cross section
of a single disc, kdraulically operated brake is
shown in figure 119. This brake, like most
hydraulically operated single and dual disc
brakes, is self-adjusting. The illustration shows
a cutaway of only one piston cavity. However,
all piston assemblies of this type of brake are
nearly identical. Th )re the explanation of
figu're 119 may be op to all of these assem-
blies.

29-8. Application of the single disc brake
(Fig. 110) occurs when hydraulic fluid under
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'pressure enters the fluid port (d). This fluid thr-
ees the .piston (3) to the left, against spring
pressure, until the spring guide (.6) contacts the
face of the adjusting pin (A). In moving this
distance, the piston has also forced outboard
brake lining L against the steel disc (M). It, in
turn, moves ideways on its keys and contacts
inboard iIrake lining N supported by the
backing plate (0). Thus, the, brake running
clearance is taken up by this first movement of
the piston. To obtain full braking 'friction bet-
ween the rotating disc and the lining "pucks,"
the piston myst move furtherto the left. The
disc must be firmly pinched between the lining
"pucks." However, the spring. guide (G) is
already contacting thelace of the adjusting pin.
Therefore the piston must carry the adjusting
pin slightly to the left to provide this 'full
braking action. The adjusting pin is held firmly

'by the friction of 'the adjusting pin grip (C).
-But, 'presiure an the piston provides enough
force to overcome this friction. This allows the
piston and pin to move further to the left. If the
brakes are hrld in the applied position, the
lining wears away. The pin continues to move
inward slowly to compensate for the small
amount of lining wear.

29-9. What happens when brake pressure is
released? The force of the brake release spring
(I) against the flange of tne spring guide (G)
will move the piston to the right. This relieves
the digc of the pinching action of the brake
lining "pucks," and the wheel will be freeito
rotate.

29-10: Every brake appAtion carries the
adjusting pin a little to the left to compensate
for lining wear. Each time the4hrakes arc
re)eased, the' piston backs away from the out
board lining block: It can move until the back
of the piston head contacts the face of the ad-
justing pin. Thus, the piston alwayereleases to
give the same running (off) clearance. The self.,
adjusting pin grip (C) should p(event the pin
from moving to the right.

spring guide (0). The internal retaining ring
(E) locks in the threaded retaining ring (F). The
0-ring (H) prevents oil leakage from the piston-.

29-12:100peration of the self-adjusting
rhechanism is the same for both the single and
dual disc brake. The running clearance of the
dual 'disc brake is usually greater than that of
the eingle disc-type. This is because clearance
must be, provided on both sides of each disc.'

*The housing of the dual disc brake has a larger
U-slot cutout than the-single disc brake. It must
provide foom for rotation"of both discs, as is
shown in figure 120. Dual disc brakes also have
a center lining carrier placed between the two
discs. This center carrier (D) has brake linings
on both sides and is free to move sidewise.
though it is prevented from rotating. Thus, as
the brake is applied, the piston (A) forces the
outboard lining block (B) against the outboard
disc (C). The disc, in turn, moves against the
center lining carrier (D). As piston movement -,-
caitinues, the carrier is 'forded against the in-
board disc (E), which moves sidewise until it
contacts, the inboard lining (F). This eliminates
the brake runn,ipg clearance. Further movement
of the piston causes the discs to be firmly
squeezed between linink surfaces-and by so
(wing applies the brake.

29-13. Maintenance of 'Spot DiscOrype
Brakes. Brake linings are replaced on disc
ktrakes when the adjusting pins have moved in-

F D B A

29-11. It is very important that the self-
adjusting pin nut (B) be properly torqued. If the
nut is too loose, there will be insufficient fric-
tion on the pin. This will permit the adjusting
pin to be drawn inward by the spring, thereby
eliminating the cleuance to allow the brake to
drag. If the nut is too tight, friction on the pin
will be too great. In thii case. hydraulic

4 pressure may n be able to move the pin in-
ward to comptnsa e for, ing wear. Thi's will
cause braking friction to decrease as the linings
wear, and finally, result in the complete loss of
Oakes. Torque values for the self-adjusting pin
nuts are found in the brake TO. 1-he threaded
retaining ring (F) supports and roAtions the
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Figure 120. Cutaway 01 a dual div brakv.
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ward to a specified point. The pins move in-
ward as the linings wear. Thus thc length $d* pin
exposed shows the thickness of lining material
remaining. The TO will give the distance the
pins must extend to indicate sufficient lining
thickness. When the pins show ttie minimum
extension, replace the 'linings.

29-14. To properly disassemble, inspect, and
repair one of these brakes, you mtist remove the

eel 'from the axle. Consult the appropriate
tenance instruction TO.

.-

30. 11aintenance of Brake Astemblies

30-1. A-high percentage of aircraft accidents
and maintenance probleMs are caused by wheel
and brake failures. Many of these failures.result
from poor maintenance and careless inspection.
We cannpr overemphasize the need for better
and more conscienNous mcchattics who. know
the following procedures and facts.

30-2. Brake asSemblies are manufactured
from magnesiumhluminum, and. steel. A most
all have magnesium housings that are very
easily corroded, especially in the pi ton
cavities. The manufActurer surface treats t ese
assemblies to provide a corrosion-resistant r-
face. However, this surfaèç is easily-sciatch d,
creating a potential corros n area. Therefo e,
all aircraft brake units m t be thorough
cleaned and inspected whene r work is don
on the brake.

30-3. leaning and Inspectio . Thoroughly
clean dis'ssmbled brake parts with a brush orCr.spray, uisng cleaning solvent, Specification
PS--661. Remove all blistered, chipped, or
loose paint. Never .use leaded 'gasoline for
cleaning because the residual film leads to
corrosion. After you thoroughly ,clean the
brake parts, visually inspect therbrake housing,
for cracks, chipped or worn mounting holes,
stripped threads, and corrosion. Some
corrosion is usually, found in the carrier
housing and in the piston cavities.

6799.
decide to continue (or distontintie)'an aircraft
brake with heavy, corrosion in the carrier
heetsing and in the piston cavity area where
seals'and cups do not Contact the cavity walls.
Such a decision must ne weighed against
operational ' commitments, availability of
replacements, and location- and extent of
corrosion. The-decision to operate a' corroded
brake shoUld be made by a qualified inspector
or a maintenance officer.

30-6. Repair. and Surface Treating Brake
Assemblies. Inspect all steel parts for
coril$sion, which should be removed with a
wire brush. Then repaint the steel .parts with
two light coats of zinc chromate primer.
Specification MIL P-8585A. Rework
damaged at eas where minor dents, nicks, burrs,
or gouges are: Remo:ie all sharp edges and,in-
dentations !which might result in a con-
centration of styesses. This is done by first using
a smooth-cut hand file and then using fine
emery paper. Those assemblies having deep
scratches, gouges, or 'cracks e-Aceeding
established limits must be removed \from ser-
vice., They will be disposed o'f according to
existing publications. All metal surfaces will be
surface treated ,according to cor,rosion preven-
tive procedures.

- 30-7. Replace all seals, dups. and 0rings
when you assemble brake assemblies. Take care,
when you install cup sealsto prr;ent damage to
the feathered edge. Apply a tight coat of
silicone compound, Specification
MILI-8660, to the surface of the piston
cavity and all seals. This provides additional
rotection against corrosion while the brake
ssembly is in storage. On spoL disc ang ex-

rider tube brake assemblies, co7idemn the op-
site half when either half is condemned.

30-4. Corrosion pits or scores in the piston
cavity area where the seals or cups contact the
cavity walls cause leakage. These brakes must
be returned to the repair depot for recon-
ditioning. Piston cavities usually do not
corrode heavily except when the brake is in ex-.
t nded storage, either on the aircraft or in
st ck.

-5. Heavy corrosion is defined as pits that
exc e 0.025 inch in diameter. Or, it can be
groups Of three 8r more pits of any dimension
in an area of 1/4 square inch. Corrosion pits
are usually filled with a yellow or grey residue
in powder form, it calls for good judgement to

-8. Brake assemblies., which have been
rei ned to the depots on a timely basis give
lo r service life. This results from the added
sur e treatment and processing procedures
prov ed 'by the depa The reliability of brakes
is inc eased when the brake is returned to the
depot n time. 'rests show-this should be done
before the third lining change or the third
piston al change. The service life of a brake
assembly depends entirely on the quality of the
workmanship. The replacement parts are
designed to give maximum service life.

30-9. Use of Wheel Brakes and Wheel
Firefighting. Procedures. Respectful treatment
of aircraft brakes often prevents damage to
equipment and injury to personnel. All per-
sonnel must be thoroughly familiar with

Anaking instructions, and they should also keep
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the wheels and brakes under constant ob-
servation 'at all times.

30-10. Temperatures in excess of 250° F art
detrimental to all wheels and tires. Heat trans-
fers from the brake to the wheel and tire for a
long time after brake application. Peak tem-
peratures are not attained in the wheel and tire
until 10 to 15 minutes after the stop. Very high

./ temperatures are a danger and can cause the
wheel andare to explode or burn. Aircraft
heavily braked should not be taxied or towed
until the brakes have properly cooled. Never set
the parking brakes when the wheels and brakes
are jn a heated condition.

30-11. Aborted takeoffs often require- ex-
. cessive brake action. In suefr a case, fire equip-

ment should be sent at once if fire is seen or
not. All other personnel should evacuate the
immediate area. An overheated wheel and
brake (with tire inflated) should be approached
only from the front or rear.Both sides of the
wheel must be cleared of personnel and equip-
ment for at least 300- feet.

30-1Y. If no fire shows, the brake should be
cooled by a straight stream of water to the ex-
posed portion of the brake. Do this as soon as
possible after the stop. Do not apply coolant
directly on ,the wheel unless the tire is deflated.
Otherwise, an explosion. may Jesuit. The
coolant (wa*r) should be applied in 3- to 5-
second bursts. these should be followed by a
15- to, 30-second waiting period to permit
dissipation of vapor pockets. Three to five ap-
plications of the coolant is usually enough.
Cool the wheel in a crosswind or with a
blower for at least 15 n'tinutes before moving
the aircraft.

30-13. If a fire occurs in a wheel or brake
and the tire is flat, any agent can be safely used.
But, if the tire has not deflated and is on fire,
the possibility of an explosion exists. The wheel
should be approached only from the front or
rear. Water should be applied as a spray or in a
dispersed pattern in short bursts for this con-
ditións. Use only enough water to put out the
fire.

31. Antiskid System
31-1. A feature found in high performance

aircraft braking,systems is syd control or .an-
tiskid protection. This is an Important system
because if a wheel goes into a skid, its braking
value is greatly reduced. The purpose of a
wheel brake is to bring a rapidly moving air-
-craft ski a stop during ground roll. It does this
by changing the energy of movement into. heat
energy through the friction developed in the
brakes.
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31-2. If the brake is applied so hard that the
wheel locks, the process gets fouled up. A
locked wheel skids and it will eventually stop
the aircraft movement. But, it might take three
times the normal length of the runway to do it.
flave you ever tried to stop a car by locking-
wheel and throwing it into a skid? The car, un-
controled, skids all over the road.'Aircraft act
the same way if wheels lock during a roll. So,
the purpose of the antiskid system is to
eliminate the locking of wheels or the begin-
ning of a lock. This will prevent skidding.

31-3. The skid control system performs four
functions: (1) normal skid control, (2) locked
wheel skid control, (3) touchdown protection.
and (4) fail-safe protection. The main com-
Ponents of tfie system consist of two skid con-
trol generators, a skid control box, two skid
control valves, a skid control switch, a warning
lamp, and an electrical control. harness with a
connection to the squat swikeh.

31-4. Normal Skid Control. Normal skid
control comes into play when wheel rotation
slows down but has not come to a stop. When
this slowing down happens, the wheeL sliding
action has just begun but has not yet reached a
full'scale slide. In this situation the skid control
valve removes Some of the hydraulic pressure to
the wheel. This permits the wheel to rotate a Ri-
fle faster and stop its sliding. The more intense
the skid is, the more btaking pressure is
removed. The skid detection and control of
each whe,e1 is completely independent of the
others. The wheefskid intensity is measured by
the amount of wheel slow-down.

31-5. Skid control generator. The skid con-
trol generator is the unit that measures the
wheel rotational speed. It ,also senses any
changes in the speed. (See fig. 121.) It is a small
electrical generator (B), one for each wheel,
mounted di the wheel axle. The generators ar-
mature is,coupled to, and driven by, the main
wheel through the drive cap (C) in the wheel.
As it l'otates, the generator develops, a voltage
and current signal. This strength of the signal
indicates the wheel rotational speed. This
signal is fed to the skid control box through the
harness (A).

31-6. Skid control box. The box reads the
signal from the generator and senses changes in,
signal strength. It can interpret these as
developing skids, locked wheels, brake ap-
plications, and brake releases. It analyses all it
reads, then sends appropriate signals to
stilenoids in the skid control valves.

31-7. Skid control valves. The two skid con-
trol valves (fig. 122) mounted on the brake
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control valve aie solenoid operated. (Some skid
control valves use a motorized valve.) Elec-
tric signals from the skid control box actuate
the solenoids. If there is no signal (because
there is no wheel skidding), the skid control
valve will have no effect on brake operation.
But, if a slad develops, either slight or serious,
a signal is sent to the skid control valve
solenoid. This solenoids' action lowers the
metered pressure in the line between the
metering valve and the brake cylinders. Ir does
so by dumping fluid into the reservoir return
line whenever the solenoid is energized.
Naturally, this immediately relaxes the brake
application. The pressure flow into tlr brake
lines from the metering valves continues as long
as the pilot depresses the brake pedals. But, the
flow and pressure is rerouted to the reservoir
instead of to the wheel brakes.

31:8. Figure 122 shows the utility system
pressure entering the brake control' valve.
There it is metered to the wheel brakes in
proportion to the force applied on the pilot's
foot pedal. However, before it can go to the
brakes, it must pass through a skid control
valve. There, if the solenoid is actuated, a port
is opened in the line between the brake control
valve and the brake. This port vents the brake
application pressure to the utility system return
line. This reduces the brake application, and
the :vheel rotates faster. again. The system is
designed to apply enough force to opegIe just
below the skid point. This gives th most ef-
fective braking.

31-9 The pilot can turn off the operation of
the anti-skid system by a switch in the cockpit.
A warning lamp lights when the system is tur-
ned off or if there is a system failure.

31-10. Locked Wheel Skid Control. The
locked wheel skid control causes the brake to
be fully released when its wheel locks. A locked
wheel easily occurs on a patch of ice due to
lack of tire friction with the surface. It will oc-
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cur if the normal skid control does not prevent
the wheel from reaching a full skid. To relieve a
locked wheel skid, the pressure is bled off
longer than in normal skid function. This is to
give the wheel time to regain speed. The locked
wheel skid control is out of'action ditring air-
craft speeds of less than 15-20 ,mph.

31-11 .Touchdown Protection. The touch-
down protection circuit prevents the brakes
from being applied during the lariding ap-
proach even if the brake pedals are depressed.
This prevents the wheels from being locked
when the contact the runwy. The wheels have a
chance to begin rotating befose they carry the
full weight of the aircraft. Two conditions must
exist before the skid control valves permit
brake application. Without them the skid con-
trol box will not send,the proper signal to the
valve solenoids. The first is that the squat
switch (D, fig. 121) must signal that the weight
of the aircraft is on the wheels. The second is
that the wheel generators sense a wheel speed of
over 15-20 mph.

31-12. Fail-Safe Protection. The fail-safe
protection circuit monitors operation of the
skid control system. It automatically returns the
brake system to full manual in case of system
failure. It also turns on a warning light.

31-13. We have discussed the antisk id
system used on several modern aircraft. Other
aircraft use, systems that are very imilar in
design and function, but their conponents
operate differently. However, the co ponents
do the same jobs as we described

'You Kaye now finished Volume 2. Wc
hope that you have increasedjour knowledge
of hydraulic principles and components. We
wish you success in your chapter review exer-
cise and especially in your volume review exer-
cise. In Volume 6 you will take the principles
and components you have already mastered and
tic them together into systems.
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE

1. Use this Guide as a Study Aid. It emphasizes all important study areas of this volume.
We

2. Use the Guide as you complete the olume Review Exercise and for Review after Feedback-on the Results.
After each item number on yottr VRE 's a three digit number in parenthesis. That number corresponds to the
Guide Number in this Study Reference uide which shows you where the answer to that V em can be
found in the text. When answering the items in ydur VRE, refer to the areas in the text cate by these
Guide Numbers. The VRE results will be sent to you on a postcard which will list the actual VRE items you
missed. Go to y our VRE booklet) and locate the 6uide Number for each item missed ist these Guide Numbers.
Then go back to your textb and carefully review the areas covered by these G 'de Numbers. Review the
,:::entire VRE again _before you the closed-book Course Examination.

is
3. Use the Guide for Follow-Up afteryou complete the Course Examination. The CE results will be sent to you
o a poficard, which will indicate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory" completion. The card will list Guide

umbers relating to the questionitnissed. Locate the numbers in the Guide and draika line under the Guide
mber, topic, and reference. Review these areas to insure your triastery of the course.

Guide
Number

Guide Numbers ZOO through 228

Guide
Number

/00 Pneudraulic Terms; Basic Hydraulic Principles; 211 Accumulators; pages 38-42
Flow of Liquids; pages 1-3 4

212 Relief, Purge, and Pressure Reducing Valves;
201 Hydraulic Terms and Laws; Pages 3-4 pages 42-47 .

202 Relationship of Terms; pages 4-7 213 FloW Control and Directional Units; Selector
Valves; pages 48-53

203 Mechanical Advantage (MA) pages 7-9
214 Flow Control Valves: Check Valves

iO4 Mechanical AdIrantage (MA); and Hydraulic
Jacks; pages 9-10

205 Basic Hydraulic Syiem Construction and
Operation; pages 10-14

206 Pneudraulic System Supply Units; Hydraulic
Fluid Reservoirs; pages 16-22

2117 Filters and Quick Disconnects; pages 22-23

208 Hydraulic Pimps; pages 24-3.1

209 Hydraulic Motors; pages 31-33

210 Pressure-Regulating, Limiting and Controlling
Devices; Hydraulic Pressure Switches and Reg-
ulators; pages 34-38

Hydraulic Flow Rerlators; pages 53-57

215 Flow Control Valves: FlOw Equalizers
nance of Control Valves; pages 57-,60

216 .Hy ulic Actuators; pages 60-64

21'7 Landing Gear Comonents; Shock Struts-.
Air-Oil Shock Strut Construction and Opera-

' tionGeneral Servicing Instructions. for Air-
Oil Shock Struts; pages 65-68 ,

218 Shock Struts: General Maintenance Instruc-
tions (or Air-Oil Shock StrutsLiquid Spring
Shock truts; pages 68-72

219 Shimmy Dampers; pages 72-77

220 Steering Damper Units; pages 77-80
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Guide 477
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221 Brake System Components; Introduction to 225 EiSpander,Tube Brakes; pages 95-99
Brake Systems; Independent Systems; pages
8) -86

226

..,

Segmented Rotor Brakes; pages 99-101 .'.

222 Integral Brake*Spitems; pages 86-91
227 Spot bisc-Type Brakes; pages 101-104

223 Deboosters; pages 91-93
228 Maintenance of Brake Assemblies; Antiskid

224 Brake AssembliesMultiple Disc; pages 93-95 System; pages 104-107
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES
-

The following exercises are study aids. Write 'our answers in pencil in the space provided after each exercise.Immediately after completing each set of exercises, check yozur responses against the answers for that set. Donot submit your answers to EC1 forgtudmg.

CHAPTER 1

Objectives: To demonstrate knowledge aria understanding of pneumatic principles and arrangement of basicsystems.

I. Explain the difference between a liquid and gas. (1-1)

2. Why are liquids a suitable medium for transmitting force? (1-2, 4) ,

3. Why is pressure transfer in a hydraulic system instantaneous? (1-2)

4. Why is it necessary to havl an air space in hydraulic feservoirs? (1-3)

5. Explain ivhy lie viscosity of a. liquid is critical in a hydraulic system. (2-3)
4% 0

6. Explain the term "critical velocity." (2.4)

7. What are the two types of fluid flow? (2.4)

8. Wh ere a decrease of pressure at the narrowest part of a venturi?

9. -What is the +difference between force and pressure, as applied to hydraulics? (34,5)

10. State Pascal's law. (3-11)

11. Under what condition does Pascal's law not apply? (3-11)
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12. What is the pressure frkstrface 12 S'quare inches in'aiea that is supporting a weight of 216
pounds? (4-2-4)-

13. How far must an 8 squartinch piston move to displace 120 cubic inches pf fluid? (4-5)

14. Define mechanical advantage. (5-1)

41k In, the system shown in figure 12, the small aiston moves five times as far as the large:piston; the
area of the large piston is 12 inches, and the fluid pressure is 60 psi. Complete the following chart.

45-5; Fig. la)
- ;

Small Pisto4
3

Force =

Piessure =
7-4P

Area =

.
Mech.

it
Ovantage =

Large Piston

16. If a krce of ;;5 pounds is applied, what is the mechanical advantage needed to achieve a force of
600-pounds? (6-2-4)

17. What; do the terms "up lines" and "down lines" in a hydraulic system refer to? (7-2)

18. When the relief valve opens, what is the effect on the power pump, as compared to the effect on
the pump when the pressure regulator opens? (7-5j 9-12)

19. Referring, to figure 17, what will be the "kick-out". pressure if the spring tension is changed to 900

pounds? (7-9, 10; Fig. 17)

20. en the predure regulator is "kicked out," is it open or closed? (7-7, 15)
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21. When the power pump is idling, is check valve K in figure 19 open or closed? (7-11; Fig. 19)

22. What would be the probable cause of excessive operating pressure in the system shown in figure 19?
(7-12; Fig., 19)

23. What hydraulic unit acts as a shock absorber for sudden hydraulic pressure surges? (7-15)

24. How does the accumulator prevent the pressure regulator from operating excessively? (7-16.18)

.25. What* is die function of check valve M in figure 19? (7-25; Fig. 19)

26. What unit insures a positive fluid supply for the hand pump? (7-26)

27.. Why is it necessary to synchronize action in hydraulic systems? (7-27)

CHAPTER 2

Objectives: To demonstrate a working knowledge of-the conkruction and operation of hydraulic fluid rese .4
voirs, filters, hand and common types of power pumps.

1. What level of maintenance is,the everydayrvicing and upkeep of aircraft hydraulic systems?
(Intro.-2)

2. What is the function of the hydraulic reservoir? (8-1)

3. If the reservoir filter element becomes clogged, how does it affect system OperatiA? (8-4)

4. What three features are incluaed on the reservoir to insure that a clean and adequate supply of iii-
draulic fluid is available? (8-4)

5
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t
5. Whi is there a standpipe in a hydraulic reservoir? (8-5)

r
. What are the functions of the accunujilator installad in a hydraulic systern? (8-9)

.

7. Explain the purpose of the initiar air charge of an accumulator. (8-9) .

8. Haw slo you determine -when the reservoir of a piston-pressurized reservoir system needs' servicing?
(8-11)

A

9. What "cdellonent *ill drain or bleed the piston-pressurized reservoir? (8-17)
;

4qt:a

1.0. Why, do we pressurize a hydraulic reservoir? (8-18)

-
fs.

11:. Novi does the suction boosi pump pressurize the hydraulio reservoir? (8-21)

12, WhOre cart the mechanic find the instructions for servicing.a hydraulic system reservoir? (8-25)
S.

t.13. e e ore you start to remove a reservoir, what is one of the first things you should do? (8-26)

14. is the deadliest enemy of any hydraulic- system? (9-1)

15. What is the most common type 'of hydraulic filter el ent? (9-2,3)

,c.

16. xis a relief valve insialled in a line filter? (9-3)
is

17. W10 ould happen if an in-line filter restrictor finger strainer becomes clo' gged? (94)

C
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18. What should be done when you find a clogged filter assembly? (9-6)

19. What is the purpose of a line-disconnect valve? (9-7)

20. The poppet in a line-disconnect is malfunctioning. What should the mechanic do? (9-11)

21. Why are hand pumps used in a hydraulic systems in addition to the pov(er pumps? (10-2) .

22. On what stroke does the double-acting, piston-displacement-type hand pump produce pressure? (10-3)

23. What is the function of the check valve in the pressure outlet side of the piston-displacement-type
.hand pump? (10-3, 5)

24. A hand pump with a normal working pressure of 750 psi is overhauled. At what pressures would youperform proof pressure and leakage checks? (10-8, 9)

" 25. What is the most common of main system hydraulic pumps in use today? (10-11)

26. What determines the volume output of a constant-volume piston-type pump? (10-14)

27. What is case pressure in a piston-type pump? How is it used? (10-18)

28. What is the function of a foot valve in power pumps? (10-18, 32)

29. List the advantages of a variable-voiiime over a constant-volume pump. (10-21)

30. In the zero flow condition of the Stratopower pump, is there anymbuid intake? (10-26)
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cz/5
\That must be done to a Stratopower pump in order to change its direction of rotation? (10-27)

32. In the Vickers variable-volume pump, how is the volume output of the pump reduced to zero flow
when the maximum pressure setting of the system is reached? (10-29-33)

33. How is the rpm of the variable-displacement hydraulic motor controlled? (11-2)

34. What is the function of the back pressure valve used in the variable-displacement hydraulic motor?

(11-6)

CHAPTER 3

Objectives: To show a working knowledge of the type of switches, pressure regulators, relief valves, purge
valves, accumulators, and pressure-reducing valves used to regulate the pressure of fluid output of hydrau-

lic pumps.

I. If the electric driven hydraulic pump shuts off before the desired system pressure is reached, what is
a rtrobable cause? (12-1)

2. List the three main types of pressure switches in use today. (124)

3. Why does the Bourbon tube try to straighten when pressure is introduced? (12-2)

4. How is burning of the contact points reduced on the pressure switch? (12-7)

5. What are the purposes of pressure regulators? (12-9)

6. Must' an accumulator be used in a system having a constant-volume pump? Why? (12-9)

7. When the hydraulic main pump is loaded, in what status is the regulator? (12-10)

8
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8. What controls the check ialve in a pressure regulator? (12-11, 12)

9. What are the two types of pressure regulators? (12-15)

10. What symptom predicts a leaking pressure regulator check valve? A leaking bypass valve. (12-21-23)

I 1. Can the kia>nit, pressure of the regulator be changed? flow? (12-22)

Ii

12. What is the most obvious diiTerence between the diaphragm and bladder types of accumulators?
(13-3, 6)

nr.
13. What is meant by air preload pressure of an accumulator? (134, 5)

e

14. What insures that there is adequate cylinder wall and piston lubrication in a piston-type accumulator?(13-7)

15. The self-displacing tycie accumulator is used primarilyion what aircraft? Why? (13-8)

16. Before you start to disassemble any accumulator, what must be done? (13-14)

17. Leakage and proof pressure tests of bladder and diaphragm accumulators require the use of test stand
with what capabilities? (13-16)

18. Following overhaul of accumulators, you must perform certain checks. What check do you do on a
piston type accumulator that you don't do on a diaphragm type? (13-19)

19. Why doesn't the system relief valve unload the power pump? (14-2)

9
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C)2/20. What is the difference in construction between a system relief valve and a thermal relief valve?
(14-3, 4)

21. To increase the pressure setting at which a relief valve relieves, you normally turn the adjusting
screw in which direction? (14-5, 17)

22. Briefly explain what is meant by the craelciug pressure of a relief valve. (14-11)

23. Approximately to what percent above cracking pressure is full flow pressure? (14-11)

24. Why do we have purge valves?c(14-19, 21)

CHAPTER 4

Objectives: To show a knowledge of selector valves, orifices, check valves, snubbers, sequence and shuttle
valves, hydraulic flow regulators, equalizeri, fuses, and actuators.

1. For what purpose are selector valves in a hydraulic system? (15-1)

2. How are closed-center-type selector valves usually installed in a system? (15-2)

3. The actuator cylinder has one pressure line and a spring to return it to neutral. What type of
selector valve would you expect to find in use with this type of actuator? (15-4)

4. When the four-way selector valve is in the neutral position, what happens to relieve thermal pressure
in the altevating lines? (15-7)

5. In the radial selector valves, what are the maximum number of ports that on be op at any one
time and,the maximum number of ports that can be closed at any one time? (15-10, 1

6. Referring to a poppet-type radial selector valve, what happens if you adjust the screws too far
clockwise? (15-12)
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7. What are the advantages in using compound selector valves? (15-13)

8. Why would a slide-type selector valve be used in a boost system in preference to a poppet-type
valve? (15-14)

9. Why is a variable-restrictor control valve used In an open-center boost system in preference to a
rotor-type, open-center selector valve? (15-21)

1-0. In a system using the variable-restrictor control valve for flight controls operation, what determines
the travel of the flight controls? (15-24)

11. What are the advantages of electrically operated selector valves? (15-25)

12. What is the difference in the operation of a check valve and an orifice? (16-2, 3)

13. A variable orifice valve used in a hydraulic system is frequently referred to as what type valve?
(16-4)

14. Why would an orifice check valve be used in a landing gear system? (16-8)

15. What is the last step when installing a snubber in a pressure gage line? (16-11)

16. What is the purpose of a shuttle valve? (16-12)

17. What unit insures a constant rate of flow to an actuator regardless of its load? (16-15)

c 18. How are hydraulic flow regulators rated? (16-19)

19. What unit can divide one stream of 'fluid into two equal streams? (16-20)

11
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20. Why do we need a fuse in a hydraulic system? (16-28)

21. What determines the quantity of fluid that can flow through a hydraulic fuse? (16-31)

'7 22. How long will it take for1 hydraulic fuse to "fuse" aftyr a leak develops? (1634)

4111,-'

\is23. What very important procedure must you observe when you reassemble control valves ing two or
more identical parts? (16-35)4

24. What is the purpose of a hydraulic actuator? (17-1)

25. What force moves a double-acting actuator to its opposite extreme of travel? (17-2)

26. What type of a hydraulic, actuator provides more force in one direction than in the other? (1.7-5)

27. What is the function of an internal snubber-type actuator? (17-9)

2$. How do we unlock the internal lock-type actuator? (17-17)

CHAPTER 5

Objectives: To demonstrate a knowledge of landing gear components suclT as air-oil shock struts, liquid
spring shock struts, shimmy dampers, and steering damper units.

1. What is the most common type of shock strut in use today? (18-1)

2. Explain how rotation of the piston within its cylinder on shock struts is prevented. (18-2)

1 On what does the proper shock absorbing operation of an air-oil shock strut depend? (18-4)

12
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4. What unit iti some air-oil shock stru4s automatically controls the area of the orifice at all points in
the stroke of the strut? (18-7)

or&

5. At which point in its stroke must an air-oil shock apt be when it is serviced with fluid? (18-9)

6. If you loosen the valve body of the high-pressure air valve on a shockvstrut before the pressure has
been removed, what can happen? (18-13)

7. Explain the difference between hard and soft strut servking. (18-15-17)

8. What is the main advantage of a soft strut over a hard strut? (18-17)

9. Why should you rock the aircraft wings while servicing the air-oil type shock strut? (18-18)

10. What defects other than faulty hydraulic seals would cause a shock strut to leak? (18-21)

1 I. Shuck strut parts are cleaned by dipping in a solution. How is this solution removed from the parts?
(18-25)

12. What paint is used for corrosion treatment of the external surfaces of repaired shock struts? (18-29)

13. What is MILH-6083A fluid used for? (18-31)

14. Explain the operation of the liquid spring strut. (18-35-37)

15. What type of hydraulic fluid is used in a liquid spring strut? (18-39)

16. At what point in its stroke must a liquid spring strut be when servicing with liquid? (18442)

13
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17. What is the function of a shimmy damper? (19-1, 2)

.

18. Define the characteristic of a shimmy damper that causes little resistance to slow movement while
steering but offers a great resistance to violent motions due to shimmy. (19-3, 11, 14)

19. What is used to replenish the hydraulic fluid in the vane-type shimmy damper and why? (19-6)

20. What might prevent a nose whiel equipped with a vane-type shimmy damper from tracking proper-
ly? (19-6)

21. What could be wrong internally if a vane-type nose wheel shimmy damper did not prevent shimmy?
(19-6)

22. What could happen if you install an orifice instead of an orifice-check valve in a
;

balanced-piston-type
,

shimmy damper? (19-11)

23. What characteristic-of a balanced-piston-type shimmy damper would make it desirable for .use as a
steering unit? (19-11)

24. How do co-rotating wheels tend to prevent nose wheel shimmy? (19-16)

25. What is the disadvantage of co-rotating nose wheels? (19-17)

26. What is the reason for the self centering device on a nose gear? (20-2)

27. Where does the vane-type steering damper unit get its hydraulic pressure to operate nose wheel
steering? (20-12)

2 96
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CHAPTER 6

Objectives: To be able to identify and show a working knowledge of the three main types of brake systems
used on all aircraft: the independent, integral, and slave brake systems, and of deboosters and antiskid
controls.

I. In an independent brake system, what unit changes the pilot's force to hydraulic pressure? (21-2)

2. If main system pressure were lost in a system using a brake boost cylinder, would the pilot*be able
to apply any braking action? (21-3)

3. What are two advantages of a slave brake system? (21-5)

4. In addition to the normal pressure produced in a braking system, what else will cause pressures to
build up? (21-6)

lav
5. What provides presfure in an independent brake system? (22-1)

6. What is done to unlocktheparking action of the independent brake system? (22-4, 9)

7. Briefly explain the operation of a master cylinder operated pneumatic brake system. (22-11)

8. What are some ways by which air may enter a brake line? (22-14)

9. Explain the two methods used to bleed an independent brake system. (22-16-18)

10. If you find a brake that has more than one bleeder valve, how do you bleed this brake? (22-19)

11. Why do we have "load feel" in a brake system? (23-2)

0.6"C
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,

12. In a PBCV operated system, what controls the aotual amount of braking action? (23-10)

13. On a power brake control valVe, what is the purpose oflIthe high-pressure 'adjustment? (23-15)

14. What are some of the advantages of a slave brake system? (23-22)

S.

15. What should always be done before taxiing an aircraft? (24-1)

p.

16, What do you use to perform the proof pressure and external leakage check on a reassembled brake
valve? (24-5)

'f*

17. How does a debooster insure rapid application of the brakes? (25-4)
at

18. With an automatic replenishing debooster, what unit or units provide for replenishing the fluid content?
(25-7)

19. If a debooster is not replenished automatically, what provision is made for manual replenishing? (25-8)

20. What factors determine the amount of kinetic energy 'contained in a moving object? (26-2)

21. What is the main disadvantage of the multiple disc-type brake? (26-10)

22. How is the running (off) clearance of a multiple disc brake measured? (26-15)

23. What type of brake asseinbly may be relined while on the aircraft? (27-5)

24. What would be the effect if the diaphragm seat of the expander tube brake adjuster valve were held
open because of a dirty seat? (27-8, 9)

5
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oae,(9
25. To what are the linings used in the segmented rotor brake attac d? (28-I)

26. How will the amount of wear authorized by the TO on se ented rotor brakes be determined? (28-7)

27. What is an advantage of the spot disc-type brale over the n.ultipte disc brake? (29-6)

)-28. What is the effect of overtorquing the adjusting nut Ei) of figure 119? (29-11; Fig. 119)

29. When is the running clearance of single and dual disc brakes adjusted? (29-13)

30. In the repair and surface treatmw of brake assemblies, why smooth out sharp edges and indenta-
tions? How? (30-6)

31. If a take-off is aborted, what should be done? (30-11)
."#*

32. Why should you never direct a stream of cold water directly on the tires of an aircraft that has
undergone extreme braking? (30-12)

33. What are the functions of a skid control system? (31-3)

17
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ANSWERS ,FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES
\,.

CHAPTER 1

A liqui *Ms but will not.expand Indefinitely to fill a container; while a gas, which also
expandst to fill the container. A liquid has a definite and level top surface.

'
2. They are practically incompressible aird will transmit the same amount of pretoure equally in all

directiot e

3. Because, \for all piacti al purposes, hydraUlic fluid is incompressible.

4. ,Because fiuids,,expand, they could cause enough pressure to burst a reservoir.

5. Viscosity lg the characteristic of a liquid that maltes it resist flowing. The higher the viscosity, the
higher the resistanCe.

6. Critical velocity is the speed of the liquid ffow where the entire tube cross section becomes turbulent
ld the total flow velocity drops. These conditions will 'cause the total flow quantity to drop.

7. Laminar aid turbulent.

8. The narrow section of the venturi causes the velocity of the fluid to increase which, in turn, causes
the pressure to decrease.

9. Force is a push or pull exerted on an object, measured in pounds. Pressure is the amount of force
per unit of area.

10. When force is exerted on a confined fluid, the prespure is transmitted equally and undinfinished in
all directions.

.

11. When the fluid is in motion.

12. P equals F/A, or 216 pounds divided by 12 square inches equals 18 psi.

13. 15 inches.

14. The amount by which the input effort is multiplied in the output device.

15. F = 144 1
P = 60 psi
A = 2 2/5 sq in
MA = 5 to 1

. 16. 24 to 1.

F = 720 lbs
P = 60 psie
A = 12 sq in

17. Those alternating lines between the selector valve and actuating cylinder which supply pressure to
move the mechanism up or down.

18. When the relief valve opens, the pump still carries the maximum load. Using a pressure regulator, the
pump load is Jelievol.'

19. Greater than 1200, "psi.

18
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20. Open, with fluid returning to the reservoir.

21. Closed.

22. Pressure regulator failure.

23. The accumulator.

24. By preventing rapid pressure drop in the system due to mihor leakage.

25. To prevent charging the accumulatOr when using the hand pump.

26. The reservoir standpipe that supplies the Axter pump and reserves the fluid below its top for the
hand pump.

27. Most systems hve actuators connected in parallel; therefore, without synchronizatiOn the unit requir-
,\

-ing the lowest'pressure would operate first, and might move to the end of its travel before the next
unit began to move. In some systems we must have a set sequence of operation.

CHAPTBR 2

1. Organizational.:

2. It is the storehouse that contains enOugh fluid to supply the normal operating needs of the sxstem.

3. System operation is not affected, because the unfiltered fluid is bypassed through a relief valve.

4. a. A visual quantity indicator. .

b. A screen on the filler line.
c. A filter on the return port of the deservoir.

_-
5. To keep the main system pump from pumping the reservoir completely dry if a leak develops. There

should be enough left in the reservoir for eOlergency operations.

6. The accumulator dampens pressure surges, aids the.power pump at peak loads, and prevents rapid
cycling of the pressure regulator.

7. The initia air charge provides a cushioning effect, keeps the pressure regulator from cycling due to minor
fluid le ge, and permits the storage of a volume of fluid, under pressure, in the accumulator.

8. The indicator pin position tells the level of fluid in the -reservoir. 'When its end is flush with the
housing, the system needs fluid.

9. The relief valve that opens into the overboard vent line.

10. Cavitation of the main system pump could develop, and starvation of the hydraulic system would
result. Pressurization also aidi in controlling foaming of the hydraulic fluid.

11. No. Instead, it supplies a large volume of liquid under lower pressure to the main pump. This pre-
vents main pump cavitatibn.
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12. Special IniOctions are normally located on a data plate atViched to the reservoir. Additional or
more co;_ti ete instructions can be'found in the applicable technical order.

13. The pressWel should be completely removed from the system. Tliis should be double checked before
any lines,aret disconnected. ,

14. Dirty fluid,.

15. Mictonic.

16. If the filter element should become clogged, the relief valve will open and allow fluid to bypass the
clogged element:

17. Since there is no relief or bypass valve used with these, the subsystem in which.they ale located
would become;inoperative.

s&P

18. You should clean or replace the clogged filter element. After this, the fluid and the system should
be inspected for possible contamination and, if need be, flushed.

19. Line disconnects.allow quick removal and installation of a unit without loss of fluid.

. 20. The mechanic should remove and replace the complete assembly. NAternal repairs are authorized.

21. Hand pumps are used to operate the system for ground test and for emergency operation of units.

22.. It produces preoure on both strokes.

23. The outlet check valvF,insures ejection of fluid on at least one,stroke in case one of the other
pump check valves. fails.

.`

24. Proof pressure is 11/2- times opetatih pressure,. in 'this case it would be 1125 pai. The leakage check
pressure is the nornial operating pressures; in this case it would be 750 psi.

25.. A piston tyRke<

26. The angle between the drive shaft and the cylinder block. The higher the angle, the more the volume.

27. Case pressure results froin internal seepage into the gear housing. This provides cooling and lubrication
for the pump.

28. A foot valve in a power pump relieves excess case pressure back to the return port.

29. a. It does not need a pressure regulator or unloading valve.
b. It provides a more conttant pressure.
c. The accumulator can function o assist the pump during peak periods, and the pressure is nor

subject to as many fluctuatio
A

30. Fluid is drawn into the pump fo cooling and lubrication and is then circulated through the out
port.

3d. Nothing. Changes are'unnecessary.

32. Zero flow is obtained by the cylinder block and piston assembly being moved to a zero angle in
relation to the drive shaft.

20
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itrk.
33. By a very sensitive, flyweight-operated governor.

34. It keeps a pressure on the backside of the lowerpistons. This lflds them against the wobbler plate
and thereby prevents them from chattering.

CHAPTER 3

1. An improperly adjusted pressure switch.

2. Bourdon, piston, and diaphragm.
A

3. The area upon which the pressure can act outward is greater than the area upon whiCh the pressurecan act inward.

4. The overcentving spring causes the toggle plate to open and close ite points rapidly.

5. To unload the engine-driven pump and regulate system pressure between two limits.

6. Yes. To prevent continual cycling of the pressure regulator.

7. The regulator is kicked in.

8. The bypass valve.

9. Balanced and selective.

10. A leaking check valve causes an early kick-in, and a leaking bypass valve causes a late kick-out.

11. Yes, by turning an adjustment screW while the regulator is on the aircraft.

12. The diaphragm consists of two hollow half ball sections joined at the center while the bladder type
is one piece with an opening for inserting the,bladder.

13. This is the air pressure that is charged into the accumulator while the accumulator is completely
empty of any hydraulic fluid.

14. There is a drilled passage from the fluid side of the accumulator to the space
of the piston.

w pi the two seals

15. It is used primarily on combat aircraft. These aircraft are highly maneuverable and operate at high
speeds and demand immediate response to the controls. This type of accumul or will provide them
with this response.

16. You should always make certain that all pressures have been relieved, both ydraulic and air.

17. A stand that can provide a controlled hydraulic pressure of up to 5000 psi arid an air pressure of
at least 1000 psi.

18. Friction test the'piston type accumulator to determine the actual foressure required to move the
piston.
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19. The pump must still deliver fluid against maximum system pressure to hold the relief valve open.

20. The thermal relief valve is smaller.

21. In a clockwise direction:

22. The cracking pressure of a relief valve is the pressure at which2the ball is slightly unseated, allowing
a few drops of fluid to be relieved.

23. 10 Percent.

24. These valves release air that may be in the pressure lines. They also act -es unloading valves for
electric and turbine-driven emergency pumps so they will not have to start under a load that might
'cause a burn-out.

CHAPTER 4

I. To control the directional movement of various mechanisms.

2. They are placed in parallel beiween the pressure and return manifolds.

3. A three-way selector valve.

4. The excessive Oressure trapped in the lines will lift, the upper poppet valve and relieve into the
system pressure manifold.

5. You can have two poppets open at any one time; by rotating the handle 450 more, you can close
all four of the ports.

6. It would prevent the poppets from being off-seated soon enough and far enough. This would cause
a delay in the start of operation and a decrease in the volume of fluid flow, which in turn would
result in slower operation of the actuated component.

7. They conserve space and simplify installation.

8. Slide-type selector valves can meter varying quantities of fluid, while poppet-type selector valves are
not capable of metering fluid.

9. Variable-restrictor control valves can meter varying amount of fluid and pressure, thereby giving a
smoother and more positive control.

10. The airload opposing their movement and the hydraulic pressure applied to the actuator.

11. a. Removal of high pressure lines from the cockpit.
b. Weight saving.
c. Can be used to remotely position mechanical units.

12. A check valve allows fluid to flow in one direction and no flow in the other. An orifice is a restric-
tor and limits the rate of flow but will allow it to go in either direction.

13. It is referred to as a globe or star valve.
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14. To retard the speed of actuator operation in one direction only.

15. Bleed the air out of the gage,line.

16. To separate the normal system from the emergency system.°

17. Flow regulator.

18. By their capacity or how many gallons per minute of fluid flow they will allOw.

ill,: Flow equalizer.

20. If a leak develops, the fuse will shut off the flow in that section before the complete hydraulic
supply has been lost.

21. The orifice.

22. The fuse will allow slightly more than the quantity of fluid to flow that is normally required to
operate the component. When this quantity has been passed, the fuse will CloSC.

23. The same parts must be reinstalled in the same cylinder, sleeve, or housing. This is imperative becau
their identical parts are mated (machined) to their respective retainer.

24. To transform fluid pressure into a mechanical force.

25. Hydraulic fluid under pressure applied to the other side of the piston and forcing it to move.

26. A double-acting unbalanced actuator.

27. It prevents the actuator from slamming into the extremes of travel and will thereby prevent damage.

28. By applying hydraulic pressure to the proper port.

CHAPTER 5

1 . The air-oil strut.

2. Rotation is prevented by the torque arms, or scissors.

3. The proper preload of air as well as the resistance to movement caused by the hydraulic fluid mov-
ing through some type of ratriction.

4. The metering pin.

5. Completely compressed.

6. The whole valve assembly can be blown off resulting in injury to people and damage to equipment.
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7. In hard servicing you fill the strut with fluid to the inlet plug level and then apply air pressure until
the strut reaches its proper extension length. Soft servicing requires that the stiut be filled to the
plug level, air applied to a predetermined pressure, and then additional fluid added under high pres-
sure until the strut is extended.

8. A soft strut prevents metal to Metal contact of strut during hard landings.

9. To eliminate any binding of the shock strut, thereby making certain you get the proper inflation
and proper extension.

10. Nicks, burrs, scratches, or cracks on the shock strut piston.

I I. The parts are,dipped or rinsed in cold water, then dipped in hot water for from 2 to 4 minutes.

12. Two coats of zinc chromate primer and then two coats of aluminum lacquer.

13. It is used to rill a repaired shock strut internally before it is stored away. It is a breservative.

14. It operates on the principle that at extremely high pressures liquids are in fact compressible.

15. A silicone base hydraulic fluid which is exotic and expensive.

16. Fully extended.

17. To prevent oscillations of the nosewheel during landing, takeoff, and taxiing.

18. The tendency of the orifice to increase its resistance to fluid flow with an increase of force and
velocity.

19. You must us.; a pressure gun to add fluid as an internal piston keeps the reservoir under pressure at
all times.

20. A plugged orifice.

21. Too large an orifice.

22. It could cause a partial vacuum to be formed when rapid movement is experienced and the shimmy

44,
action would be spongy.

23. The equal areas on both sides of the piston will provide equal forces in either direction.

24. The wheels are on a common shaft and to shimmy, one wheel must move forward, thereby causing
the other wheel to skid or slip. Ther; is a natural tendency to resist this.

25. Increased dire wear results.

26. To make certain that the nose gear is streamlined for retraction.

27. Fluid under pressure is supplied by the normal aircraft hydraulic system.

4
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CHAPtER 6

1. The master cylinder.

2. Yes. It will still act as a master cylinder, and the pilot can supply the force.

3. It reduces weight by using less tubing and eliminates high-pressure lines in the cockpit (this decreasesthe fire hazard).

4. By thermal expansion of the fluid.

5. The master cylinder.

6. Push firmly on the brake pedals to,release the ratchet action.

7, Hydraulic pressure from the master cylinder directs hydraulic fluid to the air relay (metering) valvewhich in turn directs compressed air to the brake for braking action.

8. Disconnecting a line or unit, low supply in the reservoir, or a leak,'"

9. The gravity system is used. In one operation the bleed valve is left open while pumping the mastercylinder up and down until all air is removed. In the other method the bleed valve is open while
the master cylinder is depressed and closed when the pedal is raised. This is repeated until all airis removed.

10. You go through the normal bleeding sequence for each of the bleeder valves.

11. This makes the pilot aware it the amount of braking action he is applying.

12. The force applied to the brake pedal which determines the upward movement of the piston.

13. To adjust the maximum amount of pressure the valve will deliver.

14. There is a weight saving; also, there are no high-pressure hydraulic lines in the cockpit.

15. Check the brakes for operation.

16. Use a hydraulic test stand such as the HCT-6.

17. It is used on large aircraft to greatly increase the volume coming from the power brake valve andlower the pressure.

18. The compensating valve and opening pin.

19. An external bypass line with a star valve is used to manually replenish the debooster.

20. The mass (weight) of the object and its velocity (speed).

21. Warping of the discs because of overheating.

22. By two feeler gages opposite each other between the retaining nut and adjoining steel disc.

23. The type of expander tube brakes with stamped frames.
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24. The brakes' OFF clearance would be at a maximum.

25. They are riveted to the statiogiary disc.

26. By measuring the amount of adjuster pin still showing on the outside of the friction clamp.

27. Better cooling.

28. Friction on the pin will be too great; thus, hydraulic pressure may not be able to move the pin

inward to compensate for lining wear.

29. When new linings are installed. a

30. Because they are areas of stress concentration. This is done using a smooth-cut file and emery cloth.

31. Call the fire department and evacuate the area for 300 feet on both sides of the brakes as they
brakes may ignite and the tires explpde.

32. Because the tire might explode.

33. a. Normal skid control.
b. Locked wheel skid control.
C. Touchdown protection.
d. Fail safe protection.
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VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

Carefully read the following:

DO'S:

I. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note of explanation.

2. Note that numericapequence on answer sheet alternates acros,s from column
to column

3. Use only medium sharp 41 black lead pencil for marking 'answer sheet.
4. Use a clean eraser for any answer sheet changes, keeping erasures to a minimum.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to Ea.
6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments through your

unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI
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DON'TS:

I. Don't tgranswer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review
exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking bloeks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple. tape, or mutilate the answer sheet. f.4
4. Don't use link or any marking other than with a #1 black lead pencil.

NOTE: The 3-digit number in parenthesis immediately following each item num-
ber in this Volume Review Exercise represents a Guide Number in the
Study Reference Guide which in turn indicates the area of the text where
the answer to that item can be found. For proper use of these Guide
Numbers in assisting you with your Volume Review Exercise, read care-
fully the instructions in the heading of the Study Reference Guide.
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Multiple Choice

Chapter 1

1. (200) A liquid under pressure is an effective means of moving aircraft mechanisms becauise of its

a. compressibility. c. relative inconipressibility.
b. viscosity characteristics. d. resistance to temperature changes.

2. (200) One advantage of using liquid for transmitting power is the .

a. high compressibility factor of liquid.
b. low thermal expansidn factor of the liquid.
c. ability of the liquid to transfer pressure equally in all directions.
d. negligible shearing action that exists between the wall of the tube ind the liquid.

3. (200) What are the two types of fluid flow?

a. Smooth and turbulent. c. Uniform and turbulent.
b. Laminar and turbulent. d. Streamlined and turbulent.

4. (200) When liquid flows through a venturi, the pressure will be

a. the same throughout the venturi.
b. least at the throat of the venturi.
c. unaffected as the velocity decreases:
d. greatest at the throat of the venturi.

5. (201) Force in a hydraulic system is determined by the amount of

"Nt

a. fluid available. c. distance an object is move&
b. volume from the pump. d. push or pull on an object.

6. (201) When)vat is applied to a confmed fluid,

a. the pressure will increase.
b. the flow will be more restricted.
c. viscosity change will slow its velocity.
d. it will cause a greater amount of turbulence.

7. (201) A master cylinder is connected to four actuating cylinders having cross-sectional areas of 1
square inch, 2 square inches, 3 square inches, and 4 square inches, respective10 If the piston in the
master cylinder developed 100 psi, the pressure on each of the four stabilized pistons in the cylinders
would be

a. 25 psi.
b. 100 psi.
c. 10 psi, 20 psi, 30 psi, and 40 psi, respectively.
d. 100 psi, 200 psi, 300 psi, and 400 psi, respectively.
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c3e)
8, (202) To fled the pressure applied to a hydraulic actuator when the area and force are known, you

would

la. divide force by area. c. multiply force by area.
b. add force and area. d. subtract force from area.

9. f282) lf a force of 100 pounds is applied to a cylinder piston having an area of 2 square inches and
the resultant pressure is transmitted to another cylinder piston having an area of 4 square inches,
what will be the resultant force on the licond piston?

a. 100 pounds.
b. 200 pounds.

A

c. 400 pounds.
d. 800 pounds.

10. (202) The piston within a master cylinder has an area of 14 square inch and moves 16 inches. The
piston within the actuating cylinder has an area of 4 square inches and will move

a. I inch.
b. 2 inches.

c. 4 inches.
c.. 1/16 inch.

11. (202) A piston has an area of 4 square ine:,,n and is moved by a force of 100 psi pressure. How
moch volume is required to move the piston 10 inches?

a. 2.5 cubic Mches. c. 40 cubic inches.
b. 25 cubic inches. d. 400 cubic inches.

12. (202) Two pistons are connected by a piece of tubing; tine piston has an area of 2 square inches
and the second has an area of 4 square inches. How many 'inches would the large piston move and
how much force would be required to move the 2-square-inch piston 10 inches if the large piston
piston has 200 psi of pressure applied to it?

a. 6 inches-50 poun.L. c. 5 inches-800 pounds..,
b. 8 mches-50 pounds. d. 15 inches -800 pounds.

13. 42031 If the 'maller piston in VRE figure 1 has a 360-pound force applied to it, the larger piston
will exert an upward force of

a. 2340 pounds.
b. 3340 pounds.

4S0 IN
PISTON

c. 4340 pounds.
d. 5340 pounds.

'\\\N26SQ IN
PISTON

Volume Review Exercise Figure 1.
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14. (203) When a 50-pound force will balance a 250-pound weight, a mechanical advantage has been

achiexed. This is expressed as a ratio of

a. 1:5 c. 50:250.

b. 5:1. d. 250:50. Ni

4 . .
44

15. (203) A hydraulic jack has two cylinders. The pump cylinder piston has an area of 2 square inches

and the jack piston has an area of 8 square inches. How many 4-1-00 strokes will be necessary to

raise the jack 12 inches?

a. 8. C. 24.

b. 12. d. 32.

16. (204) The volume of a cylinder 5 inches high (length) with a 1-inch radius is

a. 1.57 cubic inches. c. 15.7 cubic inches.
b. 3.14 cubic inches. d. 31.4 cubic inches.

17. (205) A simple four-port selector valve is best described as having

a. 1 pressure, 1 return, 1 up, and 1 down port.
b. 2 return, 1 pressure, and P alternating port.
c. 2 pressure, 1 return, and 1 alternating port.
d. 2 alternating, 1 pressure, and 1 return port.

18. (205) Which of the following is the probably cause if a pressure regulator and kicks mit at

a very rapid rate?

a. A relief valve is set too low.
b. There is a leak in the pressure line downstream of the regulator.

c. The regulator check valve is .stuEk closed.
d. The:accumulator diaphragm is ruptured.

19. (205) What is the purpose of a standpipe in a reservoir?

a. To protect the pump.
b. To supply the pump during inverted flight.
c. To reserve fluid for the power pump.
d. To reserve fluid for the hand pump.

Chapter 2

20. (206) If a hydraulic reservoir is pressurized to 25 psi, how much pressure would be in the return

line to the reservoir?

a. 24 psi.
b. 25 psi.

c. 27 psi.
d. 50 psi.
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21. (206) If a hydraulic reservoir is an airless type, what are the methods of pressurizing it?

a. Venturi tee and jet pump.,
.b. Spring tension and jet pump.
c. Hydraulic pressure and venturi tee.
d. Hydraulic pressure and spring tension.

22. (207) 'Line-disconnects or quick-disconnects are used in pneudraulic systems to

.a. allow for bleeding of the system.
b; prevent the loss of pressure when a unit is removed.
c. prevent the loss of fluid when a unit is removed.
d. prevent any fluid loss in the event of a broken line.

23. (208) During overhaul of a hydraulic hand pump, whit parts are always replaced?

a. MI cure dated parts. c. The needle valves and seats.
b. The threaded fittings. d. All ball check valves and springs.

24. (208) What is used to prevent damage to the engine if an eneie-driven hydraulic pump should freeze?

a. A slip clutch.
b. A pressure regulator.
c. A pump drive shaft shear section.
d. A variable-restrictor control valve.

25. (208) Case pressure in a pump insures

a. that the pump is primed.
b. pump lubrication and cooling.
c. that the bushings fit snugly against, the gears.
d. pump lubrication and prevents air from entering the pump.

26. (208) If a new constantAlume, piston type pump with two foot valves is drawn from supply and
indicates the wrong direction of rotation, you must

a. rotate the valve plate head 180 only.
b. install an accessory drive of correct rotation.
c. reverse the suction and pressure connections only.
d. rotate the valve plate head 180 and reverse the suction and pressure connections.

27. (208) Fluid output of the Vickers variable-displacement pump is determined by the

a. rpm of the drive shaft.
b. position of the pilot valve.
c. spring tension on the internal relief valve.
d. angle between the drive shaft and the cylinder block.

28. (208) In hydraulic pumps in which the pistons reciprocate in a rotating cylinder barrel,

a. alternate pistons suck in and expel! fluid.
b. all pistons suck in or expell fluid at the same time.
c. pistons suck in and expell fluid every other revolution of the cylinder barrel.
d. the pistons on one side of the barrel suck in fluid, while the pistons on the other side are expelling.
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29. (209) In the hydraulic dri e motor, the angle of the wobbler plate determines the

a. flyweight rotation.
b. tension of the governor spring.
c. amount of movement o the pistons.
d. venting of the control p ston to the system return line.

30. (209) Which component in he, hydraulic drive motor prevents overtravel of the governor control

valve when the motor tehds to overspeed?

a. Preact piston. c. Governor spring.

b. Control piston. d. Back pressure valve.

Chapter 3

31. (210) We- use the Bourdon tube t7pe pressure switch in the main aircraft hydraulic system because

a. it is a rugged piece of equipment:
b. there is never any adjustments required.
c. this is the only method of \turning the pump on and off.
d. it works well in conjunction with the pressurized reservoir system.

32. (210) Which of the following situations is most likely to occur in the hydraulic pressure regulator
when it is kicked in and the power pump is running?

a. Pressure bejow the piston is decreasing.
b..Pressure on top of the piston is decreasing.
c. The check valve is open, the bypass is closed, and the power pump is unloaded.
d. The check valve is open, the bypass is closed, and the iower pump is under 'load.

33. (210) To increase the kick-out pressure of a selective-type double area pressure regulator, the mechanic

should

a. screw. down the piston and off-seat the poppet.
b. aloist the screw clockwise, lengthening the rod.
c. turn the adjusting screw counterclockwise, allowing the rod to rise.
d. increase the tension on the large spring by turning the adjusting lever.

34. (210) The pilot reports thtt all the hydraulic units on the aircraft seem to operate slower than
normal at all altitudes and during landing. He also states that the hydraulic pressure gage-indicates

that pressure remains below normal. These symptoms indicate that the

a. kick-out pressure 'needs adjusting.
b. micronic filter element needs replacing.
c. pressure regulator bypass valve is leaking.
d. pressure regulator check valve is defective.
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35. (210) A leaking check valve in a pressure regulator will

a. cause the kick-in pressure to be lower.
b. not cause the kick-out or kick-in pressure to change.
c. cause the kick-out pressure to be higher than normal.
d.'cause the relief valve to relieve the fluid back to the reservoir.

36. (211) In hydraulic system using an accumulator, the preload pressure should be serviced to a

a. minimum of 300 psi.
b. maximum of 1000 psi.
c. pressure equal to what system pressure will be.
d pressure greater than required tt operate any one unit.

37. (11 In a hydraulic systein Aging a piston type accumulator, a passage is drilled from the fluid sideof the piston to the space between the two piston seals to

a. allow for lubrication of the seals. s

b. eliminate the need for backup rings/.
c. prevent the top seal from being dimaged.
d. allow easy installation of the p)Ston seals.

38. (211) In a hydraulic system using the self-displacing-type accumulator, hydraulic fluid 'is added tothe system

a. during accumulator ovthaul cycle.
b. while the accuMulator preload is discharged.
c. from the A-2 portable hydraulic test stand.
d. by using the hand pump connected to the main reservoir.

39. (211)-When performing a leakage test on a bladder type accumulator,

a. apply 5000 psi hydraulic pressure.
b. the specified preload will be put in.
c. it must hold the pressure for a minimum of 24 hours.
d. the checkAvill be performed with the unit installed on the aircraft.

40. (212) If a relief valve with a ball seat area of 1/6 square inch is to relieve at 1800 psi, the spring
())

force behind the ball should be

a. 300 pounds v,ith no back pressure.
b. greater than the cracking pressure.
c. about 1500 pounds with ack pressure.
d. about 2100 pounds with back pressure.

41. (212) The back pressure effect on the ball of a balanced type relief valve is laliminated by

a. reducing the spring force.
b. reducing the size of the ball.
c. turning the adjustment screw clockwise.
d. attaching a rod to the back side of the ball.
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42. (212) With a relief valve installed in the aircraft main hydraulic system, how do we adjust its re-

lieving pressure?
Z14 41

a. The relief_ valves ar V preset and should never require adjustment.
b. Run the engine an,d make the adjustments, while watching the test gage.

c. Pressurize the syst m with the hand pump and set the crasking pressure.
d. Use a tesrstand for pressure and watch the cockpit indicator for the relieving pressure.

.,
43. (212) The aircraft hydraulic syttem is set for 300 psi while one of the actuators is designed to'sviirk

with only 1000 psi pressure. What is to be done to' uperate this actuator safely?

a. The pressure regulator and relief Valves should be reset.
b. Reduce the tubing size and this will decrease the pressure.
c. Reduce the accumulator preload pressure and unload the pump sooner.
d. Install a pressure re.,\lucer valve of the proper size in the actuator line.

Chapter 4

44. (213) When 4 closed-center selector valve is in the neUtral position, the pressure manifold will

a. be connected to the return line.
b. always be connicted to the actuated unit.
c. always be Pressarized whenever there is system pressure available.
ds. be returning the fluid to the reservoir from the retract side of the actuator.

45. (213) Three-way selector valves in hydraulic systems serve to

a. direct fluid pressure into one of three different,lines.
b. build up high pressures through temperature increases.

c. operate a mechanism electrically in one direction only.
d. operate a mechanism hydraulically in one direction only.

46. (213) Four-way selector vAes have

a. four sets of poppets.
b. all poppets on seat when in neutral.
c. a relief ralve venting to the return line.

d. a device to direct fluid flow in four directions. al

47. (213) What would be the effect on system operation if the pistoescrews in a poppet type radial
selector valve were adjusted and shortened too much?

a. The system actuators will operate slower than normal.
b. The actuators will operate faster than normal.
c. The system fluid will become excessively hot.
d. There would be no noticeable effect on system operation.
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48. (213) The variable-restrictor control valve is generally used to control

a. the bay door opening system.
b. extension and retraction of the gear only.
c. the operation of the flight control surfaces.
cf. operation of test stands.,, since it is an open-center system.

49. (214) An orifice check valve is usually installed in a hydraulic system to

a. restrict the flow of fluid leaving the hydraulic actuating cylinder.
b. limit the travel of a hydraulic actuating cylinder in both directions.
c. allow full flow in one direction and restricted flow in the opposite direction.
d. allow restricted flow in one direction and no flow in the opposite direction.

50. (214) The snubber used to prevent erratic readings on pressure gages due to system surges is usually

a. made by drilling tiny holes in a piece of steel.
b. a'combination internal bypass and safety shutoff valve.
c. an orifice check valve installed in the line leading to the gage.
d. made by drilling a hole in a piece of steel and inserting a pin into it.

51. (214) Which of the following valves is normally installed at the inlet port to allow two independent
systems to opeate the'same actuator?

a. Shuttle valve. c. Combining check valve.
b. Balanced relief valve. d. Slide type selector valve.

52. (215) If fluid does not split evenly in the flow equalizer, a

a. free-floating piston shifts position.
b. variable orifice changes opening size.
c. check valve opens on the side with the lesser pressure.
d. check valve opens on the side with the grkater, pressure.

53. (215) Hydraulic fuses are used in jet aircraft hydraulic systems to

a. maintain a constant rate of flow to a subsystem.
b. prevent any fluid loss in the event of a broken line.
c. prevent excessive fluid loss in the event of a broken line.
d. prevent excessive rate of flow to a subsystem in which it is installed.

54. (215) A hydraulic fuse in a pressure line fused. A check of the system showed no leaks. What could
be a probable cause?

a. A leaking poppef valve in the selector valve.
b. An incorrect setting of the pressure regulator.
c. Too small an opening in the finger strainer in the line.
d. The fuse is undersized for the amount of fluid required.
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55. (216) Why do we use hydraulic actuators?

a. They are cheap and trouble free.
b. They transform fluid *pressure into mechanical force.
c. They are the only means of controlling operation.
d. They change rotary motion into linear motion.

56. (216) A double-acting unbalanced actuator is used on the aircraft because it provides

a. equal pressure in two different directions.
b. the In4her pressure needed to overcome the extra spring force.
c. us with a means of having a mechanical lock on the unit.
d. more force in one direction than in the other.

57. (216) The actuator that is designed to reduce damage due to excessive force or speed is

a. the internal-snubber type.
b. the double-acting balanced type.
c. charged with the hard strut servicing kit.
d. used only on combat aircraft operating on rough fields.

58. (216) The only manner in which the internal-lock-type actuator can be extended is by

a. applying pressure to the extend port and hydraulically unlocking it.
b. applying pressure to the unlock cylinder and then allowing it to extend by spring action.
c. bleeding the pressure from the hydraulic lock side and letting the weight extend the actuator.
d. first mechanically unlocking the unit and then applying the pressure to extend it.

Chapter 5

59. (217) The primary purpose of the torque arms used on aircraft landing gear struts is to

a. keep the gear aligned for retraction.
b. limit the maximum extension of the strut.
c. keep the wheels in the correct alignment.
d. allow the wheels to turn when steering the aircraft.

60. (217) The hydraulic fluid level of an air-oil shock strut is checked by

a. removing the high-pressure air valve.
b. checking the cockpit quantity indicator.
c. no checks required as it is a closed system.
d. observing the position of the fluid indicator pin.

61. (217) A disadvantage of servicing shock struts on an aircraft using the hard-strut method is that

a. not enough fluid is used.
3. the strut could bottom under a load and damage the gear.
c. too much fluid is used which acts like a solid and cause_s damage.
d. the struts bottom all the time and eventually wilIntaffige the gear.
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62. (217) If the aircraft uses a nose gear shock strut depressurization system, what must be done eachtime the aircraft lands?

a. The nose gear shock strut must be serviced with air.
b. The ,strut must be removed and replaced with a serviceable unit.
c. Nothing immediately, but following the last flight of the day, the strut will be service .d. The pilot will automatically extend the shock strut to the proper ground level extensio .

63. (218) During maintenance of shock struts, the strut will be replaced when

a. it will not hold a preload air charge.
b. the aircraft has performed 100 landings.
c. the 0-ring seals and gaskets are worn.
d. any scratches have penetrated the chrome plating.

64. (218) What method is commonly used to inspect ferrous parts of shock struts for cracks?

a'. X-ray.
b. Microscopic.

c. Fluorescent.
d. Magnetic particle.

65. (218) Corrosion treatment of shock struts will include painting with

a. aluminum lacquer and waxing the entire surface.
b. camouflage color and clear lacquer.
c. zinc chromate primer and rechroming.
d. two coats of zinc chromate primer and two coats of aluminum lacquer.

66. (218) What is the basic theory of operation of the liquid-spring shock strut?

a. Liquids can be compressed at high pressures.
b, Liquids _are aincompressible at high pressures.
c. Fluid pressure increases as the velocity increases.
d. Fluid pressure decreases as the velocity decreases.

67. (218) Servicing of an aircraft using a liquid-spring shock strut requires that

a. the strut be removed from the aircraft and returned to field maintenance.
b. a compressor of extremely high pressure be used to preload the cylinder.
c. all jacks be removed and the wings rocked periodically during servicing.d. all weight be removed from the aircraft and the strut fully extended.

\t68. (219) The aircraft uses the vane-type shimmy damper. The nose wheel does not shimmy but isdifficult to move normally and does not want o trail. What could be a probable cause?

a. The hydraulic fluid supply is low.
b. An orifice with too large an waning is used.
c. The size of the orifice has been adjusted down too small.
d. The torque arms have been overtightened and are not free to move.
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69. (220) The followup mechanism on nose wheel steering units

a. makes it easier to turn the wheels.
b. returns the wheel to centered position.
c. allows unrestricted flow of return fluid.
d. matches the amount of wheel turning to the amount of pilot's control wheel turning.

70. (220) In addition to nose wheel shimmy control, what other feature do we find on most aircraft.
with nose gear?

a. Nose wheel steering. c. Mechanical retraction.
b. Nose wheel braking. d. Dual tires installed for safety.

Chapter 6

71. (221) A slave brake system is used on large aircraft mainly because

a. more braking pressure is furnished.
b. weight is reduced by using smaller tubing.
c. it provides a more rapid brake application.
d. it eliminates hydraulic lines from the cockpit.

72. (221) Generally, the loss of main hydraulic system pressure on most fighter aircraft will

a. not affeci the normal braking action.
b. require the use of the emergency brake.
c. result in loss of normal brake pressure.
d. result in partial loss of braking pressure.

73. (221) When an independent brake system on an aircraft is in the parked condition, the

a. master cylinder will be in the OFF position.
b. parking T-handle must be pulled to release the brakes.(
c. master cylinder must be locked in the applied position.
d. braking pressure is maintained by the fluid applied from the main system.

74. (221) When a Gladden masIer cylinder is in the parked condition, the

a. thermal expansion will increase the brake pressure.
b. thermal expansion will decrease the brake pressure.
c. parking brake handle must be left in the parked position to hold.
d. thermal expansion in the brake line is relieved by the compensating chamber.

75. (221) In a pneumatic brake system using a master cylinder, the fluid leaving the master cylinder
goes to an air

a. debooster.
b. slave valve.

c. relay valve.
d. shuttle valve.
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76. (222) The unit that uses main system pressure to help the pilot in applying the brakes is the

a. brake adjust valve.
b. brake master boost cylinder.
c. electrically operated power brake control 'valve.
d. hydraulically operated power brake control valve),

77. (222) A leaking poppet in a single Bendix power brake control valve will most likely cause themain system pressure to leak away

a. only ifhen the brakes are applied.
b. only when the brakes are not applied.
c. whether the brakes are applied or not.
d. when there is no check valve installed before the PBCV.

78. (222) Which of the following would be the most logical cause if a Bendix power brake control valvefails to provide pressure to the brakasssembly?

a. A broken leaf spring. c. A badly leaking piston seal.
b. A clogged return port. d. The pressure poppet stuck open.

79. (222) When adjusting the brake pressure on an aircraft using a Bendix power brake control valve, theeffective length of the spring is extended in order to

a. increase pressure. c. decrease piston travel.
b. decrease pressure. d. increase piston travel.

80. (222) To bleed the power brake controlovalve system by the internal pressure bleeding method, thepneudraulic mechanic shodld first

-c drain the entire system of fluid.
b. rat the main hydraulic reservoir to capacity.
c. be certain that the system pressure is released.
d. open the wheel bleeder several turns.

(

81. (223), What volume of fluid will be displaced in a hydraulic cylinder if the force on the face of thepiston is 600 pounds, the piston travels 4 inches, and the pressure on the piston face is 200 psi?

a. 3.0 cubic inches. c. 1.33 cubic inches.
b. 5.0 cubic inches. d. 12.0 cubic inches.

82. (224) Application of one of the basic laws of physics reveals that during the landing of an aircraft,the

a. kinetic energy possessed by the aircraft increases as it slows down. .

b. brakes are applied to decrease the kinetic energy of the aircraft.
c. kinetic energy developed will depend on the area of the braking surface.
d. kinetic energy developed by forward motion is opposed by the gravitational force of the earth.
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83. (224) Which of the following applies when the rolling speed of a landing aircraft is reduced by the
application of multiple disc brakes?

a. The piston return spring makes contact with an outer bronze disc.
b. The bronze discs are slowed down by friction with the steel discs.
c. Fluid forces the annular piston against the face of the outer nonrotating disc.
d. A steel disc makes contact with the insulator ring and dissipates heat from the remaining discs.

84. (225) The clearance of e der tube brakes having no manual means for adjustment is primarily
determined by the

a. thictness of the block.
b. age of the expander tube.
c. restraining force of the retraction spring.
d. amount of fluid retained in the expander tube.

tir
85. (225) The maximum outl w ard expansion of the expander tube on the expander tube brake is primari-

ly limited by the

a. applied pressure.
b. torque lugs on the brake frames.
c. thickness of the expander tube shield.
d. distance between the blocks and brake drums.

86. (225) The first step in adjusting the expander tube brake adjuster valve is to

a. apply the brakes and turn the adjuster screw clockwise.
b. release the brakes and turn the adjuster screw clockwise.
c. apply the brakes and turn the adjuster screw counterclockwise.

drelease-the-brakes-and-turn-the-adjuster-screw -co ock-wise.-

87. (226) What type of brake makes use of semiannular pistons?

a. Spot disc.
b. Multiple disc.

c. Expander tube.
d. Segmented rotor.

88. (226) If the automatic adjuster clamp of the segmented rotor brake is loose, theyake

a. cannot be applied. c. eventually will not apply.
b. will tend to drag. d. eventually will lock when applied.

89. (227) In a hydraulic system using a spot disc-type brake, one of the highly desirable features of
this type brake is the

a. mechanical adjustment. c. use of it mechanically.
b. rapid heat dissipation. d. use of a master cylinder with it.

90. (227) The dual spot disc brake components whose condition is most important for proper self-
adjusting are the

a. torque nut and spring guide.
b. piston and cylinder surfaces.
c. adjusting pin and adjusting pin grip.
d. adjusting pin and internal retaining ring.
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91. (227) If the adjusting pin torque nut on a single spot disc brake is too tight, which of the following
will result?

a. The brakes will drag.
b. Braking action will be lost.
c. The lining clearance will decrease.
d. The adjusting pin will be forced inward.

92. (227) The tunning clearance of dual spot disc brakes is

a. the same for both the single and dual disc brakes.
b. usually greater than that of a single disc brake of tke same
c. determined by the friction of the self-adjusting pin and pin
d. determined by the thickness of the compensating shim.

diameter.
grip.

93. (228) Some of the leading factors that cause a high degree of wheel and brake failures are

a. poor maintenance, good inspections, and unconscientious mechanics.
b. poor maintenance, careless inspections, and conscientious mechanics.
c. poor maintenance, careless inspections, and unconscientious mechanics.
d. careless inspections, good maintenance, and unconscientious mechanics.

94. (228) Brake assemblies should be returned to depot for overhaul

a. after the third lining change.
b. before /he third lining change.
c. whenever a piston seal is changed.
d. before the second piston seal change.

95. (228) In high,performance aircraft braking_systerfs, the_ skid control system first-comes into playwhen the

a. wheel locks and slides.
b. brakes are not applied.
c. wheel starts to slide but still is rotating.
d. aircraft weight is on its wheel after landing.
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Preface

THE PREVIOLJS two volumes of Course 42152, Aircraft Pneudraulic Repair-
man, have gi'ven you information on pneudraulic functions in addition to the
Operation and maintenance of pneudraulic components. Now, in Volume 3, we
will use this information in explaining pneudraulic systems and their principles
of operation. Chapter I covers aircraft familiarization. ln, Chapter 2, we witl
discuss electrical fundamentals and trouble analysis. We continue with Chapter
3 on pneudraulic power systems, discussing both the hydraulic and pneumatic
systems; then on to Chapter 4, which covers hydraulic actuating units. Finally,
in Chapter 5, we discuss aircraft emergency pneudraulic systems, such as
emergency flight control, landing gear warning, and emergency wheel brake.
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text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng Cen
(TTOC), Chanute AFB, IL 61868.
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ECI's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study Reference
Guides, Chapter Review Exercisfs, Volume Review Exercise, and Course
Examination), consult your educrion officer, training officer, or NCO, as ap-
propriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFB,
AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistrae.
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Aircraft Familiarization

NOT SO VERY LONG ago, physics and
aeronautics were generally considered obscure
and difficult subjects. These subjects were of lit-
tle use to anyone but scientists and aircraft
design engineers. Today, the situation is quite
different; as pneudraulic repairmen, we must
have an understanding of physics and
aeronautics to maintain our' flight control
hydraulic systems. Most aircraft use
hydraulically actuated flight controls.

2. Our study in this chapter of physical laws
and aeronautical principles will aid you in un-
derstanding the systems yo ill maintain. In
order to understand the prificiles of hydraulic
and pneudraulic.,power sys ems. you will learn
some basic tacts about energy and matter. You
will get to know something about the at-
mosphere and how our aircraft fly in it. You
will learn the 'function of the surfaces which
control flight and which are powered
hydraulically. Finally, the chapIer will cover
construction and component arrangement
features and a system of aircraft identification.

1. Basie, Laws of Energy and Matter
1-1. Energy falls into two categories: poten-

la] energy and kinetic energy. The laws of
transformation and conservation of energy will
be studied, along with the relationship between
energy and matter. Matter will be explained in
its three stages: solids, liquids, and gases.

1-2. Energy,a Energy is the ability to do
work. Work is performed when a force acts on

( a body and moves it. The motion is the clue to
the concept of work, and without it there is no
work. Imagine some Egyptian slaves, thousands
of years ago. struggling to move a block of
stone for one of the pyramids. The slaves push
and sweat, but the stone does not budge an
inch; so, no work has been done. They rest a lit-
tle, and return to the job and push harder than
before. This time the stone moves. They have
done some work. The amount of work is equal
to the force they exert times the distance the
block was moved,

CHAPTER, 1

1-3. In our technical age, we need a unit of
measurement for work. The unit of work com-
monly chosen is called a foot-pound. A foot-
pound of work is the work required to move
pound a distance of I foot. The Egyptian slaves
learned that work was an expenditure of energy
that accomplished something. So, let's examine
a few facts about energy.

1-4. Potential energy. Potential energy is
energy at rest. A tightly stretched spring is
ready to do work; so, it possdsses energy. Com-
pressed air has only to be released in order to
do work; it. too, has energy. A lifted clock
weight is able to make the clock run because it
has stored energy in its raised position. These
are all examples of potential energy. A body
has potential energy because of its position.

1-5. Kinetic energy. Kinetic energy is energy
in Motion. A baseball flying through the air
possesses kinetic energy. When you catch the
ball, ia kinetic energy warms your glove and
stings your hand. A moving automobile, a
moving stream of water, and the wind are also
examples of kinetic energy. Any body in
motion is able to do an amount bf work equal
to itiainetic energy. Conversely, if an amount
of wlai is done to accelerate a body, the bod.y
requires an equal amount of kinetic energy.

1-6. Transformation of energy. Energy can
be changed from one form into another in many
different ways. Radiant ener y of the sun
strikes the earth; it is changed Thto heat energy
ancr warms the earth. When sunlight falls on the
leaves of plants, it is transformed into chemical
energy. Electrical energy becomes sound energy
in the telephone receiver, in the loudspeaker,
and in bells. When gunpowder is fired, the
chemical energy that was stored in it is
released. It is partly as heat and partly as
mechanical energy in propelling a bullet.

1-7. Conservation of energy. The law of the
conservation of energy states: energy can be
neither created nor destroyed. No one has ever
found a waS4.-rb create energy out of nothing. No
machine-Aas been found that delivers more
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energy than is Put into it. We can only use what
is already here. A machine is not only helpless
to create energy, but unable to destroy energy.
A machine does not deliver all of the energy
that is put into it. The energy that is not
dejivered is not destroyed. It is usually changed
into heat energy. Fuel may be wasted by going
up the flue in smoke; nevertheless, energy goes
up with the smoke.

\J -8. Matter. Matter is anythin which oc-
cupies space and has weight'. S. e it can be
weighed, it has mass. It also h s size, since
every piece of matter has length, width, and
height. As stated earlier, the three states of mat-
ter are solids, liquids, and gases. Matter may
aRpear in any one of these forms. It may also
undergo a physical change to another state as
the result of a rise or fall in temperature. For
example, water may be readily changed to ice
(the solid state) or steam (the gaseous state).
This is done simply by increasing or decreasing
its temperature. Its chemical makeup remains
unchanged.

1-9. Solid. A solid has definite shape and a
definite volume. Its molecules offer a great
resistance to change and have a strong at-
traction for each other.

1-10. Liquid. A liquid has a definite volime
but no definite shape. Its molecules have much
less attraction for each other. A liquid takes the
shape of its container.

1-11. Gas. A gas has no 'definite volume and
no definite shape. Its molecules have almost no
attraction for one another and are relatively far
apart. A gas always fills 'its container.

1-12. You now have a basic understanding
of work, energy, and forms of matter: In the
next section, these truths will find practical ap-
plication in the science of aerodynamics. A
thought to keep.in mindno mechanical device
can do its job unless the basic laws of physics
(or nature) are obeyed in its design.

2. Aerodynamics
2-1. Aerodynamics deals with the motion of

air and the forces that act on solids moving
through the air (air is fluid and in a gaseous
state). Sometimes the definition is expanded to
include other gaseous fluids. It should be poin-
ted out that aerodynamics is not limited to air-
craft flight. The swaying of a bridge in the wind
is an example of aerodynamic action. However,
the chief problems of aerodynamicsg have to.be
met in aeronautics; therefore, it is in the field of
aviation that aerodynamics has its greatest
value. Let us begin, then, with a study of the at-
mosphere.

2-2. The Atmosphere. Air is a mixture of
several gases. However, for all practical pur-
poses, we may consider it as one-fifth oxygen
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and four-fifths nitrogen. It surrounds the earAth .
and extends upward for hundreds of miles. Per-
fectly dry air weighs 0.07651 pound per cubic
foot under standard conditions at sea leveL The
atmosphere eyerywhere exerts a uniform
pressure in all horizontal directions. The
pressure of the atmosphere plays a major role in
the design and flight of an aircraft. One of the
principal problems is the pressure differences at
different altitudes. As we increase altitude, the
pressure decreases. At sea level on a standard
day, the pressure is 29.92 inches of mercury as
indicated on a manometer. At 50,000 feet, the
pressure drops to approximately 3.44 inches of
mercury. (The pressure of/ 1 inch of mercuri
(Hg) is equal to the weight of 1 inch of mer-
cury.) This pressure variation has a decided ef-
fect on the flight characteristics of an aircraft.
There are many other factors of atmosphere
which affect flight characteristics. Three of
these factors are temperature, density, and
humidity. We will discuss these next.

2-3. Temperature. We are all familiar with
the sensations of heat and cold. While these are
unreliable indicators, they agree with other-ob-
servations on the effects of heat. An object that
feels hot will shim its hot condition in other
ways. To take two examples: a metal rod is a lit-
tle longer When hot than ,when cold;, a fixed
volume of gas exerts a greater pressure when it
is. heated.

2-4. Terms such as "hot," "cold." "w Irm."
and "cool" are used in ordinary spe . But.
they do not adequately express t emperature
of a substance. Temperatur is the degree of
heas measured on a defmit scale which, in this
case, is the thermom r

2-5. Density. Density may be defined as mass
(weight) per unit volume. With a constant tem-
perature, density varies directly as the pressure
varies. Air can be either col essed, or per-
mitted to expand. When compr ed, the same
quantity (mass) of air occupies a smaller space.
When the pressure decreases, the same quantity
of air expands and occupies a larger space.
Similarly, with a constant pressure the density
of the air varies directly with temperature. In
the atmosphere, density falls off rapidly with
height above sea level. Both temperatures and
pressure decrease with increasing altitude.

2-6. Air has a low density at a high altitude,
and then it is often referred to as being thin. In
-a like manner, air at a low altitude has high
density, and it is often referred to as being
thick. The difference, or change, in density
greatly affects the flight of an aircraft. Althou'gh
an aircraft can fly faster at a higher altitude for
a given thrust, its maneuverability is decreased.
The increase in speed is a result of the decrease

drag. There is much less resistance to aircraft



flight at higher altitudes. This is because there
are fewer molecules of air for a given volume as
we increase the altitude. This results -kli:he con-
trol surfaces being less effective at extremely
high altitudes. Maneuverability becomes a very
serious problem.

2-7. Temperature and pressure variations at
any constant altitude also play an important
part on density variation. On hot days or in
tropical climatesthe air becomes less dense.
Then an aircraft responds to couit-rol
movements less readily than on a cold day or in
the arctic regions..Another factor affecting
flight of aircraft is humidity.

2-8. Humidity. Humidity is moisture, or
dampness, in the atmosphere. The maximum
amount of water vapor that the air can hold
depends on the temperature; the higher the tem-
perature of the air, the more water vapor it can
contain. By itself, water vapor weighs about
five-eighths as much as ansequal volume of per-
fectly dry air. Therefore, when air contains 10
parts of water vapor and 90 parts of dry air, it is
less dense than dry air.

2-9. Assuming that the teMpeature and
pressure remain constant, the density varies
with the humidity. On humid days, the deasity
is less than' on dry days; therefore, an aircraft
requires a longer takeoff distance. Even engine
power is affected by the humidity. The higher
the humidity, the less power an engine puts out
for the same control settings. The aircraft also
reacts more slowly to control surface
movement.

2-10. We have talked about the charac-
teristics of the atmosphere in which the aircraft
flies. Now let us look at some of the principles
governing flight.

2-1 1. Principles of Flight. To understand
his job, the pneudraulic specialist must have
some knowledge of the principles of flight. No
doubt, man got the idea of flight from watching
the birds soar gracefully overhead. His early at-
tempts a( flight were, for the most part. fan-
tastic, if not fatal. He even tried to imitate the
birds by attaching wings to his arms and
shoulders. It just did not work, because in his
early attempts to fly, man didn't know enough
about aerodynamics. -First, let us review the
characteristics of an airfoil and the forces ac-
ting upon it in flight.

2-12. Airfoils. Figure 1 shows a typical air-
'foil. You will note that the two edges of the air-
foil differ in appearance. The edge that faces
into the wind in flight is called the leading
edge. The other edge is called the trailing edge.
.ek reference line often used in discussing an air-
foil is the chord line. This is a straight line
drawn through the airfoil. The line connects the
farthermost points of the leading and trailing
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.edge. It is about parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the aircraft. A most important factor of
an airfoil's lifting ability is camber. Camber is
the curve of the surface ot' an airfoil from the
leading edge to the trailing edge. Notice, in
figure I, the upper camber is longer than tile
lower camber. This difference has an effect on
the amount ot' lift (and drag) the airfoil
produces..

2-13. Now let's review the four aerodynamic
forces acting upon 'an aircraft: lift, weight.
thrust,and drag. The lift of the airfoil acts-up-
ward at a right angle to the direction of the
relative wind. Relative wind is the airstream
striking the moving airfoil. The weight (gravity)
acts vertically downward from the center of
gravity of the aireraft. Thrust is the forc,e which
moves the aircraft forward during flight. 'Drag
is the resistance' of the atmosphere to the air-
craft's forward motion. When thellrcraft is in
straight and level unaccelerated flight, the lift
equals the gravity and the thrust equals the
drag. Figure 2 shows how the opposing forces
balance each other, The lift forces ttv airfoil
up: at the same time, the resistance (drag) pulk
the wing backward. The resultant action. con-
sequently. is a combination of both muttons.
upward and backward.

2-14. The other two forces, thrust and
weight, affect the airfoil movement. The thrust
causes the airfoil to -move forward. The weight
(gravitational pull) causes the airfoil to fall
toward the earth. As you will note, the forces
act in different directions iind balance each
other. If the lift is as great as the weight. the air-
craft neither rises nor falls (climbs nor dives): if
the thrust is as great as the drag, the aircraft
does not move either faster or slower but moves
at a constant speed. To godlaster, we merely
make the thrust larger than the drag, and the
aircraft accelerates. Soon the thrust and drag
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Figure 2. Four l'urees m flight.

again equalize. Now the aircraft no longer ac-
celerates but moves ahead at a constant speed,
hut faster.

2-15. The last two prin4les toconsider in
our review of flight are: the laws of lift and of
the venturi. The first law,Can best be illustrated
by holding your hand Out of the window of a
moving automobile. As you tilt your hand, the
tOrce of the air against your hand has a ten-
dency to move it..The airfoil, in this case, is
your hand. and it.deflects the wind. eis action
creates a pressure on the lower surface of your
hand, forcing it upward and backward (lift and
drag). The second law relates to the venturi
principles....You learned about venturis in Sec-
tion 2 of. yolume 2. There we applied the prin-,
ciples of jet pumps, Nit they also apply to air-

.. foils:-When -an .airfoil moves through the air,
both the airfoil shape and angle of attack cause
the air to be deflected. The deflection slows the

air below-the airfoil, causing a high-pressure
area under the surface. The .air moving across
the upper surface of the airfOil travels a longer
distance. This causes an increase in air velocity.
This increase in velocity produces-low pressure
next to the upper-surface of the airfoil. In this
manner, a pressure differential acting on the
top and bottOm of the wing creates the lift. As
the speed of the airflow increases, the pressure
differential (and lift) also increases.

2-16. We have already pointed out that drag
is the resistance of atmosphere to the airfoil's

4
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forward motion. The drag will always ac
parallel to the relative wind. The relative wind
is the direction of the airflow with respep to
the airfoil. If an airfoil is moving forward
horizontally, the relative wind moves rearward
horizontally. If the airfoil is moving forward
and dds.vnward, the relative wind moves rear-
ward and 'upward. The angle of attack of an air-

,foil directly controls the distribution of
pressure abgve and below it. The angle of at-
titck can be defined as:. the angle between the
Mord of an airfoil and the direction of the
relative wind. Whenever one of the cp-nditions
is changed, it will affect another. Fpr example,
if speed is increased, angle of attack will
change. -This speed increase causes a pressure
change above and below the airfoil. The
pressure change causes the aircraft to climb
tlecauSe of a greater lift from the airfoil. To
maintain constant lift, the Airfoil's velocity must
be decreased as its angle of attack is increased.
You can see from this, then, how the necessary
lift jor flight is produced.

2-17. Flight characteristics. There are three
axes about which an aircraft may turn, as shown
in figure 3. These axes are imaginary lines
passing through the aircraft's center of gravity.
You might think of these axes as imaginary axes
around which the aircraft turns like a wheel.
Each of the axes is perpendicular to the other
two. The axis that extends from the nose of the
fuselage to the tail is the longitudinal axis. The
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axis that extends crosswise, from wingtip to
wingtip, is the lateral axis. The axis that passes
vertically through the center of gravity is called
the vertical axis. The motion about the
longitudinal axis is called roll. The motion
about the lateral axis is called pitch. Motion
about the vertical axis is called yaw. When the
attitude of an aircraft is changed, in flight, it
will move around one or more of its axeg.

2-18. Now you have become familiar with a
few of the characteristics of flight and the dif-
ferent forces that act on the aircraft. Let us next
look at the various surfaces used in controlling
movements of the aircraft in flight.

2-19. Flight Control Surfaces. It is very
simple to change the direction of a bus, car, or
truck by merely turning the steering wheel. This
'inovernent, however, is only on one planethe
lateral. By contrast, the directional movement
of an aircraft is around three, axeslateral,
longitudinal, and vertical. It represents an
unlimited number of planes of movement. This
movement of the aircraft is controlled primarily
by flight control surfaces. These are located on
the trailing edges of the wings and stabilizers.
Figure 4 shows yarious flight control surfaces.

2:20. Elevators. The elevators are used to

XX LONGITUDINAL AXIS

YY LATERAL AXIS

VERTICAL AXIS

make the aircraft dive or climb. This is done by
controlling the angle of the surface with respect
to the air flowing over it. The elevators are
hingetl to the trailing edge of the horizontal
stabilizer. They are connected so that they
always operate together. Forward and aft
operation of the control stick. moves the
elevators up and down. This movement con-
trols the aircraft about the lateral axis. Down-
ward force on the tail causes the nose to rise
and increases thewing angle of the attack. This
increases the lift and causes the aircraft to
climb if the speed is maintained. If the pilot
moves the control forward, the elevators move
downward. The lift will decrease and the air-
craft will lose altitude.

2-21. Rudder. The rudder is hinged in a ver-
tical position at the trailing edge of the vertical
stabilizer. It is controlled by the movement of
the rudder pedals. It guides the movement of
the aircraft about the vertical axis. When the
pilot applies pressure on the right pedal, the
rudder moves to the right. The tail of the air-
craft is thus forced to the left, rotating the air-
craft about its vertical axis. When the tail,is
moved to the left, the nose of the aircraft is
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LEFT SPOILER

LEADING EDGE SLOTS

Figure 4. Type of flight cimtrols.

moved to the right. Pressure applied to the lift
pedal reverses this action.

2-22. If the pilot makes a turn with a rudder
alone, he normally finds that the aircraft will
sideslip. This is similar to an automobile trying
to take an unbanked curve too fast. The skid-
ding is caused by centrifugal force. The pilot
prevents this skidding (or sideslipping) .by
banking. Banking is the coordination of rudder
and ailerons in a turn.
.2-23. Ailerons. The ailerons are located in

the trailing edge and tow d the tips of the
wings. Their movement is controlled by the
pilot's control stick or wh el. From the pilot's
control the linkage is arranged so that if one
aileron goes up the other goes down. For a
right turn, the right aileron is raised, which will
force that wing down. The l'eft aileron has
moved down, which results in more lift on the
left wing; the wing will then rise.

2-24. Movable horizontal stabilizer. During
flight at transonic (at speed of sound) speeds,
the airflow over the horizontal stabilizer
creates shock waves. These shock waves form
air fences ahead of the elevators that result in
the loss of elevator control.

2-25. To correct this, present-day aircraft
are equipped with a movable horizontal
stabilizer. It gives the pilot faster and firmer
control over his aircraft. The contrcil stick is
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connected to the horizontal stabilizer through
mechanical and hydraulic units. These aircraft
have no elevators, and the pilot flies the aircraft
with the horizontal stabilizer. When the
stabilizer is rotated, its leading edge moves
down and the aircraft tail k forced down; the
nose of the aircraft moves up.

2-26. Elevons. Tbe flight of delta-wing air-
craft control surface requires a different
asrangement. The trailing edge "of the wing will
provide the only place for mounOng. Both
aileron and elevator are combined in one sur-
face called elevons. These are illustrated in
figure 5. They are connectgd in such a way as to
operate together as elevators when the control
stick is moved forward and aft. They operate as
ailerons when the stick is moved from side to
side.

2-27. Tabs. Tabs are of three types: fixed,
trim, and booster. They are located on the
trailing edge of controls such as the elevator,
rudder, and ailerons. Their reaction in the air-
stream, however, is the same in all three cases.
For example, we wish to trim qn aircraft in
pitch. In order to raise the nose ot the aircraft,
the tab must be moved down. The reason for
this is clearly shown in figure 6. The primary
control surface, in this case the Wevator, is
hinged to the horizontal stabilizer. The tab in
turn is hinged to the elevator. A inovement of
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Figure 5. Delta wing _configuration.

the tab causes a powerful movement to be evr-
ted on the primary control surface. The result
of this force is a small movement of the elevator
in the opposite direction. Therefore, if the tab
is moved down, the elevator will move up.
Since the aircraft responds only to the action of
the primary cont of, the tail will drop. This
raises the nose o the aircraft.

2-28. The flu tab is attached permanently
to the trailing e ge of the primary surface. It is
bent uniformly and is manually adjusted while
the aircraft is on the ground. Its purpose is to
compensate for an unbalanced condition of the
contrql surface. ice

2-29. The trim tab is more complex in con-
struction than the fixed tab. It is contrellable
manually by the pilot or automatically by an
electric motor. Therefore, trim can be changed

HORIZONTAL
STABILIZER

ELEVATOR 8. TAB STREAMLINED

ELEVATOR UP
TAB DOWN

STABILIZER DOWN
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as conditions, such as wind direction or load,
change.

2-30, The booster tab is sometimes called a
servotab. It is used on large aircraft which have
very large primary control surfaces. The pilot
manually moves the booster tab, and, in turn, it
moves the primary surface.

2-31. Spoilers. Spoilers are of several dif-
ferent types. In effect, they momentarily destroy
or interrupt a part of the lift pattern osn a wing.
Figure 7 shows the action of one type of
spoiler. db

2-32. This spoiler consists of a hinged flap 4
inches wide and about 4 feet long. It is recessed
into the upper chamber of the wing (see fig. 4).
ln the top part of figure 7, the spoiler is not
used. The flow of air over the wing is smooth
and uninterrupted, and the full lifting power of
the wing is realized. However, assume that a
gust of air has caused tile left wing to go down.
The automatic flight control system instantly
sends out a signal for the spoiler on the right
wing to rise. By this action, the lift of the right
wing is "spoiled" by the turbulence created by
the spoiler. The right wing will begin to drop.
(See bottom part of fig. 7.) Since the spoiler on
the left wing is still recessed, the lift on that
wing is now greater. This results in t e left
moving itself up to normal level flight While
this is going on, the right wing spoil r moves
back to the recessed position.

2-33. An wended spoiler causes drag on
one wing which may cause the aircraft to yaw.
Therefore, when the spoiler extends, the rudder
may he actuated at the same tikpe to prevent
yaw.

2-34. Speed brakes. These are used to in-
crease drag to slow the aircraft and reduce lan-
ding distance. Several types of speed brakes are
in use. The principle of operation is the same
for combination or independent systems. Some
aircraft use a combinination spoiler speed
brake system. On others, the systems are in-
dependent of each other. When the spoilers are

SPOUP RECESSED

SPOItE1 EX TENDED

NEGATVE PRESSURE
IA TENN DESTROYED

Figure 6. Principle of ah operation.
Figure 7. Action of spoilers.
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Figure 8. Leading edge slin.

used as speed brakes, both sides will rise
together. Some of these combination systems
also allow the speed brake to be raised in
various degre,es. Fighter aircraft often use
another type. Usually, this is just a large spoiler
extended from the lower fuselage area.

2-35. Slots. The slot is basically a high lift
device and is located along the leading edge of
a wing. Refer to figure 8 and notice that view A
shows a wing without slots. In view B, we have
the same wing shown with slots. With the use of
slots, the angle could be increased by 8° or 100.
Slots allow air to flow between them and the
wing. This path causes the air to follow the
camber in a laminar flow for a longer period.
This guided flow prevents turbulence from
destroying the negative pressure pattern. Slots
are a valuable device for increasing lateral
stability. Therefore, they are used with very
slow flying reconnaissance aircraft or when lan-
ding high-speed aircraft. Most slot devices are
retractable.

2-36. Wing flaps. The wing flap is a dual-
purpose control, used to increase lift and also
used to increase drag. Wing flaps are located
under the trailing edge of the wings. Normally,
about 25 percent flaps down is used for takeoff
and full down flaps are used for landing. The
increase of lift and drag means a slower landing
speed and a steeper gliding angle.

2-37. Besides the simple flap, there is the
split flap consisti4 of a hinged section of only
the loWer chamber. The upper chamber remains
stationary as part,of-ihe wing structure while
the lower section drops.

2-38. The most efficient type of flap is the
Fowler flap. In this type, the flap move's down
and slides aft on a track at the same time. This

type is more effective, because it increases wing
camber.

2-39. The flight control surfaces have to be
attached to larger structural units if they are to
control the aircraft's flight. We should now
direct our attention to these larger components.
We also want to know something about theii
construction.

3. Aircraft Construction and Identification
3-1. The parts of an aircraft which perform a

certain function or related functions make up
the structural units. Structures will vary a great
deal according to the size and purpose of the
aireraft. There are certain basic units common
to most aircraft. These units re the fuselage,
wings, stabilizers, control surfaces. landing
gear, and, nacelles. Stabiliiers, the stationary
tail surfaces, and the control surfaces are
constructed much like the wings but are
smaller. Therefore, we will not discuss them in-
dividually, but we'll cover the fuselage, wings,
and landing gear. . .

3-2. Fuselage. This is the central body of the
aircraft which contains compartments for the
crew, passengers, cargo, and operating equip-
ment. The fuselage also supports other units
such as thp wings and stabilizers. By referring
to figure 9, you can see how the fuselage is con-
structed. The main support members running
force and aft are longerons. Formers are used
to give the fuselage shape and are
terconnected by stringers. To separate the
various compartments and also add to struc-
tural support, bulkheads are installed.

3-3. Wings. The wing is an airfoil designed
to create most of the lift required 'for flight. In
some cases, it also provides Attach points for
engines and landing gear. The wings are sub-
jected to bending and twisting forces during

LONGERON
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Figure V. Fuselage cuustructi'tm.
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Figure W. Wing construction.

flight and, therefore, must be strong. The back-
bone of the wing is the spar (or spars). Figure
10 shows the spar(s) as a long beam running
spanwise (lengthwise) of the wing. The spars are
tapered to conform to the shape of the wing.
Fittings on the large end of the spar are used to
attach it to the fuselage. Wing ribs are fastened
to the spars to give the wing its shape. They alsp
transfer the wing load from the covering to the
spars.

3-4. Landing Gear. The landing gear is
either fixed or retractable. The gear consists
of the main wheels; a tailwheel or nosewheel,
and the supporting stryts. The landing gear cau-
ses drag during flight and, therefore, reduces
airspeed. For this reason, the fixed type is used,
only on small, slow flying aircraft. The
retractable type landing gear is drawn up into
the wings or fuselage during flight. In the
retracted position. the wheels and struts do not
cause any drag. Therefore, the speed and range
of the aircraft are increased. There are three
basic types of retractable landing gear: the con-
ventional. tricycle, and bicycle. The con-
ventional type received its name in the early
days of flight. It consists of two main gear and a
tailwheel. The tricycle type is similar to the
conventional type except that it has a nosegear_
instead of a tailwheel. The tricycle version is
the most widely used of the three types. An air-
craft with a bicycle type landing gear has main
gear near the nose and tail sections of the
fuselage. Small gear toward the wingtips
balance the aircraft on the ground.

3-5. Nacelles. In multiengine aircraft, each
engine or powerplant is inclosed in a structure
called a nacelle. The nacelle provides shelter

9

for the powerplants and accessories. It is
streamlined to prevent drag. In the case of
single-engine aircraft, the powerplant is moun4
ted in the fuselage.

3-6. From what you have read about the
major structural units, you may conclude that
aircraft can be designed in a variety of patterns.
This is true; the intended function of the air-
craft determines its design. This brings up a
need for a system to identify the various types.
The Air Force has such a system, and it is our
next subject for study. The last part of this sec-
tion will present another system. This Is a
system of index stations designed to pinpoint
specific locations in the aircraft.

4. Aircraft Types, Distinguishing
Characteristics, and De gnators

4-1. There usually are number of different
aircraft existing withi a type at any one time.
Yet, because all aircraft of one type have a
specific function to perform, they have similar
characteristics. Also, the identifying
designators are intended to emphasize such
grouping.

4-2. Aircraft Types. Military aircraft are
grouped according to the basic mission for
which they were designed, such as bomber.
cargo, fighter, and trainer. Bombers are usually
large multiengine aircraft so that they can carry
a heavy bomb load long distances. FighteAir-
craft are usually smaller. faster aircraft with
one or two engines. They are used to intercept
and- destroy another aircraft or missile or are
used for ground support missions.

4-3. Cargo or cargo/transport aircraft are
usually large, multiengined aircraft designed

. for carrying cargo or passengers. Some cargo
aircraft carry cargo and passengers at the same
time. Others can be quickly converted from one
to the other.

4-4. Trainer aircraft:on tf other hand, are
usually small aircraft wit one or two engines.
Pilot training aircraft have only two crew
positionsone for the student and ,one for the
instructor-pilot.

4-5. Distinguishing Characteristics. The
different models of aircraft can be identified by
their differences in appearance. Refer to the
drawings of aircraft in figure II as we discuss
these differences in the following paragraphs.

4-6. The wing is one of the major identifying
characteristics. Notice such things as whether
or not the wing is straight (F-104C), swept-
back (B-52G, C 135B, C-141A, and

or delta (triangular shaped)
(P-106A). The position of the wing on the
fuselage is important for identification; for
example', `hote the high wing on the B-52G
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Figure I I. Aircraft identification.

and C-141A or the low wing on the C-135B
and F-4C. Another wing characteristic that is
helpful in connection with aircraft iden-
tification is its dihedral (the slant of the wing
from root to tip). The C-135B has upward
dihedral, and the B-52G and F-104C have

10
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downward (or negative) dihedral. Note the
downward dihedral of the horizontal stabilizer
of the F-4C and the upward dihedral of the
F-4C wingtips.

4-7. Another characteristic used in aircraft
identification is the engine. Engines are moun-
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ted in single pods m the CI35B and
C 141A, and in dual p. Is as on the Et 52G.
In fighter aircraft, they may be within the
fuselage. Other aircraft (not illustrated) have
engines mounted in the wings (B-57), on the
wings (C 1 23), or on the aft fuselage
(C-140A). Of course, the type of engine
(reciprocating, turboprop, turbojet, or tur-
bofan) is helpful in identification.

4-8. The empennage or tail assembly is
usually an aid in the identification of aircraft.
Note the "T" tail of the F-104C and the
C 141A. Also, note the distinctive empennage
of the F 4C with the extreme downward
dihedicl of the horizontal stabilizer (called a
stabilatbr on the F-4C). The FI06A delta
wing also serves the additional purpose of
horizontal stabilizer. In addition, notice the ex-
freme sweepback of the vertical stabilizer with
its squared-off, tip. Almost everyone will
remember the triple vertical stabilizer of the
C-121A Constellation (not pictured).

4-9. The fuselage of an aircraft also has
distinguishing characteristics, particularly in
the cockpit area. Notice in figure 11 the in-
closed cockpits of the B-52G, C 135B, and
C 141A; the bubble canopies of the F-4C
and F-104C; and the sharp-pointed wind-
shield of the F-106A.

4-10. System of Designation. All USAF air-
craft are designated as to mission or type,
model, hid series by a combination of letters
and numerals. The Secretary of Defense set up a
common system of designation for all Depart-
ment of Defense aircraft in July 1962.

4-11. Numbering system. The mission or
type is represented by a single letter. The basic
mission or type symbol is separated from the
following model number by a dash. The letters
and missions or types they represent are as
follows:

AAttack
BBomber
CCargo/Transport
ESpecial electronic installation
FFighter
HHelicopter
KTanker
0Observation
PPatrol
RReconnaissance
SAntisubmarinet
TTrainer
UUtility
VVTOL and STOL (vertical and short

takeoff and land)
XResearch
ZAirship
4-12. The second digit in the aircraft
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designator is the model number. A new aircraft
is assigned the next consecutive model number
within its basic mission/type. For example, the
Air Force has a cargo aircraft designated the
C-9A (this is a modified civilian DC-9 jet
hospital); therefore, the next cargo aircraft will
be designated C-10A whether it is built for the
Air Force, Navy, Army, or alliSo, when a new
aircraft is planned, it will be dssigned the next
consecutive number for that type; yet, yOu may
never see that aircraft on the flight line. The
reason you don't see it is that not every aircraft
designed becomes operational.

4-13. The series symbol is a letter which
follows the model number. The first series of an
aircraft model is always "A." Series changes of
the same model are indicated by a new series
letter. The series letters are assigned in
alphabetical order, except for "1" and "0,"
-which are not used to avoid confusion with the
numbers I (one) and 0 (zero). Major dif-
ferences in basic design'require a change in the

-aircraft's series symbol. Example: The
C 135A uses a conventional jet engine and the
C I 35B uses a turbofan jet.,

4-14. Sometimes a basic aircraft is modified
to perform a different mission from the original
desOn mission. When this occurs, a modified
mission symbol is added as a prefix. For exam-
ple, the reconnaissance version of the F:4C is
designated the.RF-4C, and the tanker version
of the C-135A is the KC-135A. The
modified mission symbols, with an example of
the use of each, are as follows:

AAttack (AF-1E).
CCargoatansport (CH-21C).
DDirector (DT-33A).
ESpecial electronic insta.11ation

(EB-47H),
HSearch/Rescue (HC 130B).
KTanker (KC I 35A).
LCold weather (LC-130F).
MMissile carrier (MF-3B).
0Drone (QB-47E).
RReconnaissance (RF-4C).
SAntisubmarine (SH-34J).
TTrainer (TF-102A).
UUtility (UH I 3T).
VStaff (VC-137A).
WWeather (WB-47E).

4-15. In addition to the modified mission
and basic mission and type symbols, a status
prefix symbol may be used. This is to indicate
Th aircraft that is being used for ex-
perimentation and special or service test. This
symbol is always a prefix to the modified
mission or basic mission/type symbols. It can-
not be confused with a modified mission sym-
bol, for the status prefix symbol uses a different
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set of letters. The status prefix symbols with
some examples are as follows:

GPermanently grounded (G - 100A).
.1Special test, temporary.
NSpecial test, permanent (NF-104A).
XExperimental (XB-70A)-
YPrototype (YAT-28D).
ZPlanning.
4-16. Now we have learned the system of

designation for aircraft.'N,ext, let's take an air-
craft and learn how to locate specific units on
it.

4-17. Locating aircraft units. With the in
crease in size and complexity of aircraft, the
mechanic's job could be very difficult. He must
become familiar with more systems and units.
So to make your job easier, the aircraft use a
system of imaginary lines. These are guidelines
to help you locate the components. They are
called water lines, buttock lines, and station
numbers. Figure 12 shows these lines and
stations.

4-18. First, we must have a fixed reference
line as a starting point. We might think that the
nose of the aircraft would be a good place for a
fixed reference. But suppose, as sometimes hap-
pens, the nose is entended several feet to house
some new equipment. Then there would be
units on both sides of our reference line. This is
not good because we would have to use positive'
and negative station nuinbers. Therefore, some
point several feet in front of the nose is used as
a reference. This is called station 0. Going back
from station 0, the fuselage is laid out in more
stations. Notice in figure 12 that the nose of the
aircraft is at station 30.4; this leaves room for
modifications. Station nuinbers are given in in-
ches.

4-19. Next, look at view A of figure 12. and
you, can see that we have Vertical lines called
buttock lines. Buttock lines (BL) 0 will he in
the center with a series of buttock lines parallel
to t going right and left. To complete .our
loca n, we need one more reference line.

4-20. Water lines (WL) run horizontally and
will complete the location of the unit. Water
lines are similar to station numbers. since water
line 0 is somewhere below the aircraft. Notice
in figure 12 that the static grtiund line is WL
105.4, so we will, work from that point to the
top of the fuselage. An example of a location
would be: stayion 357, BL 61.62 L. WI_ 200.
This location is shown ity figure 12 by a circle
with an X in it. It appears in both the side and
end views.

4-21.0Wings, nacelles. and stabilizers use
station numbers, buttock lines, and water lines
as the, fuselage does. To aid in' location of wint:
components, the engines on qultiengine air-
craft are numbered from left, to right (eng. No.
I, No. 2, etc.). Locations of units on the engine
are like on a clock, such as No. 2 engine. 3
.o'clock position. All aircraft and engine
locations are given as viewed from the real of
the aircraft looking forward.

4-22. Aircraft that carry fuel in the wings
without bladders or internal tanks are called
wet wing aircraft. This type uses the skin of the
wing to contain the fuel. However, they will
have dry bays behind the engines to house com-
ponents-. So. Ike could locate a unit as being in
the No. 3 engine dry bay forward of the center
spar. This system of location is a great help in
locating components.



CHAPTER 2

Principles of Electricity

DURING THE early days'of aircraft hydraulic
systems, the need foi -understanding electricijy
was limited. At that time, we used engine-.
driven pumps, hand pumps, and manually
operated valves. Now, however, the modern air-
craft hydraulic systems are almost entirely elec-
trically controlled and hydrialically actuated.
Remote units can be actuate'rralmost instantly
hy movement of an electrical switch. The switch
energizeso circuit which initiates the hydraulic
peration of the unit. Thus, the system operator
needs to know little more than when to flip a
certain switch. ,

2. This is not true of the pnludraulic
mechanic. He must be able to locate and repair
troubles in 'hydraulic systems. But, he must first
determine if it is an electrical or a hydraulic
failure. To do this, he must have at least a fun-
damental knowledge oftlectricity. This chapter
w ill help you to develop your electrical
knowledge. We will study symbols, types of cir-
cuits, and the relationship of current, voltage,
and resistance. Next, we will discuss common
circuitry troubles. To help in locating circuit
problems, we will go into the use of the volt-
ohni-milliamter.

5. Electrical- Fundamentals
5-1. No doubt you have used electricity

many, thousands of timesin lights, fans,
radios, razors, and other- devices. When you
turned on the switch, chances are that the ap-
pliance wOrked. There are two reasons that it
did: (1) Closing the switch completed a con-
ductor path from the electricity source, to the
unit, and back to the source. (2) There were
countless free electrons in the conductor
moving through the conductor (current). These
electrons were pushed and pulled respectively
by the and + poles of the source. The source
may be a battery, generator. or alternator.

52'2, Electrons are tiny negatively charged
particles and are parts of atoms. All atoms are
made- up of electrons. protons (positively
charged particles), and neutrons (neutral par-
ticles). Protons and Itt.utri,rs in.ike up the

c.26,

nucleus or core of the atom. The electrons orbit
around the nucleus like the planets orbit
around the sun. Every natural substance is
made up of identically built atoms. No two sub-
stances are made up- of the same structural
atoms, Electrons are in constant motion.. In
some substances, the qtaermost eledrons are
loosely held. The" attraction and repulsion of
the two poles of a:power source moves the elec-
tron hey cause one loosely held electron of
an tom to jump to the next atom. Now this
seco tont is overloaded by one electron. At-
traction and repulsion then causes an electron

-Cif the gainer atom to jump to the third atom.
Andso on and on. This flow of electrons is
called current.

5-3. The number of free electrons varies with
the substance. Some substances have a com-
paratively large number of free electrons.
Current can flow 'through them with ease. Such
substances are called conductors. In general,
metals and their alloys are good conductors.
Copper, for example, is the common conductor
used in aircraft to conduct electricity in the
various systems.

5-4. Other substances contain only a small,
proportion of, free elections and offer con-
siderable resistance to the transfer of electrons.
These Substances are called insulators. They are
used to insulate conductors and keep the elec-,
tric.current from flowint in undesined paths.
Some comnton insulators are mica, glass, rub-
ber, bakelite, and plastics.

Electrical Symbols. Every science has
'its own languageoral and written. The field
of electricity is no different. We communicate
electrically by means of wiring diagrams. A
wiring diagram tells-how a circuit is built and
how it operates. It shows all the wires or con-
ductors used, dr components, and--41
everything is connected. Wires are represented
an the drawing by straight fines. Switches,
solenoids, circuit breakers, etC., are not drawn
out, but a symbol for each is used. Figure 13
shows these symbols, with names, that might ap-
p,mr on a pneudraulic wiring diagram. You'

ok
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need to know these to be able to read even a
simple pneudraulic wiring diagram. Refer to
theni often.

5-6. Electrical Circuits. The electricity used
to operate devices in an aircraft flows in a cir-
cuit when the switch is closed. This flow has a
number of characteristics that we should know
about. We will discuss these in the following
paragraphs.

5-7. Electric current that flows only in one
direction through a conductor is called direct
current (dc). Direct current is produced by a
battery or by a generator. Most pneudraulic
control circuits are dc.

5-8. The electricity you use in your home or
shop or for your power tools is alternating
current (ac). In commercial ac electricity, the
direction of current flow changes I 20 times per
second. It alternates at a 60-hertz rate (a hertz
is I cycle per second). Modern aircraft use ac
electricity of 115 to 400 hertz. It is seldom
used in pneudraulic systems. Ac is produced by
an alternator, never by a battery.

5-9. A complete electrical circuit is a -path
through which electrons can flow. An electrical
circuit is shown in figure 14. We will'relate this
to a hydraulic system. It cOnsists of 4 battery
(accumulator) which stores electrical pressure.
two conductors (pressure and return lines), a
fuse (relief valve) Tor protection, a swiich (con-
trol valve), and a lamp (actuating unit). In
figure l4we show only_ a simple system. There
are iminy 'other units used in electrical systems.
We nijght point out that a generator serves the
electrical system in the same basic manner as a
hydraulic pump.

5-10. Electrical Terms. Before going too
deeply into electrical circuits, we must be sure
we understand certain terms. We shall explain
several.

5-1 I. Electn.7nlitive Pirce. The pressure that
forces free electrons thi ugh the conduLttos
and electrical devices is called electronh.tive
force. Other names for this pressure are voltage

difference of potential. On aircraft. elec-
tromotive force is supplied by generators and

BATTERY

SOURCE OF

ELECTRIC POWER

FUSE SWITCH

LAMP

41-.0

Figure 14. Ail electrical circuit.
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alternators (which convert mechanical energy
into electrical energy). The unit of
measurement of electromotive force is called a
volt and is measured by a voltmeter. Most of
the present aircraft have 28-volt dc electrical
systems.

5-12. Voltage drop. This is the amount of
voltage (pressure) used to drive the current
through a unit (resistance) in the circuit. For
example, assume that the battery in figure 14
puts out 6 volts; also, that the switch is closed
and we will disregard the tiny resistance of the
fuse, wire, and switch. We say that we have a 6-
volt battery because the difference of potential
(see paragraph 5-11) between its to4ö1es is 6
volts. On one side of the lamp there are Ovolts
of force and on the other are-0 volts. All dif-
ference of potential is used up in the cxteiior
circuit between the battery poles. So, we can say
that there is a 6-volt voltage drop across the
lamp resistance. This lights the lamp fully.

5-13. Now, let's put two of the same size
lamps in the circuit in series (one after the
other). The same voltage is to push the.. sam,e
flow of electrons through both lamps. Will both
lamps burn brightly? No, because we saw that
this specific size lamp requires a 6-volt dro
through it to be fully lit. Does this mean that
the second lamp will have no voltage left to
drop (c,onsume)? Actually, this is what will hap-
pen: Since both lamps are the same size, each
will have a 3-volt drop across it. This will
probably produce only a dim glow in each. To
make both lamps burn brightly, two smaller
candlepower lamps must be used. Each of the
smaller lamps will burn brightly with a 3-volt
drop across (through) them.

5-14. On the basis of what we have learned
about voltage drop, we can make these
statements: The voltage drop in aiworking cir-
cuit is equal to the voltage applied to the cir-
cuit. Ako. the anal voltage drop in a working
circuit is equal to the sum of the indiv?dual
drops in series.

. 5-15. Current. The flow of electrons is
called electrical current. The unit of
measurement of current is called an ampere and
is measured by an ammeter.

5-16. Before the discovery of the electron, it
was assumed that the flow of cur,rent was from
positive to negative. This concept was known as
the conventional directiOn of ,current flow.
Scientists now agree that the electrons in
motion are the current, and that current flows
from negative to positiVe. This is known as the
electron theory direction of cwrent flow. The
electron theory method is the recognized
method of current flow today.

5-17. Resistance. The opposition to the flow
of current offered by the conductors within a
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circuit is called resistance. The amount of
resistance offered by a conductor depends
upon: (1) the material of which the conductor is
madesome metals conduct better than others;
(2) the length of the conductorresistance in-
creases as the length increases; (3) the cross-
sectional areaas the thickness of the con-
ductor increases its resistance decreases; and
(4) the temperature of the conductorin most
conductors the i-esistance increases as the tem-
perature increases. However, in a few cases the
temperature has an opposite effect. The unit of
measurement of resistance, is called an ohm.
T e instrument by which resistance is ineasured

calloil an ohmmeter.
5-18. Ohm's law. There is a definite relation-

ship between the voltage, current, and
resistance of any electrical circuit. If the
voltage is increased, the current increases
proportionately. This relationship is known as
Of)m's law (so called in honor of George Ohm
who first discovered it) and is generally stated
a's follows: The current in a circuit is equal to
the voltagr divided by the resistance.
Mathematically it is written as:

I =
R

or v)ltagecurrent =
resistance

549. Remember the triangle formula we had
in.Chapter 1 of Volume 2 for basic hydraulics
(F = A X P)? We have a similar triangle for
electricity. Figure 15 illustrates the Ohm's law
formula. 1 stands° for current in amperes, E for
voltage in volts, and R for resistance in ohms.
Thus, if the source of voltage in a circuit is a 6-
volt battery and the electrical device is a bulb
having 3 ohms of resistance, the current will be

6, or 2 amperes (/ =
3

5-20. You can find the voltage across a com-
ponent of a circuit if you know its resistance
and the currenukrough it. Example: if you
know that the current through a lamp is 2 am-
peres and resistance of the lamp is 3 ohms, you
use the formula E = 1 x R. You findttat the
voltage across it must be 3 x 2. or volts.

5-21. You can find the resistance of any cir-
cuit component if you know the voltage across
it and the current through it. Suppose you know
that the voltage across a lamp is 6 volts, and
the current through it is 2 amperes. You can
find its resistance by using the formula

R . The resistance, then, is

6

2
or 3 ohms.

5-22. With the formula in figurecfl 5 and two

17

known quantities (current, voltage, or
resistance), you can figure 'out the remaining
unknown quantity. An easy aid in remembering
the three relationships is the triangle formula.
Place your finger over the quantity you don't
know. The positions of the other two tell you
how to find it. If one is above the other, divide
the 'one above by the one below to find the
unknown quAtity. If they/are alongside each
other, multiply them together to find the
unknown quantity.

5-23. Types of Circuits. Electrical circuits
can be divided into'Ahree general
classifications: series, parallel, and series-
parallel circuits. Most that we use will be either
parallel or series-parallel.

5-24. Series circuits. A series circuit is one in
which there is only one Path which the voltage
can force the current. The circuit shown in
figure 16 consists of three resistances and a bat-
tery, connected to form a series circuit. Since
there is but one path for the current, the
amount of current is the same throughout the
circuit. If a thousand electrons leave the
negative battery plate, a thousand must return
to the positive plate. The total resistance is
equal to the sum of.4-he resistances in the,cir-
cuit. If one device (motor or lamp) in a series
circuit burns out, there is no, longer a complete
path for the current. As a result, no current will
flow, and-the other devices in the circuit will
not operate. The order in which components
are connected in series does not affect the
current of that circuit. With current through a_
resistance, there is voltage drop across it equal
to 1 x R. Each time current passes through a
resistance it reduces the remaining voltage to
the remaining resistors. The potential dif-
ference, if measured by a voltmeter, between
the two ends of a resistor is the voltage drop.
Total voltage drop is the sum of the voltage
drops in the circuit.

5-25. Here is how you use Ohm's law in
Solving a series circuit problem:
Problem:

In the series circuit diagram shown in figure
16. three resistances are .connected in series
across a 24-volt power source. A voltmeter
across each resistance has determined its
voltage drop. An ammeter placed in series in
the circuit has determined the current that is
flowing at that point.
Find:

a. The total voltage drop.
b. The total current.
c. The resistance of each unit and the,tdtal

resistance.
Given:

We can read the following facts from the
figure:
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TOFIND I (AMPERES)
PLACE THUMB OVER I

AND DIVIDE E BY R
AS INDICATED.

TO FIND R 1C4HmS)
PLACE THUMB OVER R
AND DIVIDE AS
INDICATED.

E = VOLTS I = AMPERES

Figure 15. Ohm's law formula.

a. Thet'battery puts out 24 volts.
b. The ammeter reads 4 amps.
c. The voltmeter reads an 8-volt difference

of potential across RI; 12 volts across R2, and 4
volts across Ra.
Solution:

a. The total voltage drop Er = 8 + 12 + 4
24 volts.

b. The current in a series circUitis the same
in all parts of the, circuit and is equal to 4 am-
"peres. It is 4 amps through each resistor.

c. Resistance of each unit is equal to voltage
divided by the current for that unit.

R,
. 1

E, 8
2 ohms

4

( R3 =
i2

= ohinf
E

1' 4

P,
E , 4

4
1 ohm

TO FIND E (VOLTS)
PLACE THUMB OVER E
AND MULTIPLY AS
INDICATED

R = OHMS

2-112

any individual path. Total resistance of the en-
tire circuit is less than the smallest resistance of
any path. (By Ohm's lawthe current is greater;
therefore, the resistance must be less.) The
more.paths the current hgs to follow the less
overall resistance to its flow there'is.

5-27. Electrical devices are connected in
parallel to allow them to be opewed in-
dependently. If one device in a oarallelcircuit
burns out, the others may still be operated.
(One paCtleic-broken. but the .others are still
complete.)

5-28. Figure 17 consists of three lamps and a
battery, connected to form parallel circuit.
We will use,Ohm's law to solve a parallel cir-
cuit problem.
Problem:

The voltages and current for figure 17 were
measured and found to be as indicated on the
figure.

The total resistance:

R
r

= R, R, R,

Double check: R
r

=

2 + 3

E

+ 1 =

24

I

6 ohms

= 4 AMPS

6 ohms
4 24vDC

BATTERY

5-16. Paraflel circuits. Most of the electrical
devices in aircraft electrical systems are con-
nected in parallel. In a parallel circuit, two or
more paths are provided for current flow. The
voltage drop across the-devices in each parallel
path is the same in all paths. Total current in
this circ it is equal to the sum of the currents
flowing i\i each path, Therefore, the total
amount o current is greater than the current in

18

RI

R3

Figure 16. Series circuit.
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42-114

Figure 17. Parallel circuit

Find: 4
a. The voltage drop across each lamp.
b. The total current.
c. The resistance of each :atnp.

- d. The total resistance.
Given:

We can read the following facts from Rhe
figure:

a. The battery delivers 24 volts.
b. Two amps of current flow through path I.

6 amps flow through path 2, and 4 amps flow
through path 3.
Solution:

a. The voltage drop in parallel circuits is the
same across each path% In this circuit, it is 24
volts.

b. The total current (It) in a parallel circuitc, col. 2

4- 4- = 2 -1- b + 4 = 1 2 ainps
c. Find the resistance of each lamp by

R=5 OHMS

dividing the voltage across the lamp by the
current which flows through the lamp.

=

/4 = 12 ohms
2

24 = 4 ohms
6

24 = 6 ohms
4

d. The total resistance (RT) in a parallel cir-
cuit is equal to the voltage divided by the total
current.

24 = 2 ohms
1 12

This proves the statements made paragraph
5-26 concerning parallel circuits: Total
resistance (of the entire circuit) is less th'an the
smallest resistance of any path.

5-29. Series-parallel circuits. In a series-
parallel circuit, some units are in series and
others in parallel. In the circuit shown in figure
18, the resistor is in series with the lights, but

<he lights arc in parallel with each dther.
5-30. To solve a series-parillel circuit

problem, first convert it to a series circuit. To
do this, substitute an equal resistance for the
parallel resistaaces; then solve the series cir-
cuit. The golution of the following series-
parallel circuit shows how this

1

can .be done.

Problem:
In the circuit shoWn in figure 18, a resistor is

in series wiA four lamps' in parallel with each
other.

li= T

5 OHMS

aMIMO

IMMO

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

.42-115

Figure 18. Series-parallel circuit.
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Find:
The currents in the variais parts of the cir-

cuit.
Given:

a. The battery delivers 24 volts.
b. Tke resistor is of 5 ohms.
c. Eaai of the 4 lamps has 4

resistance.
Solution:

a. The 4 lamps in paiallel have equal
resistance. Therefore, total resistance is equal
to the resistance of one unit divided by the
number of units.

b. Since the resistance of each lamp is 4
ohms, the resistance of the four lamps in
parallel is 4/4, or 1 ohm.

c. Now, \substitute a 1-ohm resistor for the
four lamps. See the right-hand circuit in figure
18. Add the two resistances in series and you
have 5 + 1, or 6 ohms total resistance.

d. The total current in the circuit is 4 am-
peres (/ 4).

6
e. Since, the total current must flow through

the resistor, the current through it is 4 amps.
f. The total current flow through all four

lamps is 4 amps. Since all the lamps have equal
resistance, the 4 amps of current will divide
,equally among them. This gives each lamp 1
athp of current.

5-31. Method of Wiring. In. most aircraft
electrical systems, single-wire circuits are used.
That is, only one wire is used to connect an
electrical device to the source of electromotive
force. The circuit is completed back to the bat-
tery or generator through the metal structure of
the airplane. in such circuits, the airplane
structure is called ground, and the terminals
connected to it are sai4l to be grounded. Single-
wire circuits remove the need for a second wire
and thus save material and weight.

5-32. Solenoids and Relays. A charac-
teristic of electricity is that it can produce a
magnetic field around a conductor. This occurs
when current is passed through a coil of wire. A
coil concentrates the field built up around a
wire. The strength of the magnetic field
depena Upon the number of turns of wire in
.the coil plus the amount of current passing
through it. The magnetic field can be seen by
placing a bar of iron partly into a coil of wire.
When current is applied to the coil of wire, the
bar is drawn in. While under the influence of
the magnetic field, the iron bar will become a.
temporary magnet. It is this electromagnetic
principle which operates solenoids and relays.
In the solenoid, for exaMple, an iron bar is held
halfway out of the coil by a spring. When the
coil is energized, the bar moves in rapidly. This
action can be used to position hydraulic valves,
operate switches,. and peFform other duties. The

ohms 'of
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relay has a permanent fixed iron core to con-
centrate the magnetic field. When .energized,
the magnetism of the. coil attracts a movable
iron contactor. This action, in turn, closes a
switch to complete a circuit or performs other
duties. The reason for using a relay or solenoid
is that a small Wire .and current flow can
produce swift mechanical action. This action
coppletes circuits involving larger wires ,add
higher voltages and cuTrent in remote areas.

5-33. Up to this point, we have discussed
direct current (dc). We will not go into alter-
nating current (ac) because a pneudraulic man
rarely comes into contact with ac circuits on
aircraft. In the next section, the knowledge we
have gained. so far will be applied in a practical
way: We will study electrical circuits, common
circuit troubles, and how to locate and identify
the troubles,

6. Circuitry Troubles
6-1. Many electrical systems have in-

dependenily acting circuits within the system it- '

self. All of these individual circuits must work
properly, or the parent circuit will malfunction.
For example, a parent circuit might control a
sequence of operations performed by a
mechanism. If one of the independent circuits
fails, its operation in the sequence would be af-
fected.

6-2. Most troubles which are apt to occ..11- in
any electrical circuit stem from three basic
cause's: open circuits, short circuits, and groun-
ded circuits. First, let's examine these three
basic causes of trouble. Then we'll briefly con-
sider a few other troubles which you may en-
counter.

Open Circuits. If current is to flow in a
circuit, two primary . requiremenm, must be
fulfilled. There must be a difference in poten-
tial (voltage) and a complete path tn:ough
which the electrons can move. Should one of
the wires become broken, the circuit is in-
terrupted. The movement of the electrons will
cease. An incomplete circuit caused by a break
in the wire is called an open circuit, or open.
Another possibility is that one of the main con7
ductors has pulled loose. In this case, no unit in
that entirvystem would operate.

be

6-4. To learn how to locate an open in an
electrical circuit, study figure 19. The circuit
shown contains a lamp which is in series with a
single-throw switch and a fuse. Section A of the
figure shows the normal voltage reading bet-
ween the various points of the circuit and
ground. If the lamp fails to function, the circuit
should be checked in progressive steps. Begin
with 'either the source voltage or the last
voltage reading. You may choose to work from
the battery toward the lamp. Or, 57ou inay start



from the lamp- and work toward the battery.
You will choose whichever method is easier.
Section B of the figure shows that there is
voltage at one connection of the fuse and not at
the other. Since a fuse is a conductor, you
should normally get the same reading at both
ends. Obviously, you will conclude that the fuse
is open. Section C of the figure shows voltage at
one connection of the lamp, but no voliage at
the other. This is normal if the lamp were bur-
ning. But, the lamp fails to light. The obvious
conclusion is that the trouble lies within the
lamp its911 The voltage is pushing no current
through it. al..

6-5. In Section D of the figure, the lamp does
not light. Yet the voltmeter shows there is full
voltage gojng into the lamp. So far, everything
looks normal. But in spite of the 24 volts in the
lamp, it still won't light. So we check further
and find 24 volts at the other side of thrfamp.
This is not normal because if the lamp lights,
this reading is zero. This tells us that even
though there is voltage or pressure in the lamp,
there is no voltage drop across it. If there is no
voltage drop across the lamp, is there a current
flowing through it? No. If no current flows, no
work is being done and the lamplament is not
heated. Obviously, there must be an open
somewhere in the circuit. Since there is voltage
above and through the lamp, the open must be'
beyond the lamp.,It must be in the ground wire.
Another voltmeter check farther down the
grourfd wire proves our reasoning.

6-6. In figure 20, you find two lamps, R and
G. They are wired in parallel so that they can
be controlled by the 'use of a double-throw

A

switch. With the switch Tti the OFF (center)
position, there is no complete circuit. Neither
lamp will operate. When the switch is moved to
the BRIGHT position, a circuit is completed
through the'switch. It continues through both
lamps and back to the battery. With the switch
in this position, the only resistance in the cir-
cuit is that of the lamps. When the switch is in
the DIM position, the circuit is completed
through the lamps as before. However, this cir-
cuit has an additiona resistor in series with the
lamps. This added retstuj ce causes the current
flow to decrease because the total circuit
resistance is greater: The lapops will burn with
less brightness than before.

6-7. If one of the lamps operates arid the
other does not, what or where would you
suspect the malfunctipn to be? In this case it
was not necessary to check the complete circuit
to find the broken wire. You know the part of
the circuit up to point A is common 4o both
lamps.That much of the circuit must be com-
plete for either lamp to function. The place to
begin ..checking the circuit,, then, is beyond
point in- the affected part of the circuit.

In circuits like the one illustrated in
figure/20, use a voltmeter as an aid in locating
the malfunction. The ground lead of the Volt-
meter should normally be connected to the
metal structure of the aircraft. Move the
positive terminal of the voltmeter frop A to B
to C in succession. By doing this, vou will be.
able to check the continuiv (continuousness)
of wires AB and BC. If there is voltage at point
B but none at point C, it indicates that wire BC
is open.
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Figure 1,51. lertrtMleshooting an open oreuit using a voltmeter
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Figure 20. Troubleshooting a light circuit using a voltmeter.

6-9. You can make this same check with an
ohmmeter, but you will have to take several ad-
ditional steps. These are indicated in figure 21.
The first step is to remove the electrical power
from the circuit. This you do by placing the
control switch in the OFF POSITION. Next,
you open the junction Of the wires at point
A to pievent completion of the ohmmeter
circhit through light R. Then, with one\terminal
of the ohmmeter grounded to the aircraftdtruc-
ture, you can check Ihe continuity of the wires.
We will proceed from point D toward the end
of the disconnected wire at point A. There is
a continuous circuit ,to ground from a check
point if there is a low resistance on the ohmlb,
meter. With the ohmmeter test lead moved to
points C and B in succession, each reading
should add a few ohms. If infinity (co) is sud-
denly indicated on the meter, an open is the
cause. Such a reading occuring when the test
lead is at B indicates an open in line BC.

6-10. Often you can almost locate the open'
by studying the circuit diagram' before
checking. Suppose both lamps in figure 20
operate when the circuit control switch is in
the BRIGHT position. Neither lamp operates
when the s9Itch is in the DIM position. If the
lamps operate normally in the BRIGHT
position, you can assuine that the wires ascl
bulbs are good. Throorthis processnof
elimination, you kn that one of -the
remaining imits is at fault. It must be the
resistor, the wires that connect it to the circuit,
or the switch. Now you have narrowed down
the possibilities to one area by reasoning, Your

22

next move is to locate the exact fault with a
meter. By using your head, you eliminated a lot
of random meterwork in the good circuits.1

6-11. Short Circuits. The insulati&n
specification for aircraft wiring is normally set
to withstand 600 volts minimum. The greatest
number of insulation troubles results from
abrasion. Normally, the wiring arrangement
allows no great amount of movement between
wires. All possible points of chafing are
covered with rubber or cork protectors. Despite
these precautions, accidental contact between
uninsulated lengths of conductors sometimes
occurs. These accidental low-resistance circuits
are known as short circuits. Short circuits often
result rin' a peculiar cycle of events. Example:
When you close the switch for one device, it
operates normally, but other components or en-
tire systems operate also. Every electrical cir-
cuit is protected in some way against an elec-
trical overload. There is either a fuse or a cir-
cuit breaker near the power source. These
devices will automatically open the circuit
when it is overloaded by a short. A continuous
short circuit between 'bare conductors might
cause an electrical fire aboard the aircraft.

6-12. To find a short circuit, it is necessary
to electrically isolate the saspected circuit from
all others. This is best done by disconnecting
each circuit at bl!Ith ends, as shown in figure.22.
In this figure there are two lamps, R and G;
each is controlled by a separate switch. With
tletircuits electrically isolated, place an ohm-
meter between the two disconnected sections.
Normally, the resistance measured between,two
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Figure 2l4, Troubleshooting an open circuit using an ohmmeter.

such disconnected sections is infinity. However,
if a short circuit exists between the two wires,
low resistance will show on the ohmmeter. An
nfinity reading at any of these points indicates
that the two wire segments being tested are
shorted to each other. Bear in mind that Ihis
method of t'esting for short 'circuits is only one
of many lvhich you may use. Probably, you
may, with experience, develop your own
method of using the, ohmmeter in finding
shorts.

.

6-13. Many times short circuits-occur as a
result of poor electrical connections in junction
boxes. These boxes are metal containers which
house a number of insulating strips. Each of
these insulating strips hass a number of stud-type
posts. Wire end terminals are attached to them
to join other wires for completion of the cir-
cuit. After two or more wire ends have been
placed on ,a stud, a nut is installed to hold them
togethe'rWhen the nut is tigh ened, the wires
should be held to prevent their turning with the
nut. Each terminal end shouj4 have insulation
over the barrel of the terminal. This prevents
accidental short circuits between- terminals at-
tached to adjacent studs.

6-14. Electrical malfunctions are often
caused unintentionally. Example: A mechanic
working inside a junction box accidentally
drops a screw or nut down among the maze of
wires. This object will often lie there unnoticed
when theyork is finished. Then during a flight
this loose part, may be thrown. about and this

'

makes electrical contact between terminal
points. The time used to extract such loose
parts from any piece of electrical equipment is
well spent. It may save an ailplane and the lives
of the crew.

4, .6-15. Grounded Circuits. In aircraft wiring,
the negative connectioh from the equipment is%
made to the airframe. This method of wiring
uses the metallic parts of the aircraft structure
as a conductor. This reduces the number of
wires required. Systems so wired are called
grounded systems.

6-16. Sometimes an energized lead loses its
insulation and contacts the metal aircraft
frame. This can be h crippling and dangerous
situation. Such contact is commonly called a
ground. In the true sense, this is a short circuit,
as discussed in the preceding paragraphs; but,
because the structure of the aircraft is included,
we call them grounds. or shorts to ground.

6-17. When a bare lead touches the
structure, a circuit is completed. It is from the
negative terminal of the power source through
the aircraft structure to the point of contact.
From there, it is through the lead back to t,he
source of power. Since this circuit has little
no resistance, very larige currents will flow.
Thislarge current flow will overload the wiring
and cause it to burn if the circifit is not, quickly
broken. Heavy arcing may occuf at the poini of
contact and burn away. the metal. A hot wire
touching a fuel or hydraulic line,Vcan be
disastrous'. Therefore, fuses and circuit breakers

23
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open the circuit as soon as the current flow ex-
ceeds a maximum amount.

6-18. It is very important that all wiring he
checked periodically for. any signs of insulation
abrasion. If this condition is found, it should be
corrected immediately to prevent further
damage.

6-19. If you suspect a wire of being groun-
ded, disconnect both ends of the suspected
wire. Connect one lead of the ohmmeter toithe

9 airfrathe and the other lead to one end of the
wire. If the wire is not grounded, it will have a
resistance -of many ohms (possibly millions)
between it and the airframe. A circuit that is
grounded will indicate no ohms resistance
when the ohmmeter is connected as above. In
many cases, the defective wire can be identified
by its burnt appearance. A check of other,wires
in the group or bundle must be made to see if
others have been damaged. All damaged wires
should be replaced at this time to reduce the
possibility of future troubles.

6-20. Other Electrical Troubles. Ue
preceding paragraphs have dealt with threeZ)f
the most common troubles found in aircraft cif-
cuits. You will probably find oth.er troubles
which you will have to eliminate. Keep your
troubleshooting techniques flexible so that they
will he adaptable to any problem.

6-21. low or high voltage can also give you
trouble. A good example would be the electric:,-

* motOr-driven pump. Low voltage Will cause the
motor to run too slowly and over eat. High
voltage will pause the motor to rurj too fast.

6-22. Another source of trou le 'is the
problem of loose cOnnections. 4n checking a
circuit.. the mechanic frequen ly finds it
necessary 'to disconnect termin. t various

11.1=.1

(

.2 77
points: He should take extreme care to recoil:
next the- wires in the proper order and make
sure that the connection is secure. If he forgets
the older, he should check the TO wiring
diagram hefkire making any connections. Loose
connections can cause a piece of equipment to
function only part time. In addition, every time
the terminals separate, an arc is produced
which._ will, in time, burn .. the terminal.
Replacement is not difficult, but it is costly in
inan-hours and aircraft operating time. Fur-
thermoreNoose eleetrical connections may lead.
to the development of 'short circuits.

6-23. In pre.vious paragraphs, we mentioned
the use of voltpeters 'and ohmmeters in
checking circuits. Ne,xt, we will learn how to
use test meters.

7. Use of theikolt.Ohm-Milliameter (VOM)
in'Locating Electrical Troubles

7-1. Without electrical troubles, there would
be a marked reduction ill the work that the
pneudraulic mechanic has to do. However,,
identifying and locating electrical troublA can
be an exciting and thoughl-provoking part of
your work. In order to do this, you will need to
use a VOM (volt-ohm-millikimeter). Let's
briefly review a few points about this piece of
test equipment. -

7-2. An AN/PSM.-6 series VOM, one of
which is shown in figure' 23. is a typical.
general-purpose, preegon test instrument. it is
used for measuring volts, amperes. and ohins.

ripThe test readings are indicated on one of three
scales. Thczy are the ac voltage scale (bottoin),
the dc voltage and milliampere icale (middle).
and the ohms scale (top). The yom shown in

42-123

Figurs 22. Troubleshooting' a shorted cit-ctrit usii g an ohmmeter.
r
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..
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100 I
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OUTPUT .3

FUNCTION
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Figure 23. Typical.. Tuftimeter.

tigure 23 is ontrol led and, adjusted br a
R4iNGE selector switch ft.) selecting the
desired scale range; the FUNGPON switch for
selecting the proper,circuit for measuring volts,
ohms, pr milliampereg';' mut an OHMS ADJ

xl0000
-**# 300

I 000

42-117k

knob for zeroing the pointer on the ohms scale.
This pointer, rn,ust be zeroed to comp'ensate for
a decrease in battery voltage due to age anti. use.
The twos test jacks are the plug-ins for the red
(positive) and black' (negative) test leads.
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7-3. Setting Up a Multimeter for Voltage trical system, you must understand why the
Checks. Referring to figure 23, you will notice various voltage indications shown in figure 24
that the FUNCTION switch has swo D.C.V. were obtained.
(direct current volts) positions. In either
position, the pointer refers to the same scale as 7-9. Notice that the voltmeter D indicates
set by the RANGE switch. The difference bet- 24 volts, which is the voltage of the battery.
ween the two positions is the number of ohms Meters E and G indicate 24 volts, which is the
per volt; that is, one position (1.K /V) con- amount of voltage drop across eaFh of the light
nects to a 1000-ohm-per-volt meter circuit; the bulbs. Meter H indicates 18 volts, the voltage
other position (20 K /V) connects to a drop across the motor. This leaves 6 volts,
20,000 ohm-per-volt meter circuit. The 1000- which is indicated on meter B. Meters C and F
ohm-per-volt meter circuit protects the meter indicate zero volts, because there is no voltage
against overloads but reduces its sensitivity or drop between the test leads. If there were a
accuracy. . broken wire between the switch and the fixed

7-4. Electrically controlled hydraulic coin- resistor, H and B would read zero. All other_
ponents may be powered by either ac or dc meters would read the same as shown.
voltage. Always check to see what type of 7-10. Notice that meter A indicates zero.
voltage is used to operate the component. Let's This is true because there is no voltage drop
assume that the components being checked across the switch. If this switch were opened,
operate on 28-volt dc. In this case, .set the meter A would indicate a voltage drop of ap-

0 FUNCTION switch to the D.C.V. 20 K /V proximately 24 volts. With meter A removed,
position. Next, set the RANGE switch to the meters B and H would indicate zero voltage.
50-volt selection, Be sure that your setting is These same indications would result for an
higher than the operating voltage of the coin- opened circuit breaker. An open in an elec-
ponent or circuit being tested. Next, install the trical wire will, give approximately source
test leads into the input jacks. The black lead voltage when a meter is placed across an open.
should be placed in the black input jack and You may be wondering why there is a 24-volt
used as a ground. The red lead should be indication across an open. You may wonder
placed in the red input jack and used as the especially when a motor and resistor are in
power lead. A voltmeter is always connected to series with an open. When there is an open inlik
the circuit in parallel and across the conductor circuit, there is no current flow:The entire cir-
or unit being checked. cuit on one side of the open will have the same

/7-5. After properlrconnecting the test leads, voltage as the battery terminal to which it is

you are ready to take the voltage readings. If connected. The entire circuit on the other side
you have a source of 24 volts, set the RANGE of the open will havtlY the voltage of the other
switeah to a 50-volt selection. The voltage battery terminal. There is a 24-volt difference
reading is taken on the 0-5 division (center) of between battery terminals. So there is a 24-volt
(he dc scale. This scales is used for the .5 . difference across the Open also.
50,,and 500-volt selections. For example, put 7-11. Actually, the voltage indication across
the RANGE selector on,the 50-volt setting. If the open will be a fraction less than source
the pointer points to the 3 on the 0-5, scale. voltage. The reason for this lies in the internal
the voltage indication is 30 volts. Likewise, on construction of the voltmeter. The internal
the 500-volt setting, if the pointer points to the resistance of a voltmeter is several thousand or
3, the voltage..indication is 300 volts., yossibly several million ohms. The value of a

7-6. This completef the review on setting up resistor and motor such as shown in' figure 24
the VOM for voltage measuretatents. Let's now will be in the hundreds or lower thousands.
discuss various indications you will get when When the meter is placed across the open, the
using a voltmeter in t electrical circuit. circuit is again completed through the internal

7-7. Voltage Indications. From the resistance of the voltmeter. This voltmeter
previous discussion, you learned that a certain resistance is much greater than the other
amount of voltage is expended in fOrcing resistance in the circuit. Therefore, almost the
current through a resistance. Any time there is a entire source voltage is dropped across the
difference - in voltage between 'two points, resistance of the voltmeter but a little does get
current flows: A, vOltmeter measures that dif- through. That is why the reading is a little less
ferehce in electrical pressure. If there is no df- than, the source voltage. This same source
ference between the voltfirrter lead touchpoints, valtage would be obtained eyen though a

it will Cead zero. . resistor were not installed in series with the
, 7-8. Figure 24 shovis a circuit containing motor. This source voltage reading is a very ill-

several voltmeters with various voltage in- portant factor when you are trying to isolate an
dications. To properly troubleshoot an elec- open..

1%1
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Figure 24. Nioltage indications, series-parallel circuit.

7-12. Setting Up a VOM for Ohmmeter
Checks. Refer again to figure 23. When the
FUNCTION switch is Set on OHMS, the meter
pointer is referenced to the top scale.
ResistanCe values are expressed in ohms. The
resistance scale may seem confusing at first
because it reads just backward from the other
scales. However, a little time spent studying the
scale will clarify this matter. When there are
many ohms of resistance, only a little current
will pass, This causes only a small movemecit of
the pointer. When setting up the multimeter for
ohmmeter checks, you first set the FUNCTION
switch to OHMS. Set the RANGE switch to the
value you estimate is enough to cover the
resistance in the circuit. You may also want to
consider the degree of reading accuracy
required 'in selecting the range. (This in-
formation can be obtained from the applicable
technical order.) Next, insert the test leads into
the input jacks. Touch the test leads togetherso
you can -zero the meter. Gradually rotate the
OHMS ADI knob until the pointer lines up
with the zero mark on the resistance scale. Af-
ter zeroing the meter, you are ready to make
your ohmmeter .checks.

7-13. Ohmmeter Indications. When
checking resistance with an ohmmeter, be sure
the component is disconnected from the elec-
trical system. Connection of the ohmmeter to a
hot system tould damage.the meter.

7-14. Using an ohmmeter to check com-
ponents for" internal opens or shorts. When

27

using an ohmmeter, place one test lead at the
component terminal where the voltage supply
wire could connect. Place the other test lead to
the component's ground terminal. If more than
two wires lead into the component, use the ap-
plicable schematic to determine the right wires.
The meter now should give some sort of
reading, depending on the amount of internal
resistance of the component. A reading of in-
finity at this point indicates: an open caused by
a broken wire, excessive corrosion, or an ex-
tremely loose connection. Conversely, a com-
plete internal short up as a zero reading. A par-
tial short shows up as a below-normal reading.

7-15. Us?ng an ohmmeter to check com-
ponents fbr shorts between the intrrnal circuit
and the component case. Apply one lead to the
case of the component and the other lead to
each of the terminals except the ground. In this
condition, a reading of infinity indicates that
the internal circuit is not grounded out in-
ternally. However, a reading of anything other
than infinity shows that the internal circuit is
grounded out against the case. This may be due
to not enough clearance between metal parts
and the case, or to broken insulation.

7-16. This completes our. subject of elec-
tricity. It will not make an ,electrician of you
and there is no reason you should be. But, you
must 'have a basic knowledge of ,dc eiectricity
and electrical circuits. Without it, you cannot
hope to become an expert pneudraulic
mechanic on today's aircraft.
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CHAPTER 3

Pneudrhtulic Power Systems

EVERY AIRCRAFT hydraulic system has two
major parts or sections. the power section and
the actuating Section (or sections). Power sec-
tions develop, limit, and direct the pressures
which actuate various mechanisms on the air-
craft. This chapter will deal with the different
types of hydraulic and pneumatic power
systems. We 'will discuss the different methods
of developing and controlling pressure.

2. All military aircraft use hydraulic power
from a small to a large degree. The use ranges

om only hydraulic wheel brakes to large.
coi ex systems with many components. On
the other hand, pneumatic actuating systems
find pri uch less use. On a few aircraft, you will
find several SubsYstems operated entirely hy air.
More common, however, are subsystems that
can be operated either by hydraulic pressure or
by air pressure. Also, Joine systems, usuIly
brakes, are operated Npartly by hydraulic

t. pressure and partly by compressed air.

8. Hydraulic Power Systems
8-1. The power section. may either be an

"open-centpe: or a "closed-center- system. lt
may use 'either an engine-driven pump or an
electric-motor-driven pump. In Section 7 of
Volume 2, we discussed a basic power system.
lt was a closed-center system in which the
developed pressure is regulated by a regulator.

8-2. 4n this section, we will discuss specific
examples of hydraulic power systems. We will
see how they function and the purposes of in-
dividual units. We will also examine the types
of units used in various aircraft hydraulic
systems. First, we will discuss the open-center

--sot e .

8-3. Open-,Center Systems. Flow developed
by the pump in an open-center system is con-
trolled by open,center seletwr valves. The
maximum- pressure developed is limited by
system relief valves. In this type of system,there
will be no pressure until one of the selector
valves is moved from neutral. In the neutral
position. the open-centei selector valve directs

18

pump output back to the reservoir. When the
selector valve is moved out of neutral, pressure
builds up in the power and actuating sections.
This happens because the path to the reservoir
is blocked. Fluid now is directed to a unit to
accomplish work. Excessive pressure are
prevented by the relief valve. When an open-
center system is, not in use, the pump is said to
he idling. This occurs because there is no
pressure built up in the system; therefore, there
is no load on the pump. Constant-volume-type
pumps are used in open-center systems.

8-4. An open-center system has fluid flow
hut no pressure in the system whilepat idle.
Fluid circulates from the reservoir, thrbugh the
pump, through the selector valves, and back to
..the reservoir. (See fig. 259 upper portion.)
Selector valves in an open-center system are
always connected in series. This allows free

PRESSURE
_r_Na
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passage through each sekctor valve back to the
reservoir. If we reposition ,:ne selector valve,
the flow is diverted to that section of the
system. (See fig. 25, lower portion.) Now
pressure builds up in the pOwer'system and in
the actuating system involved, We will not
cover the open-center system in any greater
detail biscause few aircraft use it any more. But,
you wilfind it commonly used on hydraulic
test stands.

8-5. Closed-Center Systems. The power
pump in closed-center systems' can be either
constant or variable volume. The pumps are
usually engine-driven but may be electric-
motor-driven. The constant volume pump's
flow is regulated by an external pressure
regulator. In contrast, the variable volume

pump has an internal control.. The pressure
Control device directs the output of the pump
(or pum0s) either to the system or to the reser-
voir. This depends upon the pressure needs of
the system at the moment. The closed-center
system has fluid stored under pressure
whenever the power pump is operating.
However, after system pressure is built up to a
predetermined value, the pump is unloaded. In
this way, the pump is allowed to idle until there
is a further demand made by the system.

8-6. The pump supplies the fluid needed to
maintain pressure between "kick-out and kick-
in" of the regulator. As long as pressure is bet-
ween kick-out and kick-in, the pump is
unloaded. The difference between kick-out and
kick-in is called the operating range of the

Relief valve
Flow equal irer
Reservoi r
POwer pump
e-Nceumulat or air gage
Accumulator
Systetn pressul,rj gage

Figure 2h.

.03

H. Nose steer ink sthutoff valve
J. Nose steering damper unit

K. Speed hrake control valve
L. Slat lila valvt:

Vi Liludilltl gear selector solenoid valve
N. Pressure regulator

Typical closed;centei
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system. Do you reCall the operation of a
pressure regulator? Remember, when it is
kicked-in, it is directing fluid to the system. As
pressure rçaches the desired point, the control
device pees to the kicked-out position. Fluid
then is bypassed back to the reservoir and the
pump runs unloaded. The power section will
remain in this condition until pressure is lost.
This can be through leakage or operation.
When the pressure drops to the kick-in point,
the flow again goes to the system. This cycling
will continue as long as the pump is in
operation. The accumulator in the system stores
pressure and smoothes out the operation of the
regulator. A system relief valve safeguards the
system if the regulator fails.

8-7. The selector valves of closed-center
systems are arranged in parallel. With this type
,arrangement, more than one subsystem may
operate at the same time. This is an advantage
over the open-center system selector valve
arrangement.

. 8-8. A typical closed-center system is shown
in figure 26. Fluid flows from reservoir C to
supply pump D. It delivers the pressure flow to
the flow equalizer (B). This unit equally divides
tle flow between the closed-center system

cpg3
shown and a second system. The second system
is connected to the tapoff shown downstream of
the flow equalizer. The second syetem could be
either an open- or closed-system. The flow in
the system shown in the figure goes to the relief
valve (A) and to the pressure regulator (N).
From there, it is directed to the accumulator
(F) and then to various actuating system control
and selector valves. These are shown as callouts
H, J, K, L and M. Return flow of fluid is passed
through a filter in the reservoir to eliminate
foreign Matter. The system pressure gage (G)
reads the system pressure. The accumulator air
gage (E) gives the initial air charge pressure of
the accumulator.

8-9. The hydraulic pump is the heart of the
hydraulic system. However, while the human
system has only one heart, the hydraulic .
systems have variety of hearts or pumps. Also,

4001a system m ave more than one. We will now
ee how pumps are used in a closed-center

system.
8-10. Use of dual power pumps in closed-

center systems. Dual power pumps are used in
many hydraulic closed-center -rystems. Nor-
mally, they are used on multiangine aircraft
where they can be driven by sepafate engines.

A. Pressure regulator
B. One-way check valve
C. Le disconnect

D. Posyei pump
E. Line disconnect

Figure 27 Ckised-center system using dual power pumps
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Some of the newer aircraft have two pu,mps
driven- by . the same engine. This assures
hydraulic system operation should an engine
fail or one of the pumps fail. Figure 27 shows
how dual power. pumps (D) are connected into
the system. Notice that 139th pumps combine
their volume output into a common pressure
manifold. The pumps may. be either the con-
stant-volume or the variable-volume type. Line
disconnects (C and E) are installed in the
pressure and suction lines near the pump. They
eliminate the need for draining the hydraulic
system when the engine or power pump is
changed. This arrangement also makes it easier
to connect test stands. A line disconnect is a
check valve which is held in the open position

when ctninected. Upon removal of the line, the
spring-lOaded check valve closes, trapping the
fluid in the system.

8-11. An ordinary check valve (B) is in-
stalled in the pressure line of each pump. If one
pump fails, this check valve prevents
motorizing the dead pump. This could other-
wise damage the engine or even result in failure
(if the entire system. A regulator (A) is installed
if the pumps are' constant-volume pumps.
-8-1 2. Use of variahle-votwne pumps in

"dosed-center systems. Variable-volume pumps
are desirable in many hydraulic. systems. They
differ from constant-volume pumps in that the
fluid flow outwt varies with the pressure of the
system. The higher the system pressure, the less

A
B.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.

K.
L.
M.

Pmssunf
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System accumulatIn.
To windshield wipers
Controllable check, valve
Depressurization valve (6rake and nose Nteering
Cooff6llahle check valve
Colittbllahle check valve
Service shutoff valve
Waiming light pressure switch
To nosewheel steering
Pressure gage
Accumulators
TI brake control vaives

S ',stems)

Inlet from hand pump
Sv stew relict valve
Waning light pressure swink
Pressure gage
Hlter
Fire shutoff valve
Left-hand power ptThip
Line disconnects
Fr,nit right-hand pump
Reservoir
To rudder boost and Lament doors

Figure 28., Power system,using demand-type varlahle _volume punip.
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the pump output; when the _system pressure
reaches a predetermined setting, the pump out-
put drops to zero. The'use of this type of pump
ehminates Ahe.need for a pressure regulator in
the system. This results in saving weight and -
hydraufic tubing. There are two .types of
variable-volume 'pumps coMmonly used:
demand-type and stroke-reduction-type.

8-13. A hydroulic system using a demand-
type pump js shown in figure 28. In this type '

pump, the amount of fluid entering the pump is
constant: the Output varies with the pressurerin
the system. This is regulated by the pump cop-)

ipensator. It does this by determining ofe
amount of fluid that k to be bypassed back to
the reservoir. Output infreasei and system,
rressurc rkcreases. and vice versa. The typical
power section shown in figure .28 has two

, demand-tnv pumps (T) (only one is shown).
Other cpmponents consist of a fluid reServoir
(N' ). three accumulators (A and 1.), line filter
(R). four (manually) controllable check valves
(C. D. E. and F), a service shutoff valve (G).
fire shutoff valve (S). and two low-pressure
warning switches (P and H ). This power section
shows how various parts of the system can he
isolated. This is done by the controllable check
valves. /

8-14. During normal operation, all con-
trollable check 'valves except line (ak, are
closed. This permits the entire system to be

act as check valves-onl when they are' in the
tcharged hy the engine-d iven pumps. The valves

CLOSED position. In the OPEN position. there
is free flow in both directions. .

8-15. Fluid from the reservoir (W) goes to
the pump (T) through the fire shutoff valve (S)
and line disconnects (11). Fluid under pump
pressure goes through line discohnects and
cheek valves into a common pressure line. It

, calitinues through a line filter (R) and on to the'
rudder boost and camera door systems at point
X. It also goes through a controllable check
valve (C) to the windshield system tapinf (LI)
and t6 the system eelief valve (0). Fluid also
flows through the other controllatlfe cheek
valve (E) and again to the system relief valve
(0)..1r-can also go to the brake system tapoll
04). The nosewheel steering systen) Japoff (1)
also receives pressure from this source. When
controllable check valve F is closed, hand
pump out'put from point N goes to the brake
system- only.

8-16. If valve F is open and valve C is
closed. hand pump output goes to the brake
system (M). nosewheel steering (1), and wind,
shield wiper system (B). If valves F kind C are
both open. hand pump output k supplied to all
subsystems. The presure tt.rniirg switch (P)
operates a warning light it prossure in the

c,)

C.
D.

Au LI ii I.%% 11.41

Wung nal, 4 I U.II IIl
C

R I

Power_ pump
lire...sure regulator

F Acc.uolul.itot
s.,,tent eluei ,ilt e

H. r1.. hrakFs
J. P. non!), relief 'valve
K. Balanced Oliel'valtre
I. Sdeciii relkt valve

Fig.uci: 29. 1:1)d.ratil it:, power system uzdog
Priori() *diet valve,.

system drops-below normal. Pressure switeh H
turns on a warning light when brake pressure
drops- too low. The remaining callotiwiit the
figure are self-explanatory.

8-17. Dufing maintenance., the controllable
check valve E can be closed to prevent pressure
from enterittg the accumulators. Controllablt
check valve I) can be opened to depressurize
the accumulators. This prevents accidental
operation of the brakes and nosewheel steering.
The other items 'connected to the reservoir are
part of the reservoil- pressurization system. .

8-18. Hyd'raulic Power Section llising
Prioyifty Relief Valve. Today, pally aircraft
use a common 'hydraulic pressure manifold to
supply fluid to the subsystems. This/ creates a
need for a device to insure- adequate brake
pressure on landing- if pressure drops nelow
normaINAn example is. a system where brakes
and wing flaps.use the same cfressure manifold
(fig..Z9). if flaps are raised soon after landing,
the brakes could be inoperative because of the
sudden pressure drop. This would be Caused by
the large amount oifluid taken.from Hie system ,
to operate the flaps. To prevent this situation, a
priority relief valve is indirporated in the
system. When the syStem has this arrangement.
pressure builds up in the primary section first.
Pressure must he abo've the requirement for the
primary systeni before it calo to the secdn-

.dary. Thus, it is always pOssible to .keep a ,
minimum 'pressure in one part of the
lysttnn-Qfor example, in the brake system while
operating the wing flaps.
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8-19. A conventional relief valve is., not
generally used- as.sa priority valve.' This is
because back pressure could affect its.
,operation. For example; let's assume that the
pressure, regulator (E) kicks out at 1000 psi.
The priority valve (.1) is stf to open at 600 psi.
This is determined by the spring force.
Knowing these two factors, you can figure out
how much pressure is required tO open this
priority valve. ,The priority valve requires 600
psi. The pressure froin thoalr load on the wing
flap A acting on actUator B creates a back
pressure equal to 500 psi. This is added to 'the
spring force. So the pressure need d' is 1100

8-20. If the presSure regulator k-out
pressure were adjusted to 1000 psi, the pri ity
couldn't open. System pressure would then 1e
unable to get to the wing flaps. TO eliminat
this'problem. the pressure regulator and relief

. valVe could be adjusted higher. However, this
may not be safe:due to the maximum pressure
,limits of the 1ydraulic Pumps,' pressure 'lines,
and seals.

8-21. Back pressure can be effectively
eliminated without changing pressures in the
system. The use of a balanced-type relief valve
(X) will db Ole job nicely. The balanced relief
eliniinates tilt effects tof back pressure by at-
taching a rdd to the' backside of the poppet,
(ball). 'This prevents back pressure from exer-
ting its force upon the ball. This then allows the
lower pressure to safely operate the wing-flaps.
As inlet pressure rises above the priority relief
valve setting, the ball moves off its seat. At this
point, there will be free flow of fluid through
the valve for wing flap operation. Should the
line pressure drop below the seuing of the
priority valve, the ball.will reseat. The brake

REIURN
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A. Reliel valve
B. Pressure switch
C. Operator'S switch
D. Reservoir
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TO SYSTEM

E.. Electric motor
F. Power pump
G. Accumulator

Figure 30. Basic electrically operated power system.
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4=.7
systeiri will still retain the pressure n-eeded for
instantaneous operation. The other callouts are
self-explanatory.

8,22. Electrically Driven Power Sections.
These power sections are mostly used to
operate auxiliary and emergency hydraulia
systems. The power pump (F) may be a con-
stant-volume type or a variable-volume type.
the electric motor circuits are like` the one
shown schematically inr_figure 30. The mbtor
(E) is started by electiical switches that are
closed either manually or automatically. Elec-
tric power to the motor is turned on by a
manually operated start switch (C). Pressure is'
maintained in the system at all times after the
manual sWitch is closed. System pressure is held
between certain set limits by the pressure switch
(B). Whenevar.-the pressure drops below its set-
ting, the switch points close and start the
motor. When pressure again risc% to the desired
maximum, the points open. This breaks the
electric Circuit, causing the pump to stop. The
accumulator (0) smoothes out pressure surges
and prevents rapid changes in system pressure.
R,lief. valve A is installed to relieve excess
pressures if the pressure switch fails. We might
say that the- pressure switch itself- is a type of
pressure regufator. ei

8-23. We have seen that ws

e can fairly easily
determineWhat makes up the power section of a
hydraulic system. This isnot the ease, though,
in a pneumatic system. We will atterlpt to find
.the reason for this and answer otherl'questions
concerning pneumatically operated systems in
the next section.

9. High-Pressure Pneumatic *stem
9-1. One of the main differences between a

,pneumatic and a hydraulic system is the sim-
plicity of the pneumatic power section. The
pneumatic power section usuahy consists of
one or more high-pressure air tlasks/pressure
gages, ond pressure warning lights. Sometimes
there, are devices to hold back a. reserve of

,pressure for certain , essential functions.
Another difference is that the pneumatic power
source does not replenish itself during flight.
The compressed air supply is good for only a
certain number of operations. That is why many
pneumatic systems are only used for emergency
purposes. (There have been aircraft that had
small engine-driven air compressors to_ refill
starter system air flasks during flight.)

9-2. Because of the relatively small use of
pneumatic systems in military aircraft today
and also because of their siMplicity, we will not

4 discuss the power and the actuating systems
separately. We will cover both in this section.
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First. Iet's consider wine general charac-- valve saves the last 1400 psi of air pressure to
teristi6 including those of the power section. operate the ram air turbine, drag chute, speed

9-3. General Pneumatk InformatiOn. Air- brakes,-and landing gears. -A -pressure switch
craft pneumatic systems are mostly used as an and warning light are installed to warn the pilot
emergency source o pressure for hydraulkally if- pressure drops. -to 1500 psi.
operated subsystems. Ilowever, in some casesi, 9-6. Starter System..Ber to thi: left side of
air is thesource of pressure to normally actuate figure 31. The -starter system consists of a
units. Figure 31 is a schematic of a typical high- manual shutoff valve, solenoid-operated
pressure pneumatic system and its component presSure regulator shutoff valve; and sthrter.
parts. 1-lighpressure . pneumatic systems. are The pneumatic starter for the aircraft .engine
constructed to operate:in much the.same map- uses high-pressure air from the-air. flasks or an
ner as hydraulic systemS. external unit. The manual.shutoff valve'(Q) per,

9-4. A . shuttle valve is used 'to connect the mitS the starter to be run from a ground air
pneumatic system to the hydraulic system.-This compressor. It isolates the starter from the air-
allows the use of the Same tubing and units for craft..storage flasks. It must be -opened though
both cystems. Notice in figure 31 that the speed %hen the aircraft pneumatic supply. is to be
brake -.. nosewheel well door. nose landing gear, used. A eombination regulator and shutoff
main landifig gear. and landing gear doors hace .valve reduces the ,air pressure to 300 psi for
shuttle valves (L. N. and.0). They separate the starter operutiOn. -After startup. the manually
normal hydraulic system from-fthe pneumatic operated shutoff valve will always be put into
system. Pneumatic -systeM selector valves (M the OFF 43oSition (ground supply).
and P) control the lir to these sulisystems. The 9-7. Armament System. The sch6matic in
remaining:Subsystems. in figure .31 have com- -figure )2 represents one half of thVirmament .7

poiNms which are normally actuated by air system. The system consists of pressure
pressure. Each .subsystem is connected ,to the regulators, selector valVes, cylinders.- restric-'-
high--preSsure pneumatic -air source through a tors. and check :valves. Tbe armainent bay
pressufe regulator and relief valve asseMbly (C. doors arc operated -159. 1100 psi Ind the
G. kind H) and a 'selector valve. Pneumatic displacement actuators by 1500.psi. The doors
selector valves are installed in parallel. are)loeked in-the up'position-by internal locks
Therefort. air pressure is immediately availattle in, the clettultvrs. The internal locks aie
to all -subsYstems for instant operation, Con- uRfOcked when opening pressure is applied to
nected in this manlier. more than onesystem the actuating cylinders. As you -study the
can be operated at the same time. In a schematic, notice that one air line- to the
pneumatic system., the return lines from the disphtcement actuators applies air pressure, to
selector valves are, vented .to the atmosphere. two different areas. This line is the up line. One
This t's also true of the Pressure regulator and area is 'to the normal retraction side, and the
relief valve. other is to the buffer chamber. The purpose of

9.-5. Referring to figure 31. notice that air this buffer chamber is to trap .1500 psi of air. It =

fur the .high-presSure pneumatic system is slows the . retract cycle of the cylinder and
stored in fotir flasks. Three are nonpriority air prevents damage to the assembly. This process
flasks (D) and,one is a priority air flask.(A). Air of slowing the operation is called snubbing.

,is also stored in the two drag brace ac- Restrictorsin the open and close ports of cylin-
cumulators (1) (only one is shown). The, flasks ders allow free- inflow of air but restrict the oUt-
and accumulahirs are charged simultaneously .- flow. This restriction provides further snubbing
.through -a ground test filler connection (F). A action in the cylinders. Snubbing also controls
portable nitrogen cart or high-pressure air com- the length of time for door.opeoing and closing:
pressor is used to service' the flasks. All (9-8. Wheel Brake .SyStem. Air brakes
nitrogen or air is filtered by filter E in the ser- operated by hydraulic relays are installed on
vice line. The following subsystems are the main landing gear. Air--pressure for brake
operated from -the storage flasks: combustion operatitm is stored in the hollow main landing
starter. canopy, arinameRt displacement ac-
tuators mid bay doors, .drag chuteland barrier
overrun- probe, rudder feel, wheel brakes, and
rani air turbine. PresSitre is available for

. emergency openition of the 'landing .gear and
speed brake systems if the hydraulic system
fails..Nptice that a priority valve (B) is installed

'between .the prioritA flask (Akand oonpriority
flask,(D), If préssule is -,11-thye 1460 psi. air.can-
flow .botti ways througl chc vzkfvc. The priority

gear drag braces. The drag braces serVe as au
accumulator, storing air_ at 3000 psi. Drag
brace accumulators are shown io figure 33.
They always hold enough pressure for braking'
even if all Other air pressure is lost. The aircraft
brake system consists of: two master brake
'cylinders, relay valves, drag brace ac-
cumulators relief valves, check valves, and air
filters. The brake system is hydraulically con-
trolled and pneumatically operated.
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Figure 33. PueUmafic brake systetn.

9-9. The airbrake system that is shown in
figure . 33 is operated by usin& the rtulder
pedals. The pedals are inethanica connected
to the brake master cylinders. fhe pedal
movement causes fluid to flow from the master
cylinder and cteates pressure. This pressure
operates the brake relay valves. Tbobrake relay
valves th.en direct air pressure from the drag
brace accumulators to the brake assembly..
Chick valves installed upstream in the pressure
line isolate the drag brace from the main air
system. Air filters are installed for the purpose
of cleaning the air before it reaches the'brake
relay valves.

9-10. Air pressure regulators and relief varve

1

i

assemblies are installed-in each subsystem. The
relief valves are incorporated within the
regulator assemblies. Together, they reduce the
air pressure to the desired value. The relief
valve prevents overpiessuriiation of these
systems in the event of a regulator malfunction.
Thiee main system relief Naives have been in-
stalled in the main system to limit maximuv
system pressure. There is one relief valve for
each drag brace an4 one downstream of the
priority flask (not shown).

9-11. This concludes our discusSion of
hydraulic power sections and pneumatic power
and actuating systems. The next chapter will

\stiscuss hydraulic actuating systems.
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CHAPTElle 4

HYdraulic Actuating Systems

416

THE PURPOSE of a4 hydraulic system is to
provide a means of doing nseful. work. Can you
imagine cranking a landing gear or wing. flaps
up.or down by hand? Not many years have
elapsed since some military aircraft used this

-manual method. Modern aircraft are snore
powerful and much larger, and their com-
ponents are heavier. Today's aircraft fly. much
faster, and therefore their control surfaces are
subjected to greater loads. It would be hard for
a pilot to o erate the flight controls without
power assist in today's high performance air-
craft. Furt more, it would not be very prac-,
tical. Although our present-day aircraft systems
are hydraulicall?'actuated, some of them in-. corporate manual emergency operation:

2. We have discussed the enormous
mechanical advantage that may be obtained--
with the use of a hydraulics. In Chapter 3, we
discussed the power section. You were shown
how we obtained and controlled a stable
hydraulic fluid -pressure supply.

3. In this chapter, we will discuss the 'ac-
tuating sections which use the pressure supply
to move various aircraft units. Some actuating
sections are more cbmplex than others. Com-
plicated followup mechanisms or intricate elec-
trical systems are incorporated in some. The
detailed dkescription 'and operation of these
systems is beyond the scope of this 'course.
However, a general knowledge of systems is
essential to the "pneusdraulic mechanic. With
this ,knowledge, he can perform both the
necessary inspections and maintenance.

4. Actuating sistems can be divided into
categories on the basis of various factors.
Several bases for division will be used in this
chapterlo best accomplish our purpose. We
will first consider actuating systems and
their units as belonging" to two
classesnonautomatic and automaiic. These
will be presented in Sections 10 and 1 I. In each
section, we will use specific actuating-systems 4s
examples and to show variations.

5. In Section 12. a -group of systems will be
given which we will classify as miscelkaneous.

The function and size of these systems vary
from those to be coverect in SedtiOns 10 and II.
Also, they combine some nonautomatic and

s.automatic features.
6. Finally, in Section 13; we will study ac.-

tuating systems that seem to differenough from
all others to be plkiCed by themselves. These,
too, seem to combine u variety of features..So,
now, lei's ger on with the nonautomatia type of
systems.

10. Nonautomatic Actliating
Systems

Nonautoinatic actuating systems ate
used_ when full travel of the actuator iS required
for each operation 'of,. the unit4anding gear
and bomb-bay door systems are examples ,of
this. We will examine specific examples of .

various noniutbmatic '16kuating systeins,'.. their
principles of operation, design featiirles; and
function in the hydraulic system. "

10-2. Nonautoinatic aCtuating systeins,, are
manually,controlled by the operator. When the
selector valve is ' moved to an operating
position, fluid pressure (main pressureiline), is
senito the actuatintcylinder. The pistog Moyes
to its extreme limirof travel; To stop the piStori
before the endof its travel., he must returp, 'the
selector valve' to neutral. Most valves tiaye .a
neutral position. The simplest nonautomatic'
control section contains a selector valveand an

. actuating cylinder.

38

10-3. In some systems, one operation must
tie performed before the rist of the sys'tein4tan
operate. Therdore, the offeration co- the various
system units must occur, in proVer sequence.
Control of a sequenced system is applied by
mechanical, electrical, or hydraulic means.
Devices such as microswitches, relief vali/es,,
and hydraulic sequence valves are du

seri' in
sequenced systems.

10-4. Mechanically Sequenced System. A
mechaniCally sequenced system uses the linkage
of a unit to position the sequence valves. A .

typical system of this type is,shown in figure 34.
10-5. As an exampl&, let us consider a simple
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Selector valve
Sequence valve closed (landing gear
Sequenee valve open (door)
Actuating cylinder Woo?)
Acsuating cylinder. (landing gear)

Figure 34. Mechanically se,quenced System.

landing gear ystem incorporating wheel well
doors. It is clear that the doors must not close
before the gear is retracted. Also, the doors
must open before the landing gear is extended.
Let us suppose that the pilot has posifioned the
selector, valve (A) to retract the landing' gear.
Pressure is then directed to the up side of the

A. Return line
B. Pressure line
C. Selector valve
D. Relief valve .

E. Spoiler actuating cylinder
F. Relief valve
G. Bomb door actuating cylinder

, Figure 35. *Pressure s'equenced system.,

laning gear actuating cylinder (E), At the same
time, pressure goes to the landing gear sequence
valve (B). At this time, sequence 'valve B is
closed. Therefore, pressure can flow only to the
up side of the landing gear actuating cylinder.
Sequence. %/Rive C is in the open position to
allow the return flow from the actuator t4) the-
reservoir. As the retraction nears completion,
the Actuating cylinder starts to position
sequence valve B. This occurs when the piston

, rod. in E extends far enough-to contact the
piston rod of sequence yalve EtAs the piston of
.thq seciuence valve moves, it pushes the ball off
itil seat and opens the valve,. Fluid under
pressure is now allowed to flow,to the door ac-
tuating .cylinder (D).

I10-6. As the doors aose, the actuator
linkage draws away fro3n the rod in sequence
valve C. It releases the spring loaded piston rod
of the Squence valve (C) which, closes the
valve. 'During gear extension, the selector valve
(A) first directs pressure -to the door actuating
cylinders. When the doors are open,
mechanical contact is made with the door
sequence valve (C) and opens it. This ahlews the
fluid pressure to continue on to the landidg
gear actuating ,cylinder (E) to extend the gear.
Return fluid from the door actuating cylinder
(D) N routed through the landing gear sequence
valve (B), which is still open.

10-7. P'ressure Sequenced System. Pressure
sequencing is used on some types of aircraft. A
bomber using spoilers together with the bomb-
bay doprs is an example. The spoilers are
opened first to protect the bomb doors from the
airstream. This type of sequencing is done with
a relief valve. It is set to open at a. Nigher
pressure than needed to operate the 'first ac-
tuating mechanism. The spoile will open
before pressure is high enough l open the
doors. With the spoiler open, p ssure will
build up and open the relief valve. The flow
then can go to the door .actuators.

10-8. An example is shown in Qgure 35.
With selector valve C in - the OPEN bomb
door positi9ll, pressure is sent to tke open side
ot he spo,i1er actuator (E). It is also sent to the
relie e (D). The pressure needed to operate
the spoilers is less than that requ,#ed to open
the relief valve. Therefore, only after the
spoilers are open and no more piston travel
possible., can the pressure increase. Now it car

i

increase to the setting of,the reliervalve. When
the relief valve opens, pressure is applied to thesibomb door actuator to open the doo

10-9. When the selector valve is t d to
CLOSE, pressure (now represented by the solid
line) is directed to the close side of actuator G.
At the same time, pressure also goes to relief
valve F. The pressure required to close the
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doors is -less than the pressure settings of the-
relief .valve. 'When the doors are closed, the
pressure continues to increase until it opensqhe
relief varve. Opening of the relief valve allows
the pressure to continue to are cl(Ae side of the
spoiler actuator (E)." A check valve is usdd in

.conjunction with each relief valve so that retur-,
ning fluid from the actuator bypasses the rell'ef
valve. It then continues, /unrestricted, through
the selector valve to the reservoir.

10-10. Electrically Sequenced System. 131,a
hydraulic system' with electrally sequenced
valves, the control is a solenoid .cir motor. The
electricity, to the valves is controlled by
microswifthes. The microswitches are actuated
by .hydraulk units of the system they are .in.
Electrically operated Sequence valves ,can be
used to operate a system like the one in figure
36. The size and shape of the doors will deter-
mitife the number of latches (A and Bi) used to
hold the doors (E) closed. These latdhes must
operate in proper sequence to prevent damake
to the doors (E) and fuselage (C).

10-11. During door opening, the jamb lat-
ches (B) must open before the center latches
(A). The jamb latches are near the hinge line
(D). Should the center latches open first, the
doors' weight would cause the doors to open
part way. This would put a severestrain on the
jamb latches. After the doors close, the center
latches Rtill them tightly into place and lock
them. The center latches must close. first, in-
suring that the .doors are in place. Then the
jamb latches slide into their locking position.

A. Center latches D. Hinge point of door
B. Jamb latches E. Doors/ G. FusclagC structure

Figure 36. Cargo loading tl migement.

10-12. Figare 37 is a schematic of the unlat-
ching processbfbt,"figure 36. To simplify theex-
plaption, one jamb latch is shown to represent
all sik. One center latch is shown o -represent
the fourr in figure 36. In figure 37 he solenoid
in sequence valve D will close w en electrical
'power is applied. Placing the 1 ch s r

0 42.143

A. Sequence valve switch
B. Source ot electrical power
C. Center he:h actuator .

D. Sequence valve
E. Selector alve
F. Jamb latch aCwator
G. Sequence valve sw itch
H. Smirce of clo:trical power
J. Sequence yid% e

Figure 37.:- Electrical sequence '4steln (doors unlatching).

valve :(E) to the unlatch position directs
pressure to the jamb latch actuators (F) and to
the sequence valve (J). At the. start: .the
sequence vaLve (.1). is energized in the closed
position. Note the position of sequence switch
G. Tips prevents hydraulic pressure from going,
to ..the center latch actuator XC). AS' jail* latch
actmitor F moves to the unlatch position,
switch. G o s and deenergizes sequence valve
J. This opens sequence. valve J and allows
pressur 'go to the unlatch side of center
latch . (The sequence valve switch G cannot
be opened until the last janib latch is coin--
pletely open.) As the last centejr latch opens, its
piston rod closes segue* valve switch A. This
energizes and closes.-seituence valve D. This
cOmpletes ale unlatching of the dpors. Other
hYdraulic valves and actuators arc used to open.
the doors and lower the ramps. s,

10-13. Nowlet's study the latching sequen-
-tes. Let us assume that the doors have been
closed and are ready to be latched. Remember
that the doors must be tightly closed and lat-
ched ,before the jamb latches can be properly
operated. To latch the doors, move the sefector
valve (8) to the position as shown in figure 38.
Hydraulic pressum is then sent to the latch side
of the center latch actuator (C.) and the
sequence valve (13). The, sequence valve WY is
energized to the closed position. and' prevents
Iliydraulic pressure from soing to the jamb lata
actuator (F). As the last center-latch C Moves to
the littched position, switch A opens.
deenergizing opening sequence valve D. There
are actually four switches (one of which is.
labeled A. in figure 37) hooked in series. This

40
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A. Sequence valve switch
B. Source of electrical power
C. Center latch actuator

Sequence valVe
E. Selectof valve

F. Jamh latch actuator
G. Sequence valve .switch
H. Source of electrical

power

J:,,-Squence valve

Figui:e 38. Electrical sequence system tdoors)atchap.

allows hydraulic pressure to close the six jamb
latch actUators..(F). As the last- jaiy,-*& latch is

'closed, the last sequence valve swita G- closes.
This causes. the sequence valve (.1) to be

.6nergized and closed.
10-14. Landing Gear Systems. Thelanding

gearr used in this discussion is an electrica
sequepced system. You Will better understan
the operation of the system by traeing its fluid
flow. We will cover both extension MI retrac-'
tion operations. Figures 39 through 43
illustrate the complete sequence.

10-15. The movement of the doors is con-
trolled by Sequente switches mechanically
operated by the main gear. The system consis4s
of landing gear and dobr control valves, ac-
tuating cylinders, restrictors, and check-valves.
The control valves are, operated by electric
solenoids which are 'controlled by microswit-
ches.

10-16. Let us suppose that the aircraft has
taken off and the pilot -is retracting the gear.
Use figure 39 to follow th.e sequence of.,:events
thar takes fflace. The two lines in the upper
right of' the figure are the hydraulic pressure
and return souiee manifolds. Hydraulic
pressure is applied to the solenoid valves any
time there is pressure in the manifold. Both the
door and gear control valves are returned to the
neutral position by hydraulic pressure. They
are moved out of ieutral by electric golenoid
action..By placing ontrol handle E to the UP

,
position, the dooh open solenoid (C) is
energized. The rod a all of.the solenoid are
pulled to tfie left. This ac ion caus s the ball to
unseat from the sliding pool ol the control
valve. As the ball moves.off its seat, a path for
fluid flow to return is formed. Fluid can now

_leave the left end of the control. valve and go

oat

7
.back to thd reservoir. When this happens, the'
pressure at/the right end of the spool lowes the
spoolto the -left. PreAttire can now get Oat of
the pressure port as shown in figure 40. Yhe

flhws to the open side of door. actuating,
cylinders F and-0. The initial .Movement of
cylinders F and 0 pullS the doOr.locks (H anA
R). This releases the doors. When the doors
reach the full down position; they contact gear
upsequence switches G and P.

1047. As the doors close sequence switch-es
G and -P, electricaj power is applied to the gear
rikract solenoid (D).'lhe,same action take's
place to cause.the spoof to move left as in the
door Valve. Pressure -is tfirected to' gear-
actuating cylinder L. helper cylinder M. tlear-
up-lock c5ilinder'S:.gear-actuating cylinder W.
and gear down-lock cylinder:#. (See fig. 40.)

ear down-lock V will itctuat.e b'efore gear ac-
tuating Z.:ylinder W. ever. Mosves because it
requires much less, pressure. 'After the down-
locks are pulled. hydraulic pressure continues
to the up side of the main gear cylinders (W).
When eac
positi)n, t
and Q. Aft

'tact, the el
doorS- open.
is directed
This shifts
Hydraulic pr

gear -reaches the up and locked
ure 41, it contacis microswitches K
r the microswitches have made con-
ctrical circuit is cue off froM the
olepoid (C). Now electrical power
) the doors closed solenoid (B).
e 4)(291 position to the right.;
ssure now flows to the doors

closad side or the door actuating-cylinders (F
(id 0). As t,f)

position,. thti
up solenoikl
shifts back to t

-valve in this pos
nected to'return:' When Ijie dool is up and
locked; solenoid. Jemdins, energized until
control handle,-E.,1 moved to the COMBAT

/position. Thetrit.ij.. eenergized and thC pool
goes to neutrali,-Iff utra.1 both door/lines aie
opened tti the-ietun nanifotd. This is-a safety
.factor for' combat c ditions; it 'reduces the
number of pressurize hydraulic lines. A com-
bat positim is used o some combat aircraft.
Many aircraft use sd 1 lor valves "that go to
neutral when all gears a e up and the doOrs 4re
dined. Each aircraft syst-m has-its own charac-
teristics.

10-18, An additional. _ale), factor prevents
accidental gear retraction while the Weight of
the aircraft is on the ground. When the left
main gear shock strlit is ompressed, a ground
safety switch (T. fig. 39) bveaks contact in the
gear up circuit. The electncal circuit is corn.-
pleted when the shOck strut is fully extended.

10-19. Millen the control lever is inov4.-d to
the DOWN position (see lig. 42). the electrical
circuit energizesqloor open soleiwid C. Also.

doors.luove from thefull open
ctrical circhit deenetgizes gear
The e. ear control valve spool
eutral, With the gear colitrol
tion.. both gear ports are con-

41
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A. Extend gear solenoid J. Gear up-lock P. Gear up sequence switch
B. Door closed:solenoid K. Poor sequence switch Q: Door sequence switch
C. Door -open solenoid L. Gear-actuating..cylinder R. Door up-lock
Ds. Retract gear solenoid M. Helper cylinder S. Gear up-lock and cylinder

F.
Control handle
Door actuating cylinder 0.

Door sequence switch
Door actuating cylinder

T.
U.

Ground safety switch
Door sequence switch

G. Gear up sequence switch V. Gear down-lock and cylinder
H. Door up-lock W. Gear-actuating cylinder

Figure 39. Landing. gear operationcontrol

extend gear solenoid A is energized. One con-
trol spool shifts to send hydraulic pressure to
the open side of the door cylinders. The other
spool sends pressure to gear actuating cylinder
L and helper cylinder M, gear actuating cylin-
der W. gear down-lock V, and gear up-lock S.
This action first unlocks gear up-locks S and J,
and locks gear down-lock V. The gear usually
falls part way by its own weight, but pressure
takes it the final distance.- When each gear
reaches the down and locked position, it
presses microswitches N and V (fig. 43). When
the gear tnicroswitches have made contact, the
electrical circuit is broken to the doors open

handle up. gear down.

solenoid. At the same time, a circuit is com-
pleted to energize the doors closed solenoids.
So, the spool in the valve ^shifts and sends
pressure to the close side of the door actuators
F and 0 (fig. 43). When the doors are closed
and locked (H and Ft.), a rnicroswitch breaks the
electrical circuit to solenoid B. The control
spool returns to neutral, and the gear lines too
are connected to the return manifold.

42

10-20. This concludes oui discussion of
nonautomatic actuating systems. Several pages
back you may have said to yourself, "All this
sequencing looks pretty automatic to me." But,
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A. Extend gear solenoid J. Gear up-lock P. Gear up sequence switchB. Door closed solenoid K. Door sequence switch Q. Door sequence switchC. Door open solenoid L. Gear-actuating cylinder R. Door up-lockD. Retract gear solenoid M. Helper cylinder S. Gear up-lock and cylinderE. Control handle N. Door sequence switch T. Ground safety switchF. Door actuating cylinder 0. Door actuating cOnder U. Door sequencc_switchG. Gear up sequence switch V. Gear down-lock and cylinderH. DoOr up-lock 40 0
. W. Gear-actuating cylinder

Figure 40. Landilir gear operationcontrol

Temember, a he beginning of this section, we
described a.' onautomatic system as one in
which full tramel is required for each operation
of the unit. We also said operators manually
control,' the nonautotnatic system. The
automatic control system, or automatic position
control system as the next section is title.d,
allow's a Variable application of, hydraulic
power. lt provides smooth, control operation of
a unit. Some'automatic control systems, such as
control surface boost systems and brake
systems, incorporate "load feel."

43.

302

handle up. doors open, gear retracting.

11. Automatic Position Control
Systems

11-1. These systems provide automatic con-
trol of actuating mechanisms such as nosewheel
steering, control surface boost systems, and
sothe wing flap systems. These systems have
followup systems which limit the movement to
a desired amount automatically. For example,.
when the manual control is moved a certain
distance, the selector valve is positioned.
Hydraulic pressure is directed to the actuating
cylinder and it begins to move. The( actuated
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JZA. Extend gear solenoid Gear up-lock P. Gear up sequence switch
B. Door elysed solenoid K. Door sequence switch Q. Door sequence switch
C. Door open solenoid L. Gear actuating cylinder R. Door up-lock
D. Retract gear -solenoid M. Helper cylinder S. Gear up-Itilk and cylinder
E. Cont nil handle N. Door sequence switch T. Ground sarety switch
F. Door-actuating cylinder O. Door-actuating cylinder U. Door seqttence switch
G. Gear up sequence switch V. Gear down-lock And cylinder
H. Door up-lock w. Gear-actuating cylinder

Figure 41. Landing gear iperationkcontrol hin id le up. gear up. door closing.

inechanisimwill move the amount callat for on
the manual control. At that point, the followup
system will return '4he valve to neutraL This
stOps further movement and is done without
any action on the part of the operator. M long
as the manual control is being moved, it stays
ahead of.the followup action. This action:keeps .

the selector valve in an operating (open)
position., The followup mechanisms- used on
these systems may be either the mechaniCal type
or the, differential type.

n-2.,Mechanical-Type Folkiwup System.
The mechaniCal-type followup system operates
through a system of cables and pulleys or figid

linkage: Figure 44 represents a hydraulic flap
system using a single mechanical linkage and a
series of pivot point'S. This unit includes hoth a'
selector valve and an actuating cylinder: It is
attached to a stationary part of the airframe (C).
The pivot poipt for the control handle is at E.
The control handle is Connected to the selector
valve by connecting rods. These connecting ,

rods are anchored at one end to pivot point G.
When the:WI) of the control handle is move0 to
the left; the; connector rod moves to the right.
This will pall selector/valve piston 15 to the
right. The selector valve sends fluid 'pressure
(represented by the solid line) to the right side
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9.F2 HYD. PRESSURE
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A. Extend gear .solenoid 1 Gear up-lock P. Gear up sequenee- sWitch
13, Door closed solenoid K. Door sequence switch Q. Door. sequence switchC. Door open solenoid L. Gear,actuating cylinder R. Door up-lockD. Retrack,genr solenoid M. Helper cylinder S. Gear up-lock and .cylinderE. ContrOl handle N. Door sequence switch T. Ground safety switchF. Doo r -act uat ing cylinder 0. Door actuating. cylinder U. Door sequence. switchG. Gear up sequence 4witch. V. Gear down-lock, and cylinderH. Door uPlock W. Geat-actuating .cylinder

Figure 42. Landing gear operationcontrol handle down, doors opening., gear extending.

of actuating cylinder B. The pressure tries -to
move the piston to the left. The piston itself
cannot move, since it is directly attached to the
airframe. Therefore, hydcaulic pressure moves
the entire assembly (actuating cylinder and
selector valve) to the right and this *raises the
flaps (A): When the movement of the control
handle is stopped, pivot point F becomes
stationary. However, point G moves with the
total assembly. The assembly It:loves to the
right, while the selector valve piston D stands
still. This continues until both actuator ports
are closed. The selector valve is ninw in neutral
and cuts off pressure to the right side.of the ac-

tuafing unit. The flap Movethent is slopped.
I l -3.- The control handle may be placed int

any position within its range of travel. Any
movement of this control handle positions the
selector valve and starts the actuating unit
moving. The unit's movement over the piston is
the followup system. When it moves the propor-
tional amount, the selector valve is neutralized.

11-4. Differential-Type Followup System:
The differential-type followup uses a set of op-
posed gears. The gears are inclosed in a
separate housing from the actuating unit itSelf.
Figure .45 shows a typical unit used on- a
nosewheel steering inechanism. Control handle
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A. Extend gear' solenoid
B. Door-closed solenoid
C. Door-open solenoid
D. Retract gear solenoid
E. ..Control handle
F. Door-actuating cylinder

G. Gear up sequence switch
H. Door up-lock

Figure 43. Landing gear

J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
0.

Gear up-lock
Door .seqtfence switch
Gear-actuatingOlnder
Helpercylinder
Door sequence switch
Door-actuating cylinder

42.140
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P. Gear up sequence switch
Q. Door sequence switch
R. Door uplock
S. Gear up-lock and cylinder
T, Ground safety switch
U. Door sequence switch
V. Gear down-lock. and cylmov,
W. Gear-actuating cylinder

operationcontrol handle 1.14 'wit. gear down. doors closing.

A is attached directly tiO the manual control
gear (B). The four gearOn the differential are
all meshed. T. control jiltr meshes with tro
pinion gears (C

I -5. As a control h
clockwise, the pinion gears

tuating mechanism gear (D).
operation of the differentia

gear (D) remains sta
arm (H) is attached to t

nnects to a slide-type s
e pinion gears (C) move, the

(H) moves also. It, in turn,

ndle A is rotated
ove around the

t this point in
unit, the ac-
ionary. The

pinion gear
ector valve

a
the
tuati
operati
cage and
(G). When
operating arm

46

moves the sliding spool of the selector valve
(G).

11-6. This results in pressure being directed
to one of the actuating cylinders (F
ders_( s rut (E) to steer the
airplane. However, when strut E turns, ac-
tuating gear D turns with it. This causes the
pinion gears to walk around control gear B
which is held stationary by input force on han-
dle A. This action moves operating arm H in
the opposite direction, neutralizing the selector
valve action. This cuts off fluid flow to the ac-
tuating cylin*r.

11-7. Contioual movement can be achieved

3 5
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A. Control surface E. Control handle pivot
B. Actuating cylinder point.
C. Airframe ht 'AIL:ma: F. Pivot point

A D. Selector valve G. Pivot point
Figure 44. Mechanical type of position einitiol.

by keeping the manual control moving ahead.of
the followup. As soon as the manual control is
stopped, the followup motion will "catch up,"
neutralizing the selector valve. -This stops the
steering 'operation.

11-8. 'control Surface Boost Systems., Air-
craft control surfaces are subjected to extremely
high iirloads because of the high speeds. Sur-
face boost systems aid the pilot in overcomingit
those air loads and -reduce pilot fatigue.

11-9. A boost system provides sufficient
power to move the control surfaces under
maxinitmr loads. Yet, it is'designed to provide
the pilot with "load feel" to help prevent over-
control. In some systems the feel is supplied by
iprings attached to the linkage. In other systems

A
A4

A.
B.
C.
D.

Control handle E. Nose gear strut
Manual control gear . F. Actuating cylinders
Pinion gears G. Selector valve
Actuating -mechanism gear H. Omating arm

Figure 45. Differential followup control.

the pilot gets :load feel by manually supplying
smile of the force.

11 -IQ. The system shown in figure 46 uses a
'slide-type control valve to direct- hydraulie
pressure to either end of the boost cylinder.
The maximum boost pressure islimited by the
amount of normal hydraulic system" preSsare

The..'pilot gets load feel through
mechanical linkage and. by doing some of the
work of moving the control surfaces. The
pressure needed to move the control surface is
proportional to the pilot's inptit. This is ac-
complished through the mechanical' linkage
arrangement.-Therefore, this system has a fixed
boost ratio. On some systems of this type. the
linkage may be adjusted to change the boost

II-11. An arrow in figure 46 indicates the
direction .in which- colltrol stick A is initially
moved. This movemeni Causes the liikae to
rotate around stationary pivot Point. B. The
slightest motion of thel:ontrol stick causes the
,slide piston of control Valve D to move to the
right. This allows fluid under pressure to he
directed to the right-hand chamber of the ac-
tuating (boost) cylinder He Arthe same time.
pressure goes to line K- to raise a plunger bet-
ween the alternating lincg.

1-12. The left end of piston Tod E is
relativ5ly fixed by stationary pivot point E.
Therdore, the entire 'valve andicylinder w ill
move to tlie right. Thic actkm moves linkage Ci
to operate The control surface. II the Movement
of control stick A stops. followup linkage J ill
catch Up to it. At. the 'same time, the movement
of the valve and cylinder will catch up with the
control- valve rod movement. This neutralizes
the control valve at that point. As .a result. it
blocks off -4draulic pressurejo the boost cylin-
der.

I I.-I 3. While the systein is operating. the two
Vertical pbrtions of the linkage tend to move'in
opposite directions (as shown 4 the arrows).
This is because of the force exerted by .tne
hydraulic fluid in the boost cylinder. Feedback
rod C limits this motion. It i2xerts a knee on the
right-hand vertical member of the linkage. This
force is oppositeto that force initially applied
by the motion of the control stick. Thus, the
operator feels -a resistance to !notion of the
stick (load' feel).

. 11.-14. If hydraulic presSUre were lost during
flight, the mechanism could not he moved
manually. This is because.of thefluid trapped
in each end of boost cylinder H. How is this
remedied?-1n,figure 46. you will notice a sprinu
loaded plunger between the alternating lines.
With .no pressure to the boost system. the
plunger is moved downward by the spring. lhis
opens the passageway between the Ilternatine
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A. Control stick F.
B. Stationary pivot point G.
C. FcelbiAck rod H.
D. Control valve J.
E. Boost cylinder piston K.

rod
. Figure. 46. Closed-center boos( system,
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Seationary rilvol point
Linkage to coffin)! surface
Roost cylinder
Followup linkage
Pressure line

lines. With this passage open, fluid can flow
freely from chamber to chamber of the boost
cylinder. Now the control surfaces can be
operated manually.
.11-15. The actuating systems we have

covered so far are found in one form or another
on all high performance aircraft. Yet, thr, are
other acttrating system& that are not so`Jcom-
monly used but are still important.

12. Miscellaneous Actuating Systems
12-1. There are various hydraulic systems

that are found only on certain. model aircraft.
For example, some aircraft use hydraulic
pressure to actuate surface control locks. Some
have pitch trim systems on their horizontal

stabilizer. Other aircraft) use slave systems to
remotely control the actuatin of a second
hydraulic system.

12-2. Control Lock System. Control lock
systems prevent fluttering of control surfaces by
gusts of wind while the aircraft is on the
ground. Figure 47 shows a hydraulically ac-
tuated surface control lock. The actuating
cylinder is mounted to the aircraft structure at
K. The cylinder piston rod (A) is attached to
the control surface. Each controt lock cylinder
has, its own reservoir and is independent of the
main hydraulic system. The system is elec-
trically controlled by an OFF-ON switch in the
pilot's compartment. On propeller-driven aiirm
craft, the locks are also actuated by placing tfrei
throttles in REVERSE.

12-3. The normal sli tream keeps the con-
trol surfaces streamlihed, but during reversing
operation the effect of the slipstream on the
control surfaces is reduced. It may even whip
the control surfaces around Control locks are
only used w keep the surfaces streamlined

. while on the ground. t
12-4. Warning lights in the pilols com-

partment indicate the position of the control
locks. Each cylinder of the control lock ii a
balanced type. It incorporates a fixed orifice
and a controltable valve within the piston (see
fig. 47). The controllable locking valve (J) is
opened and closed byman electric motor. The
motor (E) is mounted on the end of the piston
rod not fastened to the control surface. 'The
contollable locking valve connects to the motor
by a rod which is inside of the piston rod.

0
12-5. The operation of the control lock

system is, restrictedto use only on the ground.
Is

A. Piston nid (connected to control surface)
B. Fixed . orifice
C. Intercininecting hydraulic line
D. Thermal valve (open)
E.- Electric motor

Figure 47. Control

F.
G.
H.
j.

K.

Reservoir connection
Thermal valve (closed)
Interconnecting passageway
Controllable kicking valve )
Cylinder connectffin to airframe

lock cylinder.
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The pilot's switch placed in the LOCKED
position, or the throttles reversed, sends elec-
tric power to thevrpotor. The electric motor
causes "the- pision valve to move to the closed
position. In this position,- the valve- blocks the
main interconnecting passageway (H). Now, all
Quid moving between the right anti left cylinder
Chambers must pass through fixed orifice B.

49
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This dampens the movement of)he control sur-
faces and prevents them from flapping during
wind gusts. It allows only a slow, restricted
Toveinent. Placing the switch in the
UNLOCKED' position moves valve J to open
passageway H. This allows untestricted flow of
fluid when the surfacd are being moved during

Hi308
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12-6. A safety switch, on the landing gear
automatically unlocks the control locks upon
takeoff. This is in case the pilot forgets to
u .ahck them with his cockpit switch. This
'arra ement also prevents accidental locking of
the controls during flight.

12-7. The chambers of the lock cylinder are
connected by a small hydraulic line (C) on the
outside of the cylinder. This interconnection is
completed through thermal valve D. This in-
sures that the cylinder chambLrs have a con-
nection to thereservoir during fluid'expansion
or contraction. The reservoir provides space for
this expansion or contraction.

12-8. The ends of thermal valve G are so
arranged that both ends cannot be seated at the
same time. However, this will not affect the
normal function of the cylinder when it is in the
locked. position. This is because either end of

.the valve may be forced on its seat by fluid
surke. A slow fluid movement will not do it.
The reservoir is connected to the cylinder at
port F. It may be mounted on the cylinder
housing or on any other nearby aircraft struc-
tural unit: A periodic check mu'st be made to
determine the fluid level of the reservoir. The
fluid level is indicated by a tioating-type sight
gage.

12-9. Pitch Trim System. The trim system is
used to make minor correction in the aircraft's
attitude. The system prevents the pilot from
having to keep a continuoUs force dn his con-
trols. This could occur when the aircraft wants
to fly nose high or low for some reason. Thus, it
reduces.the effort and strain 'on the pilot during
a long flight.

12-10. The pitch .trim system changes the
angle ot' attack of the horizontal stabilizer. The
changes co; ,ect for nose-high oranose-jow air-
craft attitude. The pitch trim system is a sup-_
pleinent to the elevator control. It is also com-
pletely independent of elevator control
movement.

12-11. The system that we will discuss has
the horizontal stabilizer attached at the,top of
the -Vertical stabilizer. However, it would also
work if it were attachedlower. The rear spar of
the horizontal stabilizer is attached at h pivot
point. This point is shown in figure 48. A
jackscrew-type actuator is installed vertically
near the leading edge. The upper actuator at-
tach fitting is bolted to the forward spar of the
horizontal stabilizer. The lower attach fitting is
bolted to the forward spar of the vertical
stabilizer.

12-12. The pitch trim system is operated by
two completely independent drive systems. One
iS electromechanical and the other is
hydromechanical. These -are shown in figure

50

4 . 363
48. The electromechanical drive ugit is located
on the top of the actuator assembly. An electric
motor is used to drive it. The electric motor.
through a gear train, rotates the jackscrew..This
mechanism is used for minor changes:

12-13. The kydromechaniegal dve unit is
located-on the bottom of the actuator assembly.
A hydraulic motor is used for the drive unit.
The hydraulic motor, through a gear' train,
drives a rotating nut: The rotating nut cannot
move vertically. Therefore, as the riut rotates,
the jackscrew will move up or down, depending
on the direction of rotation. The hydraulic
drive is approximately five times faster than the
electric motor operation.

12-14. The hydraulic system consists of: the
hydraulic motor. flow control vallie. solenoid
shutoff °valve, filter. and a valve arm actuator.
Hydraulic pressure (see fig. 48). is supplied to
the valve arm actuator and through a filter to
the solenoid shutoff valve. The colenoid shutoff
valve is energized to the CLOSED position.
When the valve' is deenergized, it opens and
supplies fluid to the flow control valve. The
flow control valve can be operated
mechanically by the pitch trim lever in the
cockpit..The lever isconnected to the flow con-
trol valve by cables. The valve arm actuator is
mechanically conifected to the flow control
linkage at the same point. This actuator is elec-
trically activated by'the pitch trim switches on
the control wheel. This allows electrical
positioning of the flow control valve. Thus, the.
hydraulic pitch trim can be activated manually
and electrically.

12-15. When last operation of the pitch trim
system is desired. it is operated hydraulically.
For 'fine adjustment or autopilot control, the
system is driv,m electrically.

12-16. Hydraulic Slave.System. Hydraulic
slave systems are used on aircraft to reduce
weight. A'slave system is an independent system
used to..operate remotely locaged hydraulic
units energized by the main system. An example-
is the power brake contrOl valve. The control
valves-are located a great distance from the ,
pilot. With a master cylinder, the pilot remotely
Positions the power brake ;control valve. A
mhster cylinder slavyystein is shown in 1,igure
49.

12-17. Master cylinder B forces a small
volume of fluid under pressure to the slave
cylinder through a small line. As the piston in
the slave cylinder moves, it positions power
brake control valve A. The power brake con-
trol valve then directs system -pressure to brake
units C.

12-18. Now that we have finished the
miscellaneous systems, let us think back for a
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A. Power brake valve B. Master t;ylinder C. Brake unit

Figure 49. Master cylinder slave system.

moment to paragraph 11-4 which introduced
the differential-type follownp system. There,
you learned about the followup device in an
automatic position control system. You will
now have the opportunity to study the entire
system.

13. Hydraulic Steerini Mechanisms
and Controls

1 3-1. High performance aircraft with tricycle
al

A. Relief and check
arrangement valve

B. Steering indicator
C. Steering wheel
D Right ,. turn inlet port
: Steering aetuator

Figure Mi.

F. Interconnecting terminal
gears

6.: Torque link quick dis
connect

H. Left turn inlet port
J. Steering control valve

landing gear ordinarily have a uosewheel
steering mechanism. This type of steering has
many, advantages ovg, the older methods. The
older techniques were etr applying alternate
brakts or gunning ahem' engines. The older_
method of steering caused excessiye wear on the
"brake's anTtires. In multiengiti.eaircraft, gun-
ning opposite engines sometimes results in ext
cessive taxiing speeds. iplo,sewheel steering
eliminates this and reqtAres less attention or ef-
fort by the pilot.

13-2. There are three main types of steering
mechanisms: the rack and pinion actuator, ac-
tuating cylinders with a differential followup
system, and the steering damper type. This.last
type contains a unit which acts as a damper
when the steering mechanism is not in use.

'13-3. Rack-and-Pinion-Type Steering
Mechanism. This type of mechanism is
hydraulically operated artd- mechanically con-
trolled by cable rigging (see fig. 50). To get
kydraulic pressure to the actuator, the steering
switch niust be engased and the gearVafety swit-
ches compressed. With the steering switch
engaged, a shutoff valve (not shown) allows
fluid to flow to the steering control vilve
The steering control valve is rigged to the
pilot's steering wheel (C). It controls the system
pressure to the steering rack and pinion ac-

.tuator (E). As the pilot steers, the directional
control valve moves.from its neutral position.
Thii directs pressure to the proper side of the
actuator. It is an open center yalvethat is,
when in neutral it throughpasses fluid pressure
to the return line. The actuator then turns the
nosewheel through interconnating terminal
gear F. As the nosewheel turng, the followup
arrangement returns the control valve to its
neutral position. Excessive pressures in the
alternating lines (D and H) are prevented by A
relief and check valve arrangement (A). If the
steering switch is off, the aircraft may be towed
or taxied without hydraulic restriction in the
actuating cylinder. This can be done because of
the open-center throughpass construction in theft
control valve. As a safety precaution the torque
links should be disconnected during towing of
the aircraft. A quick-disconnect arrangement
(G) serves this purpose. Steering indicator B
tells 'the pilot the position of his nosewheel
while steering is engaged.

13-4. Steering Mechanism with Two op-
posing Actuating Cylinders. In figure 51, we
see that the two opposing cylinders (M) turn the
nosewheel in either direction. Directional
metering valve H directs pressure to the proper
cylinder, As you move steering handle D, dif-
ferential unit C moves. Through mechanical

Nosewbeel steering (rack and pinion actuator). .linkage, it positions metering valve H. Fluid

51
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A.
B.
C,
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.
J.
K:
L.

M.
N.
0.
P.

Followup system cmitrol 'cable
Pressure line
Differential unit
Steering handle
Emergency or bypass valve
Compensator
Return line
Metering valve
Shutoff valve (operated by oleo strut extenSion)
Swivel joint
Cimtering cam (stationary)
Actuating cylinder
entering emit (moves with orifice rod)
Orifice rod
Check valve

likFigure 51. Nos'. tl Steering (differential actuation).

then is metered out to one of the actuating
cylinders.

13-5. An orifice antorifice rod 0 play an
importagt part in the operation of the steering

,action. The orifice rod is cohnected to the bot-
tom of the strut interior. The rod moves up or
down with the lower part of the strut. When the
weight pf-the aircraft is on the gear,lhe orifice
rod extends through an orifice on the top of the
strut. There it strikes a reller which actuates the
nose geering shutofe valve .1, opening it% This
allows fluid from the pressure line B to flow'
through check valve P to metering valve H. An
emergency or bypass valve (E) allows hydraulic
fluid to flow freely from one actuating cylinder

to the other. This.valve is openedowhen the air-
craft is to be , towed. It 4; art be either mech
anically or electrically operated, depen-
aing upon the type of aircraft on which-it is in-
stalled. The Opening of the valve bypasses the
metering valve, thereby making the nosewheel

-steering system inoperative. *
13-6.' Centering cams L and N aline the

nosewheel fore and aft when the strut is fully
,extended.. This insuises propey alineinent for
retraction and also for landings. Figure 51
.shows the position Qf the centering cams when
the strut is extended. Upper canf-N is fastened
to the orifice rod; therefore, it m4es up and
down with it. The bottoin cam is fastened to the
strut; therefore, it does not move. When the
weight of the aircraft is placed on the gear, the
centering cams disengage. Swivel joints K act as
hinges lir the alternating lines when the gear is
retracted. k .

13-7. The differential, figure 52, also plays
an important part in the operation of the
steering. system. Movement of steering control
A (Rein D, fig. 51) rotates the top gear in dif-

ferential B (item C, fig. 51)..The bottom gear is
held stationary by the followup system control .

cable K (item A, fig. 51). The two 'Side gears
move around the bottom gear, causing motion
of differential actuating arm C. Movement of
the operating arm causes positioning of the
metering yalve E (item fig. 51). The
metering valve is h;ld jn a neutral position by
centering silting G when not in operation..
When' the metering valve is moved, fluid

S.
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.

K.

Steering control
Differential
Differential actuating arm
Line to actuating cylinders
Metering valve
Pressure line
Valve centering spring
Compensator
Return line
Foll6wup system control cable

Figure 52. Differential system;
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A. oleno4 shutoff valve Nosewheel steeling
El: witch (pushbutton ty,pe) . selector valve -
C. Nose gieload switch H. Obnpensator unit
D. P essurclI-ducing valve J. Actuating cylinder
E. S4t'eR hutoil valve K. Orifice 'Check valves
F. St .eting damper uMt I.. Internal bypass valve

M. Pressure-operated clutch
N. Inter6timect clutch

Nom:wheel steerMg(stccring damper actuation).Ute

pressui-e' is sent to the respective actuating
cylinder. Movement of the nosewheel in either
direction will rotate the orifice rod. This
movement rotates 'the bottom gear of the dif-
ferential through the followup system control
cable K: Rotation of the bottom gear moves ac-
tuating arm C, which returns the selector valve
to neutral.

13-8. The compensator H (item F. fig. 5 i ),is
a piston-type accumulator. It maintains a
minimum Amount of pressure for shimmy dam-
ping during taxiing when the selector valve is in
a neutral position. The other callouts in figures
51 and 52 are self-explanatory.

13-9.. Steering Damper Mechanism. This
system, shown in figure 53, provides steering of
the aircraft and shimmy damping actioll. The
system includes the steering damper unit (F), a

presitire-reducing waive ED), an interconnect
..;lutch (N), and two shutoff valves (A and E).
Normal system pressure is directed to the
solenoid-operated shutoff valve (A). This valve
opens only when the nose gear shock strut is
compressed and closes switch.C. Button B on
the pilot's control stick must also be ptessed to
complete the circuit to the solenoid.

1 3-10. VV.hr the solenoid-oPerated shutoff
valve is energized and open, hydraulic pressure
is directed to pressure-reducing valve D.
PressuN, alsoois directed to interconnect clutch
N. The clatch hydraulically..connects the rud-
der cable movements to the nosewheel steering
system. This allows steering motion to come
directly from' the rudder 'pe'dals. The clutch
disengages the rudder cables from the steering
systems when pressure is off the steer g system.

13-11. 'Pressure-reducing valve D, reduces
th e. system pressure to the operating pressure
for the steering damper unit. Fluid flows from
the pressure reducer to safety shutoff valve E.
The safety shutoff valve is mechanically opened
when the nose gear is down and the strut is
compressed. From the safety valve, fluid goes RS
damper unit F.

13-12. Steering damper unit is a com-
bination selector valve, actuating cylinder, and
shimmy datinper. A pressure-opgrated clutch
(M) engages the cable-operated pulley to the
selector valve through the followup Mechanism.
When pressure is directed to the steering unit,
clutch M engages and, at the same time, in-
ternal bypasg valve L closes. This bypass valve,
when closed, prevents free flow bf fluid from
one side of the actuating piston to the other.

-1 3-13: Movement of selector valve G sends
fluid through restrictor valves K to actuating
cylinder J, thus turning die nosewheel. As this
happens, the followup linkage repositions the
selector valve to (the neutral positieni The
repositioning of 4he selector valve to the
neutral pbsition stops any further turning of the
nosewheel. To turn it farther, the selector valve
must be repositioned again.

13-14. Compensator unit H maintains a
slight pressure in the steering unit when the
selector valve is in neutral. This pressure
prevents cavitation of the steering actuating
cylinder. This can happen when the nosewheel
is suddenly turned by.external shock lo,ads. The
compensator consists of a small spring-loaded
piston with a built-in relief valve set at about 75
psi. Another function of the compensator relief
valve is to prevent excessive pressure caused by

13
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thermal , expansion. When; the hitdraulic
pressure for sleering is released, clutch M
disengages and bypass.valve 1, opens. When this

' happens, the steering unit,'becomes a Shithmy
damper. Orifice check valves K prevent rapid

,shitnnty of the nose gear. They restrict the fluid
flow troth one side of 'tfre, ictuator cylinder to .
the other.

s,

a.
0

13-15. 'Electrical Followup-
Nose Wheel Steering. We have .

'learned that mechanitar-type follow-
lip systems operate through a sys-
tem of cables arid pulleys, or rigid
linkage,- and the 'differential-type
followup system uses a set of
opposed gears. Electrical follow.-
up is accomplished by varying the
voltage in the two potentiometers..

13-16. The input potentiometer
is located above the nose strut and
is operated by movement of the rud-
d,er pedal,. The followup potentiom-
eter is acated on the- steering
power unit and is operated when the
wheel turns.

a
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Aircraft Emergency Pneudraulic Systems

AIRCRAFT EMERGENCY hydraulic systems
on various aircraft operate different units.-
Emergency systems operate on.1)7 the essential
components needed foreniksion completion or

7safety. The methods used-1M. operate them vary
greatly; they depend on the aircraft's needs:
These systems can be pressurized. by hand
pumps. electrically driven pumps, and fluid or
air stored. under pressure. Working in Con-
junction with the emergency systems are syor-
ning devices=that inflicatF when the emergency
system ,should be used. We shall discuss these
different systems and show how they are used.

' 14. Emergency Flight Control Operation
14-1. Operation of the flight control% is

essential to flight. Effectiveioperation of flight
controls on sOthe aircraft is more critical, than"
on others; these *incorporate an emergency
hydraulic system for the flight "cOntrols. The
other aircraft rely upon mapuil override
operarion when the normal system fails. So that
You have an , understanding .6f,. emergency'
systems, we will first discuss the arrangement of
a basic electrically Operated emergency system.
Next. we will look, at a specific emergency
systein: the wing flap system. Finally, we will
examine the use of a backup hydraulic system
for emergencies.

14-2. Electrically Operated, 7.Emergency
System. Some aircraft use an eleCitrieally driven
emergency pump..,This pump usually has a
much smaller output volume than, die nOrrnal
engine-driven pump. It is not considered prac-
tical for ndrmal use. The primary purpose is to
operate eertain subsystems 'when the main
system fails. ,Its secondary purpose is for
ground testing the main system through line G.
shown in Figure 54. This figure shows the
direction of fluid flow through an emergency
system while it is in operation.

14-3. Notice the two reservoirs (D and E) in
this system Emergency pump C can draw fluid
from either reservoir, depending upon the
position of.ground test selector valve F. Figure

. .55

V.

. .

CHAPTE.12

7 .7

4

54 shows the ground test selecttir :,alve' in the
INFLIGHT position. The valve should be kept

this position a,t all times, except during
grountl testing. When the emergency pump is',
operated,,it wil6cIraw fluid Oom the emergency
reservoir Froffi the ptkvip, fluid goes to
emergency selector valve A/Then it goes to its
applicable subsystems through emergency
pressure line B. The pnly presgure-limiting

01. device in this case IS the small relief valve (H).
14-4. Figure 55 shows the system in ground

test, position and using the main system reser-,
voir (E). The groUndtest selector valve (FT in
figu,re 55 has been set .at tke GROUND TEST
position, 'Notice, alsO that \fluid idaving the
emeigency pump (C) cannot gd . through

'4;4

A. Emergency s'electol* valve
B. Emergency pressure line
C. Emergency systein pump
P. Emergency reservoir.
E. Main system reservoir
F. Ground test selector valve
G. Ground test line to normal system

pressure manifold
11. Relief valve.

Figure :54. Emergency system--emergency conditions.



A. Emergency selector valve,'
B. Emergency pressure line
C. Emergency 'system pump
D. Emergency reservoir
E. Main system reservoir
F. Ground test selector .valve
G. Ground test line to normal systein

pressure manifold
H. Relief valve

Figure 55. Emergency systemground 'test condition.

emergency selector valve A: Therefore, the
fluid leaving the emergency pump must go
through the ground test selector val4. Here it
enters the normal system pressure manifold line
(G). Ethergency selector valve A is positioned

.so that emergency pressure line Ells connected
to the emergency reservoir. This is called the
normal position of this valve. Should the fluid
in line B expand due to a thermal buildup. it
can expand into reservoir D. This also prevents
this thermal pressure from shifting the shuttle
valves to the emergency position. This is not
manted during normal operation.

14-5. Emergency Wing Flap System. The
system shown in figure 56 has only one pur-
pose. This is to provide hydraulic pressure for
operation of the wing flaps in case the main
system fails. Use of wing flaps is necessary for
safe landings.

14-6. In figure 56, main system pressure is
supplied to the flap system through pressure
inlet line M. Main system pressure goes through
filter L and control valve K before it goes to
motor 1.111e.check valves in the pressure lines
prevent fluid transfer to the emergency system.
Control valve K directs fluid through one of the
two alternating lines H to flap hydraulic motor
J. The direction of flow through the flap motor
(as determined by die control valve position)
governs the direction in which the flaps moves.

56

14-7. The motor rotates the drive gears,
which rotate the jaaserew and move, the flaps
(F). The hydrattlic motor's return fluid, goeS
through the control- valve. From the control
valve, the fluid goes to the electrically con-
trolled shuttle valve (D). During normal or
main system operation. shuttle valve D is
deenergized. Fluid flowingjrom .1-he control
valve is directed to main system rdurn line E.

14-8. When the normal systein.in figure 56
eleetrical power is applied to both

(0

9

A. Eniergency tlap reservoir
13. 'Relief valve
C. Emergency system return line
0: Electrically operated shuttle valve
E. Main system return line
F. Wing flap and jackscrew

G. Restrictor
H. Alternating line
J. Hap actuator thyaraulic motor)

K. Control valve .

L. Fitter
M. Main system pressure line
N..Check valve
O. Emergency system pressure line
P. Emergency system pump and punm inoyer

Figure 56. Emergency wing flap system.
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D. Alternate system inetering valve
E. Nor null system actuating piston
F. Common pistoll rod

Figure 57. Flight cOntrol pimer unit.

emergency puMp P and shuttle valve D. With
the emergency pump operating, fluid is drawn
from emergency-reservoir A. The pump sends it
to flap control valve K. . .

14-9. Notice check valve N in the normal
pressure line. It prevents emergency pressure
from escaping into the 'normal line. The
pressure-limiting device. during emergency
operation is relief valve B. After the control
valve is positioned and the flaps are moved, the
return fluid will seek a path to return. Shç
shuttle valve D is energized, the returning flui
is directed into emergency return line C. From
there. it flows back to the emergency reservoir.
Thus. no emergency fluid should be lost if both
systems are working properly. Restrictor G
limits the flow through motor J in both .direc-
tions.

14-10. Combination Normal and Alter-
nate System. Some models of aircraft have two
independent hydraulic systems to actuate the
flight controls. In such installations, the flight
controls are normally actuated by the "normal"
or "main" system. If the normal system fails.
then, the alternate system will automatically
assume control.

14-11. Figure 57 'shows a flight control
power unit which is'aCtuated by a dual system
such as described above. Unlike most
emergency systems, the alternate pressure does
not enter the normal actuator through a shuttle

valve. Both the normal and the alternate
systems have separate selector valves and ac-
tuating cylinders.

14-12.-In figure 57, notice that the two
metering valves (A . and D) are, positioneak
together. This is done by moving the controlN
stick which is attached to the positioning
mechanism (C). The cylinder arrangement is
such that both pistons B and E drive.the same
piston rod F. Through this arrangement, the
normal and alternate systems are kept com-

I independent.
-4 14-13. Now, with the help of figure 58, let us
sec when and how fluid enters the system. Item
A represents the control surface power unit,
illustrated in figure 57. Alternate pressure can
energize control surface power unit. A through
alternate system shutoff valve L. The atternate
system autbmatica14, provides the necessary
operating preSsurq ,when normal pressure is
below desired setting. Pressure switch C,
located in the normal system pressure line,
energizes the emergency system. Should normal
system pressure fail. pressure switch C would
close to cOmplete a circuit that mdkes the
ehangeover.

14-14. Let's see what happens when the nor-
mal system pressure drops, thereby causing
changeover switch C to close. Power for system
operation is supplied by bus E. From the bus,
current goes to the upper points of control
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A. Control surface unit
B. NormaksysteM bypass valvq
C. Normal system pressure switch
D. Emergemiy hydraulic control switch
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E. 24-volt bus H. Alternate system pump pressure switch
F. Alternate system pump avitch J. Red warinng light
G. Wire to alternate pump motor -K. Alternate system pressure switch

L. Alteimate system shutoff valve

Figure 58. Flight control hydraulic system electrial circuit.

switch D. Pressure switch C has closed and now
provides a path fa current flow back to the
lower points. From the lower points of control
switch D current goes through bypass valve
and on to grouncLthrough pressure switch K. If
pressure switch K is closed, it provides the
ground for the alternate system. Now, normal
.system bypass valve B is energized open. It
vents all remaining pressure in the normal
system to the normal return line. At the same
time, a circuit starting at closed switch C
energizes the red warning light J. It continues
on to open alternate system shutoff valve L.
The warning light has its own ground. Alter-
nate system shutoff valve L is also grounded
througlr4pressure switch K. Using pressure
switch K as the path to ground makes sure that
changeover cannot be made unless there is am-
ple pressure in the alternate system.,

14-15. Pressure switch H is used to regulate
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the pressure in the alternate system. It controls
the circuit to the alternate system pump motor
through alternate motor wire G.-Toggle' switch
F is normally closed during flight. It can be tur-
nid off at will.

14-16. Emergency hydraulic, control switch
provides for manual changeover at any time.

Let us assume that you wish to check the alter-
nate system to see if it is operating properly.
Pressure switch C Is normally open, so you
must in some way bypass this switch to perform
the test. This bypass must complete a circuit
around the open switch C. You can bypass it by
moving the lower toggle in the emergency
hydraulic control switch ,to the ALTERNAT,E
position.

14-17. With the toggle placed in the
ALTERNATE position, curreit flows from the
bus bar to- the upper. toggle. From the upper
toggle, it flows through the lower toggle, and
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Alternate system pressure ssi, itch
Alternate system shutoff valse

Figure 59. Flight control hydraulic systemnormal operation.

then to normal bypass valve B. As the bypass
valve opens.the normal system prnsure is dum-
ped into the return manifold. When the normal
system pressure drops low enough. pressure
switch C closes. This completes the circuit to
the light and the alternate system shutoff valve.
thus completing the changeover. To change
back to normal system, you must return the
lower toggle to its normal position. Then
momentarily raise the upper Coggle to the
RESET position. The RESET position merely
breaks the circuit to all of the electrical units.
This allows them to,spring back to their normal
closed position.

14-18. Figures 59 and 60 show the same
system as figure 58 but in more detail and com-
pleteness. Figure 59 shows the .position of all

^
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switches and valves while the normal system is
in' operation. Notice that pressure switch M.
which controls the alternate system pressure, is
open. This indicates that the alternate system
pump L is not running. Alternate system
pressure is available in the lines and 'ac-
cumulators N. If the alternate pressure should
deop off slightly, pressure switch tV1 would close
.and send current to pump motor L. When the
pressure aga'n buikls up to the desired value.
the contact through tbe presSure switch will be
broken. Th ough the'opening and clo.ing ot
this switch. alternate system pressure is main-
tained at a predeterminq setting.
switches and valves while the normal system is

14.-19. Pressure switch P remains closed
unless pressure drops so iow that it cannot
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manually operated switch
pump
pump pressure switch
selklisplacing accumulator

pressure switch
shutoff valve

Figure 60. Flight control hydraulic systemalternate, operation.

operate the control surfaces. Its primary pur-
pose is to prevent a changeover unless. there is
ample pressure in the alternate system. Pressure
switch H in the normal system is open because

.,,there is sufficient pressure in that system for
normal operation. Check valve G prevents
backflOW through pump F which would
motorize the pump. This could happen if excess
pressare built up in the normal system,pressure
lines.

14-20. Units included in ihe normal system
and which have not been mentioned in the
above discussion are: pressure gage B. relief
valve D. acCumulator E. pump F. and the nor-
Inal system reservoir. With the exception Of the
accumulator, these units operate the same in
this system as in any other hydraulic system.
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A

The emergenc r alternate systein also in-
cludes the sam units.

14-2 1 . Figure 60 shows the control surfaces
being operated by the alternate system. What
you have learned from figure 59 can be trans-
Terred to the operation shown in figure 60:
Notice that both normal system bypass Valve C
and alternate system shutoff valve Q are open.
This allows any fluid in' the normal system to
have a path to the return manifold. Also, it
provides a path for alternate system pressure to
the units. These valves are held in their
positions by electrical energy. If the electricity
should fail, the valves would spring closed.

The.hydraulk systems in some tishter
aircraft' do not depend on electriCai power for
emergency pump operation. Instead, the

,



emergency pump is operated by a ram-air-
driven turbine unit. This provides emergency
hydraulic power as long as the aircraft is air-
borne.

14-23. You have seen how the pilot can con-
tinue to fly his aircraft safely if a failure
develops in is flight control systems. However,
he may, hav ther equally serious problem.
What if his Ian ing gear fails to operate at the
end of his flight? What are the safety, provisions
for such an event? The next stttion will tell us.

IS. Landing. Gear Warning and
Emergency Operation

15-1. A landing gear warning system tells the
pilot the gear's position during or after a cycle.
When the system indicates an unsafe condition,
the pilot can resort to emergency operation. We
will first discuss the landing gear warning

--At system, then an emergency operation.

15-2. Landing Gear Warning Sytems. One
type of landing gear warning system uses three
green indicating lights for normal or safe con-
ditions. It uses one red light and warning horn
for unsafe conditions. One green indicating
light for each gear gloits when its gear is
DOWN and LOCKED. The"red warning light
glows whenever any gear is between the DOWN
or UP and LOCKED position. The indicating
lights are mounted on or near the pilot's in-
strumental panel. The red warning light usually
is an integral part of the landing gear control
knob. A warning horn is used together with the
lights to give the pilot an audible warning.

15-3. Now that you are familiar with the
tinits in the warning system, let's see how it
works. Let's start with what the pilot sees as he
starts to land. After slowing down to vihere the
slipstream will not do,,..structural damage, he
can lower the gear. Up, to this time, he strbuld
not have any warning light indication. He
places the landing gear control hapdle in the
DOWN position, and the gear begins to move
downward. During this time, the red light
glows, indicating that the gear is unsafe. As
each gear locks down, its corresponding green
light will come on. When all three of the green
lights are on, the red light automatically goes
off. The pilot then knows it is safe to land.

15-4. During takeoff, all three green lights
should be on and the red light off. Shortly after
takeoff, the pilot places the landing gear con-
trol in the UP position. As the first gear breaks
away from its DOWN and LOCKED position,
its corrcsponding green light will go off. The
red light now comes on. The red light will not
go off until the last gear is up and all the dom
are closed. If the-red light does not,go off, the
pilot knows that something is wrong; so, he will
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probably extend the gear, land the aircraft, and
look for the trouble.

15-5. Another type of warning system used
on many of our aircraft is similar to the one just
discussed. The main difference is in the landing
gear poSition indicators. The position in-
dicators are electrically operated units which
show a picture of the ear position. When any
gear is down and lock d, a picture of a wheel
appears in itS indicator indow. When any gear
is up and locked, the wor P aars in the
corresponding window. When any gear is
neither locked up nor down, a piture of a bar-
ber pole appears' in the window. A red warning
light is mounted in the landing gear control
handle. This light glows when the first wheel
well door is opened during extension. It toes
off when the last gear goes into DOWN and
LOCKED position. During retraction of the
gear, the red light 'glows when the first down
lock in unlatched. It will remain on until all
gear is up and the wheel well doors are closed.
A warning horn is also installed with this
system. It warns the pilot, should he forget to
lower the gear during landing procedures.

15-6. Landing Gear Emergency Systems.
As you know, some landing gears depend only
on the forc%i ;f gravity for emergency extension.
Others depon gravity plus hydraulic or air
pressure.

15-7. Generally, gravity is used only on
those gears whose fall is not hindered by the
slipstream. As an example, the gear may retract
and ektend sideways in relation to the
movement of the aircraft. During emergency
extension of this type of gear, the uplatches are
released by pulling an emergency release. One
word of caution about pulling emergency
releases, especially during ground testing of the
gear: Make sure you are pulling the correct
one; otherwise you might drop fuel tanks, or do
something else that wourd"--be very em-
barrassing, such as ejecting yourself.

15-8. Gear that extend forward into the slip-
stream normally use pressure for emergency ex-
tension. The hydraulic hand pump system, as
shown in figure 61, is one means of providing
this pressure. This system can also use hand
pump pressure for ground testing the normal
system equipment.

15-9. Notice that the hand pump (B) draws
fluid from the bottom of the main system reser-
voir (A). It gets the fluid from there-because the
emergency may result from a ruptured line in
the main system. In this-case, the main pump
drew out all the fluid above the standpipe. This
fluid may have been lost* through the broken
line. The fluid drawn from the reservoir by the
hand pump is pumped to emergency selector
valve D. The emergency selector valve has two
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A. Reservoir
B. fiuml pump
C: Return manifold

*

D. Emergency selector valve
E. 'Ground test line to normal systein pressure manifold
F. Emergency pressure line
G. Shuttle valve.
H. Landing gear Subsystem alternating line
J. Actuating cylinder

Figure 61. Hand pump sistem.

positions: GROUND TEST and EMER-
GENCY position. When the valve is in
the GROUND TEST positiOn, fluid is directed
to the normal system pressure manifold line. E;
at the same time, emergency pressure line F is
connected to return manifold C.

15-10. In the EMERGENCY position, fluid
is directed to landing gear "'actuating Cylinder
J, through emergency pressure line F. This
position also connects return manifold line C
to normal system pressure manifold line E.
Normal syStem-,p'resSure manifold lineZ is also
a part' of the nctirftiif:'S'YsteM pressure Manifold.
Therefore, a cheek.valve is incorporated in the
line. This check valve prevents system pressure
from interfering during hand pump operation.
This could happen while the eMergency selec-
tor vUlve is in the 'GROUND TEST position. It
also prevents lois of pressure through return

manifold line C when the valve is in
EMERGENCY position.

15-11. Before fluid can enter the actuating
cylinder, however, sufficient pressure must be
developed to shift shuttle valve G. The purpose
of the shUttle valve is to separate the emergency
system from normal system H. The shuttle valve
perMits the use of the normal actuating cylinder
for emergency operation of the gear.

15-12. For normal operatibn, the emergency
selector valve is kept in the GROUND TEST
position. This allows thermal expansion in the
emergency line to be relieved through the
return manifold. If it weren't, the thermal ex-
pansion of the trapped fluid cutild reposition
the 4huttle valve.

15-13. Our discussion so far*has been about
flight controls and landing gear. This will allow
us to control the aircraft in flight and extend
thagear for landing. One more important factor
remainsstopping the aircraft after landing,
The next section will deal with emergepcy
brakes.

16. Einergency Wheel Brake Systems
16-1. Aircraft need more than one way to

operate the wheel brakes. Considerable damage
can be done by, an aircraft running off the end
of the runway to brake failure. Many different
types of backup systems all used. SoMe are
referred to as emergency systems and others as
auxiliary systems. The method of operation can

" be by hydraulic pressure or air pressure.
16-2. Combination Normal and Auxiliary

Brake SystemS. Before we 'get into figure 62,
we need some background information. We
need to get the picture of the wheel and braking
system that we will use as an example. Figure
62 is a part of this system. There are two sets of
dual wheels located side by side under the for-
ward part of the fuselage. Two more sets are
located side by side toward the rear of the
fuselage. The froPt wheels are called the left
forward mains and the right forward mains.
The rear wheels are called the left rear and the
right rear mains.
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16-3. There are four brake systems used, one
for each set of dual wheels. The four systems
are alike except for the method of metering the
fluid to the brakes. The two forward wheel
systems use mechanically actuated metering
valves. The two rear systems use hydraulically
actuated slave metering valves. These receive'
their pressure signal from one or the other for-
ward metering valves. In order to explain ttis
system systematically, we shall first discuss one
of the forward main wheel systems. After this
we will see how all four systems are in-
terconnected with each other.
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A. Metered fluid pressure line (to left forward wheels)
B. Metered fluid pressure line (to rear wheels.)
C. Brake'metering valve (left (Orward)
D. Brake pedal
E. Brake metering %alve.'return line
F. Auxiliary hand pumpj
G. Auxiliary hand punigi inlet line
H. Pressure line from power source
I. .Brake system accumulator ,

X. Accumulatór air pre5sure gage
L. Antiskid valve return line

M. Antiskid valve
N. Restrietor vnlve

.0. Hydraulic fuse
P. Brake unit
Q. Brake unit
R. tow-pressure relief valve
S. Hydraulic fuse
T. Overboard drain
U. Restrictor valve
V. Antiskid valvie
W. Relief valve
X. Return line;

Figure 62. Brake system (left forward main).

16-4. For our first discussion, we will use
figure 62. The dotted line in the drawing:Means
this is only part of a larger drawing. lijklraulic
pressure ,enters hrOugh pressure inlet line H
for the brakes shown in figure 62. It charges ac-
cumulator J and pressurizes the line to brake
metering valve C. \Also instilled in this brake
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system is auxiliary hand pump F. The Omni)
drar its fluid supply from the main syStem
reservoir. It also supplies pressure to the left
for4rd brake metering valve C and e8 ac-
cumUlator J. Relief valve Wls installed in the
system to prevent excessive pressure during
hand pump operation. The check valve in
pressure inlet H insures that pump F's output
goes), only to the braki. ...

16-5. Ajr pressure gage_K is connected in the
pneuinatic line of theaccumulator. It indicates
handpump and system pressure any time the
hydraulic pressure goes above the air preload of
an accumulator. Left forward tnetering valve C
delNiers metered pressure to the two left for-
wardovheels. Pressure line A goes to the for-
ward4.brakes and B goes to the aft. The aft
brakeis are slave Operated. Pressure to the
brakes iS adjusfed by the mechanical linkage to
the Metering valve. Some brake units installed
on aircraft do not require' pressure in excess of
6002,ito .800 psi. Therefore, you adjust the
linkage ,so that full system pressure cannot
reac i the .brakes. Consult the aircraft TO for
the Oaximum psi setting. Pressure to the brakes
is directly proportional to pedal (D) force up-
pliecil.k To get inaxitnum brake pressure, the
pedaR must be fully depressed.

162b. When the pilot applies the brakes,
press*, it directed through pressure .lines .A
and B.iIf $ou follow pressdre line A. you will
come tO,alitiSkid valves M and V. From the an-
tiskid v,alv,?s, it is directed through reStrictors N
and (3;'1.hen.on through hydraulic fuses 0 and
S; and finally to the brake units P and Q. The
antiskid,fsystem is used on many of our aircraft
to preveitl wheel skid during braking operation.
It automatically eleases brake hydraulic
pressure. from' the w ndi g to skid. The
solenoid-Operated, antiskid valves, M and V,
are energiZed aml opened by electrically
operated sk id detectors. These are usually
mounted on the hub- of the landing gear wheels.

1647.- Restrictor valves N and U are installed
in each 'brake pressure line to dampen out any
pressureourges. Vigh pressure surges could
damage the brakes Of cause unintentional brake
locking.. Hydraulic fuses b and S are installed
in each brake pressure line to limit the loss of
hydraulic fluid.. Witficiut them, much fluid
could be lest by a broken line downstream.
Low-pressure relief valve-it is installed in tlittr
brake line between the hydraulic fuses and the
brake units. This yalve prevents damage to the
brakes from a sudden increase ,in hydraulic
pressure. The brake units are of the
hydraulically operated segmented rotor type.
callouts G,.L,.T, and X are self-explanatory.

16-8. We have now completed our ex-
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planation of the brake system' for the lek for-
ward main wheels of this aircraft. As previously
mentioned; there are four systems installed on
this aircraft: one for the left fOrward wheels and.
one 'for the right forward wheels; one for the
left rear wheels and 'one for the right rear
wheels: With the exception of the hand pump,
the two forward systems are identical. The only
difference in the fOrward and rear systems is the
metering valves. The rear systeMs use slave

7:4,

s 3/2
metering valves, while the front systems use
conventional metering valves. In the ,system are
other hydraulic units which .pre very important
in the operation of the brakes. These units are
used in the interconnection of the four systems
and are shown in figure 63.

16-9. The brake pedal cables in figure 63 are
mechanically connected. This is done by the
rod which connects cable quadrants A and F.
This allows either pedal to position both for-

,
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A., ight brake pedal cable quadrant H. Pressure line P. Shuttle valve
, Right forward metering .valve

C. lternute slave control valve K.
Antiskid return line
Metering valve return line R.

Shuttle valve
Right rear brake system

D. Hydratilic fuie L. Slave metering valve S. Pressure line
E. Left forward 'metering valve M. Pressure line T. Slave metering Valve
F. Lek brake pedal cable quadrant N. Antiskid return line U. Hydraulic fuse0: Auxiliar hand pump 0. Left rear brak'e system V. Pressure line

Figure b3, Complete hydraulic brake system.
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Right-hand metering valve
Air pressUre gage
Recharging valve
Hydraulic pressUre points (to skittle vid,ve)
Air pressure line to the left-hand brake assembly
Shuttle valves
Air bottle
Overboard outlet (air brake pressure release)
Left-hand metering valve

Figure,64. Air-operated brake system.

ward metering valves. The left forward
metering valve provides pressure for normal
operation of, the aft slave metering valves. The
fluid under pressure goes from metering valve
through fuse D. From there, it goes to alterna
slave, brake control valve C and positions it.
Now fluid from the right forward metering
valve B cannot pass through it. Fluid from the
left metering valve also goes on to shuttle
valves P and Q. It goes through the shuttle into
slave metering valves L and T to operate the

.brakes. Right Xorward brake Metering valve,h,
furnishes-pressure lior normal operatiwo uF the
right fin-ward brakes only. Should the normal
system. fail.., the right forward metering valyc
furnishes pressure fqr the two slave ineterMg
valves. This happens wheyeressure from valve
E cannot hold slave control valve C open. Then
the pressure from Metering- valve 1-3 goes
through alternate slave control valve C and
through fuse U. It then moVes .shuttle valves P
told Q Over to allow fluid from the altrnate

Ives L and, T. This in-
mum, of three sets of

alternate operation.
outS-44igure 63 are

system tO-ei ave
.. sures oper tion of a mn

'brakes in tither normal o
The retnainder-oT the cal
self-explanatory.

-16-10. You may e forgotten the internal
operation of some of the units inentioned -
above. If so. pick-up your Volume 2 and refresh
your. meimiry of brake components in Chapter
6 of that volume.

#16-11. AkaActuated Emt.n.gencyBrakt:s. A
number of aircraft tise compresSed air for
gmergency- operation. A- typical air-operated
&Ake -system is shown in figure 64. jhe Jut-
brake system consists. of air. bottle trgage 13.
metering valves A and J..and.shuttle valves 1-.
'The air bottle is-equipped with a special quick-
disconnect fitting. This enables the bottle to be
easily replaced wh n the °air charge is

nexhausted. The -bo- may also be recharged
through recharging valve lihe C. -The system is
charged to a'pressure given in the applicabk
TO. It is read on gage13 located in the pilot's
compartment. , ./ r
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16 12. During emergency operath.)n. air
pressure is routed' through metering valves A
and J to the shuttle valves F. Normally, the
shuttle valves are held against the air inlet port
by intern'al springs and hydraulic. pressure.
During airbrake application, the shuttle vifivr,
are forced against hydraulic pressure inlet ports
D. This prevents air .from cnterine I he-

hydraulic system. Action of air`pressorc within
the brakes .is similar to hydraulic . fluid ap-
plication; howeveR if the brakes are applied by
air pressure, you must bleed the brakes of air
before further flights. A complete ewlanation
Of the bleeding ahydraulic.brakes was given in
Volume 2. Section 22. Cahoots -F. and H are
self-explanatory.

.

16-13. By understandin& the intOrmation in
this volume, you should be..able to adapt it to
any aircraft that you work on. The principles of
hydraulics' and . basic system 6)nstructfott

e . ,reMain constant 1
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This workbook places ihe material& yOu need WI:Well:WI Oeid-thete while you
are studying. In it, you will eind the Chapter Review Exercises and their answers,
and the Volume Review Exercise. You tan .easily compare textual references
witli chapter exercise items without flipping pages back and forth in your text.
You will not misplace any one of these essential Study materials. You will have
a single reference pamphlet in the proper sequence for learning. -

Tkese devices in your workbook are autoinstructional aids. .They take, the
place of -the teacher who would be directing yoUr progress-if you were in a
classroom. The workbook puts these self-teachers into one booklet. If you will
follow the study plan given in "Your. Key to Career Development," which is

in your course packet, you will be leading yourself by easily learned steps to
mastery of your text.. .

If you have any questions which you cannot answer by referring to 'Your
Key to Career Development" or your course material, use ECI Form 17,
Student Request for Assistance," identify yourself and your inquiry fully and
send it to ECI.

Keep the rest of this workbook in Your f les. Do not return any other part of
it to Ea.

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE

Air University
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4
STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE

1. Use this Guide as a Study Aid. It emphasizes all impomnt study areas of this volume. Use
the Guide for review before you take the closed-book Course Examination.
2. Use the Guide for Follow-up after you cotnPlete the Course Examination. The CE results
will be sent to you on a postcard, which will indicate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory" comple-
tion. The card will list Guide Numbers relating to the items missed. Locate these numbers in the
Guide and draw a line under the Guide Number, topic, and reference. Review these areas toinsuie ydur mastery of the course. 0

Guide
Number

Guide Numbers 300 through 312

300 Introduction to Aircraft Familiarization;
Basic Laws of Energy and Matter;
Avodyjiamics; pages 1-8

301 Kircraft Construction and Identification;
Aircraft Types, Distinguishing
Characteristics, and Designators; pages 8-13

02 Introduction to Principles of Flectricity;
*- Electrical Fundamentals; pages 14-20

303 Circuitry Troubles; pages 20-24

304 Use of' the Vq1t-Ohm-MilliameterVOM) in
Locating Electrical Troubles; pages 24-27

305 Introduction to Pneudraulic Power System's;
Hydraulic Power Systems; pages 28-33

306 High-Pressure Pneumatic System; pages
33-37

Number

307 I n t ro du c t i on to Hydraulid Actuating
Systems; Nonautomatic Actuating Systems;
pages 38-43,

308 Automadc Position Contnal Systems; pages
-43-48

309 Miscellaneous Actuating Systems; pages
48-51

310 Hydraulic Steering Mechanisms and
Controls; pages 51-54

311 Intioduction to Aircraft Emergency
Pneudraulic Systems; Emergency Flight
Control Operation; pages 55-61

312 Landing Gear Warning and. Emergency
Operation; Emergency Wheel Brake Systems;
pages 61-65
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISiS

The following exercises are study aids. Write your answer's in pencil-in the spacepro4led after each exercise.
Immediately after completing each set of exercises, check your responses against .the answers for that set. Do

not submit your answers to Ea for grading.

CHAPTER 1

Objectives: To demonstrate knowledge of aircraft recognition and location of components; also, a
knowledge of the principles of flight and flight control.

1. What is kinetic energy? Give some examples. (1,-5)

2. What are the three states of matter? Give characteristics of each. (1-8-11)

a 4
3. ln measuring pressure with a manometer, a reading of 5 inches of mercury is equal to what?

(2-2)

4. What two factors determine air density? (2-5)

5. What is the effect of high altitude on the maneuverability of aircraft and on the speed of jet
aircraft? (2-6)

6. For an aircraft wing to create lift, which must be longer, the upper or the lower
camber? (2-12)

, .7. What are the four aerodynamic forces acting upOn an aircraft? (2-13)

8. On which surfaces of an aircraft wing are found the higher pressure and the lower pressure

during flight? (2-15)

9. Name the three axes around which an aircraft moves. (2-17)

2
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10. What ale the terms thee describe motion around the three axes of anaircraft? (2-17)

11. About which axis does the elevator rotate the aircraft? (2-20)

12. Which flight controls will a pilot normally use ailule making a turn? Why? (2-21,22)

13. What functions do elevoris serve? (2-26)

14. When the elevator trim tab is moved up, what change in flight attitude will the aircraft make?
(2-27)

15. Which control momentarily destroys part of the negative pressure pattern on a wing? (2-31)

16. What type of control assists in maintaining laminar flow across the wing arhigh angles of
attack? (2-35)

17. Which component is the main. supporting member of the wing? (3-3)

T8. Name the three basic designs of retractable landing gear. (3-4)

19. Give at least two characteristics that enable you to distinguish the following aircraft from each
other: B-52G and C-135B; F-104C and F-106A. (4-6-9)

=t

20. Explain the designation of each of the following aircraft: C-9A, RF-4C, B-52G, and KCI35A.
(4-10-15)

21. What is used for vertical, lateral, and horizontal reference to locate aircraft components? -

(4-17-21)



22. What are water lines on an aircraft? (4-20)

23. In what order are aircraft engines numbered? (4-21)

CHAPTER 2

Objectives: To show an understanding of the composition of atoms and the direction of current flow
by electron theory; to be. able to apply Ohm's law; and to show a knowledge of how to check elec-
trical circuits with -the use of a multimeter.

1. What are atoms ,cOMposed on (5-2)

2. In electricity, what do we call a substance with a large number of free electrons? (5-3)

3. What type of electrical current is used mostly in pneudraulic circuits? (5-7,8)

4. A battery can be related to which hydraulic unit? Why? (5-9)

5. What is.the common term used for electromotive force? (5-11)

6. What causes current to flow in ,an electrical circuit? (5-11; 7-7)

7. How do you fmd the total voltage drop in a series circuit that contains several resistive units?
(5-14,24)

8. WhIch direction does current flow under the electron theory concept? (5-16)
ss:

9. The current in a circuit is equal to the by the . (5-18,19)

4
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10. Name the three types of electrical circuits. (5-23)

11. How do you fmd the total resistance in a series circuit that contains several resistive units?
(5-24)

12. What is the main advantage of using parallel circuits? (5-26,27)

13. How does the total resistance in a parallel circuit compare with the resistance in the individual
paths? (5-26)

14. How are units wired into a series-parallel circuit? (5-29)

15. How are aircraft circuits usually wired? (5-31)

16. What determines the strength of the magnetic field in a solenoid? (5-32)

17. Which has the permanent fin* iron core, a relay or a solenoid? (5-32)

18., Define an open circuit. (6-3)

19. How do you find the voltage at a certain point in a circuit? (6-8)

20. What type of electrical trouble would cause a system to operate when the switch for another
independent system is closed? (6-11)

21. How would you check to see if a section of wiring is shorted to ground? (6-12)
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22. In the above question, what is the reading if there is a short? If there" is no short? (6-12,17,19)
-,.°4*N4

23. Give some indications of a grounded circuit. (6-16,17)

24. Give the indications of low-ioltage operation of an electric-motor-driven pump. (6-21)

25. What will the AN/PSM-6 VOM Measure? (7-2)

26. What is the purpose of adjusting the OHMS ADJ knob prior to using the multimeter? (7-2).

4

27. Where would one touch the multimeter leads to check the voltage across the coil of a solenoid?
(7-4)

28. In a circuit energized by a 24-volt battery, what will be the voltage drop across an open?
(7-10)

29. Explain the precautions that should be observed when connecting an ohmmeter to an electrical
circuit. (7-13)

30. What kind of a reading will a partial short give on an ohmmeter? (7-14)

CHAPTER 3

Objectives: To demonstrate the ability to describe the operation of hydraulic and pneumatie power
systems.

1. What type system has no gressure when its subsystems are not operating? (8-3,4)

2. How are selector valves arranged in an open center system? (804)
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3. Why is a regvlator of some sort required with the use of engine-griv n pumps? (8-5,6)

4. Why is an accumulator an impoitant unit in a closed-center system? (8-6)

S. Row are the selector valves arranged in a closed-center system? (8-7)

6. Why are line disconnect valves placed on the lines leading to and coming from the power pump?
(8-10)

7. What advantage is there in using two power pumps ini a hydraulic system? (8-10)

8. Referring to figure 27, what would be the effect on system operation if one of the pumps
failed? (8-11; Fig. 27)

9. What hydraulic unit in a closed-center system is not necessary when using a variable-volume
pump? (8-12)

10. What is the purpose of controllable check valves in a hydraulic system? (8-13,14)

."

11. What component regulates the output of the demand type variable volume pump? (8-13)

12. What is the function of a priority relief valve? (8-18)

13. What is the main conkructional difference between a balanced priority relief valve and a
conventional relief valve? (8-19-21)

14. Should the pressure regulator become inoperative, what unit would prevent excessive pressure
in the system? (8-22)

.7



15. In an el ctrically driven pump power section, how and when 'does tfe motor receive current?
(8-22)

,

16. What units usually are the connecting points between riniumatic and hydraulic systems? 9-4).

17. How are the air flasks in the high-pressure pneumatic systems charged? (9-5)

18. What is the primary purpose f the ,prioritr valve in the pneumatic system illustrated in figure
31? (9-5; Fig. 31)

19. Why are restrictors check valves placed in the inlet and- outlet parts of some pneumatic
. actuating cylinders? (9-7)

20. Refer to figure 31. After depressurization of the nonpriority air flasks (D) during a ground check,
it was determined that the left brake,tem was inoperative. What would be the most probable
cause? (9-9; Fig. 31)

= .

CHAPTER 4

Objectives: To show a knowledge of the construction of actuating cylinders and to explain the opera-
tion of different types of actuating systems.

1. In what type actuating system would a nonaiitomatic control system be used? (10-1)

\

2. Name three methods of sequencing. (10-3) \

I

3. Why must the operation of some actuating syst ms be .sequenced? (10-3)

4. \Dow is a system sequenced by the pressure method? (10-7)
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5. What components are used in electrically sequencirirthe operation of a hydraulic system? (10-10)

6. When a bomb-bay door opens, why must the jamb latches open before the center latches open?
(10-11)

7. In closing the bomb-bay doors, what two things must happen before the jamb latches can
operate? (10-11,12)

8. In the electrically sequenced landing gear system shown figiires 39 and 42, are the gear and
door control valves moved into or out of neutral by the electrical solenoids? (10-16-18; Figs. 39,42)

9. What provision is made to prevent landing gear 'retraction' hile the aircraft is on the ground?
(10-18)

10. What is the function of a followup system? (11-1)

-

H. What type of actuating subsystem would most likely use an auiomatic position control system?
(11-1)

12. What type of followup system uses a set of opposing gears? (11-4)

13. What is the function of hydraulic boost systems.? (11-8)

14. "What is the purpose of "load feel," and where is it used? (14-8,9)

15. What is the purpose of a control lock system? (12-2)

16. When the, control lock system is in the locked condition on the ground, does it prevent all
movement of the control surfaces? (12-5)

9
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17. What does the pitch trim system do and to what component? (1240)

18. -14 is the pitch trim system actuated? (12-12)

19. Where would a hydraulic slave system be used? (12-16)

20. Give a 'primary feature of the directional control valve of the rack-and-pinion type iteering
mechanism. (13-3)

2 . What is the reason for opening the bypass valve between the two actuating cylinders of a
nosewheel steering mechanism? (13-5)

22. Which unit in the steering -damper unit shown in figure 53 would be defective if the steering
unit operated while on jacks? (13-9; Fig.53)

23. What would be the most probable cause, in a nosewheel damper system, if the nosewheel
would turn in only one direction (13-14)

a.

CHAPTER 5

Objective: To demonstrate knowledge of emergency pneudraulic systems and to rexplain why emer-
gency systems are necessary.

1. What is a basic characteristic of pneudraulic emergency systems in general? (Intro.-1).

2. Do all aircraft have emergency hydraulic systems to use if the normal hydraulic system fails?
(14-1)

7.
3. What means can be used to supply emergency pressure? (14-2,22; 15-8; 16-11)

10
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4. Why ii the emergency selector valie left in the normal position in the system shown in figure55? (14-4; Fig. $5)

5. If the normal wing flap extension hydraulic system fails, what is the source of emergencypower to extend the flaps? (14-8)

6.. How is automatic changeover prevented in the system shuwn in figure 58 when there is insuf-ficient pressure in the alternate system? (14-14; Fig. 58)

7. In the flight control hydraulic iystem system shown in figure 59, what is Ihe purpose ofpressure switch P? (14-19; Fig. 59)

8: When will the green lights glow in a landing gear warning system? (15-2)

9. What does the red light indicate in a landing gear warning system? 15-2,5)

10. In emergency hydraulic syitems, why does the hand pump draw fluid from.the bottom of..the,/reservoir while the normal system power pump draws fluid from a stand pipe? 415-9)

11. Is full hydr;ulic system pressure aPplied to the aircraft brakes during braking? Why? (16-5,7)

12. What is the source of air pressure for air-actuated emergency braking? (16-11)
A 1.

13. What maintenance procedure must be performed whenever air has been used for emergency
fwake application? (16-12)

14. Why are shuttle valves used in hydraulic systems? (15-11; 16-12)

11
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER-RE 'VIEW EXERCISES

. ,CHAFTER 1

1,

zl. Energy due to motion. Moving car, aircraft in flight, wind, and flowing streim.

2. Solid, liquid, and gas. Solid has definite shape and definite volume. Liquid has definite volume
but no definite shape. Gas has no defmite.volume and no definite shape.

3. It is equal to the weight of 5 inches of mercury.

4. Temperatpre and pressure.

5. An aircraft s less maneuverable but flies faster for kgiven thrust.

6. The upper camber must be longer.

7. Lift, weight, thrust, and drag.

8. The higher pressure is 'on the lower surface and the lower pressure is on the upper surfac

9. The longitudinal axis, lateral. axis, and .vertical axis.

10. Roll, pitch, and yaw.

11. About the lateral axis.,

12. Rudder and ailerons. The rudder twits the aircraftdird the ailerons are used to bank the
aircraft to prevent sideslipping.

13. Both as ailerons and elevators.

14. Tab moves up and forces the elevator down, which raises the tail anAowers the nose ot the
aircraft (dives).

15. Spoilers.

16. Slots.

a, Spar.

18. Conventional, tricycle, and bicycle.

19. B-52G
High wing
Dual engine pods

C 135B
Low wing
Single engine pods

,
F 104C F 106A
Straight wings Delta wings
"'I" tail Squared off stabilizer

12 331i
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20. C-9A - Basic mission cargo, 9th model, 1st series.
. RF-4C -Modified mission of reconnaissance, basic mission fighter, 4th model, 3rd series.

B--52G - Bomber, model, 7th Series.
KC-r135A - Modified:to a tanker, basic cargo, model, 1st series.

21. Station numbers, buttock lines, and water lines.

22. They are lines which represent horizontal planes in the aircraft which are measured distances .
from a horizontal reference plane below the aircraft.

23. Numbered from left to right.

CHAPTER 2

.1. Electrons (negatively charged particles), protons (positively charged particles), and neutrons
(neutral particles).

2. A conductor; in general, metals and their alloys.

3. Direct current.

4. An acctimulator. The battery stores electrical energy (pressure), whereas the accomulator stores
hydraulic pressure.

5.

Current will flow any time there is a difference in voltage between two points.

7: You add the voltage drops of all the units or you read the voltage of the power source.

8. Negative to positive.

9. Voltage divided; resistance.

10. Series, paraffin, and series-parallel.

11. You add the resistances %all the units.

12. In a parallel circuit, when one unit burns out the other will still operate. In a series circuit,
when one unit burps out the others will not operate.

13. The total resistance of the entire ocircuit is less than the smallest resistance of any path.

14. Some units are in the series part of the circuit and others are' wired into parallel portions.

15. Aircraft circuits are usually one wire circuits with tile airframe acting as ground.

3 4
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6. iltOtiength'Ohlte magnetic field 'deFiends ,upcni*th-e number of turns of wire in the coil and
the amount of current passing through-it.

17. The relay.

18. An inOomplete circuit caused by an accidental break in the wire is called an° open circuit.
Any time we have an incomplete circuit, we have an "open" circuit.

19. Place the positive lead of a voltineter at the point and the ground lead "on the aircraft structure.

20. A short circUit, "short," or "shortened circuits." A short can be caused by two wires rubbing
together and breaking down the insulation.

:
21. Disconn ct both ends of the wire and place one ohmmeter lead on the wire and the other on

the airca'f structure.
oe*

22. The reading is a low resitance if there is a short and an infinity resistance if there is no
short.

23. When a positive lead is grounded, there will be little or no resistance, which will cause very
large currents to flow. Voltage will decrease to zero. Wires swill heat up because of the current .
flow, with a possiliflity of fire.

24. Low voltage would cause the motor to run slowly and also cause overheating.

25: The AN/PSM-6 is used to measure volts, amperes, and ohms.

26. To zero the pointer on the ohms scale, which will compensate for decrease in battery voltage
due. to age and use.

27. At each terminal of the coil.

28. 24 volts.

29. When an ohmmeter is used, the component under test must be disconnected from the circuit
or the electrical power must be turned off.

30. Somewhere between an infmity and a zero ohms reading.

CHAPTER 3

I. Open-center system.

2. In series with each other.

3. A constant load on the pump would wear it out quickly. The regulator takes the load off the
pump except at times of peak loads.

a.

0
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4, It stores fluid, under pressure for faster and smoother system operatkin and prevents the
regulator from operationg too frequently through minor system leakage.

a9

5. In parallel to each other.

6. To aid in,the removal of the' pump without excessive loss of fltlid, and for .test stand connection.

.$7;, A more steady :and rapid floW of fluid; also, if one of the puMps should fall, the remaining
pump keeps the syStem in operation. .

8. System would operate, but at a slower rale, and a check valve prevents motorizing the dead pump.
;

9. Pressure regulator.

10. They can be closed to isolate various sections..
H. The pump compensator.

12. It insures minimum pressure at all times in some part of the hydraulic system, whether or not
other parts of this system are in operation.

,

13. A balanced priority relief valve has a rod attached to the ball on the back side to eliminate
back pressure effect, whereas a conventional relief valve does not.. . w ,

,
14. System relief valve.

15. After the start switch is closed, thetmotor gets power whenever the system pressure switch
closes (because of4lowered pressure).

erg.,
16. Shuttle valves.

17. Either from a high-pressure air compressor or from a nitrogen cart.

A

18. To reserve air pressure for operating the ram-air turbine, drag chute, speed brakes, and landing
gear in the event air pressure in the nonpriority flasks' drops below a given point.

19: For snubbing, action and speed control.

20. The leaking check valve (K).

vb.

CHAPTER 4

I. In systems where full-throw operation is necessary.

2. Mechanical, electrical, and pressure.

3. To prevent some part of the system from interfering with the operation of other parts of the
system.

15
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4. By relief valves with successively higher settings.

5. Motor or solenoid controlled valves and microswitches.

6. If the "Center latches were-opened first, the doors would partly open and bind the jamb
latches.

7. The doors must close and the center latches must be latched before the jamb latches can
operate.

8. The gear and door control valves are moved out of neutral by electrical solenoids and into
neutral by hydraulic pressure.

9. A ground safety switch on the gear breaks and gear-up circuit while the aircraft is on the
ground.

10. It returns the selector valve to the neutral position when the desired travel has been readied.

I I. Control surface boost and nosewheel steering systems.

12. Differential type.
a

13. To facilitate pilot control of the flight controls.

14: It helps prevent overcontrol by giving the pilot an Indication of av force necessary to move
the controls. It is used in control surface boost systems.

15. Prevents damage due to fluttering of control surfaces while the aircraft is on the ground.

16. No, they can be
4

17. It raises or lowers the front edge of the horizontal stabilizer to change its angle of attack.
Thereby, it corrects for a nose high or low attitude.

18. By two independent actuators. One is electrical and the other is hydraulic.

19. On large aircraft to, operate isolated mechanisms, thereby saving weight in tubing, fittings,
and fluid.

20. A primary feature is an open-center type valve.

21. To let the nosewheel swivel freely during towing.

22. A broken spring in the safety shutoff valve (E).

23. A clogged orifice check valve.

16
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CHAPTER 5

I. They operate only those compoents essential far mission completion and safety; also, they
differ on every aircraft.

2. No, some require manual override by the pilot.

3. Hand pumps, ram-air turbine, electrically driven pumps, and air stored under pressure.

4. To prevent fluid expansion, due to temperature rise, from shifting the shuttle valves.

5. An electrically driven hydraulic pump and an emergency reservoir.

6. By using the alternate system pressure switch (K) as a ground for the alternate system shutoff
valve (L) and the normal system, bypass valve (B), there will not be a complete circuit.

7. To allow changeover to the alternate system only if it is pressurized sufficiently.

8. When each gear is down and locked, its green light will glow.

§. An unsafe condition in the landing gear system during extension or retraction.

10. In case there is a ruptured line the power pump cannot pump all the fluid in. the reservoir
overboard. The fluid below the standpipe inlet is reserved for emergency use, pressurized by
hand pump.

11. No, full system pressure would damage the brakes.

12. Compressed air bottles.

13. The mechanic must "bleed" the brakes before the next flight.

14. To separate emergency systems from normal systems.

17
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1.MA.TCH ANSWER 2.USE NUMBER 1 33SHEET TO THIS PENCIL.STOP EXERCISE NUM-
BER.

42152 03.25
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

Carefully read the following:

DO'S:

N.-

I. Check tbe "course." "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note of explanation.

Note that numerical sequence on answec sheet alternates across from column
to dblumn.

3. Use only medium sharp #1 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4. Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your

answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.

6. Keep Volume. Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.

7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments through your
unit frainer or OJT supervisor.
If wthifItarily enrolledstudent.sendquestionsorcomments--to EGIonECI
Form 17.

DON'TS:

I. .Don't use answer .sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review
.exercise.

Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. Don't fold. spindle, staple. tape. or mutilate he answer sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than wit a #1 black lead pencil.

NOTE: TEXT PAGE REFE'RENCES ARE USED ON THE VOLUME
REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the VRE
is the Text Page Number wheze the answer to that item can be located.
When answering the items on the VRE. refer to the Text Pages indicated
by these Numbers. The VRE results will be sent to you on a postcard
which will list the actual VRE items you missed. Go to the .VRE booklet
and locate the Text Page Nwnbers for the items missed. Go to the text and
carefully revie4the areas covered by these references. Review the, entire
VRE again before you take the closed-book Course Examination.
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Multiple Choice

Chapter 1

1. (001) The law of the conservation of energy states that energy can be

a. created only. c. either created or destroyed.
b. destroyed only. d. neither dreated nor destroyed.

2. (002) Matter having definite .shape and a definite volume should be classified as a

a. solid.
b. liquid.

3. (002) Matter in the liquid state has

a. a defmite shape and volume.
b. no defmite shape or volume.
c. a definite volume but no defmite shape.
d. no dermite volume but a definite shape.

c. gas.
d. semiliquid.

4. (002) A fixed volume of gas will exert a greater pressure when it is

a. cooled.
b. heated.

c. compressed.
d. subjected to moisture.

5. (003) The maximum amount of water vapor that the air can hold depends primarily on what
characteristic of the air?

a. Density.
b. Altitude.

5.

c. Composition.
d. Temperature.

6, (003) The reference line which runs straight through the airfoil and connects the farthermost
points of the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil is the

a. chord.
b. camber.

c. lateral axis.
d. vertical axis.

7. (003) If the lift of an aircraft is equivalent to its weight, theoretically, the aircraft should

a. climb slowly. c. fly erratically.
b. descend slowly. d. maintain a constant altitude.

8. (004-005) The motion of an aircraft about the longitudinal axis is called

a. yaw.
b. lift.

c. roll.
d. pitch.

9. (005) The flight control surfaces that ,ctrtrol the movement of an aircraft about the lateral
axis are the

a. slots.
b. rudders.

c. ailerons.
d. elevators.
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10. (006) The flight control surfaces that serve as two separate flight controls are_the

a.'elevons. c. wing flaps.
b. trim tabs cl. stabflators.

11. (007) The flight control surfaces that are deligned to compens'ate for load changes are the

't a. spoilers.
d. trim tabs.

12. (008) The aircraft slots are located on the

c. fixed tabs.
d. movable stabilizers.

a. leading edge of the wing. c. training edge of the elevator.
b. trailing edge of the wing. d. trailing edge of the ailerons.

13. (008) The main support members running fore and aft of the aircraft fuselage are called

a. formers.
b. stringers.

c. longerons.
d. bulkheads.

14. (008-009) The/main support members for the wings of an aircraft are the

a. ribs.
c. spars.

c. formers.
d., longerons.

15. (009-010) The wing dihedral is a distinguishing characteristic of an 'rcraft that describes the

a. sweepback of the wing.
b. up or down slant of a wing.
c. position of the wing is mounted in the fuselage.
d. ratio of the thickness of the wing to the cross-sectibnal area.

16. (009-011) When making a distinction between the different aircraft existing within a type,
the aircraft identifying designator that should be listed first is the

a. basic mission symbol.
b. status suffix symbol.

c. aircraft series symbol.
d. modified mission symbol.

17. (011) In the system of designation for all Department of Defense aircraft, an S mission symbol
designates that an aircraft- is of what type?

a. Research. c. Antisubmarine.
b. Search/Rescue. d. Special electronic. installation.

18. (013) When locating specific aircraft units, aircraft station numtiers are used to represent the
distance from station 0 in

a. inches.
b. feet.

c. yards.
d. meters.

21
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19. (014) Due to the small proportion of free electrons they contain, what substances may be used
as insulators?

a. Mica, silver, and rubber.
b. Mica, rubber, and copper.

c. Copper, bakelite, and glass.
d. Mica, bakellte, and plastics.

20. (016) When referring to an ac electrical circuit, a hertz is

a. %. cycle per second.
b. 1 cycle per second.

c. 151 cycles per second.
d. 2 cycles per second.

21. (016) Which unit in the aircraft hydraulic system serves the same function as a battery in an
electrical system?

a. Accumulator.
b. Relief valve.

c. Control valve.
d. Actuating unit.

22. (016) The pressure that forces free electrons through a conductor is called the electromotive
force or the

a. wattage. c. voltage.
b. amperage. d. resistance.

23. (016) An electrical current consists of electrons moving through a closed circuit from

a. positive to negative. c. positive to positive.
b. negative to positive. d. negative to negative.

24. (017) According to Ohm's law, the current in an electrical circuit that has a resistance of 12
ohms and a power supplY of 48 volts would be

a. 2 amperes.
b. 4 amperes.

c. 24 amkres.
d. 96 amperes.

25. (017) In a serics circuit, the total resistance will be

a. less than the largest resistor in the circuit.
b. the total of all the resistors in the circuit.
c. less than the smallest resistor in the circuit.
d. equal to the total current divided by the total voltage.

26. (018) An advantage of a parallel circuit over a series circuit is that-

a. the parallel circuit operates at a lower voltage than the series circuit.
b. the parallel circuit does not require as much current as the series circuit.
c. the parallel circuit provides an independent path for two or more electrical devices to operate.
d. if one device fails, the remaining portion of the parallel circuit will not operate.

22
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27. (018) The total current in a- parallel circuit is

a. equal to the psduet, of the current flowing through aI branches of the circuit.
b. equal to theCurrent flowing through the largest branci of the Circuit.
c. equal to the sum of the current flowing through all t1e branches of the circuit.
d. less than the smallest current through any branch of t e circuit.

28. (020) In aircraft wiring installations were connections from each piece of equipment are made
directly to the structure of the aircraft, the metallic parts lof the aircraft structure serve Is

\4'

c. power 1 ads.
d. the pare t circuit.

a. ground.
b. insulators.

29. (020) An open circuit is an electrical circuit in which

a. the path is broken.
b. an additional device is placed in the system.
c. the current flow is too high for voltage input.
el,. the voltage is not enough to overcome the current load.

30. (021) If a lamp won't light although a voltmeter indicates that there are 24 volts of power in
the lamp and 24 volts at the other side of the lamp, the mos probable cause is that'

a. the lamp is burned out.
b. a short occurred before the light.
c. an open occurred before the light.

an open occurrei in the ground wire.

31. (022) When a short develops in an electrical lead, circuit resistance

a. increases.
b. decreases.

32. (023) In a grounded circuit, there will be a

c. fluctuates.
d. stops all cuffent flow.

a. higher voltage flow through the circuit.
b. a higher current flow because of lower resistance.
c. higher current flow because of higher resistance.
d. greater number of ohms, in each unit or device.

33. (026` Refer to figure 23 of the text. When a multimeter is used to measure the voltage drop
across a 24-volt dc operated pump motor, the

a. reading is taken on the0-5 dc scale.
b. reading is taken on the 0-50 dc scale.
c. FUNCTION switch is set on D.C.V. and the RANGE switch is set on 24.
d. FUNCTION switch is set on either 1000 ohms-per-volt or 20,000 ohms-per-volt.

23
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34. (026) Refer to VRE Figure I. Assume that the warning light goes off when the cockpit switch
is closed, but ,the pump motor does not operate. If a voltmeter reads 24' volts when connected
between pin D and ground, pin J and ground, a,nd pin H and zround, you know that the

a. 20-ampere fuse is blown.
b. motor ground lead is open.

1 AMP :TOCKPIT,SWITCH

4.4"---M4A .11.71
WARNING LIGHT

24 VOLT
BUS

c. relay points are defective.
d. motor is.internally shorted.

D E

4
l =2;.;!:itAlp2_0

F G

"
24 VOLT

BUS

PUMP
MOTOR

Volume Review Exercise Figure 1
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35. (027) If there is an open lead in a circuit being checked for continuity, the ohmmeter will

a. not indicat .
b. indicate 0 ohms.

c. indicate Mfmity.
d.inclicitti below normal.

36. (027) If a relay is shorted out against the component housing, the reaaing on an ohmmeter
would indicate

a. infmity.
b. low resistance.

c. high resisIee.
d. no change in resistance.

Chapter 3

Ns,

aOk

37. (028) The maximum pressure buildup in an open-center system is limited by the

a. pump compensator. c. system relief valve.
b. pressure regulator. d. open-center selector valve.

38. (030) The advantage of a closed-center system over an open-center system is that the
closed-center system can

a. only be used on old type aircraft.
b. operate only one subsystem at a time.
c. operate two or more subsystems at a time.
d. keep the power pump unloaded at all times.
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39. (030) The unit used in a hydraulic system that equally divides the fluid between two units or

systems is a

a. 'shuttle valve. c. flow equapzer.
b. priority valve. d. constant flow valve.

40. (030-031) The use of two power pumps in a closakenter system results in

a., more even fluid flow.
b. greater possible pressure.
c. faster operation of all mechanisms.
d. the continuation of one pump to produce if the other pump fails.

41. (031) When'ime of the dual pumps in a closed-center system fails, the unit that prevents the
good pump from motorizing the failed pump is a

a. foot valve.
b. check valve.

c. shutoff valve.
d. compensator piston.

42. (031-032) In closed-center systems, as system pressure increases, the variable-volume pump

a. output decreases.
b. output increases.

c. output remains the same.
d. input drops to zero.,

43. (032) What unit in a hydraulic system is not necessary when using a variable-volume pump?

a. Reservoir. c. Selector valve.
b. Relief valve. d. Pressure regulator.

44. (032) The unit used to isolate various parts of the hydraulic system is a

a. relief ialve.
b. control valve.

45. (033) A balanced-type relief vat can

c. priority valve.
d. controllable check valye.

a. not be used as a system relief valve.
b. not eliminate back pressure iq the hydraulic system without changing pressure in the system.
c. give priority of operation tO a articular subsystem.
d. unload the engine-driven pump hen the systems are ;not being operated,'"

46. (036) An aircraft pneumatic systth i serviced by

a. an engine, compressor. c. a ground air compressor.
b. cabin pressurization. d. a pneumatic pump on the engine.

47. (033-036) Aircraft.peneumatic systems are primarily used as

a. normal systems. c. landing gear systems.
b. emergency systems. d. flight control systems.

04,
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48. (636-037) The drag brace accumulator pressure LS used for

a. brake operation.
b. regulating the rudder feel cylinder.
c. lowering the landing gear in an emergency.
d. starting the engine when an air cart is not available.

Chapter 4

49. (038) The selector valve in a nonautomatic hydraulic actuating system is controlled

a. by microswitches. c. by electrical sequencing.
b. mTnually by the operator. d. by mechanical sequencing.

50. (038) When the operation of various system units of a hydraulic actuating system must occur
in proper sequence, the control of the sequencing system is not applied

a. manually.
b. hydraulically.

c. electrically,
d. mechanically..

51. (039) I9 a pressure type sequencing, the type of valve that Li used to set up the sequencing
operation is a °

a. relief valve. ce pressure regulator.
b. pressure reducer. d. pressure control valve.

52. (040) A system that commonly uses electrical sequencing is the one that operates the

a. flaps a a c. pitch trim.
b. ailerons. d. cargo doors.

53. (041) Some aircraft landing gear systems have'a COMBAT position on the control lever to

a. insure that the landing gear stays retracted.
b. teduce the number of pressurized hydraulic lines.
c. keep pressure in the hydraulic lines for fast extension.
d. keep pressure off-the hydraulic lines so that the gear can 'free fall in an emergency.

54. (041) The safety feature used on a landing gear system that prevents accidental gear retraction
on the ground is

a. a gear handle safety pin.
b. that the warning horn and lighf will come on when the gear is up.
c. that the main gear safety switch breaks contact in the gear up circuit when the weight 04

the aircraft is on the 'landing gear.
d. that the steering valve must be deenergized before the gear handle can be placed in either

position.

26
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55. (042-043) Hydraulic actuating systems that may incorporate ,"load feel" are

a. landing gear and brake systems.
b. control surface boost and brake systems.
c. wing flaps and nosewheel steering systems.
d. control surface boost and landing gear systems.

56. (043-044) When an automatic position control system is incorporated into an acutating system,
the control system will

.

a. require followup. c. not require followup.
b. require load feel. d. not require load feel.

57. (043-044) The two most widely used followup mechanisms used on aircraft automatic position
control systems are the

a. mechanical type and the manual tyge.
b. mechanical type and the electrical type.
c. mechanical type and the differential type.
d. differential type and the electrical type.

58. (046-047) With a differnetial followup system, the followup action will catch up and neutralize
the selector valve when

a. mechanical input stops.
b. electrical input stops.
c. the actuators are at their extren es.
d. a countennechanical movement is exerted.

59. (047) In a closed-center boost system, the pilot gets load feel from

,

a. the reaction chamber pressure. .

b. air preload pressure in' the boost cylinder
c. a reaction to the pneumatic pressure applied. -
d. the mechanical linkage and by doing part of the work or moving the control surface.

60. (048) The purpose of the control lock system is to

a. prevent the linkage from moving during maintenance.
b. insure that surfaces are properly aligned for takeoff.
c. prevent control column movement during cable adjustments.
d. prevent flutteting of the control sfirfaces by gusts of wind on the ground.

61. (050) The control surface on which the pitch trim system is located is the

a. rudder.
b. ailerOn.

c. elevator.
d. horizontal stabilizer.

62. (050) When fine adjustment of the pitch trim system is desired, the system is operated

4

a. manually. c. electrically.
b. mechanically. d. hydraulically.
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63. (050) An advantage of a hydraulically operated slave system on aircraft is that it

a. reduces weight.
b. -gives -faster operation of the primary system.
c. reduces the mechanical advantage gained by the linkage.
d. will allow the slave system to operate should the primary system fail.

64. (051) A characteristic of sonie aircraft steering mechanisms, which does not describe nosewheel
steering on aircraft is that it

a..reductLyear on tires.
13., reduces taxiing speeds.

requires the pilot to use the brakes more.
d. requires less attention on the part of the pilot.

.45. (052) A bypass valve controlled either mechanically or electritally is installed in some nosewheel
steering systems to

a. allow the airciaft to be towed.
b. override steering control inflight.
c. bypass the filter if it becomes clogged.
d. allow pressure to go directly to the steering cylinders.

66. (053) The followup mechanism is used with nosewheel steering to

a. give the 'pilot "load feel."
b. permit the aircraft to be towed.
c. keep the nosewheel in the desired position.
d. return the nosewheel to the straight-forward position.

Chapter 5-

67. (055) In an electrically operated emergency system, °the pressure-limiting device is a pressure

a. switch.
b. regulator. d. reducing valve.

68. (055-056) The emergen lector valve in an emergency hydraulic system is set in the NORMAL
position to prevent

a. draining of the main reservoir.
b. fluid expansion from shifting the shuttle alves.
c. damage to the actuators due to thermal exp sion.
d. accidentally unlocking the landing gear while o ground.

c. relief valve.

28



69. (057)'Refer to figure 56 of the tex Check valve N installed in the pressure fine, will insure
that pressure during

a. normal operation will t get the control valve.
b. emergency operation will n s escape into/Alie normal system.
c. normal operation will riot escape into the emergency systeth.
cl. emergency operation will not get into the hydraulic motor.

70. (057-058) Refer to figure 58 of the text. If the normal system fails, the pressure switch that
the changeover to the alternate system cannot be made unless there is ample pressure in the
alternate system is presaire switch

a. C.
b. L.

c. H.
cL K.

71. (061) On a landing gear warning system, the red warning light in the landing gear control
handle glows when the gear

a. is UP and LOCKED., c. should be put into DOWN;
b. is DOWN and LOCKED. d. is between DOWN and LOCKED.

72. (061) Emergency extension of linding gears that extend into the slipstream is accomplished by
using

'a. a handiiank.
b. air pressure. d. hydraulic pressure.

73. (062) In landing gear emergency systems, shuttle valves are installed in the hydraulic system to
allow the

c. the force of gravity.

a. emergency reservoir to supply the normal system.
b. normal reservoir to suppY-the emergency system.
c. emergency actuating cylinders to function during ground test.
d. normal actuating cylinders to function during emergency operation.

74. (062) Aircraft emergency brakes may be operated by

a. air pressure or electricity.
b. hydraulic pressure or electricity.
c. air pressure or mechanical linkage.
d. hydraulic pressure or air pressure.

75. (063) When hydraulic pressure goes above air preload pressure, the air pressure gage on an
emergency brake accumulator will indicate

a. only preload pressure.
b. only hand pump pressure,
c. only system pressure.
d. hand pump and system pressure.
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PREFACE

-THIS FOURTH and final volume of Cpurse 42152, Aircraft Pneudraulic
Repairman, contains three chapters. The first chapter covers shop and .
aerospace ground equipment and discusses test stands, jacks, maintenance
stands, portable compressors, and ultrasonic cleaners. The second chapter
covers the use of hydraulic schematics on different types of systems. Chapter 3
finalizes the course with the coverage on supervision and training. Here you
learn about manning, supervisory respOnsibilities and training.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for preparing agenCy identification
only'.

If you have questions on the accuracy Or currency of the subject matter of this
text, or recommendations for its improverrient, send them to Tech Tng Cen
(TTOC), Chanute AFB, IL 61868.

.1f you have, questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of
ECI's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study Reference
Guides, Chapter Review Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course
Examination), consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as ap-
propriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFB AL
36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

a
This vblume is valued at 15 hours (5points).

Material in this volume is technically, accurate, adequate, and current as of
November 1971.
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Shop and Aerospace Ground Equipment

THE PNEUDRACLIC repairman performs
maintenance which requires the use of shop and
aerospace ground equipment. His duties in the
pneudraulic shop, for example, are to repair
hydraulic components. Before a component is
repaired, it must be cleaned. After it is
repaired, it must be tested. The test will tell us
if it is working correctly or if it needs farther
adjustment.

2. In order to perform these tests, the shop
must be equipped with the proper test stands
and testing devices. The equipment authorized
for a shop varies and usually depends on the
level of maintenance to be done in the shop. 4f
maintenance consists of only removal and
replacement of parts, little special test equip-
ment is needed. Where units are completely
overhauled, complex machines made to service
test the unils are needed.

3. There are also a rilmber of portable test
stands used by the hydraulic mechanic. He uses
them to pressurize and fill aircraft hydraulic
systems. Air compressors are required to
pressurize both high- and low-pressure
pneumatic systems' and units.

4. Other equipment you will often use is jacks
and maintenance stands. Someiimes you may
even have to help repair them. Jacks are used
mainly to raise aircraft for working on landing
gear and wheels or for making retraction tests.
Maintenance stands have hydraulic elevating,

gear to raisk.them. They are used- by main-.-
tenance men when wdrking on aircraft sections
they cannot reach frqm the ground.

5. The pneudraulic mechanic's use of
ultrasonic cleaners for cleaning wire mesh
filters has become standard. He also uses a hose
and fitting assembly machine to make .up his
hydraulic hoses.

6. To perform the duties of your speciaRy
you will use many kinds of shop and aerospace
ground equippient.*Isi,aturally, yo must know
how they w6rk. You must kno how to use
them correctly,, and you must now how to

1

CHAPTER 1

maintain them. This chapter will give you some
of the knowledge you need for these duties.

1. FICT-6 Hydraulic Coimponent Tester
I-I. An overall view of the HCT-6 is shown

in figure I. This nonportable hydraulic test
stand is standard equipment ill most
pneudraulic shops. The stand has five hydraulic
testing circuits to provide either dynamic or
static test of components. The limits on what
can be tested are determined by the range of the
tester system being used. Some examples of
Components that can be tested are actuating
cylinders, hand pumps, power pumps, and relief
valves. The appropriate technical order in-
dicates the type of test required. The hydraulic
systems of the HCT-6 supply fluid.at controlled

ye temperature, pressure, and flow rates to the
outlets. The power supply and control com-
ponents will be covered in the system which
they serve.

1-2. Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the
relatioaship between the main test circuits. The
reservoir is shown as supplying fluid to the five
hydraulic test circuits.

1-3. Internal High-Pressure Pump Cir.
cuit. This circuit consists of the usual supply
powerisource and regulating systems found in
any other hydraulic system. It supplies
hydraulic fluid at controlled pressures and
rates, of flow. It is sent to the component and
actuating test circuits for static and dynamic
testing of hydraulic units.

1-4. Suction supply circuit. The suction sup-
ply circuit provides the necessary fluid to the
five test circuits as shown in figure 2. This cir-
cuit, stores hydraulic fluid in the reservoir ( 1 ).
shown in the left-hand center portion of figure
3. (Sçe nomenclature in fig. 4.) A reservoir
fluid 1 vel sight gage (3) is located on the front
of the r ervoir. The reservoir is also equipped
with heat s-that will hold the fluid temperature
between 7 °F. and 170°F. You set the reservoir
heater cont ol switch (94) to the temperature
setting you want. The temperature will be

17
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Figure I. HCT-6 hydraulic component test stand.

shown on the temperature gage (95). These
heaters r ise the temperature from 60°F. to
100°F. ir 15 minutes with 25 gallons of fluid in
the reser.oir. A time compliance technical or-
der causell a reservoir level switch (110) to
bc, installed in the reservoir. This switch turns
off the heaters if the fluid drops below the 3/4
level. A reservoir heater switch (111) on the
control panel allows for manual operation of
the heaters. The reservoir has a rated capacity
of 25 gallons of fluid and can be pressurized
from 0 to 125 psi.

1-5. The reServoir receives its air pressure
from an external shop source. Pressurization
from the air pressure circuit is held between 3
and 125 psi by the air pressure regulator (90).
A reservoir pressure selector va
the operator either .to pressuri
reservoir to the atmosphere.
within the reservoir is indicate

ve (92) allows
e or vent the
Tç pressure
on the 0- to

I 60 -ps i reservoir pressure gage (91). The gage

2

is equipped with a gage shutoff valve (91A) and
a test port (9IB). The relief valve (93) installgd
in the pressure line is set at 125 psi. It prevents
the pressure from exceeding the rated working
pressure of the reservoir.

1-6. Fluid from the reservoir ( I ) passes
through a shutoff valve (5) and a suction line
filter (6) where foreign particles are removed.
The filter relief valve (18) is set at 50 psi. The
filter element is bypassed by the fluid in the
event it becomes clogged. The schematic shows
the bypass valve as being -a separate unit;

.. however, it is an integral part of the filter
housing. The filter pressure switch (7) will light
a lamp on the panel whenever the filter
becomes clogged. Thi's switch is not factory set
and is to be adjusted in accordance with base
SOPs. The air bleed valve (17) is installed at the
highest point in the suction circuit to vent it of
air. The low suction pressure switch (8)stops
the pump motor whenever a vacuum develops

36o
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RESERVOIR
RETURN CIRCUIT

V SUCTION CIRCUIT

..1 tNTERNAL HIGH PRESSURE
PUMP CIRCUIT

COMPONENT
TEST CIRCUIT

ACTUATOR CYLINDER
7EST CiRCUD

FOOT PUiCIRCUIT

AIR PUMP CIRCUIT

PUMP TEST CIRCUIT

SIATIC TEST CIRCUIT

HIGH PRESSURE
TEST CIRCUIT

Figure 2. Main test circuits.

in the suction circuit. It is set to open when the
pressure drops to 7 inches of Hg (tnercury)..

1-7. Power pressure circuit. The first unit in
this circuit is the variable-volume, pressure-
compensated, piston-type pump (9). It is driven
by an electric motor rated at 30 hp, but can
develop up to 50 hp. This pump has a rated
capacity of 15"Pgpm at 3000 psi or 10 gpm at
5000 psi. Fluid is drawn from the reservoir and
delivered under pressure to the pressure
manifold. A volume control (10) and a pressure
compensator (I I) permit setting the pump to
meet testing requirements. The check valve (12)
installed downstream of the pump prevents ex-
cessive back pressures from hurting the pump.
After flow passes the check valve, the fluid is
directed to the test stand relief valve(13). This
valve can be adjusted from 500 to 5000 psi to
limit maximum system operating pressure. The
valve should be adjusted from 200 to 400 psi
higher than maximum test pressure. Never ad-
just below 500 psi, as damage to its seals may
result. The solenoid-operated bypass valve (14)
is installed in the system so that it can be
depressurized. This is done by moving a toggle
switch on the control panel. This valve is also
operated by the pressure switch (72) that is in-
stalled in the pump test circuit.

1-8. Component Test Circuit. This circuit is
schematically shown in the center right-hand
portion of figure 3. Basically, it consists of a
pressure manifold and two return lines. In-
corporated in the pressure manifold is a 0- to
6000-psi test pressure gage (19). It records the
system pressure for both the Component and
cylinder test circuits. The gage shutoff valve
(19A) isolates the gage from the hydraulic
system during calibration and service. The test
p4,ct (19B) allows the gage to be calibrated
without removing it from the stand. (Every gage
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on this stand is eouipped with a shutoff valve
and test port; all shutoff valves are kept in the
OPEN position during normal operation.)
Downstream of the pressure gage- is a 200-
cubic-inch accumulator (20). This unit absorbs
pressure surges and pump pulsations. The ac-
cumulator shutoff valve (21) is used to_ isolate
the accumulator from the circuit. A check valve
(108) is installed downstream of the sensing
element in the flowmeter outlet line. This is to
prevent damage to the flowmeter when the
solenoid.bypass valve (14) is operated. The ac-
cumulator (20) should be charged with
nitrogen to 1500 psi through the accumlator

'charging circUit. It consists of a charging valve
(23), pressure gage (22). gage shutoff valve
(22A). and the gage test port (22B). From the
accumulator the fluid under pressure is direc-
ted to the component test circuit outlets (25 or
27)'through their respective shutoff valves (24
and 26). These valves, are pressure-balanced
spool-type units. This allows them to be
operated against 3000 psi as easily as against 0
psi. Flow through the component test circuit
return inlets (28 or 30) is controlled by their
respective return shutoff valves (29 and 31).
You will notice in the schematic that return
inlet (30) sends the return flow thiough the
flowmeter (33). If it is unnecessary to measure
the return flow, use return inlet (28). It is
connected directly to the reservior (1) and
bypasses the flowmeter (33). Because the return
circuit is a complex circuit in itself, it will be
covered separately later.

1-9. Cylinder Test Circuit. This circuit is
also pressurized by the internal high-pressure
pump circuit. Opening the shutoff valve (37)
shoWn in.figure 3 directs fluid to the open cen-
ter selector valve (38). It, in turn, directs fluid
to the CYL 1 position outlet (39) or to the
CYL 2 position outlet (40). Note: When using
the cylinder arcuit selector vakve ( ), close
the shutoff valve (37) before haging the
position of the selector valve. The third
position, FLOWMETER RETURN, is the neu-
tr al position of this open center
selector valve (38). This position connects
the internal high-pressure pump circuit
to the flowmeters (33) in the .return circuit.
The FLOWMETER RETURN position, in
turn, blocks the CYL I and CYL 2 outlets (39
and 40). The selector valve must be in this
position when you adjust the volume output of
the stand. A check valve (12) is installed in the
return line d6wnstream of the selector valve to
prevent a reverse flow.

1-10. Pump Test Circuit. This circuit is
used to test engine driven pumps. The pump
test circuit is sthematically shown in the lower
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right-hand portion of figure 3. The pump suc-
tion port is connected to the appropriate outlet
(64). Fluid supply to the pump is controlled
by a pump test inlet pressure regulator (62).
This is a pilot-operated relief-valve type of
pressure regulator. The pump test inlet pressure
regulator will maintain the set pressure as speed
aigl flow are varied. This preventsidamage to
the pump under-4 test by either high or low
supply pressure.

1- I 1. A suction flow indicator (63) gives the
operator a visual indication of flow to the pump
inlet. The pressure port of the pump is con-
nected to the pump test pressure return inlet
(70). The pump output pressure is indicated on

the 0- to 6000-psi gage (71). As the pressure in
the pump test circuit return line rises above 125
psi, the pressure switch (72) closes. The switch
energizes the bypass valve (14) to the OPEN
position. This causes the fluid that is being
pumped by the internal high-pressure pump (9)
to be bypassed into the return circuit. Thereby,
a minimum of power is required for turning the
pump. Keep in mind that the high-pressure
pump (9) is driven by the same electric motor
that drives the pump test pad. However, this
reduction in power is necessary only when the
pump test pad is rotated in a counterclockwise
direction. This is also the normal direction of
rotation of the internal high-pressure pump (9).
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1. Reservoir
2. Reservoir Fill
3. Reser'. Voir Level Sight Gage
4. Reservoir Drain Valve
5. Reservoir Shut Off Valve
8. Suction Filter
7. Differential Pressure Switch
8. Low Pressure Suction Switch
9. High Pressure Pump

10. Volume Control
11. Pressure ComAnsation

Control
12. Check Valve
13. Stand Pressure Relief Valve
14. Solenoid Bypass Valve
15. Return Filter
16. Heat Exchanger
17. Air Bleed Valve
18. Filtei- Relief Valve
19. Component Test Pressure

Gage
19A. Gage Shut Off Valve
198. Test Port
20. Accumulator
21. Accumulator Shut Off Valve
22. Accumulator Charging

Pressure Gage
22A. Gage Shut Off Valve
22B. Test Pori
23. Accumulator Charging Valve
24. Component 1 Outlet Shut Off

Valve
25. Component 1 Outlet
26. Component 2 Cutlet Shut Off

Valve
27. Component 2 Outlet
28. Component 1 Return
29. Component 1 Return Shut Off

Valve
30. Component
31. Component

Valve
Flowmdter32.

33. Flowmeter
34. Flowmeter Relief Valve
35. Flowmetir Relief Flow

Indicator .

6. Check Valve
37. dylinder Circuit Shut Off

Valve
38. Cylinder Circuit Selector

Valve

2 Return
2 Return Shut Off

Range Selector

39. Cylinder 1 Oalet
40. Cylinder 2 Outlet
41. Foot Pump
42. Bypass Valve
43. Relief Valve
44. Foot Pump Manifold Shut

Off Valve
45. Foot Pump Pressure Gage
45A. Gage Shut Off Valve
45B. Test Port
48. Foot Pump Outlet Shut Off

Valve
47. Foot Pump Pressure Outlet
48. Suction Outlet Shut Off Valve
49. Suction Cutlet
50. Leakage Tank Inlet
51. Vdakage Tank
52. Drain Cock
53. Air Pump Pressure Regulator
54. Air Gage
55. Lubricator
56. Air Driven Pump
57. Muffler
58. Air Pump Pressure Gage
58A. Air Pump Gage Shut Off

Valve
59. Air Pump Outlet Vent Strut

Off Valve
60. Air Pump Outlet Shut Off

Valve
61. Air Pump Outlet
62. Pump Test Inlet Pressure

Regulator
63. Suction Flow Indicator
84. Pump Test Suction Outlet
65. Pump Test Suction Manom-

eter Shut Off Valve
68. Manometer
87. Float Check Valve
68. Pump Test Suction Test

Port Shut Off Valve
69. Manometer Outlet
70. Pump Test Pressure Return
71. PumpTest Pressure Gage
71A. Gage Shut Off Valve
71B. Test Port
72. Pressure Switch
73. Relief Valve
74. Pump Test Throttling Valve
75. Scavenge Flowmeter Inlet
76. Scavenge Flowmeter Shut

Off Valve

Figure 4. Legend of callouts for figure 3.

When rotated in a clockwise direction, the
bypass valve (14) will still be energized to the
OPEN position by the pressure switch (72). No
fluid will be circulated becausuhe direction of
rotation is opposite to the norinal rotation of
the internal high-pressure pump (9). Notice in
figure 3 that the pump return 'circuit is protec-
ted from excessive pressures by the pump test
relief valve (73). This relief valve can be ad-

justed (same as the internal high-pressure pump
circuit relief valve) from 500 to 5000 psi. The
pump test throttling valve (74) allows the
operator to regulate the pressure in the pump
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77. Scavenge Flowmeter
78. Check Valve
79. Test Pad Pressure Outlet
80. Teat Pad Pressure

Selector Valve
81. Test Pad Vacuum Gage
81A. Gage Shut Off Valve
81 Teat Port
82. Vacuum Regulator )

B.

83. Vacuum Pump
84. Test Pad Pressure Gage
84A. Gage Shut Off Valve
84B. Test Port
85. Test Pad Pressure

Regulator
86. Air Inlet Pressure Gage
86A. Gage Shut Off Valve
8613. Test Port
87. Air Filter
88. Air Inlet Shut Off Valve
89. Air Inlet
90. Reservoir Pressure

Regulator (Air)
91: Reservoir Pressure Gage
91A. Gage Shut Off Valve
91B. Test Port
92. Reservoir Pressure

Selector Valve
93. Reservoir Relief Valve
94. Reservoir Heater Control
95. Reservoir Temperature

Gage
96. Fluid Temperature Con-

troller
97. Temperature Controller Air

Pressure Regulator
98. Temperature Controller

Valve
99. Strainer

100. Water Shut Off Valve
101. Water Inlet
102. Water Outlet
103. Accessory Pressure Gage
103A. Gage Shut Off Valve
104. Accessory Gage Port -
105. Strainer
106. Sink Drain Shut Off Valve
107. Drain Pan Valve
108. Check Valve
109. Return Line Relief Valve
110. Reservoir Level Switch
111. Reservoir Heater Switch

test circuit. He does this by restricting the fluid
flow to the return. From here the fluid flow is
directed into the return circuit. This circuit will
bevovered at a later time.

1-12. The scavenge flowmeter circuit is
basically a portion of the return circuit. The
scavenge cicuit is primarily used together with
the pump test circuit. This circuit is shown in
the upper right-hand portion of figure 3. It
meaiures the fluid from the case drain port of
the pump under test to check for internal
leakage. The pimp case drain port is connected
to the scavenge flowmeter inlet (75). The-fluid



flow is controlled by the scavenge flowmeter
shutoff valve (76). This valve also regulates the
case pressure of the pump under test by restrict-
ing fluid flow. From here the fluid is directed
to the scavenge flowmeter (77) which has a
capacity of 0.14 to 1.5 gpm. Connect the pump
case drain port to the component test return
circuit inlet (30) if the flow is greater than 1.5
gpm. This will allow the pump case drain line
flow to be directed to the larger flowmeter (33)
used in this circuit. A check valve (78) is in-
stalled downstream of the scavenge flowmeter
(77) to prevent reverse flow because of reser-
voir pressurization.

1:13. foot Pump Test Circuit. This cir-
cuit allows the operator yo perform static tests
on components with pressures up to 6000 psi.
The foot'pump. (41), is a single-suction single-
action type of pump. It supplies fluid under
pressure to the foot pump circuit pressure
manifold. The relief valve (43) is installed to
protect .the system from possible over-
pressurization. It is factory set at 6000 psi and
is not adjustable. A footpump bypass valve
(42) is also installed to allow depressurization
upon completion of testing. The footpump
pressure can be directed to the component and
actuator test circuits by opening the shutoff
valve (44). The internal high-pressure pump
will pressurize the footpump circuit if shutoff
valve (44) is left open. The pressure in this cir-
cuit is indicated on the footpump pressure gage
(45). Pressure is then directed to the foot pump
outlet shutoff valve (46). This valve controls
the flow to pressure outlet (47), which is con-
nected to the component being tested.

1-14. The outlet (47) can be used to prime
and bleed comporients by using ,reservoir
pressurization. With the component connected
to the outlet (47), open theibypass ,valve (42)
and the shutoff valve (46). This allows teservoir
pressurizationlo produce a fluid flow to the
component being prprimed or bled. In other in-
stances, this outlet (47) is used to measure the
return or back pressures of many components
being tested. For example, when testing a hand
pump for proper operation, the suction port is
connected to suction outlet (49). Place the suc-
tion outlet shutoff valve (48) to the OPEN
position. The pressure port of the hand pump is
connected to the footpump pressure outlet (47).
This allows the footpump pressure gage (45) to
indicate the pressure developed by the hand
pump. The gage shutoff valve (45A) and the
pressure outlet Shutoff valve (46) must be in
OPEN position during operations.

1-15. The footpump circuit may also be
used to perform a leakage test on various com-
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ponents. The nonpressurized side of the unit
being tested is connected to the leakage tank
(51) through the inlet (50). The leakage tank
(51) has a sight gage that indicates leakage from
5cc to 400cc, and 1 to 24 cubic-inches. This
tank is vented to prevent it from becoming
pressurized and can be drained by opening the
drain valve (52).

1-16. High-Pisure Air Pump Circuit.
This circuitis schematically shown as being
located just above the pump test suction circuit.
It is used to perform static tests on hydraulic
components at extremely high pressures. The
air-operated pump circuit is capable of
generating 25,000-psi hydraulic pressure when
supplied 'with 100-psi air pressure.

1-17. 'Filtered air is supplied from the shop's
air source. Pressure regulator (53) contro1s the
output pressure of the air pump (56) and is ad-
justable from 0 to 100 psi. The pressUre gage
(54) indicates the air pressure applied. The
lubricator (55), located between the pump air
inlet and regulator provides lubrication for the
air pump (56). It is serviced, with 30-weight
engine oil. The air pump is a differential)
piston-type unit having a ratio of 250 to 1. The
exhaust port of the pump is also equipped with

. a muffler (57) to deaden the noise. of the
exhaust.

1-18. The air pump pressure gage (58) in-
dicates the output pressure of the pump from 0
to 25,000 psi. The gage is connected to a gage
shutoff valve (58A) and outlet vent shutoff
valve (59). The outleit vent shutoff valve is used
to release the pressure from the high- pressure
test circuit. The flow from the high-pressure
circuit is directed through shutoff valve (60)
and air pump outlet (61) to which the com-
ponent being tested is connected. The circuit
uses a very small volume of fluid. When
pressure is released, the fluid is dumped into
the sink tfay.

1-19. The high-pressure air pump circuit
outlet (61) can also be used to prime and bleed
units. This is done by using only reservoir
pressurization to produce a fluid flow.

1-20. Manometer Circuit. This circuit is
schematically located immediately above the
pump test suction circuit. The manometer cir-
cuit is primarily used in conjuction with the
pump test. It measures the inlet pressure or
vacuum to the hydraulic pump under test.
However, it can also be used independently to
measure the vacuum of vacuum putps.

1-21. The first unit in the manometer circuit
is the pump test manometer shutoff valve (65).
This valve allows the operator to isolate the cir-
cuit whenever desired. An air bleed valve (17)
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is installed ifiv the manometer inlet line to
remove air from this part of the circuit. The 30-
inch U-type manometer (66) is half filled with
mercury. It is direct reading and is calibrated
from 0 to 30 inches Hg. Either pressure or
vacuum can be measured with the manometer
(66). A float-type check valve (67) is installed

c_pa vents 30 inches Hg. It also serves a_ceedsin the manometer outlet. It prevents the mer-
cu from being blown out if the pressure ex-

during normal operation.
1-22. The pump under test will generally be

, connected to the pump test outlet (64). The perature.
,

inlet flow will be controlled by the pump test . 1-27 ;Temperature Control Circuit. Thiinlet pressure regulator (62). Whenever the cir- I circuit 'is schematically shown in the upper leftcult is used independently, the component will atr, hand corner of figure 3. The temperature con
trol circuit is designed to maintain the fluid at a
constant temperature of 100° F. to 180° F. Thi
is done by cooling bhe fluid with the .heat ex
changer (16) or heating the fluid with the
heaters in the reservoir.

1-28. The fluid temeerature controller (96
is a pneumatic -indicating-type assembly. It is
equipped with two air pressure gages and a tem-
perature gage. This temperature gage is con-
nected to the return line sensing element. It in-
dicates the temperature of the fluid passing
through the return ciretlit. The in-Put gage (left)
indicates the inpitt..air.pressure, which is nor-
mally main tained at 20' psi, controlled by the
air pressure regulator (97). The output gage
(right) indicates the amount of air prdsure ap-
plied to the diaphragm of the air-operated
shutoff valve (98). Shutoff valve (98) controls
the flow of cooling water to the heat exchanger
( I 6).

1-29. Water for the heat exchanger enters the
test stand through the inlet provided (101).
Water inlet valve (100) is used to turn the water
on and off. This valve should always be open
except when maintenance is being performed
on the stand. The water flows through water
pump (99), which is equipped with a removable
60/80 wire mesh screen and,a drain plug. The
water then flows through the heat exchanger
(16) and back out of the test stand through the
outlet (102). The capacity of the water supply
to the stand must be 15 to 20 gallons per
minute. ,

light on the control panel to illuminate. The
bleed valve (17) allows entrapped air to be bled
from the return circuit. Since the filter is not
equipped with an internal bypass, a" relief valve
(109) is installed. The relief valve is set at 50
psi.

1-26. Before entering the reservoir, the fluid
passes through a heat exchanger (16). It is a
'water-cooled shell-and-tube type. The fluid
passes through the heat exchanger and is cooled
by the flow of cooling water. The temperature
control circuit maintains the desired tem-

be connected to the manometer outlet (69). The
manometer outlet shutoff valve (68) controls
flow to the manometer. The manometer should
be isolated from the circuit anytime the suction
pressure of the pump under test is greater than
30 inches Hg.'This prevents damage since the
manometer is only rated to 30 inches Hg.

1-23. Return Circuit. This circuit provides
a path for 'return flow back t6 the reservoir
from all the test stand circuits. It is equipped
with associated valves that will clean, cool, and
measure the return fluid, Any of the six return
outlets shown in the upper right-hand portion
of figure 3 can be used. The return fluid can be
measured in the flowmeter (33) excePt when
the flow is directed through the component No.
I return inlet (28). Notice that this inlet is con-
nected to the downstream side of the flowmeter
(33).

1-24. The flowmeter (33) is actually two
flowmeters in one housing. The smaller
flowmeter of the dual unit has a range of 0.4 to
4 gpm. The larger has a "range of 2.5 to 25 gpm.
Fluid flow can be directed through either,
flowmeter by positioning the range .selector
valve (32) properly. As a safety precaution,
always position this valve to the larger volume
setting when shutting down the test stand. The
two flowmeters. are protected against excessive
pressures by the flowmeter relief valve (34). It
is set to relieve at 120 psi. The relief valve flow
indicator (35) enables the operator to see when
the relief valve opens. Check valve (36)
prevents reverse flow resulting from reservoir
pressurization. This line is connected directly
to the reservoir.

1-25. Notice that downstream of the
flowmeter, a sensing element measures the tem-
perature of the fluid. From here the fluid is
directed to the return line filter (15) that
removes any foreign matter. The filter is equip-
ped wit'h a differential pressure switch (7).
'Anytime the filter' becomes clogged, it causes a

1-30. Air Pressure Circuit. This circuit is
schematically shown in the left-hand portion of
figure 3.. The air pressure circuit supplies shop
air to the four pressure regulators built into the
test stand. Shop air should always be at least 90
psi.

1-31. Air at shop pressure enters the stand
through inlet (89), flows through a shutoff
valve (88), filter (87), and four pressure
regulators. The air pressure at this point will be



shown on the air inlet pressdre gage (86).
Notice that this gage, like an other gages on the
stand, is equipped with's shutoff Valve (86A)
and a test port (86B).

1-32. The reservoir pressure regulators, air
pump pressure ° regulators, and temperature
controller prasure regulators have ,been
covered. So they need no ftirther explanation.
The fourth air pressure regulator is the test Pad
pressure regulator (85). It is schetrtatically
shown in the lower left-hand corner of figure 3.
The opefator adjusts it to the pressure
prescribed for-Alie pump undergoing the shaft
seal test. Th-pressure is indicated on the test
pad pressure gage (84). From here the air
pressure is directed to the .test pad selector
valve (80). This valve allows the operator to
connect the test pad outlet (79) to pressure,
vacuum, or atmosphere.

1-33. Vavuum. Circuit. This circuit is
schematitally shown just below the air pressure
circuit. The vacuum circuit is used when testing
the pump shaft seal. Vacuum pressure is
generated by a rotary-type vacuum pump (83).
This pump can generate 27 inches of Hg
vacuum. It is equipped with an automatic oiler
that is serviced with 30-weiglit engine oil.
Vacuum pressure is applied to the test pad
outlet (79) through the VACUUM position of
the test pad selector valve (80). The level of
vacuum pressure in this circuit is controlled by
the position of the vacuum regulator (82).
When this valve is opened, atmosphere can en-
ter the system, thus reducing the level of
vaaium. The vacuum pressure is shown on the
test pad vacuum gage (81) which reads from O.
to 30 inches of Hg vacuum.

I -34. Accessories. In the upper left center of
figure 3. you mill find an accessory pressure
gage (103). The gage can be used te measure
the case pressure of pumps or the back pressure
of units being tested. It can show the pressure at
any point that the operator chooses to connect
it to. He uses the accessory gage port (104) as
the connection point. The gage shutoff valve
(103A) must be open before the gage registers.

1 -35. The lower right-hand portion of figure
3 schematically shows a test stand sink and a
test stand drain pan. A perforated sink pan is
located above-the test stand sink. This allows
tht operator to drain all the fluid from the
components whew the testing has been com-

a... pleted. All of the fluid drained into the sink is
directed back to the reservoir through the
strainer (105) and the shutoff valve (106). The
sink Outlet sump is equipped with a metal
screen filter. The drain pan, with two drain
valves ,(107), is located in the bottom of the test
stand. It catches any fluid that is spilled or
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drained while maintenance is being performed.
on the stand.

1-36. Operating Instructions. You should
have little difficulty- in operating the HCT-6
test machine. KnoWing the various test circuits
is a great asset in using the Machine. Therefore,
We shall use the machine's schematic diagram
(fig.3) during our discussion of its operation.
Also, this will give you a better understanding
of why the various valves, etc., are being tur-
n.ed. Bear in, mind that there are various
procedures that can be used when operating the
machine. The procedure used depends
primarily ono wh'at,-types of units are going to be
tested. Thus, we shall make our discussion on
the operation of the test machine as simple as
possible.

0

1-37. Setting up the lest machine. When you
test a unit, one of yourfirseconcerns is to select
the proper connecting hose or tubing. The hase
used must be able .to withstand the pressure
used- during the testing operation. Otherwise,
you might find yourself cleaning up hydraulic
fluid that sprajted on the ceiling and walls of
the shop. When all of the hookups have been
made and the machine -has been checked for
irregularities, you are ready to set it up. First,
open all gage shutoff valves and the cylinder
circuit shutoff valve. Open the reservoir shutoff.
valve (5). the water shutoff valve (100), and the
air inlet shutoff valve (88). All other valves on
the instrument panel should be closed. Position
the actuating cylinder test circuit selector valve
(38) to the FLOWMETER RETURN position:
Set the flownieter range selector (32) to the 2.5
to 25 gprn position. This will allow the 114W,,
output of the high-pressure pump (4) -to be
directed to the reiervoir through the tThwrneter
(33). This will be necessary when yOu adjust the
volume output later on. Using the air pressure
circuit, .pressurize the reservoir (1) to 25 psi:
then, depressurize the reservOir and check the
fluid level. The purpose of this operation is to
insure that all lines are completely filled with
fluid. After this has been done. repressurize the
reservoir to 60 psi. You are now ready to start
the machine.

1-38. Starting. At this point, close the main
circuit breaker and turn on the master switch.
Now turn on the 30-volt-dc power circuit and
insure that a 27.5-volt minimum is available.
Place the control switch for the solenoid-
operated bypass valve (14) in the OPEN
position. This insures that the high-pressure
pump (9) will start under a no-load condition.
Usirig the counterclockwise button, start and
stop the high-pressure pump and check
rotation. Turn on the reservoir heater switch
(Ill ) and check to see if the green light on the
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control panel lights. Return the switch to the
OFF position and set the thermostatic heater
control (94) to 70° F. Adjust the fluid tem-
perature controller (96) to the desired tem-
perature. Reposition the control switch for th
solenoid-operated bypass valve (14) to the OF
position:

1-39. Start the pump and open the bleed
valves (1.7) on both filters, and bleed the system
of all air. After this is dnone, adjust the high-
pressure pump volume control (10) to the
volume required. Next, adjust the test stand
relief valve (13). To do this, turn the pressure
compensator control (11) all the way in. Then
close the cylinder test circuit shutoff valve (37).
Now adjust the relief valve (13) from 200 to
400 psi higher than the pressure required for
the unit being tested. Readjust the compensator
control (11) to the test pressure required for
the unit being tested. Open the.actuating cylin-
der test circuit shutoff valve (37). This
dep'ressurizes the pressure manifold so that the
operator can connect the compeonent to be
tested. 'You are now ready to perform the
various tests that are required. If you desire ad-
ditional information on the HCT-6, refer to
Technical Order 33A2-2-35-l.

2. Portable Hydraulic Test Stands

2-1. To Insure proper operation of hydraulic
systems you must be _able to test entire systems.
You also be able to test operation of each in-
dividual unit while it is in the system. It would
be ideal to test them under actual flight con-
ditions. But, the closest we can come to this is
to test them on the aircraft itself itself while on
the ground. To do this, we use a portable
'hydraulic test stand. We call it a test stand
because with it we can make operational tests of
the aircraft systems and components. It replaces
the engine-driven pumps as the source of
hydraulic pressure and volume.

2-2. If you are working where there is elec-
tric power, you will probably use an electrically
driven stand. Where there is no electric power',
you must use a gasoline engine-driven test
stand. Numerous portable test stands are
produced, but we'll discuss only the ones in
most coihmon use today. They are of the MK
and MJ series. These two types are generally
identical except for their power souice. The
MK series is driven by an electric motor while
the MJ series is driven by a gasoline engine.
Dash numbers after the MK and MJ denote suc-
cessive models. We will cover the MK-3 in this
section. We will not cover an MJ series unit
because the operation of its test stand portion is
no different from' that of the MK series.
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2 . General Construction of the MK-3
S and. The MK-3 is a portable, multisystem,
electric motor-driven unit. It is designed to
supply hydraulic pressure where electric power
is available. This test stand is capable of testing
hydraulic systems that operate at pressures up
to 6000 psi. It is connected directly into the
aircraft hydraulic system, which it supplies with
both fluid pressure and volume. This allows the
°system to be pressurized and operated in a
simulated flight condition. Your test results can
be checked against instructions contained in
the aircraft TO.

2-4 The MK-3 portable test siand is. shown
in figure 5. The stand scovered by -a weather-
proof steel cabinet bolted to a trailer. Hinged
doors in the cabinet provide 'access to the
various components. The trailer assembly con-
sists of four wheels with pneumatic tires and
coil springs. A hinged tow bar and steering
assembly is attached to the frbat ,wheels: A
mechanical *king brake operated by a single
control provides brake application on two rear
wheels. Power operation of all systems is
provided by s electric motors. Two motors
drive the main em pumps. Two more drive
the test system boost pumps and cooling fans.
Another drives the fill-and-bleed system
pumps, and the last motor drives the sit. com-
pressor. Electrical power dor these motors
comes from one central point. The electrical
requirements are 2,20-400 volts, 3-phase, 60-
Hertz. 'here are two identical, independently
opera&d hydraulic systems. There are two
auxiliary single systems, the fill-bleed an air
systems.

2-5. Principles of Operation.-Study figure
6 and the nomenclature in figure 7. You will
see that from the reservoir (1) down, there are
duplicate hydraulic systems. They are the two
independent systems we mentioned in the last
paragraph. They may be used to make an air-
craft operational check. They can also serve to
fill or flush the aircraft system. The two systems
may be operated together or separately. They-
can operate using test stand fluid or fluid from
the aircraft reservoir. For high-flow tests the
two systems are manifolded together.

2-6 For an aircraft check the following flows
and procedures occur. Boost pump (6) draws
fluid from either the stand reseivior (1) or the
aircraft system. The positions of the reservior
selector valve (28) determines, the source. The
boost .pump delivers boost pressure to the main
pump (13) through filter (5). The main pump
delivers fluid to the aircraft through check
valve (14). From the check valve it passes
through the high pressure filter (20) and the
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Figure 5. MK-3 'dual -systcni hydraulic test stand.

needle-type flow control valve (21).
2-7. Three relief valves provide protection.

They are the thermal relief valve (49), boost
(lines) relief valve (9), and high-pressure (lines)
relief valve (18). Needle-type dump valve (16) is
used to manually relieve system pressure to
return.

2-8 The main pump (13) is equipped with a
volume control and a compensator control.

2-9. The compound gage (8) is equipped
with a gage selector valve (7) and a calibration .

outlet (44); High-pressure gage ( I 7) has a gage
dampener (15), a needle-type shutoff valve
(16), and a calibration outlet (44).

2-10. The Fahrenheit (temperature) gage
(12) and the thermoswitch (11) attached to a
manifold (10), give fluid temperature in-
dication. The cooler bypass selector valve (24)
and the oil cooler (25) provide temperature
control. The cooler bypass selector valve
provides control of-fluid temperatum The ther-
moswitch ( II) sounds a warning horn-f fluid
temperature goes too high. Pressure sw*h (50)
measures boost pump pressure. It shuts down
the system if the pressure to the main pump (13)
drops below 90 psig.

2-11. Check valve (27) bypasses boost pump
(6 to prefill the book system. Differential
.pressure switch (19) can energize a filter in-
dicator pilot light. It does this if the high-
pressure filter (20) should clog. The manifold

10
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selector vark (23') is used to combine or
se,parate the two test systems. The sight tubes
(22) are used to check, for air blibbles in the
fluid returning from the aircraft.

2-12. Fill and bleed system. The single till
and bleed system is used to fill, flush, and bleed
the aircraft system. When the pushbutton on the
filling valve (3) is depressed. the valve opens
and a built-in switch closes. Fill pump (30)
starts and delivers fluid from the reservoir
through the check- valve (31) and. filter (32)67
The fill system pressure gage (33) measures
pressure drop across filter (32) as well as fill
system delivery pressure. The fill system relief
valve (2) limits maximum pressure. Fluid flows
on towards the aircraft through the test system
return.line. When combination bleed valve and
sight tube (4) is depressed, a line from test
system filter (5) to reservoir ( I ) is opened.

2-13. Air system. This system pressurizes the
test stand reser/oir and provides compressed
air to the aircraft. Compressor (34) delivers
pressure to the air receiver (47). The air
unloader valve (48) will unload the air pump
when system pressure is achieved. Compressor
pressure also loes on to the compressor air
Pressure regulator (35). From there it goes to
either air outlet port (43) or to the reservoir air
pressure regulator (39). The reduceil pressure
flowspon to the reseryoir pressure dump valve
(40). From there it can be dumped through vent
filter (41) or sent on into reservoir (1 ). Relief
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1. Reservoir 27,

2. -Fill System Relief Valve 28.

3. Filling Valve 29.

4. Bleed Valve 30.

'5. Suction Filter 31.

6. Boost Pump 32.

7. Gage Selector Valve 33.

8. Com-pound Gage 34.

9. Boost Relief Valve 35.

ID. Manifold 36.

.11. Thermosiditch 37.

12. Fahrenheit Gage 38.

13. Plain Pump -39.

14. Check Valve ., 40.

15. Pulsatipn-DampeAr, 41.

10. Gage Shutoff Valve 42.

17. High Pressure Gage- 43.

18. High Pressure Relief Valve 44.

19. Differential Pressure Switch 45.

261 Pressure Filter 46.

21. Flow Control Valve 47.

22. .Sight Tube 48.

,23. Manifold Valve

24. Cooler Bypass Valve

25. Cooler

26. Dump Valve

Check Valve

Reservoir Selector Valve

Reservoir Level Gage

Fill Pump.

Check Valve

Fill System Filter

Fill .System Pressure Gagt4

Compressor

Compressor Pressure Regulator

Reservoir Air Pressure-Gage

Relief Valve

Relief Valve

Reservoir Pressure Regulator

Reservoir Pressure Dump Valve

Vent Filter.

Air Shutoff Valve

Compressed Air.Outlet

Gage Test Outlet

Reservoir Drain Valve

Static Test Port

Air,Receiver

Unloader ValvO

9. Thermal Relief Valve

50. Pressure Switch

51. Air Outlet Pressure Gage

Figure 7. Legend of callouts for figure 6.
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valves (37 "and 38) limit the pressure to the
stand reservoir. Reservoir pressure is read on
its gage (36):

2-14. Preliminary adjustments. Refer to

figures 8 and 9. Before you connect the test
stand to the aircraft,make the following check.
Make sure that the stand is wired for the same
vottage as the power tource, and that all circuit
breakers are on. Cognect the electric plug to
power source; if corrrectly phased, tight in-

& dicator lights will come on. Check reservoir for
minimum of 20 gallons. Set gage shutoff valves
(10) one-fourth turn from fully closed position
to protect from surges during starting. Turn

.gage selector valves (4) to filter inlet position
and compensator controls (9) at approximately
the midway position. Close both flow control
valves (15), and relief valves (12) at fufi in

posigion,' Dump 'valves' (16) both should be set
at one-half turn froth fully closed. This
prevents rapid pressure buildup. Adjust volume
controls (7) to desired as showned on in-
dicators (8'). Set reservoir selector (item 28 in
fig. 6) to ship reservoir position and reservoir
pressure dump valve (21) to, vent. Compressor
pressure regulator (18) should be opened_ half-
way. Open both fill system relief valves (1). to
help protect from pressure 'buildup in siali

14 )5 23 10 11 3 2

position. Now valve/are all in pogition so that
the stand can be used to set.up test.pressure on
fill system.

2-15. The stand should be bled before iris
connected to the aircraft. To do this depress
No.I system fill valve (2) and adjust No. I fill
system relief lialve (1) to I 50 psig. The pressure
is indicated by a red pointer on the fill system
pressure drop gage (17). Continue to depress
filling valve until 50 to 100 psig is indicated on
the compound gage (5). To allow air from the
system to return to stand reservoir, depress
No.1 system bleed valve (3). To bleed No. 2

system, follow the same instructions as for
No. I:The stand is pow ready for testing the
aircraft system.

2-16. Pre-start. Place both reervoir selector
valves (item 28 in fig. 6) in stand reservoir
position. Place reservoir pressure dump valve
(21) to pressurized position. Pla'ce gage selector
valve (4) in ,filter outlet position. Adjust reser-
voir pressure regulator (20) to obtain 20 'psig
and adjust-compressor regulator (18) to obtain
70 -psig..Next, open both flow control valves
(13). Press button on pump motor witch (26)

on No. I system until 90 psig is indicated on
compound gage (5). If t,ith systems will be
operated, allow at least I minute.delay befOre
starting second system. This will insure that

24 i8 25 19. 20 21 3 1-1- 23 -
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Fill System Relief,Valve

2. Filling Val*(ppthbutton Valve
and Switch) .

Bleed Valve (Valve and Sight Gage)

%

15.

16.

.17.

18.

Cooler Bypass Valve

Dump Valve

Fill System Press Drop Gage

Compressor Ti.ess Regulator4. Gage Selector Valve
1.

19. Reservoir Air Pressure GageS. Compound.Gage

20. Reservoir Pressure Regulator6. Fahrenheit Gage (Temperature)

21. Reservoir Pressure Dump Valve7. Volume. Control

22. Air Outlet Shutoff Valve8. Volume Indicator

23. Gage Test Outlet9. Compensator Control

Air Outlet Pressure Gage10. 'Gage Shutoff Valve

25. Compressor Motor Switch11.. Pressure Gage (0-6000 PSIG.)

26. Pump Motor Switch12. Hi Press Relief.Valve

27. Filter Indicator13. Flow Control Valve

14. Sight Tithe

.Figure 9. Legend of callouts for tigure 8.

adequate power is available from_the source.

2-17. Now depress bleed valve (3) until clear
fluid flows through bleed sight tube, insuring
that system is free of air. When system has been
bled, close dump valves (16). Then slbwly close,
flow controleealves (13) of No. 1 system, until
gage (II) reads 500,psig. With lines connected
in.- recirculate hookup, the pressure and return
lines-are connected. -Open No. 1 flow control
valve and allow oil to circulate for 2 or 3
minutes. Repeat with No..2 system. The fluid
should be free of air and circulated through the
filter enough to ready for hookuy to aircraft..
Open dump valves (16) and close flow control
valve (13) and press stop button for pump
motor. If the pressure filters (item 20A, fig. 6)

a should clog, the filter indicator (27) will light
up.

2-18. Uncouple the hose from the recir-
culation hookup, being carefuj tc; depressurize
the reservoir. Moving dump valve (21) to vent -

will reduce oil spraying during disassembly.
The stand can now be connected tc; an aircrat
for testing. Items 22 through 25 are of the air
pressure system. They are used for pressurizing
the stand and aircraft reservoirs.

,

2-19. Once condected, operating in-
steuctions are the same as previously described;
only the following changes are necessary. Ad-
just the pump compensator to the desired
pressure for the aircraft under test. Example:
3000 psi. The relief valve should -be set about
250, psi above desired operating pressure. This
prevents damage to the system being tested. A
cautionin positioning the reservojr selector
for test, don't move it with stand running and
flow control valve open. This.prevents possible
damage to the reservoir from system pressure
during selector positioning. Be sure when
operating this, or another, test stand to consult
and follow proper technical orders.

3. Hose and Fitting Asseinbly
Machine

3-1. The unit used in this section is shown in
figure 10: It allows the mechanic to rapidly
assemble dr disassemble standard hose fittings.
Once you ,have set up your machine, you can
process hose assemblies rapidly and with little
effort. Compare this to the hand method
described earlier. The unit shown in figure 10
can accommodate mediqm pressure hose fit-
tings size 3 through 32..In the high-pressure

14
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A. Motor
1:4, Speed reducer
C. /Control bott. torque
D. Control switch
E. Clutch
F. Overriding head
G. Carriage and vise-assembly
H. Lever, vise carriage
I, Handwheel, transmission
J. Handle, brake lever

K. Handwheel. vise
L. Chuck*

VI. Brake

limiter

Figure 1.0. Hose and fitting assembly machine.

-hose fitting only sizes 4 through 16 can be used.
With this unit you can also handle th flange,
elbow, male pipe and swivel-type fitt s.

3-2. Construction. This machine is powered
.by a I '/: hp electric.motor (A). The electrical

requirements are 220/440 volts, 3-phase, 60-
Hertz ac power. The motor drives a speed
reducer by .means of a V bele. The three step
sheaves to5 the speed reducer (13) provide for
output -speeds of 40, 90, and 140 rpm. The
machine is controlled .by the hree-position
switch (D).' The positions are I-O,RWARD,
REVERSE and OFF. A pushbulton switch

located in the control handle on the top of the
control switch .deenergizes the torque limiting
device. The torque limiter automatically senses
predetermined . torque valves and allows the
prescribed gap setting. Control box C,
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operating on 110 volts ac, .controls the
energizing and operation..of the torque device.
The control switch on this box has three
positions, RUN, OFF and JOG. A dial provides
a means of selecting proper cutoff torque. A
chart is provided for the calibration of the
proper selection setting for each size fitting.

3-3.Brake M, operated by lever.1,.controls
rotati.on of overriding head assembly F. Chuck
L is also part of the head assembly and is used
to hold fittings. The overriding head may be
engaged two ways:

By operating the direct-drive lever on the
head assembly.
By engaging the torque limiting device.

3-4. 'Carriage and assembly G includes a
vise for holding fittings v&d hose. The band-
wheel K opens-and close the vise. Operating
lever H controls horizontal movement of the
carriage. Transmission handwheel. I provides
for manual rotating alignment of the chuck.
The clutch E transmits torque to the chuck
when engaged.

3-5. General Operating Instructions.
Before this machine is sit up for operation,
make sure that all electrical power is off. Then
select the proper Mandrel drive of the
overriding head, being careful not to damage
the 'Threads. Next, insure, that the chuck has the
proper jaws installed. Position the mandrel un-
til the "B" nut is totally engaged in the jaws.
Adjust the jaws to the fitting, providing
clearancc for the "B" nut of approximately I
inch. Never use an extension on the chuck
wrench, since excessive pressure may damage
the chuck jaws.

3-6 Disengage the overriding head by
positioning the direct-drive lever to
DISENGAGE. This is a V-shape lever on the
overriding head (not shown). It allows the
chuck to turn, or only the mandrel, depending
of its position.

3-7. Switch the machine control switch to
FORWARD and apply light brake pressure to
stop rotation of the head. Insert the nipple and
nut assembly onto the mandrel. Release the
brake when the head starts to turt. This in-
dicates that the nipple is bottomed on the ,man-
drel and that the nut 4is tight.

3-8. Place the hose and socket assembly in
the carriage vise with socket extending '/K to 1/4
inch. Tighten the jaws of the vise securely on
the socket.. Lubricate the nipple and hose bond
freely.

3-9. Move the carriage vise forward until the
nipple enters the hose ,bond and the nipple
threads engage the socket. The overriding head
is still rotating it this time in the FORWARD



position. Allow the nipple to thread intO the
socket until a gap of 1/16 inch exists between
them. Do not allow the pieces to be tightened
to the point that they contact each other. This
would not give any freedom for "B" nut
rotation during installation of hose.

3-10. When the proper clearance is reached,
switch the machine to OFF. Apply the brake
and switch tbe machine to REVERSE; the
assembly shodld back off the mandrel. When
the nipple assembly is clear of the mandrel,
switch the machine to OFF. Now repeat the
same process to die opposite end of the hose.

3-11. For all ty?es afionachines, consult the
proper TO for further instruction. To insure
proper operation and safety, be sure to read the
TO before using this hose assembly machine.

4. Jacks
4-1. When it becomes necessary to jack any

aircraft. first consider the element of safety.
Before you attempt this operation, consult the
maintenance TO for the particular aircraft.
There is always a chance that the aircraft may
slip and fall fro'm the jacks, with disastrous
results. Flatheads such as the individual qlown
in figure 11 are now 6 feet under because of .

their carelessness.
4-2. Aircraft jacks are generally classified as

either wing or axle jacks, Some have a fixed
height; others are adjustable.

4-3. Wing lacks. There are several dif-
ferent types of wing jacks to fit various needs.
The type ost frequently used is the tripod
jack. All jacks of this type are basically the
same in operation and structure. Some are
larger and possess more, weight-lifting ability
than others. So, for discussion purposes, we

Figure I I-. R6trk of proper use tif aircraft jacks.
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have chosen the 6-ton-capacity-type.43-IA jack
(see fig. 12). It is representative of almost all
tripod jacks.

42.256

A. Reservoir locking cam
U. Locknut
C. Setscrew
D. Extension kicknut
E. Jack pad
F. Extension screw.
G. Rani
H. Jack pad adapter
J. Air vent
K. Filler. plug
L. Resersoir
M. Pump handle so,ket

N Pump handle
0 Pump handle Iulcrum assemlil,
P. liemosahlc limp; pins
Q. Needle %Ave
R. Flemblc metal .ind rubber hose
S. Quick-disconneet Iittings

Figure 1.2. B I A wing kick. h-ton.

4-4. The13- A iS used as a wing jack- for
fighter and trainer-type aircraft. It can also be
used as a nose and,tail jack when its height and
capacity are suitable. lt is a portable. self-
contained, hydraulk operated unit. The
jack consists of. a basic hydraulic lifting unit
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mounted in the center 'of three tubular 3ie.11
legs. It is operated by a pumpinPunit which is
connected to the lifting unit by metal and rub-
ber hose R. Extensions for the tripod base and
for the ram may vary the height-of the jack. Be
sure to consult the TO on their use.

4-5. The Pumping unit consists of reservoir
I. and a simple hand puiPp. Under normal con-
ditions, the pumping unit is attached to the lif-
ting unit. It can, however, be detached from the
cylinder and operated on the ground. Locking
cam A secures the top ilfif the unit, and hinge pin
P secures the bottom. The speed of operation is
determined by two positions of handle N in
sockets M. Each socket has a different relation-
ship to fulcrum 0. The top position gives the
greatest travel per stroke to the lifting ram. This
position is used for ,quick raising when
positioning the jack. It can also be used for
loads up to half of the jack capacity. The lower
position, which provides the greatest lifting
power, is used when the jack is under full load.

4-6. The pump itself is mounted in the bot-

as
lpp

the

tom of the reservoir. It is a single-actio e of
pump. Fluid is drawn into the pu
piston moves away from the suction port. It
then produces fluid pressure when the piston is
forced in. The reservoir is a cylindrical steel
container capable of holding I. gallon of
hydraulic fluid. Filler plug K and air vent J are
located on the top of the reservoir. Remove the
filler plug and check the fluid level before each
jacking ,operation.. The air vent is used to
prevent a vacuum from being created in _the oil
reservoir when oil is withdrawn. The air vent is
opened by loosenipg a knurled knob before
jacking or lowering. It should be open at any
time the jack is under load. Internal pressures
can be built up as a result of the thermal ex-
pansion of the fluid and air. To raise the jack
cylinder, dose needle valve Q and stroke pump.
until desired level is reached.

4-7. Now that you know how to get the jack
lip. lees'see how you get it down again. At the
bottom of the reservoir, needle valve Q is part
of the pump casting. This needle valve, when
open, bypasses the pump. This allows the fluid
to return to the reservoir from the cylinder.
This releases the pressure in the lifting unit and
allows -the.ram to settle.

4-8. luid flowing from the pump tp the
cylinder pas* through a flexible metal and
rubber hose. It is equipped with quick-
disconnect fitting S to red4e fluid loss during
maintenance., , '

4-9 The primary part of the cylinder' ass
bly is lifting ram G. It is an extension f the
piston in the cylinder, and it houses eZrension
screw F. Cut into the outer surface of the ram

3 70
are steeply pitched threads. Locknut B can
rotate up or down the threads. When the ram is
being raised,the weight of the locknut will
cause it to rotate down the grooves and remain
on top of the cylinder. If the ram lowers, the
locknut will bind between the grooves and the
cylinder top and will not rotate. The locknut is
merely a safety device to prevent accidental
lowering. The 4nut should always be screwed
down against the cylinder except when
lowering the load. Ip this event, the locknut
should be rotated up fRe ram by hand to keep a
clearance between it and the cylinder. This
allows the ram to lower, but is ready to lock .
should a pressure failure occur: Setscrew C per-
mits locking the locknut to the ram. This
should be usd when one leaves the jack stand-
ing standing-under a load. The ram is guided
in its travel by an upper bearing in the top of
the cylinder assembly and a lower bearing on
its lower end. It is p ented from turning by
means of the ram key, vMçh at located in the
upper bearing. The key fits n a veritical slot on
the ram (not shown). The of the bearing is
very close. Any burrs or deformation on the
ram can prevent it from lowering smoothly.
The outer surface and the steeply pitched
grooVes must be kept clean and smooth. The
should be used when one leaves the jack
standing under a load. The ram is guided
weight. Dirt on the ram's surface or burrs on
the groove edges and keyway will scratch and
mar the upper bearing.

4-10. The screw extension Is also equipped
with ldcknut DI It should be screwed down to
ttie top-of the ram as soon a the screw has been
screvtd out the desired distance. It too, is a
safety device. Jackpad' E fits the jackpads on
many aircraft. If it doesn't, jackpad adapter H
placed in the jackpad will meet the need.

4-11. Sollgtirlies air tpay get under the ram.
If this happens, the jack will not work right.
Because the ram is heavy,the air under it must
be compressed before the ram moves. After the
ram reaches the load, the air must be subjected
to more pressure in order to lift the load. Each
time pressure is applied against the air,. pump
strokes are lost. The simplest remedy for this
sittiation is to pump up the ram a short
distance. Then lay the jack on its side with the
hose connection up. Disconnect the hose at the
cylinder and hold open the cylinder side of the
quick-disconnect valve..Now press in on, the
r.am. This will expel the air from the cylinder
assemblya Bleed the air from the hose by
holdingine hose side of the q&k disconnect
open. Then operate the pump slowly-. When all

/air is expelled, reconnect the hose.

1 7
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A. Air vent
13. Pump handle siwket
C. Needle valve

' igure I 3. Axle Jack.

4-12. Axle Jacks. Axle jacks are ofteh used
instead of tripod jacks when brake work.or tire
repair is being perfottmed. There are several
types,Of axle jacks. Figure 13 shows a 5-ton
jack which is typical of most hydraulically
operated axle jacks. The type to use depends on
how high or how heavy the load is, and how
much clearance between the load and the
ground. Of course you wouldn:'t use a jack that
has a closed height of 6 inches to raise the axle
of a 11-52 gear. When ir is fully extended, it
probably wouldn't even reach nhe axle.
Therefore, you must use a little common sense.
The best thing to do is to select a jack that is
just a little lower than the axle when the jack is
..cloed. Then there, should be no problem.

4-13. Likesthe tripod jacks, the axle jack has
a screw extension in the cetfter ram Willie can
be extended for water height. Notice also that
there are three rarns instead of one. Because.of
this, a small and compact jack can be made to
extend a great distance. Once again, the pump
is built into ,the reiervoir. However, in this jack
the reservoir is the base of the ram section. In
figure 13 you can see that the handle, behind
the jack, fits into the pump handlesocket..(B).
The handle is equipped with noiches in the
pump end which fit ffie knobs on the needle

18
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valve head.. 1 his make.§ opening and closing of
-the needle valve (C) easier. There is also an air
vent (A), which should be open during ex-
tension, lowering: and, when under load. At all
other times this air vent should be closed. kTo
serviee the resetvoir. lower the jack completely
and remove the air vent and plug (A) ,Place a
funnel in the opcning and till with hNdric

Remove funnel .and replatie the plug;.11
the jack is not going to be used, close the air
vent.

lFigure I 4. ack pads.

4-14. Jack Pads. Jack pads are adapter units
which allow the jack to fit the jackpoint on the
aircraft. They lessen the likelihood of the jack'S
slipping and.damaging the aircraft. Figure 14
shows types of jack pads whic'h fit into the
socket of the jack extension screws. (E in fig.
12): Other jack pads are attached to the unter

side of the aircraft. 'They are points shaped to -
fit into the pads on the jacks. The reason for
having a varrety of jack adapters is to permit the
use of one jack for a number of aircraft. All air-
craft do not necessarily have the same type of
jack. pad. The aircraft may have its jack pads
permanently attached, or it may require that
they be attached far jacking. Some of the air-
craft pads may be bolted on; others may snap
into place.-Still others screw on. When not in
usesome aircraft jack pads are stored in the
aircraft; others must be stored in the suliply
rooms of the home base. The TO fore the pai-
ticular aircraft give!: -tructiOns on the itorage
o'f jack pads.
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4-1.5. Use of Jacks. Placing the jack under.
the aircraft is an important operation which
should not be done haphazardly. Figure 15
shows how the jacks should be positioned. You
should also know the capacity called for in the
aircraft TO and the capacity of the jacks on
hand. If you have the proper jacks, again check
the TO on how to place them under the aircraft.
You_rill need to know how to place the jack
under the wing to obtain greatest support with
least danger of slipping. Now let's discuss a few
general jacking hints.

-t

9

JACK

LANDING
GEAR

42.289

1 tiztire 15. Jack rld6:1,ilt undcr aircraft.

-t - I ( I igure 15 shows wing jacks arran*ge
so that the two inSide legs ma parallel t(.')
fuselage. The nose jack k placed io that its
side legs run perpendicular to the fuselage. This
increases stability. The positioning octhe legs is
the major item to consider. but anotheritem is
the positioning of the wheels. You should
lo-eate the legs with wheels in a certain manner.
Make it easy to get ate jack from beneath the,
aircraft quickly as soon as the, load is removed,
from it. Why hurry? Because you will probably
he lowering the aircraft onto its landing gears.
Shock struts will often bind a little' and not
compress to their normal position at once when '
lowered. They may drop suddenly or posslbly
hang up until you shake the wingtip.a bit. If this.
should happen, youcan see that it.Would be
very ieasy for the wing to become nitialed on
the jack. -Therefore, the best procedure is to
align the legs properly. Have the wh els41.ut
ted in the direction you it to mov thejaLk

tp
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when it is free. This may not be the way you
would do it when working on a smooth floor. It
may be just as easy to slide the jack out as it
would be to tilt it over and roll it. If this is the
case, don't worry about the wheels. However, a
crack in the floor.or any other rough spot may
make rolling necessary.

4-17. After the -±acks have been properly
placed, remove the wheel chocks. Then run the
screw extension up to the jack pad. Never tilt
the jack to line it up with the aircraft lack' pad;
instead slide it o.ver. Now open the reservoir air
vent, close the needle valve, and start pumping.

4-18. When jack aircraft, be sure to raise
all jacks simultaneo sly. The best way to do
this is to have four men performing the
operation: one- man on- each jack and one
**point man" who stands out.in front of the air-
craft giving directions. If four men are not
available, three men can do it with cautio$
Some base s. even authorile two men to jack an
aircraft. They do it by rEsing the main gears a
little and then raising the nose gear a little. etc. .

But. this is not advised ii you have three men.
tiecaue it is butter -to keep the aireraft

449. Pie raising and lowering of large air-
craft .sometimes require the use -of more than
onejack tinter each wing. In fact, as many aS
three jacks under each-. wing may be required
when raising our heaviest bombers. In this case. .

a hydraulic jacking manifold (MA-1 cart)
would likely be used. The hydraulic jacking
manifold is a portable unit with pressure lines
going to each jack. It provides:equal hydraulic
pressure to all of the jack's...311e manifold
pressure for right-or' left- wing jacks is con-

trolled by shuloff valves on the,MA-I cart. This
allows th,Paireraft to be jacked. evenly _

4-20. One word of caution regarding the ust
of any jack. Always read the applicable
before begining any jacking.operation.

4-.21. Inspection and Maintenaheefff tacks.
Prope,r inspection add maintenatiee'' of
hydraulic jacks help prevent mechanicalHor
hydraulic failure of jacks. In tutn, this prevents
possible. injury to maintenance persomiel.' You; ' .-
the hydriLkilic repairman. may have the
iesponibilit of perforMing these inspections
and muintenance tas,ks. The7Jechnical: order
pertaining to the particular jack tells you' how
to (to the 'inspections an.d , maintenanCe.
However. there are\ some general procedures
that- potain to all jacks. For example, before
you use the jack. you should check the base or
tripod for looytess.'The hand pump should bef...hecked fo prOper operation. 'Along Witti this

.

cheCk. you' hould look, for any hydratilie leakS
that may have deve,loPed. Ihspeet the ram for
Lidence of ally' burrs 'or damage. The Outer



surface and the grooves of the ram must be kept
-clean. The locknut should rotate freely around
the ram with such ease that it will move down-
ward by its own weight.

4-22. At least once a week, the reservoir
fluid level should be checked. Thr fluid level
should be just below the filler opening. The
reservoir should be drained and flushed with
kerosene (or as approbed solven0 at least once
every 3 months. Qccasionally, the pump handle
pivots and dolly wheels should be lubricated
with a light lubricating oil.

4-23. When jacks are not in use, they should
be stored upright and in a dry place. The ram
should becompletely retracted down intd the
cylinder. This prevents dirt aAtcl grit from ac-
cumulating on the outer surfaces and grooves of
the ram:\ 5. Maintenance Stands

5-1. Closely associated with hydraulically
operated aircraft jacks are hydraulically
operated maintenance stands. There are several
types of these stands. The elevating mechanism
on all is basically the same as on hydraulic

jacks. We shall discuss one of these stands: the
B-1- maintenance stand.

5-2. The B-I maintenance stand is shown in
flare 16. It is a hydraulically operated com-
Iffation of stair structure and work platform.
The platform can be raised and held at any
position between 3.and 10 feet. This is done
by a hydraulic cylinder hand pump. Stair
support members and stair handrails are rigged
making the platform self-aligning and level.
Because of the handrails o ..both the stairs and .

es'work pldform, the sfrnd is quite safe.
-3. Another 4 feet can be added to the

het ht of the B-1 platform. This is done by
pla ing a C-1 stand, shown in figure 17, into
the platform post sockets. The post sockw
provide for either the attachment of platform
handrails or the C-1 stand.

5-4. The base of the 'stand, made of welded
tubular iteel, is 11 feet long and 4 feet wide. A
cylindrical hydraulic fluid reservoir is, welded
across the, width of the frame. The platform !if-
tting mechanism is a hydraulic cylinder assem-
bly. it is actuated by a hydraulic hand Wrap
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figufb 16 -B-1 ma0 intdnance stand.
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also mounted on the base. The hydraulic cylin-
der assembly cOnnecti the base to the u
structktre to give lift. It also gives support to the
upper structure to give lift. It also gives sapport
to the stairs and platform in all raised positions
of the platform.

stalled before you ascend the st&irs to the plat-
form.

5-8. The hydraulic system shown in figure 18
functions to supply fluid under pressure to the
cylinder asserribly. Hydraulic fluid from the
handpump (B) goes through the hose (A) to the
lower end of the cylinder (F). Pumping the
hand pump causes the cylinder assembly to ex-
tend. The bypass valve (C), whenein the closed
position, traps the hydraulic fluid pressure in
the cylinder. When the bypass valve is opened,
fluid in the cylinder bypasses the hand pump

; and returns to the reservoir (E). This causes the
, cylinder to retract. The speed of retraction is

controlled by the amount of bypass valve
,

opening. The suction part of the hand pump.has
a protective strainer (D). This strainer prevents
particles from entering the pump.

5-9. Stair and Platform Assemblies. The
stair support assembly consists of two oblong

Figure 17. C-I stand mounted bn a B-I platform.

5-5. Undercarriage, Equipment.. The B-I
maintenance stand has a tow bar bolted to the
front ,of the frame and 'wheels at each corner.
the two front wheels are swivel-,eastered. The
two rear whel,s are 16-inch, pnetimatic-tired
steel wheels..

5-6. Two base'locks are bolted to the for-
ward end of the frame to pfevent moyement of
the stand during use. They give stability to the

- stand when the platform is extended. The locks
are spring-loaded, vertical steel stems equipped
with.foot plates. When the foot peal is pressed
downykrd, the plates sit on the tloot. Ln the
doWn position the locks tendY., to relievez the
weight resting on the casterS and prevent their
movement.

5-7. Hydraulic System. The hydraulic cylin-
'der holds the platform at the desired height. To-
preyent accidental lowering of die cylinder, a
safety,lock is used. The lock is a U-shaped ste41
device. Designed,to fitinto grooves cut into the
cylinder assemblY with a length of chain. This
prevents its being- lost or bthentrise.:leparated
from the maintenance stand. It should be in- -
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A. Connecting
B. Hand pump
C. Bypass valve
D. Strainei- -

E. Reservoir
F. Cylinder assembly

Figure 18. B-I stand hydraulic system.

box settions friade of:welded steel tubing. These
two sections are attached by pivot pins to the
tose assembly at _the bottom. The platform is
also attached to these suctions by pivot pins.
The stairs are mounted between these two sec-
tions. They. remain parallel to theo,base at all
platform levels. The stair handrail and posts are
hinged at both connectiOns at the top. This
keeps the handrils parallel to the stair support
frames at all times. '

hose
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42.295

A. Hood
B. Instrument panel cover
C. Instrument panel
D. Automatic shutters

Figure 19. MC-I air compressor.
4

5-10. The work platform is mounted on the
upper structure of the stair support assembly. It
is approximately 4 feet square. It is made of 1-
inch plywood and covered with dimpled sheet-
metal panels. The platform is bolted tO the up-.
per structure and supported by steel channels.
This enables it to sustain a static load of 1500
pounds. However, the platform should never tie
raised when it is carryingla load greater than
500 pounds.

5-11. The B-I maintenance stand requires
periodic inspections and servicing to insure safe
and dependable service. Comply with TO
procedures if you want good operation of this
equipment.
6. Portable Air Compressors

6-1. Another type of ground-support equip-
ment which you will use is the portable air
compressor.. It is used to charge pneymatic
system air bottles; shock struts, actUmulators,
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tires and for.' several other purposes as well.
There are various types and sizes of Com-
pressors in use by the Ait,- Force. The choice of
compressor is based on the work requirements
nd work area facilities. Many shbps have a
"house air" system, but a portable compressor
is needed for flight line work. We will discuss
one representative type..

6-2. An air compressor in general use on the
flight line is the MC-1 (Joy) air compressor,
shown in figure 19. This compressor Can be
used for charging high-pressure pneumatic
systeins and to service tires on portable equip-
ment,

6-3. The MC-1 air compressor is designed
for continudus operation. It has a rated
capacity of 15 cubic feet per minute (cfm) of
free air compressed to 3500 psi. Notice in
figure 19 that the compressor is a completely
self-contained unit mounted on a four-wheel
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A. First-stage blowdown valve
B. Second-stage blowdown valve
C. Third-stage blowdown yalve
D. Air cleaner

.. E. Second-stage pressure gage
F. ,Second-sage,condensate chamber
G. 275 psi pressure relief valve
H. Air receiver
I. Pilot valve
J. High-pressure service line pressure gage
K. High,rpressure servicing hose
L. High-pressure service line lief valve
M. High-gressbre service line shut-off valve
N. Priority valve (2400 psi)
0. Receiver pressure gage
P. High-pressure air filter

.55 Q. Regulator-outlet pressure gage

CONTROL: AIR -----
PRODUCT AIR

42.2,16

Figure 20. MC-I flow schematic.

R.- 600 psi safety valve
S. Low-pressure service line shut-off valve.
T. Low-pressure service line relief vai've
U. Pressure regulator
V. Regulattir inlet pressure gage
W. Dehydrators
X. Low-pressure l'ervif hose
Y. , Receiver drain val
Z. 3800-psi pressure relief valve

4 AA. Safety head (pop-off valve)
BB. 75-psi pressure relief valve
CC. First-stage pressure gage
DIX- First-stage condensate chamber
EE. Third-stage pressure gage
FF. 1100-psi presiure relief valve

GG. Third-stage condens&e chamber
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chassis. It consists of the following main com-
ponents and systemstaiEcompressor assembly,
engine assembly, instiument panel, dehydrator
installation, inclosure, chassisVompressor con-
trol system, electrical system, high-pressure ser.7
vicing system, and the tow-pressure service
system.

6-4. The air compressor assembly is moun-
ted on the chassis at the rear of the inclosure
((ow-bar-end being the front). The compressor
is a four-stage, air-cooled, V-type, single-
actingreciprocating unit. Two cylinders, oc-
cupy each wing of the V: the first and third ,

stages in one, and the second and fourth stages
in the other. Two pistons operate in tandem,
one above the other, (see fig. 20) using the same
connecting rod. The air compressed in four
separate stages. The sizes of the pistons and
cylinders get smaller with each stage of com-
pression.

6-5. The compressor is driven oy a four-
cylinder gasoline engine which runs at a gover-
ned speed of 2200 rpm. A clutch takeoff assem-
bly is bolted to the engine crankcase. It permits
starting and operating the engine without load.
It is engaged by a clutch lever which protrudes
through the housing and instrument panel.

6-6. The instraments and manually operated
controls are located on the instrument panel
(C) (fig. 19). The only exceptions are the
parking brake lever and carburetor priming
lever. The instrument panel will be discussed in
detail in a following paragraph,

6-7. A diaphragm-valve-type low-pressure
regulator. adjusts the service line pressure from
0 to 500 psi. Two gages are mounted on the
regulator: one gage shows the pressure in the
air receiver and the other the pressure at the
service line.

6-g The dehydrator and air filter in-
stallation includes the high-pressure air filter,
two oxygen purifier cylinders, and in-
terconnecting tubing. The installation is
secured to the çhassis in front of the instrument
panel. The t o oxygen purifier cylinders are
connected iWseries between the air receiver and
high-pressure filter. (An oxygen purifier cylin-
der is merely .a dehydrator cylinder.) 'Each
cylinder contains a nonreactivating oxygen
purifier cartridge. It absorbs the water vgIllr
from the air that was not removed by the n-
densation chambers.

6-9. The air compressor inclosure provides
all-weather protection for the operating com-
ponents. Two covers (A) and (B) protect the
engine and _instrument panel. The ventilating
shutter (D) is automatic, thermostatically con-
trolled. It maintains suitable temperature con-
ditions around the components. rak
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6-10. The MC-1s electrical system provides
power for starting the engine and for operating
the hourmeter. The hourmeter, mounted on the
instrument panel, is started and stopped by a
pressure switch. It runs only when the com-
pressor is compressing air.

6-11. This completes our general discussion
of the MC-I compressor. Let's discuss the
schematic flow diagram of the compressor
assembly. It will give us a better idea of how
each component ties into the overall operation.

6-12. Sckematic Flow Diagram. Figure '20
illustrates the flow schematic diagram. While
studying this schematic, you will find that some
callouts are not mentioned in this text.
However, this applies only to callOuts which
are self-explanatory in the figure legend.

6-13. The first section of the flow diagram
we will discuss isohe. compressor control
system. It controls the compression of air by the
compressor and rem-bves Moisture collected in
the condensation chambers (F, DD, and GG).
The control system consists mainly of the pilot
valve (I) and the blowdown valves (A, B, and
C), plus the interconnecting tubing. The pilot
valve controls the flow of air from the air
receiver (H) to the blowdown valves. The pilot
valve can be hand adjusted so that receiver air
flows through it at all times. In addition, it can
also be set for automatic operation. When on
automatic, it opens when the pressure in ohe air
receiver reaches 3500 psi. The pressures at
which the pilot valve automatically opens and
closes are-known as the "unload" and "load".
pressures. The three blowdown valves provide a
means of venting the four compressor stages to
the atmosphere. When the pilot 41ve opens, the
three blowdown valves also open. This prevents
the compression..of air because the first three
stages are vented to air. In addition, the
moisture accumulated in the condensate cham-
bers is blown out. When the pilot valve Closes,
the blowdown valves likewise close, pamitting
the compressor to compress air.

6-14. The high-pressure servicing system
provides a source of compressed air in the
range of 2400 to 3500 psi. This system consigis
of the, high-pressure servicing hose (K), service
line relief valve (L),' service line*shutoff valve
(M), 2400-psi priority valve (N), dehydrators
(W), air filter (P), and 500-cubic-inch air
receiver (H).

6-15. The low..-pressure system provides a
source of compEessed air at pressufes in the
range of 0 to 500 psi. This system consists of a
hose (X), low-pressure chuck (not shown), low-
pressure regulator (U), and shutoff valve (S).
Also included are the low:pressure service line
relief valve (T), a safety valve (R), dehydrators
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

J.
K.
L.

M.
N.
0.

la

Ignition switch
Air receiver presstire gage
Pilot valve
Ammete
Third- age pr ssure gage
Compr ssor o pressure gage
Second- ressure gage
.Engine oil pressure indicator
First-stage pressure gage
Hourmeter
Regulator -inlet pressure gage.
Regulawr outlet pressure gage
Control panel
Low-pi-insure regulatcy
Instruction plate

P. Low-pressure servicing line shut-off valve
Q. Low-pressure servicing relief valve
R. High-pressure servicing hose
S,z Low-pressure servicing hose
T. No. I dehydrator
U. No. 2 dehydrator
V. High-pressure servicing line relief valve

W. High-pressure servicing line shut-off valve
X.* Tool and technical Manual box
Y. Air receiver drain valve
Z. Starter switch
A. Choke control

BB. Clutch lever
"q CC. Engine speed regulator

DD. High-pressure service line pressure gage

Figure 21. MC-I

(W), air filter (P), and of cokrse the 500-cubic
inch air receiver. CAuTtorlerhe low-pressure
chuck attached to the end of the servicing hose
is for pressure from 0 to 300 psi only.

6-16. You should now have an un-
derstanding of the systems making up the corn-

.,
pressor assembly. Let's study the unit further by
discussing how it is operated. Keep in mind that
as you study each step In its operation, you
should refer to figure 20 often. This will help
you to better understand the overall operation
of the air flow gystems.

6-17. Operation. The operation.of the MC-1
compressor is relatively simple. Howeverjike
other aerospace ground equipment, there are
definit procedures that must be folloed. The
first thing you should always do is check the
AFTO Form 45 for the-status of the unit. Then
perform a visual inspection .of the entire
unit. Of course the instrument panel door and
compressor hood (items B and A in fig. 19)
must be open to perf rm this inspection. Now
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instrument panel.

check the engine oil, compressor oil, fuel, and
battery for proper levels. Also check the engine
air cleaner and compressor air cleaner. If you
find the unit serviceable, you are ready to
proceed with the starting operation.

6-18. Refer to the instrument panel shown in
figure 21 for the following discussion. First
disengage the clutch by moving the clutch lever
(BB) towards the instrument panel. Then clos
the servicing line shutoff valves (P and
Then close the servicing line relief valves (Q
and V). Next, make certain that the pilot valve
(C) is in the manual unload position. This will
take the load off the' compressor when it is star-
ted. Turning the handle clockwise until the
valve spring tension can first be felt will
position the pilot valve to manual. From, this
point, turn the handle approximately one fulr
turn more (still clockwise). Now, close the air
receiver drain valve (Y). Next, close the.low-
pressure regulator (N) by .turning the hanstle
counterclockwise until all spring tensiod is



relieved. Finally, if the ternperature is below
freezing, close the compressor hood. WARNIN.C.4:
Never start the engine in an inclosed -space
without venting the eAhaust gase.s 'to the outside
atmosphere.

6-19. To start the e,pgine, you tir?t pull the
choke control (AA) part way gut The amouni
of choking required depends on both ihe engine
temperature and the ambient temperature.
Next, push the ignition switch (A) all the way
in. Then press the starter switch (Z) and allow
the starter to crank the-engine until It starts. It
is important that you do not hold the switch in
for more than 30 seconds. Prolonged crankingwill cause overheating of theistarter. After star-
ting, observe the engine oil prtessure indicator
(H) and ammeter (DP (If there is no oil
pressure indication within 30. seconds, pull the
ignition switch.) Allow,the oil pressure to
stabilize. Then operate ?the engine at idling
speed until warmed up to the normal operating
temperature. When the engine is warmed
(operating smoothly ai idling speed without
choking), pull the engine speed regulator (('C)
part way out. NOTE.: Now is a good time to
double check and make certain that Valves P. Q.
V. W. and Y are closed.

6-20. Now you are ready to engage the
clutch. You do this by moving the lever "(13B)
away from the instrument panel. Then check
the compressor oil pressure gage (F).If there is
no indicati6n of pressure within 30 seconds,
disengage the clutch. When the pil pressure is
stabilized, pull the engine speed regulator knob
out as far as possible. This gives you maximum
governed engine speed. Lock.the control in that
position by rotating it clockwise one-fourth
turn. Next manually load the compresSor by
turning the handle Of the pilot valve (C) two
full turns counterclockwise. This sets the pilot
valve to automatically load and unload the
compressor. Now observe all of the interstage
pressure gages (I, G, and E). These gages
should almost immediately indicate a gradually
increasing pressure. When the air receiver
pressure gage (B) reaches maximum, the no,rmal
pressure for the first stage (1) is 45 to 55 psi, the
second stage (G) is 190 to 230 psi. and the
third Stage (E) is 875 to 1000 psi.

6-21. To use the high-pressure system. cOn-
,nectthe high-pressure service line (R) to the
system that you are servicing. Use only'a high-
pressure chuck. Then open the high-pressure
serv,ice line shutoff valve (W) and service to the
rgquired psi; The pressure reading will show on
the high-pressure service, line gage .(DD)..

6-22. If 'you have to service a 'tire t,-)r some
oilier low-pressure unit (below 300 psi), use the
low-pressure system. To use this system, open
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the low-pressiire servicing line shutoff valve
(P). At the .same time, make sure that a low-
pressure chuck is attached, to the low-pressure
servicing4 line (S). While watching the. outlet
pressure r gage (L), adjust the low-pressure
regulator (N) to the desired psi. *You are now
ready .to service the tire or unit.

6-23. After servicing with either hlgh or low
pressure, close the Servicing line shutoff valve
(W or- P). Then open the respective service line
relief valve (V or Q) to discharge the pressure
trapped in the service line's:Items J, K, M. 0.
and U are ,self7explanatory.

6-24: To shut down- the compressor, you
should first manually linload the air com-
pressor with the pilot valve (C). Turn the han-
dle clockwise until the salve spring tension can
first be felt. From this point, turn the handle
approXimately one full turn clockwise. Next.
adjust the engine speed regulator (CC) to a fast
idle arld allow it to run until the compressor
cools down. After this, disengage the clutch and
allow the engine to idle for 3 to 5 minutes.
When the engine has cooled dovs,n, pull the
ignition switch to stop the engine. If the eoni-
pressor is nyt.on a standby status (may be Used,
again soon). drain the air receiver by opening
the ,drain valVe (Y) . After 'sufficient .eoolhig.
yon ma., thes.hood and panel doors.

6-25. An air compressor is needed 'almost
daily in ,v our job. To make your work easier
and to Make your compyssor last longer. on-
serv the following rules:.

Never start the engine with *the clutch
engaged.
Never star the engine
engaged.
Never engage the clutch w hert the engine
is opeitting at speeds faster- than fa,st
Never engage the, clutch .when the A:orn-
pressor controls are in the load position.
Never tighten. the service line relief and
shutoft valves or receiver drain valve to
exceed 35 inch-pounds. These valves are
constructed with a0 '. internal ball and,
spring assembly. Thus. you du not have to
exert .a great Puree to shut thefn off.

with the Jutch

/

6-26. Operalor';' Niaintenance. Operator's
maintenane consists of svisually inspecting the
unit, checking oil lcvels. and servicing if
required. Minor Maintenance such as sering
a low tire and tightening loyse screws. tfitt g. and
bolts are also done by the user. .Major main-
tenance su.ch as inspections and engine or cum-
priFsso'r troubles are done by ground power per-
sonnel, However, you may be required to help
ground power people troubleshoot the com-
pressor v, hen difficult problems arise. More in-
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formalion for repair 'miry be found in TOs
covering your unit.

6-27. Remember to practice your general
safety precautions while .using-compressed air.
For example, a loose hose discharging high-
pressure air is more dangerous than a whip.
Always release the pressure in the servicing line
before disconnecting it. And, never, never
engage in horseplay with pressurized air
7. Ultrasonic Filter Cleaning

7-1. Sound is vibrational energy. Vibrations
at a frequency of 16 to 15,000 cycles per
second can be heard by the human ear. .

Vibrations above this level are termed
ultrasonic. One of the first practical uses of
ultrasonics was a sonar device. This was
developeti during World War I for detection of
submarines.

7-2. As reseaich continued, it was found that
ultrasonic energy could be used for mixing "un-
mixable- liquids, destroying bacteria, ac-
celeration of, chemical reactions, cleaning in-
tricatrmechanisms, and many other uses. T.his
is where we come into the picture. We use
ultrasonics for cleaping intricate mechanisms
such as filters.

7-3. Ultrasonic cleaners are designed for
many different applications. They range in size
from small table top, unit, up to 500-gallon
cleaners, cfr postibly Inger. They can be used
for cleaning filters, electronic parts, and small
or WO mechanical Units. Possibly you have
taken your wristwatch to a feweler for cleaning;
many jewelers use ultrasonic cleaners to clean
watches.

7-4. The Sonie System. A tonic system is
composed Of two basic parts: a generator and a
transducer. Yhe generator supplies alternating
electrical energy to the transducer. The
generator May be either electronic or rotary.
The transducer converts electrical energy into
mechanical energy in the form of vibrations.
The transducer is the heart of the sonic systern,
so we will cover it in More 'detail.

7.5. Transducers fall into Nwo
classespiezoelectric hnd mhgnetrostrictive. A
piezoelectric transdUcer, is composed of a
natural crystal such as quartz. Or, it can be a
special ceramic. They both emit sonic(
vibrations while under the influence of an elec-
trical voltage. The magnetrostrictive transducer
is composed of a metal' such as cobalt, nickel,
or iron. A magnetrostrictive metal is one which
undergoes size change when subjected to a
magnetic field. When the magnetic field is
relieved, the metal returns to its.natural dimen-
sions. In a magnetrostrictive sonic, system. the
transducer can then be vibrated by an in-
terrupted or alternating magnetic field. A
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7,6. The choice of a trarlducer depends

upon the sonic energy application needed.
Generally speaking, the crystal or ceramic tran-
sducers are used for low power applications.
The magnetrostrictive transducer is used where
power is to be applied for longer .periods of
time without loss' in efficiency.

7-7. Sonic . Energy Cleaning. Ultrasonic
cleaning accomplishes its purpose in two ways.
One, cavitation of the liquid, is physi6`al. The
other is chemicalthe solution dissolving the
soluble soilage. For this we use a tank filled
with a cleaning solution. The type of solution

°depends on the type of soils td be dissolved. Weattach a transducer to the bottdm of the tank toproduce vibrations. These are 'transmitted
throughout the cleaning solution and cause the
cavitation effect.

7 -8". Cavitation is the formation of billions of
microscopie sized cavities within a liquid.
These :cavities are Oiled with vaporized
solution. They are caused wherr,the pressure on
the liquid is reduced' below the vapor pressure
nint, of the liquid: Under this condition the
vapor bubbles or cavities appear'throughout theliquid in a flash.

7-9...How is this low pressure created? When
sound waves are transmitted tiirOugh air, there
are alternating zones of high pressure and low
pressure. The air molecules are iqueezed
together during the high-pressure front of the
wave. But, they are spread apart during the low-
pressure part. When sound waves pass through
a liquid, it is almost impossible to squeeze the
liquid molecules together. But, a low-preisure
area follows the high-pressure front. Now, the
low, vapor pressure (the tendency of all liquids
to vaporize in a vacuum) will cause the liquid
molecules to separate ftom each other. At this
point they are no longer a liquid but enter The

, gaseous state. This forms billions of vapol
cavities in the low-pressure front of the soind
wave. Now comes the high-pressure front of the
next wave. It pressurizes- all the vapor in the
cavities, compresses the vapor-liquid mixture.
It collapses all the cavities by compressing the
vapor back' into a liquid. Collapse of these
cavities is called implosion.

7-1f). While the energy in anyone implosion
is extremely small, there is an uncountable
number,of them. It is calculated that enormous
pressures (in the order of 10,000 ponnds per
square inch) and enormous temperatures (of
approximately 20,000° F.) are developed. The
formation anLd bursting of these vapor pockets
with their fa*stic pressures and temperatures
does the scrubbing. This actiOn takes place
millions of times per minute. It can be
described as "million) of tkny scrubbing fingers
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at work." 'The sound waves are simply the
mechanical Means to achieve cavitation.

7-11. Dissolved air and other gases play a
role in ultrasonic cleaning. Some of the sound
wave energy is absorbed by the cushioning ef-
feet Of the air bubbles in the solvent. For-
tunately, the sound waves cause the air bubbles
to coalesce (join together) and, float to the tur- -
face where they escape. Ultrasonic agitation
will oufgas (ause gas to leave) liquids Cmithin a
period of 30 seconds to a few minines. During
this time the trapped air bubbles act as an
energy sink. Cleaning will rkot be very effective
until the liquid is comi3lete ontgassed.

7-12. PD SANE SO U1fr,nic Cleaner.
The SANE 50 is a typical achine for
discussion of specific ultrasonic cl ners. This
cleaning machine rapidly cleans and tests
woven wire filter elements. Cleaning solutiAs
used with this machine are carbon remover,
Fed. Spec.. P-C-11 IA, and trichloroethylene,
Fed. pec. 0-T-634A:

WAkIINING: Carbon remover and
trtchloroethylene are toxic. Handle carefully to
avoid breathing the vapors and to prevent Jon-
tact jvith exposed ikin areas. Protective
dlakiffng including eyeshields, rubber safety-toe
shoes, plastic-covered aprons, and rubber-
impregnated gloves will be worn by personnel
working with these solutions.

7-13. The SANE 50 ultrasonic cleaner is
shown in figure 22. It consists primarily of five
tanks, four filters, and two control panels (A
and E). The tanks are presoak (D). boil (F),
cleaning (G), condensate (H), and test tank (1).
Each of these tanks serves a separate function:
in the cleaning process.

7-14. Presoak tank. The presoak tank (D) is
filled with carbon' remover.. It has. a cooling
coil, heater, thermostat, drain pump, and sonic
unit. This tank is used for loosening the dirt in
the filter elements.

7-15. Boil tank. The boil tank (F) is filled.
v.ith trichloroethylene and is provided with a
heater and thermostat. this tank was'at first
limed to dissolve the carbon remover and dirt
loosengd during the presoak operation. Recet-
tly, there has been a change in procedures for
cleaning wire mesh filter elements. The filters
being cleaned bypass the boil tank. They go
rom. the presoak tank directly to the cleaning

k. The boil tank heats and vaporizes the
dirty trichloroethylene for recovery in 'the con-
det ser.
,7-I6. Cleaning tank. The cleaning tank (0)

is also filled With trichloroethylene. This tank
is provided with a cooling coil,, thermostat,
sonic unit, three filters (C) (50-, 10-, and 3-
micron), pump, and drain valve. The cleaning

tank provides .ultrasonic agitation and cir-
culation of the cleaning fluid. This further
removes dirt, particles from the 'filters being
cleaned, The eircu-kation passes the dirt on to
the filters within the stand. 1

7-17. Condensate tank. The condensate tank
,(H) is kept full of trichloroethylene by the nor-
mal boil-condense cycle of the unit. This is
doneiby the use of a condensing coil, collecting
trOugh, and water separator. The condensing
'coil prevents vapors from rising above a safe
'level in the center bay. The trough; located just
below the condensing coil, is slanted toward
the water separator. The condensed liquid
flows down the trough to the water separator.
Trichloroethylene, being heavier than water.
settles to the bottom and goes into the con-
dame tank. Water rises to %he top of the
separator and is drained overboard. The con-
densate tank stores tricbloroethylene for 'ser-
vicing the test tank.

7-18. Test tank. The test tank (I) is used to
test cleaned filter elements for internal damage.

-The tank is filled ,with trichloroethylene from
the condensate tank.dt has a 3-micron filter (B)
and pump for servicing and cleaning the test
fluid. A cooling coil, heater, and thermostat
5witch control the test temperature. The test
tank has a fixture for mounting and supplying
air pressure to the element being tested.

7-19. Cleaning Woven Wire Filter
Elements. Before cleaning, the filter elements
are "inspected for obviotts damage beyorvi
economical repair. Total rePair may not exceed
3 percent of the filter element:s total wire cloth
area. Remove the 0-ring seals' from the
elements selected for cleaning.

7-20. To start the cleaning process. suspend
the elements in the'presonk tank (D). This tank
is filled with carbon remover. With the tem-
perature at 100° F,fultrasonically agitate "the
elements for 15 minuteg. Remove the elements
and allow,to drain.

7-21. After draining, suspend the elements in
the ultrasonic cleaning tank (G). The cleaning
tank if.filled with trichloroethylene at a tem-
perature of 140° to 150' ° F. Ultrasonically
agitate for 10 to 30 minutes. The longer period
of time is required when six or Jnore elements
are. cleaned at the same time.

7-22. While tbe elements are in the cleaning
tank, r,ecirculate the cleaning fluid through the
filters (C) for 5 minutes. Then. again agitate the
elements for 3 minutes. Immediately take a
300-milliliter (1/2-cup) sample of the cleaning
fluid. Filter this sample through a 5.0-micron
membrane filter patch. Visually inspect the
filter pateh for solid particles or discoloration
froth solids. Elements that are not clean (as in-

,
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A. Control and lest panel
B. Test tank filter
C. 'Cleaning tank, fillers (3)
D. Presoak tank
E. Sonic control panel (presoak and cleaning tanks)

'Figure 22 (JltraionicitOrr deaner.

dicated by ihe dirty filter patch) must be
reprocessed until cleanliness is assured.

7-23. Bubble Test with TrichloroelhyieUe.
All cleaned filter elements must be tested for
serviceability. This is done in the test tank (I).
The element is attached to the test fixkire and
air pressure is applied inside the element. The
fluid level (trichloroethylene) should. be-1/ 2
inch above the element for this test. Apply the
specified air pressure as measured on the
manometer and rotate the element. Air should
escape through the pores of the elemeni. at a
uniform rate over the entire surface. During
this process a specified back pressure must be
indicated on the manometer. Minimum back
pit ssures to .be maintained in the manometer
wriile' air is escaping through the filter are: 1

20 in. of H-.0 for a I5-micron absolute
element.
12 ,inrof H20 for a 25-micron absolute
eleme(nt.
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F. Boil tank
G. Cleaning tank
H. Condensate tank

I. Test lank

7.5 in. of H,0 for -micron absolute
element.
(The absolute rating indicoes nothing larger

will pass through it.)
Failure to maintain these back pressures in-
dicates enlarged pores or a ruptured element.
In this case the filter is condemned if the
damaged area exceeds 3 perr&nt of the total
surface area. It may be repaired if the damage is
less than 3 percent.

7-24. A large amount or a steady stream of
bubbles coming from one spot on the element
points up a fault. This is an indication of high
porosity or a rupture at that point. If this oc-
curs and the element fails the minimum back
pressure test, reduce the air pressure to zero.
Then gradually increase the pressure until the
first continuous stream of, bubbles occurs. If
this bubble point falls between 3 in. of H,0 and
the minimum allowed, the element is reparable.
Elements testing less than 3 in. of H 0 are con-
demned. The point on the wire cloth needing
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Jepair must be marked with a red pencil during
the bubble'test.

7-25. Use caution to prevent the filtering
surface from being contaminated by handling.
After testing, package the dry serviceable
elements in individual clean plastic bags. .

a

7-26. Repair Of Wo'ven Vyire Filter
ElirtneRts. The following equipment and
materials are required, for element repair: (1)
epoxy resin, (2) catalyst, (3) syringe (2-cc), (4)
hypodermic needle (21-gage), and (5) oven
(1000 watts).

7-27. Repair is made by mixing catalyst and
resin. The ratio for mixing is 8 parts catalyst
per 100 parts resin4 mixed thoroughly: The
usable life ("pot life") of the mixed epoxy resin
is 20 to 30 minutes. Thtfore, it should be
used as soon as possible aft r mixing. Draw ap-
proximately 1/2 cc of mixed epoxy resin into a
syrings with the needle removed. Replace the-
needle and inject small quantities of the mix-
ture directly into the area requiring repair.
Press the epoxy resin into the pore's of the wire
cloth to assure a satisfactorje bond. The purpose
is to seal the defective area. Use care in keeping
the repair area to a mnirnum.

7-28. Use epoxy re in a well-ventilated
room and weal glo s or protective hand
cream. Clean the hypodermic needle and
syringe in methylethylketone before the epoxy
resin hardens. 1,...

7-29. Place the eepair element in an oven at
60° C. (140° F.) and cure. for 30 'minutes.
Allow the element to cool to room temperature
and ,repeat the bubble test. Additional repair
may be necessary-if the minimum bubble point
is-not attained. However, if more than 3 Rercent
of-the area is affected by the total repair.
discard the element.

7-30. Always use the latest appropriate
4 technical orders when operatiiiik equipment or

making repairs. As .4eChnical, adyances are
niade, methods and procedures aie subject to"
change. "

7-31. Throughout this chapter we have
talked about equipment which is designed
primarily for use with aircraft. However, there
are many other types Of Pneudraulic equipment
used by the Air Force. For instance, staff cars
may haye hydraulic power steering and brakes.
Snowplows, bulldozers, fire trutks, tractors.-
lifts, crane hoists, etc.. may incorporate some
sort of hydraulic system. Equipment of this sort
is normally assigned to the motor vehicle sec-
tion for maintenance. Sometimes, however, you
may be called on to assist with a tougkproblem
that arises in theip systems. A trained hydraulic
man need onfy study the diagram of a system to
determine the path of fluid flow and the

'operation. For this reason, it isn't nedessary to
cover each piece of equipment you may run
across.

.
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4,

Use of Hydraulic Schematics

TO PROPERLY troubleshoot hydraulic
systems, it is necessary for.you to know how to
read and use schematics-Do you betome con-
fused and bewildered when opening a technical
order to study a hydraulic system? This is com-
mon among those who are just starting their
careers.as 3-leyel mechanics. There is no need
for this confusion if you foilow a logical
sequence when studying the schematic. In this
chapter we are going to show you how to study
a schematic in a logical step-by-step sequence.
It is the same sequence that you should follow
when, studying your own hydraulic &system. Of .
course, we will explain the path of fluid flow
and the purpose of each unit as we go akong.
Undeistanding of.the power system's operatipn
is a must in order to study schematics.

2. We Sve drawn a complex hydraulic
system (see foldout t in the back .of this
volume) hat uses Many of the units covered in
Volum 1 This drawing cs not of any particular
aircraft ut it is representative of any large
system. We have designed into this one systein
system using a pressure regulator. We also put
in a separate system using variable-
displacement pumps. In studying this or any
other hydrplic schematic, we should follow a
lOgical sequence. First, we have to understand
hOw the system pressure is obtained and main-

Aained. After this is done, we can trace the palilrb
of fluid flpw through the pressure manifold to
any subsystem. Then we concentrate on this one
subsystem and, for the time, ignore the other
subsystems. We have been using letters to iden-

Aify units in illustrations in our volumes. TOs
generally identify them by placing the names in
the illustration. 'therefore, we have followed
this practice with the foldout illustratiOn. We
will also do so in the excerpts from the foldout
which' will be found throughout the text. Most
hydraulic sahematics arrange the units (as
nearly as possible) in the same relative position
as they are on the aircraft. In our schematic we
have followed the same general pattern.

3. All valves, actuators, anti other units in
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CHAPTER 2

our schematic have been made as simple as
possible. In an effort to preserve simplicity, we
have shown mostly slidectype valves. However,
these could be rotary 6F poppet-type and still
accomplish the same basic function. These
valyes can have either 0-ring os metal-timetal
seals.; We have purposely avoided showing any
type of seals.

4: We shall follow a logical sequence in
%studying the hydrautiz schematic shown in the

foldout. Of course,we'first want to know how,
the pressure is developed and maintained.
Thus, our firSt subject is the hydraulic power
section.

/8. Hydraulic Power Section
8-1.'The hydraulicopower section is shown in

figure 23. This section consists of the usual
reservoir, pumps, and valves' th4 .any other
hydraulic power system uses.

8-2. Reservok. Beginning with the rese"
voir, we see two lines connected to its top.
right-hand line is for reservoir pressurization.
The left-hand line prodyisl.es an air vent for the
downside ,of the main gear actuators. System
return fluid is directed up through.a venturi-tee
for reservoir pressurization. A ,15-25. psi check
valve is located in the return line to the reser-
voir. It insures sufficient fluid flow through the
venturi-tee. The air for reservoir pressurization
is djawn in through an air dehydrator by the
venturi-tee. Mounted on the teft side of the
reservoir is a glass tube-type sight gage. The top

. and brontof the glass tube must be vented to
the reservoir so that the fluid can rise freely.

8-3. Pumps. Connected to the bottom left of
the reservior is a, line leading to the auxiliary
electric pump. It serves as an emergency pump.
This pump is electrically driven and may be
controlled by one of several switches. The
pump's first 1800 psi of pressure is directed to
the brake system. In order to have this first
1800 psi directed to the brake system, a priorty
valve is used. This particular priority valve is
called a .selective relief valve. The selective
relief valve is basically a balanced relief valve

.he
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set to open at 1800 psi. When the auxiliary ,

pump is running, its output is directed into the
brake accumulator and to the selective. relief
valve. When thepressure buildskup to 1800 psi,
the selective relief valve opens. Now the

,auxiliary p:ump .- can also chargt- the main
hydraulic systeth. The brake accumulator now
serves bdth the brake system and the main
system. '-lAny time the main- system pressure
drops below. 1800 psi, the selective relief valve '

closes. It therby reserves the last 1800 psi
available prewire, it the system fails, for the
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_auxiliary pump is necessary. Reservoir fluid
level can only be dropped to suction port level
by a leak in the main system. Located in the-
supply Jines leading, to each engine is an
emergency shutoff valve (labled S.O.V.). These
valves are electrically operated and are con-
trolled by switches located in the cockpit.
These valves cah, shut Joff fluid flow to the
engine pump in case .of emergencies, This
schematic -has a pressure-regulated power
system and also a separate ,system using
variable-volume pumps. Therefore, we need
positive displacenient pumps and variable
displacement pumps. Again in figure 23. you
can see that the two left-hand pumpseton each
engine are the positive-displacement pumps
(because they have no fluid return line to the
reservoir): the right-hand puinps are the
variable-volume _puinps. The two variable-
volume pumps sitpPly a constant pressure foy
the flight controls and inflight refueling
systems. The two positive-displacement, pumps
(left-hand pumps) supply fluid pressure for the
flaps. landing gear, brakes. nosewheel steering.
and cargo (oading doors. A regulator and a
bypass valve co^htrol this pressure. Qick-
disconnectg" are inStalled in each inlet. and
,outlet of the pump to help make the pump
changing easier. Check valves are installed in
the outlet of each pump to prevent it from being
motorized if it fails.

8-5. Valve,t. The oupput of the left-hand
pumps Ipositive-displacement pumps) is direc-
ted down through the bypass valve to the
pressure regulator. The pressu e regulator is
typical oj the ones discussed Volume 2. For
discussion purposes, we ill say that the
regulator has a kick-in9rsure of 2700 psi and
kick-out pressure ot>1000 psi.. After the fluid
pressure passes through the regulator, it has two
,paths to follow: one path is to.the pressure
manifold, and the other one is to the brake
system. As the pumps start to rotate, fluid is
directed -"Tsnto the brake ?*ystgn through the
check valve and into the brake accumulator.

8-6. As-the pressure builds up to ppprox-
imately 1800 psi, the selective relief valve
opens. It remains in this pcCsTon as long as the
pressure stays above 1800 p Pressure in the
system keeps buiLding up until it reaches the
kick-out setting of the pressure regulator (3000
psi). Now the.flow from the pressure regulator
goes back tO the reservoir by way of the return
lines. The pressure, regulator will maintain
system pressure between its kick-in and kick-
out settings. As previously mentioned, the
brake accumulator acts as a main system ac-
cumulator above 1800, psi. If system pressure
drops below 1800 psi. the selective relief valve
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closes, isolating the brake system. The positive-
displacement piimp power system is also
protected from excessive pressures by a relief 4

valve. In the schematic, it is located to the left
of the pressure regulator. The brake system uses
a spherical-type accumulator, with a pressure
gage connected to ykie air chamber. Gages con-
nected in this manner give preload air pressure
reading when the hydraulic system is not.
pressurized. Another pressure gage is located in
the flight engineer's or pilot's compartment'and
is controlled by a pressure transmiuer. The
transmitter is located in the brake system
pressure line. This gage indicates system
pressure whenever the reading is above 1800
psi. Otherwise, it indicates the fluid pressure
trapped in the brake ac mulator.

8-7:" During long ight it is desirable to
relieve the load on he engine-driven pumps.
This eliminates excessive loading and
unloading of the pressure regulatorA bypass
system tnade up of a Wass valve and a b pass
control valve is used !.U.r this purpose. turing
normal operation of the hydraulic syste , fluid
flows through the bypass valve to aid pressure
regulator. When. the bypass4control valveis
energized to the BYPASSItiositionthe plunger
of the control valve moves to the right. This
allows fluid pressure from the two selector
valves to be directed through the control valve
to the bypass valve. The bypass valveplunger is
moved to the left. connecting the pump
pressure lines to the return manifold. System
pressure retained by the check valve wily-
gradually decrease to approximately 250 psit
This is caused by the normaknternal leakage of
.the many hydraulic units. At approximately
250 psi the bypass valve balances itself. The
engine-driven pump flow to the return line is
restricted enough to maintain approximately
250 psi in themain system. A safety element is
installed in./the system to help crewmembers
who occasionally forget. Should ,the syst,em be
left in bypass during landing, serious con-
sequences could result. The fluid pressure that
mo,ves the bypass valve plunger to the left must
first pass through the landing`gear selector
valve. It also flows through the wing flap selec-
tor valve before going to the tlypass valve. Illoth
of these yillves must be in the neutral position
for the fluid to pass through then* When'either
selector valve is actuated, the pressure line
from the selector valve to the bypass valve is 49

connected to retuin. This takes the power
system out of bypass and causes it to build ,up
pressure immediately.

8-8. The wing flap selector valve ia Sig-port
type. The ports are pressure and return, ports.
flap up and down ports, and bypass pressure in

1,1
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and out ports. The landing gear-selector valve is
seven-port type.' It has pressure and return

ports, normal up and normal down ports, an
emergency down port, and bypass pressure in
and out ports. The tines to the 'selector valves.
for the landing gear and wing flap are small.
They direct fluid to remote or slave control
valves. These remote or selave control valves in
turn direct fluid from the pressure manifolp to
the landing gear and wing flap actuatorlis We
discussed remote and slave control malvfs in
another volume of this coutse. This type of
system, keeps large high-pressure lines to a
minimum and out of the cockpit. This results in
weight savings by the use of smaller lines and
reduces fire hazard. The selector valves are
generally fastened to control levers within easy
reach of the operator.

9. Landing Gear Hydraulic System
The landing .gear selected for this

. div.taio,u is a representative one, to cover
theory of operation. The main gear is retracted
hydraulically and free-falls in extension. The
nose gear tracts and extends hydraulically.
The nose ar will not free-fall because it ex-

\ tends forward into the slipstream.
9-2. As previously mentioned, remote con-,

tr I valves direct fluid pressure from the
pre sure ,manifold to' actuators. Referring to
tigur 4, we see that there are three of these
valves. the nose gear extension valve, the lan-
ding gjr operathig valtse, and the emergency
extens ot`ivalvk.

9-3. Gear Retraction. After takeoff, the
copilot moves the control hlndle to the UP

IMMO =1 =NM oM11 AMU

position. Fluid pressure is directed from the
selector /valve, through the up line, to the la -
ding gear operating valve. The, pressure fo es
the plunger to the left, opening a passage
through the valve for fluid to flow. The
pressure is directed to the up side of the main

;gear actuators for retraction. Fluid is also
directed to the unlatch side of the nose gear,
downlatch actuator. It is also directed to the up
side of the nose gear retracting actuator. The
downlatch actuator releases an over-center lock
mechanism so that the nose gear can then be
retracted. The initial movement of Ulf main
gear actuator breaks an overcenter mechanism
Which allows the gear to retract. An overcenter
lock mechanism is also used to hold,the gears
in the retracted position. The gears strike this
overcenter mechanism as it reaches the full up
position. The mechanism is spring-loaded to
lock around the actuators. These uplocks are
released by hydraulic actuators.

9-4. By now you may be wondering what an
overcenter lock mechanism is. One example is
the metal bracket that holds the cover door
open on a phonograph. Once the cover is
opened and the metal bracket pushed over-
center, normally the door cannot close by itself.
The door will .stay open until the bracket is,
pulled from the overcenter positions Another
example is a stepladder. When thOladder is
opened out, a centering handle is pushed down,
thus locking the ladde'r in the open position.
This lock is an overcenter mechanism.

9-5. After the three gears are locked in the
UP positionrthe control lever is moved to the
NEUTRAL position. This vents the right-hand
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port of the landing gear operating valve to the
return manifold. The plunger in the landing
gear operating valve then returns.to the normal
position. This position vents the up lines of all
three landing gear actuators to theP return
manifold. The nose gear downlatch is also ven-
ted to the return. The internal spring moves its
actuator piston back to its original position.
Some systems you will encounterido not require
moving thnelector ',handle to neutral.,

4- 9-6. sear Extension.1 During normal ex-
jension procedures, the control, lever is moved
to the DOWN position. The selutor valve now
directs fluid pressure to the unlatch side of the
main gear uplatch actuator. It also directs fluid
to 4he nose gear uplatch actuator. After the
main gear uplatches are released, the two main
gears free-fall into the extended position. A
bungee or springs may be installed on the main
gear to insure that they are completely dol:vn
and locked. As the gear falls, hydraulic tl'uid is
forced out of the up side of the actuators to the

.)return. The down sides of theoctuators are ven-
to the top of the reservoir through the

emergency extension valve. Venting the down
sic1,6 of the actuators to the top of the reservoir
causes them to merely draw in and expel air
during normal operation'. However, during
EMERGENCY DOWN operation, this li'ne is
connected to the pressure manifold.,(This is ex-

, plained in a later section.) .

9-7. AS previously mentioned, the nose gear
does not free-fall during extension. The nose-
gear uplatCh actuator has a special.feature built
into it; namely, a sequenee valve. This prevents,
pressure being applied to the nose gear until af-
ter the uplatch is completely Kleased. When the
uplatch is released, fluid is directed through the
uplatch actuator to the nose gear extension
valve. Pressure forces the plunger or sUde of the
extension valve to the'right..Fluid can now flow
from the pressure manifold to the down side of
the -nose`gear actuator. When the gear reaches
the full down position, it hits an overcenter
lock mechanism, which locks it. You may be
wondering why we want the uplatcti released
before applying pressure to extend the gear. Yet
we don't release the down latch before applying
the pressure for retracting the gear. The weight
of the gear alone imposes a considerable strain
on the uplatch methanism. Therefore. if
hydraulic pressure is applied to extend the gear
before it is unlatched, structural damage may
result. When the gear is down and locked, the
control handle is moved to fhe NEUTRAL
position. Then the piston of the nose gear
uplatch actuator will return to its normal
position. The nose gear extension valve plunger
also returns to its normal position.

9-8.1mergeneY Gear Extension. Should
either or both main gears bind and not extend
completely, hydraulic fluid can force them
down. If the gear binds, locate the trouble, if
possible, before using the emefgency
procedure. If'hydraulic pressure is to be used,
the control lever is moved to the
EMERGENCY DOWN position. In this
position the selector valve opens two pressure
outlet lines. One directs fluid through the
emergency down line to the emergency ex-
tensioh valve. The otherildirects fluid to the
main and nose gear uplatches; this is the normal
down line: The slide qf the emergency ex-
tension valvie is moved to the leftby the fluid
pressure. This closes off the air vent line to the
reservoir. At the same time, it opens a passage
from the pressure manifold to the down side of
the main gear retraction actuators. The gear is
extended by hydraulic pressure. After the gear
is down and locked, the control handle is
moved to either the DOWN or NEUTRAL
position. Most aircraft technical publications
require tfiat the cOntrol,handle be left in the

'DOWN...position. This is a safety precaution
when the aircraft is on the ground.

9-9 If system pressure is lost during flight,
some, sort of landing gear emergency extnsion
system must be provided. In the system we
selected, t is is done by mechanically releasing

\the three u tches. In such a case. the pilot or
Copilot pulls a control lever marked
"Emergency Gear Extension." Through cables
and linkages, the overcenter locks are released,.
This frees all three gears from their uplatche.
The two main gears free-fall into extension.
Now, how about the nose gear'? We have said
that it extends forward in4o the slipstream. This
is true, but we still can get tile gear down
without the use of hydraulic pressure by aircraft
maneuver technique. The correct procedures
naturally are outlined in the appropriate
technical order.

9-10 We have not forgotten`about the wheel
well doors. We have drawn this aircraft
schematic so, that the doors'''. open and close
mechanicalt This is the case with several of
our large aircraft. When hydraulic pressure is
used for opening and closing of the doors,
proper sequencing is needed. Actuators and
sequence valves insure that the doors and gear
move in their. proper tigie.

9-11. When we have landing gears, we must
have brakes. Thus, our next discussion centers
about the brake system schematic.
10. Brake System

10-1. qhe brakes are operated either by
hydraulic' pressure or by air pressure. (See fig.
25.)
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10-2. Normal Hydraulic System. Tte nor-
mal system consists of the brake accumulators,
'two power brake ccmtrol valves (PBCVs), shut-
tle valves, and the brake units. The-accumulator
is charged either by the auxiliary pump or by
the normal system "through the selective relief .

valve. Braking pressure is controlled- by two
power brake control valves. These_ valves (one
for.the right wheels and one for the left wheels)
are controlled by the ppilOt's apd copilot's rud-
der pedals. Figure 25 shows only one set, of
pedals; however, two are used whenever the air-
craft requires more than one pilot. When the
brake pedals are depiessed, the po-wer krake's
control valves direct fluid to the brake shuttle
valves. From the shuttle valves the fluid
directed to the brake, assemblies. The shuttle
valves normally blodk off the air pressure lines.
The hydraulic pressdre and a spring cause the
shuttle valve to close the air lines. \then the\
brate pedals are released, the PBCVs are

tt closed to pressure and opened .to the return
manifold. The brake return springs then release
the brakes. They force the fluid back through
the PBCVs to the return line and on to the
reservoir. Most brake systems have some type
of a safety device to prevent excessive loss of
fltid. Hydraulic fuses will do this job very well.
As you recall, hylfaulic fuses close and block
the line after a easured volume of fluid has
passed through them.

1 0-3. Emergency Air System.
In the case of hydraulic failure, the
air brake system provides the necessary
presiure to apply the brakes. The air brake
system consists of an air bottle, pressure gage,

and two air brake valves. Two,hand-operkted
control levers acluate the brake valves during
emergenc'y operation. These levers are
generally painted red and safetied (with small
safety wire) in the OFF position. When the con-
trol levers are moved to ON, the air brake
valves direct air to the shuttle valves. The ap-
plied air pressure moves the shuttle in the shut-
tle valves, This closes the brake hydraulic lines
and opens the air 4ine to the brake units. Air
pressure applied tp the brake units is directly
proportional to the .movement of the control
levers. When the concrol levers are relealed,
the brake valves shutoff the pressure from the

, air bottle. Also, the pressurizing air charge is
vented overboard. The pressure in the air bottle
is generally 4ufficient for two or three ap-
plications of the brakes. Whenever air has been,
used, the br`akes must be bled before the normal
hydraulic brakes can be used. If not bled. the
air trapped in the brakes will -give erratic
operation.

10-4. You may be asking, "Why use air in-
,stead of hydraulic fluid for emergency
operat?" Thisis a questir that has to be an-
swered when the aircraft is designed. Many fac-
tors must' be considered. when determining the
type of system to be used; for instance, the size
of the aircraft, the ease of locating the
emergency system, and the weight factor Of air
co,mpared with hydraulic fluid must all be given
consideration.

11. Nosewheel Steering and. Cargo Door
Hydraulic Systems.

1 I-1. One might not consider the nosewheel
steering and the cargo door hydraulic'system as
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esgential as landing gear and brake Systems.
Yet, they are highly important. Sometimes theY
are rather complex.

11-2. Nosewheel Steering. The nosewheel
steering system, shown in fig. 26, is relatively
simple in design and operation. The system
consists 131 an oleo-actuated shutoff valve,
metering valve, a balanced-type actuator, and
followup mechanism.

.11-3,. Fluid from the pressure manifold is
directed through th'e oleo-actuated shutoff
valve to the slide-type metering valve. The
oleo-actUated-shutoff valve is closed whenever
the nose strut is almost fully extended. Th'i
prevents accidental use of steering when the air-
craft is airborne. Centering cams center the
nos,ewheek, when the strtit extends toviard its
maximum extension. If steering could be used

after the cams became engaged, severe damage
couldresult to the centering mechanism.

11-T: The slide-type metering valve is cable
controlled from the cockpit by a steering wheel.
Turning of the steering wheel causes the slide
valve to move,thereby sending fluid to the ac-
euatOr., The actuator is a balanced type,
allowing the turning force to be equal ineither
direction. As the actuator turns the nosewheel,
a followup systein returns .the slide to its
neutral' position. The type system used is
decided by the design engineers.

11-5. If :hydraulic pressure is 'lost. the
nosevAeel will caster freely, Centsring springs
hold the slide valve in its neutral position.. In
this position, fluid can free-flow from one side
of the actdator to the other. No shimmy damper
is required on`this system, assuming corotating
wheels are Used. In an earlier volume, we
discussed this type of system in detail.

11-6. Cargo Loading boor. When the *door
is open, the front end of the cargo loading door
extends down onto the ground. It forms a ramp
for small Vehicles to drive into the aircraft. The
hydraulic system (see fig. 27) consists of a
rotary-type select& valve, two mechanically
operated sequence -valves, a one-31y check
valve, two latch actuators, two door actuators.,
and an emergency hand pump and reservoir.

11-7. Let's assume that the" door is closed
the selector valve has been placed in the OPEN
position. j-lydraulic fluid from the pressui.e
manifold is directed -to the two door-latch ac-
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tuators through a flow equalizer valve. The typical of many sequence systems presently
flow equalizer insures that both latch actuators used.
actuate at the same time. 12., Flight Control Actuating Sysiems
-.1 1-8. Pressure forces the pistons of both latch 12-j.. Some flight control surfaces suCh as

actuators to die right.'Return fluid is directed wing flaps are moved entirelY by hydraulic
through sequence valve A. At this point \of ". power. .0therslike airerons, rudders, and

elevators--are often moved by the pilot's
energy plus hStdraulic boost force. We will
cover the wing flap and aileron boost systems as

,representative examples. We will also touch on.
lab actuation of control surfaces,

12-2. Wing Flap System. The wing flaps are
raised and lowered through the use of a
hydraulically driven motor. The direction of '
travel is controlled by a selector valye in the
cotkpit area, It, in turn, actuates a remote con-
trol valve similae to the ones used in the lan-
ding gear hydraulic system.

v12-3. Figure 28 is an excerpt from the
foldout and shows the. complete wing flap
hydraulic system. Let's assume that tne tla.ps are
up and that the 'wing flap selector valve is
moved to the DOWN position: Hydraulic
pressure is ,directed to the down side of the
wing flap,control valve. The slide in the control
valve moves up. This lets system pressure pass
through the down line to the wingflap limit
valve. From there it goes to the hydraulic
motor. As the fluid leaves the wing flap control
valve; it alsoenters the bottom side_of the shut-
tle valve. It pushes the shuttleup and passes' on
o the wing flap lock .0alve. The prgssure then
ushei this valve down and passei on to the-

b ake assembly, in the hydraulic motor. The
p essure releases the brake and thereby permits-
th mbtor tg lower the flaps. As the motor
tur , it lowers the slide in the wing flap limit
vat'', through mechanccal linkage. Afts..the flaps
apP ch their All down position, the slide
bloc the down line and stqps the motor. Ad-

t of this linkage sets tne up and down
ilmits f the flap travel.

12-4 Let's see what happens when we decide
to raise he flaps. Moving the selector valve tq
the UP osiion sends fluid to the top of the
wing tla control valve. This pushes the slide
down an lets tluidpass through into the up
line. Fro there tit pushes the shuttle valve k
dg4vn arid asses on to the wing flap lock valve.
Again, it oes on to the motor brake and

-releases it. Up line fluid also flows through the
wing flap limit valve and on to rotate the
hydraulic motor. Before, when we lovfered the
flaps and reached full down,the litpit valves
slide had also moved down. It blocked the
down pressure line completely. If it is blocked
off, how then can it become the return line for
the motor during "flap up" operation? Notice
thewtwo ball check valves in the limit valve.

operatiOn, sequence valve A is being held open
by one of the door actuators. -As each latch ac-
tuator moves- to the Aight, two things happen:
the latches are first4illeased, and then sequence
valve B (located in the door actuator return
line) is opened.The door then falls ogen by its
own weight. While sequence valvE B was
Closed, the doors could not open. This was
because valve B trapped the fluid in the close
side of the two door actuators. During door
opening, fluid in the close side of the door ad-.

tuators- is routed through the orifice check
valve,eand sequence, vaPe, to return.. Sequence
valve B insures that te latches are fully
released before thep6r is allowed to drop
again. The orifice Vheck valve slows the
opening rate of die Abr. The opening of th
doors allows spring force to close sequenc
valve A. This positions sequence valve A for the
propd door-closing sequence.

1 1-9. When'the cargo door selector valve is
moved to the CLOSED posi ion, hydraulic
fluid is directed through the o en sequence
valve B. The flew is unrestricted to the close
side of the door actuators. Fluid ovc to the'
latch actuators is blocked bY close sequence
valve A. As the doors reach the full ,clbsed
position, sequence valve A is opened. This
allows hydraulic fluid to be directed to the
'latch side of the latch actuator?! As the latch ac-
tuators start moving ,toward the latched
position, sequence valve B closes. This
positions sequence" valve B far proper door-
opening sequence. The selector valve has only
two positions; therefore, it is normally left in
the door's selected position. An auxiliary hand
pump provides hydraulic pressure for door
operation if normal pressure is unavailablev
Return flow from the ?selector valve to the
return manifold must first pass through the
auxiliary reservoir. Thus, normal operation of
the doors insures that the, reservoir it always
full of fluid. The capacity of a reservoir used in
a system such as this ranges from 1 quart to 1/2
gall n. This is sufficient in size because the
fluid
com
relief
pump out
tini of this

in the reservoir is only a reserve,supply to
sate for 'normal leakage. A hand pump
alve is connected between the hand

t line and the return line. The set-
valve is *generally between 200 and

500 psi anove the normal system pressure.
11-10. As we have previously stated, this

system is not for aRy particular aircraft, but it is
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They provide an alternate pith for fluid return
until dke slide moves far enough to unblock the
ports. When the flaps reach their up li it, the
slide will block` the up line.

12-5. The flaps can be stopped aau1 in-
between position by placing the selector valve
in NEUTRAL_This positions the selector valve
so that both lines going to the control valve are
vented to retyrn. The slide in the control valve
will be held An the netural position by the cen-
tering springs. As a result, all up and downi
lines to the motor will be unpressurized. No
pressure will turn the motor and no pressure
will unlock the brake; the flaps will remain
stationary.

12-6. Most hydraulic motors have speed-
governing device. Flow control or constant
flow valves serve this purpose. Our flap
hydraulic system uses one of these valves for
that purpose. Figure 28 shows the constant flow,

- valve connected into the pressure line going to
, the wing flap cOntrol valve. Having the valve
located in the pressure line means that only one
valve is needed. It can cOntrol the speed of the
flaps in either the raising or lowering
operation.

12-7. Aileron Boost System. The aileron
boost system receives its pressuie from another
siuirce than the systemsAiscussed up to now. It
gWts its pressure from two engine-
driven variable-displacement pumps..You may
be wondering why we don't use the normal.
regulator-controlled system for the aileron
boost. Early in this chapter, we said that we
needed to relieve the system of high pressure
during long flights. The aileron boost does not
require large quantities of fluiclat- any one time.
However, it uses small, varying amounts of

fluid under pressure continuously. The
variable-displacement pump, 'also tailed
variable-volume pump, meets this need.

12-8. The system, .i,hown in figure 29, is a
relatively simple one. It consists of a boost con-
trol unit, a priority valile; a relief valve, and an
accumulator. The boost control unit consists of
a metering valve and an actuating cylinder. The
actuating cylinder's piston rod (left end) is
fastened to the structure of the aircraft and,
therefore, does not move. The ailerons' are
mechanically fastened to the right-hand side 'of
the cylinder housing, which does move. The
metering valve slide unit (bottom in actuator) is
attached by linkage, to the control stick or
%%Seel. Whenever the pilot makes an aileron

-`change motion on his control, this slide moves
with it.

12-9. Let's assume that the slide valve is
moved to the right. Fluid is then directed into

-the right end eff the' actuating cylinder. Since
the piston cannot move, the entire housing
assembly has to move to the right. It thereby
moves the control surface.. As the cylinder
housing catches up with the metering valve, the
amount of fluid going into the cylindei tapers-
off. When it has caught up, the passage to the
right end ofAhe cylinder is blocked. This stops
further movdrnent of the cylinder assetbly. The
slide traps the fTuid in both ends of the cylin-
der, thereby holding ihe control surfaces
stationary. In the event hydraulic pressure is
lost, tlie ailerons can be controlled
mechanically. Normally, system pressure
pushes up on the center plunger shown in the
figure. When it is pushed up, it blocks the
passage which connects the two end chambers
of the cylinder. When system pressure islost,
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Figure 29 Aileron boost hydrautic system schematic.

the spring puslsithe plunger. down, opening brakes.. However, when msed as, sked brakes,'
the passageway. Now there can be free flow of both spoiler's are .raised at the same time.

12-12. Tab Attuation. Some aircaft may
have hydtaulic boost systems for the rudder and
elevators.'Other aircraft Use flying or servo tabs
to Move the control surfaces. The tabs are a
small control Surface installed in the trailing
edge of the main control surfaCe . The pilot's
control stick is usually rnechan Ily fastened to
these tabs. The mechanical lin age is such that
the tabs arc moved in the opPmite direction of
the, control surface. On aircraft with autopilots,

12-11. Many of our more recent aircraft there may be hydraulic involvement in tab ac-
don't rely entirely.,on ailerons .fror lateral con- tuation. We won't go into that, because it is the
trol of the aircraft; insted, they use spoilers responsibility of another AFS.
either alone or together with the ailerons. 12-13. This completes our discussion of a
Spoilers serve the same basic purpose as typical hydraulic. ,system and the reading of
ailerons, but they control the aircraft in a dif- schematrc diagrams. However, hydraulics are
ferent manner. As' an example. to lower the used for many purpbses other than for flying
right wing of an aircraft using ailerons, the and controlling the aircraft. For example,
right aileron rises and the left aileron lowers, hydraulics are used to operate bomb doors.
To lower the right wing of an aircraft using guns, and inflight refueling systems. Some of
swilers, .only the right spoiler rises. Most these systems are nfaintained by personnel
spoiler systems can also be 'Used as speed other. than the pneudraulic repairman.

412-30.5

fluid between the two sides of ihe- acteating
piston. The link'age now moves the entire con-
trol unit and ailerotvithout hydraulic boost.

12-10. The priority valvg is installed to in-
sure that the aileron syskem has priority over
the Ififlight refueling sprein. The relief valve
protects the system frm ,excessive pressure.
The accumulator is installed to dampen
pressure surges causeil by rapid starting and
stopping of units.
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE

I Use this Guide as a Study Aid. It emphasizesall important study areas of this volume.

2.. Use the Guide as ytm complete the Volume, Review Exercise and Pr Review after Feqdhack on the Results.
After each item number on your VRE is a three digit number in parenthesis. That npmber corresponds to the
Guide Number in- this Study Reference Guide which shows yOu where the answer to*that VRI.: item can be
found in the text. When answering the, items in. your VRE, refer to the areas in the test indicated by these
Guide Numbers. The VRE results will be sent- to you on a postcard Athich will list the actual VRE-items you

issed. Go to'yotir VRE booklet and locate the Guide Number for each item missed. List these Guide Numbers.
hen go back to your textbook and carefully review the areas coveted by the:e Guide Numbers. Review the

entire VRE again before you take the closed-book Course Examination.

3. Use the Guide for Follow-up after you complete the Course Examination. The CE csnIts will be sent to you
on a postcard. ,which will indicate "Satisfactory- or "Unsatisfactory'. completion. he card will list Guide
Numbers relating to the questions missed. Locate the numbers in the Guide and draw line under the Guide
Number, topic, and reference. Review these areas to inv your mastery of the course..

Guide
Number

Guide Numbers 400 through 413

400 Introduction to Shop and Aerospace Ground
Equipment; HCT-6 Hydraulic Component
Tester: Internal High-Pressure Ptimp Circuit;
Component Test Circuit; Cylinder Test Cir-
cuit; Pump Test Circuit: pages I -6

401 HCT-6 Hydradlic Component Tester: Foot
Pump Test Circuit; High-Pressure Air Pump
Circuit; Manometer Circuit; Return .Circuit;
Temperature Control Circuit; Air Pressure
Circuit; Vacuum Circuit; Operating In-
structions: pages 6-9
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

* . TA44lowifig exercises.are study .aids.'Write your answers in pencil in the space prorided after each cwereise.
Immediately after cimipleting each set-of exercises, cheek your responses against the answers fOr that set, Do

submirpnir answers to Ecl for grading.

CHAPTER I

Objectives: To, become familiar with the various item§ of aerospace ground eqUipment a to be able
to use them effectively and tl keep them in proper working order.;

I. What are the main .0'nctions of any testiugequipment that may be found in a maintenance shop?
(Intro.- 1 .3).

2. r'What is- the function of the internal high-pressure pump circuit- of the 1-ICT te4t stand? (

3. Whi6 circuits doe the reservoir of the HCT 6 test stand ;upply fluid to? What is the rated
c.apacity of the reservoir in gallons? (1-4)

4. What is the source of the air for pressurizing the reservoir of the HCT 6? At what psi can the
reservoir be pressurized? (lt5)

410.

s,r

1. ' Why should the HCT 6 test stand relief valve never be adjusted below 500 psi? ( 1-7)

5. If th e.. suction filte-r-Th the HCT -6 test stand becomes clogged, what protects the pump? (1-6)

6. 'What is the purpose nt the volume con t rol on the I ICT 6 test stand? (1-7)

What'protects the,.hydraulic pump from excessive pressures when' it is supplying pinver for testing.
on the HCT-6? (1,7)

9. What purpose does the accdmulator on the HCT 6 test stand serve in the component circuit? ( .

1
4 C
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10. For what purpose the'pump test circuit on the H('T-6 used? (I- l

11. What protects the foot pump circuit of the HCT 6 test stand from excessive piessure? ( 143)

12. What are the six test circuits of the. HCT7-6 test stand? (1-7-10, 13. 16: Fm. 2)

13.. What is the hivh-pressnre air pump circuit of the .11CT-40 test stand used rot? ( I-16 19)

14. What prevents the mercury fronj being,blown out ot the manometer on the HUI 6 test stand';
Ner

15. When setting up the/HCT-6'test stand, what safety precaution Should you take in regard to
positigningikhe range selector valve handle to the flow meters? (1-24)

16. What prevents overheating the fluid in the reservoir? (1-26)

.
17. How can the fluid of the EICT-6 test- stand be maintained at a desired temperature? (1-27 29)

18. On the HCT 6 test stand, what unit_ can be used to check ease pressure of a pump ot back
pressure of a unit being tested?- (1-34)

19. Explain the purpose of the cylinder test circuit on the hydraulic HCT-6 test stand. (1-9. 371

20. In what position is the tlowmeter range selector valve when starting the HCT 0 tem stand:! (1.37)
fs\

21. Fur What purpose will you use a portable hydraulic test stand? (2.1)

4.

3

4?'
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22. The portable test stand replaces what unit(s) of the aircraft system? (2-1)

23. -How ritVy hydraulic systems-does the MK-3 have? What purposes 'are they used for? How can
they be operated? (2-5)

4

-

24. What determines the source of fluid to the boost pumps of the MK-3? (2-6)

25: What limits maximum fill system pressure on the MK-3? (2-12)

26. Why' i best to have the bypass. valve open wheniou start a test stand?. (2-14,

44iz.

27. What step must you take before connecting the MK-3 to tilt aircraft? (2-15)

411.

2.8. What caution _should you take in positioning the reservoiOselector with ,the K-3 running and
flow control valve open? (2-191

29. What advantage is there to you jn using the hose assemVy machine instead of the hand method?
(3-1)

30. What should you check before you start to set up the hose assembly machine? -5)

V

31. Using a hose assembly machine, you have just com eted the part of the operation to determine
that the fitting clearance is correct. What are the n t three steps? (3-10)

32. What should you do before you attempt to operate ate hose assembly machine? (3-11)

33. Before jacking an aircraft, why should you cheek the maintenance technical manual? (4-1)

41 9
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34. What determines which jack may be used on aircraft? (4-4)

35. What is the purpose of the air vent on a jack reservoir? (4-6)

36. What prevents accidental lomiering of a jack, when it is under a load? (4-9)

37. How would you remove trapped air from a jack ram cylinder? (4-11)

38. Where is the filler plug for an axle jack? (4-13; Fig. 13)

39. Why are jack pads used with tripod jacks? (4-14)

40. When you are ready to jack an aircraft, what should you check before placing the jiicks under the
aircraft? (4-15)

41. Why is it advisable to remove the jacks from-beneath the aircraft quickly after lowering? (4-16)

42. Why is the position of the wheels of a jack important while jacking an aircraft? (4-16)

43. ideally, how many men are needed to jack an aircraft? (4-18).

44. What is the advantage of using a jacking manifold when raising miir than one jack? (4-19)

45. When should you inspect a jack for its general condition'? (4-21)

(-

46. When the BI maintenance stand is extended, what gives it added stability? (5-6)-

411



47.. What safety precaution should you- take before ascending the stairs of B--,11 maintenance stand?
(5-7)

48, What controls the speed tif lowering a maintenance stand? (5-8)

40. What is the maximum load that should be raised on the B 1 platform? (5-10)

50. How many air systems does the MCI air compressor have? (6-3)

51. What prevents the MC-1 engine from being started under a load? (6-5)

52. Whitt unit of the MC,1 air compressor removes the last traces of water from the compressed air?
(6-8)

'53. What limits are there on the tne of th.e loik-pressure chuck of the MC-1 air compressor? (6-15)
.

54. What should you check tint before starting an air compressor? (6-17)

.-
53. In what po:ition is the pilot valve when starting the MCI (Joy) ;air compressor'? Explain how

ou adjust the valve tu the starting point? (6-18)

56. If you want to use the MC-1 air compressor in a closed area. what precaution should you take'?
(6-18)

57. Why are the service line relief valves opened lafter completing the servicing of a unit? (6-23)

58 You have just finished servicing an aircraft, strut, usihg the high-pressure .air system. What possible
danger is there if you accidentally open the service valve? (6-27)

6
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59. For what purpose is the ultrasonic cleaner used? (7-3)

60. Name the two classes ok transducers. (7-5)-

61. Cleaning in the ultrasonic cleaner is accomplished in two ways. Name them. (7-7)

62. When sonic energy is applied to the cleaning sOlution. what is the collapse of the cavities called?
(7-9)

63. What does the actual scrubbing- of the filter element in the ultrasonic cleaner?. ( 7-10)

64. Will large air bubbles affect the cleaning operation or the ultrawnic cleaner? Explain. (7-111

65. What is the precaution needed in handling the cleaning fluids of the SANE 50? (7-121

.66. What prevents the vapors of trichlorethylene from' rising above a safe level? (7-17)

67. What should you do with a woven wire mesh filter before you clean it? (7-19)

68. How do you know if the filter element you're cleaning is clean? (7-22)

69. 'You 'are performing the bubble test on a filter elemenrand a larger column of bubbles appears ii
one point. What does this mean? What choice of maintenance do you have?. (7-24)

70. What precaution should you take after you have cleaned a filter? (7-25)

71. How much of the total surface of a filter element can be repaired before it is discarded? (7-29)



CHAPTER 2

Objective: To learn to read and understand hydraulic schematics.

I. Explain a logiCal sequence that should be followed when analyzing a large hydraulic schematic.(lntron, 4)

2. What is the purpose of the li-25-psi check valve that is located in the main reservoir return line?(8-2)

3. Explain what controls pressure buildup when using the auxiliary pump. (8-3)

4. What is the purpose of the selectiiik relief valve as shown in figure 52? (873, 6: Fig. 52)1, 0:

5. Explain the purpose of a bypass system. (8-7)

6. Why are remote-control (slave) valves often installed in large hydraulic systems? (8-8)

7., Why won't the nose gear mentioned in this sectiod extend by "free-fall?" (9:1)

8. Do all landing gear selector valve handles have to be placed in neutral after an operation'? (9-5)

9. Why is it necessary to apply hydraulic pressure to the landing gear uplatches prior to extending
the gear? (9-7)

10. Can the landing sear be extended if hydraulic pressure is lost in flight? How? (9-9)

11. Explain the two methods of applying the brakes. (10-1)

414
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12. What maintenance procedure must be performed after using the emergency air brakes? (10-3)

13. What unit prevents accidental use of the steering system while the aircraft is airborne? (11-3)

14. What unit insures that both cargo door-latch actuators operate simultaneously? ( I 1-7)

15. What unit limits the maximum travel of the wing flaps? (12-3)

16. What unit insures that the flaps will not move when in the intermediate position? ( 12-5)

'.\17. What means is provided to allow manual control of the ailerons in the event system pressu)-.e k
lost? (12-9) '7 ,

18. What is the purpose of the priority valve installed between the aileron boost system and the
inflight refueling sytem? (12-10)

*NOTE: 'Rages 409 and 410 are missing Ie to deleted material. No pertinent
Information was omitted.

a
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

CHAPTER 1

1. To check new units for proper operation before installation, troubleshoot suspected inoperative
units, and test overhauled or repaired units for proper operation.

2. To supply a controlled flow of fluid to the cylinder and component circuits.

3. The reservoir supplies fluid to all five circuits and con ins 25 gallons.

4. The air comes from an external shop source and can be pressurized between 3 and 125 psi.

5. A suction switch turn's off the eleotric motor which drives the pump. 4

6. It permits the operator to set the pump output to any selected flow to meet the test requirements
of the units being tested.

7. This might cause damage to the seals.

8. The relief valve, which is preset to test specifications.

9. It will absorb pressure surges of the pump and units being tested.

10. To test engine-driven pumps.

vo
11. A 6000-psi factory set nonadjustable relialve.

12. The six test circuits re the five shown in figure 2: power pressure test, component test, cylinder
test, pump test, foot pump or static test, and one other, the high-pressure air pump test.

13. To statically test components with pressure from 0 to 25,000, psi.

14. A -float-type check valve.

15. Always position the range selector to send fluid to the larger flowmeter.

16. The fluid passes through a water-cooled heat exchanger before it enters the reservoir.

17. By coolifig it with the heat exchanger or heating it with the reservoir heater, both of the
temperature 'control circuit.

18. The accessory pressure gage.

19. It is for testitig actuating cylinders and similar units where fluid flow occurs only until the
mechanism reaches the end of its travel.

20. 2.5 to 25 gpm.

21. To test aircraft systems Under conditions as close as possible to those of actual flight.

22. The engine pump(s).

12 4it



23. a: Two °independent systems.
b. (I) To make operatio al checks of aircraft system.

(2) To flsJ=fiThihe hydraulic systems.
c. To separately.

24. The reservoir selector valve position.

25. The fill system relief valve.

. 26. To prevent immediate pressure buildup in the system, which would .cause resistance to'starting.

27. Bleed rthe stand.

28. You don't move it.

29. After initial setup, hose assemblies can be processed rapidly.

30. Be sure electric power is off.

31. Move switch to OFF, apt,ty brake, and sAch to REVERSE.

31. Read the TO for operation and safety instructions.

33. To determine the proper jack to be used, the location of the jack points, and the proper
jacking procedures.

34. Height and capacity must be suitable.

35. To prevent a vacuum from being created while jacking.

t-

36. The locknut.

37. Pump the ram up a short distance, then lay the jack op its side with the hose rating up.
Disconnect the hose and push the ram in slowly until all trapped air is expelled.

38. On top of the reservoir; it is also the air vent.

39. a. To adapt to different jack points of an aircraft.
h. Reduce the possibility of a jack's slipping and damaging the aircraft.

40. The teChnical order of the aircraft being jacked for:

a. placement of jacks.
b. capacity of jacks needed.

411 To avoid damage' from possible delayed aircraft strut compression.

42. To make it easier to get the jack from under the aircraft rapidly.

43.. One man per jack .and one "point" man to give directions.

.44. Equal,pressure resulting in, even raising and lowering of all jacks.

45. Each time before you use it.
0
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46. Base lockt,

47. Place the U-shaped safety koiron the ram.
.

48. The amount .of bypass valve opening.

49. 500 pounds.
-

50. Two -high and low systems.

51: Clutch takeoff.

52. The dehydrator ur oxygen purifier cylinder.

53. It is used only up to 300 psi.

54. AFTO Form 45.
ob-

55. It, is in the unload position and is adjusted to this position by turning the handle clockwise until
the valve sprihg tension can first be felt, plus one full turn clockwise.

56. Be sure the exhaust gases are vented 'outside.

57. These are opened in order to dischar e the air trapped in the servicing lines.

58. The hose could whip around and hurt yott or someone else.

59. To clean filter elements, electronic parts, and mechanical units.

60. Piezoelectric and magnetrostr;ctive.

61. Physical and chemical.

62. Implosion.

63. The formation and bursting of the vapor pockets.

64. Yes, they will absorb some -of the sonic energy.

65. Avoid breathing fumes of poth carbon remover and trichloroethylene, and also avoid getting
it on your skin.

66. The condensing coil converts the vapors to a liquid form.'

-67. Check for damage that would be beyond economical repair.

OS. By performing the patch test.

69. a. There is a rupture at that point.
b. It. the bubbles appear, with a reading between 3" /1,0 and the minimum allowed on the

manometer, rtair the element. If the reading is heliiw 3" R20. the element is no good and
is condemned:1f bubbles appear' above the minimum allowable reading. you do nothing,
he.:ausc the element is good.

14



70. Prevent recontamination and pack in clean plastic bags.

71. Three per cent.

-CHAPTER 2

1. First, you should study the power section to determine how the pressure is developed and
maintained. After this, you should follow the path of fluid flow through the pressure manifold
to the various subsystems.

2. It insures a sufficient fluid flow through the venturi-tee for reservoir pressurization.
-11

,113,

3. The auxiliary relief valve is designed to control maximum output of the auxiliary pump. It is
located between the auxiliary pump and the system check valve. The selective relief valve
determines where the first 1800 psi goes and fhen where the flow above 1800 pi goes:

4. It maintains 1800 psi fluici, pressure for brake application.

5. The bypass system is designed to take much of the load off the engine pumps during long
flights when there is little hydraulic action.

6. To keep large high-pressure lines out of the cockpit and to reduce the overall weight of the
aircraft.

7. Because it extends forward into the slipstvam.

8. No.

9. To reduce possible structural damage- caused by the weight of the gear resting on the latches plus
any hydraulic force exerted.

10. Yes, by manually releasing the uplatches and letting the main gearofree-fall and applying maneuver
techniques to extend the nose gear.

11. During normal operation the brakes are'applied by pressure from the normal hydraulic system.
The second method of operation is by the use of air pressure through an emergency air brake
system.

12. The brakes have to be "bled" of air.

13. The oledctuated shutoff valve closes when the strut is extended, thin shutting off pressure to
the steering control valve during flight.

14. Flow equalizer.

15. Wing flap limit valve.

16. The hydraulic brake on the hydraulic motor.

15
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\.
A spring-loaded plunger opens an interconneding line between the two sides rof the actuating. _
pis ton. ,

18. To insure the aileron &Yost system has precedence over the inflighlt refueling system.
4

(.7

,

4

p.
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'STOP-
1.MATCH ANSWER "2.USE NUMBER 1SHEET TO THIS PENCIL.

EXERCISE NUM'.
BER.

42152 04 25

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

Carefully read the following:

DO'S:

I. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answdr sheet identification number" in the,
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers. do not match, tale action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a.
note of explanation.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across from column
to column.

3. Use only medium sharp #1 black lead pencil for marking ansvklbr sheet.

4. Use a clean eraser for any answer sheet changes, keeping erasures to a minimum.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.

6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.

7. If rnandatorily,ehrolled student. process questions or comments
unit trainer dr on supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student. send questions or comments to
Form 17.

DON'TS:

.1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specificall!, for each review

thrtugh your

ECI on ECI

exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple. tape. or mutilate the answer sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than with a4 #1 black lead pencil'.

NOTE: The 3-digit number in parenthesis immediately following each item num-
ber in this Volume Review Exercise represents a Guide Number in the
Study Reference Guide which in turn indicates the area of the text where
the answer to that item can be found. For proper use of these Guide
Numbers in assisting you with your Volume Review Exercise, read care-
fully the instructions id. the heading, of the Study Reference Guide,

I 7
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Multiple Choice

Chapter I

1. (400) The suction supply circuit.found in the HCT-6 hydraulic component tester provides the-
necessary fluid to how many Jest circuits?

c. 41.a. 3.
b. 5. d. 10.

r

44.-

2. (400) Whenever the filtebecomes clogged the filter pressure switch cause the lamp on tile panel
to

a. tome on.
b. go off.'

c. start flashing.
d: activate a warning horn:

3. (400) The actuating test circuit selector valve on the FICT-6 tesf stand must be in the FLOW-
METER RETURN position when yOu are adjusting the

a. volume. c. relief wive. ,

b. pressure. d. temperature controller.
,

4. (400) Which of the following 'units on the' HCT -6 test stand measures the internal pump leakage'
of a pump under test? .

a. The lea'kage tanIt.
b. The scavenge flowmeter.
c. The 0.4 to 4 gpm flowmeter.
d. The 2.5 to 25 gpm flowmeter.

5. (401) In order to speed the styic tests of a large capacity unit on the HCT-6 test stand,

a. a booster 'circuit is used.
b. the Unit is primed with a hand pump.
c. an accumulator is used in the circuit.
d. the unit is primed by using reservoir pressurization.

6. (401) To prevent the mercury from being blown out .of the manometer of the HCT-6 hydraulic
component test stand, the manometer circuit is equipped with

a. an air bleed valve.
b. a pump test suction shutoff valve.
c. a float-type check valve.
d. a pump test suction tesf port shutoff valve.

`
7. (401) A rotary-type vacuum pu p is equipped witki an automatic oiler that 'yo.tt would most

correctly service with

a. 20-weight engine oil. C. 40-weight engine oil.
b. 304veight engine'oil. d. its own filtered fluid.

422
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8. (402) If your were testing a hydraulic system on an aircraft wit a high-flow requirement, w t
would you do with the MK-3?

a. Increased the volume of the test stands pump.
b. Add a boost pump to help the test stands pump.
c: Manifold the No. 1 and No. 2 systems of the test stand together.
d. Use a different test stand since you cannot adjust the pump.

9. (402) The MK-3 test stand automatically shuts down when the

a. fluid gets too thick.
b. suction filter becomes clogged.
c. test stand reservoir is nor at least 3/4 full'!"
d. boost pressure to the main pimp is less than 90 psig.

10. (402) If the fluid temperature in the MK-3 test stand becomes too high. the 't ermoswitch will

a. sound a warning horn.
b. turn on the fluid coolers.
c. will not shut down the machine.
d. indicate fluid temperature on the temperature .gage.

11. (402) Before, you connect the MK-3 test stand to the aircraft, you make certain that the

a. electric plug to the power source is off.
b. sight indicator lights are off.
c. gage shutoff valves are set at one-fourth turn from fully opened.
d. circuit, breakers are on.

12. (40:15- In order ta insure adequate powej is available when you are ta prestartThoth test stand
systems,

a. close both flow control vlaves.
b. place one of theieservoir selector valves.in STAND position.
c. allow 1 minute delay before starting second system.
d. place reservoir pressure dump valve to NEUTRAL position.

13. (403) The advantage of making hoses with the hose assembly machine over the hand method is
that the machine

a. can make any size hose assembly.
b. can in e size 2 through 48 medium-pressure hose assemblies.
c. is usI mainly for making hose assemblies using the flange-type fittings.
d. can rapidly produce medium- or high-pressure hose assemblies within its limits.

14. (403) Before you assemble the fittings-on a hose while using the hose assembly machine, you
should insure that the

a. brake is released.
b. fittings are well lubricated.
c. machine is set at 150 RiaM.
d. torque control box is set at 160 inch-pounds.

sea 19
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15. (403) The, clearance between the "B" nut and sleeve on a hose assembly must be maintained
to insure

a. proper nipple alignment with connector.
b. proper overall length of the hote assembly.
c. that the "B" nut rotates freely during installation.
d. that the hose is threaded into the sleeve correctly.

16. (404) The operator jacking an.aircraft is having extreme difficulty operating the handle of the
6-ton tripod jack. If the caPacity of the jack is adequate,.he should next.check

a. the position of the handle fulcrum.
b. the position of the needle valve.
c. the grooves in the ram for cleanliness.
d. for air under the ram.

17. (404) When an aircraft is' raised with tripod jacks and one of the jacksTettles down and lowers
one wing, the most obvious cause of this is

a. a defective ram seal that leaks.
b. a leak in the pressure supply line hose.
c. a leaking needle valve at the bottom of the reservoir.
d. the lockhut on the, ram failed to lower into position.

18. (404) AxleolatIrs are often used instead of tripod lacks when

a. gne with a closed height of 6 inches is needed to raise the axle of the B-52 gear.
b. tires are being repaired.
c. a closed jack a little higher that the axle is required. '
d. brake work is not necessary.

4

19. (404) Jack pads are adapters used with aircraft jacks, to

a'. give added distance in jacking.
b. make it easier to position them:
c. lessen the chance of damage to the aircraft.
d. give a cushion between the jack and the aircraft.

20. (404) After the jacks have been properly placed, the first thing to do is to

a. run the screw extension down the jack pad.
b. tilt the jack to line up with the jack pad.
c. close the needle valve as you start pumping,.
d. remove the wheel chocks.

etr

21. (404) With regards to the use of any jack, you would most likely be correct if you

a. always read the applicable TO before starting a job.
b. rely on yOur general experience and common sense.
c. listen to the advice of an old "pro" regarding jacking operations.
d. know your job well enough to use short cuts.



22. (405) Before ascending to the platform of a B-1 maintenan (e stand, you must be sure that the

a. bypass valve is closed.
b. safety lock is installed.
c. ram locknut is screwed down tightly..
d. platform load will not exceed 500 pounds.

23. (405) The speed lowering a BI maintenance stand is controlled by the

a. hand pump.
b. bypass valve.

c. weight of the stand.
d. restrictor in the return line.

24. 1405), What is the maximum static load a B-1 maintenance stand can sutpport?

a. 600 pounds.-
h. 100 pounds.

c. 1500 pounds.
d. 2000 pounds.4

25. (406) The main purpose of the dehydrators on the air compressor is to

a. protect 'the purifier cartridge from excess moisture.
h. protect ttie compressor condensate chambers.
c. remove all condensation from the engine oil.
d. absorb remaining water vapors before the air enters the receiver.

et26. (406) At what -pressure does the pilot valve on the MC-1 air compressor automatically opento allow the pressure to pass to the blowdown valves?

a. 2400 psi.
b. 3200 psi.

c. 3500 psi.
d. 4000 psi.

27. (406) The oil levels for air compiessors must be checked

a. prior to each start. c. twice a week.b. once every..day. d. weekly.

28. (406) In order' to ease the compressor when you are starting operation of the MC-1, you makesure that the

a. pilot valve is in the manual load position.
b. pilot valve is In the manual unload position.
c. clutch is disengaged and positioned toward the instrument panel..
d. low-pressure regulator is completely turned clockwise.

029. (406) Normally, when you start the engine, you should first

a. see that the coplpressor hood is closed.
b. pull thc ignitibn s'witch all the way 'out.
c. press the starter sWitch and hold the switch for 35 seconds.
d. pull the choke control part way out.

. 21
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30. (406) To make your compressor last longer, you should observe all of the following rules
except

a. start the engine with the clutch disengaged.
b:never engage The...clutch when the engine is operating at speeds faster than fast idle.
c. engage the clutch when the compressor controls are in the load position.
d. never tighten the service line relief to exceed 35 inch-pounds.

31. (407) A sonic system on the SANE 50 ultra-sonic filter cleaner is composed of

a. generatOr and transducer. c. pump and vibrator.
b. battery and transducer. d. generator and sonic regulator.

32. (407) With reference to general safety precautions, the rule you would least likely to follow
would be to

a. always release the pressure in the service line before disconnecting it.
b. treat a loose hose discharging high-pressure air as a dangerous weapon.
c. encourage a little fun and play to break the monotony while performing your.work.

-4.
d. always be familiar with the TOs to ease workload.

33. (407) What is the proper sequence for cleaning filter elements in the SANE 50?

a. Presoak, boil, cleaning, and test.
b. Cleaning, presOak, boil, and test.
c. Presoak, cleaning, boil, and condensate.
d. cleaning, boil, condensate, and test.

34. (407) Which of the tanks in the SANE 50 have sonic units?

a. Boil- and cleaning tanks.
b.. Presoak and cleaning tanks.
c. Condensate and test tanks.
d. Presoak and test tanks.

35. (407) The element. is still in the cleaning rani ald he ,fluid has been circulated through the
internal filters for 5 minutes. What is the next stee,

a. Immediately take 'A cup sample.
b. Place the elements in the test tank.
c. Agitate the elements for 3 minutes.
d. Visually inspect the solid particles.

36. (407) While testing a clean filter element you notice a large column of bubbles coming from one
point of the element; you know that

a. the element is clean and ready for installation into a system.
b. the element has met the maxiiirum test standards and is serviceable.
c. the element has met the minimum test standards and it is not serviceable.
d. this area is damaged beyond repair if the bubbles appear before the manometer reads-3

inches of H20.
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Chapter 2

37. (408) If you are to properly troubleshoot hydraulic systems, you will find it essential to know
how to

a. interpret and apply schematics.
b. locate applicable technical manuals.
c. study in a logical and purposeful manner.
d. put into practice your own ideas and work methods.

38. (408) On a routine ground check of a hydraulic system like the one shown in figure 23 of the
teXt, while using the auxiliary,electric pump you notice that the flight engineer's hydraulic
pressure gage reads 1400 psi. Thii tells you that the

a. brake system is fully pressurized.
b. selective relief valve is closed..
c. system is in the BYPASS position.
d. main hydraulic system is still charged to 1400 psi.

39. (408) Refer to figure 23 of the text. When can the brake accumulator be used as a mail; system
accumulatoil

a. Whenever the relief valve closes.
b. When using the auxiliary pump.
c. Whenever the system pressure is above I400,psi.
d. When system pressure is 1800 psi and above.

\g40. (40 ) Why is it desirable during long flights to relieve the load on the engine-driven pumps?

a. To eliminate excessive loading and unloading of the pressure regulator.
b. To eliminate the use of the bypass control valve in the bypass system.
c. To help the crewmembers with an added safety element.
d. To add corrective measures to minimum loading of the pressure regulator.

41. (409) Which of the allowing valves is not a remote control valve used to direct fluid pressure
from the manifold to the actuators?

a. Nose gear extension.
b. Landing gear operating valve.
c. Main gear retension valve.
d. Emergency extension valve.

42. (409) When the landing gear selector valve is moved to the NORMAL DOWN position.

a. the nose gear uplatch directs fluid pressure to the nose gear extension valve.
b. fluid pressure is directed to the nose gear extension valve and' the landing gear operating valve.
c. the nose -and main gears will be unlatched Allowing them to free-fall to the EXTENDED position.
d. fluid pressure is sent to the landing gear operating valve allowing this valve to direct fluid

pressure to the three uplatches.
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43. (409) In the event the landing gear fails to unlatch when the selector valve is moved to the

NORMAL DOWN position, the uplatches may be released by

a. moving the landing gear selector valve to the EMERGENCY DOWN position.
b, first moving the selector valve to the UP position and then to the EMERGENCY DOWN position.

-ask reducing the airspeed, putting the aircraft in a shallow dive, and then moving the selector valve
to the NORMAL DOWN position.

d. pulling an emergency release handle located in the pilot's compartment.

44: (409) Refer to figure 25 of the text. What would be the most probable cause if, during landing,
the right brake would not apply?

a. The left shuttle valve was closed.
b. The right hydraulic fuse was closed.
c. The left hydraulic fuse was opened.
d. The right shuttle valve was opened.

45. (409) You have just repaired a broken hydraulic brake line and during the checkout you find the
brake operation erratic. What is the most probable cause?

a. The brakes need to be bled.
b. The PBCV is closing too soon.
c. The hydraulic fuse is set.
d. The shuttle valve is open.

46. (410) The nose gear is properly aligned for takeoff and landing by the

a. torque links. c. oleo-actuated valve.
b. weight of the nose gear. d. integral centering cams.

47. (410) The steering system shown in figure 26 of the text, provides a means for free-caster of the
nosewheels in the event fluid pressure is lost. This is accomplished through the use of

a. corotating Wheels. c. control and followup cables.
b. a slide-type metering valve. d. a balanced-type steering column.

48. (410) Refer to figure 27 of the text. When the cargo door selector valve is moved to the OPEN
position, which of the following will happen?

a. Pressure will close the latch actuators and open sequence valve B.
b. Pressure will open the latch actuators causing sequence valve B to close.
c. Pressure will open the latch actuators causing sequence valve B to open and allow the door

to free-fall open.
d. Pressure will open the latch actuators causing sequence valve B to open and direct hydraulic

pressure to the open side of the door actuators.

49. (410) Refer to figure 27 of the texc, When the door selector is moved to the CLOSED position

a. sequence valve B is closed and sequence valve A is open.
b. seguence valve B is open and sequence valve A is closed.
c. the sequence valves are automatically opened.
d. both sequence valves arec closed.
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50. (410)-The hydraulic motor brake is released by

a. pressure from the wing flaps lock valve.
b. pressure from the wing flap control valves.
c. mechanical linkage from the wing flap limit valve.
d. mechanical linkage from the wing flap control valve.

51. (410) Refer to figure 28 of the text. The constant flow valve insures that the flaps

a. extend and retract at varying speeds.
b. extend and retract, at the same speed.
c. extend fast and retract slow.
d. extend slow and retract fast.

52. (410) When the pilot positions the slide valve to the right, pressure moves the

a. piston to the right.
c. housing assembly to the left.

b. piston to the left.
d. entire housing to the right.

53. (410) In the event hydraulic pressure is lost, the ailerons can be controlled by

a. mechanical means.
b. the air load on the surfaces.
c. the auxiliary pump pressure.
d. pressure trapped in the cylinder.

54. (410) The priority valve installed in the pressure line insures the

a. inflight refueling system has priority over the ailerons.
b. ailerons can operate after pressure builds up to 2500 psi.
c. inflight refueling systems can operate after pressure builds up to 1800 psi.
d. ailerons have priority over the inflight refueling system.
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MODIFICATIONS

of this rithlication has (have) been.deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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